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CONTENTS OF VOL. II. 

SECTION VIII. 

Jerusalem.—History, Statistics, etc. 

Page 1—103. 

I. Historical Notices, 1—64. Josephus’ picture of the destruction 

of Jerusalem by Titus, 1, 2. Not made a doomed site, 2. Destruction not 

total, 2, 3. Accession of Adrian, 3. His plans to secure quiet, 4. Causes 

of the Jewish war, 4. Successes of Barcochba, 5. Preparations of the em¬ 

peror ; Julius Severus ; results, 5, 6. Jerusalem taken and retaken, 6. Un¬ 

known city of Bether, 6. Capture and sale of the Jews, 7. Forbidden to 

approach Jerusalem, 7. The Holy City not again destroyed, 7, 8. Built 

up and named Aelia, 8. Becomes a Pagan city; temple of Jupiter, etc. 9. 

Duration of the name Aelia, 9. Few incidents until Constantine, 10. 

Jews still shut out, 11. Extension of Christianity and beginning of pil¬ 

grimages, 11. 

Conversion of Constantine and Helena’s visit to the Holy Land ac¬ 

cording to Eusebius, 12. She erects churches at Bethlehem and on the 

Mount of Olives, 12. Alleged discovery of the Holy Sepulchre, 12, 13. 

Church erected there and atMamre by Constantine, 13. Later accounts 

of Helena’s share in these transactions and discovery of the true cross, 14, 

15. Existence of such an alleged cross, 15, 16. Later honours heap¬ 

ed on Helena; all ancient churches now ascribed to her, 16, 17. 

Descr. of the Basilica over and around the Sepulchre, 17, 18. Pilgrim¬ 

ages and festivals, 18. The Jews admitted to the city; begin to rebuild 

the temple under Julian ; again excluded, 19, 20. 

Cent. IV. Jerome’s residence at Bethlehem, 20. Paula’s journey and 

convents, 20. Pilgrims flock together from all parts of the world, 20, 21. 

End forgotten in the means; licentiousness,21, 22. Effect upon the tra¬ 

ditional topography of the Holy Land, 22. The Onomasticon, 22. Me¬ 

tropolitan see at Caesarea, 23. 

Cent. V. Jerusalem made a patriarchate, 23, 24. Religious contro¬ 

versies, 24. Council of Chalcedon; outbreak of the Monophysites, 

Theodosius, 24, 25. He retires to Sinai, 25.— Cent. VI. Tumults in Egypt 

and Antioch, 25. Elias of Jerusalem and St. Sabas adhere to the coun¬ 

cil of Chalcedon, 26. So too John, 27. Death of St. Sabas, 27. Tumults 
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under Justinian; the Origenists, Nonnus, 27. Synod in A. D. 536 at 

Jerusalem, 28. The Origenists put down, 28, 29. Churches erected by 

Justinian, 29,30. Hospitia for pilgrims, 30. Antoninus Martyr, 31. Com¬ 

merce with the East, 31. Trade in relics, 31, 32. Pieces of the true 

cross; its power of reproduction, 33. 

Cent. VII. Invasion of the Persians in A. D. 614 and capture of Jeru¬ 

salem, 33, 34. Modestus rebuilds the churches, etc. 34, 35. The church 

of the Holy Sepulchre, 35. Triumph of Heraclius, 35, 36. Conquest of 

the Muhammedans in A.D. 637, and capture of the Holy City, 36. Sub¬ 

sequent history not written, 37. Pilgrims resume their visits, 38. Ar- 

culfus, 38.— Cent. VIII. Pilgrims increase in spite of the change of dynas¬ 

ty and consequent oppressions, 38. St. Willibald, 39. Civil war; con¬ 

vent of Mar Saba plundered, and Eleutheropolis destroyed, 39. Harun 

er-Rashid and Charlemagne, their friendship, 40, 41.— Cent. IX. Dissen¬ 

sions and oppressions, 41, 42. The monk Bernard, 42. State of the edi¬ 

fices around the Holy Sepulchre, 42. Decay of the Abassides, 42.— Cent.~2L. 

TheFatimites of Egypt, 42, 43. New oppressions of the Holy City, 43, 

44. Merchants of Amalfi found a church and hospital, 44, 45. 

Cent. XI. The Khalif el-Hakim, 45. His persecution of the Chris¬ 

tians, 45, 46. Persecution of the Jews in Europe, 46, 47. Hakim makes 

concessions to the Christians, 47. Vast increase of pilgrims of all 

classes, 48. Robert of Normandy a pilgrim, 49, 50. Way through Hun¬ 

gary, 50. Lietbert of Cambray, 40. Pilgrimage of the three German 

bishops, 51-53. Successes of the Turkman Togrul Beg, 53, 54. King¬ 

dom of the Seljucides, 54. Invasion of Syria and Egypt, 54. Jerusalem 

made over to Ortok, 55. Indignation of the West, 55, 56. Excesses of 

the Turkmans in the Holy City, 56, 57. Pilgrimages nevertheless con¬ 

tinue, 57. Poverty and distress, 57, 58. 

Peter the Hermit visits Jerusalem, 58. He returns and preaches a 

crusade, 58, 59. First army of crusaders destroyed, 59. Second army 

reaches and seizes Antioch, 59. Great battle and victory, 59. They break 

up for Jerusalem, 59. New revolution in Syria, 59. Jerusalem taken by 

the Egyptians, 60. Captured by the crusaders, June 7, 1099; churches 

and convents erected, 61. Few remains now of the Christian dominion, 

61. Reconquest by Saladin, 62. Importance of Jerusalem diminished, 62. 

Few vicissitudes; building of the walls, 63. Burning of the church of the 

Holy Sepulchre in 1808, 63. Becomes subject in 1832 to Muhammed 

’Aly of Egypt, 63. 

II. Church of the Holy Sepulchre, 64-80. Difficulty as to the 

identity of the Sepulchre; place of crucifixion, 64, 65. Questioned by 

Korte and Clarke; supported'by Chateaubriand, etc. 65, 66.—Topograph¬ 

ical argument; the nature of the ground shows that the ancient second 

wall must have enclosed the present site, 67-70.—Historical argument; 

Chateaubriand’s statement, 70, 71. Examination of the same, 71-76. 

No tradition of the spot probably existed; or if there did, it could not be 

conclusive, 76. Similar tradition as to the place of the Ascension, 77 ; 

and of the Nativity, 78. Result, 80.] 

III. Statistics. 80-96. Fallen state of Jerusalem, 81. Egyptian do- 
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minion, provinces, etc. 81, 82. Garrison, 82, 83. Population, usually 

overrated, 83-86. The Jews, 86—88. Latin Christians, 88. Latin con¬ 

vents, 88, 89. Native Greek Christians are all Arabs, 89. Greek con¬ 

vents; peopled by foreign Greeks, 89, 90. Greek bishops, 90. Armeni¬ 

ans, 91. Copts, 91. Chapels in the church of the Holy Sepulchre, 91. 

Quarrels between the Greeks and Latins, 92, 93. The King of France 

protector of the Catholics, 93.—Taxes in Jerusalem; Kharaj and 

Firdeh defined, 93. Depreciation of currency, 94. Bazars and gardens, 

94, 95. Excessive dearness of living, 95. Manufactures and trade in 

Jerusalem, 95, 96. 

IV. Climate, 96. Wet and dry seasons, 96. Autumnal and winter 

rains, 97. Snow and ice, 97. No particular periods of early and latter 

rain, 97, 98. Badness of roads in winter, 98. Spring showers, 98. 

Summer without rain and cloudless, 98, 99. Temperature, 99. The 

harvest at different times in different tracts, 99, 100. Land becomes 

parched, 100. 

V. Bethany, 100. Excursion thither and description, 101. Pre¬ 

tended tomb of Lazarus, 101. Historical Notices, 102, 103. No trace of 

Bethphage, 103. 

SECTION IX. 

Excursion from Jerusalem to Bethel, etc. 

Pages 104—151. 

General plan of travel, 104. Uncertain Topography, 104, 105. Con¬ 

fusion of travellers, 105,106. Arabic Lists of names, etc. 106.—May ith. 

Preparations and companions, 107. Setting off, 108. View of city from 

northern part of Mount of Olives, 108. 5An&ta, Anathoth, 109. Exten¬ 

sive views, 110. General character of the region, 110, 111. Guide, 111. 

Hizmeh, 111. Wide views to Jordan, etc. 112, 113. Jeba’, Gibeah'of 

Saul, 113-115. Mukhmas, Michmash, 116, 117. Deir Diwan, 118, 119. 

Way to Taiyibeh, 119, 120. Taiyibeh, 121-124. Hospitality, theMed&feh 

or inn, 122. Restless night, 123. Population and taxes, 124. Perhaps 

Ophra? 124. 

May 5th. Way to Beitin, 125. El-’Alya, 125. Beitin, Bethel, 125- 

130. Ruins of churches at some distance, 126. Ruins and spacious res¬ 

ervoir, 126, 127. Breakfast; milk and fine butter, 127. Historical No¬ 

tices, 127-130. El-Bireh, Beeroth, 130-133. Ram-Allah, a Christian 

village, 133, 134. Arab schoolmaster, 134,135. A quarrel, 135. El-Jib, 

Gibeon, 135-139. Position and remains, 135, 136. Historical Notices, 

137-139. Neby Samwil, 139-145. Pretended tomb of Samuel, 139, 140. 

Prospect, 140. Not the Ramali of Samuel, 141, 142. Hist, of the tradi¬ 

tion, 142, 143. Probably Mizpeh, 143, 144. Wady Beit Hanina, 145. 

Return to Jerusalem, 145,146.—Notice of Kuldnieh, 146. Horses for hire, 

146, 147. Saddles, etc. 147. 
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Results highly gratifying, 148, 149. Approach of Sennecharib, as de¬ 

scribed by Isaiah, 149. Nob, 149, 150. Many present names doubtless 

of Hebrew origin, 150, 151. Same name in several places, 151. 

SECTION X. 

Excursion to ’Ain Jidy, the Dead Sea, the Jordan, etc. 

Pages 152—319. 

Short stay in Jerusalem, 152. Insecurity of these districts, 152, 153. 

Procure guides from the alleged robbers, 153, 154.—May 8th. Difficulty 

with the Mukariyeh, 155. Message to the governor, 155, 156. Depart¬ 

ure, 156. Rachel’s Tomb, 157. Pretended well of David, 157, 158. 

Aqueduct from Solomon’s Pools, 158. Bethlehem, 158-163. Meet an 

armed party of Bedawin, 158, 159. Hist. Notices, 159, 160. Character 

of present inhabitants, 161. Disarming of the people, 162. Illustration 

of “spreading garments in the way,” 162. Reflections, 163. Wells over 

the aqueduct, 163. Way to the Pools, 164. Measurements, 165. Sup¬ 

ply of water, 165-168. Way to the Frank mountain; Urtas, Etam? 

168. Sheep of Palestine, 169. Appearance of the Frank Mountain, 

170. Ruins of an ancient fortress at the top, 170, 171. Prospect, 171. 

Name and legend, 171, 172. Probably ancient IlerocLium, 173. Perhaps 

Beth-haccerem, 174. Wady Khureitun and cavern, 174,175. Encamp¬ 

ment of the Ta’amirah, 176. Character of the tribe, 176, 177. Sheikh 

Muhammed the Khatib, our guide, 178. Visit from the Sheikh of the 

Jehalin, 179, 180. 

May 9th. Bedawin camp and flocks, 180. Baking and churning, 180. 

Grinding with the hand-miil, 180,181. Tekua, Tekoa, its ruins, etc. 182-184. 

Our further course, 184, 185. Bir ez-Za’feraneh, 185. Great Wady el- 

Khulil, 186. General character of the region, 187. Beni Na’im, mDsk 

and village, 187-190. Extensive view, 188. Probably the Caphar Ba- 

7'iicha of Jerome, 189. Further course, 190. Zif, Ziph, 101. Plain west 

of Kurmul, 191, 192. “Plucking the ears of corn,” 192. Way to Kur- 

mul, Carmel, 192. Proceed to Ma’in, Maon, 193. Peasants from Yutta, 

timid, 193.—May 19th. View from Ma’in, including nine ancient places, 

193-196. Impression of the peasants that the Franks will come and take 

possession, 196.—Return to Carmel; its remains, 196, 197. Castle, 198. 

Hist. Notices, 199. Scene of David’s adventure with Nabal, 200. Simi¬ 

larity of personal manners at the present day, 201. 

Proceed eastwards towards the Dead Sea, 201. Camp of the Ka’abi- 

neh, 201. Descent great; country becomes desert, 202. Beden, “wil¬ 

derness of En-gedi,” 203. Continual disappointment, 204. First view of 

Dead Sea In its deep chasm, 204, 205. General character, peninsula and 

shoals, 205. Hajr Usdum, 206. Mountains and general impression, 206, 

207. Descent of the pass, 208. Optical illusion of an island, 208, 209. 
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Fountain of’Ain Jidy, 209. Alarm, 209, 210. Trees, plants, and thicket 

below the fountain, 210, 211. Descent to the shore; rich plain with gar¬ 

dens of cucumbers, 211, 212. Water of the sea, its appearance and buoy¬ 

ancy, 212, 213. Driftwood, 213. Measurements, 213. Climate, 214. 

Ancient En-gedi ; Historical Notices, 214-216. 

The Dead Sea, 216-238. Length and breadth, 217.—Form and 

character of the shores, 218. Phenomena, 219, 220. Mineral produc¬ 

tions, 221. Depression of the level of the sea, 222.—Character of the 

waters, 223. Analyses, 223—225. Level of the water varies, 225. De- 

posites of salt, 226. Sea contains neither animal nor vegetable life, 226- 

228.—Asphaltum, 228--130.—The peninsula, 230-234.—The Ford, 234, 

235.—Apples of Sodom, probably the ’Osher, 235-238. 

May 11th. S unrise, songs of birds, 238, 239. Ascent of the pass, stern 

magnificence of the prospect, 239. Sebbeh, the ancient Masada, 239—242. 

Journey along the western side of the Dead Sea, 242-253. The Rashai- 

deh, 243. Wady Derejeh, 244. Encamp on the cliff above’Ain Tera- 

beh, 245. Prospect of the sea, 245, 246. Circuitous route, 246. Great 

Arab road along the sea, 247,248. Evening view, 248.—May 12th. Des¬ 

ert region, 248, 249. Wady er-R&hib, the continuation of the Kidron, 

249. Ras el-Feshkhah and view, 250. Further N. the sea contracts, 250. 

Descent to the shore, rugged way, 251. Horse falls from a ledge, 251. 

Stink-stone, 251. ’Ain el*Feshkhah, 252. Proceed along the shore ; ripe 

berries of the Ghurkud; immense lizard, 252, 253. Appearance of the 

tract, nitrous crust, 253, 254. Turn off towards the Jordan, 254. Cross¬ 

ing-place el-Halu; appearance of the river, 254, 255. Its banks and 

verdure, 254, 255. Rapid current, depth, etc. 256. Bathe in its stream, 

256. Different points in view, 256, 257. 

The Jordan and its Valley, 257—267. Present name, 257. The 

Ghor, 258. Hist, and topogr. notices, 258-261. Supposed inundation of 

the Jordan, 261. Scriptural account, 262. Probably never overflows, 

and why, 262-264. Influence of the lakes, 264. The Ghdr, where not 

watered, generally a desert, 265. Passage of the Israelites, 266, 267. 

Way to Jericho, 267-273. ’Ain Hajla, Beth-Hoglah, 268. Kusr Hajla, 

a ruined convent, 269-271. Site of another convent, 271,272. Reach 

Jericho, 273.—May 13th. Visit to the Aga at the castle, 273-276. Har¬ 

vest and threshing-floors; the plain tilled by the people of Taiyibeh, 276. 

Process of threshing, 276-278. Sheikh of the ’Adw&n; places E. of 

Jordan, 278, 279. Village of Riha, 279, 280. Indolence and dissolute¬ 

ness of the inhabitants, 280. Rivulet and trees near our tent, 281. Large 

block of Sienite, 281. Climate, 282. Walk to the fountain ’Ain es-Sul- 

t&n, 273-285. Paved Roman road, 283. Traces of ancient foundations, 

285. View from the mound, 286. Sheikh Mustafa and Derwishes, 286. 

No trace of ancient Gilgal, 287—May 14th. View from the castle, 287, 

288. Breadth of the valley, 289. Ancient trees and products no longer 

found, 290. The Zukkum, probably myrobalanum, 291. Other trees and 

plants, 292, 293. Former culture of the sugar-cane, 293, 294. Origin of 

the present village, 295. Site of ancient Jericho near the mountain, 296- 

298. Hist. Notices, 298-302. 
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Set off from the fountain, 302. Quarantana, 302, 303. Country at its 

foot, 303. Last view of the fertile plain of Jericho, 304. Wadys and Ru¬ 

ins in the Gh6r, 304, 305. Phcisaelis, now Fusail, 305. No distinct Mount 

Nebo visible in the eastern mountains, 305, 306. Jebel Jil’ad and Jebel 

’Attartis, 306. Roads to Bethel, 307. Tents and hospitality of Sheikh 

Mustafa, 307, 308. Arabs descending to the Gh6r, 308. Fountains of 

Duk, 308, 309. Ascent of mountain, 309, 310. Desert tract, 310. Cem¬ 

etery, 311. Cisterns by the way-side, 311. Ruins S. of Deir Diwan, 

probable site of Ai, 312, 313. Tell W. of Deir Diwan, 312, 313. Hist, 

notices of Ai, 313. Bethel, 314.—May 15th. Way to Jerusalem ; el-Bireh 

’At&ra, 314. Er-Ram, Ramah, 315-317. Ruined Kh&n, 317. Tuleil el- 

Ful, 317. Scopus and Jerusalem, 318. Parting with the Khatib, 319. 

Dissatisfied with the Muk&riyeh, 319. 

SECTION XI. 

From Jerusalem to Gaza and Hebron. 

Pages 320—462. 

Shutting up of Jerusalem, 320. We stop but a single day, 320, 321. 

Preparations, guide, etc. 321.—May 11th. Departure; go round by Beit 

Jala, 322. Statistics of the village, 322-324. Way to village of St. 

George, 324, 325. View from high point beyond Wady Bittir, and no¬ 

tices of the country, 325-327. 

Kustul, probably Lat. 1 Castellum,’ 328.—Soba, its situation, 328. Not 

Modin, 328-330. Possibly for Zuph, Zophim, the ancient Ramathaim- 

Zophim of Samuel, 330, 331. Objection from the position, 331. Objec¬ 

tion as being on Mount Ephraim, 332-334.—Boundary between Benja¬ 

min and Judah, 334. It passes Kirjath Jearim, probably the present Kur- 

yet el-’Enab, 334-336. Its further course, 336, 337. 

Way to Beit ’Atab, 337, 338. Beit ’Atfib and wide view, 338-340. 

Way to Beit Nettif; ancient road, 340,341. Beit Nettif and country 

around, 341, 342. Climate, 342. Wide view of many ancient places, 

342-344. Inhabitants; the parties Keis and Yemen, 344, 345. Hospi¬ 

tality of the people, 345. General hospitality, the Medafeh or Menzil, 

346, 347.—May 18th. Fog in the vallies, 347. Proposed search after the 

site of Eleutheropolis; reported ruins at Beit Jibrin, etc. 348. Wady es- 

Sumt, 348, 349. Socoh, 349. Place of David’s combat with Goliath, 

349,350. Well with flocks; drawing water “ with the foot,” 351. Re¬ 

markable excavations near Deir Dubban, 352-354. Way to Beit Jibrin, 

354, 355. 

Beit Jibrin, ruins of a strong Roman fortress, 355,356. Ruined church, 

Santa Hanneh, 357, 358. People wish the Franks to come, 358. For¬ 

mer Sheikhs of the district, 358, 359. Beit Jibrin, if not Eleutheropolis, 

is certainly the ancient Betogabra, 359, 360. Hist, notices, 360-362. 
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Way to Tell es-S&fieh, 362, 363. Dhikrin, 362. Tell es-S&fieh, the 

Blanchegarde of the crusaders, 363-367.—May 19th. Leave for Gaza ; 

fertile country, 367, 368. Summed, deep well; error of Breydenbach, 

368. General wish for the Franks, 369. Bureir, 370. Threshing and 

winnowing, 371. Lively harvest-scenes, 371, 372. Immense olive-grove 

near Gaza, 372. Quarantine guard, 372. 

May 21st. Gaza ; letter of introduction, 373. Visit to the mosk, an 

ancient church, 373. Governor’s secretary, Tezkirah, 374. Remains of 

antiquity, places of former gates, 374-376. Geogr. position, 375. D&- 

ron, 375. Sandy tract along the sea, 376. Fertility, 376. Population, 

377. Trade, 377, 378. Hist. Notices, 378-383. Gaza probably not 

“ desert,” when the book of Acts was written, 380. 

Region S. E. of Gaza; Gerar, 383, 384. Leave Gaza for Beit Jibrin 

by a more southern route, 384. Huj, recently built up, 384-386. Re¬ 

turn to Bureir, 386. Agriculture; all the rich plains held by the gov¬ 

ernment, 386-388.—May 22d. Um Lakis, not Lachish, 388, 389. Turn 

off to Tell el-Hasy; harvest-scenes, 389. Wady el-Hasy, 389, 390. 

The Tell and region, 390-392. ’Ajl&n, Eglon, 392. Es-Sukkariyeh, 

probably an ancient site, 392, 393. Difficulty for a guide, laziness, 393. 

Reapers and gleaners, “ parched corn,” 394. El-Kubeibeh, 394. Beit 

Jibrin, 394. Men of Beit Jala, 395. The Sheikh takes us to three clusters 

of very remarkable excavations, 395—398. Cufic inscriptions, 396. Se¬ 

pulchres, 397. The Tell, 397. Singular labyrinth, 397, 398. 

Not yet satisfied as to Eleutheropolis, 398. Roads to Hebron fur¬ 

nish a certain test, 399. Go to Dawaimeh for the night by mistake, 399— 

402. Conclude to visit el-Burj and hire guide, 402.—May 23d. The 

Sheikh attempts imposition; we return towards Beit Jibrin, 402, 403. 

Take the road for Hebron by Idhna, Jedna, 403. Incident, disarming of 

the peasants, 403, 404. Reach Idhna in two hours from Beit Jibrin, 

which identifies the latter with Eleutheropolis, 404. 

Eleutheropolis, 404. Identical with Betogabra and Beit Jibrin; 

evidence from the specifications of Eusebius and Jerome, 405—407. Hist. 

Notices, serving to sustain their testimony, 408—412. Writers who men¬ 

tion Betogabra make no allusion to Eleutheropolis, and vice versa, 412, 

413. The expression “Betogabra of Eleutheropolis” considered, proba¬ 

bly a gloss, 413—417. Tradition of Samson’s fountain in the vicinity, 

417-420.-—Gath, 420—422. Maresha, Maressa, 422. Moresheth, 423. 

Invasion of the Edomites; the south of Palestine called Idumea, 424. 

Possible origin of the excavations we visited, 424, 425. 

Village of Idhna, Jedna, 425-427. Hospitality of the Sheikh, 426, 

427. Ascent of the mountain, 427, 428. Teffuh, Beth-Tappuah, 428. 

Violent Sirocco; drops of rain with dust, 429. Large oak, 429. Reach 

Hebron and encamp on the grassy western slope, 430. Pressing invita¬ 

tion from Elias, 430. Delay at Hebron, 431. 
Hebron. May 2Uh. General character and situation, 431, 432. An¬ 

cient pools, 432, 433. The Haram, description, 434-435. A mere wall 

around an interior court, 435,436. Probably a Jewish structure surround¬ 

ing the sepulchre of the patriarchs, 436, 437. Hist. Notices, 437-439. 

VOL. II. B 
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Jews’ window, 439.—Citadel in ruins, 439, 440. Manufactory of water¬ 

skins, 440. Bazars, 440. Manufactory of glass, 441. Go out to break¬ 

fast with Elias under the great oak, 441-445. Camel-loads of arms from 

Dura, 441. Vineyards, how trained, 442. Wine and Dibs, 442, 443. 

The oak, 443. Elias and his family, breakfast, 444, 445. Threshing- 

floors; scenes of the book, of Ruth, 445, 446.—May 25th. Visit to the 

Rabbi of the Jews, 446-448. Synagogue and manuscripts, 447, 448. 

Ascend the western hill; extensive view, 448, 449. Visit to the three 

governors of Gaza, Jerusalem, and Hebron, 449-451. Official dinner, 

450, 451. Sheikh Sa’id of Gaza, his character and fall, 451-453.—Popu¬ 

lation and trade of Hebron, 453. Historical Notices, 454-462. Question 

as to the identity of the ancient and modern site, 457, 458. Hospital 

and former distribution of bread, etc. 459. Rebellion in 1834; sacked by 

the Egyptians, 461. 

SECTION XII. 

From Hebron to Wady Musa and Back. 

Pages 463—638.. 

Delays at Hebron, 463. Visit from the Sheikh of the Jeh&lin and 

bargain for camels and guides, 464. Further delay; shuffling conduct 

of Elias, 464, 465.—May 26th. Camels arrive ; departure, 465. Way to 

Carmel, 465, 466. Ascend the ridge beyond, prospect towards the South, 

466, 467. Country of the Jehalin, 467. Encamp over Sunday, 467. 

Notices of the Jehalin, 468, 469.—May 21th. Visitors in our tent, 469, 

470. Engage five Haweitat, 470, 471. 

May 26th. New guides and camels, Arab dilatoriness, 471. Difficulty 

about a head-guide, 471, 472. We at length set off, 472. Tell ’Arad, 

ancient Arad, 473. Rujeim Selameh and view, 473,474. Upper ez-Zu- 

weirah, 475. Wide prospect over the Dead Sea and southern Gh6r, 

475,476. First descent, lower tract of chalky hills, 476, 477. Second 

descent; ez-Zuweirah, fort and reservoirs, 477. Wady ez-Zuweirah; 

encamp in a side-valley, 477, 478. Our guides less intelligent than 

those from the Tawarah, 478, 479. 

May 29th. Follow down Wady ez-Zuweirah to the shore, 479. Sun¬ 

rise upon the Dead Sea, 480. Zuweirah has no relation to Zoar, which 

lay on the East of the sea, 480,481. Hajr or Khashm Usdum, (Sodom,) 

a mountain of fossil salt, 481-485. Bathe in the sea, 485. Deep cavern 

in the mountain, 485. Alarm at an approaching party, 486. We prove 

the strongest, and our Haweit&t begin to plunder; remonstrances, 486, 

487. S. W. corner of the sea, 487. This end of the sea very shallow, 

and a flat extends far to the South, 488. Eastern part of the Gh6r (S&- 

fieh) fertile and well-watered, 488, 489. Range of cliffs crossing the 

Gh6r further south, an offset or step to the ’Arabah beyond, 489, 490. 

Already known that the waters of the ’Arabah flow northwards, 491, 
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492.—We keep along the western side of the Gh6r; character, salt rills, 

492, 493. ’Ain el-Beida, 493. S. W. corner of the Gh6r, Wady el-Fik- 

reh, 494. Keep along the base of the transverse line of cliffs, 495. ’Ain 

el-’Arus, 495. Wady Ghurundel and ruins, Arindela, 496. Haweitht 

breakfast, 496. Mouth of Wady el-Jeib, the drain of the ’Arabah, 497. 

Proceed up this deep broad chasm, 498, 499. Evening halt, romantic 

desert scene, 500. Results of the day, 500, 501. “Ascent of Akrabhim,” 
501. 

May 30th. Night-travel, 501. Leave Wady el-Jeib, desert of the 

’Arabah, 502. Rocks Humra Fedan and Wady Ghuweir, 502. Halt at 

?Ain el-Buweirideh, 503. Violent Sirocco, 504. Routes up to Wady Musa, 

504. Base of the mountains, porphyry cliffs, 505. Romantic pass of 

Nemela, 506, 507. Juniper trees, 506. Encamp at the top of the pass, 

507.—May 31s£. View from the brow of the mountain; the ’Arabah, the 

western desert, Wady el-Jerafeh, Mount Hor, etc. 507, 508. Region of 

Nemela, 508, 509. Sandstone formation, 509. Oleanders, 509. Sik or 

chasm, with a sculptured tablet, 510. Plain Sutuh Beida, village Dibdi* 

ba, 511. Poverty of inhabitants, 511. Way to Eljy, 512. Saracenic 

fortress, 513. Eljy, 513. ’Ain Musa and brook, 513. 

Arrival at the valley; tomb on the right, 514. Enter the valley; 

commencement of the street of tombs, 514. Monolithic tombs, like those 

in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, 514, 515. Tomb with pyramids, 515. En¬ 

trance of the Sik, 516. Ornamental arch across the chasm, 516. Width 

of the chasm and height of the sides, 516, 517. Oleanders, channels, 

pavement, 517. Magnificence of impression, 518. The Khuzneh, char¬ 
acter and imposing effect, 518-520. Interior, 520. Tombs beyond the 

Khuzneh, 520. Singular ornament, 521. Amphitheatre, 521. View 

from it, 522. Encamp; the object of our visit, 522.—Area of the ancient 

city on both sides of the brook, 523. Remains of a temple and bridges, 

523. Triumphal arch, 524. Kusr Far’dn, a late structure, 524. Zub 

Far’dn, column of a temple, 524. The whole area once occupied by a 

city of houses built of stone, 524, 525.—Western wall of cliffs with tombs, 

525. Springs flowing off into a western chasm ; its character, 526, 527. 

Laborde’s delineations correct, but convey no good general idea of 

the whole, 527. The ancient city not enclosed by perpendicular rocks 

on all sides, 527, 528. Perpendicular cliffs only on E. and W. 528. Na¬ 

ture of the ground N. and S. of the brook, 528, 529. Excavations and 

architecture ; their multitude, 529. Most conspicuous tombs on the East, 

530. Character of the rocks, reddish sandstone, 530, 531. Varying 

teints, like watered silk, 531. Two styles of architecture mingled, Egyp¬ 

tian and Roman-Greek, 532. The excavations not originally made for 

dwellings, 532, 533. Some of them temples, 533, 534.—Silence and soli¬ 

tude of this city of the dead, 534. Feast and mirth of our Arabs, 534, 

535. 

June 1st. Foreign Arabs, the Ma’az, now in these mountains, 535. 

Sheikh of Wady Musa arrives, 535, 536. Visit to the Deir, 536-538. 

Probably a temple, 537, 538.—Sheikh of Wady Musa demands a present, 

etc. 538. I go again to the Khuzneh, 538. Noise of guns ; Arab quar- 
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rel; Arabs sent to bring us back, 538-540. Sheikh turns out to be the 

noted Abu Zeitun, 540. Discussions and disputes, 541-543. We deter¬ 

mine to return the way we came, giving up Mount Hor, 544. Attempt 

to go towards Mount Hor ; defiance, 544, 545. Our departure unexpect¬ 

ed to the Sheikh, 545. He sends after us to return, 545, 546. Comes 

after us himself, 546. We proceed on our way, 546. His demand a new 

thing, 546, 547. His fear of Muhammed ’Aly was our protection, 547. 

Regret at not visiting Mount Hor, 548. Descent to el-’Arabah, 549. 

Night-travel; danger of being overtaken and plundered, 549, 550. Mid¬ 

night halt and rest in the middle of the ’Arabah, 550, 551. 

Mountains of Edom, 551. Formation, height, character, 551, 552. 

Divisions ; Mountains of Moab, Jebal esh-Sherah, 552. El-Hismeh, 553. 

Tribes of Bedawin, 553. The Haweitat, 553, 554. Fellahin of the 

mountains, 554, 555. Historical Notices of this region, the ancient Edom 

and Arabia Petraea, 555-564. Often visited by ihe crusaders, 565-568. 

Since then forgotten, 568, 569.—Ancient towns : Rabba, Rabbath Moab, 

569. Kerak, Charac Moab, 569-570. Tufileh, Tophel, 570. el-Busaireh, 

Bozrah, 570, 571. Ghurundel, Arindela ; Dhana, Thana, 571. Ma’an; 

Usdakah, Zodocatka, 572. El-Humeiyimeh 572. 

Petra, Heb. Sela, the capital of Arabia Petraea, 573. Historical 

Notices, 573-575. Suddenly vanishes before the Muhammedan conquest, 

575,576. Identity of Petra with Wady Musa, proofs, 576-579. Oblivion, 

579, 580. 

June 2d. Proceed across the ’Arabah to ’Ain el-Weibeh, 580, 581. 

Character and position, 581, 582. Probable site of Kadesh, 582-584. 

Marauding expedition recently encamped here, 5S4. Roads from el- 

Weibeh, 584. Our Arabs take a wrong one, 584, 585. Their ignorance, 

585. Return to their usual road, 585, 586. Ascend to the first step or 

offset of the mountains, drained by Wady el-Fikreh, 586, 587. A more 

formidable ascent before us, 587. Three passes up the same, 588. The 

hill Madurah, legend of the Arabs, visited by Seetzen, 589. Pass es-Su- 

fah, difficult; ancient road, Zephath? 590, 591. Evening; we continue to 

ascend gradually through a very broken region, 592. Encamp, exces¬ 

sively fatigued, 593. Other passes, es-Sufey and el- Yemen, 593, 594. 

Wady el-’Arabah. Extent, names, character, 594, 595. Depres¬ 

sion of the middle and northern part, the Dead Sea and Lake of Tiberias, 

595. For the most part a desert, 596,597. Fountains in it, 597. Roads, 

597. Unknown to occidental geographers, 598. Mentioned in Arabian 

writers, 598, 599. Is the Arabah (plain) of the Hebrew Scriptures, 599, 

600. Its existence unsuspected in modern times until the present cen¬ 

tury, 600, 601. 

The Dead Sea and Catastrophe of the Plain. A lake existed 

here before the destruction of Sodom, 601, 602. Probably less extensive 

than the present Dead Sea, 602. The cities and fertile plain were on 

the South, 602. Slime-pits or sources of bitumen, 603. Present char¬ 

acter of the southern part of the sea, 603, 604. This may have been 

formed by some convulsion of nature destroying the fertile plain, 604. 

Perhaps by earthquakes or volcanic action, 604,605. The bitumen may 
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have accumulated into an extensive stratum, like the Pitch lake of Trini¬ 

dad, and thus have been inflamed, 605. Barrenness would be caused 

by the masses of fossil-salt, 605, 606. Letter of Leopold von Buch, 606- 

608. 

Approach of the Israelites to Palestine, 609. Route to ’Ain 

el-Hudhera, 609. Did not pass on the West of Jebel ’Araif, 609. Impas¬ 

sable mountainous tract on the western border of the ’Arabah, 609. 

They must have reached Kadesh through the ’Arabah, 609. Position 

of Kadesh, 609-611. Twice visited by the Israelites, 611, 612. Their 

wanderings, 612. Their supply of food and water a constant miracle, 

613. 

June 3d. Alarm of a marauding party behind us, 613. We proceed 

across the tract et-Turaibeh, 614. Pass el-Muzeikah, third ascent to¬ 

wards Palestine, 615. Ruins of Kurnub, probably Thamara, 616. Kub- 

bet el-Baul; stray camel, 617. Wady ’Ar’arah and prospect towards 

Tell ’Arad, 617. Pits of water; site of ’Ar’arah, Aroer, 618. Leave 

Gaza road and cross towards el-Milh; encamp, 618, 619.—June Ath. 

Lose a camel, 619. Wells at el-Milh, 619. Wady passes to Wady es- 

Seba’ and Beersheba, 620. The bird Kuta in great numbers, not the 

quail, 620. Site at el-Milh, probably ancient Moladah, Malatha, 620- 

622. Thamara was a day’s journey further south, probably at Kurnub, 

622.—Our guides wish to go to their camp, and prevaricate ; we proceed 

towards Semu’a and Hebron, 623, 624. Ascend another ridge or step of 

the ascent, 624. Start a jackal, 624. This ridge probably the dividing 

line between the “ Mountains” and the “ South” of Judah, 624, 625. el- 

Ghuwein, perhaps Ain, 625. Young locusts, 625. Rafat, 626. Semu’a, 

ancient Eshtemoa, 626-628. Yiitta, ancient Juttah, 628. Um el-’Amad, 

ruins of a church, 629. Wady el-Khulil, 629. Way hence to Hebron, 

fields and cultivation, 629, 630. 

June 5th. Despatch our servant to Jerusalem for horses, 630. Visit 

from the Sheikhs of the Jehalin, 630, h31. Arrangement for paying 

over the price of the camels ; trial of skill between the Sheikh and Elias, 

631, 632. Owner of camels, 632. Nature and habits of the camel; not 

unlike the sheep, 632-635. Dine with Elias, 635, 636. Threshing-floors 

near our tent, 636.—June 6th. Return of servant with horses, etc. 636. 

Money paid over through Elias ; his commission, 637. His latter for¬ 
tunes, 637. Two English travellers, 637, 638. 

NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Note XXIX. Summeil, St. Samuel. Correction of an error as to 

a Castle of St. Samuel and St. Abraham, 639- 
640. 

XXX. The “Desert” near Gaza. The “desert” in 
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XXXI. 

XXXII. 

Acts viii. 26, refers probably to the road, as 

passing through an uninhabited region, and not 

to the city of Gaza, 640-642. 

Curie Inscriptions, at Beit Jibrin, 642. 

Eleutheropolis, Ceperaria. Examination of the 

hypothesis, which places Eleutheropolis at Ce¬ 

peraria ; historically impossible, and no analogy 

between the names as assumed, 642-646. 

XXXIII. Vicus Betagabaeorum ; more probably Taga- 

XXXIV. 

baeomm, the present Tubaka, 646-648. 

Zoar. Proofs that it was situated on the East of 

XXXV. 

the Dead Sea, 648-651. 

Tomb of Aaron. Irby and Mangles’ description 

of their ascent of Mount Hor, 651-653. 

XXXVI. Petra. Ancient names ; not er-Rakim, nor el-Hijr. 

Only one city Petra; sources of confusion. 653- 

659. 

XXXVII. M. de Bertou. Errors pointed out in his account 

of the region of the ’Arabah, 659-669. 

XXXVIII. Catastrophe of Sodom, 669-677. 

1. Letter of E. Robinson to Leopold von Buch, 

669-673. 

2. “ of L. von Buch to E. Robinson, 673- 

675. 

3. Account of the Pitch Lake of the Island of 

XXXIX. 

Trinidad, 675-677. 

tSTATiONs of the Israelites. Synoptical View, 

678-679. 
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SECTION VIII. 

JERUSALEM. 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, ETC. 

I. HISTORICAL NOTICES. 

It is not my purpose here to enter into any critical 
discussion ; hut merely to bring together a few histori¬ 
cal notices of the Holy City, which may aid in throw¬ 
ing light upon some of the preceding details. They 
relate chiefly to the early centuries after the Chris¬ 
tian era. 

The picture which Josephus has given us of the 
siege and overthrow of Jerusalem by Titus, is drawn 
in gloomy colours; and presents a fearful succession 
of disease, famine, suffering, and slaughter. The 
Romans had besieged the city at a time when mul¬ 
titudes of the Jews were collected in it to celebrate 
the Passover. First came pestilence, and then famine 
and the sword; so that, according to the same histo¬ 
rian, there perished during the siege not less than 
eleven hundred thousand persons ; while ninety-seven 
thousand more were made captives.1 The devastation 
of the temple and the city was terrific ; and in a sense 

1) Joseph. B. J. VI. 9. 3. This estimate; though the destruction 
is doubtless a greatly exaggerated of life was at any rate immense. 
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complete. The former was burned with fire; and the 

walls of both, with the exceptions hereafter to be men¬ 

tioned, were levelled with the ground; so that a 

passer-by would not have supposed that the place had 

ever been inhabited.1 

Yet amid all this destruction and the insatiable 

fury of the Roman soldiers, there is no evidence that 

it was the intent of Titus to lay a ban upon the city, 

and devote it to perpetual desolation. This indeed 

was sometimes done by the Romans in respect to con¬ 

quered cities ; the plough was made to pass over their 

ruins, as a symbol of exauguration; and they might 

then never be again built up.2 But Jerusalem was 

not thus made a doomed site; no plough was passed 

over its ruins, as has sometimes been reported ; and no 

superstitious curse rested upon its future renovation. 

Josephus, the eyewitness and participator in all those 

scenes, who describes in minute detail the events and 

consequences of the siege, is wholly silent as to any 

such desecration. The report in question has no doubt 

arisen in modern times, from confounding a notice 

relating to the time of Adrian with the events which 

occurred under Titus.3 

The destruction of Jerusalem, however terrible, 

was nevertheless not total. Josephus expressly re- 

1) Joseph. B. J. VII. 1. 1. 
2) Servius ad |Virg. AEn. lib. 

V. vs. 755, “Nam ideo ad diruen- 
das, vel exaugurandas urbes ara- 
trum adhibitum, ut eodem ritu, quo 
conditae, subvertantur.” So Horat. 
Carm. I. Od. 16: 

“ et aids urbibus ultimaa 
Stetere causae cur perirent 
Funditus, imprimeretque rnuris 
Hostile aratrutn exercitus insolens.” 

See also Seneca de Clementia I. c. 
26. Deyling de AEliae Capitol. 
Origine et Hist. § 6, in Deyling’s 
Observat. Sacr. P. V. p. 448. 

3) The assertion in question 
seems first to have been made by 

Joseph Scaliger in a hap-hazard 
manner in his Animadv. ad Euse- 
bii Chron. p. 211. It is repeated 
by Valesius in his notes on Eu- 
sebii Hist. Ecc. lib. IV. c. 6. p. 61; 
by Witsius, Miscell. Sacr. II. 
Exerc. XII. 8; and by several 
other writers. Scaliger evidently 
confounded the later alleged pass¬ 
ing of the plough over the site of 
the temple by Titus Annius Rufus, 
with the desecration of Jerusalem 
itself; and has even changed the 
name of the person to Musonius 
Tyrrhenus. See a full exposure 
of the error in Deyling 1. c. p. 450, 
seq. 
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lates,1 that by order of Titus the whole western wall 

of the city, and the three towers of Hippicus, Phasae- 

ius, and Mariamne, were left standing; the former as 

a protection for the troops that remained here in gar¬ 

rison, and the latter as a memorial to posterity of the 

strength of the fortifications, which Romani valour had 

overcome. Titus stationed here at his departure the 

whole of the tenth legion, besides several squadrons of 

cavalry and cohorts of foot.2 For these troops and 

their attendants there of course remained dwellings; 

and there is no reason to suppose, that such Jews as 

had taken no part in the war, or perhaps also Chris¬ 

tians, were prohibited from taking up their abode 

amid the ruins, and building them up so far as their 

necessities might require. But, on the other hand, the 

language of Eusebius is no doubt exaggerated, when 

in commenting upon a prophecy of Zechariah,3 he as¬ 

sumes, in order to explain it, that the city was only 

half destroyed under Titus.4 The remark of Jerome 

is probably nearer the truth, that “ for fifty years after 

its destruction, until the time of Adrian, there still ex¬ 

isted remnants of the city.”5 This accords also with 

other subsequent accounts. 

For half a century after its destruction, there is 

no mention of Jerusalem in history. The Jews in 

Egypt had revolted under Trajan, and had been sub¬ 

dued.6 That emperor died in A. D. 117, and was 

1) B. J. VII. 1.1. 
2) Ibid. VII. 1. 2. 
3) Zech. xiv. 2, u And half of 

the city shall go forth into captivity, 
and the residue of the people shall 
not be cut off from the city.” 

4) Demonstr. Evang. lib. VI. c. 
18, Tots [l$V ovv fTO ijf.iCov XTjq 

TtoXsojc; a7Zc>Xo)X('vcu xfj itnXiouv.(,</., oiq 

(prjaiv Xj 7ron(prjrf(a. Compare Je¬ 
rome on the same passage. 

5) Hieron. Epist. ad Dardanum, 
Opp. ed. Mart. II. p. 610, “ Civita- 

tis usque ad Hadrianum principem 
per quinquaginta annos mansere 
reliquae.”—When Chateaubriand 
asserts that the Christians return¬ 
ed from Pella to Jerusalem soon 
after its destruction by Titus, this 
is nothing more nor less than a 
mere figment of imagination ; Itin- 
eraire, Introd. p. 124. Paris 1837.' 

6) See generally, Miinter’s Jii- 
discher Krieg unter Trajan und 
Hadrian, 1821, p. 13, etc. 
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followed by Adrian, who spent the greater part of his 

reign in journeying through the provinces of his vast 

empire. He appears to have been in Palestine about 

A. D. 13011 up to which time, w7ith slight exceptions, 

the Jews had remained quiet, though waiting doubt¬ 

less for a favourable opportunity of shaking off the 

yoke of Roman oppression, and reasserting their na¬ 

tional independence. The emperor could not but be 

aware of the state of feeling prevalent among them; 

and it was natural that he should adopt precautionary 

measures to secure the fidelity and quiet of the prov¬ 

ince. One of these was to disperse the remaining 

Jews in colonies in various parts, especially along the 

northern coast of Africa.2 A measure more important 

in its consequences, was the rebuilding of Jerusalem 

as a fortified place, by which to keep in check the 

whole Jewish population. 

This determination of Adrian is assigned by the 

historian Dio Cassius, as the cause of the subsequent 

revolt and war of the Jews; who could not bear that 

foreigners should dwell in their city, nor that strange 

gods should be set up within it.3 Eusebius, on the 

other hand, relates, that the city was rebuilt and the 

colony founded by Adrian, after the revolted Jews had 

been once more subdued.4 These accounts are easily 

reconciled ; the works had probably already been 

commenced, when they were broken off by the rebel¬ 

lion, and after this was quelled, they were again 

resumed and completed.5 * 

1) Miinter 1. c. pp. 29, 30. 
2) Colonies of Jews sent by 

Adrian to Libya are mentioned by 
several historians; see Miinter 
1. c. p. 35. 

3) Dio Cass. lib. LXIX. c. 12. 
4) Hist. Ecc. IV. 6. 
5) So Basnage Hist, des Juifs 

Tom. V. p. 1117. Rotterd. 1706. 
Miinter 1. c. p. 39.—The year in 

which the building of the new city 
was begun, is very doubtful. Ac¬ 
cording to the Chron. Paschale seu 
Alexandr. it would appear to have 
been in A. D. 119. But this seems 
quite too early; as Adrian was 
not in Palestine until about A. D. 
130, and the war did not break out 
until after his departure. Miinter, 
pp. 73, 74. 
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The undertaking of this renovation, then, was the 

signal for the Jews to break out into open revolt, so 

soon as the emperor had forsaken the East, apparently 

about A. D. 132.1 The long smothered embers of 

hatred and discontent now burst forth into a flame, 

which overran and consumed both the land and the 

people wdth terrible desolation. The leader of this 

war was the celebrated though mysterious Barcochba, 

“ Son of a Star.” His success at first was great; the 

Jews of Palestine all flocked to his standard; the 

Christians also were tampered with, but refusing to 

join him were afterwards treated with horrid cruelty.2 

He appears to have soon got possession of Jerusalem. 

This is evident from the fact of the subsequent recap¬ 

ture of the city by the Romans; and it would seem 

also, that coins (some of which are still extant) were 

struck by him in the Holy City.3 The Romans at 

first made light of the rebellion, and disregarded the 

efforts of this despised people; and it was not until 

the spirit of revolt had spread among the Jews through¬ 

out the empire, and the whole world (as Dio expresses 

it) was moved, that Adrian awoke from his apathy. 

The rebel Jews had already got possession of fifty 

fortified places, and nine hundred and eighty-five 

important villages. The emperor now collected troops 

from various quarters,4 and took measures to prosecute 

the war in earnest. He despatched his best officers 

into the revolted country; and recalling his most dis¬ 

tinguished general, Julius Severus, from Britain, sent 

him to take charge of the war in the East. The 

struggle was long and desperate. The Jews were 
i 

1) Miinter, 1. c. p. 45. 4) An inscription now at Rome 
2) Justin. Mart. Apol. I. 31. records, that even the Gaetuli in 

Euseb. Chron. ad. An. XVIII] Had- Mauritania furnished troops for 
riani. Orosii Histor. VII. 12/ See this expedition against the Jews ; 
Miinter 1. c. p. 55. Miinter, p. 84. 

3) Miinter, 1. c. pp. 62, 63. 
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numerous, and fought with the bravery of despair. 

Julius attacked their smaller parties; cut off their 

supplies of provisions; and thus was able, more slowly 

indeed, hut also with less danger, to wear out their 

strength and finally destroy them.1 

It is singular that the siege and capture of Jerusa¬ 

lem by the Romans during this war, is nowhere de¬ 

scribed, and only once mentioned, by a cotemporary 

writer. The historian Appian in the same century 

gives it a passing notice ;2 but all we know further is 

from the slight mention of it by Eusebius and later 

authors, the earliest of whom wrote two centuries after 

the event.3 The writings of the Rabbins, the reposi¬ 

tories of Jewish tradition, are silent as to the siege; 

though they speak of the desecration of the site of the 

temple. Yet the various testimonies, although scat¬ 

tered, are too numerous and definite to admit of doubt 

as to the fact. Jerusalem must naturally have been 

one of the chief points of Jewish defence; and the 

possession of it one of the main objects of the Roman 

policy. Of the circumstances of the siege and capture 

we have no account. It was not now, as under Titus, 

the scene of the last great struggle of the war; for 

this took place in the siege of the strong but now un¬ 

known city of Bether, described as situated not far 

1) Dio Cass. lib. LXIX. c. 13, 
14. Miinter, p. 66, seq. 

2) Appian. de Reb. Syriac. 50. 
©d. Tauchn. II. p. 69, cIfqovoaXrjfi 
. . . . r\v dk y.al] lIroXff.icuoq o nqoi- 
roq Alyvnxov (XaoiXsvq y.a&riqy, y.al 

6 OvfO'TzaoLav'oq avOiq oiy.io&eloav 

xartoy.axpe, yal Adqcav'oq av&iq in 

Ijiov. 
3) Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 

VI. 18, as quoted above, page 3, 
Note 4, where he continues: /list ov 

noXvv Si '/qovov y.axd Adoiavov 

avxoy.qdxoqa y.Lvrjasojq av&iq lovda- 
lixijq ytvoutvr\q to Xoinov xrjq n o- 

Xe0)q f/LifQoq 'fjf.itov noXioqy.Ti&'iv av~ 
&iq i£sXavverai, d)q i£ UxtCvov y.ctl 

fiq devqo nd/unav dfiarov yeveo&at, 

r'ov ronov. So also Chrysost. Orat. 
III. in Judaeos, Tom. I. p. 431. Frkf. 
1698. Hieron. Comm, in Joel i. 4, 
“ JElii quoque Hadriani contra Ju¬ 
daeos expeditionem legimus, qui 
ita Jerusalem murosque subvertit,” 
etc. Ejusd. Comm, in Ezech. v. 1; 
inHabac. ii. 12—14, etc. etc. See 
these and other writers cited in 
Deyling 1. c. p. 455. Miinter 1. c. 
p. 69-71. 
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from Jerusalem.1 Here the bloody tragedy was brought 

to a close, in the eighteenth year of Adrian, A. D. 135.2 

Thousands and thousands of the captive Jews were 

sold as slaves; first at the terebinth near Hebron, 

where of old the tent of their forefather Abraham had 

stood, and where there had long been a frequented 

market; afterwards at Gaza; and then the remainder 

were transported in ships as slaves to Egypt.3 By a 

decree of Adrian, the Jews were henceforth forbidden 

even to approach their Holy City; and guards were 

stationed to prevent them from making the attempt.4 

Several of the writers who allude to the capture 

of Jerusalem under Adrian, speak of the city as hav¬ 

ing been laid a second time in ruins, and utterly de¬ 

stroyed.5 But this circumstance stands in direct con¬ 

tradiction with the known purpose of Adrian to rebuild 

the former city; a purpose which he afterwards ac¬ 

complished, and which he had probably begun to carry 

into execution before the war broke out; since this is 

assigned as the very cause of the war.6 It must also 

1) Euseb. Hist. Ecc. IV. 6. The 
usual Talmudic name is ^rv^n. See 

Lightfoot Opp. II. p. 143. Reland 
Palaest. p. 639. Miinter 1. c. p. 77. 
seq. 

2) Miinter, p. 79. 
3) Hieron. Comm, in Zachar. 

xi. 4, “ Legamus veteres historias 
et traditiones plangentium Judaeo- 
rum, quod in tabernaculo Abrahae, 
ubi nunc per annos singulos mer- 
catus celeberrimus exercetur, post 
ultimam eversionem quam sustin- 
uerunt ab Adriano, multa hominum 
millia venundata sint, et quae ven- 
di non potuerint, translata in 
Aegyptum, tarn naufragio et fame 
quam gentium caede truncata.” 
Ejusd. Comm, in Jerem. xxxi. 15. 
Chronicon Paschale seu Alexandr. 
A. D. 119, p. 253. Sozom. Hist. 
Ecc. II. 4. See Reland Palaest. 
p. 715. Miinter 1. c. p. 85, seq. 

4) Justin. Mart. Apol. I. 47, 

oxl cpvldaatTcu ('IfQovGaXrjfi) vcp 
vuwv, oTtojq /xtjdelq iv avr jj yevyrcu, 

r.al ■O-dvctroq rov y.araXaflofifVov 
’Iovdaiov toiovroq woloO-cu, dy.Qifiojq 
htlmaaO'e. Euseb. H. E. IV. 6. 
Ejusd. Chron. l'v-9-tv eXQyovTcto 
7tdvrr] T rjq 7loXfo)q IncfiaCvtiv tiqog- 

rd^et, &tov y.al ‘Pw^ciCojv y.Qaxfi. 

Sulpic. Severi Hist. Sac. II. 45, 
“Mihtum cohortem custodias in 
perpetuum agitare jussit, quae Ju- 
daeos omnes Hierosolymae aditu 
arceret.” 

5) Jerome is the earliest; 
Comm, in Ezech. v. 1, “Post quin- 
quagenta annos sub ASlio Hadria- 
no usque ad solum incensa atque 
deleta est., ita ut pristinum quoque 
nomen amiserit.” Eusebius, nearly 
a century earlier, merely says, that 
“ the place became inaccessible to 
the Jews;”seeNote 3, onp.6, above. 
Miinter p. 69, seq. 

6) See p. 4, above. 
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be remembered, that the writers who thus speak, all 

lived some three centuries or more after the event. 

Nor does a greater degree of credit seem due to the 

relation of Jewish writers, which is also repeated by 

Jerome, that the governor of the province, Titus An- 

nius Rufus, caused the plough to be passed over the 

site of the ancient temple in order to desecrate it for¬ 

ever.1 There is no evidence that the Romans ever 

applied this symbol of perpetual doom to the sites of 

single edifices. And further, Adrian himself is ex¬ 

pressly said to have erected a temple to Jupiter upon 

the same spot,2 a circumstance entirely inconsistent 

with such a desecration; and Julian, two centuries 

later, the zealous protector of ancient superstitions, 

encouraged the Jews themselves to undertake the 

rebuilding of their temple.—Both these accounts, there¬ 

fore, would seem rather to belong to the legendary in¬ 

ventions of a later age. 

The work of rebuilding the city would appear to 

have been resumed immediately after the close of the 

war, if not before. In A. D. 136, the emperor Adrian 

celebrated his Vicennalia: on entering upon the twen¬ 

tieth year of his reign. On such occasions, which 

heretofore only Augustus and Trajan had lived to see, 

it seems to have been customary to build or consecrate 

new cities, or also to give to former cities new names.3 

At this time the new Roman colony established upon 

the site of the former Jerusalem, received the names 

of Colonia JElia Capitolina; the former after the prae- 

nomen of the emperor, JElius Adrianus; and the 

1) The Rabbins call him Tara- Bethel (Bether), ad quam multa 
nus Rufus ; Eusebius simply Ru- millia confugerant Judaeorum ; 
fus, Hist. Ecc. IV. 6. See Gemara aratum templum in ignominiam 
Taanich c. 4, “ quando aravit Tu- gentis oppressae, a Tito Annio 
ranus Rufus impius porticum,” etc. Ruffo.” Miinter 1. c. p. 71. 
Maimonides in Bartoloc. Biblioth. 2) See Note 1, on the next page. 
Rabb. III. p. 679. Hieron. Comm. 3) Pagi Critica Antibaroniana 
in Zachar. viii. 19, “Capta urbs ad Ann. Chr. 132, 135. 
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latter in honour of the Jupiter Capitolinus, whose fane 

now occupied the place of the Jewish temple.1 The 

place became to all intents a Roman and pagan city; 

Jupiter was made its patron god; and statues of 

Jupiter and Venus were then or later erected on sites, 

which afterwards wTere held to be the places of the 

crucifixion and resurrection of our Lord.2 The city 

was probably strongly fortified. Of its citadel and 

the apparent extent of its walls, we have already 

spoken.3 

The ancient capital of the Jews was henceforth 

long known only as iElia; and coins bearing in their 

inscription the name COL. AEL. CAP. are still ex¬ 

tant from the time of Adrian to Hostilian about A. D. 

250.4 The name Jerusalem went out of use; and was 

indeed to such a degree forgotten, that when a mar¬ 

tyr at Caesarea under Maximin mentioned Jerusalem 

as his birth-place, (meaning the heavenly city,) the 

Roman governor Firmilianus inquired, What city it 

was and where it lay ?5 In the days of Constantine 

the ancient name became again more current; though 

that ofiElia still remained in use; as is shown by the 

writings of Eusebius and Jerome.6 Even so late as 

A. D. 536, the name of JElia appears in the acts of a 

synod held in Jerusalem itself;7 and it afterwards 

1) Dio Cass. LXIX.12, 8k 
xa 'IeQooofoifict’ noXiv at xov avxl 
xvjq xaxaaxaqitlai^q olxloavxoq, tjv 

y.ai AiXlav KamxoiXlvav oivo/uctoe, 
y.al iq tov xov vaov xov O-fov xo- 
TtoVy va'ov x<7> Jii txtyov avxryei- 

qavxoq x. x. X. Euseb. Hist. Ecc. 
IV. 6. Hieron. Comm, in Esai. ii. 8, 
u Ubi quondam erat templum et 
religio Dei, ibi Hadriani statua et 
Jovis idolum collocatum est.” See 
also above, Vol. I. p. 437. 

2) Hieron. Ep. 49, ad Paulin, 
ed. Mart. Tom. IV. ii. p. 564. So- 
zomen, H. E. II. 1. 

3) See above, Vol. I. pp. 454,467. 

VOL. II. 

4) Miinter Jiidischer Krieg, etc. 
p. 94. The coins of iElia are found 
in Rasche’s Lexicon Tom. I, and 
the first Supplement. Sestini De¬ 
script. Numor. vet. p. 544. Mionnet 
Medailles Ant. Tom. V. p. 516, seq. 

5) Euseb. de Martyrib. Palaes- 
tinae, c. 11. 

6) Particularly in their specifi¬ 
cations of the distances of places 
from this city; see the Onomast. 
art. Bethel, and elsewhere. 

7) “ In Colonia iElia metropoli, 
sive HierosolymisHarduin. Con- 
cil. II. p. 1412. Labbe Concil. V. p. 
275. 
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passed over also to the Muhammedans, by whom it 

was long retained.1 

The history of Jerusalem from the time of Adrian 
•j 

until Constantine, presents little more than a blank. 

The Christians, who, as individuals or perhaps com¬ 

munities, had suffered so greatly from the atrocities of 

Barcochba and his followers, had become more dis¬ 

tinctly separated from the Jews ; and while the latter 

(as we have seen) were now prohibited on pain of 

death even from approaching Jerusalem, the latter 

would seem to have resided in it without special mo¬ 

lestation from the Romans. At this period probably, 

if ever, the former church of Jerusalem, which as a 

body is said to have withdrawn before the siege by 

Titus to Pella beyond the Jordan,2 re-established itself 

in the new city; and in order to lay aside as far as 

possible every appearance of a Jewish character, 

elected its bishop Marcus and his successors from 

among the Gentile converts.3 Between Marcus and 

Macarius in the time of Constantine, twenty-three 

bishops are enumerated; respecting whom, however, 

little is known.4 Narcissus, in the beginning of the 

third century, under Severus, is related to have wrought 

miracles f and Alexander, his successor, founded a 

library in Jerusalem, which was still extant in the 

days of Eusebius, nearly a century later.6 Yet both 

these bishops, as well as other Christians, were 

1) Euty chius relates that the 
name iElia was in use among the 
Arabs in his day; Annales I. p. 354. 
It is mentioned also by Edrisi, ed. 
Jaub. p. 341; by lbn el-Wardi in 
Abulf. Syr. ed. Kohler, p. 179; and 
also by Mejr ed-Din so late as A. 
D. 1495; Fundgr. des Orients, II. 
p. 136.—It is found likewise in 
Adamnanus, about A. D. 697 ; de 
Locis Sanct. I. 21. 

2) Euseb. H. E. III. 5. Epi- 

phanius (ob. 403) de Mensurib. et 
Pond. XV. p. 171. ed. Petav. Eu¬ 
sebius is silent as to their return; 
but it is affirmed by Epiphanius. 

3) The election of Marcus is re¬ 
lated by Eusebius under the 18th 
year of Adrian ; H. E. IV. 6. Le 
Q,uien Oriens Christ. III. p. 145. 

4) Le Q,uien, 1. c. p. 146, seq. 
5) Euseb. H. E. V. 12. VI. 9, 

10. 
6) Euseb. H. E. VI. 20. 
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exposed to persecutions on account of their faith ; and 

the Christian church existed in Jerusalem, as else¬ 

where, only by sufferance. 

The severe prohibition against the Jews appears 

not to have been relaxed during all this interval of 

nearly two centuries ; and they continued to be shut 

out from the land of their fathers, and deprived even 

of the common rights of strangers upon its soil.1 In 

the days of Constantine they were first allowed again 

to approach the Holy City ; and at last, to enter it 

once a year, in order to wail over the ruins of their an¬ 

cient sanctuary.2 

Meantime the influence and the limits of Christi¬ 

anity were continually increased and extended, as well 

in Palestine itself as in other parts of the Roman em¬ 

pire. The hearts of Christians in other lands yearned 

to behold the sacred city, and the scenes of so many 

great events and hallowed recollections ; and in that 

age of pilgrimages, the Holy Land did not of course re¬ 

main unvisited. Even early in the third century, two 

pilgrimages of this kind are recorded; one that of 

Alexander, then bishop in Cappadocia, who became 

the successor of Narcissus in the see of Jerusalem ;3 

and the other, that of a female mentioned in a letter 

to Cyprian.4 In the beginning of the fourth century, 

these journies had become more common; for Euse¬ 

bius, writing about A. D. 315, speaks of Christians 

who came up to Jerusalem from all the regions of the 

earth ; partly to behold the accomplishment of pro- 

1) Tertull. c. Judaeos, c. 15. 2) See above, Vol. I. pp. 349- 
Apol. c. 21, “quibus [Judaeis] nec 351. Itin. Hieros. p. 591. ed. Wes- 
advenarum jure terram patriam seling. Hieron. Comm, in Sophon. 
saltern vestigio salutare concedi- i. 15. 
tur.” Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 3) Euseb. H. E. VI. 11, rrjv no- 

VIII. 18, as quoted above on p. Qsiav ini 'ItQooohtf.ia sv/rjq y.al 
6, Note 3. The remark in the roiv rono)v loroytcH; evexsv nznoir\- 

text applies of course only to Judea; /.it'vor. 

the Jews continued to reside in Ga- 4) Cyprian. Epist. 75.—Cypri- 
lilee in great numbers. an died A. D. 258. 
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phecy in the conquest and destruction of the city ; and 

partly to pay their adorations on the Mount of Olives 

where Jesus ascended, and at the cave in Bethlehem 

where he was born.1 

In the conversion of Constantine, Christianity ob¬ 

tained a worldly triumph, and became thenceforth the 

public religion of the state. The difficulties which 

had formerly beset the way of pilgrims to the Holy 

City, were now removed. The number of the pilgrims 

increased; and an example of high influence was set 

by Helena, the mother of the emperor. At the age of 

nearly fourscore years, but with a youthful spirit, she 

repaired in person to Palestine in the year 326, to visit 

the holy places, and render thanks to God for the 

prosperity of her son and family. Having paid her 

adorations at the supposed places of the nativity and 

ascension, and being sustained by the munificence of 

her son, she caused splendid churches to be erected 

on those spots, viz. in Bethlehem and on the Mount of 

Olives; which were afterwards still further adorned 

by sumptuous presents from Constantine himself.2 She 

returned to Constantinople ; and died there at the 

age of eighty, about the year 327 or 328.3 

In the mean time, after the transactions connected 

with the council of Nicea, as Eusebius informs us, 

the emperor Constantine (not without a divine admo¬ 

nition) became desirous of performing a glorious work 

in Palestine, by beautifying and rendering sacred the 

place of the resurrection of our Lord. For hitherto, 

according to the same writer, impious men, or rather 

the whole race of demons through their instrumental¬ 

ity, had used every effort to deliver over that illustri¬ 

ous monument of immortality to darkness and oblivion. 

1) Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 3) Ibid. III. 46. Tillemont Me- 
VI. 16. VII. 4. moires pour servir k PHist. Eccl. 

2) Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 42, 43. Tom. VII. p. 16. 
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They had covered the sepulchre1 with earth brought 

from other quarters; and then erected over it a sanc¬ 

tuary of Venus, in which to celebrate the impure rites 

and worship of that goddess. All these obstructions 

Constantine caused to be removed, and the Holy Se¬ 

pulchre to be purified. Not content with this, he gave 

directions to build a magnificent temple or place of 

prayer over and around the sepulchre. His letter on 

this subject to the bishop Macarius is preserved by 

Eusebius; and presupposes the recent and joyful dis¬ 

covery of the “ sign (or monument) of the Saviour’s 

most sacred passion, which for so long a time had 

been hidden beneath the earth.”2 This discovery the 

emperor regards as a miracle, which it is beyond the 

capacity of man sufficiently to celebrate, or even to 

comprehend.3 The church was completed and dedi¬ 

cated in the thirtieth year of Constantine, A. D. 535. 

On this occasion a great council of bishops was con¬ 

vened by order of the emperor from all the provinces 

of the empire, first at Tyre, and then at Jerusalem. 

Among them was Eusebius himself, who took part in 

the solemnities, and held several public discourses in 

the Holy City.4 

In like manner Constantine gave orders to erect a 

church on the site of the terebinth of Mamre, where 

Abraham had dwelt; and where, as was supposed, the 

Saviour had first manifested his presence in Palestine. 

The emperor wrote on the subject to Eusebius, who 

has preserved the letter. This church is also men¬ 

tioned by the Bordeaux pilgrim and by Jerome.5 

1) Eusebius everywhere speaks 4) Euseb. Vit. Const. IV. 43-47. 
of the sepulchre as a cave, avrgov. Sozomen II. 26. Tillemont Me- 
De Vit. Const. III. 26, 33. moires, etc. VII. p. 12.—The site of 

2) Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 30, the Jewish temple appears to have 
to ' yvo'iyicificc rnv ayuoTctrov iy.fCvov been lertuntouched by Constantine; 
7td&ov<; vno tjj yfj ndlcu xqvkto- see above, Vol. I. p. 438. 
fitvov. 5) Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 51- 

3) See in general Euseb. Vit. 53. Itin. Hieros. p. 599. ed. Wees. 
Const. III. 25-40. Hieron. Onomast. art. Arboc. 
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Such is the account which Eusebius, the cotempo¬ 

rary and eye-witness, gives of the churches erected in 

Palestine by Helena and her son Constantine. Not a 

word, not a hint, by which the reader would he led 

to suppose, that the mother of the emperor had any 

thing to do with the discovery of the Holy Sepulchre, 

or the building of a church upon the spot. But, as I 

have already remarked, this was the age of credulous 

faith, as well as of legendary tradition and invention, 

if not of pious fraud; and this silence of the father of 

Church History respecting Helena, was more than 

made good by his successors. All the writers of the 

following century relate as with one voice, that the 

mother of Constantine was from the first instigated 

by a strong desire to search out and discover the Holy 

Sepulchre and the sacred cross on which the Saviour 

had suffered. A divine intimation had pointed out to 

her the spot; and on her arrival at Jerusalem, she 

inquired diligently of the inhabitants. Yet the search 

was uncertain and difficult, in consequence of the ob¬ 

structions by which the heathen had sought to render 

the spot unknown. These being all removed, the 

sacred sepulchre was discovered, and by its side1 three 

crosses, with the tablet bearing the inscription written 

by Pilate. The tablet was separated from the cross ; 

and now arose another dilemma, how to ascertain 

which of these three was the true cross. Macarius 

the bishop, who was present, suggested an appro¬ 

priate means. A noble lady of Jerusalem lay sick of 

an incurable disease; the three crosses were presented 

to her in succession. The two first produced no ef¬ 

fect ; but at the approach of the third, she opened her 

eyes, recovered her strength, and sprang from her bed 

in perfect health.—In consequence of this discovery, 

1) Theodoret. Hist. Ecc. I. 17. 
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Helena caused a splendid church to be erected over 

the spot, where the crosses were found. The same 

writers relate also the erection by Helena, of the two 

churches at Bethlehem and on the Mount of Olives.1 

Leaving out of view the obviously legendary por¬ 

tions of this story, it would seem not improbable, that 

Helena was the prime mover in searching for and dis¬ 

covering the sacred sepulchre; and that through her 

representations her son was induced to undertake the 

erection of the church ; which in this way might still 

be appropriately ascribed to her. The emperor’s let¬ 

ter to Macarius, as wre have seen above, seems to pre¬ 

suppose some such event.2 Yet how are we then to 

account for the entire silence of Eusebius as to any 

such discovery by Helena; supported as it is by the 

like silence of the pilgrim of Bordeaux, A. D. 333 73 

Possibly Eusebius, the flatterer of Constantine, may 

have chosen to ascribe all to the piety and mag¬ 

nanimity of his patron; and while the church was 

building under the emperor’s auspices for six or seven 

years after Helena’s death, her participation in it may 

have been unknown or overlooked by the pilgrim. 

However this may be, and notwithstanding the 

silence of Eusebius, there would seem to be hardly 

2) Rufinus, ob. circa 410, Lib. I. 
(XI.) 7, 8. Theodoret, fl. c. 440, 
lib. I. 18. Socrat. fl. c. 440, lib. I. 
17. Sozomen, fl. c. 450, lib. II. 1. 
Rufinus speaks of a divine intima¬ 
tion as well as of minute inquiry ; 
and so Sozomen, and apparently 
Socrates. Sozomen also mentions 
the story of a Jew as one of the 
chief actors; but rejects it. The 
story of torture and the like, be¬ 
longs apparently to a later age. 
Comp. Paulin. Nolan. Epist. XL 
Marinus Sanutus in Gesta Dei per 
Francos. II. p. 121. Adrichomius, 
p. 176. 

2) Page 13, above. Wesseling 
denies this; Itin. Hieros. p. 595, 

note on Golgotha. His chief rea¬ 
son is, that the word f,(.aQrv()iov re¬ 
fers to the church built, and not to 
the sepulchre or cross found. The 
word, however, in the letter of 
Constantine, is not /Ltaorvyiov, but 
yvu')(Jia/iia; Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 
30. 

3) The Itin. Hieros. merely 
speaks of the church erected by 
Constantine over the sepulchre; 
and says not one word of Helena 
or of the cross. Even the churches 
of Bethlehem and the Mount of 
Olives, which Eusebius ascribes to 
Helena, are referred by the pil¬ 
grim to Constantine ; pp. 595, 597, 
599, ed. Wesseling. 
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any fact of history better accredited, than this alleged 

discovery of the true cross. All the historians of the 

following century relate the circumstances as with 

one voice, and ascribe it to the enterprise of Helena. 

But this is not all. Cyrill, who was bishop of Jeru¬ 

salem from A. D. 348 onward, only some twenty years 

after the event, and who frequently speaks of preach¬ 

ing in the church erected by the munificence of Con¬ 

stantine, mentions expressly the finding of the cross 

under that emperor, and its existence in his own day.1 

So too Jerome, describing in A. D. 404 the journey of 

Paula, relates that in Jerusalem she not only per¬ 

formed her devotions in the Holy Sepulchre, but also 

prostrated herself before the cross in adoration.2 Yet 

neither of these fathers makes mention of Helena in 

any connection with either the cross or sepulchre. 

It would seem, however, to be as little reasonable to 

doubt the existence of the alleged true cross at that 

early period, as it would be to give credit to the le¬ 

gendary circumstances related of its discovery. It 

was probably a work of pious fraud. 

In the writings and traditions of succeeding cen¬ 

turies, the name of Helena became more prominent. 

Her memory and her deeds were embalmed and mag¬ 

nified in story as successive ages rolled on; until in 

the fourteenth century not less than thirty churches 

were ascribed to her within the limits of Palestine.3 

1) So in his Epist. ad Constan- 
tium 3, Opp. ed. Touttee, p. 352, 
ini fih' yag rov .... KovatavrCvov 

rov oov natg'os, to oo)tr[gtov rov 
oravgov £uXov ivlegoaokigioiq ijvgrj- 

rai. Also in Cat. X. 19. p. 146, 
to i-vkov to ayiov rov aravgov /uag- 
rvgtl, [ir/'Qi or\(AtQov nag tj/luv <jpat- 

vo/nevov. In other places he speaks 
of portions of the true cross as al¬ 
ready distributed throughout the 
world. Cat. IV. 10. p. 57. Cat. 
XIII. 4. p. 184. 

2) Hieron. Epist. 86, ad Eust. 
Epitaph. Paulae, Opp. T. IV. ii. p. 
673. ed. Mart. 

3) So Nicephorus Callistus, fl. 
about A. D. 1300, Hist. Ecc. VIII. 
30. p. 595, seq. ed. Ducaeo. This 
writer enumerates by name seven¬ 
teen churches as built by Helena; 
and then says at the close, that she 
erected more than thirty in all. It 
is hardly necessary to remark, that 
his authority can weigh nothing 
against the silence of all the wri- 
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And to the present day almost every remaining church 

in that country, of any antiquity, is in like manner re¬ 

ferred in monastic tradition to the munificence of 

Helena. Yet if we adhere, as we must, to the testi¬ 

mony of all the writers near her time, the only churches 

which she can he regarded as having built, are those at 

Bethlehem and on the Mount of Olives; except so far 

as she may have taken part in the construction of those 

connected with the Holy Sepulchre. 

The Christian temple thus erected over the holy 

places at Jerusalem, according to the description of 

Eusebius, had little resemblance to the structure 

which exists there at the present day.1 The first care 

of Constantine was to erect a chapel or oratory over 

the sacred cave or sepulchre itself. This edifice was 

decorated with magnificent columns and ornaments of 

every sort. No mention is made of its magnitude or 

elevation, as is the case in respect to the neighbour¬ 

ing Basilica; whence we may infer that the chapel 

was not large. Before this, on the East, was a large 

open court or area ornamented with a pavement of 

polished stones; and surrounded on three sides by 

long porticos or colonnades. This place was appa¬ 

rently held to be the garden near which Christ was 

crucified; and as such it is also mentioned by Cyrill 

as having been beautified by regal gifts.2 The eastern 

side of this court was shut in by the Basilica, or 

church, erected over the rock on which the cross was 

supposed to have stood, and wdiich was held to be 

Golgotha.3 This edifice is described as of great extent 

ters of the fourth and fifth centu- ros. Catech. XIV. 5. p. 206. ed. 
ries. Touttee. 

1) See in general, Euseb. Vit. 3) Comp. Cyrill. Cat. X. 19. 
Const. III. 33-39. Touttee Descr. XIII. 23. ed. Touttee. From this 
et Hist. Basilicae S. Resurrect, in rock or monticule was doubtless de- 
Cyrill. Hieros. Opp. p. 418. rived the epithet Mount as applied 

2) John xix. 41. Cyrill. Hie- to the present Golgotha or Calva- 

Vol. II. 3 
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both in its length and breadth, and of immense altitude. 

The roof was covered with lead; the interior overlaid 

with variegated marbles; the ceiling decorated with 

carved work; and the whole glittered in every part 

with burnished gold. The entrance was from the 

East, where were three gates; before wdiich twelve 

columns, after the number of the apostles, formed a 

semicircle in front of the whole building.—It was this 

large church to which the name of the Martyrion was 

strictly applied, as standing over the place of the 

Saviour’s Passion.1 The chapel over the Sepulchre 

was called the A?icistasis or Resurrection.2 But both 

these names seem also to have often been applied 

indiscriminately to the whole structure and to its 

various parts.3 

The high example of Helena, the supposed discov¬ 

ery of the sacred places, and the erection of all these 

splendid churches, conspired to draw, in a still greater 

degree, the attention and the longings of the Christian 

world towards Jerusalem. Pilgrimages were now 

multiplied, as the dangers and difficulties were dimin¬ 

ished ; and one of the most important documents of 

the age, is the Itinerary of a palmer from Bourdeaux 

in A. D. 333.4 The dedication of the church of the 

ry. Hence the expression “ Mount 
Calvary” has been adopted almost 
without question into every lan¬ 
guage of Christendom. Yet in the 
New Testament there is no hint 
that Golgotha was in any sense a 
hillock ; Matt, xxvii. 33. Mark xv. 
22. Luke xxiii. 33. John xix. 17. 
Neither Eusebius, nor Cyrill, (ex¬ 
cept as made to say so by the Latin 
translator,) nor Jerome, nor the 
historians of the 4th and 5th cen¬ 
turies, speak of it as a mount. Yet 
the expression must have early 
become current, perhaps among 
the pilgrims ; for the Itiner. Hieros. 
speaks of it as “monticulus Gol¬ 
gotha.” Rufinus has the expression 

“ Golgothana rupes,” Hist. Ecc. 
IX. 6. Antoninus and Adamnanus 
make no allusion to a mount; but 
Bernhard again has “Mons Cal- 
variae.” At that time the usage 
appears to have become fixed; and 
is found in all later pilgrims and 
writers. 

1) Cyrill Hieros. Cat. XIV. 6. 
ed. Touttee. Compare Euseb. de 
Laud. Const, c. 9, sub fine. 

2) The Arabic name of the pres¬ 
ent church is still el-Kiydmeh, the 
Resurrection. 

3) Tillemont Memoires, etc. 
Tom. VII. p. 11. 

4) Itiner. Hieros. seu Burdiga- 
lense. 
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Holy Sepulchre in A. D. 335, was afterwards celebrated 

annually by a festival, which continued for a week, 

and was resorted to by multitudes from all parts of 

the world.1 Towards the middle of the same century, 

Hilarion first introduced the monastic life from Egypt 

into Palestine and Syria ;2 which, finding there a 

congenial soil, at once took deep root, and spread itself 

rapidly abroad throughout the land. 

The Jews, as we have seen,3 in the age of Con¬ 

stantine, were again permitted to approach Jerusalem, 

and apparently to dwell once more upon their native 

soil. They had never been driven out from Galilee ; 

and under the reign of his successor Constantius, they 

formed the chief population of Diocaesarea (Sepphoris) 

and other towns; and felt themselves in sufficient 

strength to take up arms in rebellion against the 

Romans. But they were soon subdued ; and in A. D. 

339, this city was levelled to the ground.4 The em¬ 

peror Julian, in abandoning Christianity, endeavoured 

as a matter of policy to win the confidence of the Jews. 

He showed them favour; granted them privileges; and 

gave them permission to return to Jerusalem, and re¬ 

build their sacred temple. They accordingly began 

to lay the foundations about A. D. 362; but the at¬ 

tempt, according to contemporary writers, was ren¬ 

dered abortive by supernatural hindrances.5—Under 

the successors of Julian, the edicts would seem to 

have been renewed, which prohibited the Jews from 

1) Sozomen II. 26. 
2) Hieron. Vita Hilar. Sozom. 

III. 14. Tillemont Mem. Tom. VII. 
p. 565. Neander Kirchengeschichte 
II. ii. p. 503. 

3) See above, p. 11. 
4) Socrates H. E. II. 33. The- 

ophan. Chronogr. p. 33, Paris. See 
Reland Pal. p. 1000. For the Jews 
in Galilee, see in Sec. XV, under 
Tiberias. 

5) Ammian. Marcell. XXIII. 
1, “metuendi globi flammarum 
prope fundamenta crebris assulti- 
bus erumpentes, fecere locum ex- 
ustis aliquoties operibus inacces- 
surn ; hocque modo, elemento des- 
tinatius repellente, cessavit incep- 
tum.” Socr. H. E. III. 20. Sozom. 
V. 22. Tillemont Memoires, etc. 
VII. p. 409, eeq. 
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residing in Jerusalem ; for Jerome relates, that in his 

day they were still forbidden to enter the city, except 

once a year, to wail over the temple.1 Thus they 

continued to struggle on for a residence in the land 

and city of their fathers; objects of contumely and 

oppression on every side, and with little change in 

their general situation ; until at length the Muhamme- 

dan conquest gave them the opportunity of acquiring 

larger privileges, both in Jerusalem and throughout 

Palestine. 

In the latter part of the fourth century, A. D. 384, 

Jerome, the celebrated father, took up his residence 

in Palestine, where he remained as a monk in the 

convent at Bethlehem until his death in A. B. 420. 

At this time monasteries and communities of anchor¬ 

ites (laurae) were numerous ;2 and the whole of Pal¬ 

estine swarmed with monks and hermits. Jerome 

speaks expressly of u the great multitude of brethren 

and the bands of monks,” who dwelt in and around 

Jerusalem.3 Even Paula, a noble Roman matron, the 

friend of Jerome, first made a pilgrimage to the holy 

places, and then retired to Bethlehem; where she 

erected four monasteries, one for monks and three for 

nuns.4 Nor was the throng of strangers and pilgrims, 

who came from every quarter of the globe to visit the 

holy places arid adore the cross, less remarkable. The 

same father relates that devotees “ streamed to Jeru¬ 

salem from every part of the world; so that the city 

w7as crowded with persons of both sexes and of every 

1) Hieron. Comm, in Zephan. 
i. 15, “ usque ad praesentem diem 
perfidi coioni (Judaei) . . . excepto 
planctu prohibentur ingredi Jeru¬ 
salem.” Then follows the passage 
quoted above, Vol. I. p. 351, Note. 

2) A community of anchorites, 
dwelling near each other in sepa¬ 
rate cells, was called Xavya, laura, 

i. e. a street, village. See Nean- 
der K. G. II. ii. p. 504. Bolland in 
Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 298. 

3) “Tantam fratrum multitu- 
dinem et monachorum choros j” 
Ep. XXXVIII, ad Pammach.Tom. 
IV. ii. p. 308. ed. Mart. 

4) Hieron. Ep. LXXXVI. ad 
Eustoch. Epitaph. Paulae. 
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class.”1 From Gaul, Britain, Persia, India, Ethiopia, 

Egypt, and the whole East, princes and nobles thronged 

to the Holy City; believing themselves to have less of 

religion, less of science, and not to have attained the 

highest point of virtue, unless they had paid their 

adorations to the Saviour in the very places, where 

the Gospel first shone forth in splendour from the 

cross.2 Nor did the pilgrims limit their holy venera¬ 

tion to Palestine. Egypt was equally thronged ; and 

many also travelled into Arabia, the supposed country 

of Job, to visit the dunghill and kiss the ground, on 

which the man of God had suffered with such 

patience.3 Indeed, after the fourth and fifth centuries, 

there are comparatively few of the more distinguished 

Saints of the Calendar, among whose merits one or 

more pilgrimages to the Holy Sepulchre are not 

enumerated.4 

In such a state of things, it cannot he a matter of 

wonder, that the end should often he forgotten in the 

means; that a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, instead of 

being resorted to merely as a means of elevating and 

purifying the religious feelings, and quickening the flame 

of devotion, should come to be regarded as having in 

itself a sanctifying and saving power; and so the mere 

performance of the outward act, be substituted for the 

inward principle and feelings. That such was actu- 

1) “ De toto hue orbe concur- 
ritur. Plena est civitas universi 
generis hominum ; et tanta utrius- 
que sexus constipatio, etc.” Ep. 
XLIX, ad Paulin. Tom. IV. P. II. 
p. 565. ed. Mart. So Chrysost. in 
Ps. 109. § 6, 7] olnovfjLevvi ovvxQf'xd. 

2) See the Epistle under the 
name of Paula and Eustochium, 
Hieron. Opp. Tom. IV. P. II. pp. 
550 551. 

3) So Chrysost. Homil. V. de 
Stutuis § 1. Tom. II. p. 59, floXXol 
rvv [tay.oav rivet, y.ai diartovriov 

anodrjfiiuv oteXXovxcu ano to)v Tie- 

gdron’ rijq yrjq eiq rrjv Aoafh'av 
rQf/ovreq, iva rijv y. otto lav ixetvrjv 
XdoJOi, xcil Otaoct[.iETCu y.aracpiXri~ 
oo)oi rrjv yrjv. 

4) See the Indices to the many 
volumes of the Acta Sanctorum of 
Holland, art. Peregrinatio, etc. 
Some of these holy men made no 
less than three pilgrimages to the 
Promised Land. So St. Cadocus 
bishop of Beneventum, and Theo¬ 
dosius bishop of Anastasiople, in 
the sixth century; Acta Sanctor. 
Jan. Tom. I. p. 604. April. T. III. 
p. 32, seq. 
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ally the case, is obvious from the language of Jerome 

and other fathers, who strove against this tendency. 

The former declares, that u the places of the cross and 

of the resurrection of Christ can benefit only those who 

bear his cross, and who with Christ rise daily. From 

Jerusalem and from Britain, the celestial halls are 

equally open.5,1 And he goes on to relate of Hilarion, 

who spent much of his life as an anchorite in Pales¬ 

tine, that he only once visited Jerusalem and the 

sacred places.2 To the same effect is the language of 

Gregory of Nyssa ;3 who justly appeals to the corrup¬ 

tion and licentiousness which prevailed in Jerusalem, 

as a proof, how little such external impressions can 

contribute in themselves to the purification of the heart. 

The effects which would naturally follow from all 

these circumstances in respect to the topography 

of the Holy Land, have already been pointed out in 

the beginning of the preceding section. Almost as 

a matter of course, every place celebrated in the 

Bible was sought after by the credulous piety of monks 

and pilgrims, and its site definitely assigned. Whether 

this were done correctly, was not often with them a 

matter of strict inquiry. Yet, during the fourth cen¬ 

tury, there is less reason for regret and complaint in 

this respect, than in the succeeding ages. Eusebius 

had composed his Onomasticon in Greek, apparently 

about A. D. 330, after the sites of the holy places in 

Jerusalem had been determined ;4 and this was now 

translated and revised by Jerome during his residence 

in Palestine, before the mass of foreign tradition, which 

afterwards spread itself abroad, had taken root or cast 

its darkening shadows over the land. This important 

1) Ep. XLIX, ad Paulin. Tom. Neander Kirchengeschichte, Bd. 
IV. P. II. p. 564. II. ii. p. 731. 

2) Hieron. 1. c. 4) See the art. rolyo&a, Gol- 
3) Gregor. Nyss. Epist. ad Am- gotha, the site of which had al- 

brosium et Basilissam. Compare ready been fixed. 
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work serves to show the state of topographical tradi¬ 

tion as it then existed; and often stands in direct 

contradiction to the specifications of later ages.1 

During the centuries after the destruction of Jeru¬ 

salem, the metropolitan see of Palestine was at Cae¬ 

sarea ; to which the see of Jerusalem was subject like 

the rest.2 But when in the fourth century the holy 

places at Jerusalem became known, and were deco¬ 

rated with splendid edifices, and the Holy City began 

to reassume its importance in the Christian world, its 

bishops were not slow to bring forward its claims to 

a higher rank, as the original seat of the apostolic 

church. Even so early as at the Council of Nicea, 

A. D. 325, its traditional claims had been acknow¬ 

ledged and affirmed; saving however the dignity of the 

then metropolitan see.3 Cyrill as bishop of Jerusalem . 
contended long with Acacius of Caesarea for the su¬ 

premacy ; though he was at last compelled to yield 

to the authority of the primate, by whom he was de¬ 

posed.4 His successor, John, claimed also to be inde¬ 

pendent of Caesarea, and appealed to the Patriarch 

of Alexandria; for which he is censured by Jerome.5 

The following bishop, Praylus, was a meek and holy 

man, and apparently avoided such controversies. But 

Juvenal, his successor, who held the chair of Jerusa¬ 

lem from about A. D. 420 to 458, exerted himself to 

the utmost to establish the authority of his see, not 

only as superior to Caesarea, but as independent of 

1) See more above, Vol. I. p. 375. 
2) So Jerome, as if addressing 

himself to John, bishop of Jerusa¬ 
lem, and referring him to the coun¬ 
cil of Nicea, exclaims: “Nifallar, 
hoc ibi decernitur, ut Palaestinae 
metropolis Caesaraea sit, et totius 
orientis Antiochia;” Hieron. Ep. 
XXXVIII, ad Pammach. Tom. IV. 
P. II.p.330. ed. Mart. 

3) Concil. Nic. Can. VII, 'EntiS/i 
ovvr\0-£icc y.sxgdt'rjy.e y.cu 7Z<xgddooig 
dg/oua ware rov iv AV-la l7tCaxo7tov 
riftdoOai, r r\v dy.oXovdCctv 
rrjg ti/iitjq, trj firjrQ07tdX£i (J(oZ>OiU£Vov 

rov oiy.sCov a£io)/iiarog. Labb. Con¬ 
cil. Tom. I. p. 47. 

4) Theodoret. H. E. II. 26. 
Sozom. IV. 25. 

5) Hieron. 1. c. 
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the patriarch of Antioch. It was not however until 

the Council of Chalcedon, A. D. 451—3, that he was 

able after long efforts to effect his purpose. It was 

there decreed, that Jerusalem should he thenceforth 

an independent patriarchate, comprising the three 

Palestines ; while Antioch should retain the two Phe- 

nicias and northern Arabia.1 

Amid all the religious or rather theological contro¬ 

versies, which agitated the oriental churches during 

these centuries, it was hardly to be expected that 

Palestine, crowded as it was with ecclesiastics and 

monks, should remain in peace. On the contrary, it 

actually became one of the chief seats of strife and 

fierce contention, which were not in all cases appeased 

without bloodshed. In the fourth century, the Arian 

controversy had much to do with the repeated deposi¬ 

tions of Cyrill from the see of Jerusalem.2 In A. D. 

415 Pelagius himself appeared before two tumultuous 

synods at Jerusalem and Diospolis (Lydda).3 About 

the same period we find in and around Jerusalem the 

germ of the controversy, which a century later raged 

with such vehemence against the Origenists.4 

The declaration of the Council of Chalcedon (A. D. 

451) in favour of the doctrine of the two distinct na¬ 

tures of Christ, was the signal for the outbreak of 

violence on the part of the Monophysites, its opposers ; 

whose chief seat at first was in Palestine and Egypt. 

Theodosius, a fanatical monk, who had already excited 

tumults in the council, returned to Jerusalem; and 

having ingratiated himself with Eudocia, the widow 

of the late emperor Theodosius II, who resided in 

Palestine, he soon obtained influence throughout the 

1) Concil. Chalcedon Act. VII. 2) Sozom. H. E. IV. 25. 
Labb. Tom. IV. p. 613. See also 3) Neander K. G. II. iiiU p. 
Le Q,uien Oriens Christ. Tom. III. 1222, seq. 
P- no; seq. 4) Neander 1. c. p. 1424, seq. 
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convents, and raised a fierce party against the decision 

of the council. His partisans took possession of the 

church of the Holy Sepulchre, deposed the patriarch 

Juvenal, drove him from the country, and elected 

Theodosius in his stead. The orthodox bishops and 

moderate men were now everyAvhere deposed; some 

were slain; and their places filled by unworthy per¬ 

sons and even malefactors. The emperor Marcian, 

on hearing of these events, took measures to replace 

the exiled patriarch in his station, and restore things 

to their former order ; hut this could only he done 

after fierce conflicts ; since both parties (as Evagrius 

expresses it) acted only according to the dictates of 

their rage. Theodosius retired secretly to Mount 

Sinai; where he was followed by a letter missive of 

the emperor, to which we have already alluded in 

another place.1 

The controversy continued to rage in Egypt, ac¬ 

companied with many tumults; and the successive 

emperors, themselves weak-minded or vacillating men, 

were unable to quench the flames of discord. Under 

Anastasius I, who began to reign in A. D. 491, and 

was himself opposed to the decree of the council of 

Chalcedon, the monophysite party acquired new 

strength, and gave occasion to new disturbances, un¬ 

der its two distinguished leaders, Xenaja or Philoxe- 

nus, and Severus.2 The tumults broke out first at 

Antioch; where Flavianus, the mild hut orthodox 

patriarch, was assailed in A. D. 512 by a host of 

fanatic monks from the neighbourhood, who forced 

their way into the city, and demanded that he should 

anathematize the acts of the council of Chalcedon. 

The people of the city however sided with the patri- 

1) Vol. I. pp. 183,184. For the T. II. p. 313. Evagrii Hist. Ecc. II- 
general history of this tumult, see 5. Le Quien Oriens Christ. III. p. 
Vita St. Euthemii No. 73, in Cotele- 166. 
rii Monum. Eccl. Graecae, Tom. II. 2) Neander K. G. II. iii. p. 
p. 261; Lat. in Acta Sanctor. Jan. 1128, seq. 

Vol. II. 4 
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arch, rose upon the monks, and slew a large number, 
who found their only sepulchre in the waves of the 
Orontes. The monks of Coele-Syria also, among 
whom Flavianus had lived, hastened to Antioch to 
tender him their services and protection. Yet he was 
ultimately deposed in the same year, and driven into 
exile at Petra. He was succeeded in his office by the 
monophysite leader Severus.1 

The patriarchate of Jerusalem was at this time 
held by Elias; whose influence among the monks and 
clergy of Palestine, however great, was yet less than 
that of the celebrated anchorite, St. Sabas, the founder 
of several laurae and monasteries ; and among them, 
of that which still bears his name in the desert be¬ 
tween Jerusalem and the Dead Sea. In the very 
same year, A. D. 512, Severus of Antioch sent messen¬ 
gers to Elias, who refused to acknowledge him. The 
message was repeated in May, A. D. 513, accompanied 
by several clergy and some of the emperor’s troops. 
This roused the indignation of Sabas in his holy 
retreat; he repaired with other abbots to Jerusalem; 
expelled the messengers of.Severus from the city ; and 
collecting a multitude of monks before Calvary, pro¬ 
nounced anathemas against Severus and all those of 
his communion, in the presence of the magistrates and 
of the officers and troops whom the emperor had sent. 
Still, the power of the state at length prevailed. The 
emperor sent Olympius, who then held the command 
in Palestine, with a body of troops to Jerusalem ; and 
as Elias still refused to disavow allegiance to the 
decrees of Chalcedon, he was deposed and banished to 
Ailah. There he died in A. D. 518; being visited in 
his last moments by Sabas.2 

1) Evagr. H.E. III. 32. Monum. Eccles. Graec. T. III. pp. 
2) Cyrill. Scythop. Vita Sabae 308-10, 324. Le Q,uien Oriens 

56, 60; Gr. et Lat. in Cotelerii Christ. III. p. 181, seq. 
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His successor in the patriarchate, John III, who 

was expected to anathematize the council of Chalce- 

don, not only did not do this, but took at first a neu¬ 

tral course, and afterwards made common cause with 

the orthodox party. Disputes and fierce passion con¬ 

tinued to prevail among the ecclesiastics and monks 

of Palestine; but they seem not to have broken forth 

into deeds of open violence. The accession of the 

orthodox emperor, Justin I, in A. D. 518, was hailed 

with triumph by Sabas and his disciples. The new 

decrees of this emperor in favour of orthodoxy were 

no sooner known in Jerusalem, than an infinite multi¬ 

tude of monks and laymen collected in that city ; the 

holy Sabas and a council of bishops hastened to assem¬ 

ble ; and at a festival celebrated on the 6th of August, 

the imperial decrees were openly promulgated. 

Justinian, who ascended the throne in A. D. 527, 

was the still more decided and despotic friend of the 

orthodox faith. Sabas died about A. D. 532 in the 

odour of sanctity, at the great age of ninety-four years.1 

Not long after his decease, new troubles and dissen¬ 

sions broke out among his immediate disciples and 

flock. The unquiet spirit of oriental monachism, 

which had hitherto expended itself in the monophy- 

site controversy, or been controlled by the predomi¬ 

nance of a master spirit, or felt the influence of the 

imperial despotism, now began to manifest itself in a 

different form. The tendency and doctrines of the 

Origenists were again broached, especially by Nonnus 

in the new laura founded by Sabas near Tekoa, and 

in several others. The same doctrines found admis¬ 

sion also among many of the members of the principal 

laura of Sabas ; but the great body remained faithful 

to the orthodox doctrine, and expelled the others to 

1) Cyrill. Scyth. Vita Sabae, in Tom. III. p. 353, seq. Le Q,uien 
Cotelerii Monum. Eccl. Grace. Oriens Chr. III. p. 194, seq. 
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the number of forty from the community. These 

retired to the laura near Tekoa ; and the united band 

of the Origenists now attempted to get possession of 

various monasteries. They even attacked the chief 

laura of Sabas, with force and violence, but without 

success.1 

In A. D, 536, at the suggestion of the Roman 

bishop, Agapetus, then at Constantinople, and of 

Mennas, patriarch of that city, the patriarch Peter of 

Jerusalem held a synod composed of the bishops of the 

three Palestines ; at which not only the decrees of the 

synod of Constantinople in the same year against the 

Monophysites were confirmed, but the dogmas of Origen 

were also publicly subjected to anathema. This mea¬ 

sure caused great indignation among the followers of 

Nonnus, and gave rise to further tumults.2 The edict 

of the synod was however subscribed by all the bish¬ 

ops and abbots of Palestine, except one; which so 

enraged Nonnus and the other chiefs of the Origenists, 

that they renounced the communion of the orthodox; 

and withdrawing from the laura near Tekoa, dwelt 

in the plain. After long negotiation they returned to 

the laura, retaining still great bitterness against the 

inmates of the laura of Sabas; which they manifested 

by open and violent attacks. They succeeded at 

length in obtaining possession for a time of this chief 

laura ; and an Origenist was installed as abbot in the 

seat of the holy Sabas.3 This however did not long 

continue. The holy Conon was afterwards made 

abbot; Eustochius (about A. D. 545) succeeded to 

the patriarchate of Jerusalem; and, by command of 

the emperor, the military force was employed to drive 

out the Origenists from their strong-hold, the new 

1) Cyrill. ibid. p. 360-2. Baro- XCIV. Cyrill. Vita Sabae 1. c. p. 
nius Ann. A. D. 532. VIII, seq. Le 365. Le Quien J. c. p. 204, seq. Ne~ 
Quien ibid. p. 196-200. ander K. G. II. iii. p. 1135, seq. 

2) Labb. Concil. Tom. V. p. 3) Cyrill. Scytk. Vit. Sabae, 
275-87. Baronius Ann. A. D. 536. ibid. p. 370. 
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laura (so called) near Tekoa. From this time peace 

appears to have been restored.1 

I have dwelt the longer upon these gloomy details, 

in order to show the extent, as well as the character 

and spirit, of that body of monks and ecclesiastics 

with which Palestine was thronged; and who for so 

many centuries were the only persons to investigate 

the Scriptures, and fix the traditional topography of 

the Holy Land. 

Despotic as Justinian was in behalf of orthodoxy, 

he was no less a passionate builder of churches and 

monasteries, as well as of fortresses ; and to such an 

extent was this passion carried out during his long 

reign, that the cotemporary historian Procopius has 

left us a work in six books, treating solely of the edi¬ 

fices erected by this emperor.2 In Constantinople 

itself, the church of St. Sophia remains to this day a 

monument of his taste and public munificence. With 

the convent erected by him at Mount Sinai we have 

already become acquainted.3 In Palestine the Samar¬ 

itans made insurrection against Justinian, as they had 

formerly done under the emperor Zeno and Anasta- 

sius; slaughtered the Christians of Neapolis; and des¬ 

troyed their churches. They were however speedily 

subdued; and the emperor rebuilt the churches and 

erected a new one strongly fortified on Mount Gerizim. 

This was in the third year of Justinian, A. D. 529.4 

In the same connection, and as if occurring about the 

same time, Procopius describes the erection of a large 

church at Jerusalem by Justinian in honour of the 

Virgin, on which great expense and labour were be- 

1) Cyrill. ibid. p. 375, seq. 
Evagr. H. E. IV. 38. 

2) JIsqu ro)V rov Startotov ’Iov- 
OTiviavov y.Tio/Li<xTO)v, De Aedijiciis 
Just ini ani, etc. in the Corpus Scrip- 
tor. Historiae Byzant. 

3) See above in Vol. I. p. 184. 
4) Procop. de Aedific. V. 7. 

Chron. Paschale seu Alexandria 
pp. 325, 326. ed. Ducange, Paris 
1688. 
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stowed, in order to make it one of the most splendid in 

the world. This church, as we have seen, was appar¬ 

ently the edifice now known as the mosk el-Aksa, 

on the southern part of the site of the temple.1 The 

same writer ascribes to this emperor the building of 

not less than ten or eleven monasteries in and around 

Jerusalem and Jericho, a Xenodochium or hospital 

for pilgrims at Jericho, and also the building up of the 

walls of Bethlehem and other cities.2 Eutychius in the 

ninth century relates the same general facts respecting 

Justinian; and adds that he erected also a hospital 

for strangers in Jerusalem.3 

This public provision for the accommodation of 

pilgrims in the Holy Land, serves to show, that their 

numbers at this period were not diminished. On the 

contrary, the pilgrims from the West would appear to 

have increased ; and it was regarded as a pious duty 

of occidental princes and wealthy individuals, to make 

further provision for their wants. At the close of this 

century, Gregory the Great of Rome (A. D. 590—604) 

is said to have sent the abbot Probus with a lars:e 

sum of money to Jerusalem, where he too erected a 

splendid hospital for the reception of pilgrims.4 To 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 438. 
Procop- De .ZEdif. V. 6. 

2) Procop. de iEdificiis Justi- 
niani, V. 9. 

3) Eutycliii Annales, Arab, et 
Lat. ed.Pococke, Oxon. 1658. Tom. 
II. pp. 158,159, seq.—Of the church 
built by Justinian in Jerusalem, 
Euty chius merely says, “ he com¬ 
pleted the church of Helena which 
had been begun by the patriarch 
Eliasof course in the same cen¬ 
tury ; ibid. p. 108. Eutychius also 
relates, that Justinian at the same 
time caused the church in Bethle¬ 
hem to be rebuilt; and being dis¬ 
pleased at the manner in which his 
legate had constructed the edifice, 
he ordered his head to be struck 

off. Both these accounts have an 
air of the fabulous. 

4) Bolland Acta Sanctor. Mart. 
Tom. II. p. 157. Possibly this 
hospital or that of Justinian may 
have been the edifice still used by 
the Muslims as a hospital, where 
food is daily distributed to the poor. 
It is called by the Franks the 
Kitchen of Helena, and is situated 
on the street in which we resided, 
running down eastward below the 
church of the Holy Sepulchre. Its 
portal, if I remember right, exhi¬ 
bits an architecture of the Byzan¬ 
tine type. See Turner’s Tour in 
the Levant, II. p. 268. Schubert’s 
Reise, II. p. 5S5. The Arabic 
name is et-Tekiyeh. 
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such an extent was this feeling of duty at length car¬ 

ried, that in the following centuries there was scarcely 

a city of note in France or Italy, in which the charity 

of Christians had not provided a hospital for the pious 

wanderer to Rome and the Holy Land; while in 

Constantinople, at least in the ninth century, there 

were several establishments of the same character.1 

To the close of the sixth century belongs also the 

Itinerary of Antoninus Martyr, or Antoninus Placen- 

tinus ; for he is called by both names. His descrip¬ 

tion of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre corresponds 

with that of Eusebius as above given. Of the author, 

nothing further is known. 

The journey of the pilgrims to Jerusalem was also 

facilitated, and the interest taken by all in the Holy 

Land was cherished and augmented, by the commer¬ 

cial intercourse, which at this period was kept up with 

the East by several cities along the coasts of the 

Mediterranean. The merchants of Marseilles in the 

sixth and seventh centuries sent their ships to Alex¬ 

andria and the coasts of Syria; and received from 

thence paper, oil, and the silks and spices of the re¬ 

moter East.2 In the sixth century at the court of 

king Guntram of Burgundy, the wine of Gaza was 

regarded as the highest delicacy.3—In like manner the 

merchants of Syria and the East travelled with their 

wares into the Occident, and extended their wander¬ 

ings throughout the greater part of France and Spain.4 

Another motive which served at this period and 

later to encourage and multiply pilgrimages to the Holy 

Land, was the desire of obtaining the relics of saints and 

1) Muratori Antiq. Ital. med. Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzziige, I. 
aevi, Tom. III. p. 575. Bollandi p. 17. 
Acta Sanctor. Mart. T. II. p. 298. 3) Gregor. Tur. VII. 29. 
Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzz. Lp. 10. 4) Greg. Tur. IV. 38. Wilken 

2) Gregor. Turonensis, V. 5. 1. c. pp. 17, 18. 
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holy persons; among which not a few were alleged 

to have appertained to our Saviour himself. About 

this time the bones and other remains, especially of 

those who had suffered martyrdom, became an object 

of idolatrous veneration. Churches and convents held 

it to be necessary to possess (if possible) the skeletons 

or other memorials of their patron saints; or at least 

those of other saints of holy renown; in order to in¬ 

crease their own authority and consideration with the 

people. Among the laity too, the most sacred oath 

was that taken upon the relics of a saint; and the 

possession of a relic was regarded as a protection 

against every species of eyil.1 Hence such relics were 

sought for with avidity, and purchased at a high price. 

They were indeed to be found in great numbers in 

the West; for the saints of France and Spain, and es¬ 

pecially those of Italy, did not fail to leave behind 

them memorials possessing a wonder-working power. 

Yet relics from the Holy Land enjoyed nevertheless 

the pre-eminence; and those churches and convents 

were especially venerated, which could boast of pos¬ 

sessing some relic of the Saviour or of his cotemporary 

followers.2 The shrewdness of the oriental clergy was 

not slow to take advantage of this superstition; and the 

pilgrims who sought in Jerusalem and elsewhere for 

relics, were seldom necessitated to seek in vain. The 

common people at length manufactured them accord¬ 

ing to the demand ;3 although, in practising this fraud, 

1) Capitular. Caroli Magn. lib. 
VI. c. 209, “ Omne sacramentum 
in ecclesia et super reliquias jure- 
tur . . . Sic ilium Deus adjuvet et 
illi Sancti, quorum istae reliquiae 
sunt, ut veritatem dicat.” Charle¬ 
magne also took relics with him in 
time of war. So too the Byzan¬ 
tine Greeks. See Wilken, 1. c. p. 
12. Du Fresne in Villahardouin 
Hist, de l’Empire de Constanti¬ 
nople, Paris 1657. Pol. p. 311-13. 

2) Wilken 1. c. p. 12. 
3) Thus in A. D. 1027 a com¬ 

mon man in France made a regu¬ 
lar trade of such fabricated relics, 
prepared mostly from the bones of 

ersons recently dead. Several 
ishops patronized the cheat, and 

shared the gains. See Rodolph. 
Glaber, Francor. Hist. IV. 3; in 
Du Chesne Scriptores Hist. Franc. 
Tom. IV. Bouquet’s Recueil, 
Tom. X. 
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they did not go beyond that of the priests both of the 

East and the West, in distributing to all the world 

pieces of the true cross.1—These relics from Palestine 

were sold in the West to clergy and laity at a high 

profit; and thus a pilgrimage to Jerusalem often be¬ 

came a source, not only of spiritual renown, but also 

of emolument. So profitable indeed did this trade in 

relics become, that Syrian merchants repaired with 

them to Europe for sale.2 

Thus had now rolled on the first six centuries after 

the Christian era. For half of this long period Jeru¬ 

salem had remained in darkness, beneath the oppres¬ 

sive sway of heathen domination. During the other 

half, she had again reassumed her station as the Holy 

- City of the Christian world; and the relations in 

which she stood towards the West, if not always of 

the holiest character, were nevertheless such as to ex¬ 

cite even in worldly minds a deep interest in her for¬ 

tunes. Another period of longer and deeper darkness 

was now about to commence; and Jerusalem, “ the joy 

of the whole earth,” was once more to be trodden 

down by the barbarian hordes of a false religion, under 

a thraldom from which even yet she is not emanci- 

The Persians under Chosroes I, had already made 

inroads upon the Roman empire during the reign of 

1) The trade in pieces of the 
true cross commenced very early ; 
for Cyrill of Jerus. (c. 350,) men¬ 
tions that they were already dis¬ 
persed throughout the world ; see 
above, p. 16, Note 1. The sacred 
cross was alleged to have an inhe¬ 
rent power of re-production ; so 
that when a portion was taken 
away, it was again immediately re¬ 
placed : “ In materia insensata vim 
vivam tenens, ita ex illo tempore in- 
numeris paene quotidie hominum 
votis lignum suum commodat, ut 

Vol. II. 5 

detrimenta non sentiat, et quasi in- 
tacta permaneat,” etc. See Paulin. 
Nolan, (fl. A. D. 400,) Epist. 11, 
seu 31. Very many abbeys and 
convents had portions of the cross 
to show ; see Wilken, 1. c. p. 13.— 
In like manner, Charles the Bald 
founded a convent in Aquitaine, 
“ in quo posuit praeputium Domini 
Jesu ChristiCliron. Sithiense 
ad Ann. 875, in Martene Thesaur. 
nov. Anecdot. Tom. III. 

2) Gregor. Turonensis VIII. 31. 
Wilken, 1. c. p. 15. 
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Justinian, and had extended their conquests into the 

heart of Syria, as far as to Antioch and the shores of 

the Mediterranean. Under Chosroes II, the war was 

renewed against the emperor Phocas and his successor 

Heraclius. The Persians penetrated into Syria ; cap¬ 

tured Damascus in A. D. 613; and then directed their 

victorious progress southwards towards Jerusalem. 

They were joined on the way by the Jews of Tiberias, 

Nazareth, and the mountains of Galilee. In the month 

of June, A. D. 614, the Holy City was invested and 

taken by storm; many thousands of the clergy, monks, 

consecrated virgins, and other inhabitants‘were slain ; 

the splendid churches were thrown down, and that of 

the Holy Sepulchre burned with fire ; while the patri¬ 

arch Zacharias with the true cross, and multitudes of 

the inhabitants, were carried away into captivity.1 

Many fugitives from Palestine and Syria now re¬ 

tired to Alexandria, where they were cherished by 

the bounty of the patriarch John Eleemon (the com¬ 

passionate). This munificent patron also sent large 

supplies of provisions to the miserable inhabitants who 

remained in Jerusalem. And when, not long after, 

Modestus was appointed as the vicar of Zacharias 

during his exile, the same patriarch furnished him 

with a large sum of money and a thousand labourers 

from Egypt, to aid in rebuilding the Holy City and its 
churches.2 

1) The particulars of this siege 
and its consequences are related 
by a cotemporary writer in the 
Chronicon Paschale seu Alexan- 
drinum, p. 385, ed. Paris. Also 
by Antiochus, at that time abbot 
of the Convent of St. Saba, in Bib- 
lioth. vet. Patrum, Tom. I. p. 1023, 
seq. Later writers are: Theo- 
phanes Chronographia, p. 252, ed. 
Paris. Eutychii Annal. II. p. 213. 
Comp, le Q,uien Oriens Christ. III. 
p. 250, seq.—Theophanes gives the 
number of the slain at ninety thou¬ 

sand ; and Eutychius ascribes the 
slaughter to the Jews. The Sara¬ 
cens or Arabs would appear also 
to have acted with the Persians; 
they plundered the monastery of 
St. Saba, and massacred forty-four 
of the monks. Antiochus, 1. c. 
Le Q.uien, p. 252. 

2) See the life of St. John 
Eleemon by Leontius, a cotempo¬ 
rary Cyprian bishop ; Lat. in Bol- 
Iandi Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. 
p. 500. Le Q,uien III. p. 250, seq. 
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Although Palestine and Syria remained under the 

yoke of the Persians, yet Modestus appears not to 

have been hindered in the work of restoration. He 

proceeded to build up again from their foundations 

the churches of the Resurrection and of Calvary, as 

also a church of the Assumption.1 Whether in doing 

this he changed the form of the buildings around the 

Holy Sepulchre, we are not told ; but the description 

of Arculfus, as given by Adamnanus at the close of 

the century, seems not to tally with the accounts of 

Eusebius. According to him, the Holy Sepulchre was 

covered by a small tegorium (tugurium?) cut from 

the same rock, and standing in the midst of a large 

circular church constructed over it.2 The Basilica or 

Martyrion of Constantine was situated as before. 

Adamnanus further describes a church of Golgotha 

between the Basilica and the Sepulchre ; but this is 

not mentioned by Bernhard two centuries later.3 Both 

these writers however speak of a church of St. Mary, 

adjacent to the buildings of the Sepulchre on the 

South; and this is not improbably the church of the 

Assumption restored by Modestus. 

After years of discomfiture and disaster, the tide 

of victory turned at length in favour of Heraclius. He 

routed the armies of the Persians, put their monarch 

to flight, and pursued them into their own territory. 

Early in A. D. 628, Chosroes wras deposed and mur¬ 

dered by his son Siroes; who immediately concluded 

an inglorious peace with the Roman emperor. The 

patriarch Zacharias and other captives were restored 

after fourteen years of exile, and the true cross was 

1) Antiochi Epist. in Biblioth. 
vet. Patr. Graec. Tom. I. p. 1023, 
seq. Le Q,uien 1. c. p. 259. Baron. 
Annal. A. D. 616. VI.—Antiochus 
describes Modestus as a second 
Bezaleel, or at least a Zerubbabel. 

2) u Valde grandis ecclesia 
super illud constructaAdamn. 
I. 2. 

3) See the description and plan 
of Adamnanus, I. 2, seq. Bern- 
hard de Locis Sanct. 10. 
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given up. The emperor returned first to Constantino¬ 

ple, where he made a triumphal entry; and in the fol¬ 

lowing year repaired in person to Jerusalem, wdiich 

he entered on foot, hearing the true cross upon his 

shoulder.1 

But the restoration of the Holy City to the dominion 

of the Christians, was not of long duration. Jerusalem 

had indeed been freed from the yoke of the disciples 

of Zoroaster; but only in order to be speedily sub¬ 

jected to the more galling and permanent bondage of 

the followers of Muhammed. The arms of the false 

prophet and his companions had already subdued 

Arabia, Syria, and Egypt; and in A. D. 636 the troops 

of the Khalif Omar appeared before Jerusalem. The 

city was bravely defended by the patriarch Sophro- 

nius. After a long siege,2 the Khalif himself repaired 

to the camp ; and the patriarch at length surrendered 

to him the Holy City in A. D. 637, on condition that 

the inhabitants should be secured as to their lives, 

their families, their property, and their churches. The 

latter were neither to be destroyed nor appropriated 

to the Muhammedans. The gates were opened ; and 

Omar entered in a garment of earners hair, the com¬ 

mon apparel of his countrymen. He was not very 

cordially received by the patriarch; who, on seeing 

him in this garb, exclaimed: u This is of a truth the 

abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the 

prophet, standing in the holy place !?;3 The Khalif 

honourably fulfilled his promises; and performed his 

1) Chron. Paschal, p. 398, seq. close of the century. Theophan. 
ed. Paris. Theophan. Chronogr. Chronogr. p. 280. Adamnan. de 
p. 273, ed. Paris. Baronii Annal. Loc. Sanct. III. 3. 
A. D. 628, I. II. Le Q,uien 1. c. p. 2) Christian writers say the 
257.—In A. D. 634, Heraclius re- siege continued two years ; Ara- 
tiring before the Muhammedans, bian writers, four months, 
carried with him the true cross to 3) In allusion to Matth. xxiv. 
Constantinople, where it was seen 15. Theophanes Chronograph, p. 
and described by Arculfus at the 281, ed. Par. 
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devotions only on the steps of the Basilica; in order 

that his followers might have no pretext to claim pos¬ 

session of the church after his departure, under the 

pretence that he had worshipped in it.J The further 

proceedings of Omar and his successors in erecting a 

mosk upon the site of the Jewish temple, have already 

been narrated.1 2 

From this time onward until the era of the cru¬ 

sades, a period of four and a half centuries, the history 

of Jerusalem again presents little more than a blank. 

A few scattered notices drawn from the itineraries of 

pilgrims and the cotemporary works of European 

authors, with the traditions recorded by later oriental 

writers, furnish all the materials which exist for 

such a history; and, strange as it may appear, even 

these have never yet been fully collected and arrang¬ 

ed.3 The names of the successive patriarchs are in¬ 

deed preserved; but the chronicle of their lives illus¬ 

trates the progress of theological controversy, rather 

than the history of Jerusalem.4 We can here, of 

course, only touch upon some of the principal events. 

The remainder of the seventh century, as well as 

the greater portion of the eighth, is barren of incidents 

relating to Jerusalem. The Muslims extended their 

1) The earliest writers who de¬ 
scribe these events are Theo- 
phanes 1. c. and Eutychius, Annal. 
II. p. 284, seq. The former lived 
apparently nearly or quite two 
centuries after the event; and the 
latter about A. D. 870. The Ara¬ 
bian writers Elmacin (el-Makin), 
Abulfeda and Abulfaragius (Bar 
Hebraeus), who give still more 
particulars, are all of the thirteenth 
century. 

2) See above, Vol. I. p. 440. 
3) The notices of Jerusalem du¬ 

ring this period are best given by 
Wilken (whom I have in part fol¬ 
lowed) in his introduction; Gesch. 
der Kreuzz. I. p. 1, seq. See also 

Michaud Hist, des Croisades, Tom. 
I. The work of Gibbon contains 
some of these notices. Witsius in 
his professed history of Jerusalem 
utterly passes over this whole pe¬ 
riod ; Miscell. Sac. Tom. II. Exerc. 
XII. 40, 41.—William of Tyre 
wrote a work entitled de Gestis 
orientalium Principum, covering 
the time from the conquest of Je¬ 
rusalem to the era of the crusades ; 
but it is unfortunately lost. Will. 
Tyr. I. 3, fin. 

4) See Pappebroch Patriarchar. 
Hieros. Hist, chronol. prefixed to 
the Acta Sanctor. Maii, Tom. III. 
Le Q,uien Oriens Christ. III. pp. 
280-500. 
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conquests; subdued the northern coast of Africa and 

the kingdom of Spain; and threatened to advance into 

France and Italy. Meanwhile the Christian pilgrims 

to Palestine resumed their wonted course, apparently 

in peace; and the Holy City, which the Arabians also 

called el-Kuds (the Holy), became likewise a place of 

pilgrimage for the Muhammedans.1 These pilgrim¬ 

ages were still connected with the spirit of trade. 

Arculfus, who visited Jerusalem about A. D. 697, re¬ 

lates that a fair was held there annually on the fifteenth 

day of September, which was attended by an innu¬ 

merable multitude from every quarter, for the purposes 

of mutual traffic and intercourse.2 

Towards the middle of the eighth century, the 

sceptre of the Khalifs, after a. long and bloody struggle, 

was transferred from the race of the Ommiades to that 

of the Abassides.3 About A. D. 750, Almansor (el- 

Mansur), the second of his race, founded the city of 

Bagdad, and removed the seat of the Khalifate from 

Damascus to his new capital on the hanks of the 

Tigris. During this century, earthquakes were fre¬ 

quent in Syria and Palestine.4 The situation also of 

the Christians in the East appears to have become 

more difficult and less secure. Patriarchs and bishops 

were deposed and driven from their homes at the 

caprice of their Muhammedan rulers ; and exactions 

and oppressions were the natural consequence of the 

existing relations of society.5 Yet the pilgrims from 

1) Eutych. Anna!. II. p. 364. 756. Chronogr. pp. 354, 357, 361, 
D’Herbelot Biblioth. Or. art. Cods. ed. Paris. 

2) Adamnan. de Locis Sanct. 5) So the patriarchs of Anti- 
I. 1. och and Jerusalem ; Elmacin Hist. 

3) The general history of this Sarac. lib. I. 17. p. 82. Lugd. Bat. 
change may be seen in Gibbon, 1625. See too the letter of the 
Chap. LII. Syrian monks to the second Coun- 

4) Violent earthquakes, which cil of Nicea, A. D. 787, in Labb. 
destroyed churches, convents, and Concil. Tom. VII. p. 170, seq. 
even whole cities, are mentioned Le Q,uien Or. Christ. III. p. 297, 
by Theophanes in A. D. 746, 749, seq. 304. Also Acta Sanctorum, 
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the West seem in general to have been looked upon 

with favour; and they seldom suffered harm in their 

persons or hindrance in their pursuits. Among them 

at this period was St. Madelveus, bishop of Verdun in 

France, who made a strong impression upon the pa¬ 

triarch Eusebius by his piety and fervent devotion.1 

About A. D. 786, St Willibald, bishop of Eichstadt, 

with seven companions, made the pilgrimage to the 

Holy Land, which they traversed in all directions; 

visiting Jerusalem no less than four times, and Emessa 

and Damascus twice. They first passed through 

Emessa (Hums) on their way to Jerusalem; and the 

inhabitants, not being accustomed to the sight of pil¬ 

grims, and ignorant whence they came, wondered at 

their strange appearance, and regarded them as spies. 

They were brought before a wealthy Sheikh to be 

examined; who after inquiry, said : “ I have often seen 

men from their part of the world ; they seek no harm, 

and only wish to fulfil their law.” Yet they were 

kept for some time in prison, though treated with 

great courtesy; until, through the influence of a Span¬ 

iard, the Emir of the city ordered them to he set at 

liberty.2 

Just at the close of the same century, a furious 

civil war raged in Palestine among the various tribes 

of Saracens or Arabs inhabiting the country. In 

A. D. 796 the monastery of St. Saba was again pillag¬ 

ed and many of the monks slain. The fortunes of the 

war also laid waste the cities of Gaza, Askelon and 

Jul. Tom. III. pp. 531, 537, 551.— dunense by Hugo Flaviniacensis, 
In A. D. 757, the Khalif increased in Labb. Nov. Bibliotli. Manuscr. 
the tribute, stripped the churches, Tom. I. p. 110, seq. Le Quien 1. c. 
and compelled the Jews to pur- p. 300, seq. Acta Sanctor. Oct. 
chase the spoils ; Theophan. Chro- Tom. II. 
nogr. p. 361, ed. Paris. 2) St. Willibaldi Hodceporicon, 

1) St. Madelveus was made bi- in Mabillon Acta Sanct. Ord. Ben- 
shop in A. D. 753, and died about edict. Saec. III. P. II. p. 373. 
A. D. 776. See the Chron. Vir- 
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Sariphaea, and converted Eleutheropolis into a de¬ 

sert.1 

In the latter part of the eighth and the beginning 

of the ninth century, amid the general darkness of 

those ages, it is interesting to meet with two cotem¬ 

porary monarchs, lords of the Orient and Occident, 

who both exerted a mighty influence upon their res¬ 

pective quarters of the globe, and are still the heroes 

of many a romantic tale, and landmarks in the history 

of the w7orld. In the East, Harun er-Rashid (Aaron 

the Just), who swayed the sceptre from A. D. 786 to 

809, is celebrated as the ideal of Arabian justice, 

magnanimity, and splendour; and procured for the 

empire of the Khalifs a renown both in learning and 

in arms, unequalled in its previous or later history. In 

the West, Charlemagne was the sagacious founder of a 

new and still more powerful empire, which he govern¬ 

ed with equal wisdom and justice for the long period 

of some forty years; having reigned from A. D. 771 to 

A. D. 814. The interjacent position of the Byzantine 

empire, prevented these two sovereigns from becoming 

rivals or enemies; and there was too much of noble¬ 

ness in the character of both, not to awaken a mutual 

sentiment of respect and good-will. 

Another motive also prompted the monarch of 

the West to set on foot and cultivate an inter¬ 

change of courtesies and friendship. His compas¬ 

sion for Christians in poverty and suffering was not 

confined to the wide limits of his own realms; but 

was likewise awakened for those languishing under 

the oppression of the followers of the false prophet, 

both in Africa and Asia.2 The situation of the Holy 

Land could not, of course, but excite his sympathy. 

He sent ambassadors to distribute alms in the Holy 

1) See the account of these civ- Tom. III. p. 167, seq. Le Q,uien 
il wars and massacres, by Stephen, 1. c. p. 313. 
a cotemporary monk of St. Saba, 2) Eginhardi Vita Car. Magni 
in Acta Bollandi Sanctor. Mart. VIII vel XVI. 
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City; and they were also charged with presents and 

a message to the Khalif, to intercede with him in be¬ 

half of his Christian subjects. Harun received the 

messengers with courtesy; immediately granted all 

their requests ; and even went so far as to make over 

to Charlemagne the jurisdiction of the Holy Sepulchre 

and its appurtenances.1 The ambassadors on their 

return were accompanied by those of the Khalif, 

bringing rich presents of vestments and spices and the 

choicest products of the eastern world; and bearing 

to the emperor the keys of the Holy Sepulchre and of 

Calvary, as the symbol of possession. A few years 

before, the Khalif at the emperor’s request had sent 

him the only elephant he happened to possess.2 In¬ 

deed, so strong was the mutual admiration of the two 

monarchs, that according to Eginhard, the biographer 

of Charlemagne, this emperor preferred the friendship 

of Harun to that of all the kings and princes of the 

world; and regarded him alone as worthy to be dis¬ 

tinguished with honours and magnificence.3 To the 

end of his life Charlemagne continued to send alms to 

the Christians in Jerusalem, in aid of the poor and for 

the rebuilding of churches; and his example was fol¬ 

lowed by his son Lewis the Pious, and by his grand¬ 

son Lewis the German.4 

These of course were palmy days of pilgrimage; 

1) “ Sed etiam sacrum ilium et 
salutarem locum, ut illius potestati 
ascriberetur, concessitEginh. 
1. c. V. 

2) Eginhardi Vita Car. Magni 
V. The presents of the Khalif are 
described in the Annales Mettenses 
ad Ann. 807, in Bouquet’s Recueil 
des Hist. Fr. Tom. V. p. 354. The 
elephant arrived in A. D. 802; 
Annal. Loiseliani ad h. Ann. in 
Duchesne Tom. II. p. 24, seq. 
The keys are sometimes said to 
have been sent by the patriarch of 
Jerusalem ; but as Eginhard ex- 

Vol. II. 6 

pressly says, that the Holy Sepul¬ 
chre was made over to Charle¬ 
magne by the Khalif, the keys were 
also probably sent by his order. 
See generally, Le Q,uien Oriens 
Christ. III. p. 318, seq. 346. 

3) “ Cum Aaron . . . talem ha- 
buit in amicitia concordiam, ut is 
gratiam ejus omnium qui in toto 
orbe terrarum erant Regum ac 
Principum amicitiae praeponeret,” 
etc. Eginhard 1. c. 

4) So late as A. D. 810, there 
is a Cayitularium of Charlemagne 
entitled : “De eleeinosyna mittenda 
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but after the death of Harun er-Rashid the prospect 

was again clouded. The dissensions among his sons 

spread also through the provinces; the people were 

divided into factions; and each party rejoiced in the 

opportunity to wreak its fury on the Christians. The 

Holy City did not escape the storm; churches were 

destroyed and convents pillaged; and among the lat¬ 

ter, the monastery of St. Saha, which seems ever to 

have been a special object of vengeance, was again 

plundered and the monks massacred in A. D. 812.1 

The remainder of the ninth century presents no 

important incident in the history of Jerusalem, save 

the visit and Itinerary of the monk Bernhard and his 

two companions, about A. D. 870.2 His account is 

very brief; but the description of the Holy Sepulchre 

and its appurtenances is quite distinct. He speaks 

indeed of four churches round about it, though he enu¬ 

merates only three, viz. that of the Sepulchre itself upon 

the West, that of St. Mary on the South, and the Basili¬ 

ca on the East, forming three sides of an open court, 

and all connected by walls. Adjacent to the church of 

St. Mary, there was already a hospital, in which all 

the Latin pilgrims were received. This traveller is 

the first to mention the jugglery of the Greek holy fire; 

and he also speaks of a library founded by Charle¬ 

magne in the church of St Mary. 

The renown of the house of the Abassides lingered 

long in its decay. The munificence of Almamon (el- 

Mamun) the son and second of the successors of Harun, 

who held the sceptre for thirty years (A. D. 813—843), 

ad Hierosolymas, propter ecclesias 1) Theophanes Chronogr. p. 
Dei restituandas.” Oapit. I. Ann. 409. ed. Paris. Baronii Annal. 
S10. c. 17. Monach. Sangall. II. c. A. D. 812. XI. 
14. Wilken 1. c. p. 27.—For the 2) The writer was cotempo- 
later legend, which relates that rary with pope Nicholas I, who 
Charlemagne himself repaired to died A. D. 867 ; and with Theodo- 
Palestine, see Wilken 1. c. I. Anh. sius, who was patriarch of Jerusa- 
p. 3. lem from A. D. 867 to A. D. 879. 
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and the patronage which he gave to learning, sustained 

for a time the waning glory of his race. Under him 

the Christians still enjoyed favours, and were found 

among his officers of trust and the attendants of his 

person.1 But his successors held the reins of empire 

with a feeble hand; the various provinces were dis¬ 

tracted with feuds and bloody wars; and the Christian 

subjects became every day more and more exposed 

to violence and oppression. The empire was torn 

with dissensions; and the Holy Land was again made 

the scene of battles and bloodshed, during the long 

wars waged by the Khalifs either against the various 

factions and revolted governors of cities, or against 

new heretical sects, which strove to propagate their 

tenets by the sword.2 One province after another was 

thus wrested from the sway of the Khalifs. At length 

in A. D. 969, Mu'ez, of the race of the Fatimites, whose 

ancestors for sixty years had reigned as Khalifs at 

Kairwan (Cyrene) over a great part of Africa, ex¬ 

tended his conquests throughout Egypt and Syria, and 

transferred the seat of his empire to the new city of 

Musr el-Kahirah, the present Cairo. 

The Holy City had now fallen into the hands of 

new masters, who were inclined to pay little regard 

to the stipulations or usages which had found place 

under the former dynasties. The church of the Holy 

Sepulchre is said again to have been set on lire; and 

the patriarch John was committed to the flames.3 The 

Christians were subjected to new oppressions and 

1) Eutychii Annal. II. pp. 431, 
432. 

2) See a sketch of some of these 
wars and factions in Gibbon, Chap. 
LII. More fully in Desguignes 
Hist, des Huns, Tom. II. De 
Sacy, Expose de la Religion des 
Druzes, Tom. I. Introd.—The Kar- 
mathians were a new and power¬ 

ful religious sect, A. D. 890. Sy¬ 
ria and Egypt were twice dismem¬ 
bered from the empire, first by the 
Tulunides, A. D. 868 ; and then by 
the Ikshides, A. D. 934. 

3) Cedreni Histor. Compend. 
p. 661. ed. Par. Le Quien 1. c. p. 
466. 
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afflictions; against which they would seem to have 

complained bitterly to their brethren of the West. A 

letter of the pope Sylvester II, (A. D. 999—1003,) is 

still extant, intended to rouse the western church to 

active sympathy in behalf of her oriental sister.1 The 

ships of Pisa actually made descents upon the African 

coasts; and not improbably, the necessity of a general 

war against the followers of the prophet and in behalf 

of the Holy Land, had already begun to occupy the 

minds of men.2 

Yet in the oppression of the Egyptian Khalifs there 

was a pause, and the Christians of the Holy Land, 

either from a habit of suffering or the policy of their 

oppressors, obtained a breathing-spell.3 The pilgrims 

from the West, and especially the western merchants, 

were not unwelcome guests; for the tolls and exac¬ 

tions to which they were subj ected, contributed to fill 

the coffers of the Muslim rulers. The merchants of 

Amalfi in Italy, were particularly favoured ; and were 

able to purchase many commercial privileges. As 

they often visited the Holy City in their peregrina¬ 

tions, they obtained from the Khalif permission to 

erect there a domicile, which they might call their 

own. They accordingly founded a monastery with a 

church in honour of the Virgin, at the distance of a 

stone’s throw from the Holy Sepulchre, in which all 

the services were performed in the Latin tongue; and 

which, for this reason, took the name of St. Mary de 

Latina. Adjacent to this a nunnery was not long 

afterwards erected, in honour of Mary Magdalene; in 

1) Mabillon refers this letter to 2) Wilken 1. c. p. 29. 
A. D. 986 ; Acta Sanctor. Ord. 3) Will. Tyr. I. 4, “ Sub quo 
Bened. T. IV. p. 39. It has often principatu [Egyptiorum], sicut 
been printed; e. g. in Bouquet’s captivis solent aliquando tempora 
Recueil T. X. p. 426. The genu- indulgentiora concedi, a suis anxie- 
ineness of the letter is doubted; tatibus coepit aliquantulum esse 
but not the fact of such ah appeal, remissius,” etc. 
Wilken 1. c. p. 28. 
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which the nuns devoted themselves to the care of the 

poor female pilgrims. But as even in those perilous 

times the numbers and the need of pilgrims continued 

to increase, so that even both these convents were in¬ 

sufficient to receive them, the monks procured a Xen- 

odochium or hospital to be built within the same pre¬ 

cincts, in which the poor and the sick found a shelter, 

and were fed from the fragments of the monastic tables. 

This hospital was dedicated to St. John Eleemon, the 

former patriarch of Alexandria; and in it, at a later 

period, arose the celebrated order of the Hospitalers 

or Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.1 

The third of the Fatimite Khalifs in Egypt was 

el-Hakim, who mounted the throne at the age of eleven 

years in A. D. 996. He became a wild and visionary 

fanatic, who gave himself out as the prophet of a new 

religion; and his whole reign was a series of violence 

and inconsistencies.2 By Arabian writers he is de¬ 

scribed as a compound of atheism and insanity.3 About 

A. D. 1010, prompted by suspicion or some motive 

equally unworthy, he became jealous of the Christians, 

who had hitherto enjoyed tranquillity and even honours 

under his reign,4 and set on foot a furious persecution 

against them both in Egypt and Palestine. Disre- 

1) The founding of the church 
and monastery of St. Mary de 
Latina by the merchants of Amalfi, 
is related two centuries after by 
William of Tyre, lib. XVIII. 4, 5; 
and by Jacob de Vitry, c. 64. But 
a church of St. Mary is mentioned 
in the same place by Adamnanus, 
A. D. 697 ; and in Bernhard’s time, 
A. D. 870, the same church was 
still in existence, and also a hospi¬ 
tal for Latin pilgrims. Not impro¬ 
bably these may have been de¬ 
stroyed at the capture of Jerusa¬ 
lem under Mu'ez, and again rebuilt 
by merchants of Amalfi. This 
may perhaps be the destruction of 
buildings around the Holy Sepul¬ 

chre, which is mentioned by Ce- 
drenus as above quoted ; p. 43. N. 3. 

2) This Khalif, el-Hakim, is re¬ 
garded as the prophet of the 
Druzes. He built a mosk in 
Cairo, which is still standing ; and 
in an inscription over one of the 
doors, bearing date in A. H. 393, 
(A. D. 1003,) he is already treat¬ 
ed as a prophet. See Wilkinson’s 
Thebes, etc. p. 547. Gibbon, Chap, 
LVII. 

3) Elmacin Hist. Saracen. III. 
6. p. 260. 

4) Christians even enjoyed the 
office of Vizier ; Bar Hebr. Chron. 
Syr. p. 211. 
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garding the claims of usage and the concessions of his 

predecessors, he imposed upon his Christian subjects 

and upon the pilgrims enormous contributions and 

taxes; and forbade the celebration of the Christian 

worship in the churches. But this was not all. The 

houses of Christians were broken open, and the in¬ 

mates hurried off, without accusation or trial, to death 

by the cross and by impalement. Sons and daughters 

were torn from the houses of their parents, and com¬ 

pelled, sometimes by the bastinado and sometimes by 

blandishments, to apostatize from their faith, or were 

delivered to the cross. No one was secure in his pro¬ 

perty or life; the former was confiscated and plundered 

at will. To crown this exhibition of hatred towards 

the Christian name, the Khalif gave orders to demol¬ 

ish the church of the Holy Sepulchre ; and this order 

was fully carried into execution by the governor of 

Kami eh, to whom it was directed. The building was 

razed to the foundations; and much labour was ex¬ 

pended to deface and destroy the sepulchre itself.1 

The news of these atrocities was carried by the 

pilgrims to Europe ; and awakened universal indigna¬ 

tion and grief.2 Yet instead of combining to take 

vengeance on the direct authors of these calamities, 

a report was spread abroad that the Jews had been the 

1) “ Praedicta ecclesia usque 
ad solum diruta,” are the words of 
William of Tyre. The above de¬ 
scription is drawn chiefly from this 
writer; lib. I. c. 4, 5. See also 
Elmacin lib. III. 5, 6. Ademarus 
in Labb. Nov. Biblioth. Manuscr. 
T. II. p. 174; and in Bouquet T. 
X. p. 152. Albericus as quoted in 
le Quien Or. Christ. III. p. 475, 
seq. Baronii et Pagii Annales, 
etc. A. D. 1009.—The mother of 
el-Hakim was a Christian; her 
brother Orestes was at this very 
time patriarch of Jerusalem, and 

was put to death. The extrava¬ 
gancies of the Khalif had probably 
been referred to his Christian ori¬ 
gin and propensities ; and, accord¬ 
ing to William of Tyre, it was to 
clear himself from this calumny, 
that he set on foot this persecution. 
Will. Tyr. I. 4. 

2) “ Eodem anno (1010) Ra- 
dulphus, Petragoricae episcopus, 
Hierosolymis rediens, retulit quae 
ibi viderat nefandaChron. Ade- 
mari in Labb. Nov. Biblioth. II. 
p. 174. Bouquet Tom. X. p. 153. 
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cause of this persecution, by secretly informing the 

Khalif of a proposed warlike expedition against Jeru¬ 

salem ; thus instigating him to set on foot the persecu¬ 

tion against the Christians. The Jews themselves 

now became the sufferers, and throughout all France 

were subjected to violent persecution; which, if per¬ 

haps less bloody than that which it was intended 

to avenge, was at least equally unjust.1 Yet the Kha¬ 

lif himself, with an inconstancy common to weak and 

insane minds, afterwards repented of his violence; he 

allowed the multitudes who had apostatized from 

Christianity to return to their former faith ; and gave 

permission to rebuild the churches which had been 

destroyed.2 This concession would seem to have been 

long inoperative, or at least slowly acted upon; for, 

although el-Hakim died in A. D. 1021, it was not 

until ten years afterwards, and on the application of 

the Greek emperor Romanus, that his successor edh- 

Dhaher confirmed the permission, so that the rebuild¬ 

ing of the church of the Holy Sepulchre could be com¬ 

menced.3 The successor of Romanus granted aid in 

the work.4 Then there was joy throughout the Chris¬ 

tian world; and pilgrims flocked exulting to Jerusa¬ 

lem, bearing gifts for the restoration of the House of 

God.5 The church of the Sepulchre was completed in 

A. D. 1048 ; but instead of the former magnificent 

Basilica over the place of Golgotha, a small chapel 

only now graced the spot.6 

1) Rod. Glaber Histor. III. 7 ; 
in Bouquet T. X. Duchesne T. 
IV. Chron. Ademari, in Bouquet 
T. X. p. 152. Le Quien 1. c. pp. 
478, 4-80. 

2) Elmacin Hist. Sarac. III. 6. 
260. Chron. Ademari 1. c. 

ill. Tyr. I. 6. Bar Hebr. p. 216. 
3) Will. Tyr. I. 6. Albericus 

in le Q,uien 1. c. p. 493. Cedrenus, 
p. 731. ed. Par. Comp. Baronii et 

Pagii Annales ecclesiast. A. D. 
1031. 

4) Will. Tyr. ibid. 
5) “ Tunc quoquc de universe 

terrarum orbe incredibilis homi- 
num multitudo exultanter Hieroso- 
lymam pergentes, domui Dei re- 
staurandae plurimadetulerunt mu- 
nera.” Rod. Glaber III. 7. 

6) 11 Oratoria valde modica 
Will. Tyr. VIII. 3. 
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The increase of pilgrims had indeed become very 

great; and it is not improbable that a dread of their 

power and vengeance, may have had an influence on 

the conduct of el-Hakim and his successor. A wild 

idea had prevailed in some minds, that the Saviour’s 

second coming was to take place in the year 1000; 

and others now saw in the disorders of the times a 

prognostic of the near approach of Antichrist.1 Under 

the influence of these circumstances, and perhaps of the 

concessions of the Khalifs, multitudes of all ranks and 

classes flocked to the Holy City. It was no longer 

single pilgrims with staff and scrip, a monk or an 

abbot, or even perhaps a bishop with a few compan¬ 

ions, who wended their way to the Promised Land, 

and were sustained wholly or in part by the alms of 

the pious ; but henceforth also the common people and 

laity in great numbers, and especially noblemen and 

princes, often with a large retinue of armed followers, 

assumed the garb of pilgrims, and found their way into 

the East. Even noble ladies did not shrink from the 

hardships and dangers of the pilgrimage. Many of 

the pilgrims desired to find their death in the Holy 

Land.2 It was perhaps in order to keep back these 

throngs, or more probably in order to derive the greater 

profit from them, that the Muslims about this time 

demanded of every pilgrim the tribute of a piece of 

gold, as the price of entrance into the Holy City.3 

1) Rod. Glaber, IV. 6. 
2) “ Anno D. 1033, ex universo 

orbe tam innumerabilis multitudo 
coepit confluere ad Sepulchrum 
Salvatoris Hierosolymis, quantam 
nullus hominum prius sperare po- 
terat. Primitus enim ordo inferi- 
oris plebis; deinde vero medio- 
cres ; posthaec permaximi quique, 
reges, comites, ac praesules; ad 
ultimum vero, quod nunquam con- 
tigerat, mulieres multae nobiles 
cum pasuperioribus illuc perrexit. 

Pluribus enim erat mentis deside- 
rium mori priusquam ad propria 
reverterentur.” Rod. Glaber, IV. 
6. 

3) Aureus, Bisantium aureum, 
a gold Byzant, equivalent to about 
five Spanish dollars. First men¬ 
tioned in the Gesta Consulum An- 
degasensium, in d’Achery Spicileg. 
Tom. III. p. 252. fol. William of 
Tyre mentions the imposition of 
the aureus in this century, but not 
the exact time ; lib. I. 10. 
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Among the remarkable pilgrimages of this period, 

was that of Robert Duke of Normandy, the father of 

William the Conqueror, which was undertaken in A. 

D. 1035, in spite of the remonstrances of his barons.1 

Having settled the succession upon his illegitimate son 

William, and leaving him under the protection and. 

guardianship of the French king, he set off with a 

large retinue of knights, barons, and other followers. 

He himself, like every pilgrim, went barefoot and in 

palmer’s weeds, with staff and scrip. In passing through 

cities, he sent his train forwards; himself following 

alone in the rear in all humility, and bearing patiently 

the insults of the rabble. He took the way through 

Italy to Constantinople, where his piety and charity 

obtained for him the respect of the emperor and the 

Greek nobles. The former tendered him presents, 

and forbade his subjects to receive payment for articles 

furnished to the Norman duke; but the pilgrim refused 

the gifts, and ordered his people to pay for every thing. 

The emperor commanded that no wood should be fur¬ 

nished to him, in order that he might be compelled to 

receive it free from the royal magazines; but Robert 

purchased a large quantity of nuts, the shells of which 

lie used as fuel. During his journey through Asia 

Minor he fell sick, and caused himself to be transport¬ 

ed in a litter by Saracens. Meeting a Norman pil¬ 

grim, who was returning home and inquired if he had 

any message to send: “ Tell my people,” said he, “ that 

thou hast met me where I was borne of devils into 

Paradise.” Before the gates of Jerusalem Robert 

found a crowd of needy pilgrims, too poor to pay the 

entrance money, and awaiting the arrival of some 

wealthy and generous fellow-pilgrim, who might open 

1) Described in the cotempo- 326, seq. Wilken Gesch. der Kr, 
rary Chronique de Normandie in I. p. 37. 
Bouquet’s Recueil Tom. XI. p. 

Vol. II. 7 
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for them the Holy City. For each of these he paid a 

golden Byzant. The Muslims admired his devotion 

and munificence; and an Emir caused all that he had 

paid for the pilgrims to be restored to him; hut Robert 

immediately distributed it among the poor pilgrims, 

and made to the Muslims also costly presents. He 

died on his way home, at the city of Nicea; and the 

relics that he had collected, were deposited in the ab¬ 

bey of Cerisy, which he had founded. 

About this time the conversion of the Hungarians 

to Christianity, which took place gradually at the 

close of the tenth and in the first half of the eleventh 

centuries, opened a new route for pilgrims to the Holy 

Sepulchre; since they could now traverse the whole 

distance to Constantinople by land, through a Chris¬ 

tian country. One of the first to avail himself of this 

route, was the bishop Lietbert of Cambray in A. D. 

1054. He was attended by so great a company of 

pilgrims, that the party was called u exercitus Dom¬ 

ini,’7 the Lord’s host. The king of Hungary at first 

distrusted the intentions of this numerous body ; hav¬ 

ing been but little accustomed to the sight of pilgrims; 

but he afterwards treated them with kindness. The 

pilgrims travelled by land as far as to Laodicea in Syria; 

and then took ship on account of the insecurity of the 

country. But being driven back by a storm, and learn¬ 

ing from other pilgrims, that the Christians were 

then excluded from the holy places in Jerusalem, and 

treated with indignity, the bishop and his compan¬ 

ions returned to France.1 The same route was fol¬ 

lowed by Count William of Angouleme, about A. D. 

1) Vita Dom. Lietberti Episc. also mentioned in the life of the 
Camerac, in d’Achery’s Spicile- cotemporary St.Wulfrannus, A. D. 
gium, fol. Tom. II. p. 138, seq. 1056, in Bollandi Acta Sanct. Mart, 
c. 29-43. This temporary exclu- T. III. p. 157, fin. Pagii Critica, 
sion of the Christians from the etc. A. I). 1056. VI. 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre is 
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1062, attended by some of his counsellors, several 
abbots, and a large company of noblemen. They 
too were treated with great courtesy by the king of 
Hungary in their passage through his dominions.1 

But the most celebrated pilgrimage of this period 
was that of several German bishops in A. D. 1065, 
which is mentioned by all the chroniclers of that age.2 
The party was composed of Siegfried, archbishop of 
Maintz, and the bishops Gunther of Bamberg, Otho of 
Ratisbon, and William of Utrecht; followed by no 
less than seven thousand persons both rich and poor. 
Among these was Ingulphus, the English secretary of 
William the Conqueror, who with others joined the 
party from Normandy, attracted by the fame of the 
immense preparations. The bishops travelled with 
great pomp; carrying with them dishes and vessels of 
gold and silver, and also costly tapestry, which was 
hung up around their seats whenever they made a 
halt.j Bishop Gunther of Bamberg, was celebrated 
for his personal beauty, as well as for his talents and 
learning; so that wherever the pilgrims came, a crowd 
ran together to get a sight of the handsome bishop; 
and made sometimes so much disturbance, that his 
companions had to urge him to show himself to the 
people. They set off in the autumn of A. D. 1064, 
taking the route through Hungary to Constantinople; 
and reached Syria in safety. But the rumour of their 
wealth and the pomp with which they travelled, had 

1) “Magna caterva nobilium,” 
Chron. Ademari in Bouquet Tom. 
X. p. 162. Labb. nov. Biblioth. 
T. II. 

2) Most fully in the chronicles 
of Lambertus Schafnaburgensis 
and Marianus Scotus, both printed 
in Pistorii Scriptores Rer. Germa¬ 
nic. Tom. I. pp. 172, 452, Francof. 
1613; or Tom. I. pp. 332, 651, ed. 

Struve. Likewise by Ingulphus in 
his History; see Scriptores Rer. 
Angl. ed. Fell. p. 73. ed. Savill. 
p. 513. See also Baronii Annal. 
A. D. 1064. XLIII-LVI. 

3) “ Ubi episcopi sedebant, dor- 
salia pallia pendebant; scutellas et 
vasa aurea et argenteaportabant 
Mar. Scot. 
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preceded them, and excited the cupidity of the wan¬ 

dering predatory hordes with which Palestine has 

ever been infested. On the day before Easter they 

were attacked by a large body of these Arabs in the 

vicinity of Ramleli; and after losing many of their 

companions, were compelled to take refuge in a neigh¬ 

bouring village, where was a decayed castle or place 

enclosed by a wall, in which they could defend them¬ 

selves, and where they were besieged by the Arabs.1 

On the third day, exhausted by hunger and thirst, 

they made known their readiness to capitulate. The 

chief Sheikh with sixteen others was admitted into 

the castle; but rejected all proposals for the purchase 

of their freedom and safe escort, and would hear of 

nothing but an unconditional surrender. Unwinding 

his turban and making with it a noose, he threw it 

around the neck of bishop Gunther, exclaiming that 

he was his property, and he would suck his blood and 

hang him up like a dog before the door. The bishop 

felled him to the earth with a blow; the Sheikh and 

his followers were seized and bound; and the pil¬ 

grims,. elated by this turn of affairs, continued the con¬ 

test with renewed vigour. The prisoners were ex¬ 

posed upon the walls, where the combat was hottest 

and the shower of arrows thickest; and a person with 

a drawn sword was stationed by each, threatening to 

cut off his head, if the Arabs did not cease from the 

attack. The son of the chief Sheikh now held back 

his followers, in order to save his father’s life; and 

meantime the Governor of Ramleli came up with a 

1) “ Q,uoddam castellum nomine similarity of the name. A closer 
CarvasalimMar. Scot. Lam- analogy is supplied by the ancient 
bert of Aschaffenburg speaks only name Capharsalama (Kacpanoa- 

of a village and a “maceria” just Act/m), which Josephus describes as 
ready to tumble down of itself. a village in or near Judea. 1 
The pilgrims held this place to be Macc. vii. 31. Joseph. Antiq. XII. 
Capernaum, from the supposed 10. 4. 
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force in aid of the pilgrims; at whose approach the 

Arabs fled. The prisoners were delivered over to the 

governor; and he recognised with pleasure in the 

Sheikh a rebel chief, wdio had for many years given 

great trouble to the Egyptian Klialif, and several 

times defeated the forces sent against him. The gov¬ 

ernor now caused the pilgrims to be escorted in safety 

to Jerusalem, and back again to the sea; receiving 

for his civility and aid a present of five hundred gold 

Byzants. But of the original host of seven thousand 

pilgrims, only tw7o thousand lived to return to their na¬ 

tive land; and the bishop Gunther also died on the 

way back in Hungary. Ingulphus and others returned 

through Italy; and he observes of his own companions, 

“ that they sallied from Normandy, thirty stout and 

well-appointed horsemen; but that they repassed the 

Alps, twenty miserable palmers, with the staff in their 

liand, and the wallet at their backs.”1 

But another revolution wras now impending over 

Syria, still more disastrous in its immediate conse¬ 

quences to the Christians of the East; and destined 

to kindle up at last those Holy Wars, which for nearly 

twro centuries deluged the soil of Palestine with the 

choicest blood of Europe. 

Ever since the conquest of Syria by the Fatimite 

Khalifs of Egypt in A. D. 969, the dynasty of the 

Abassides had still continued nominally to reign at 

Bagdad, in the possession of a mere shadow7 of honour 

and powder; while their chief commanders, under the 

title of Emir el-Gmara, ruled with unlimited authority 

both the Klialif and his realms. This high post had 

now been held for a century by the race of the Bu- 

1) This is Gibbon’s pompous nia pingues exivimus, vix viginti 
paraphrase of the simpler language pauperes peregrini et omnes pe- 
of Ingulphus : “ Et tandem de tri- dites maeie multi attenuati reversi 
ginta equitibus, qui de Northman- sumas.” Ingulph. 1. c. 
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ides,1 when the Turkish or Turkman leader Togrul 

Beg, of the family of Seljiik, came with a large army 

from Khorasan to Bagdad, and extended his conquests 

to the Euphrates. This conqueror drove the Buides 

from the post of Emir el-Omara, which he took upon 

himself; deprived the Khalif of even the remaining 

shadow of temporal power; and reigned as Sultan 

over all the lands of the Khalifate. His nephew, Alp 

Arslan, penetrated into Asia Minor as far as to Ico- 

nium; took prisoner in battle the Greek emperor 

Romanus Diogenes in A. D. 1071; and carried con¬ 

sternation to the gates of Constantinople. He was 

succeeded in A. D. 1072 by his son Melek Shah; who, 

following out the rude feudal system of the Turkmans, 

bestowed on his kinsman Suleiman, Asia Minor and 

the adjacent countries west of the Euphrates, which 

he was to conquer and hold as a fief under the Sultan 

of Bagdad. Suleiman was successful in his operations, 

and established in A. D. 1073 the Seljuk kingdom 

and dynasty of Rum, extending from the Euphrates 

to the shores of the Bosphorus, and having its metrop¬ 

olis first at Nicea, and afterwards at Iconium! 

While Suleiman was thus establishing his domin¬ 

ion in Asia Minor, Melek Shah despatched another of 

his generals, Atsiz the Kharismian, to make war upon 

the Syrian possessions of the Egyptian Khalif. He took 

the city of Damascus after a long siege in A. D. 1075; 

the inhabitants having been compelled to surrender 

by famine. During the two following years he sub¬ 

dued the greater part of Syria, marched against Egypt, 

and penetrated almost to Cairo. The Khalif trem¬ 

bled and fled by night; but his people rallied, defeat¬ 

ed the invader, and drove him back upon Syria. At¬ 

siz retired to Damascus, taking the route by Ramleh 

1) Deguignes Hist, des Huns, 2) Deguignes, 1. c. lib. XI. 
T. I. i. p. 406. II. i. pp. 168, 170. 
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and Jerusalem, which he pillaged, A. D. 1077.1 In 

consequence of this defeat, Melek Shah now bestow¬ 

ed the Syrian provinces as a fief upon his brother 

Tutush; who in A. D. 1078 laid siege to Aleppo; 

got possession of Damascus by treachery ; and carry¬ 

ing his victorious arms from Antioch to the borders of 

Egypt, established the Seljtik kingdom of Syria or 

Aleppo; which he held under the nominal sovereign¬ 

ty of his brother, the Sultan of Bagdad.2 

Following out the same system of feudal reward, 

these Turkman leaders bestowed also upon their officers 

the hereditary command, or rather the property, of 

particular cities and districts, as a recompense for the 

services of themselves and their followers. In this 

way, in A. D. 1083 or 1084, the Holy City was made 

over by Tutush to his general Ortok, the chief of a 

Turkman horde serving under his banner. This chief¬ 

tain continued to hold the city as Emir of Jerusalem 

until his death in A. D. 1091 ; when it passed into the 

hands of his two sons, Ilghazy and Sukman.3 

The permanent approach of the savage Turkman 

hordes to the shores of the Bosphorus, spread dismay 

not only among the Christians of the Constantinopoli- 

tan empire, but also throughout Europe. *the Greek 

emperor wrote letters to the western Christians, im¬ 

ploring their aid against the terrific progress of the 

Turks.4 The impetuous Hildebrand, as pope Gregory 

1) Deguignes Tom. II. p. 216.— 
William of Tyre affirms that Jeru¬ 
salem was subject to the Turks for 
thirty-eight years; which would 
give A. D. 1060 or 1061, for the 
time of their first conquest; lib. I. 
6. VII. 19. This must at any rate 
be an error; for in the year 1065, 
when the pilgrim-bishops visited 
the Holy City, it was still under 
the Egyptian Khalif. 

2) Deguignes, lib. XII.—A 
summary and chronology of all the 

four or five Seljuk dynasties, i$ 
given by Deguignes, Tom. I. i. p„ 
241, seq. 

3) Abulfedae Annales, ed. Adler, 
Tom. III. pp. 260, 280; comp. p. 
253. Deguignes Hist, des Huns* 
Tom. II. ii. p. 134. 

4) One of these letters is pre¬ 
served by Guibert, “ verbis tamen 
vestita meis,” as he frankly says ; 
Guibert Abbot. Hist. Hieros. in 
Gesta Dei per Francos, pp. 475, 
476. 
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VII. for a time took up the cause of his eastern breth¬ 

ren ; and in A. D. 1074 wrote letters exhorting the 

western church in general, and also individuals, to take 

arms in behalf of the emperor and the churches of 

the East. He even held out the hope, that he himself 

would bear them company in this holy expedition.1 

But his attention was soon diverted from the dangers 

of the East, and absorbed in his own struggles for su¬ 

premacy over the monarchs of the West. His succes¬ 

sor, Victor III, was actuated by similar views; but 

as the unbelievers of Africa at this time often ravaged 

the Italian coasts, he first turned the vengeance of 

the Christians against them. In A. D. 1086 he caus¬ 

ed a crusade to be preached in Italy against the Afri¬ 

can Muslims, promising to all who should take part in 

it the full absolution of their sins. A Christian host 

was collected and proceeded to Africa, under the stand¬ 

ard of St. Peter; where it desolated the chief cities 

of the Arabs, and is said to have destroyed a hundred 

thousand of the inhabitants. This was a prelude worthy 

of the approaching crusades in the Holy Land.2 

The dominion of the Turkmans in Palestine, these 

fierce sons of the eastern deserts, could only render the 

condition of the Christians and pilgrims still more 

deplorable. These wild hordes knew no law and no 

right, save that of the sword; they neither knew nor 

cared for ancient usage nor stipulation; and in their 

rage for gain and their rude fanatic zeal for the reli¬ 

gion of the false prophet, they perpetrated every spe¬ 

cies of cruelty and outrage against the followers of 

the cross. In Jerusalem especially, under the domin¬ 

ion of Ortok and his sons, the native Christians and 

1) The general letter is found in . 2) Chronicon Casinum auct. 
Gregor. Epist. lib. II. 37; and a par- Leone Ostiensi, in Muratori Scrip- 
ticular one to Count William of tores Rerum Italicarum, Tom. IV. 
Burgundy, ibid. I. 46. Mansi Col- p. 480. 
lect. Concil. Tom. XX. 
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pilgrims were overwhelmed with insult and driven to 

extremity. Troops of these savage oppressors often 

forced their way into the churches during divine ser¬ 

vice ; terrified the worshippers by their wild noise and 

fury; mounted upon the altars ; overturned the sacred 

cups ; trod under foot the consecrated vessels ; broke 

in pieces the marble ornaments ; maltreated the clergy 

with contumely and blows; seized the patriarch him¬ 

self by the hair and heard, and dragged him from his 

seat headlong to the ground; and several times threw 

him into prison, in order that the Christians might 

redeem him with large sums of money.1 

It might be supposed that this state of things, 

when known in Europe, would have served to allay 

the rage for pilgrimage, and have deterred the Chris¬ 

tians of the West from exposing themselves to dangers 

and contumelies hitherto unparalleled. But the cus¬ 

tom had become too firmly established, and pilgrim¬ 

ages during this century had been too frequent, to he 

at once broken off. Multitudes of pilgrims still flocked 

to the Holy City; and as the Turkmans were now 

more rigorous in exacting the price of entrance, than 

the governors of the Egyptian Khalifs formerly had 

been, thousands of pilgrims who had consumed or lost 

their all upon the way, were compelled to lie waiting 

before the gates. Here many of them died, worn out 

with famine and nakedness. Whether living or dead, 

the pilgrims were now an intolerable burden to the 

inhabitants. If admitted into the city, they were the 

source of continual dread to the Christians, lest by their 

incautious behaviour they should excite the fury of 

their oppressors. So great also were their numbers 

and penury, that the convents and hospitals wTere 

unable to receive more than a small part of them ; and 

1) Will. Tyr. I. 10. Comp, also ibid. I. 8. 

Vol. II. 8 
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the care of the remainder fell upon the citizens. Not 

one pilgrim in a thousand had the means of self-sub¬ 

sistence.1 The Christians of the East now repaired to 

Europe, lamenting their misery and imploring help. 

The pilgrims who returned, confirmed their accounts, 

and supported their appeal for aid.2 

It was in the midst of these calamities, that the 

celebrated Peter the Hermit repaired as a pilgrim to 

Jerusalem, in A. D. 1093 and 1094.3 His soul was 

filled with indignation at the horrors he beheld; 

and his spirit roused to vengeance. He reproached 

the patriarch for his pusillanimity, and exhorted him 

no longer to submit to such indignities ; but the patri¬ 

arch had no power to break the chains of oppression, 

and could only commission Peter to go forth as his 

ambassador, to awaken the energies of Europe in 

behalf of their suffering fellow Christians. Peter 

hastened to Rome; obtained the ready sanction and 

support of the pope Urban II; and traversed Italy and 

France, proclaiming to high and low the miseries of 

their brethren in the East, and urging them to arise 

for the deliverance of the Holy City and to take ven¬ 

geance on the infidels. His efforts were crowned 

with astonishing success ;4 for, as we have seen, the 

ground was already prepared and the seed sown. 

The pope urged the cause with all his eloquence at 

the crowded councils of Placentia and Clermont in 

A. D. 1095 and 1096; and Christian Europe roused 

itself in frenzy, for a crusade against the oppressors 

of the Holy Land. 

1) Will. Tyr. I. 10. 
2) Baldrici Ar'chiepisc. Hist. 

Hieros. in Gesta Dei per Francos, 
p. 86. Wilken’s Gesch. der Kr. I. 
p. 45. 

3) The authorities for the fol¬ 
lowing narrative, are found in all 
the historians of the crusades. 

4) In such veneration was Pe¬ 
ter held by the people at large, 
that they even plucked hairs from 
his mule and preserved them as 
relics ; “ praesertim cum etiam 
de ejus mulo pili pro reliquiis ra- 
perentur !” Guibert Abbot. II. 8, 
in Gesta Dei per Francos. 
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The first host of these pilgrim-warriors set off at 

once byway of Hungary, under the guidance of Peter 

himself; without preparation, without discipline, and 

without supplies. After many hardships and much 

turbulent dissension, they succeeded in reaching Con¬ 

stantinople ; but had hardly set foot on the shores of 

Asia Minor, when the whole host was annihilated by 

the Turks. This was in A. D. 1097. A second and 

better appointed army was already on the way, under 

leaders of more renown and greater experience. They 

marched to Constantinople; and after many hindran¬ 

ces and several battles, succeeded in reaching Antioch, 

and encamped before that city on the 18th of October, 

A. D. 1097. After a long siege of nearly nine months, 

they became masters of the city by treachery, July 

3, A. D. 1098. Scarcely were they in possession, 

when an immense Turkish host appeared before the 

walls, to which they gave battle on the 10th of July, 

and gained a complete victory. This opened to them 

the whole of Syria; and there was now nothing to 

hinder their advance upon Jerusalem. But the dis¬ 

sensions and indecision of the princes delayed the im¬ 

patient warriors still four months; until at length, on 

the 24th of November, they broke up from Antioch, 

and proceeded on their march for the deliverance of 

the Holy City. 
During the progress of these events, the affairs of 

Syria and Palestine had assumed a new aspect. On 

the death of the Sultan Melek Shah in A.. D. 1092, his 

brother Tutush of Syria aspired to the empire of the 

Seljucides; made war upon his nephew Borkiaruk 

the son of Melek Shah; but was defeated and slain in 

battle, A. D. 1095.1 Dissensions arose between his 

sons Rudhwan and Dekak for the succession in Syria; 

1) Deguignes Hist, des Huns, T. I. i. p. 247. II. ii. p. 83. 
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and the Emirs of the several cities and districts took 

occasion of the anarchy, to make themselves for the 

time independent. Such was the case with the sons 

of Ortok in Jerusalem; to whichRtidhwan unsuccess¬ 

fully laid siege in A. D. 1096.1 In like manner the 

Fatimite Khalif of Egypt, el-Mustaly, profiting at 

length by the distracted state of Syria and the dissen¬ 

sions of the Seljilk princes, despatched an army into 

that country under his Vizier Afdal, in order to reduce 

it again to his own dominion. Afdal marched through 

the land; summoned Rudhwan to acknowledge the 

Khalif of Egypt; took possession of Tyre; and having 

besieged Jerusalem for forty days, received the surren¬ 

der of the city from the inhabitants.2 The two sons of 
Ortok, Ilghazy and Sukman, retired to the region of 
Edessa, established themselves afterwards at Maredin 

and Haifa, where they founded the two dynasties of 
the Ortocides, which became famous in the wars of 
the crusades. The surrender of Jerusalem took place 

after the famous battle of Antioch.3 The city was 

left in charge of the Emir Iftikar ed-Bauleh; who had 

now governed it for eleven months in the name of the 

Egyptian Khalif, when on the 7th of June, A. D. 1099, 

the host of the crusaders appeared before its walls.4 

It is not my province here to recount the events of 
this siege, nor the history of Jerusalem in general 

during the crusades. Suffice it to say, that after an 

1) Abulfedae Annales ad A. H. 
48S. Deguignes 1. c. Tom. I. i. p. 
247. II. ii. pp. 84, 85. Kemaleddin 
in Wilken’s Gesch. der Kr. Bd. II. 
Beyl. p. 28. seq. 

2) Abulfedae Annal. ad A. H. 
492. Deguignes 1. c. T. II. ii. p. 
134. I. i. p. 249, seq. 

3) So William of Tyre and 
Guibert expressly ; Will. Tyr. 
VII. 19. Guib. Abb. VII. 3. p. 533. 
The former writer also says that 

the Egyptians had been only elev¬ 
en months in possession of the city, 
IX. 10. Yet Abulfeda places the 
Egyptian conquest two years 
earlier, in A. D. 1096 ; in which he 
is followed by Deguignes, Tom. 
II. ii. p. 134. See Wilken Com¬ 
ment. de Bell. Cruc. Hist. pp. 30, 
31. 

4) Deguignes, Tom. II. ii. p. 
99. Will. Tyr. VIII. 5. 
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investment of nearly forty days, the Holy City was 

taken by storm on the 15th day of July. Some of the 

frightful scenes which then ensued I have already had 

occasion to describe.1 

After order was restored and the city purified, one 

of the first cares of the Christian warriors was to es¬ 

tablish churches according to the Latin rites and con¬ 

stitution. It was also not long, before convents of 

Latin monks and nuns sprung up in Jerusalem and in 

various parts of the country; and thus the mass of 

foreign tradition, of which the oriental church had long 

laid the foundation, was now built up and decorated 

anew, by the fresher zeal and lore of their western 

brethren. 

The Christians retained possession of Jerusalem 

for eight and eighty years ; until it was again wrested 

from their hands by Saladin in A. D. 1187. During 

this long period they appear to have erected several 

churches and many convents. Of the latter few if 

any traces remain; of the former, save one or two 

ruins, the church of the Holy Sepulchre is the only 

memorial that survives in the Holy City, to attest the 

power or even the existence of the Christian kingdom 

of Jerusalem. The crusaders found the buildings con¬ 

nected with the Sepulchre as they had been completed 

in A. D. 1048; a round church with an open dome 

over the Sepulchre itself, and a small separate chapel 

covering Calvary and the other sacred places. These 

edifices were regarded by the crusaders as too con¬ 

tracted ; and they accordingly erected over and in 

connection with them a stately temple, enclosing the 

whole of the sacred precincts ; the walls and general 

form of which probably remain unto the present day. 

The grand entrance then, apparently, as now, was 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 441, peq. 
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from the South.1—To the southward of this church, 

the site of the hospital or palace of the Knights of St. 

John continues to this day unoccupied, an open field in 

the heart of the city ; where the foundations and'a few 

broken arches alone remain to testify of its former 

solidity and splendour. 

Of the conquest of Jerusalem by Saladin, the sub¬ 

sequent demolition of the walls, the two successive 

surrenders of it by treaty to the Christians, and its 

varying fortunes until it finally reverted to the Mo¬ 

hammedans in A. D. 1244, I have already spoken, in 

tracing the changes which have taken place in the 

walls of the city.2 In that year the forces of the Sul¬ 

tan Nijm ed-Din Eyidi of Egypt, the seventh of the 

Eyubite dynasty established by Saladin, took posses¬ 

sion of the Holy City, after the defeat of the combined 

forces of the Christians and Syrian Muslims at Gaza. 

From that time onwards Jerusalem appears to have 

sunk in political and military importance; and its 

name - scarcely occurs in the slight histories we have 

of the two successive Memluk dynasties, the Baharites 

and the Circassians or Borgites, who reigned over Egypt 

and the greater part of Syria during the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries.3 In all their wars in Syria, 

the nature of the country led the great and frequent 

military expeditions between Egypt and Damascus 

to take the route along the coast and the adjacent 

plains; and rarely did a Sultan turn aside to visit the 

neglected sanctuary in the mountains.4 The pilgrims 

and travellers who found their way to Jerusalem 

1) Will. Tyr. VIII. 3. The 2) See above, Vol. I. p. 469, seq. 
time when this edifice was erected 3) Deguignes Hist, des Huns, 
is not mentioned; but it appears Tom. IV. lib. 21, 22. 
to have been after A. D. 1103; for 4) Two visits of the Borgite 
Saewulf, who visited Jerusalem in Sultan Sheikh Mahmud or Abu en- 
that year, speaks only of the former Nusr, are recorded in A. D. 1414 
church, which some held to be the and 1417. Deguignes Hist, des 
work of Justinian ! p. 260. Huns, Tom. IV. pp. 310, 313. 
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during this long period, make no mention of its imme¬ 

diate masters, nor of any military changes. 

In A. D. 1517, Jerusalem with the rest of Syria 

and Egypt passed under the sway of the Ottoman 

Suitan Selim I; who paid a hasty visit to the Holy 

City from Damascus after his return from Egypt.1 

From that time until our own days, Palestine and Sy¬ 

ria have continued to form part and parcel of the Ot¬ 

toman empire. During this period Jerusalem has 

been subjected to few vicissitudes; and its history is 

barren of incident. Suleiman, the successor of Selim, 

erected its new walls in A. D. 1542; and so recently 

as A. D. 1808, the church of the Holy Sepulchre was 

partially consumed by conflagration. A fire which 

commenced in the Armenian chapel on the 12th of 

October, destroyed the great dome, the Greek chapel, 

and various other parts, as well as many of the mar¬ 

ble columns. The edifice was rebuilt by the Greeks ; 

and after twelvemonths of labour and an enormous ex¬ 

pense, was completed in September A. D. 1810. The 

funds were collected from the contributions of Chris¬ 

tians in various countries. The stranger who now 

visits this imposing temple, remarks no obvious traces 

of its recent desolation.2 

In A. D. 1832, Syria became subject-to the domin¬ 

ion of Muhammed Aly, the present Pasha of Egypt; 

and the Holy City opened its gates to the victor 

without a siege. During the insurrection in the dis¬ 

tricts of Jerusalem and Nabulus in A. D. 1834, the 

Fellahin seized upon Jerusalem, and held possession of 

it for a time; but under the stern energy of the Egyp¬ 

tian government, order was soon restored, and the 

1) V. Hammer Gesch. des Os- also the general account of the fire 
manische Reiches Bd. II. S. 526. drawn up in Italian by the Latin 

2) Turner’s Journal of a Tour monks, Turner ibid. Appendix, p. 
in the Levant, Vol. II. p. 165. See 597. 
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Holy City reverted to its allegiance upon the approach 

of Ibrahim Pasha with his troops.1 

II. CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE. 

The circumstances connected with the discovery 

of the Holy Sepulchre in the fourth century, and the 

erection of edifices over and around it under the au¬ 

spices of Constantine and his mother Helena, have al¬ 

ready been detailed.2 In tracing the further history 

of the city of Jerusalem, we have also noted some of 

the changes to which this spot has been exposed. 

Twice, at least, the church of the Holy Sepulchre ap¬ 

pears to have been totally destroyed; once in the 

seventh and again in the eleventh century; besides 

the various partial desolations to which it has been 

subjected.3 After all the preceding details, topograph¬ 

ical and historical, we are now prepared to enter upon 

the discussion of another question of some interest; 

I mean the genuineness or probable identity of the 

site thus ascribed to the Holy Sepulchre. 

The place of our Lord’s crucifixion, as we are ex¬ 

pressly informed, was without the gate of the ancient 

city, and yet nigh to the city.4 The Sepulchre, we are 

likewise told, was nigh at hand, in a garden, in the 

place where Jesus was crucified.5 It is not therefore 

without some feeling of wonder, that a stranger, 

unacquainted with the circumstances, on arriving in 

Jerusalem at the present day, is pointed to the place 

of crucifixion and the sepulchre in the midst of the 

modern city, and both beneath one roof. This latter 

1) See the Report of the Rev. 
Mr. Thomson, etc. Missionary He¬ 
rald, 1835, pp. 44-51. Marmont’s 
Voyage, etc. Tom. II, III. Mengin’s 
Hist, de PEgypte, etc. de P an 1823 
& Pan 1838, Paris 1839, p. 73, seq. 

2) See above, p. 12, seq. 
3) See above, pp. 34, 43, 46. 
4) Heb. xiii. 12. John. xix. 20. 

The same is also implied in John 
xix. 17. Matt, xxvii. 32. 

5) John xix. 41, 42. 
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fact, however unexpected, might occasion less surprise; 

for the sepulchre was nigh to Calvary. But beneath 

the same roof are further shown the stone on which 

the body of our Lord was anointed for burial, the 

fissure in the rock, the holes in which the crosses stood, 

the spot where the true cross was found by Helena, 

and various other places said to have been connected 

with the history of the crucifixion ; most of which it 

must have been difficult to identify even after the 

lapse of only three centuries; and particularly so at 

the present day, after the desolations and numerous 

changes which the whole place has undergone. 

The difficulty arising from the present location in 

the heart of the city, has been felt by many pious 

minds, from the days of St. Willibald and Jacob de 

Vitry to our own time; but it has usually been evaded, 

by assuming that the city was greatly enlarged under 

Adrian towards the North or West; or, sometimes, 

that the ancient city occupied a different site.1 
The first to take an open stand against the iden¬ 

tity of these holy places, was Korte the German book¬ 

seller, who visited Jerusalem in A. D. 1738, at the 

same time with Pococke. While the learned English¬ 

man slightly passes over this topic, entering into no 

discussion and expressing no opinion,2 the honest sim¬ 

plicity of the unlearned German led him to lay before 

his countrymen a plain account of the impression made 

upon his own mind, and his reasons for distrusting the 

correctness of the common tradition. Unacquainted 

1) St. Willibaldi Hodoepor. cd. 
Mabillon, p. 375. Jac. de Vitriac. 
Hist. Hieros. c. 60. Will, de Bal- 
densel, ed. Canis. p. 348. Monco- 
nys was not satisfied with this so¬ 
lution ; Tom. I. p. 307. Uuares- 
mius disposes of the objections of 
“ nonnullos nebulones occidentales 
haereticos” in a summary way, but 

Vol. II. 9 

without making any new sug¬ 
gestion, II. p. 515.—The absurd 
hypothesis of Dr. Clarke, which 
transports Zion across the Valley 
of ITinnom, serves as the fit basis 
of Buckingham’s solution ; Travels 
in Pal. pp. 284, 2S7. 

2) Pococke Descr. of the East, 
Vol. II. p. 15, seq. fol. 
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with the historical facts, he confines himself solely to 

a common-sense view of the case; and urges the im¬ 

possibility that the present site could have been with¬ 

out the ancient city, because of its nearness to the 

former area of the Jewish temple.1 The reasoning of 

Korte seems to have made a considerable impression 

among the Protestants of the continent; and is often 

referred to.2 But he had no follower among the tra¬ 

vellers of the last century ; though in the present, the 

voices of powerful assailants and defenders are heard 

among both Catholics and Protestants. Chateaubriand 

led the way in a most plausible defence; and Dr. 

Clarke, a later writer though an earlier traveller, fol¬ 

lowed with a violent attack. In later years the par¬ 

ties have been reversed. Scholz, Catholic professor 

at Bonn, declares that the place of the crucifixion 

cannot have been where it is now pointed out, because 

this spot must have been within the ancient city; 

though he strangely enough admits the identity of the 

Sepulchre.3 On the other hand, several Protestant 

travellers and writers take sides with the tradition, 

and support the genuineness both of the Sepulchre 

and Golgotha.4 

A true estimate of this long agitated question 

must depend on two circumstances. As there can be 

no doubt, that both Golgotha and the Sepulchre lay 

outside of the ancient city, it must first be shown that 

the present site may also anciently have been with- 

1) Jonas Kortens Reise, etc. pp. 
210, 212. 

2) The work of Plessing, “ Ue- 
ber Golgotha und Christi Grab,” 
Halle 1789, discusses the subject 
on historical grounds in connection 
with the report of Korte. The au¬ 
thor exhibits great diligence, and 
has collected many good mate¬ 
rials ; but they are wrought up in 

such a way as to become 1 a kernel 
of wheat in a bushel of chaff.’ 

3) Scholz Reise, etc. p. 190. 
De Golgothae situ, Bonn 1825. 4. 

4) So Berggren, Buckingham, 
Elliott II. p, 449, etc. Also Rau- 
mer in his Palastina p. 355, seq, 
followed by Schubert, Reise, etc. 
II. p. 503, seq. 
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out the Avails. Or, should this in itself appear to he 

impossible, then it must be shown, that there were in 

the fourth century historical or traditional grounds for 

fixing upon this site, strong enough to counterbalance 

such an apparent impossibility. The following obser¬ 

vations may help to throAv some light on both these 

points. 

Our preceding iiwestigations respecting the tem¬ 

ple and the ancient Avails of Jerusalem, seem to show 

conclusively, that the modern city occupies only a por¬ 

tion of the ancient site; a part of Zion and a tract 

upon the North, which were formerly included in the 

walls, being hoav left out. The nature of the ground 

and the traces of the ancient third wall which aa c 

found,1 demonstrate also that the breadth of the city 

from E. to W. is the same noAV as anciently. There 

can therefore be no question, that the site of the pres¬ 

ent Holy Sepulchre falls Avithin the ancient city as de- 

vscribed by Josephus. But as the third or exterior Avail 

of that writer aatas not erected until ten or twelve years 

after the death of Christ,2 it cannot here be taken into 

account; and the question still arises, whether the 

present site of the Sepulchre may not have fallen Avith- 

out the second or interior Avail; in winch case all the 

conditions of the general question would be satisfied. 

This second wall, as we have seen, began at the 

gate of Gennath, near the toAver of Hippicus, and ran 

to the fortress Antonia on the N. of the temple.3 Of 

the date of its erection we are nowhere informed ; but 

it must probably have been older than the time of Hez- 

ekiali, who built within the city a pool, apparently the 

same which now exists under his name.4 We have then 

1) See above, Vol. I. pp. 464- This second wall was also appa- 
467, 471. rently the northern wall attacked 

2) See Vol. I. p. 465. Note 1. by Antiochus, adjacent to which 
3) See above, Vol. I. p. 461, seq. there was a level tract or plain. 
4) See above, Vol. I. pp. 487,488. Joseph. Antiq. XIII. 8. 2. 
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tiiree points for determining the probable course of this 

wall; besides the general language of Josephus and the 

nature of the ground. We repaired personally to each of 

these three points, in order to examine there this very 

question; and the first measurement I took in Jerusa¬ 

lem, was the distance from the western side of the 

area of the temple or great mosk to the church of the 

Holy Sepulchre. I measured from the western en¬ 

trance of that area on a direct course along the street 

by the Hospital of Helena, to the street leading N. 

from the Bazar; and then from this street to a point 

in front of the great entrance of the church. The 

whole distance proved to be 1223 feet, or about 407 

yards; which is 33 yards less than a quarter of an 

English mile. 

On viewing the city from the remains of the an¬ 

cient Hippicus, as well as from the site of Antonia, we 

were satisfied, that if the second wall might be sup¬ 

posed to have run in a straight line between those points, 

it would have left the church of the Holy Sepulchre 

without the city; and thus far have settled the topo¬ 

graphical part of the question.1 But, it was not less 

easy to perceive, that in thus running in a straight 

course, the wall must also have left tire Pool of Heze- 

kiah on the outside; or, if it made a curve sufficient to 

include this pool, it would naturally also have included 

the site of the Sepulchre; unless it made an angle 

expressly in order to exclude the latter spot. And 

further, as we have seen, Josephus distinctly testifies, 

that the second wall ran in a circle or curve, obvious¬ 

ly towards the North.2 Various other circumstances 

also, which go to support the same view, such as the 

nature of the ground, and the ancient towers at the 

Damascus Gate, have already been enumerated.3 Ad- 

1) The reader will be able 2) Kvxlov[itvov. See Vol. I. p. 
easily to follow the details upon 461. 
the plan of Jerusalem. 3) Ibid. pp. 4C2-464. 
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jacent to the wall on the North, there was a space of 

level ground, on which Antiochus could erect his hun¬ 

dred towers.1 All this goes to show that the second 

wall must have extended further to the North than the 

site of the present church. Or again, if we admit 

that this wall ran in a straight course, then the whole 

of the lower city must have heen confined to a small 

triangle; and its breadth between the temple and the 

site of the sepulchre, a space of less than a quarter of 

an English mile, was not equal to that of many squares 

in London and New-York. Yet we know that this 

lower city at the time of the crucifixion was extensive 

and populous; three gates led from it to the temple; 

and ten years later Agrippa erected the third wall far 

beyond the limits of the present city, in order to shel¬ 

ter the extensive suburbs which before were unpro¬ 

tected. These suburbs could not well have arisen 

within the short interval of ten years ; but must already 

have existed before the time of our Lord’s crucifixion. 

After examining all these circumstances repeat¬ 

edly upon the spot, and as I hope without prejudice, 

the minds of both my companion and myself were 

forced to the conviction, that the hypothesis which 

makes the second wall so run as to exclude the alleged 

site of the Holy Sepulchre, is on topographical grounds V 
untenable and impossible. If there was prejudice 

upon my own mind, it was certainly in favour of an 

opposite result; for I went to Jerusalem strongly pre¬ 

possessed with the idea, that the alleged site might 

have lain without the second wall. 

But even if such a view could be admitted, the ex¬ 

istence of populous suburbs on this part is strongly at 

variance with the probability, that here should have 

been a place of execution with a garden and sepulchre. 

The tombs of the ancients were not usually within their 

1) Joseph. Antiq. XIII. 8. 2. 
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cities, nor among their habitations; and excepting 

those of the kings on Zion, there is no evidence that 

sepulchres existed in Jerusalem. 

Let us now inquire whether there were proba¬ 

bly, in the time of Constantine, any such strong histor¬ 

ical or traditional grounds for fixing upon this site, as 

to counterbalance the topographical difficulties, and 

lead us on the whole to a different conclusion. 

Chateaubriand has furnished us with the clearest 

and most plausible statement of the historic testimo¬ 

nies and probabilities, which may be supposed to have 

had an influence in determining the spot; and from 

him later writers have drawn their chief arguments.1 2 

I give an epitome of his remarks. The first Christian 

church, he says, at Jerusalem, was gathered imme¬ 

diately after the resurrection and ascension of our 

Lord; and soon became very numerous. All its mem¬ 

bers must have had a knowledge of the sacred places. 

They doubtless also consecrated buildings for their 

worship; and would naturally erect them on sites ren¬ 

dered memorable by miracles. Not improbably the 

Holy Sepulchre itself was already honoured in this 

manner. At any rate there was a regular succession 

of Jewish-Christian bishops, from the Apostle James, 

down to the time of Adrian, who could not but have 

preserved the Christian traditions f and although dur¬ 

ing the siege by Titus the church withdrew to Pella, 

yet they soon returned and established themselves 

among the ruins. In the course of a few months’ ab¬ 

sence, they could not have forgotten the position of their 

1) Itineraire, Second Memoire, 
Tom. I. p. 122, seq. Par. 1837. 

2) Even here the usual loose¬ 
ness and inaccuracy of the French 
writer does not abandon him. He 
himself assigns A. D. 35 as the 
first year of James, and A. D. 137 
as the beginning of the new suc¬ 

cession of bishops from the Gen¬ 
tiles under Adrian; and then grave¬ 
ly affirms, that the succession of 
thirteen Jewish bishops between 
these two dates, occupied a space 
of 123 years, “ cent vingt-trois 
ans!” pp. 123, 125. 
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sanctuaries; which, moreover, being generally with¬ 

out the walls, had probably not suffered greatly from 

the siege. And that the sacred places were generally 

known in the age of Adrian, is proved incontestably 

by the fact, that in rebuilding Jerusalem, that emperor 

set up a statue of Venus upon Calvary and one of Ju¬ 

piter over the Holy Sepulchre.1 Thus the folly of 

idolatry, by its imprudent profanation, only made more 

public “ the foolishness of the cross.” From that time 

onward till the reign of Constantine, there was again 

a regular succession of bishops of Gentile origin; and 

the sacred places could not of course have been for¬ 

gotten. 

Such is the general case, as stated by Chateau¬ 

briand ; and I am not aware of having in any partic¬ 

ular weakened the strength of his argument. It is 

indeed a strong one at first view; and at one time 

made a deep impression on my own mind; though 

this impression was again weakened and in part done 

away, when he afterwards goes on to admit the al¬ 

leged miracles which are said to have accompanied 

the finding of the cross. The long list of subsequent 

testimonies which he adduces, has no bearing on the 

question, and is a mere work of supererogation; for 

who has ever doubted the identity of the present site 

with that selected under Constantine ? Let us now 

examine the argument more closely. 

That the early Christians at Jerusalem must have 

had a knowledge of the places where the Lord was cru- 

l)Yet in another part of the 
same work (Vol. II. p. 17), Cha¬ 
teaubriand refers with approbation 
to the Epitome Bellorum Saar, for 
the rather remarkable circum¬ 
stance, that Adrian at the request 
of the Christians enclosed the 
Holy Sepulchre and the adjacent 
sacred places with walls; and this 
is quoted by Prokesch (p. 54) as 

a permission granted by Adrian to 
erect a church over the Sepul¬ 
chre !—The Epitome in question 
is a legendary tract of the fifteenth 
century; and is found in Canisii 
Thesaur. Monumentor. Eccl. ed. 
Basnage, Tom. IV. p. 423, seq. 
The passage referred to is on p. 
446. 
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cifiedand buried, there can be no doubt; that they erect¬ 

ed their churches on places consecrated by miracles, and 

especially on Calvary and over our Lord’s Sepulchre, 

is a more questionable position. There is at least no 

trace of it in the New Testament, nor in the history 

of the primitive church. The four Gospels, which de¬ 

scribe so minutely the circumstances of the crucifixion 

and resurrection, mention the sepulchre only in general 

terms; and although some of them were written thirty 

or forty years after these events, yet they are silent 

as to any veneration of the sepulchre, and also as to 

its very existence at that time. The writers do not even 

make in behalf of their Lord and Master the natural 

appeal which Peter employs in the case of David, 

“ that he is both dead and buried, and his sepulchre is 

with us unto this day.”1 The great Apostle of the Gen¬ 

tiles too, whose constant theme is the death and resur¬ 

rection of our Lord and the glory of his cross, has not 

in all his writings the slightest allusion to any rever¬ 

ence for the place'of these great events or the instru¬ 

ment of the Saviour’s passion. On the contrary, the 

whole tenor of our Lord’s teaching and .that of Paul, 

and indeed of every part of the New Testament, was 

directed to drawoff the minds of men from an attach¬ 

ment to particular times and places, and to lead the 

true worshippers to worship God, not merely at 

Jerusalem or in Mount Gerizim, but everywhere “ in 

spirit and in truth.”2—The position that the Christian 

churches in the apostolic age were without the walls 

of the city, is a mere fancy springing from the similar 

location of the sepulchre ; and still more fanciful and 

absurd is the assertion, that those churches, if any such 

there were, might have escaped destruction during the 

long siege by Titus. 

1) Acts ii. 29. Comp. Gen. 
xxxv. 20. 

2) John iv. 21, 23. 
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The alleged regular succession of bishops, from the 

time of St. James to the reign of Adrian, is also a 

matter of less certainty, than is here represented. 

Eusebius, the only authority on the subject, lived two 

centuries afterwards; and says expressly, that he had 

been able to find no document respecting them, and 

wrote only from report.1 

More important is the circumstance related in 

connection with Adrian, that this emperor erected 

heathen temples on Golgotha and over the sepulchre 

about A. D. 135. Could this be regarded as a well 

ascertained fact, it would certainly have great weight 

in a decision of the question. But what is the evidence 

on which it rests 1 The earliest witness is again Eu¬ 

sebius, writing after the death of Constantine; who 

merely relates that a temple of Venus had been erect¬ 

ed over the sepulchre by impious men, but says not 

one word of Adrian. The historians of the following 

century relate the same fact in the same manner.2 It 

is Jerome alone, writing about A. D. 395, or some 

sixty years later than Eusebius, who affirms that an 

idol had stood upon the .spot from the time of Adrian.3 

There is moreover a discrepancy in the accounts. Eu¬ 

sebius and the other historians speak only of a temple 

of Venus over the sepulchre. Jerome on the other 

hand places the marble statue of Venus on the “ rock 

of the cross” or Golgotha, and an image of Jupiter on 

the place of the resurrection. Here the Latin father 

is probably wrong; for Eusebius was an eye-witness; 

and the former is therefore equally liable to have been 

wrong in ascribing these idols to Adrian. 

What then after all is the amount of the testimony 

relative to an idol erected over the place of the resur- 

1) Hist. Ecc. IV. 5. 3) Hieron. Ep. XLIX, ad Pau- 
2) Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 26. lin. Tom. IV. ii. p. 564. ed. Marti- 

Socrat. H. E. 1.17. Sozom. II. 1. anay. 

Vol. II. 10 
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rection, and serving to mark the spot ? It is simply, 

that writers ex post facto have mentioned such an idol 

as standing, not over the sepulchre known of old as 

being that of Christ, but over the spot fixed upon by 

Constantine as that sepulchre. Their testimony proves 

conclusively that an idol stood upon that spot; but 

it has no bearing to show that this spot was the true 

sepulchre. Eusebius, the cotemporary and eye-witness, 

makes no mention of any tradition connected with the 

idol. Jerome sixty years later is the only one to 

ascribe it to Adrian; and Sozomen in the middle of 

the fifth century is the first to remark, that the heathen 

erected it in the hope, that Christians who came 

to pay their devotions at the sepulchre, would thus 

have the appearance of worshipping an idol.1 Yet 

from these slender materials, the skilful pen of Cha¬ 

teaubriand has wrought out a statement so definite and 

specious, that most readers who have not had an op¬ 

portunity of investigation, have probably regarded the 

matter as a well-established fact. 

Thus then the positive proofs alleged in favour of 

an earlier tradition respecting the Holy Sepulchre, 

vanish away; and there remains only the possibility, 

that a fact of this nature might have been handed 

down in the church through the succession of bishops 

and other holy men. Yet there are also various cir¬ 

cumstances, which militate strongly even against such 

a probability. 

One of these is the utter silence of Eusebius and of 

all following writers, as to the existence of any such 

tradition. Nor is this all; for the language both of 

Eusebius and of Constantine himself, seems strongly 

to imply, that no such former tradition could have 

been extant. Eusebius relates, in speaking of the 

place of the resurrection, that “ hitherto impious men, 

1) Sozomen, H. E. II, 1. 
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or rather the wole race of demons through their instru¬ 

mentality, had made every effort to deliver over that 

illustrious monument of immortality to darkness and 

oblivion.” They had covered it with earth, and 

erected over it a temple of Venus ; and it was this 

spot, thus desecrated and wholly “ given over to for¬ 

getfulness and oblivion,”1 that the emperor, “not 

without a divine intimation, but moved in spirit by 

the Saviour himself,” ordered to be purified and 

adorned with splendid buildings.2 Such language, 

certainly, would hardly be appropriate, in speaking of 

a spot well known and definitely marked by long tra¬ 

dition. The emperor too, in his letter to Macarius, 

regards the discovery of “ the token of the Saviour’s 

most sacred passion, which for so long a time had been 

hidden under ground,” as “ a miracle beyond the capa¬ 

city of man sufficiently to celebrate or even to com¬ 
prehend.”3 The mere removal of obstructions from a 

well-known spot, could hardly have been described as 

a miracle so stupendous. Indeed the whole tenor of 

the language both of Eusebius and Constantine goes 

to show, that the discovery of the Holy Sepulchre was 

held to be the result, not of a previous knowledge 

derived from tradition, but of a supernatural interpo¬ 

sition and revelation. 
I have already alluded to the silence of Eusebius 

respecting the part which Helena bore in these trans¬ 

actions; and have detailed the circumstances under 

which, according to later writers, she was enabled to 

find and distinguish the true cross.4 We have also 

seen that this supposed cross was certainly in existence 

1) Ai'i&jj rs nal ayvoia Tta^adz- Qirffia (sign) refers to the sepul- 
Soutvov. ' * chre or to the cross; most proba- 

2) Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 25, 26. bly to the latter. See above, pp. 
3) Ibid. III. 30. It is here 12, 13, 15. 

doubtful whether the word yrw- 4) See above, p. 14, seq. 
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so early as the time of Cyrill, only some twenty years 
after its alleged discovery by Helena.1 It would seem 
therefore to be a necessary conclusion, that this main 
circumstance in the agency ascribed to Helena, must 
have had some foundation in fact; and, however diffi¬ 
cult it may be to account for the silence of Eusebius, 
it would also appear not improbable, that these later 
accounts may be in the main correct, at least so far as 
they ascribe to Helena the chief agency in searching 
for and discovering the supposed Holy Sepulchre. Yet 
even in these accounts, she is nowhere said to have 
acted in consequence of any known tradition; but 
only to have received a “ divine suggestion,” and also 
to have inquired diligently of the ancient inhabitants, 
and especially, according to some, of the Jews.2 At 
any rate, therefore, the place of the Sepulchre was 
not then a matter of public notoriety; and the alleged 
miracle, which attended her discovery of the true 
cross, serves at least to show the degree of ready cre¬ 
dulity with which the search was conducted. 

Thus far the balance of evidence would seem to be 
decidedly against the probable existence of any pre¬ 
vious tradition. But we are now prepared to advance 
a step further; and to show, that even were it possi¬ 
ble to prove the existence of such a prevailing tradi¬ 
tion, still this would not have been of sufficient authority 
to counterbalance the strength of the topographical 
objections. 

The strongest assertion which can be made in the 
case, as we have seen, is the general probability, that 
such a tradition might have been handed down for 
three centuries in the church through the succession of 
bishops and other holy men. But for the value of 
such a tradition, supposing it to have existed, we have 

1) See pp. 15, 16. thorities, as given above, pp. 
2) See the account and the au- 14, 15. 
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a decisive test, in applying the same reasoning to 

another tradition of precisely the same character and 

import. The place of our Lord’s ascension must have 

been to the first Christians in Jerusalem an object of 

no less interest than his sepulchre, and could not but 

have been equally known to them. The knowledge 

of it too would naturally have been handed down from 

century to century through the same succession of 

bishops and holy men. In this case, moreover, we 

know that such a tradition did actually exist before 

the age of Constantine, which pointed out the place 

of the ascension on the summit of the Mount of Olives. 

Eusebius, writing about A. D. 315, ten years or more 

before the journey of Helena, speaks expressly, (as we 

have already seen,) of the many Christians who came 

up to Jerusalem from all parts of the earth, not as of 

old to celebrate a festival, hut to behold the accom¬ 

plishment of prophecy in the desolations of the city, 

and to pay their adorations on the summit of the Mount 

of Olives, where Jesus gave his last charge to his dis¬ 

ciples, and then ascended into heaven.1 Yet notwith¬ 

standing this weight of testimony, and the apparent 

length of time and unbroken succession through which 

the story had been handed down, the tradition itself 

is unquestionably false; since it is contradicted by 

the express declaration of Scripture. According to 

St. Luke, Jesus led out his disciples as far as to Beth¬ 

any, and blessed them; and while he blessed them, he 

was parted from them, and carried up into heaven.2— 

Yet Helena erected a church upon the Mount of Ol¬ 

ives ; and assuredly there could have been no tradition 

1) Toiv tlq Xqmjx'ov namoxtv- neol xrjq ovvxtUlaq /iivarjQta naqa- 
x6to)V dndvxojv navxayoOtv y?jq Ssdor/.oxoq, ivxevO-f'v xs xov eiq ovqa- 
OWTQf/oVTWV, ovy wq nctXou y.. x. vovq dvod'ov nenoirjfu'vov. Ruseb. 

. . y.al (fVfxcc] trjq ini to oqoq xwv Demonstr. Evang. VI. 18. p. 288. 
iXcuwv nqooy.vvr\a{o)q . . . I'vO-a [too Colon. 1688. 
Jioyoi’] x61 q iavrov paQ-'rytcuq ini t'tjq 2) Luke xxiv. 50,51. See more 
axqoqaiaq rov xojv iXcuoiv oqovq xa in Vol. I. p. 375. Note 1. 
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better accredited in respect to the Holy Sepulchre. 

Indeed, the fact that no pilgrimages were made to the 

latter, goes strongly to show that there was no tradi¬ 

tion respecting it whatever. 

We arrive at a similar, though less decided result, 

in following up another parallel tradition of the same 

kind. The Cave of the Nativity, so called, at Bethle¬ 

hem, has been pointed out as the place where Jesus 

was born, by a tradition which reaches back at least 

to the middle of the second century. At that time 

Justin Martyr speaks distinctly of the Saviour’s birth, 

as having occurred in a grotto near Bethlehem.1 In 

the third century, Origen adduces it as a matter of 

public notoriety, so that even the heathen regarded it 

as the birthplace of him whom the Christians adored.2 

Eusebius also mentions it several years before the 

journey of Helena ;3 and the latter consecrated the 

spot by erecting over it a church. In this instance, 

indeed, the language of Scripture is less decisive than 

in respect to the place of the ascension ; and the evan¬ 

gelist simply relates that the Virgin u brought forth 

her first-born son, and laid him in a manger; because 

there was no room for them in the inn.”4 But the cir¬ 

cumstance of the Saviour’s being born in a cave would 

certainly have not been less remarkable, than his 

1) rsvvrj&evroq <51 tore rov ncu- 
d(ov £v cTtaidlj 'JoiOijtj) ova 

zl/zv £v rV 7iov v.ara- 
Xvocu, tv dh 07trjXa{,o) nvl ovvtyyvq 
rrjq y.o^aTjq xcirtXvoe * v.ai rots av- 

<ro~)V ovtojv Ixsl, Irtroxtt rj MctoCa 
rov Xqiotov, y.al tv (pctrvrj avr'ov 

IrtO-tCy.ti. Justin. Mart. Dial, cum 
Tryph. 78. p. 175. Hag. Com. 
1742. 

2) Origen. c. Celsum I. 51. 
Opp. Tom. I. p. 367, ed. Delarue. 

3) Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 
VII. 2. p. 343, Col. 1688. In this 
passage, instead of <5m rrjq rov 
uygov dettjtwq, it should doubtless 

read <5m rrjq>’rov 'avroov St^tojq. 
Comp, the rrjq ysvvrjcrtojq ccvtqov 

as used of the same cavern, Eu¬ 
seb. Vit. Const. III. 43.—Jerome, 
seventy years later, affirms that 
from the time of Adrian onwards, 
Adonis was worshipped in this cav¬ 
ern ; but as all the earlier writers 
are silent as to any such dese¬ 
cration, it is perhaps nothing more 
than a rhetorical parallel to the 
statue of Venus in Jerusalem. 
Hieron. Ep. XLIX, ad Paulin. 
Opp. Tom. IV. ii. p. 564, ed. Mart. 

4) Luke ii. 7; comp. vs. 12, 16. 
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having been laid in a manger; and it is natural to sup¬ 

pose that the sacred writer would not have passed it 

over in silence. The grotto moreover was and is at 

some distance from the town; and although there may 

he still occasional instances in Judea, where a cavern 

is occupied as a stable, yet this is not now, and never 

was, the usual practice, especially in towns and their 

environs. Taking into account all these circumstances, 

—and also the early and general tendency to invent 

and propagate legends of a similar character, and the 

prevailing custom of representing the events of the 

gospel-history as having taken place in grottoes,1—it 

would seem hardly consistent with a love of simple his¬ 

toric truth, to attach to this tradition any much higher 

degree of credit, than we have shown to belong to the 

parallel tradition respecting the place of our Lord’s 

ascension. 
The two traditions which we have now examined, 

both present a much stronger case, than any thing 

which ever has been or can be urged in behalf of the 

supposed Holy Sepulchre. Yet one of them at least, 

1) On the subject of grottoes, I 
subjoin the very apposite remarks 
of Maundrell, Journey, etc. Apr. 
19th. “ I cannot forbear to men¬ 
tion in this place an observation, 
which is very obvious to all that 
visit the Holy Land, viz. that al¬ 
most all passages and histories re¬ 
lated in the Gospel, are represent¬ 
ed by them that undertake to show 
where every thing was done, as 
having been done most of them in 
grottoes; and that, even in such 
cases where the condition and the 
circumstances of the actions them¬ 
selves seem to require places of 
another nature. Thus, if you 
would see the place wTiere St. 
Anne was delivered of the blessed 
Virgin, you are carried to a grotto; 
if the place of the Annunciation, it 
is also a grotto 5 if the place where 
the bles«ed Virgin saluted Eliza¬ 

beth ; if that of the Baptist’s or of 
our Saviour’s nativity ; if that of 
the agony, or that of St. Peter’s 
repentance, or that where the 
Apostles made the creed, or this 
of the Transfiguration; all these 
places are also grottoes. And in 
a word, wherever you go, you find 
almost every thing is represented 
as done under ground. Certainly 
grottoes were anciently held in 
great esteem, or else they could 
never have been assigned, in spite 
of all probability, for the places in 
which were done so many various 
actions. Perhaps it was the her¬ 
mit-way of living in grottoes, from 
the fifth or sixth century dotvn- 
ward, that has brought them ever 
since to be in so great reputation.” 
The historical notices in the text, 
show that this practice is of much 
earlier date than is here assigned. 
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and probably both, have no foundation in historic truth. 

On this ground then, as well as on all others, the al¬ 

leged site of the Sepulchre is found to be without sup¬ 

port.1 

Thus in every view which I have been able to 

take of the question, both topographical and historical, 

whether on the spot or in the closet, and in spite of all 

my previous prepossessions, I am led irresistibly to the 

conclusion, that the Golgotha and the tomb now shown 

in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, are not upon the 

real places of the crucifixion and resurrection of our 

Lord. The alleged discovery of them by the aged and 

credulous Helena, like her discovery of the cross, may 

not improbably have been the work of pious fraud. It 

would perhaps not be doing injustice to the bishop 

Macarius and his clergy, if we regard the whole as a 

well laid and successful plan for restoring to Jerusalem 

its former consideration, and elevating his see to a 

higher degree of influence and dignity. 

If it be asked, Where then are the true sites of Gol¬ 

gotha and the sepulchre to be sought ? I must reply, 

that probably all search can only be in vain. We know 

nothing more from the Scriptures, than that they were 

near each other, without the gate and nigh to the city, 

in a frequented spot.2 This would favour the conclu¬ 

sion, that the place was probably upon a great road 

leading from one of the gates; and such a spot would 

only be found upon the western or northern sides of the 

city, on the roads leading towards Joppa or Damascus. 

III. STATISTICS. 

The details in the preceding pages have extended 

themselves far beyond the limits originally proposed; 

and will at least prove to the reader, that during our 

1) After this discussion, it would form and condition of the present 
be of little avail, to dwell upon the sepulchre, against its antiquity, 
arguments usually drawn from the 2) John xix. 20. 
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sojourn in Jerusalem, our attention was directed more 

to the topography and antiquities of the Holy City, 

than to its present social and political relations. The 

facts, however, which we gleaned upon these latter 

points, may not he devoid of interest; and may help to 

fill out or correct the accounts of other writers. 

The glory of Jerusalem has indeed departed. From 

her ancient high estate, as the splendid metropolis of 

the Jewish commonwealth and of the whole Christian 

world, the beloved of nations and 1 the joy of the whole 

earth,’ she has sunk into the neglected capital of a 

petty Turkish province; and where of old many hun¬ 

dreds of thousands thronged her streets and temple, we 

now find a population of scarcely as many single thou¬ 

sands dwelling sparsely within her walls. The cup 

of wrath and desolation from the Almighty has been 

poured out upon her to the dregs; and she sits sad and 

solitary in darkness and in the dust. The Saviour 

“ beheld the city and wept over it, saying, If thou hadst 

known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the things 

which belong unto thy peace! but now they are hid 

from thine eyes !m He wept at the calamities and the 

doom which were then coming upon the city, and 

which now for almost eighteen centuries have bowed 

her heavily to the ground. That which our Lord wept 

over in prospect, we now see in the terrible reality. 

Long since have the days come, when “ her enemies 

cast a trench about her, and compassed her round, and 

kept her in on every side, and have laid her even with 

the ground, and her children within her; and have not 

left in her one stone upon another!” How fearfully, 

and almost to the letter, this ‘ burden’ of Jerusalem has 

been accomplished upon her, the preceding pages may 

serve to testify. 

Under the Egyptian rule in Syria, the former 

1) Luke xix. 41, seq. 

n VOL. II. 
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Pashaliks of JAkka and Aleppo have been done away. 

The whole country is united under one civil govern¬ 

ment, the seat of which is at Damascus; while the 

independent military command is intrusted to Ibrahim 

Pasha. The same system is also followed in the sev¬ 

eral districts into which the country is divided. Thus 

in the district of Jerusalem, which includes the hill 

country around the city from Sinjil on the North to 

about half way to Hebron on the South, there is a 

Mutesellim or civil governor, residing in the city, and 

likewise a military commander. The powers of these 

two chiefs, perhaps from policy, are not very distinctly 

marked, nor separated by any very definite line. The 

former, however, seems to be the responsible person 

for the due administration of justice; and he too was 

the actor in disarming several villages while we were 

there, which would seem to fall more naturally under 

the jurisdiction of his colleague. The district of He¬ 

bron is subordinate to that of Jerusalem, and is admin¬ 

istered only by a deputy-governor. The Bedawin 

tribes around Hebron and in the deserts further South, 

were under the superintendence of Sheikh Sahd, the 

civil governor of Gaza; who collected from them the 

tribute, and controlled their predatory excursions 

against other tribes.—The little intercourse which we 

had occasion to seek with the two governors of Je¬ 

rusalem, has already been mentioned.1 

A considerable body of troops usually lie in garri¬ 

son at Jerusalem; but the number is variable, and we 

did not learn the average amount. They were at this 

time mostly Syrian troops, taken by force as soldiers 

in the country itself; and of course exceedingly dis¬ 

contented with the service. Shortly before our visit, 

a mutiny had occurred among them; a large number 

had deserted, many of whom had been retaken; while 

1) See above, Vol. I. pp. 360, 364. 
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others were still wandering about as outlaws and 

robbers. It was the usual policy of the Egyptian 

government to remove the Syrian regiments from 

their own soil to Egypt or other places, where they 

would be less reminded of their bondage; and during 

our stay in Jerusalem a large detachment of its garri¬ 

son was sent off to Yafa, intended for a more distant 

service. The troops we saw, were in general com¬ 

posed of fine-looking young men. They are lodged in 

Jerusalem in the citadel, adjacent to which new bar¬ 

racks had recently been erected; and also in the 

former house of the governor of the city, on the North 

of the Haram, now converted into a barrack. A mili¬ 

tary guard was regularly kept at each of the city- 

gates. We saw also several times parties of soldiers 

at the fountains and wells round about the city, wash¬ 

ing their garments and spreading them upon the 

ground to dry. 

The population of Jerusalem has been variously 

estimated according to the fancy of different travellers, 

from 15,000 up to nearly 30,00c).1 No doubt the num¬ 

ber has varied much at different times; and entire 

certainty can never be hoped for under an ori¬ 

ental government, where a census of the whole 

population is a thing unknown. Indeed, until within 

the last few years, there would appear to have been 

no data whatever accessible to a traveller, on which 

to found a calculation. The more common estimate 

of late years among the Franks, has been the round 

number of 15,000 inhabitants; of which the greater 

part liave been supposed to be Muhammedans. We 

found, however, reason to distrust the accuracy of both 

these statements. 

1) Turner 26,000, Vol. II. p. Jowett 15,000, p. 238. Salzbacher 
263. Richardson 20,000, Vol. II. (in 1837) not less than 25,000, Vol. 
p. 256. Scholz 18,000, p. 271. II. p. 119. 
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The introduction of the Egyptian system of taxa¬ 

tion and military conscription into Syria, has led to 

the enumeration and registry of all the males who are 

of an age to be taxed or to hear arms. We could not 

learn that this age is very exactly defined; but it is 

usually reckoned as commencing at about eighteen or 

twenty years. According to the proportion generally 

assumed, this enumeration may thus be regarded as a 

loose census of one fourth of the population. As this 

measure was a great innovation, and led to conse¬ 

quences which excited much alarm and opposition, the 

number of persons thus registered in the different cities 

and villages became everywhere an object of interest 

to the inhabitants, and was very generally known. 

On our inquiring of different individuals respecting the 

number enrolled in a particular place, the answer given 

was almost uniformly the same. We found this there¬ 

fore to be the best, and indeed the only positive basis, 

on which to found an estimate of the population of any 

city or village. Yet even this enumeration is not 

always correct; as the partiality or negligence of the 

authorities often causes the list to fall below the ac¬ 

tual number. Among the multitudes belonging to 

different sects, there are always eyes keen enough to 

watch and detect the errors arising from this source; 

and we not unfrequently received two reports, one 

according to the official registry, and the other accord¬ 

ing to the alleged truth.—I have dwelt the longer 

upon this topic here; because these remarks apply 

not only to Jerusalem, but to all our subsequent tra¬ 

vels in Palestine.1 

1) In regarding this partial enu- statistics of Egypt and Syria du- 
meration as the only existing basis ring the same year, as the accredi¬ 
tor a general estimate, I am happy ted agent of the British govern- 
to have the concurrence of my merit, were carried on under facili- 
friend Dr. Bowring; whose re- ties and to an extent to which ours 
searches into the resources and could make no pretension. 
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The inhabitants of Jerusalem dwell in separate 

quarters according to their religion,—Christian, Jew¬ 

ish, and Muhammedan. The Christian quarter ex¬ 

tends along the upper or western part of the city, 

between the Latin convent at the N. W. corner, and 

the great Armenian convent in the S. W. including 

also the church of the Holy Sepulchre. The Jewish 

quarter occupies the northeastern part of Zion, and 

extends upwards so as to include the greater portion 

of the hill lying within the walls. The Muhamme- 

dans are in the middle and lower parts of the city. 

After careful inquiry, the information which we found 

most worthy to he relied upon, amounted to the fol¬ 

lowing. 

I. The Muhammedans are reckoned in the govern¬ 

ment books at 750 men; but amount really to 1,100. 

This gives at the utmost a round number of 4,500. 

II. Of the Jews, only 500 males are enrolled; hut 

there are actually many more. According to the careful 

estimate of the Rev. Mr. Nicolayson, who has a better 

opportunity of judging than any other person, the 

whole number of the Jews at this time was about 3,000. 

In former years the number had sometimes amounted 

to 5,000. 

III. Christians. The Greeks are reckoned by the 

government at 400, hut are actually 460; the Latins 

at 260; the Armenians at 130. Total 850 males, in¬ 

dicating a population of about 3,500 in all.—Hence 

Muhammedans 

Jews 

Christians 

4.500 

3,000 

3.500 

Total Population. 11,000. 

If to this we add something for possible omissions, 

and for the inmates of the convents ; the standing 

population of the city, exclusive of the garrison, can- 
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not well be reckoned at over 11,500 souls. The Mu- 

hammeclans, it will be seen, are more numerous than 

either the Jews or Christians alone; but fewer in 

number than these two bodies united.1 

Of all this native population, as well as throughout 

Syria and Egypt, the Arabic is the vernacular lan¬ 

guage ; as much so as the English in London or the 

French in Paris. The Jews are for the most part not 

natives of the country; and speak a corrupt medley 

of tongues among themselves. Among the other for¬ 

eigners, the Greek, Armenian, and Italian languages 

are also found; but whoever desires to obtain access 

to the common people, whether Muhammedans or 

Christians, can do it only through the medium of the 

Arabic. 

Of the Jews now resident in Palestine, the greater 

number are such as have come up to the land of their 

fathers, in order to spend the remainder of their lives 

and die in one of the four holy places—Jerusalem, 

Hebron, Tiberias, or Safed. Those in Jerusalem de¬ 

sire to lay their bones in the Valley of Jehoshaphat.2 

1)1 have more recently learned, 
(Oct. 1840,) that some of our friends 
in Jerusalem, on the strength of la¬ 
ter information, have been led to 
estimate the number of the Mu¬ 
hammedans at about 1,500 higher, 
or 6,000 in all; and the Jews at 
7,000, accordingl to the reported 
enumeration obtained by Sir Mo¬ 
ses Montefiore in A. D. 1839. This 
would give for the whole popula¬ 
tion of the city about 17,000 souls. 
But I have yet to learn, that the 
new sources of information as to 
the Muhammedans, were more cor¬ 
rect than ours. As to the Jews, 
the enumeration in question was 
made out by themselves, in the ex¬ 
pectation of receiving a certain 
amount of alms for every name re¬ 
turned. It is therefore obvious, 
that they here had ns strong a mo¬ 
tive to exaggerate their number, 

as they often have in other circum¬ 
stances to underrate it. Besides, 
this number of 7,000 rests merely 
on report; Sir Moses himself has 
published nothing on the subject; 
nor could his agent in London afford 
me any information so late as Nov. 
1840. The Scottish deputation of 
clergymen in 1839, as I learned 
from some of its members, estima¬ 
ted the Jews] in Jerusalem at 5,000 
souls ; while Mr. Calm on, who ac¬ 
companied them, himself a con¬ 
verted Jew, still supposed them not 
to exceed 3,000 in all.—The esti¬ 
mate of the British Consul at Bei¬ 
rut, who makes the whole popula¬ 
tion of Jerusalem only 10,000, is on 
the other hand certainly too low. 
See Dr. Bowring’s Report on Sy¬ 
ria, p. 7. 

2) See above, VoLI. p. 517. 
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They come hither from all parts of the Levant, and 

especially from Smyrna, Constantinople, and Salonika; 

in which cities there are many thousands of this peo¬ 

ple. Two years before our visit, the Jews were said 

to have flocked in great numbers to Syria, and parti¬ 

cularly to Damascus and Tyre, where formerly they 

were not permitted to reside. But subsequently, as 

the high prices of provisions and of living in general 

increased, this circumstance prevented the coming of 

more, and compelled the return of many; so that the 

number of Jews in Jerusalem had been much dimin¬ 

ished. They live here, for the most part, in poverty 

and filth. A considerable amount of money is col¬ 

lected for them by their emissaries in different coun¬ 

tries ; but as it comes into the hands of the Rabbins, 

and is managed by them without responsibility, it is 
understood to be administered without much regard 

to honesty; and serves chiefly as a means of increasing 

their own influence and control over the conduct and 

consciences of their poorer brethren. 

Most of the Jews now in Palestine appear to be of 

Spanish or Polish origin; very few are from Germany, 

or are able to speak the German language. The very 

motive which leads them thus to return to the Land 

of Promise, shows their strong attachment to their 

ancient faith; and would of itself point a priori to 

the conclusion, which is found to be true in fact, viz. 

that the Jews thus resident in Palestine are of all 

others the most bigotted, and the least accessible to 

the labours of Christian missionaries. The efforts of 

the English Mission have as yet been attended with 

very slight success ; and it remains to be seen, whether 

the proposed erection of a Jewish-Christian church in 

Jerusalem, will add to the influence and prosperity of 

the mission. The site was purchased during our stay 
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in the city; and the building is understood to be now 

in progress. 

The Christians of the Latin rite live around the 

Latin convent, on which they are wholly dependent. 

They are native Arabs; know no other language than 

the Arabic; and are said to be descended from Catho¬ 

lic converts in the times of the crusades. They are 

in number about 1,100 souls, according to the preceding 

estimate; and live partly by carving crosses and beads 

for rosaries, and partly on the alms of the convent.1— 

The Latin convent in Jerusalem, like all those in the 

Holy Land, is in the hands of the Franciscans, or 

Minorites, of the class termed Fratrcs Minores ab 

Observantia. I have already mentioned their for¬ 

mer residence on Mount Zion, and their removal to 

the present building in A. D. 1561.2 3 This convent 

contains at present between forty and fifty monks, 

half Italians and half Spaniards; and takes rank of 

all the other Catholic monasteries in the East. In it 

resides the Intendant or Principal of all the Convents, 

with the rank of an Abbot, and the title of “ Guardian 

of Mount Zion and Custos of the Holy Land.’73 He is 

always an Italian ; and is appointed or at least con¬ 

firmed at Rome every three years. The same indivi¬ 

dual is sometimes reappointed. There is also a Vicar, 

called likewise President, who takes the place of the 

Guardian in case of his absence or death. He is chosen 

in like manner for three years; and may be an Italian 

or a Spaniard.4 The Procurator, who manages the 

1) Salzbacher gives the num- Sion et Custos (Praesul) Terrae 
ber at 1,500. Other native Catho- Sanctae j” Q,uaresmius, Tom. I. 
lies are found also in connection p. 405. 
with the Latin convents at Bethle- 4) “Vicarius sive Praeses 
hem and Nazareth. Quaresmius I. p. 468. Formerly 

2) See above, Vol. I. p. 358, the Vicar was usually a French 
Note 3. monk; but this seems no longer to 

3) “ Guardianus sacri Montis be the case. Scholz, p. 195. 
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temporal concerns, is always a Spaniard; and is 

elected for life. The executive council, called Discre- 

torium, is- composed of these three officials, and of three 

other monks, Patres discreti. 

The cost of maintaining the twenty convents be¬ 

longing to the establishment of the “ Terra Santa,” is 

rated at 40,000 Spanish dollars per annum. They 

are said to be very deeply in debt, contracted in for¬ 

mer years, when the wars in Europe cut off for a time 

their usual eleemosynary supplies. Under the Egyp¬ 

tian government, they are freed from the numerous 

exactions to which they were formerly subjected from 

the caprice and greediness of pashas and governors; 

and pay a regular tax for the property which they pos¬ 

sess. For their buildings and lands in and around 

Jerusalem, including the holy places, the annual tax 

is said to be 7,000 Piastres, or about 350 Spanish 

dollars.1 

The Christians of the Greek rite (not monks) are 

all native Arabs; have their own native priests; and 

enjoy the privilege of having the service in their 

churches performed in their own mother-tongue, the 

Arabic. They amount in Jerusalem to nearly 2,000 

souls.—The Greek convents are tenanted by foreign- 

1) See Scholz Reise, p. 194, 
seq. Salzbacher Erinnerungen, 
II. p. 92, seq. The amount of the 
present tax is given on the author¬ 
ity of the latter writer ; who as Ca¬ 
non of St. Stephen’s Cathedral at 
Vienna, and a Catholic pilgrim of 
rank, may be supposed to have 
had access to the best information. 
Yet I am not sure that this alleged 
sum of 7,000 Piastres (like so many 
other things) is not copied by him 
from Scholz, who was there in 
A.D. 1821; p. 197.—The following 
list of the Catholic convents now 
connected with that of Jerusalem, 
is from the same authority: Beth¬ 

VoL. 11. 

lehem; St. John’s in the Desert, an 
hour and a half S. W. of Jerusa¬ 
lem ; Ramleh, Yafa, Haifa, ’Akka, 
Nazareth, Sidon, Beirut, Tripolis, 
Larissa, Aleppo, Damascus, and 
one on Mount Lebanon; also in 
Alexandria, Rosetta, and Cairo in 
Egypt; and in Larnaka and Nico¬ 
sia on the island of Cyprus. In 
Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Naza¬ 
reth, half the monks are Italians 
and half Spaniards ; in Yafa, Ram¬ 
leh, and St. John, they are all 
Spaniards ; and in the other con¬ 
vents all Italians. The whole 
number of monks is about two hun¬ 
dred. 

12 
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ers, all Greeks by birth, mostly from the Archipelago, 

speaking only the Greek language. There are eight 

convents for men, containing in all about sixty monks, 

viz. the great convent of Constantine near the Church 

of the Sepulchre, in which most of the monks and the offi¬ 

cials reside; and those of Demetrius, Theodoras (Ara¬ 

bic Tadrus), George, Michael, Nicolas, Johannes, and 

George in the Jewish quarter. All these minor estab¬ 

lishments are chiefly used for the accommodation of 

pilgrims, and are kept by only one or two monks and 

lay brethren. There are also five convents of Greek 

nuns, containing in all about thirty-five, who are 

foreigners like the monks; viz. those of the Holy Vir¬ 

gin (Panagia, Arabic es-Seideh), Basil, Catharine, 

Euthymius, and another of the Virgin Mary. In the 

vicinity of Jerusalem the Greeks have also the convents 

of the Holy Cross (Deir el-Musiillabeh) about three 

quarters of an hour W. S. W of the city; that of Mar 

Elyas towards Bethlehem ; one at the Grotto of the 

Nativity at Bethlehem; and the renowned monastery 

of Mar Saba, founded about the beginning of the sixth 

century, and situated on the continuation of the valley 

of the Kidron, as it runs off to the Dead Sea. 

All these Greek convents in and around the city 

are under the government of three vicars (Arab. Wa- 

kil) of the Patriarch of Jerusalem, who himself resides 

at Constantinople. The present vicars were the Greek 

bishops of Lydda, Nazareth, and Kerak (Petra). They 

were assisted by the bishops of Gaza, Nabulus, es-Salt 

(i. e. Philadelphia), and Sebaste; who with the Archi¬ 

mandrites form a council. The vicars, with the con¬ 

currence of the council, appoint the superiors of the 

several convents; and all the priests within these 

dioceses are ordained at Jerusalem. Indeed all the 

bishops above named live there permanently, in the 

great convent near the Church of the Sepulchre. The 
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Greek bishop of ’Akka alone was said to reside in his 
own diocese.1 

The Armenians have their large monastery on 

Mount Zion, said to he the wealthiest in the city, with 

the splendid church of St. James. Not far off is a 

convent of Armenian nuns, called ez-Zeituny. Out¬ 

side of the city, on Mount Zion, the pretended house of 

Caiaphas serves as a smaller convent and is occupied 

by monks.2 The Armenians are for the most part 

not natives; and those not attached to the convents, 

are usually merchants. 

The Coptic Christians consist only of monks in 

their convent of es-Sultan, situated on the north side of 

the pool of Hezekiah. At the time of our visit, it had 

just been rebuilt.3 There is also a convent of the 

Abyssinians; and we were likewise told of one be¬ 

longing to the Jacobite Syrians.4 

Of these Christian sects, the Greeks, Latins, Arme¬ 

nians, and Copts, have their own Chapels in the Church 

of the Holy Sepulchre; and the three former have 

also convents or dwellings within the walls of the 

church, for the monks who are shut up here to per¬ 

form the regular offices day and night.5 Along the 

walls of the circular church around the Sepulchre 

itself, are niches with altars for several of the minor 

sects; as the Abyssinians, Jacobites, Nestorians, Ma- 

ronites, and others; but their service is performed in 

these chapels only occasionally. It is well known 

that a deep hatred exists among all these possessors 

1) Scholz, p. 205. The prece- 5) These monks are confined 
ding information respecting the to the church, provisions being 
Greek Christians and convents was brought to them daily from their 
obtained from intelligent natives of respective convents. The Latin 
that persuasion. monks are relieved every three 

2) See above, Vol. I. pp. 538, months. In 1837, there was only 
539. one Copt thus residing in the 

3) See Vol. I. p. 488. church. Salzbacher, Vol. II. pp. 
4) Scholz, p. 275. 77, 82. 
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of the Holy Sepulchre towards each other. Especially 

is this the case between the Greeks and Latins; in 

whom it seems to be irreconcileable, and gives occa¬ 

sion for constant intrigues and bitter complaints on 

either side. The Greeks have indeed the advantage 

in their greater cunning; in the far greater number of 

their pilgrims; and in their proximity to the regions 

whence their resources are derived. They are con¬ 

sequently enabled to prosecute their purposes more 

systematically and with greater effect. During the 

wars in Europe the Latins were comparatively forgot¬ 

ten; their pilgrims dwindled away to nothing; apd 

their resources were in a measure cut off. 

The Greeks took occasion of these circumstances 

to get possession by degrees of many of the holy places, 

in and around the churches of the Sepulchre and at 

Bethlehem, which had formerly been in the hands of 

the Latins; and notwithstanding all the efforts of the 

latter, these have not yet been recovered. Near the 

close of the year 1836, the Prince de Joinville, son of 

the king of France, visited the Holy City; and one of 

the first requests of the Latin fathers was, that the 

influence of the French monarch might be employed 

to recover for them all the sacred places, which the 

Greeks had so unjustly wrested from them ever since 

the crusades. The prince promised his support; and 

a representation is said actually to have been made 

by the French cabinet to the Turkish court, through 

their ambassador at Constantinople. A firman was 

granted, commanding the Greek patriarch to deliver 

up to the Latins the possession of the sacred places in 

question; but still the Greek spirit of intrigue was 

able to evade the execution. A timely present of 

some 500 purses1 to the governor of Syria, is said to 

1) A purse is equivalent to 500 Piastres, or about 25 Spanish dollars. 
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have stayed all proceedings. Further negotiations 

were set on foot at Constantinople; hut they appear 

to have led to no result.1 

The kings of France have ever been the protectors 

of the Catholics in the East; and the French ambas¬ 

sador at Constantinople has always acted, and still 

acts, as their patron and advocate with the Porte. 

When we were in Jerusalem a splendid salver of gold 

for the presentation of the host, had just arrived, a 

present from the Queen of the French to the convent. 

They possess also the portrait of king Louis Philip, 

a gift from himself. 

Formerly all the Christians of Jerusalem paid their 

taxes to the government through their respective con¬ 

vents ; that is to say, the monasteries became the 

collectors of the taxes; a system which gave oppor¬ 

tunity for great extortion on the part of the convents. 

The Egyptian government has done away this system; 

and apportions and collects its own taxes from all the 

Christian sects, except the Latins. For these the 

Latin convent pays the Khardj or extra tax for 

Christians ; they being very poor. No Firdeh or or¬ 

dinary capitation-tax is paid by any of the inhabitants 

of Jerusalem, whether Muslims, Christians, or Jews; 

because it is regarded as a sacred place, and because 

of the poverty of the people. The inhabitants of the 

villages pay the Firdeh, as well as the Kharaj and 

other taxes.2—At the same time, the Pasha of Egypt 

has abolished all the tolls and tribute which under the 

name of el-Ghufr were formerly so oppressive to the 

1) Salzbacher II. p. 98, seq.— 
In all such questions the Egyptian 
government declines to interfere; 
and gravely refers the parties to 
the Sultan at Constantinple, as the 
highest tribunal. 

2) The Firdeh is a tax laid 
upon every male inhabitant from 

15 years upwards; varying from 
15 to 500 Piastres, according to the 
supposed ability of the individual. 
The Khardj is a similar extra tax 
on Christians and Jews,—a species 
of toleration-tax. Compare Dr. 
Bowring’s Report- on Syria, p. 
112. 
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pilgrims and traveller. Even the entrance-money, 

which for so many centuries was paid for admission to 

the Church of the Sepulchre, is in like manner done 

away. 

From these facts, however, it must not he inferred, 

that the exactions of the Pasha are in themselves less 

oppressive than those of the Sultan. The preference 

lies rather in the more equal manner in which the ex¬ 

tortions are now conducted. The burdens to be 

endured are more definitely known; and no distinc¬ 

tion is made, as formerly, between the Christian and 

the Mussulman. Yet the whole mode of proceeding, 

as well as*the enormous amount of taxation, is suffi¬ 

ciently oppressive; as we had abundant occasion to 

see in the course of our subsequent journies. While 

we were at Jerusalem, the value of the Turkish gold 

coins of twenty Piastres, which had always been the 

common currency of the country, was by a decree of 

the Egyptian government at once cut down to 17i 

Piastres, a loss of nearly fourteen per cent. It would 

be natural to suppose, that a measure of this sort 

would have been fixed to go into operation on a par¬ 

ticular day; and that this day would have been pub¬ 

licly made known. Yet nothing of the kind took 

place. The measure was proclaimed on different days 

in different places, and in each went immediately into 

operation. In Beirut and in Yafa, it was known and 

acted upon for nearly a fortnight before it was pro¬ 

claimed in Jerusalem. It was said that the authorities 

of the latter city had a large quantity of this coin on 

hand, of which they wished first to rid themselves by 

paying it away at its full value. The consequence 

was the greatest confusion among the tradesmen, and 

the impossibility of guarding against loss. 

The Bazars have been already alluded to, as situ¬ 

ated in the middle of the city, on and near the princi- 
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pal street running N. to the Damascus Gate. They 

consist of two or three narrow lanes roofed over, with 

open shops on each side, occupied by merchants and 

sedentary artisans. They appeared not to be well 

furnished, even for an oriental city. The markets are 

supplied by the peasants from the neighbouring vil¬ 

lages. There seemed to he no gardens of any impor¬ 

tance round about the city; except those below 

Siloam. Wheat would appear not to grow well 

around Jerusalem, but is brought from other quarters. 

In one of our journies northward, we met a small 

caravan of camels belonging to Bethlehem, loaded with 

wheat from Nabulus. The exhausted situation of the 

country arising from the maintenance of an immense 

army, the forced export of wheat to Egypt, and the 
general discouragement to labour and enterprise, have 

naturally caused an enormous increase in the cost of 

the necessaries of life. In 1838 the cost of living in 

Jerusalem had become threefold. To this succeeded 

plague, which has prevailed more or less ever since ; 

and then the suspense and miseries of actual war; so 

that the prices of provisions, as I am informed, had in 

1839 advanced to the quadruple of what they were 

only four or five years since. 

Jerusalem has few manufactures; and no exports, 

except what is carried away by the pilgrims. The 

manufacture of soap is one of the principal. For this 

there are nine establishments, which appear to have 

been long in existence. The mounds of ashes which 

they have thrown out at some distance from the city 

on the North, have almost the appearance of natural 

hills. At Easter large quantities of perfumed soap 

are said to be sold to the pilgrims.1 Oil of sesame is 

made to a considerable extent; for this there are nine 

1) Comp. Turner, Vol. II. p. 265. 
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presses. There is also a large tannery for leather, 

just by the eastern entrance to the court before the 

Church of the Sepulchre. All these establisments are 

private property, not controlled by the government; 

and are in the hands of the Muslims. 

The chief articles manufactured by the Christians, 

both here and at Bethlehem, are rosaries, crucifixes, 

models of the Holy Sepulchre, and the like, carved in 

olive-wood, the fruit of the I)bin-palm said to be 

brought from Mecca, mother of pearl, or sometimes in 

the species of black shining stone found near the Dead 

Sea. Some of these are neatly executed. The con¬ 

course of pilgrims at Easter converts the city into a 

sort of toy-shop or fair; and immense quantities of 

these tokens are carried away, after having been duly 

consecrated by the priests. Merchants also resort 

hither at that season from Damascus and other places, 

bringing their wares of various kinds ; so that the 

whole city then wears an air of bustle and business, 

strikingly in contrast with its stillness and listlessness 

during the remainder of the year. The wares find a 

ready sale among the pilgrims ; and the annual Easter 

fair of Jerusalem is relatively not much less important, 

than those of Leipzig and Frankfort. 

IV. CLIMATE. 

The climate of the mountainous tract on which 
i 

Jerusalem is situated, differs from that of the tempe¬ 

rate parts of Europe and America, more in the alter¬ 

nations of wet and dry seasons, than in the degrees of 

temperature. The variations of rain and sunshine, 

which in the West exist throughout the whole year, 

are in Palestine confined chiefly to the latter part of 

autumn and the winter; while the remaining months 

enjoy almost uninterruptedly a cloudless sky. 
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The autumnal rains, the early rains of Scripture, 

usually commence in the latter half of October or 

beginning of November; not suddenly, but by degrees ; 

which gives opportunity for the husbandman to sow 
his fields of wheat and barley. The rains come mostly 

from the West or S. W.1 continuing for two or three 

days at a time, and falling especially during the nights. 

Then the wind chops round to the North or East, and 

several days of fine weather succeed. During the 

months of November and December the rains continue 

to fall heavily; afterwards they return only at 

longer intervals and are less heavy; but at no pe¬ 

riod during the winter do they entirely cease to oc¬ 

cur. Snow often falls in Jerusalem in January and 

February to the depth of a foot or more; hut does not 

usually lie long.2 The ground never freezes; but Mr. 

Whiting had seen the pool back of his house (Heze- 

kiah’s) covered with thin ice for one or two days. 

Rain continues to fall more or less through the 

month of March, but is rare after that period. Du¬ 

ring the present season, there had been little or none 

in March, and indeed the whole quantity of rain had 

been less than usual. Nor is there at the present day 

any particular periods of rain, or succession of showers, 

which might be regarded as distinct rainy seasons. The 

whole period from October to March now constitutes 

only one continued season of rain, without any regular¬ 

ly intervening term of prolonged fair weather. Unless 

therefore there has been some change in the climate 

since the times of the New Testament, the earlv and the 

latter rains, for which the husbandman waited with 

1) Luke xii. 54, u When ye see 2) So Shaw in 1722. Brown 
a cloud rise out of the west, near the close of the century found 
straightway ye say, There com- here very deep snow for several 
eth a shower ; and so it is.” These days. Comp. Scholz, p. 138. The 
words were spoken by our Lord at information in the text is derived 
Jerusalem. from our resident friends. 

Vol. II. 13 
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longing, seem rather to have implied the first showers 

of autumn, which revived the parched and thirsty earth 

and prepared it for the seed; and the later showers of 

spring, which continued to refresh and forward both 

the ripening crops and the vernal products of the 

fields.1 

During the whole winter the roads, or rather 

tracks, in Palestine, are muddy, deep and slippery; so 

that the traveller at this season is subjected to the ut¬ 

most discomfort and inconvenience. When the rains 

cease, the mud soon disappears, and the roads become 

hard, though never smooth. Whoever therefore wishes 

to profit most by a journey in Palestine, will take care 

not to arrive at Jerusalem earlier than the latter part 

of March. During the months of April and May, the 

sky is usually serene, the air mild and balmy, and the 

face of nature, after seasons of ordinary rain, still green 

and pleasant to the eye. Showers occur occasionally; 

but they are mild and refreshing. On the 1st of May 

we experienced showers in the city; and at evening 

there was thunder and lightning, (which are frequent 

in winter,) with pleasant and reviving rain. The 6th 

of May was also remarkable for thunder and for sev¬ 

eral showers, some of which wrere quite heavy. The 

rains of both these days extended far to the North; 

and overtook our missionary friends who wrere return¬ 

ing from Jerusalem to Beirut. But the occurrence of 

rain so late in the season, was regarded as a very 

unusual circumstance. Morning mists however are 

occasionally seen at a still later period. 

In ordinary seasons, from the cessation of the show¬ 

ers in spring until their commencement in October or 

November, rain never falls, and the sky is usually 

serene. If during the winter there has been a suf- 

1) James v. 7. Prov. xvi. 15. 
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ficiency of rain, the husbandman is certain of his crop; 

and is also perfectly sure of fine weather for the in¬ 

gathering of the harvest.1 The high elevation of Jeru¬ 

salem secures it the privilege of a pure atmosphere; 

nor does the heat of summer ever become oppressive, 

except during the occasional prevalence of the South 

wind, or Sirocco.2 During our sojourn from April 

14th to May 6th, the thermometer ranged at sunrise 

from 44° to 64° F., and at 2 P. M. from 60° to 79° F. 

This last degree of heat was felt during a Sirocco, April 

30th. From the 10th to the 13th of June at Jerusalem, 

we had at sunrise a range from 56° to 74°; and at 2 

P. M. once 86°, with a strong N. W. wind. Yet the 

air was fine, and the heat not burdensome. The nights 

are uniformly cool, often with a heavy dew; and our 

friends had never had occasion to dispense with a cov¬ 

erlet upon their beds during summer. Yet the total 

absence of rain soon destroys the verdure of the fields; 

and gives to the whole landscape the aspect of drought 

and barrenness. The only green thing which remains 

is the foliage of the scattered fruit-trees, and occa¬ 

sional vineyards and fields of millet. The deep green 

of the broad fig-leaves and of the millet, is delightful 

to the eye in the midst of the general aridness; while 

the foliage of the olive, with its dull grayish hue, 

scarcely deserves the name of verdure. 

The harvest upon the mountains ripens of course 

later than in the plains of the Jordan and the sea- 

coast. The barley-harvest precedes the wheat-har¬ 

vest by a week or fortnight. On the 4th and 5th of 

June the people of Hebron were just beginning to 

1) “ Snow in summer and rain rome’s Commentary upon the pag- 
in harvest” were things incompre- sage. 
hensible to a Hebrew ; Prov. xxvi. 2) Luke xii. 55. “ And when 
1. Rain in wheat-harvest occur- ye see the south wind blow, ye 
red only by a miracle ; 1 Sam. xii. say, There will be heat; and it 
17. Compare Amos iv. 7, and Je- cometh to pass.” 
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gather their wheat; on the 11th and 12th the thresh¬ 

ing-floors on the Mount of Olives were in full opera¬ 

tion. We had already seen the harvest in the same 

stage of progress on the plains of Gaza on the 19th of 

May; while at Jericho, on the 12th of May, the thresh¬ 

ing-floors had nearly completed their work. The first 

grapes ripen in July; and from that time until No¬ 

vember, Jerusalem is abundantly supplied with this 

delicious fruit. The general vintage takes place in 

September. We found ripe apricots at Gaza in May; 

and they are probably brought to Jerusalem, though 

I do not recollect to have seen any there. The fine 

oranges of Yafa were found in abundance both at 

Jerusalem and Hebron. 

In autumn the whole land has become dry and 

parched; the cisterns are nearly empty; the few 

streams and fountains fail; and all nature, physical 

and animal, looks forward with longing to the return 

of the rainy season. Mists and clouds begin to make 

their appearance, and showers occasionally to fall; 

the husbandman sows his seed; and the thirsty earth 

is soon drenched with an abundance of rain. 

V. BETHANY. 

It was on one of the last days of our stay at Jeru¬ 

salem, (June 11th,) that mounting the spirited mules 

we had engaged for our journey northwards, and 

accompanied by our friend Mr. Lanneau, we rode out 

to Bethany. Passing along the wall from the Damas¬ 

cus Gate to that of St. Stephen’s, we then descended 

and crossed the bridge in the valley, and followed the 

camel road which ascends obliquely the side of the 

Mount of Olives back of the village of Siloam, and 

crosses the ridge at a lower spot some distance South 

of the summit. It then winds N. around the head of 
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a Wady running off S. E. and after crossing another 
lower ridge, passes on towards Jericho. Here, on the 
eastern slope, (strictly of the Mount of Olives,) in a 
shallow Wady, lies the village of Bethany; in a direc¬ 
tion about E. S. E. from Jerusalem. We reached it 
in three quarters of an hour from the Damascus Gate. 
This gives a distance of a little less than two Roman 
miles from the eastern part of the city; corresponding 
well to the fifteen furlongs of the Evangelist.1 On the 
W. N. W. is a hill partially separated from the higher 
ridge of the Mount of Olives by a deep valley ; the 
head of which we went round in returning over the 
summit of the mount. Just South of the village is a 
very deep and narrow Wady or ravine running down 
towards the East; and on its further side on higher 
ground, S. E. from Bethany, about one third of a mile 
distant, is seen the deserted village of Abu Dis. 

Bethany is a poor village of some twenty families ; 
its inhabitants apparently are without thrift or indus- 
trv. In the walls of a few of the houses there are %> 
marks of antiquity,—large hewn stones, some of them 
bevelled; but they have all obviously belonged to 
more ancient edifices, and been employed again and 
again in the construction of successive dwellings or 
other buildings. The monks, as a matter of course, 
show the house of Mary and Martha, that of Simon 
the leper, and the Sepulchre of Lazarus. The latter 
is a deep vault, like a cellar, excavated in the lime¬ 
stone rock in the middle of the village; to which there 
is a descent by twenty-six steps.2 It is hardly neces¬ 
sary to remark, that there is not the slightest proba¬ 
bility of its ever having been the tomb of Lazarus. 
The form is not that of the ancient sepulchres; nor 
does its position accord with the narrative of the New 

1) John xi. 18. there were twenty-two steps; Itin. 
2) In the days of Cotovicus p. 276. 
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Testament, which implies that the tomb was not in 

the town.1 

The Arab name of the village is el-’Aziriyeh, from 

el-’Azir, the Arabic form of Lazarus. The name 

Bethany is unknown among the native inhabitants. 

Yet there is no reason to question the identity of the 

place. The distance from Jerusalem and the situation 

on the road to Jericho are sufficiently decisive. The 

Itin. Hieros. in A. D. 333, already mentions here the 

crypt of Lazarus; and Jerome some seventy years 

later speaks of a church as having been built over it.2 

In the seventh century it is further mentioned by both 

Antoninus Martyr and Arculfus ; at that time the 

church Basilica) wTas standing over the supposed 

sepulchre, and a large monastery had been established.3 

About A. D. 1132, Melisinda, the queen of king 

Fulco of Jerusalem, wishing to found a nunnery over 

which her younger sister Iveta might preside as abbess, 

selected Bethany as the site, and obtained it from the 

canons of the Holy Sepulchre in exchange for Tekoa. 

She then established here a convent of Black nuns 

professing the rule and institutes of St. Benedict,—the 

same order of which her sister was already a member 

in the nunnery of St. Anna in Jerusalem.4 * The new 

convent was more richly endowed than any other in 

Syria ; and for its protection, the queen caused a strong 

tower of hewn stones to be erected at a great expense. 

The buildings were not completed until near the death 

of king Fulco in A. D. 1143. An aged matron of ap¬ 

proved piety was made the first abbess ; who was soon 

succeeded by the high-born Iveta.6 Two centuries 

1) John xi. 31, 38. 
2) Itin. Hieros. ed. Wesseling, 

p. 596. Hieron. Onomasticon, art. 
Bethania. Eusebius does not men¬ 
tion it. 

3) Adamnanus I. 24. 
4) See above, Vol. I. p. 344. 
5) Will. Tyr. XV. 26. Jac. de 

Vitriaco 58. Wilken Gesch. der 
Kreuzz. II. pp. 616, 617. 
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later, this convent was no longer in existence.1 Bro- 

cardus in the thirteenth century does not allude to it; 

and Rudolf de Suchem in the fourteenth speaks only 

of three churches, one of which was used by the Arabs 

as a stall for cattle. In A. D. 1484 Felix Fabri found 

only the church over the Sepulchre of Lazarus; and 

this in the days of Cotovicus had been converted into 

a mosk. Since then the place is often mentioned by 

travellers; and has been gradually falling more and 

more into decay. 

Of the village of Bethphage no trace exists. In 

coming from Jericho our Lord appears to have entered 

it before reaching Bethany ;2 and it probably therefore 

lay near to the latter, a little below it towards the 

East. Of course, it could not well have been where 

Abu Dis now stands ;3 and still less on the spot which 

the monks assign to it, half-way between Bethany and 

the summit of the Mount of Olives, where there is no¬ 

thing to show that a village ever stood. 

We returned to Jerusalem by the somewhat shorter 

route over the summit of Mount Olivet. 

1) Vertot relates, without ci¬ 
ting his authority, that in A. D. 
1254, the pope granted the Castle 
(fortified convent) of Bethany, to 
the Knights Hospitalers ; the nuns 
after the destruction of Jerusalem 
having retired to Europe. His- 
toire des Chev. Hospit. de St. Jean, 
etc. I. p. 400. 

2) Matt. xxi. 1. Luke xix. 29. 
3) Schubert suggests that Abu 

Dis may have been the site of the 

ancient Bahurim ; Reise III. p. 70. 
This of course is a mere conjec¬ 
ture ; though Bahurim was not far 
from Jerusalem, beyond the Mount 
of Olives; 2 Sam. xvi. 5. Joseph. 
Ant. VII. 9. 7. Yet as David 
came to Bahurim on his way to 
the Jordan, after passing over the 
summit of the Mount of Olives, it 
would seem that this place must 
have stood further north than Abu 
Dis. 2 Sam. xvi. 1, 5. 



SECTION IX. 

EXCURSION FROM JERUSALEM TO BETHEL, ETC, 

Haying thus been for several weeks diligently 

occupied in investigating the antiquities and interest¬ 

ing features of the Holy City, the time had now 

arrived, when, according to our plan, it became neces¬ 

sary to extend our researches to other parts of the 

country. We still regarded Jerusalem as our head¬ 

quarters ; as the central point from which to make 

excursions; and by varying our routes in going and 

returning to and from different points, we w7ere ena¬ 

bled to see much more of the country, than would have 

been possible by merely travelling once or twice along 

the same road. Our routes often crossed each other ; 

but I do not recollect that we ever passed for any dis¬ 

tance over the same ground twice, excepting the 

short interval between Jerusalem and Bethlehem, and 

one or two like instances. Three times, for example, 

we were in Hebron ; but in no instance did wre enter 

or leave the town by the same route a second time. 

Before entering upon the account of our further 

travels, I must beg the reader to recall to mind the 

remarks already made upon the mass of foreign 

ecclesiastical tradition, which has been fastened not 

only upon Jerusalem and its environs, but also upon 

the whole country West of the Jordan.1 Besides this, 

1) See the beginning of Sect. VII. Vol. I. p. 371. 
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many travellers have exercised their own discretion, 

(not always the most enlightened,) in assigning the 

ancient Scriptural names of places to such sites as 

they might happen to fall in with or hear of; without 

stopping to inquire, whether some other place might 

not have an equal or better claim to the proposed ap¬ 

pellation.1 Others, and especially the older travellers, 

professedly give a description of the various parts of 

the Holy Land; but in such a way, that it is usually 

difficult and often impossible to distinguish what they 

have actually visited and seen, from that which they 

have only heard or read of, or relate perhaps merely 

from conjecture. Very rarely do they mention the 

modern names of the places, which they thus call only 

by Scriptural appellations; so that when the same 

ancient name has a diversity of application, as is often 

the case, it is only by close attention to minor circum¬ 

stances, that we can determine what modern place is 

meant. Thus, for instance, under the name of Shiloh, 

it is difficult to tell whether a writer is speaking of 

Neby Samwil, or of one of the various other points 

which have been assumed as its site. The true site 

appears to have been visited by no traveller.2 

I have made these observations in order to draw 

the reader’s attention to the confusion and discrepan¬ 

cies which prevail among the books of travels in 

Palestine; and also in order to found upon them this 

1) An instance of this is fur¬ 
nished by Dr. Clarke ; who is very 
much disposed to convert the for¬ 
tress Sanur, (which he writes 
Santorri,) between N&bulus and 
Jenin, into the ancient city of Sa¬ 
maria; because he saw no other 
appropriate site for the latter town 
upon that route. Yet, as he ad¬ 
mits, Maundrell and others had a 
century before found the name of 
Sebaste (Samaria), and described 
its site upon another route. The 

Vol. II. 14 

same is mentioned by Maunde- 
ville and William of Baldensel in 
the 14th century ; and also by 
several other travellers. Clarke’s 
Travels, etc. 4to. Part II. Vol. I. 
p. 504. 

2) These remarks apply partic¬ 
ularly to the tract of Brocardus, 
the travels of Breydenbach, and 
other like works. Even Cotovicus 
is not wholly free from the same 
fault; and Pococke’s writings must 
be used with great caution. 
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further remark, viz. that if a traveller at the present 

day is unable to find many of the ancient places men¬ 

tioned and described by earlier writers, the reason 

often lies not in his own ill-success ; but in the fact, 

that those writers have described places which they 

never visited, and which in all probability no longer 

existed in their day. 

As a preparation for our further journies in Pales¬ 

tine, my companion had taken great pains to collect 

from various quarters the native names of all the 

places in those parts which we hoped to visit. This 

practice he had commenced so early as the year 1834, 

during a journey through Hauran and the northern 

parts of Syria; and had afterwards continued it with 

express reference to our proposed investigations in 

Palestine. In Jerusalem itself, there was frequent 

opportunity of making the acquaintance of intelligent 

Sheikhs and other persons from the towns and villages 

in that and other districts; and they were in general 

ready to communicate all they knew respecting the 

places in their own neighbourhood. This mode of ob¬ 

taining information we preferred to a direct applica¬ 

tion to the government; not wishing in any way to 

awaken distrust or risk a denial. The lists of names 

thus made out, were in some respects more complete 

than any which the government could have furnished; 

inasmuch as the latter has to do only with inhabited 

towns and villages, while our attention was directed 

in at least as great a degree to the deserted sites and 

ruined places of which the country is so full. The 

lists thus obtained were afterwards enlarged and cor¬ 

rected by our own observations and further inquiries; 

and subsequently revised and copied out by my com¬ 

panion. In this form, although far from complete, 

they are nevertheless more so than any thing of the 

kind which has hitherto been attempted in Palestine 
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and Syria; and by the advice of eminent scholars they 

are subjoined in the Second Appendix to the present 

work. They are to be regarded only as the first step 

towards a collection, which may hereafter become of 

great importance to biblical geographers. 

Our first excursion from Jerusalem was towards the 

N. E. into a region which, so far as I know, has never 

been visited by any Frank traveller. We returned on 

the second day by a more western and better known 

route. Our friends had heard, that villages existed in 

that quarter, bearing names which might be regarded 

as the Arabic forms of Anathoth, Gibeah, and Bethel; 

but none of them had ever yet visited these places. 

They had however become acquainted in Jerusalem 

with some of the native Christian priests from Taiyi- 

beh, a large village three hours or more N. E. of el- 

Bireh, and from Ram-Allah, another village just west 

of the latter place. It was therefore proposed that 

some of our friends should join us in the excursion, in 

order that while they thus afforded us countenance 

and aid, they might also return the visits of the priests, 

and awaken in them an interest for the distribution 

of books and the diffusion of instruction. The party, 

as at length made up, consisted of Messrs. Lanneau, 

JVicolayson, Paxton,1 and ourselves; in all six per¬ 

sons, besides one of our servants. We were all on 

horseback, with an extra mule for the tent and bag- 

1) The Rev. J. D. Paxton, also connected with any Mission.—In 
an American, resided for nearly his Letters, Mr. Paxton makes no 
two years at Beirut, and has since allusion to his excursion with us; 
published a work entitled : Letters but introduces the names of the 
on Palestine and Egypt, written places which he now saw for the 
during a residence there in the first time, into a letter dated Oct. 
years 1836-7-8. Lexington, Ky. 1S36 ; thus leaving upon the mind 
1839, 8vo. Reprinted Lond. 1839. of the reader the impression, that 
This gentleman married the widow he became acquainted with them 
of Dr. Dodge, a former missionary nearly two years earlier. Lett, 
in Syria; but was not himself XV. p. 169. Lond. 
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gage, and two attendants (Mukarin, muleteers) on 

foot, who had charge of the animals.1 

Friday, May &th. We intended to have set off 

this morning with the rising sun; hut the arrange¬ 

ments for a large party delayed us; so that it was 

seven o’clock before all was ready. Then occurred 

various other delays; some of the party went out at 

St. Stephen’s gate, and others by that of Damascus; 

and it was not until 7\ o’clock that we mustered 

at the N. E. corner of the city-wall and took our de¬ 

parture. The road descends obliquely into the Valley 

of Jehoshaphat, and then crosses the ridge extending 

between the Mount of Olives and Scopus, at a point 

just at the left of the northern summit of the former. 

We reached the top of the ridge in twenty-five min¬ 

utes. This point, and more especially the adjacent 

summit, presents, I think, the finest view of Jerusalem 

anywhere to be found. The city is seen diagonally ; 

and the view thus includes the Great Mosk and the 

deep valley, which are not seen so well from the Da¬ 

mascus road; while, at the same time, the domes and 

minarets are here exhibited to the eye with far better 

effect than from the other summit of Olivet. The 

Dead Sea was also visible, and the little village 

el-’Isawiyeh in a valley below us about a quarter of 

an hour distant, bearing N. 70° E. Far in the North 

was the high village er-Ram, the ancient Ramah, on 

the East of the Nabulus road. Before us was a wide 

prospect of broken hills and vallies, extending to the 

plain of the Jordan. 

Our course thus far had been N. 25° E. The way 

now became more winding, but in the general direc¬ 

tion N. E. We lost sight of Jerusalem, and descend- 

1) The Muk&ry is indiscrimi- driver of camels, horses, asses, 
nately the owner or provider and mules, etc. 
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ing rather steeply came in twenty minutes to the 

bottom of Wady es-Suleim, here running E. by S. to 

join Wady Sidr further dowm, and afterwards the 

Farah. In the same direction we were told of the 

mins of a convent, called Deir es-Sidd. We thus left 

el-’Isawiyeh on the right behind a ridge; and cross¬ 

ing the valley obliquely, ascended another ridge skirt¬ 

ing it on the North; beyond which runs also a deep 

parallel valley, called Wady es-Selam. We kept 

along upon this ridge, which becomes gradually wider; 

and at 8f o’clock reached ’Anata, situated on the same 

broad ridge at the distance of one hour and a quarter 

from Jerusalem. There can be no question that this 

is the ancient Anathoth, the birth-place of the prophet 

Jeremiah; which Josephus describes as twenty stadia 

distant from Jerusalem, and which Eusebius and Je¬ 

rome also place in the tribe of Benjamin about three 

miles from the same city towards the North.1 Eccle¬ 

siastical tradition, as is well known, has selected for 

Anathoth another site, at the village of Kuryet el- 

’Enab on the road to Ramleh, a distance of three hours 

from Jerusalem.2 

’Anata seems to have been once a walled town 

and a place of strength; but I do not find it directly 

mentioned by any writer since the days of Jerome/? 

Portions of the wall remain, built of large hewn 

stones, and apparently ancient; as are also the foun¬ 

dations of some of the houses. One of our party found 

the fragments of a column or two among the ruins. 

1) Jer. i. 1, et Hieron. Comm. 3) Brocardus indeed mentions 
in loc. “ qui habitabant contra Anathoth, but places it close by 
septentrionalem Jerusalem in ter- Ramah of Benjamin; c. VII. p. 
tio miliaro et viculo Anathoth.” 179. He had probably heard of 
Onomast. art. Anathoth. Joseph. the name ’Anata, without knowing 
Ant. X. 7. 3. See the other au- its exact position. Breydenbach 
thorities collected by Reland, Pal- copies Brocardus. In like manner 
aest. p. 561. Nau has merely the passing re- 

23 Adrichomius, p. 14. Coto- mark, that Anathoth lies a league 
vicus, p. 146. Quaresmius II. p. 15. east of Jerusalem j Voyage, p. 49. 
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The houses are few, and the people seemed poor and 

miserable, amounting only to a few scores. The vil¬ 

lage lies where the broad ridge slopes off gradually 

towards the S. E. On this side are tilled fields; and 

we had passed several others on our way. The grain 

was still standing; the time of harvest not having yet 

come. Fig-trees and olive-trees are also scattered 

around. From the vicinity of ;Anata a favourite 

species of building-stone is carried to Jerusalem ; and 

we met several troops of donkies loaded in this man¬ 

ner with the materials of future dwellings; a hewn 

stone being slung upon each side of the poor animal. 

Larger stones are transported on camels. 

From this point there is an extensive view over 

the whole eastern slope of the mountainous tract of 

Benjamin ; including also the valley of the Jordan 

and the northern part of the Dead Sea. The region 

before us was that alluded to by the prophet Isaiah, 

near the end of the tenth chapter, where the approach 

of Sennichc^rib towards Jerusalem is described; and 

from the' spot where we now stood, several of the 

places there mentioned were visible. Thus er-Ram 

(Ramah) bore N. N. W. on its conical hill; and Jeba’ 

(Gibeah) was before us, bearing N. 10° E. The 

nearest village was Hizmeh N. 20° E., and far in the 

distance we could distinguish Taiyibeh lying N. N. E. 

i N. on a lofty hill, which was to be the limit of our 

excursion. 

The whole tract over which we were now about 

to pass, is made up of a succession of deep rugged val- 

lies running towards the East; with broad ridges of 

uneven table-land between, often broken and some¬ 

times rising into high points. These terminate towards 

the East in high cliffs overhanging the plain of the 

Jordan. I have already remarked, that the great 

northern road from Jerusalem to Nabulus passes along 
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the water-shed of the mountainous country; where 

the heads of the vallies running off in opposite direc¬ 

tions often interlap.1 Our present road lay at some 

distance further East; so that the vallies, where we 

crossed them, had now become very deep. The sides 

of these Wadys indeed are here so steep and high, that 

in descending into them, we were usually obliged to 

dismount from our horses. The whole district is a 

mass of limestone rock; which everywhere juts out 

above the surface, and imparts to the whole land an 

aspect of sterility and barrenness. Yet wherever soil is 
found among the rocks, it is strong and fertile ; fields 

of grain are seen occasionally; and fig-trees and olive- 

trees are planted everywhere among the hills. Lower 

down the slope, towards the Jordan valley, all is a 

frightful desert. 

With some difficulty we obtained a guide at ’Anata 

to conduct us to Taiyibeh. Our object in this was not 

so much to learn the way; for that was tolerably 

plain ; but rather to have a person always at hand, of 

whom we could inquire respecting the various villages 

and features of the country as they came into view. 

We continued this practice during our future journies, 

so far as possible; and found it generally necessary 

to obtain a new guide at the end of every few miles; 

inasmuch as the peasants, though well acquainted 

with the immediate neighbourhood of their own vil¬ 

lages, seldom know much of the country at a distance 

from their homes. 

Our route now led us to Hizmeli. Leaving ’Anata 

at 9h 10', we descended very steeply in ten minutes to 

the bottom of Wady es-Selam, which, with the Suleim, 

runs into Wady el-Farah further down. Crossing a 

low ridge and a small shallow Wady, we ascended 

again more gradually, and came at 9h 50' to Hizmeh, 

i) See above, Vol. I. p. 380. 
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situated on the top of the next high ridge, with a deep 

valley on the North. Its position is similar to that of 

’Anata; though the ridge is not so high. The village 

is about as large as ’ Anata, and was now deserted; 

the inhabitants having about two months before all 

fled across the Jordan to escape the conscription, leav¬ 

ing their fields of wheat and their olive and fig-trees 

with none to attend them. The houses are solidly 

built of stone; but we saw here no appearance of an¬ 

tiquity ; nor do I know of any ancient name to which 

the form Hizmeh corresponds. 

Here, as on all the high points we crossed, there 

was a wide view over the whole slope quite to the 

Jordan and its valley, including the Dead Sea and the 

eastern mountains. We could trace the course of the 

Jordan by the green trees along its banks. The trans¬ 

parency of the atmosphere rendered distant objects 

very distinct; so that the plain of the Jordan seem¬ 

ed not more than two hours distant, though its real 

distance was not less than four or five hours. In that 

direction we could see Wady el-Farah as it ran off 

towards the plain, bearing S. 85° E.1 From this 

point er-Rambore N. 55° W.; and Jeba’, the next vil¬ 

lage on our route, due North. A high conical hill 

near the Nabulus road, called Tell el-Ffil, with a large 

heap of stones upon the top, was everywhere a sightly 

object, and bore from Hizmeh S. 70° W. 

Leaving Hizmeh at 10 o’clock, it took us again ten 

minutes to descend into the deep valley on the North, 

which I suppose to be the Farah. Here are enclosures 

of fig-trees; and on the projecting point of a low hill at 

the right of the road, are a few ancient walls, some 

1) The name of this Wady meaning c a heifer,’ while the 
might suggest a coincidence with Arabic signifies 1 a mouse.’ We 
the Parah of Benjamin; Josh, xviii. could hear of no village called F&- 
23. But these names come from rah, as related by Buckingham, 
different roots ; the Hebrew word Travels, 4to. p. 312. 
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broad as if for terraces, and others apparently foun¬ 

dations ; but there are not enough of them to be re¬ 

garded as the ruins of a town or village. Our guide 

called them Ma’dad. Ascending again, we now came 

out upon the table-land of the next ridge, and reached 

Jeba’ at 10h 40'. It lies upon a low conical, or rather 

a round, eminence on the broad ridge, which shelves 

down like all the rest toward the Jordan valley, and 

spreads out below the village into a fine sloping plain 

with fields of grain now in the milk. The views of 

the Dead Sea and Jordan and of the eastern moun¬ 

tains were here still more extensive; while across the 

deep ravine on the North we could see the next village 

on our route, Mukhinas, the ancient Michmash, lying 

directly overagainst Jeba7 in a direction about N. E. 

The village of Jeba5 is small, about the size of 

those already described; and is half in ruins. Among 

these are occasionally seen large hewn stones indicating 

antiquity. There is here the ruin of a square tower, 

almost solid; and a small building having the appear¬ 

ance of an ancient church. Two nights before our 

visit, robbers had entered the village ; and breaking 

into the houses of the principal inhabitants, wounded 

them with swords. To-day the men were all out on 

the search; and we found only women. 

Besides Mukhmas, we could here see several other 

villages, viz. Deir Diwan N. by E. Taiyibeh N. 20° 

E. Burka lying this side of Deir Diwan N. 9° W. 

el-Kudeirah N. 3° E. Rummon N. N. E.|E. This 

latter village forms a remarkable object in the land¬ 

scape ; being situated on and around the summit of a 

conical chalky hill, and visible in all directions. There 

can be little doubt of its being the identical rock 

Rimmon, to which the remnant of the Benjamites fled 

after the slaughter of the tribe at Gibeah. A place of 

this name is also mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome, 

Vql. II. 15 
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as existing in their day fifteen miles north of Jerusa¬ 

lem.1 
In respect to Jeba’ itself, I was for some time in 

doubt, whether it is to be regarded as the ancient 

Gibeah of Saul, or as the Geba of the Scriptures. 

Both these places are described as lying overagainst 

Michmash towards the South, across a “passage;” 

which now proves to have been a very deep and rugged 

valley.2 Gibeah also was situated near to Hamah ;3 and 

it would follow that Geba must have lain somewhat 

further down towards the East upon the same high 

ridge of land. Ramah (er-Ram) still lies about half 

an hour nearly West of Jeba’; but is not visible from 

it on account of intervening higher ground. The name 

Jeba’ corresponds indeed more directly to the form 

Geba; and did there exist any traces of an ancient 

site between the present Jeba? and er-Ram, I should 

have had no hesitation in regarding that as the site of 

Gibeah of Saul, and making Jeba’ and Geba identical. 

This point we could not now investigate; but at a 

subsequent period (May 15th) we examined carefully 

the ground between er-Ram and Jeba’, and were con¬ 

vinced that no town or village had ever existed in that 

quarter. The surface is mostly covered over with 

rocks; and not a trace of foundations anywhere ap¬ 

pears. There remains therefore little doubt, that the 

present Jeba’ represents the Gibeah of Benjamin ; and 

it is not improbable that future search may discover 

the foundations of Geba further down, although the 

1) Judg. xx. 45, 47. xxi. 13. 
Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. art. 
Rernmon. 

2) So Gibeah, 1 Sam. xiii. 15, 
16. xiv. 4. Geba, Isa. x. 29.—As 
these two names are only the 
masc. and fem. form of the same 
word, signifying c hill,’ they have 
sometimes been supposed to refer 

only to one and the same place. 
But that there were two distinct 
places is evident from Josh, xviii. 
24, comp. vs. 28. 1 Sam. xiii. 2, 
comp. vs. 3. Isa. x. 39.—See gener¬ 
ally, Reland Palaest. pp. 801, 810. 
Gesenius Lex. Heb. art. 

Thesaur. art. 

3) Judg. xix. 13, 14. 
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name has perished. Indeed, one of our guides after¬ 

wards assured us, that such ruins actually exist to the 

eastward of Jeba’; but it was then no longer in our 

power to seek them out, or ascertain the truth of his 
report. 

Gibeah is often mentioned in Scripture. Here was 

the seat of an abominable transaction, which led in 

its consequences to the almost total destruction of the 

tribe of Benjamin.1 Saul was born here, and con¬ 

tinued to make Gibeah his residence after he became 

king; and here too was the scene of Jonathan’s ro¬ 

mantic adventure against the Philistines.2 It was in 

Gibeah that the Gibeonites hanged up the seven 

descendants of Saul; and this was followed by the 

touching maternal tenderness of Rizpah, who “ took 

sackcloth and spread it for her upon the rock, from 

the beginning of harvest until water dropped upon 

them out of heaven, and suffered neither the birds of 

the air to rest upon them by day, nor the beasts of the 

field by night.”3 Jerome mentions Gibeah as being in 

his day level with the ground ;4 and since that time it 

appears to have remained unvisited by travellers. 

Benjamin of Tudela indeed speaks of it, and Brocardus 

probably had heard the name of Jeba’, which he calls 

Gabaa Saulis; but neither of them knew its exact 
position.5 

We left Jeba’ at llh 10 for Mukhmas. The de¬ 

scent into the valley was steeper and longer than any 

of the preceding. The path led down obliquely, and 

1) Judg. xix. 14, seq. 
2) Saul, 1 Sam. x. 26. xi. 4. 

xv. 34. xxiii. 19. xxvi. 1. Jonathan, 
1 Sam. c. xiv. 

3) 2 Sam. xxi. 6-10. 
4) Ep. 86, ad Eustoch. Tom. 

IV. ii. p. 673. ed. Mart. “ In Gabaa 
urbe, usque ad solum diruta, pau- 
lulum substitit, recordata peccati 
ejus,” etc.—Schubert sought for 

Gibeah and also Anathoth just N. 
of Jerusalem, near the usual N&- 
bulus road. No wonder he found 
no traces of their sites. Reise II. 
pp. 581, 583. 

5) Benj. de Tud. par Barat. p. 
102. Brocardus, c. VII. p. 178. 
Cotovicus mistook er-R&m for Gi¬ 
beah ; Itin. p. 331. 
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we reached the bottom in half an hour. It is called 

Wady es-Suweinit. It begins in the neighbourhood 

of Beitin and el-Bireh; and as it breaks through the 

ridge below these places, its sides form precipitous 

walls. On the right, about a quarter of an hour below 

where we crossed, it again contracts and passes off 

between high perpendicular precipices, which (our 

guide said) continue a great way down and increase 

in grandeur. In one of them is a large cavern called 

Jaihah. This Wady was said to run into another 

called the Fuwar coming more from the North, which 

receives also the Farah and then empties into Wady 

el-Kelt. This latter issues out upon the plain not far 

from Jericho. We doubted at the time the correct¬ 

ness of this information; but our own subsequent 

observations tended to confirm it. 

This steep precipitous valley is probably “ the pas¬ 

sage of Michmash,” mentioned in Scripture.1 In the 

valley, just at the left of where we crossed, are two 

hills of a conical or rather a spherical form, having 

steep rocky sides, with small Wadys running up be¬ 

hind each so as almost to isolate them. One is on the 

side towards Jeba’, and the other towards Mukhmas. 

These would seem to be the two rocks mentioned in 

connexion with Jonathan’s adventure f they are not 

indeed so 1 sharp’ as the language of Scripture would 

seem to imply; but they are the only rocks of the 

kind in this vicinity. The northern one is connected 

towards the West with an eminence still more dis¬ 

tinctly isolated. This valley appears to have been at 

a later time, the dividing line between the tribes of 

Benjamin and Ephraim.3 

1) 1 Sam. xiii. 23. Compare Kings xxiii. 8; while Bethel on its 
Isa. x. 29. north side further West was on 

2) 1 Sam. xiv. 4, 5. the southern border of Ephraim; 
3) Geba on the south side of Josh. xvi. 1, 2. xviii. 13. Judg. i. 

this valley was the northern 22-26. 
limit of Judah and Benjamin, 2 
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Crossing the valley obliquely, and ascending with 

difficulty for fifteen minutes, we came upon the slope 

on which Mukhmas stands, a low ridge between two 

small Wadys running S. into the Suweinit; the ground 

rising towards the N. beyond, to the still higher land 

which extends to Deir Diwan. The rocks here by the 

side of the path were cut away in several places. We 

reached the village at 12 o’clock. It was even more 

desolate than Anathoth; but bears marks of having 

been a much larger and stronger place than any of the 

others we had passed. There are many foundations 

of large hewn stones; and some columns were lying 

among them. Here the prospect towards the E. and 

N. is cut off by higher ground. We could look back 

upon Jeba’; and er-Ram bore S. 70° W. 

There seems to be no reason for any doubt as to the 

identity of Mukhmas with the Mich mash of Scripture. 

Eusebius and Jerome describe the latter as a large 

village nine miles distant from Jerusalem, and not far 

from Ramali.1 We were nearly three and a half hours 

in reaching it, over a very rough and difficult road. 

Passing on without stopping, and taking a more 

northerly course, we ascended gradually and soon 

crossed the high broad swell of land before us. We 

now struck upon the eastern side of a narrow but 

deep side-valley running S. into the Suweinit nearly 

at right angles. This we followed up to its head at 

Deir Diwan. Opposite the point where we came upon 

it, at the bottom of the valley, in the steep western 

wall, are several sepulchres excavated in the rock. 

The path keeps along the verge of the high ground, 

gradually approaching the bottom of the valley as the 

latter ascends. At 12h 35' we were opposite the vil- 

1) Onomast. art. Machmas.— Bireh; Brocardus, c. VII. Q,ua- 
The monks have usually transfer- resmius II. p. 7S6. 
red the site of Michmash to el- 
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lage of Burka, bearing W. N. W. across the valley, 

high up on the hill-side, a quarter of an hour distant. 

The high point of Neby Samwil had also been for 

some time in sight, and now bore W. S. W. The vil¬ 

lage of Kudeirah lay N. 18° W. and Deir Diwan N. 

10° E. At 12h 50' the valley had become more shal¬ 

low , and tombs and quarries appeared again in its 

bottom on the left, near the low point of a hill be¬ 

tween the valley and a more western branch. On 

this low hill, as we were afterwards told, there are 

traces of an ancient site, which we explored more 

fully at a later period.1 We reached Deir Diwan at 

lh 05', in an hour and five minutes from Mukhmas. 

This is a large and tolerably wealthy place, com¬ 

pared with all the others we had seen to-day. It lies 

in an uneven rocky basin, at the head of the valley we 

had followed up; and its position is high, although 

shut in by hills. This is shown by the rapid ascent 

of the small Wady from the South; while on the 

North the place is skirted by another very deep and 

rugged valley running towards the East. The decliv¬ 

ities around were now covered with grain, olive and 

fig-trees, all growing among the rocks as before; and 

every thing appeared thrifty. The place is said to 

produce large quantities of figs; and we had hoped 

to have obtained here some of the dried fruit; but 

their stock of it was exhausted. As we rode into the 

town, we were welcomed by a company of twenty or 

thirty men, who conducted us to the flat roof of a 

house, and treated us with great civility. They had 

never before seen a Frank among them. Their vil¬ 

lage, they said, was anciently situated on the low hill 

towards the South, where there are ruins ; and on the 

present site was then a convent. But I apprehend 

1) See under May 14th. 
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that this was nothing more than a mode of account¬ 

ing for the name Deir (convent). There are no marks 

of antiquity about the present village. 

About an hour from Deir Diwan towards the 

Northwest, lies Beitin, the ancient Bethel, not in 

sight; and it follows from the scriptural account and 

from the nature of the country, that the city of Ai¬ 

des! roved by Joshua, must have been somewhere in 

the vicinity of the spot on which we now were.1 

The name however has utterly perished ; we inquired 

diligently after it throughout the whole region, but 

without finding the slightest trace. The city might 

have been situated perhaps upon the site with ruins 

S. of Deir Diwan ; or upon a rocky Tell (hill) bearing 

from the village N. 46° W. and overlooking the deep 

northern valley. Another place of ruins, el-’Alya, 

was also pointed out, bearing N. 50° E. at some dis¬ 

tance across the same valley. But our researches to¬ 

day respecting Ai wnere so unsatisfactory, that we 

renewed them at a 4ater period; though with not 

much better success.2 

From this place Taiyibeh, our next stage, bore N. 

23° E. situated on very high ground. The village of 

Kudeireh bore S. 50° W. er-Ram S. 40° W. Jeba’ S. 

12° W. and Riimmon on its lofty rock E. N. E.JN. 

Having remained for half an hour at Deir Diwan, 

we set off again at lh 35' for Taiyibeh; although our 

guide was very desirous of proceeding directly to Beitin. 

His reason probably was the much shorter distance of 

the latter place. After five minutes we began to de¬ 

scend the very rugged wall of the valley on the North, 

the steepest and longest descent we had yet made. 

The valley here cannot well be less than two hundred 

and fifty or three hundred feet in depth. We dismounted 

1) Josh. c. vii, viii. 2) See under May 14th. 
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as usual, the path being very difficult for the horses, 

even without a load. Before us, towards the right, 

was Rummon, on a naked conical point of the ridge, 

rising steeply on the N. side of the valley; the houses 

being apparently built in terraces around the hill from 

the top downwards. It took us thirty minutes to 

reach the bottom of the valley. This seemed to have 

here more than one name. Some called it el-Mutyah ; 

while another spoke of it as Wady el-’Asas. It is the 

great drain of the adjacent tract; and passes down to 

the plain of the Jordan, issuing from the mountains at 
» 

some distance N. of Jericho under the name of Wady 

Nawa’imeh, where we afterwards encountered it 

again. 

We now entered a narrow branch-valley which 

comes into Wady el-Mutyah from the N. nearly at 

right angles. It is called Wady el-?Ain, from a spring 

of water which descends into it further up, from the 

western hill. The region is very rocky ; and we ad¬ 

vanced by a rugged and often dangerous path. Du¬ 

ring the whole day we saw very little grass; the 

chief herbage everywhere was the furzy plant Bellan; 

and in this valley I was struck with the frequent ap¬ 

pearance of the common sage of our gardens, inter¬ 

spersed with the fragrant Za’ter. At 2h 25' we came 

upon the fountain which gives name to the Wady; a 

pretty spring issuing from the rocky wall upon our left. 

The valley extends quite up to Taiyibeh, having its 

head in a basin on the N. W. of the hill, on which that 

place is situated. 

Instead of following the direct road up the valley, 

which would have brought us to the village in one 

hour from the fountain, or at 3h 25', the guide at about 

half way mistook the path, and led us up a side Wady 

on the right, to the high open country lying between 

Rummon and Taiyibeh. Discovering the mistake, 
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we now struck across the fields towards the North 

without a path, passing over a high hill which afforded 

a wide prospect, and at length reached Taiyibeh; losing 

about twenty minutes by this detour. 

The village of Taiyibeh crowns a conical hill, on 

the highest ridge or tract of land which we had yet 

crossed. On the very summit of the hill are the ruins 

of a tower, once similar apparently to those we had 

seen in almost all the villages. From these ruins the 

houses extend down the sides of the hill, chiefly 

towards the S. E. On the W. and N. are fertile basins 

of some breadth, forming the beginning of Wadys ; 

and these are full of gardens of olive and fig-trees. 

Many olive-trees are also scattered upon the hills 

around. From the site of the old tower there is a 

splendid view over the whole eastern slope, the vale 

of the Jordan or el-Ghor, the Dead Sea and the east¬ 

ern mountains comprising the districts of the Belka 

and of Jebel ’Ajliin. In the latter, towards the E. 

N. E. a break was seen, where the valley of the 

Zurka comes down ; and just North of it, the ravine 

of ’Ajlun with the Saracenic castle, Kill'at er-Rubud, 

perched on a lofty rock high up in the mountains, and 

bearing N. 55° E.1 Further S. the site of Nimrin 

wras pointed out.2 On the east of the sea the moun¬ 

tains seemed to come down in precipices close to the 

water; so that apparently no road could pass. Occa¬ 

sional ravines wrere visible in the naked rocks. To¬ 

wards the S. the view took in the Frank Mountain 

(el-Fureidis) beyond Bethlehem. Neither Jerusalem 

nor the Mount of Olives was visible. Near at hand 

1) Burckhardt visited and de- Kohler, pp. 13, 92. The same de¬ 
scribes this castle; Travels in trict was visited by my companion 
Syria, etc. pp. 266, 267. Compare Mr. Smith, in 1S34 ; see Second 
Irby and Mangles’ Travels, p. 306. Appendix, B. Part II. Nos. XI, 
From the inscriptions, it appears XII. 
to have been built under Saladin ; 2) See further under May 13th. 
and so Abulfeda, Tab. Syr. ed. 

Vol. II. 16 
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was Rummon, now below us. The landscape exhi¬ 

bited little of verdure or beauty; yet its stern and 

desert features were strongly impressive.1 

Close by Taiyibeh, S. E.-JE. on the top of a 

lower hill sixty or eighty rods distant, are the ruins 

of a small church of St. George; of which the walls 

are still partially standing. 

The inhabitants of Taiyibeh are all native Chris¬ 

tians of the Greek rite. Their priests had visited the 

missionaries in Jerusalem, and we now found here 

friends, who seemed exceedingly glad to welcome us 

to their village. As we wished, if possible, to proceed 

further to-day, Mr. Smith and myself repaired imme¬ 

diately to the ruined tower, taking with us one or two 

of the inhabitants to point out and name to us the 

various objects in view. On returning, we found our 

companions sitting with the priests and others before 

the Meddfeh,2 sipping coffee out of small cups in the 

oriental style. The Mukarys had concluded to stop 

here for the night, and without asking leave had 

unloaded the horses; so that we were in a measure 

compelled to remain. 

A place was now selected and the tent pitched; 

and we obtained a supply of mats, lights, and eatables 

from the village. We took this course both because 

we preferred our tent to the small and uncomfortable 

1) Here we took among others, 
the following bearings : Rummon 
S. 5° W. Frank Mountain S. 17° 
W. er-R&m S. 36° W. Neby 
Samwil S. 50° W. el-’Alya S. 
60° W. Khan Hudhrur, a ruined 
Kh&n on the way from Jerusalem 
to Jericho, S. 15° E. Dead Sea, 
northwest bay, S. 35° E: N. end of 
the sea S. 44° E. Wady Zurka, 
mouth, N. 609 E. Kul’at er-Rubud 
N. 55° E. Deir Jerir, a small 
Muslim village near Taiyibeh, N. 
5° E. 

2) The Med&feh is a sort of 
public house, set apart for the re¬ 
ception of travellers. Each vil¬ 
lage has one or more. In those 
parts of the country not yet cor¬ 
rupted by the frequency of foreign 
travellers, the stranger is hospita¬ 
bly entertained by the inhabitants, 
without the expectation of a re¬ 
ward. Of this we found several 
instances ; see at Beit Nettif under 
May 17th. See also Burckhardt’s 
Travels in Syria, etc. pp. 295, 351, 
384. 
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dwellings of the inhabitants, infested as they are with 

vermin ; and because too we hoped thus to have more 

the command of our own time. But in this latter 

particular we reckoned without our host. The inhab¬ 

itants crowded about us with their Sheikh and three 

priests, until the tent was completely full, besides a 

multitude standing around the door. Mr. Lanneau 

distributed among them several books and tracts in 

the Arabic language; and they became quite clamor¬ 

ous for more. They were especially delighted with 

the psalters; and each of the priests obtained the 

promise of a Bible, for which they were to come 
or send to Jerusalem. The Sheikh we did not like; 

he was shy, though cringing in his manner; and 

almost from the first, as he accompanied us to 

the ruined church, began to inquire about his bakh¬ 

shish. Afterwards in the tent, he declared himself an 

American; and to convince us of it, drank milk in a 

cup of tea before the priests, although it was on Fri¬ 

day and therefore unlawful. It was only by ordering 

the people away that we could get room to eat; and 

it was quite late before we could even think of sleep. 

At length, however, we made shift to arrange our 

couches within our somewhat narrow limits, and laid 

ourselves down. The captain or responsible guard of 

the village himself kept watch by our tent, accompa¬ 

nied by two or three others; and to beguile the night 

and keep themselves awake, they one after another 

repeated tales in a monotonous tone of voice. This 

served their own purpose; and had too the further 

effect of aiding to keep us awake; so that, what with 

the voices of the Arabs, the barking of dogs, the crawl¬ 

ing of fleas, and the hum of muskitoes, wre were none 

of us able to get much sleep all night.—Two or three 

nights before, robbers had entered the village and sto¬ 

len several sheep. The desert towards the Dead Sea 

was said to be full of them. 
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Taiyibeh contains seventy-five taxable inhabitants, 

showing a population of from three to four hundred 

souls. The only other villages north of Jerusalem 

within the province, containing Christians, were said 

to be Ram-Allah and Jifneh, which we afterwards vis¬ 

ited ; and the smaller ones of Bir Zeit and ’Ain ’Arik, 

each with twenty-five Christian men and the rest Mus¬ 

lims. The land of Taiyibeh is held by the peasants 

in freehold; except that in a certain sense the whole 

village belongs to the Haram esh-Sherif, to the Mu- 

tawelly of which it pays annually seventy-five Mids 

(measures) of barley and wheat. The Mid is equal 

to sixteen Seda, or twelve Ruba1 of Egypt.1 Besides 

this there are paid in taxes to the government: for 

each olive and fig-tree one Piastre; for each she-goat 

and ewe one Piastre; and for each ox seventy-five Pias¬ 

tres, which is intended rather as a tax upon the land 

ploughed, than upon the oxen. Each man also pays 

one hundred Piastres as Firdeh or capitation-tax; and 

being all Christians and free from the military con¬ 

scription, each pays an additional tax of twenty-five 

Piastres, which is reckoned to the Khardj or tolera¬ 

tion-tax.2 The village was said to pay in all, not far 

from seventy-five purses annually, equivalent to 1875 

Spanish dollars.—The Sheikh el-Bcied, literally the 

u elder of the village,” is here as elsewhere the chief 

man, and the medium of communication with the gov¬ 

ernment. 

The remarkable position of Taiyibeh would not pro¬ 

bably have been left unoccupied in ancient times; but 

I am unable to identify it with any earlier site, unless 

it be the Ophra of Benjamin. This city, according to 

Eusebius and Jerome, lay five Roman miles east of 

1) The Egyptian Ruba? is the 2) See above, p. 93. Note 2. 
twenty-fourth part of an Ardeb 
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Betliel; which accords well with the position of et- 

Taiyibeh.1 

Saturday, May 5th. Taking with us a guide from 

Taiyibeh, we set off at 4h 50' for Beitin, intending to 

visit on our way the ruins at el-’Alya. We followed 

down the narrow valley by the road of yesterday for 

forty minutes. Here we turned W. N. W. up another 

branch, and then passed up an ascent, reaching the 

top at 6 o’clock. From this point el-’Alya lay ten min¬ 

utes towards the South. We found there only a few 

mins of small houses on a high plateau, with a deep 

valley on the West and S. W., but no traces of anti¬ 

quity. Not far off towards the East is a spring of 

water, called ’Ain el-’Alya, i Upper Spring,’ to dis¬ 

tinguish it from that in the valley below, which we 

passed yesterday. The village probably derived its 
name from the fountain.2 

Returning to the point where we had left our road, 

we now proceeded again at 6h 40' on the same general 

course towards Beitin. We soon crossed a broad 

shallow Wady, running nearly South, apparently one 

of the heads of that passing down on the north side of 

Deir Diwan; and at 7h Iff reached the eastern branch 

of the great Nabulus road on the higher land beyond. 

Hence Taiyibeh bore N. 76° E. and el-Bireh S. 40° W. 

Descending gradually by this road S. W. we came to 

the site of Beitin at 7\ o’clock, just at the left of the 

path; making a distance of two hours from Taiyibeh. 

The ruins lie upon the point of a low hill, between 

the heads of two shallow Wadys, which unite below 

and run off S. S. E.JS. into the deep and rugged val- 

1) Josh, xviii. 23. 1 Sam. xiii. Jifna N. 30° W. ’Ain Yebrud on 
17. Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. the N&bulus road N. 20° W. Tell 
art. Aphra. ’Asur with a Wely N. 15° E. For 

2) From ’Alya, Deir Diw&n several of these places as seen 
bore S. 5° W. Bir Zeit near from Jifna and the vicinity, see 
Jifna N. 55° VV. ’Atftra beyond under June 13th. 
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ley es-Suweinit, which passes down between Jeba’ 
and Mukhinas. The spot is shut in by higher land on 
every side; so that the only places we could see dis¬ 
tinctly from the ruins were el-Bireh S. 48° W. and 
Sha’fat S: 10° W. 

Perceiving however some ruins across the valley 
S. E.-JE. on the higher ground, we immediately pro¬ 
ceeded thither, and came in eight minutes to what the 
Arabs called Burj Beitin and also Burj Makhrun, 
4 Castle of Beitin or Makhrun.’ It is the ruin of a 
small square fortress of hewn stones, including a Greek 
church. Several columns were lying among the ruins, 
on one of which a cross was carved in relief.—Pro¬ 
ceeding still in the direction S. by E.-JE. we came in 
ten minutes more to the ruins of another larger Greek 
church, situated on the highest spot of ground in the 
vicinity. The lower walls are still very distinct, and 
many columns are lying about; though it seems to 
have been long ago destroyed. To this ruin one of the 
Greek priests at Taiyibeh, who had been delving a 
little into Biblical history, had chosen to give the 
name of Ai; and we found the same name among some 
of the people of that village. But there is not the 
slightest ground for any such hypothesis. There never 
was any thing here but a church; and Ai must have 
been further off from Bethel, and certainly not directly 
in sight of it.1 

We now returned to the site of Beitin, and took a 
nearer survey of its ruins. They occupy the whole 
surface of the hill-point, sloping towards the S. E. and 
cover a space of three or four acres. They consist of 
very many foundations and half-standing walls of 
houses and other buildings. On the highest part, to¬ 
wards the N. N. W. are the remains of a square tower; 

1) From this church Beitin bore by E. ’Alya N. 54° E. Deir Di- 
N. N. W. i W. Taiyibeh N. E. wan S. 65° E. er-R&m S. 20° W. 
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and near the southern point, the walls of a Greek 

church, standing within the foundations of a much 

larger and earlier edifice built of large stones, part of 

which have been used for erecting the later structure. 

The broken walls of several other churches are also 

to be distinguished. In the western valley are the 

remains of one of the largest reservoirs we saw in the 

country; measuring 314 feet in length from N. W. to 

S. E. and 217 feet in breadth from N. E. to S. W. 

The walls were built of massive stones; the southern 

one is still entire; those upon the sides are partly 

gone; while the northern one has almost wholly dis¬ 

appeared. The bottom w7as now a green grass-plat, 

having in it two living springs of good water. Here 

we spread our carpets on the grass for breakfast, by 

the side of these desolations of ages. A few Arabs, 

probably from some neighbouring village, had pitched 

their tents here for the summer, to watch their flocks 

and fields of grain; and they were the only inhabitants. 
From them we obtained milk and also butter of ex¬ 

cellent quality, which might have done honour to the 
days, when the flocks of Abraham and Jacob were 

pastured on these hills. It was indeed the finest we 

found anywhere in Palestine. 

There is little room for question, that both the 

name and site of Beitin are identical with those of the 

ancient Bethel. The latter was a border city between 

Benjamin and Ephraim ; at first assigned to Benjamin, 

but conquered and afterwards retained by Ephraim.3 

According to Eusebius and Jerome, it lay twelve Ro¬ 

man miles from Jerusalem, on the right or east of the 

road leading to Sichem or Neapolis (Kabulus).2 From 

Beitin to el-Bireh we found the distance to be forty- 

1) Josh. xvi. 1, 2. xviii. 13, 22. the other notices collected by Re- 
Judg. i. 22-26. 1 Kings xii. 29. land from Josephus and elsewhere, 

2) Onomast. art. BcuO-r]\ Bethel. Palaest. p. 636. 
AyyuC Agai, Aovt,dv JLuza, See 
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five minutes, and from Bireh to Jerusalem three hours, 

with horses. The correspondence therefore in the 

situation is very exact; and the name affords decisive 

confirmation. The Arabic termination in for the He¬ 

brew c/, is not an unusual change ; we found indeed 

several other instances of it entirely parallel.1 Yet 

the name has been preserved solely among the common 

people. The monks appear for centuries not to have 

been aware of its existence; and have assigned to 

Bethel a location much further towards the North.2 

Our friends the Greek priests at Taiyibeh had also 

recognised the identity of Beitin and Bethel; and had 

endeavoured to bring into use the Arabic form Beitil 

as being nearer to the original; but it had found cur¬ 

rency only within the circle of their own influence. 

From them the missionaries in Jerusalem had heard 

of the place and had learned the name Beitil; though 

from others they had heard only of Beitin.3 

Bethel is celebrated in the Old Testament. Abra¬ 

ham first pitched his tent in Palestine on the high 

ground eastward of this spot, still one of the finest 

tracts for pasturage in the whole land.4 Here Jacob 

slept on his way to Haran, and saw in his dream the 

ladder and the angels of God ascending and descend¬ 

ing upon it; and hither he afterwards returned and 

built an altar, and called the place Beth-el, ‘ House of 

1) Thus for Heb. Jezreel we 
have Zer’in; instead of Wady 
IsmaSil (Ishmael), we heard Wady 
Isma’in; and the name Beit Jibrin 
also occurs in Arabic writers under 
the form Beit Jibril, i. e. Gabriel. 

2) Brocardus places Bethel two 
leagues south of Samaria on the 
way to Sichem (Nabulus) upon a 
high mountain; c. VII. p. 177. 
Eugesippus sets it a mile from Si¬ 
chem on a part of Mount Gerizira ; 
see in L. Allatii Symmikta, Col. 
Agr. 1653, pp. Ill, 112. See also 

Breydenbach, Reissb. p. 127; and 
Quaresmius, Tom. II. pp. 792, 793. 
Maundrell looked for Bethel near 
Sinjil; March 25th. Schubert sup¬ 
posed himself to be near Bethel 
hours north of el-Bireh ; Reise III. 
p. 129. 

3) Elliott, travelling here with 
Mr. Nicolayson in 1836, saw this 
spot, and writes the name errone¬ 
ously Betheel. Travels, Vol II. p. 
411. 

4) Gen. xii. 8. 
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God.’1 Samuel came once a year to Bethel to judge 

the people.2 In later times it became notorious as a 

seat of idolatrous worship, after Jeroboam had erect¬ 

ed here one of his golden calves. This was denoun¬ 

ced at the time by a prophet of the Lord, who then 

transgressed and was destroyed by a lion.3 Bethel 

came afterwards into the possession of Judah and 

king Josiah destroyed its altars and idols, burning 

upon them dead men’s bones from the sepulchres.4 

After the exile, the place was again inhabited by the 

returning Jews; and was fortified by Bacchides the 

Syrian in the time of the Maccabees.5 

In the New Testament Bethel is not mentioned; 

but it still existed, as we learn from Josephus; and 

was captured by Vespasian.6 Eusebius and Jerome 

describe it as a small village in their day.7 This is 

the last notice of Bethel as an inhabited place. The 

name is indeed mentioned by writers of the times of 

the crusades; but apparently only as a place known 

in Scripture history, and not as then in existence.8 

Yet the present ruins are greater than those of a small 

village; and show that after the time of Jerome, the 

place must probably have revived and been en¬ 

larged. The ruined churches upon the site and beyond 

the valley, betoken a town of importance even down 

to the middle ages ; and it certainly is matter of sur¬ 

prise, that no allusion to the place as then existing 

occurs in the historians of the crusades. The site 

1) Gen. xxviii. 10-19. xxxi. 5) Ezra ii. 28. Neh. vii. 32. xi. 
1-15. 31.—1 Macc. ix. 50. Joseph. Antiq. 

2) 1 Sam. vii. 16. XIII. 1. 3. 
3) 1 Kings xii. 28—33. c. xiii. 6) Joseph. B. J. IV. 9. 9. 

2 Kings x. 29. xvii. 28. 7) Onomast. art. Agai. Je- 
4) 2 Chr. xiii. 19. Joseph. Ant. rome’s words are: “ Bethel . . . 

VIII. 11. 3.—2 Kings xxiii. 15-18. usque hodie parvus licet vicus os- 
We did not remark any sepulchres tenditur.” 
in the vicinity ; but they may very 8) Will. Tyr. VIII. 1. Brocard. 
probably exist in the deep rocky c. VII. p. 179. 
valley south of the town. 

VOL. II. 17 
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would seem already to have been forgotten in ecclesias¬ 

tical tradition. During the following centuries, Bethel 

was sought for near to Sichem j1 and it is only within 

the last three or four years that its name and site have 

been discovered among the common people, by the 

Protestant missionaries in Jerusalem. The monks even 

now know nothing of it; and the traveller who com¬ 

municates only with them, is still led to believe, that 

Bethel and its very name have perished.2 

We left Bethel at 9f o’clock, and ascending from 

the western Wady entered the Nabulus road, and pro¬ 

ceeded towards el-Bireh. The path soon begins grad¬ 

ually to descend into the broad valley N. of Bireh, 

which runs off E. S. E. forming the principal head of 

Wady es-Suweinit between Jeba’ and Middimas. We 

soon passed a fountain on our left, called ’Ain el-’Aka- 

bah; and not long after a cavern on the right, sup¬ 

ported by two columns, and serving as a reservoir for 

water; being apparently supplied by a spring within. 

The bottom of the broad valley is cultivated, and 

seemed fertile. We reached Bireh at half past ten, 

situated on the ridge running from W. to E. which 

bounds the northern prospect as seen from Jerusalem 

and its vicinity. A shallower valley has its head just 

on the South, which also runs E. and joins the north¬ 

ern one further down at the end of the ridge. 

Bireh may be seen at a great distance both from 

the N. and S. The houses are low; and many of 

them half under ground. Many large stones and va¬ 

rious substructions testify to the antiquity of the site. 

Here are also the remains of a fine old church with 

pointed arches, which mark it as being of the time of 

the crusades. It was probably erected by the Knights 

1) So Brocardus, Eugesippus, 2) So Lord Lindsay, Letters, 
Breydenbach, and many others; etc. Vol. II. Schubert, Reise III. 
see above, p. 128. Note 2. p. 129. 
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Templars, who then owned the place.1 The walls, 

the recess of the altar, and the sacristies, are still 

standing; the former measured ninety feet in length by 

thirty-five in breadth. On the southern edge of the 

village is a Khan in ruins; and a few minutes further 

S. W. on the right side of the Jerusalem road, is a fine 

flowing fountain, with a trough of stone, connected with 

a small Muslim building or place of prayer. Here 

several females were employed in washing. The wa¬ 

ter was anciently conducted into two large reservoirs 
a little below on the other side of the path; in one of 

which, portions of two of the sides still remain tolera¬ 

bly entire, while the other is more in ruins. 

Bireh, as we were afterwards informed, now con¬ 

tained one hundred and thirty-five taxable persons; 

and sixty more had been taken away as soldiers. 

This gives a population of some seven hundred souls, 

all Muhammedans. The first seizure of soldiers took 

place after the rebellion in 1834. At that time all 

such as failed to produce the arms which the govern¬ 

ment required them to surrender, were at first impri¬ 

soned in Jerusalem, and then marched off to Yafa; 

where all who were fit to serve as soldiers, were trans¬ 

ferred to the army. Since that time there had been 

three regular conscriptions. The Nazir (warden) of 

the sub-district in which el-Bireh is situated, resided 

at this time at Beit Iksa, and was one of the former 

Sheikhs. 

From el-Bireh, Jerusalem (the city) bore S. 4° W. 

and el-Jib (Gibeon) S. 32° W.2 *—The distance from 

Jerusalem is reckoned at three hours with horses or 

mules ; although with fast travelling it may be passed 

over in 2| hours. From Bireh to el-Jib we travelled 

1) Brocardus, c. 7. p. 178. Samwil S. 30° W. RAm-Allah 
2) Other bearings from el-Bireh about W. Kefr Murr (ruins) N. 

were: Sha’fat S. 4° W. Neby 25° E. Tell 5Asur N. 42° E. 
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in an hour and a half by way of Ram-Allah; the 

direct route would occupy about fifteen or twenty 

minutes less. 

I hold el-Bireh to be the Beer or Beeroth of Scrip¬ 

ture, unless these were names of two distinct places;1 

and in that case el-Bireh corresponds to the latter, 

Beeroth. The correspondence of the names is in 

itself sufficiently decisive. And further, according to 

Eusebius, Beeroth was seen by the traveller in passing 

from Jerusalem to Nicopolis (’Amwas), at the seventh 

Roman mile. This road was the present camel-path 

from Jerusalem to Ramleh passing near el-Jib ; and 

to this day the description of Eusebius holds true. 

The traveller on emerging from the hills into the plain 

around el-Jib, sees el-Bireh on his right after a little 

more than two hours from Jerusalem.2—From the time 

of Jerome to the crusades there is no further mention 

of Beeroth. Brocardus first again speaks of Bira, 

which was regarded by the crusaders and later eccle¬ 

siastics as the site of Michmash. At that time it 

belonged to the Knights Templars, who probably 

1) Beer is mentioned only once 
in Scripture, as the place to which 
Jotham fled, Judg. ix. 21. It is 
merely the same word in the sin¬ 
gular, ‘ well,’ of which Beeroth is 
the plural, ‘wells.’ Yet Eusebius 
and Jerome place Beer in the great 
plain ten miles N. of Eleutheropo- 
lis (Onomast. art. Btjya Bera); 
and I find in our lists a deserted 
village el-Bireh at the present 
day, adjacent to the mouth of 
Wady el-Surar, not far from the 
site of Beth-shemesh. See Second 
Appendix, B. Pt. I. No. VI. 1. 

2) Onomast. art. Brigo'jfr Beer¬ 
oth. In the corresponding article 
of Jerome, a false translation, or 
more probably a corruption of the 
text, has occasioned great diffi¬ 
culty. Eusebius says that Beeroth 
was vn'o r ')]v Bafjaujv, i. e. belonged 
to the Gibeonites, as related in 

Josh. ix. 17. This Jerome trans¬ 
lates “ sub colie Gabaon,” as if 
Beeroth was situated under the 
hill on which Gibeon stood. Yet 
in the article Xecpegod Chephira, 
also one of the Gibeonitish cities, 
he correctly renders the very same 
phrase, 7toliq iiTto r'tjv rapao’n^ by 
“ vicus ad civitatem pertinens Ga¬ 
baon.” The former instance there¬ 
fore, is either an error in transla¬ 
tion, or a corruption.—Instead of 
Nicopolis, the text of Jerome also 

■has Neapolis ; making Beeroth to 
be seven miles from Jerusalem on 
the road to the latter city. This 
is also an error; for the actual 
distance is three hours, equivalent 
to nine Roman miles. The text 
of Eusebius is here in every re¬ 
spect the correct one. See further 
Reland Palaest. p. 618. 
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erected here the church now in ruins. Maundrell 

seems to have been the first to remark its coinci¬ 

dence with the ancient Beer.1 

Leaving el-Bireh at llh 10', we crossed the low 

ridge or swell west of the fountain, and came in twenty 

minutes to Ram-Allah. This swell forms here the 

dividing line between the waters running to the Jor¬ 

dan and those of the Mediterranean. On our right, 

as we approached the village, was a deep rugged 

Wady running S. W. and issuing from the mountains 

(as we afterwards found) not far from the lower vil¬ 

lage of Beit ?tJr, the ancient Beth-horon. Ram-Allah 

itself lies on high ground, though there are higher 

swells in the vicinity, especially towards the S. E. 

It overlooks the whole country towards the West, in¬ 

cluding portions of the great plain, as far as to the 

sea; which latter was in sight for a long distance. 

The hills of white sand which skirt the shore south 

of Yafa were distinctly visible.2 

The inhabitants of Ram-Allah are all Christians 

of the Greek rite; and are reckoned at two hundred 

taxable men, giving a population of eight or nine hun¬ 

dred souls. The priests had heard from Jerusalem of our 

coming; and as we entered the house of the principal 

priest, the large, room was speedily filled with guests, 

who came to bid us welcome. They soon ranged 

themselves along the walls, squatting upon their feet 

or sitting cross-legged; while we were accommodated 

with mats and a carpet by the side of the priest, and 

1) Brocardus, c. 7. p. 178. wards the plain, N. 57° W. el- 
MaundrelPs Journey, Mar. 25th. Janieh N. 55° W. Deir Abu Mesh- 
See above, p. 117 and Note. 5al N. 45° W. (For this and the 

2) From Ram-Allah we ob- three preceding places, see other 
tained the following bearings: bearings which determine their 
Mount of Olives S. 11° E. Rafat position, under June 9th at Beit 
S. 11° W. Neby Samwil S. 18° ,pjr el-F6ka and Um Rush.) Abu 
W. Biddu a vill. S. 37° W. Beit ghukheidim, ruins, N. 12° VV. 

Unia S. 60° W. Deir Kadis N. ’Atara N. by E.iE. Tell ’Asur 
62° W. R&s Kerker, a castle to- N. 50° E. 
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permitted to stretch our limbs at full length. Coffee 

was served round to all; and was brought to us by a 

young man, who was in training for the priesthood. 

The conversation became animated, and was well 

sustained by the priests. The staff which I had brought 

from Sinai, excited great curiosity, as coming from one 

of their holiest places, and as being professedly of the 

same species of wood with Moses’ rod. It was a fes¬ 

tival day; and the inhabitants seemed all to be well- 

dressed and in good circumstances. Indeed the village 

had more the appearance of thrift and wealth, than 

any we had yet seen. The houses are substantially 

built, and are all modern; there being here apparently 

no traces of antiquity. The country around is fertile 

and well cultivated, yielding grain, olives, figs, and 

grapes in abundance. 

Ram-Allah belongs, like Taiyibeh, to the Haram, 

or great Mosk; to which it annually pays about three 

hundred and fifty Mids of grain.1 Besides this, it was 

said to pay to the government for each olive-tree one 

and a quarter Piastre ; for each ass ten Piastres; for 

each ox seventy-five Piastres; and on every feddan 

(acre) of figs and grapes thirty Piastres. For each 

man, the Firdeh was sixty-five Piastres; and the 

Kharaj from thirty to sixty Piastres. 

We now bent our course towards el-Jib, lying S. 

by W.JW. Leaving Ram-Allah at 12J o’clock, and 

crossing first a swell of land which forms the water¬ 

shed, we then followed down the shallow sand some¬ 

what winding Wady ed-Deir among low hills. Our 

friend the priest had furnished us with a guide, who 

proved to be the schoolmaster of Ram-Allah. He had 

however only five or six boys under his care; and con¬ 

sidered their education as completed, when they had 

read through the Arabic Psalter. His pay consisted 

1) See p. 124, above. 
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in fifty Piastres received for each boy thus carried 

through his education; besides ten paras (i Piastre) 

every Saturday, and three Piastres on finishing each 

of the seven lessons of the Psalter. 
As we were following down the Wady just men¬ 

tioned, we were disturbed by a loud quarrel between 

our Muslim muleteer and a Christian of Ram-Allah, 

who had joined the party. The latter showed a bloody 

face; having been beaten, he said, by a Muslim in a 

neighbouring village. He was in a state of great ex¬ 

citement; and said he was going to take us to his 

enemy, that we might beat him in return. His claim 

on us was founded solely on the fact of his being a 

Christian; and it was some time before he could be 

persuaded, that it was none of our business to interfere 

in his quarrel. 

We left Beit-Unia at some distance on the right; 

and at P 10' passed near a village (Rafat^) on our 

left. Here we came upon a beautiful plain, which ex¬ 

tends far West, nearly to the brow of the mountains, 

and also towards the East and South ; in which direc¬ 

tion it is bounded by the lofty ridge of Neby SamwiL 

In this plain towards the South, separated from the 

base of Neby Samwil by a narrow fertile tract, is the 

isolated oblong hill or ridge on which el-Jib is situated. 

It is composed of horizontal layers of limestone rock, 

forming almost regular steps, rising out of the plain; 

in some parts steep and difficult of access, and capable 

of being everywhere very strongly fortified. The 

camel-road from Jerusalem to Ramleh leads along the 

northern side of the hill, passing onwards across the 

plain till it divides and descends the mountain both at 

Beit ’Ur and through Wady Suleiman. In the West 

is spread out the fine meadow-like plain, with a large 

neglected well at some distance, called Bir el-’Ozeiz. 

The hill may be said to stand in the midst of a basin, 
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composed of broad vallies or plains, cultivated and full 

of grain, vineyards, and orchards of olive and fig-trees. 

It was decidedly the finest part of Palestine, that I 

had yet seen. 

Indeed the whole tract west of the main water-shed, 

seems to be less rocky and sterile than that along the 

eastern slope. The rock is apparently softer, and is 

more easily disintegrated into soil. The open tract 

or basin around el-Jib, however, lies upon a secondary 

division of the waters; those of its western end de¬ 

scending directly towards the Mediterranean; while 

those of the middle and eastern parts flow around the 

northern end of the ridge of Neby Samwil into the 

deep valley, which runs off S. W. between that ridge 

and Jerusalem to the western plain. 

We reached the village of el-Jib situated on the 

summit of this hill at a quarter before two o’clock. It 

is of moderate size; but we did not learn the number 

of souls. The houses st^nd very irregularly and un- 

evenlv, sometimes almost one above another. They 
V ' %J 

seemed to be chiefly rooms in old massive ruins, which 

have fallen down in every direction. One large mas¬ 

sive building still remains, perhaps a former castle or 

tower of strength. The lower rooms are vaulted, with 

round arches of hewn stones fitted together with great 

exactness. The stones outside are large; and the 

whole appearance is that of antiquity. Towards the 

East the ridge sinks a little; and here, a few rods 

from the village, just below the top of the ridge to¬ 

wards the North, is a fine fountain of water. It is in 

a cave excavated in and under the high rock, so as to 

form a large subterranean reservoir. Not far below 

it, among the olive-trees, are the remains of another 

open reservoir, about the size of that at Hebron; per¬ 

haps 120 feet in length by 100 feet in breadth. It was 

doubtless anciently intended to receive the superfluous 
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waters of the cavern. At this time no stream was 

flowing from the latter.1 

It is not difficult to recognise in el-Jib and its 

rocky eminence the ancient Giheon of the Scriptures, 

the Gabaon of Josephus; although the specifications 

which have come down to us respecting the position 

of that place, are somewhat confused.2 There is how¬ 

ever enough, in connection with the name, to mark the 

identity of the spot. The name Jib in Arabic is 

merely the abridged form of the Hebrew Gibeon; and 

presents perhaps the most remarkable instance that 

occurred to us, in which the ’Ain of the Hebrew, that 

most tenacious of letters, has been dropped in passing 

over into the Arabic.3 In respect to the site of Gibeon 

the Scriptures are silent; but Josephus relates, that 

Cestus, marching from Antipatris by way of Lydda, 

ascended the mountains at Beth-horon, and halted at a 

place called Gabaon, fifty stadia from Jerusalem.4 Je¬ 

rome also relates of Paula, that passing from Nicopo- 

lis, she ascended the mountains at Beth-horon, and 

saw upon her right as she journied, Ajalon and Ga¬ 

baon.5 This ascent at Beth-horon is on the present 

camel-road from Jerusalem to Ramleh and Yafa, 

which now passes along on the north side of el-Jib, as 

it anciently in like manner passed by Gibeon. These 

1) From el-Jib, Neby Samwil 
bore S. 21° W. Biddu S. 70° W. 
Ram-Allah N. by E. £ E. Jedireh 
N. 60° E. Kulundia N. 65° E. Bir 
Nebala S. 77° E. 

2) Josephus in one place gives 
the distance of Gabaon from Jeru¬ 
salem, at fifty stadia, and in ano¬ 
ther at forty stadia. B. J. II. 19. 
1. Antiq. VII. 11. 7. This shows 
that both are merely conjectural 
estimates. Eusebius places Gi¬ 
beon at four Roman miles west of 
Bethel; while the corresponding 
article of Jerome sets it at the same 
distance on the East; Onomast. 

Vol. II. 18 

art. rafiawv Gabaon. The text of 
Jerome is here probably corrupted. 
The nearest route between el-Jib 
and Jerusalem by Neby Samwil 
is about 2£ hours or sixty stadia 
(lh Roman miles) ; while the 
camel-road cannot well be less than 
3 hours, or some seventy stadia.— 
See further notices in Reland Pa- 
laest. p. 810. 

3) See above, Vol. I. p. 376. 
Note 2. 

4) Joseph. B. J. II. 19. 1. 
5) Hieron. Ep. 86, ad Eustoch. 

Epitaph. Paulae, Opp. T. IV. ii. p. 
673. ed. Mart. 
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circumstances taken together, leave little room for 

doubt as to the identity of the two places.1 

Gibeon is celebrated in the Old Testament; but is 

not mentioned in the New. It was “ a great city, as 

one of the royal cities;” and to its jurisdiction belonged 

originally the towns of Beeroth, Chephirah, and Kir- 

jath-Jearim.2 The city is first mentioned in connec¬ 

tion with the deceit practised by its inhabitants upon 

Joshua; by which, although Canaanites (Hivites), they 

induced the Jewish leader not only to make a league 

with them and spare their lives and cities; but also 

in their defence to make war uppn the five kings by 

whom they were besieged. It was in this great battle 

that u the sun stood still on Gibeon.”3 4 The place 

afterwards fell to the lot of Benjamin, and became a 

Levitical city f where the tabernacle was set up for 

many years under David and Solomon.5 Here the 

latter youthful monarch offered a thousand burnt- 

offerings ; and in a dream by night communed with 

God, and asked for himself a wise and understanding 

heart instead of riches and honour.6 Here too it was, 

that Abner’s challenge to Joab terminated in the de¬ 

feat and flight of the former, and the death of Asahel; 

and here also at a later period Amasa was treacher¬ 

ously slain by Joab.7—The notices of Gibeon by Jose¬ 

phus, and by Eusebius and Jerome, have already been 

1) Pococke saw el-J5b from 
Neby Samwil, and also held it to 
be Gibeon. Descr. of the East, II. 
p. 49, fol. So too Von Troilo in, 
1666; Reisebeschr. p. 290. 

2) Josh. x. 2. ix. 17. 
3) Josh. c. ix. x. 1-14. 
4) Josh, xviii. 25. xxi. 17. In 

these passages the three towns 
Gibeon, Geba, and Gibeah (Gi- 
beath), are distinctly enumerated; 
comp, xviii. 24, 28. These names, 
however, were sometimes con¬ 
founded ; e. g. Gibeon for Geba, 

1 Chron. xiv. 16. Comp. 2 Sam. v. 
25. 

5) 1 Chron. xvi. 39. xxi. 29. 
2 Chron. i. 3.—The ark at this time 
was nt Jerusalem ; 2 Chron. i. 4. 

6) 1 K. iii. 4-15. 2 Chr. i. 3-13. 
7) 2 Sam. ii. 12-32. xx. 8-12. 

The £ Pool of Gibeon,’ mentioned 
in the story of Abner, may well be 
the waters of the fountain described 
in the text j and these are also 
probably £the great (or many) wa¬ 
ters in Gibeon,’ spoken of in Jer. 
xli. 12. 
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referred to in the preceding paragraph. The name 

Gabaon is mentioned by writers of the times of the 

crusades, as existing in the present spot; and among 

the Arabs it already bore the name el-Jib.1 It seems 

afterwards to have been overlooked by most travellers; 

until in the last century the attention of Pococke was 

again directed to it. 

We left el-Jib at 2h 25', descending on the southern 

quarter through orchards of pears, apples, figs, and 

olives, and also vineyards, into the narrow strip of 

plain which skirts the hill upon this side. We now 

had before us the elevated ridge of Neby Samwil; 

which, beginning at no great distance on the left, rises 

rapidly towards the S. W. into the highest point of 

land in the whole region ; and then sinks off gradually 

in the same direction into lower and less marked hills 

and ridges. Its general course is thus from N. E. to 

S. W. The elevation cannot be less than some 500 

feet above the plain; and is apparently greater than 

that of the Mount of Olives. The waters of the plain 

are drained off eastward by a valley around its north¬ 

ern end; and here passes also a road to Jerusalem 

which we took at a later period.2 Our way now led 

us directly to the summit, up the steep but not difficult 

ascent of the northwestern side. The top is crowned 

by a small miserable village and a neglected mosk. 

This point we reached at 2h 55', in half an hour from 

el-Jib; and found ourselves upon the most sightly spot 

in all the country. 

The mosk is here the principal object; and is re¬ 

garded by Jews, Christians, and Muhammedans, as 

covering the tomb of the prophet Samuel. It is now 

in a state of great decay. We were admitted without 

1) Will Tyr. VIII. 1. Benj. de Bohaeddin mentions el-Jib; Vita 
Tud. par Barat. I. 85. Brocard. Saladin. p. 243. 
c. IX. p. 184 Marin. Sanut. p. 249. 2) See under June 9th. 
Breydenbach copies Brocardua. 
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ceremony to every part of it; ascended to its flat roof 

and minaret; and examined, so far as we chose, the 

pretended tomb in a more private apartment. This 

is only a box of hoards. The building was evidently 

once a Latin church, built up on older foundations in, 

the form of a Latin cross; and probably dates from 

the time of the crusades. There are few houses now 

inhabited ; but many traces of former dwellings. In 

some parts, the rock, which is soft, has been hewn 

away for several feet in height, so as to form the walls 

of houses; in one place it is thus cut down apparently 

for the foundation of a large building. Two or three 

reservoirs are also in like manner hewn in the rock. 

These cuttings and levellings extend over a considera¬ 

ble space. 

The view from the roof of the mosk is very com¬ 

manding in every direction. Below in the S. E. is the 

deep Wady Beit Hanina stretching off towards the 

S. W. and further in the former direction are seen 

Jerusalem, the Mount of Olives, the Frank Mountain, 

and a large portion of the eastern slope, with the 

mountains beyond the Jordan and Dead Sea. In the 

N. W. the fertile plain of el-Jib lies immediately be¬ 

low ; and further on, the eye embraces a large extent 

of the great lower plain along the coast, as well as of 

the Mediterranean itself. In a clear day Yafa may 

he distinctly seen; a slight haze now intercepted it 

from our view. A large number of villages were vis¬ 

ible on every side. The most important hearings 

which we got here, were the following: Mount of Ol¬ 

ives S. 40° E. Jerusalem S. 35° E. Frank Mountain 

S. 10° E. el-Kustul S. 50° W. Soba S. 54° W. Ram- 

leh N. 66° W. el-Jib N. 21° E. el-Bireh N. 30° E. 

Taiyibeh N. 50° E.1 

1) Other bearings of minor pia- the valley below, S. 72° E. Sha’- 
ces were: Beit Hanina across fat S. 60° E. Lifta, in the great 
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The tradition that here is the tomb of the prophet 

Samuel, necessarily includes the supposition that this 

spot is the Ramali or Ramathaim-Zophim of the Old 

Testament, the birth-place, residence, and burial-place 

of that prophet.1 That this was a different city from 

the Ramali near Gibeah of Saul (now er-Ram) on the 

east of the Nabulus road, is obvious; for the latter is 

only half an hour from Gibeah, Saul’s residence; and 

its situation does not at all accord with the circum¬ 

stances of his first visit to Samuel when in search of 
his father’s asses, nor with David’s subsequent flight 

to Samuel for refuge.2—But the same difficulties lie 

with almost equal force against the supposition, that 

the present Neby Samwil can be the Ramali of the 

prophet. As such, it could not well have been un¬ 

known to Saul; since as being the highest point in 

the country and not more than an hour and a half or 

two hours distant from his native place, it must have 

been before his eyes, if not in Gibeah itself, yet when¬ 

ever he went out into the adjacent fields. 

But there are still greater difficulties. There can 

be little doubt, that the visit of Saul to Samuel, above 

alluded to, took place in Ramah, where the prophet 

entertained him in his own house. At his departure 

in order to return to Gibeah, the prophet anoints him 

as king, and describes his way home as leading him 

u by Rachel’s sepulchre in the border of Benjamin.”3 

This circumstance is decisive against the identity of 

Neby Samwil with Ramah. We have already seen 

that the site of Rachel’s tomb cannot well be called 

valley, S. 12° E. M&r Ely&s, S. R&m-Allah N. 18° E. Jedireh 
of Jerusalem, S. 7° E. Bethlehem N. 37° E. Kuliindia N. 44° E. 
S. 1° E. Beit Iksa, below us on Bir Nebala N. 51° E. Rummon 
the hills, S. 4° W. ’Ain Karim N. 55° E. er-Ram N. 75° E. 
with the convent of St. John, S. 1) 1 Sam. i. 1, 19. ii. 11. viii. 4. 
20° W. Deir Yesin S. 57° W. xix. 18. xxv. 1. xxviii. 3. 
Beit Dukkah N. 77° W. Biddu 2) 1 Sam. c. ix. xix. 18. 

N. 48° VV. Beit Unia N. 4° W. 3) 1 Sam. x. 1, 2. 
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in question ;l and therefore the Ramah of the prophet 

must have been so situated, that a person going from 

it to Gibeah would naturally, or at least without dif¬ 

ficulty, pass near to the present sepulchre N. W. of 

Bethlehem. But from Neby Samwil, Gibeah lies 

about E. N. E. and not more than two hours distant; 

while the fiomb of Rachel bears directly South at the 

distance of nearly three hours. Hence, every step 

taken from Neby Samwil towards the sepulchre of 

Rachel, only carries a person away from Gibeah.—I 

shall have occasion hereafter to speak of the probable 

site of the Ramah of the prophet; my sole object here 

is to show, that it could not have been the present 

Neby Samwil. 

The true site of the Ramah of Samuel seems to 

have been early forgotten; since both Eusebius and 

Jerome place it, with still less probability, in the plain 

near Diospolis or Lydda.2 Yet the present tradition 

as to the prophet’s tomb must have sprung up not long 

, after their day; for apparently Procopius alludes to 

this spot, when he relates that Justinian caused a well 

and a wall to be constructed for (the monastery of) 

St. Samuel in Palestine.3 At the close of the seventh 

century Adamnanus describes the ground north of 

Jerusalem as rocky and rough, as far as to the city of 

Samuel or Ramah.4 The crusaders found here the 

name of St. Samuel; and with little regard to consis¬ 

tency, held the place to be also the Shiloh of Scripture; 

or as Brocardus expresses it, “ Mount Shiloh, which is 

now called St. Samuel.”5 Here stood a Latin convent 

of the order of Praemonstrants; which was plundered 

1) See above, Vol. I. pp. 322, 5) “ Mons Silo, q<ui nunc ad St. 
375. Samudem dicitur Brocardus c. 

2) Onomast. art. Armatha So- 9. p. 184. Will. Tyr. VIII. 1.—The 
phim. true Shiloh lay north of Bethel to- 

3) Procop. de Aedific. V. 9. wards Shechemor Nabulus; Judg. 
4) De Loc. Sanct. I. 21. xxi. 19. 
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by the troops of Saladin as he was preparing to besiege 

Jerusalem inA.D. 1187.1 To the same period proba¬ 

bly belongs the Latin church now converted into a 

mosk. From that time onward to the present day, 

the natives have known the place only as Neby Sam- 

wil; while the monks and travellers have varied in 

describing it either as Shiloh or Ramah. In later 

centuries the name of Ramah has predominated.2 

Most travellers have been contented to adopt the 

information of their monastic guides ; although a few 

have ventured to call in question its accuracy.3 

As however Neby Samwil is one of the most 

marked places in the vicinity of Jerusalem, and was 

unquestionably the site of an ancient town, it became 

to us a matter of interest, to ascertain if possible, what 

city of antiquity had occupied this sightly spot. 

Among the scriptural names after which we made 

diligent search in this region, (though without success,) 

was that of Mizpeh, a city of Benjamin renowned in 

the Old Testament; wdiere the tribes often assembled; 

where Samuel offered sacrifice and judged the people; 

1) Rad. Coggesh. Chron. An¬ 
glican. in Martene et Durand Coll, 
ampl. Tom. V. p. 565. Wilken 
Gesch. der Kreuzz. III. ii. pp. 298, 
299.—Benjamin of Tudela also has 
the name San Samuel de Scilo; 
and relates the legend, that when 
the Edomites (Christians) took 
Ramleh from the Ishmaelites, they 
found there near the Jews’ Syna¬ 
gogue the tomb of Samuel, from 
which they transferred his body to 
the present St. Samuel, after erect¬ 
ing there a large church; Benj. de 
Tud. par Baratier, I. p. 102. No¬ 
thing of all this is found in any of 
the historians of the crusades, who 
would not have been likely to over¬ 
look such a transaction ; while too, 
as we have seen, the present name 
is older than the time of the cru¬ 
sades. Besides, Jerome relates, 
that the bones of Samuel were re¬ 

moved to Thrace under the empe¬ 
ror Arcadius; Hieron. adv. Vigi¬ 
lant. p. 283. Reland Palaest. p. 
965. 

2) Thus we find Shiloh in Ma¬ 
rin. Sanut. p. 249. Breydenbach 
in Reissb. pp. 130, 136. Nau, p. 
501. Zuallardo names it both Shi¬ 
loh and Ramah, Viaggio p. 119. 
Q,uaresmius gives it as Ramah, II. 
p. 727; and so Von Troilo, p. 290. 
Pococke II. p. 48, fol. Elliott, 
Travels II. p. 412. 

3) Cotovicus appears to con¬ 
found this spot with Soba ; his de¬ 
scription of Soba applies only to 
the present Neby Samwil ; pp. 
316, 317. Doubdan, following the 
authority of Jerome, transfers the 
tomb to Ramleh; pp. 488, 489; 
comp. p. 114. Sandys also ques¬ 
tions the report of his monkish 
guides, p. 135. Lond. 1658. 
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where Saul was chosen king by lot; and where under 

the Chaldeans, Gedaliah the governor resided and was 

assassinated.1 The position of this city is nowhere de¬ 

scribed, neither in the Old Testament nor by Josephus; 

and we only know that it must have lain near Ramah of 

Benjamin ; since king Asa fortified it with materials 

brought from the latter place.2 The name too, which 

signifies “ a place of look out, watch-tower,” implies 

that it was situated on an elevated spot. 

There are two such high points, which in these 

respects might correspond to the site of Mizpeh. 

One is Tell ell-Fill (Bean-hill) lying about an hour 

South of er-Ram (Ramah) towards Jerusalem. This 

we afterwards visited. It is high, and overlooks the 

eastern slope of the mountains, and has upon it the re¬ 

mains of a large square tower; but there are here no 

traces of any former city, either upon or around the 

hill.3 The other point is Neby Samwil, which, though 

somewhat further distant from er-Ram, is a higher and 

more important station than the other. On these 

grounds, as well as from the traces of an ancient town 

upon it, I am inclined to regard Neby Samwil as the 

probable site of Mizpeh. And further, the writer of 

the first book of Maccabees describes Mizpeh as situ¬ 

ated “ overagainst Jerusalem,” implying that it was 

visible from that city ;4 a description which is true of 

Neby Samwil, but not as to Tell el-Fiil. Eusebius 

also and Jerome describe Mizpeh as lying near to 

Kirjath-Jearim, which must have been on the West of 

Gibeon, perhaps at Kuryet el-?Enab ; and this too 

points to Neby Samwil rather than to the other hill.5 

1) Josh, xviii. 26. Judg. xx. 4) Kax^vavt^Ie^ovaab^fi, 1 Mac. 
1. xxi. 1. 1 Sam. vii. 5-16. x. 17, iii. 46. 
seq. 2 Kings xxv. 22-25. Jer. c. 5) Onomast. art. Maovricpct 
xl, xli. Massefa. Both writers confound 

2) 1 Kings xv. 22. 2 Chron. here the Mizpeh of Gilead, where 
xvi. 6. Jephthah dwelt (Judg. xi. 34), with 

3) See above, p. 112, and also the Mizpeh of the text. Comp, 
under May 15. also Jer, xli. 10, 12, 16. 
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From Neby Samwil we bent our course towards 

Jerusalem. The distance is reckoned at two hours; 

but as our horses were now travelling homewards, 

we accomplished it in one hour and fifty minutes. 

Leaving at 3| o’clock we descended along smaller 

spurs and ridges towards the great valley; the declivity 

on this side being in general much less steep than the 

ascent from el-Jib. We had here on the left Beit 

Hanina across the valley ; and on the right Beit Iksa 

on the hills; while before us low down in the Wady 

on its eastern side was seen the village of Lifta, where 

many mules are kept. Here, somewhere towards the 

right, is situated apparently the fountain of St. Samuel 

mentioned by travellers, in a sort of grotto.1 At 4h 20' 

Beit Hanina bore N. 45° E. and Lifta S. 10° W. 

We reached the bottom at 4h 40', which is here 

narrow and very stony, but planted with fine vine¬ 

yards and orchards of fig and olive-trees. This valley 

has two main heads; one coming from the plain around 

el-Jib, down which passes a different road to Jerusa¬ 

lem ; and the other from near er-Ram. They unite 

just below Beit Hanina which stands on the ridge be¬ 

tween, and gives its name to the Wady below, as it 

passes off towards the S. W.2 We crossed the bottom 

very obliquely, having over us on the right a little vil¬ 

lage with green gardens around it; and began imme¬ 

diately to ascend by a small branch Wady on the 

opposite side. After ten or fifteen minutes we left its 

bed, and passed up the very rocky slope to the Tombs 

of the Judges and head of the Valley of Jehoshaphat. 

1) Most distinctly by Doubdan, which David slew Goliah, 1 Sam. 
p. 114. Also by Q,uaresmius, II. p. xvii. 2, seq. Hence travellers 
728. Von Troilo,p. 291. Pococke usually give it the name of the 
XI. p. 48. fob Terebinth or Turpentine valley. 

2) For the lower part of this But the scene of that battle was 
valley, see under May 17th. Ec- unquestionably in a different place ; 
clesiastical tradition regards it as see under May 18th. 
the valley of Elah (Terebinth), in 

Vol. II. 19 
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This point we reached at 5h 05'; and came in another 

half hour to the Damascus Gate. Here we found a 

quarantine guard stationed, to watch against the en¬ 

trance of persons coming from Yafa, where the plague 

was now raging. In Jerusalem itself no new cases 

had occurred; and we hoped the alarm was over. 

One of the two Mukariyeh who accompanied us on 

this excursion, was from Kulonieh, a village overhang¬ 

ing the western side of the great valley below Lifta, 

at the point where it is crossed by the direct road from 

Jerusalem to Ramleh.1 As we came from Neby Sam- 

wil, he gave us the following account. The village of 

Kulonieh belongs to Omar Eflfendi,2 to whom it pays 

110 Mids of grain annually. The tax to the govern¬ 

ment consists of one Piastre for every ewe and she- 

goat, ten Piastres for every ass, twenty for every horse 

and mule, thirty for every camel, and seventy-five on 

every ox ; one Piastre for every olive-tree, and thirty- 

five on each Feddan of fig-trees or vineyards. The Fir- 

deh or capitation-tax the preceding year was sixty-nine 

Piastres. As fast as men are taken away for soldiers, 

or die, the Firdeh is divided among the remainder; so 

that the government takes care to lose nothing. Our 

attendant had been taken as a soldier; but proved 

unfit and was therefore released. Yet he had to pay 

thirty dollars to procure a man to serve in his place. 

To raise this sum he sold an ox and several sheep ; 

and after they were sold, had to pay taxes upon the 

proceeds. 

The price of our horses and mules on this and other 

1) Kfil6nieh is an hour and a but I know of no historical fact to 
half from Jerusalem. From the account for such an etymology, 
convent of St. John (’Ain Karim), According to Scholz, there are 
it bears N. 10° E. The part of the here many old walls built of hewn 
great valley between, is broad stones. Reise, p. 161. 
and planted with trees. Prokesch 2) Apparently the same per- 
Reise, p. 120.—The name seems sonage who figures in Richard- 
to come from the Latin Colonia; son’s Travels, Vol. II. p. 239, seq. 
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excursions was fifteen or sixteen Piastres a day for 

each animal; or if at any time we chose to lie by, the 

half of this price only was to be paid for every such 

day of rest. With the keeping of the animals or at¬ 

tendants, we had no concern; nor was any thing ex¬ 

tra paid for the men. The horses we had now and 

afterwards, were slender and active, and also exceed¬ 

ingly hardy. They were fed usually only at night; 

commonly on barley or other grain, with straw; and 

occasionally when there was a scanty herbage around 

the tent, they were suffered to crop it. Their gait is 

a fast walk; never a trot; for upon the mountains the 

state of the roads renders this for the most part impos¬ 

sible. They are sure-footed, and exceedingly sagacious 

in picking their way among the rocks; and we found 

little difference in this respect between horses and 

mules. These remarks apply of course only to horses 

for hire; and not to the sleek and well-fed animals 

(usually mares) of the Sheikhs and wealthy individu¬ 

als ; which, with equal hardiness, exhibit a wonderful 

degree of activity and fleetness. 

The caparison of the animals for hire is also not 

very splendid. Arab riding-saddles with stirrups are 

sometimes given ; but they are usually narrow and 

hard; so that we at last came to prefer the common 

huge pack-saddles. These are very long and broad, 

stuffed with a large mass of straw; and cover almost 

the whole of the poor animal, from whose back they 

are seldom removed. We had our own stirrups ; and 

usually were able (though not always) to muster a 

bridle for each of ourselves; wdiile our servants were 
1 ' i 

quite contented, if they made out to obtain a halter. 

Our rate of travel with horses and mules appears 

to have been on the average very nearly three Roman 

miles the hour ; which is equivalent to 2. 4 geographi¬ 

cal miles of 60 to the degree, or 2. 78 (nearest 2J) 
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English miles.1 This would apply, I think, very ac¬ 

curately, during our present excursion, to the distance 

passed over between Beitin and el-Jib. But on the 

other hand, between ’Anata and Taiyibeh, where we 

had to cross several very deep and rugged vallies, and 

found the whole road rough, a considerable allowance 

must he made from this average. On the plains again, 

where the roads were level and smooth, the rate of 

travel naturally rose somewhat above the average. 

This excursion was to us deeply interesting, and 

we returned from it highly gratified. It had led us 

through scenes associated with the names and historic 

incidents and deeds of Abraham and Jacob, of Samuel 

and Saul, of Jonathan and David and Solomon; and 

we had been able to trace out the places where they 

had lived and acted, and to tread almost in their very 

footsteps. True, in Jerusalem itself the associations 

of this kind are still more numerous and sacred; but 

they are there so blended together, as to become in a 

measure indistinct and less impressive; while here in 

the country, they stand forth before the soul in all 

their original freshness and individuality. It was like 

communing with these holy men themselves, to visit 

the places where their feet had trod, and where many 

of them had held converse with the Most High. I hope 

that in this respect the visit was not without its pro¬ 

per influence upon our own minds; at any rate, it 

served to give us a deeper impression of the reality and 

vividness of the Bible-history, and to confirm our con¬ 

fidence in the truth and power of the sacred volume. 

The region through which we passed on the first 

day, as I have already remarked, was that described 

1) The Roman mile is usually See more in Note VII, at the end 
reckoned at 75 to the degree. of Vol. I. 
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by the prophet Isaiah as the scene of Sennecharib’s 

approach to Jerusalem.1 This approach is portrayed 

in the most vivid colours; indeed the whole descrip¬ 

tion is the highly-wrought poetic expression of a 

prophetic vision. Every thing lives and moves; the 

various towns upon the conqueror’s route, tremble and 

cry aloud and flee away in terror. All this is probably 

to be viewed in the light of a divine threat or pro¬ 

phetic warning; for although Sennecharib at a later 

period actually invaded Judea, yet he himself did not 

come against Jerusalem; but sent Rabshakeh thither 

from Lachish with an army.2 The route too which 

the prophet describes, can never have been a common 

way of approach to Jerusalem. It presupposes, that 

the monarch and his army, instead of keeping along 

the great feasible northern road to the city, turned off 

at or near Bethel towards Ai, situated doubtless in the 

vicinity of the present Deir Diwan ; from which point 

to Jerusalem by Michmash and Anathoth, they would 

have to cross not less than three very deep and difficult 

vallies. 

However this may be, the route itself is very dis¬ 

tinctly traced, and we were able in a great measure to 

follow" it out. Of the probable sites of Ai and Geba I 

have already spoken ; and we ourselves visited Mich¬ 

mash, Gibeah of Saul, Ramah, and Anathoth. Of 

the other places mentioned, no further trace remains. 

Migron must have been situated somewhere between 

Deir Diwan and Michmash; and Gallim and Laish, 

Madmenah and Gebim, were probably further South 

and nearer to Anathoth.3 Arrived at Nob, the Assy- 

1) Isa. x. 28-32. of the case, to connect this Laish 
2) Isa. xxxvi, xxxvii. 2 Kings with that on the northern border 

xviii, xix. of Palestine; Judges xviii. 7, 29. 
3) All these places obviously It more probably had some relation 

lay within this tract, and almost to the person of that name, a na- 
within sight of each other. It is tive of Gallim; 1 Sam. xxv. 44. 
contrary to all the circumstances 
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rian makes a halt; and “ shakes his hand against the 

mount of the daughter of Zion.” This language im¬ 

plies that the Holy City was in sight from Nob ; which 

therefore must have been situated somewhere upon 

the ridge of the Mount of Olives, northeast of the city.1 

We sought now and afterwards all along this ridge, 

from the Damascus road to the summit opposite the 

city, for some traces of an ancient site which might be 

regarded as the place of Nob ; but without the slight¬ 

est success. This was probably the city of the priests 

destroyed by Saul; for although there appears to have 

been another Nob near the plain towards Lydda, yet 

the ark of God after its return from the Philistines 

in the days of Samuel, seems never again to have de¬ 

parted from the mountains.2 

As one result of this excursion, as well as of our 

subsequent researches, the remark presents itself, that 

while very many of the ancient Hebrew names have 

in this way perished, there exists at the present day a 

class of names, which, although not occurring in the 

Scriptures, are nevertheless probably of Hebrew ori¬ 

gin, and have come down from (he earliest times. 

Thus, I apprehend that all (or nearly all) those appel¬ 

lations in which the Arabic word Beit appears as a 

component part, are only the successors of ancient 

Hebrew names with Beth (house), whether found in 

the Scriptures or not. Many of these indeed do thus 

occur, as Bethlehem, Bethel, Beth-horon, and the like ; 

but a still larger number exist at the present day, 

of which the Bible makes no mention. Such are Beit 

1) So Jerome professedly from 
Hebrew tradition: “ Stans in op- 
pidulo Nob et procul urbem conspi- 
ciens Jerusalem Comm, in Esa. 
x. 32. Nob is also mentioned as 
one of the cities of Benjamin near 
to Anathoth, Neh. xi. 32. 

2) 1 Sam. c. vi. xxi. 1-9. xxii. 
9-19. Jerome mentions a Nobe 
not far from Lydda ; probably the 
Beit Nuba of the crusaders and of 
the present day ; see under June 
9th. Hieron. Ep. 86, ad Eustoch. 
Epitaph. Paulae, p. 673. 
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Kanina, Beit Iksa, Beit Unia,J Beit Jala, which have 

been already noticed, and very many others. The same 

is true of names like el-Hizmeh, Tell ’Astir, ’Atara, and 

others similar; which although apparently of Hebrew 

origin, are not distinctly found in connection with the 

district in which they now exist.2 

That such should be the general fact, is not sur¬ 

prising ; although so far as I know, it has never been 

distinctly brought into notice. The Bible does not 

claim to be a geographical work, nor to enumerate all 

the towns and villages of the Promised Land. Indeed, 

in most of the recorded lists of Hebrew cities, we find 

the express addition of “ their villages,” and sometimes 

of “ their towns and villages,” of which no names are 

given.3 Among these unknown names, were doubt¬ 

less many of those which have survived to our time. 

Another trait of the ancient Hebrew topography 

is the repeated occurrence of the same name. Thus 

there were several Ramahs and Gibeahs, two Carmels, 

two Mizpehs, two Aroers, two Socohs, and many sim¬ 

ilar instances. The same trait appears also in respect 

to the Arabic names of the present day. We found 

not less than three Jeba’s, three or four Taiyibehs, two 

el-Birehs, two ’Ataras, two Shuweikehs (Socoh), two 

Rafats, and many other like examples. 

X 

1) This name might be suppo¬ 
sed to correspond to the Hebrew 
Bethulia; but the Bible mentions 
no such place in this region. See 
Reland Pal. pp. 658, 639. 

2) Does Tell ’Asur perhaps cor¬ 
respond to the Azov of Benjamin, 
which is mentioned with Ramah 
and Anathotli ? Neh. xi. 33. If 
so the Hebrew n has passed over 
into the Arabic ’dm, as in Beit 

UrU. a,Jr 

I*'- 'i'- 

’Ur for Beth-horon. We saw Tell 
’Asur from el-’Alya, el-Bireh and 
Jifna.—’Atara is the Heb. Ataroth, 
but seems hardly to correspond to 
the place so called on the border 
of Ephraim, Josh. xvi. 5, 7. See 
more under May 15, and June 13. 

3) So Josh. xv. 32, 36, 41, 47, 
etc. xviii. 24, 28. xix. 7, 8, 16, 23, 
etc. 1 Chron. viii. 12. Neh. xi. 
25-31. 

* nvy fiA ? J** 



SECTION X. 

EXCURSION TO ?AIN JIDY, THE DEAD SEA, JORDAN, ETC, 

We remained in Jerusalem after our return, only 

so long as was necessary to make preparations for an¬ 

other journey. Our former excursion had led us along 

the eastern slope of the mountains on the North of the 

Holy City; and we now proposed to explore the con¬ 

tinuation of the same tract on the South, comprising 

the district lying between the Hebron-road and the 

Dead Sea, as far South at least as to the place called 

7Ain Jidy ; and then along the western shore of that 

sea to the Jordan. A prominent object in my own 

mind, was to find (if possible) somewhere upon or near 

the coast two high points, from which we might ob¬ 

tain a view of the whole extent of the Dead Sea, and 

make observations in order to determine its length 

and breadth. In this however we were only partially 

successful; the nature of the country and the basin of 

the sea turning out to be very different from what I 

expected. 

The districts we were now about to visit, are usu¬ 

ally regarded as among the most insecure in Palestine. 

The desert along the sea is inhabited, if at all, only by 

a few Bedawin, of whom we heard the worst reports 

as thieves and robbers. The tract was said now also to 

he full of deserters and outlaws, who lay here con¬ 

cealed and subsisted by thieving and robbery ; as was 
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likewise the case on the North of Jerusalem.1 Whether 

tliis reputation of the country be well founded or not, 

I will not undertake to decide; hut certainly the dis¬ 

trict has a right to it by ancient prescription; for it is 

the very same region into which David with his band of 

six hundred adventurers withdrew from the pursuit of 

Saul, and dwelt long in the caves and lurking-places.2 

The plain of the Jordan too, around Jericho, is con¬ 

sidered as very unsafe; partly because of the thievish 

character of the inhabitants, and partly as being ex¬ 

posed to excursions from the lawless Arabs of the 

eastern mountains. Three weeks before this time, 

some of our friends had accompanied the annual cara¬ 

van of pilgrims to the Jordan; and had there spoken 

with several merchants from Damascus, who were 

going to es-Salt and Kerak. The very next day, these 

merchants were shot dead and their goods plundered. 

As our intended journey became known, our ears 

were filled with stories of this kind; and we were 

urged to take with us a guard of soldiers from the 

governor of Jerusalem. For this we had no sort of 

inclination; partly because we must then have been 

in a measure under their control, and not they under 

ours ; and partly because, with such a guard, we could 

only expect to excite the ill-will and perhaps the hos¬ 

tility of the Arabs we might fall in with ; and thus 

frustrate in a degree the very object of our journey. 

Still, as it was not prudent to travel without some 

escort, we thought it more advisable to obtain the 

services of the supposed robbers themselves, or of per¬ 

sons on good terms with them, who might at the same 

time act both as guards and guides. Sheikh Mustafa, 

the head of a wandering tribe of half Derwishes who 

frequent the vicinity of Jericho, was spoken of; but 

1) See under Jeba5 and Taiyi- 2) 1 Sam. xxiii. 13-26. c. xxiy. 
beh, pp. 113, 123. 

VOL. II. 20 
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was not then to he found at Jerusalem. Another per¬ 

son was then recommended, who had been a leader in 

the rebellion of 1834; a price was set upon his head, 

and he had been ever since an outlaw, but had never 

been taken. He was known to he often in Jerusalem, 

and was on good terms with the convent in Bethle¬ 

hem. Indeed, a few days before, lie had been guide 

and escort to a party of our friends, including several 

ladies, in an excursion from that convent to several 

places in the vicinity of Bethlehem. As he was of 

course on good terms with all the other outlaws and 

Arabs, and could thus protect us from any attack, 

we commissioned our Arab-Greek friend and agent Abu 

Selameh, to find him out and engage him. The latter 

applied to the Greek convent at Bethlehem, which 

readily undertook the matter; hut they afterwards 

sent word, that as the country was now very unsafe, 

it would be prudent to take a larger escort, and not 

trust ourselves to the care of a single person. They 

accordingly sent to us the Sheikh of the Ta’amirah, a 

tribe of Arabs living S. E. of Bethlehem towards the 

Dead Sea, and noted as being among the foremost on 

occasions of rebellion and robbery. He was a noble¬ 

looking man, and we at once made a bargain with 

him, that he should accompany us with three of his 

men. We were to pay him ten Piastres a day for 

himself, and five or six Piastres for each of his attend¬ 

ants. He fulfilled his contract honourably; and we 

had no reason to repent of our choice. 

The Christian Sabbath passed away in quiet enjoy¬ 

ment ; and Monday was occupied in writing out our 

journals and various other preparations. We hoped 

for a time that Mr. Whiting would have accompanied 

us ; but it was not convenient for him ; so that the 

party was limited to our own original number of three, 

with our two servants. We engaged six horses, inclu- 
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ding one for the tent and luggage ; with the condition 

that they should be accompanied by three men, in 

order to render our party as large as possible. At 

evening our Sheikh came and slept in the house; 

having appointed his men to join us at Bethlehem. 

Tuesday, May 8th. The horses were brought be¬ 

tween 6 and 7 o’clock ; hut with only two men and 

without bridles. We demurred to this state of things; 

and a difficulty arising, they went off again, leaving 

their earnest-money in our hands. While we were 
«/ 

endeavouring to procure other horses, Abu Selameh 

came in, and immediately set off after the men to bring 

them back; as the owner of the horses seemed to be 

his particular friend. In this lie succeeded, as he said; 

the men and the horses came back, and a brother of 

the owner with them. But we found that our Arab 

friend had gone a little beyond his instructions in the 

terms of conciliation; we were indeed to have the 

bridles, but the owner was to send only the two men; 

the third was to be furnished by our Sheikh from his 

tribe, and we were to pay for him. We thought it 

best on the whole to submit to this imposition, rather 

than to lose more time ; and accordingly got all things 

in readiness to mount. We took our tent as before; 

but carried all our bedding and blankets upon our own 

saddles. Our provisions and utensils were distributed 

in small sacks ; which were then deposited in capa¬ 

cious saddle-bags, slung across the horses of our ser¬ 

vants. 
But another delay now arose ; the brother of the 

owner and the muleteers all affirming that in order to 

visit Jericho, where there is a small garrison, it was 

necessary to have a Tezkirah from the governor. We 

doubted the fact, and afterwards found that we were 

right; yet in order to be on the safe side, we sent 

Komeh with our Firman to the governor, accompanied 
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by the owner’s brother, in order to obtain the desired 

paper. This latter was a man of enterprise and 

daring; some ten years before, he had combined with 

a few others and suddenly got possession of the cita¬ 

del, turning out the garrison and afterwards closing 

the gates of the city for a time against the Turkish 

government. As our messenger he w^as now courte¬ 

ously received by the governor ; and it so happened 

that the Aga in command at Jericho was present. 

The governor immediately gave him verbal orders to 

receive us at Jericho, and attend to all our wants; 

and also to send with us an escort of soldiers to the 

Jordan. This latter kindness we afterwards took care 

to avoid. 

All these matters being at length arranged, we 

left the Yafa Gate at ten minutes before 10 o’clock, 

on our way to Bethlehem, across the valley of Hin- 

nom and along the plain of Rephaim, by the same 

route by which we had first approached Jerusalem.1 

At 10 o’clock we were opposite to Wady el-Werd, 

leading out between high hills from the S. W. corner 

of the plain. It here runs W. by S. and is soon joined 

by the Wady Ahmed. In this valley, in sight of our 

road, lies the village of Beit Sufafa; and further off in 

the same direction, esh-Sherafat, on the southern hill. 

Both of these now bore West. On the northern hill, 

overagainst the latter place, wre could see the village 

el-Malihah, bearing N. 70° W. Further down the val¬ 

ley, out of sight, lies ’Ain Yalo, a fountain, from which 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 323, 324. lehem to the convent of St. John 
2) See Vol. I. p. 482. We were (’Ain Karim,) through Wady 

not able to ascertain, whether this is Ahmed. Maundrell makes it less 
the fountain regarded by the monks than an hour from Beit Jala; Po- 
as St Philip’s, where they suppose cocke rather more ; and Doubdan 
Jym to have baptized the eunuch; describes it as being at the point 
but this is not improbable. This where the Gaza road crosses the 
latter is situated in Wady el-Werd, valley. Maundrell, Apr. 2. Po- 
east ol the village ol el-Welejeh, cocke II. pp. 45, 46. Doubdan, p. 
(the St. Philip’s of the monks,) on 178. 
one of the ways leading from Beth- 
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water is often brought to Jerusalem.2 At 10h 45' 

Sherafat bore N. 80° W. and Malihah N. 55° W.1 

When we reached the gate leading to the Greek con¬ 

vent Mar Elyas, ten minutes later, these villages were 

already shut out from view by intervening hills. 

We had lingered on the way, so that we were now 

as long in passing over this interval to the convent 

with horses, as we formerly had been with camels. 

It is usually reckoned one hour. The convent lies in 

the fields at some distance from the road, on the verge 

of the ridge, having a wide prospect across the deep 

vallies on the South.2 

From this point two paths lead to Bethlehem; one 

direct, descending and crossing the deep valley on the 

South; the other passing more to the right around the 

head of the valley, and so by Rachel’s Tomb. We 

took the latter, now as before; and at llh 10' Mar 

Elyas behind us bore N. 44° E. and Beit Jala S. 60° 

W.—At llh 20' there was a little ruin on the right, 

called el-Khamis. We came to Rachel’s Tomb in five 

minutes more, which has already been described.3 The 

Muslims keep the tomb in order; and those of Beth¬ 

lehem were formerly accustomed to bury around it. 

The whole tract before us was full of olive-groves, 

especially in Wady Ahmed and on the slopes of Beit 

Jala, and also in the vallies on the East of the low 

swell or water-shed; while towards Bethlehem were 

likewise many orchards of fig-trees. 

Passing on towards Bethlehem, we met a mule 

laden with water, said to be from Bethlehem for the 

1) Prokesch passed from Beit 25° E. Neby Samwil N.^W. 
Sufafa to Malihah in half an hour; Bethlehem S. 15° W. Convent of 
and thence to the village of St. Bethlehem S. 10° W. Beit Sahur 
John (’Ain Karim) in three quar- S. 50° E. Frank Mountain S. 16° E. 
ters of an hour. Reise, pp. 118, 3) See above, Vol I. p. 322.— 
119. From Rachel’s Tomb Bethlehem 

2) From the well at the gate bears S. 5° E. distant 25 minutes ; 
leading to the convent, we took the and Beit Jala S. 85° W. distant 
following bearings: Jerusalem N. about 20 minutes. 
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Armenian convent in Jerusalem. We took this at first 

as a confirmation of the excellence of the water longed 

for by David / hut we were afterwards able to find 

no well in Bethlehem, and especially none “ by the 

gate,” except one connected with the aqueduct on the 

South. That to which the monks give the name of 

the ‘ Well of David/ is about half or three quarters of 

a mile N. by E. of Bethlehem, beyond the deep valley 

which the village overlooks ; it is merely a deep and 

wide cistern or cavern now dry, with three or four 

narrow openings cut in the rock.2 

At llh 35' we came upon the aqueduct from Solo¬ 

mon’s Pools ; which having wound far to the East 

around the ridge on which Bethlehem and the convent 

stand, curves here again to the West in order to pre¬ 

serve its level. It had lately been repaired, and the 

water was now flowing in it at this point. Crossing 

the low wTater-shed we now ascended gradually to¬ 

wards Bethlehem around the broad head of a valley 

running N. E. to join that under Mar Elyas. The 

town lies on the E. and N. E. slope of a long ridge; 

another deep valley, Wady Ta’amirah, being on the 

South side, which passes down north of the Frank 

Mountain towards the Dead Sea, receiving the valley 

under Mar Elyas not far below.3 ToAvards the West 

the hill is higher than the village, and then sinks down 

very gradually towards Wady Ahmed. 

We reached Bethlehem at ten minutes before noon, 

in just two hours from Jerusalem. As we entered the 

gate, we were met by a procession or party of armed 

Bedawin on horseback, passing through the town ap¬ 

parently towards Jerusalem. Some had fire-arms, 

and the rest swords and long spears. They seemed 

1) 2 Sam. xxiii. 15-17. 1 Chron. in the Levant, II. p. 270. Monro 
xi. 17-19. I. pp. 251, 252.—Brocardus calls it 

2) Quaresmius II. p. 614. cisterna; c. IX. p. 184. 
Maundrell, Apr. 1. Turner’s Tour 3) See more under May 11th. 
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much disposed to he on good terms with us ; saluted 

us courteously ; and some of them in passing reached 

us their right hand. We hardly knew what to make 

of all this; and our Sheikh was too much of a diplo¬ 

matist to inform us at the time; hut we afterwards 

found that they belonged to a larger party of the 

Tiyahah and Jehalin, who were on their way to cross 

the Jordan, on a marauding expedition against their 

enemies, under the sanction of Sheikh Sahd governor 

of Gaza. The result we learned at a later period 

from the Jehalin.1 

We proceeded directly through the town, and 

stopped for fifteen minutes on the level part of the 

ridge between it and the convent. The latter is some 

thirty or forty rods distant from the village towards 

the East, and overlooks the deep valley on the North. 

It is occupied by the Greeks, Latins, and Armenians ; 

and encloses the church built by Helena over the al¬ 

leged cave of the Nativity. The monks had now 

shut themselves up in quarantine on account of the 

plague; so that we did not enter the convent. We 

were expecting at the time to visit Bethlehem again, 

and examine it more at leisure; but this hope was 

afterwards frustrated; and I am therefore able to add 

little to the stock of information already known.2 

No one has ever doubted, I believe, that the pre¬ 

sent Beit Lahm, ‘ House of Flesh7, of the Arabs, is 

identical with the ancient Bethlehem, ‘ House of Bread,7 

of the Jews; and it is therefore not necessary here to 

dwell upon the proofs.3 Not only does the name coin¬ 

cide ; but the present distance of two hours from Je- 

1) See under May 26th. ’cjbeid not far from Mar S&ba, S. 
2) From this point, between 80° E. This seems to be the Der- 

the town and convent, we took the Benalbede of Pococke, on the way 
following bearings: Frank Moun- to Mar Saba; II. p. 34. fob 
tainS. 27° E. Beit Ta’mar, the 3) They may be seen in Reland 
village of the Ta’amirah, S. 40° E. Palaest. p. 642. Euseb. et Hieron. 
BeiFs&htir S. 55° E. Deir lbn Onomast. art. Bet/lleein, 
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rusalem corresponds very exactly to the six Roman 

miles of antiquity. Tradition moreover has never lost 

sight of Bethlehem ; and in almost every century since 

the times of the New Testament, it has been visited 

and mentioned by writers and travellers.1 Helena 

built here a church, which appears to have been the 

same that still exists.2 Jerome afterwards took up his 

residence in the convent, which early sprung up around 

it; and the Roman matron Paula came and erected 

other convents, and spent here the remainder of her 

days.3 As to the value of the early tradition, which 

fixes the birth-place of the Saviour in a cavern at 

some distance from the village, I have already ex¬ 

pressed a judgment.4 Although in this respect I felt 

no desire to visit the spot; yet it would have been 

gratifying to have seen it, as the place where Jerome 

lived and prepared his version of the Bible and so 

many other works. His cell or cave is still profess¬ 

edly shown.5 

The crusaders, on their approach to Jerusalem, first 

took possession of Bethlehem, at the entreaty of its 

Christian inhabitants. In A. D. 1110, king Baldwin 

I. erected it into an episcopal see, a dignity it had 

never before enjoyed; but although this was confirmed 

by pope Pascal II, and the title long retained in the 

Romish church, yet the actual possession of the see 

appears not to have been of long continuance.6 In 

1) By Justin Martyr in the se¬ 
cond century; by Origen in the 
third; and then by Eusebius, Je¬ 
rome, the Bourdeaux pilgrim, and 
so on by hundreds to the present 
day. See above, p. 78. 

2) One of the churches, that of 
St. Catharine, is supposed by Qua- 
resmius to have been built by' 
Paula; but he assigns no better 
reason than mere conjecture ; II. 
pp. 675, 676. He is followed by 
some later writers. Early history, 

so far as I know, makes no men¬ 
tion of any such fact. 

3) See above, pp. 12, 20. 
4) See above, pp. 78, 79. 
5) The monks have fixed the 

spot where the angels appeared to 
the shepherds, in a valley about 
half an hour eastward from Beth¬ 
lehem. 

6) Will. Tyr. XI. 12. Le 
Q,uien Oriens Christ. III. p. 1275, 
seq. Wilken Gescli. der Kreuzz. 
II. p. 366. 
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A. D. 1244, Bethlehem like Jerusalem was desolated 

by the wild hordes of the Kharismians.1 

The present inhabitants of Bethlehem are all 

Christians; and are rated at eight hundred taxable 

men, indicating a population of more than three thou¬ 

sand souls. There was formerly a Muhammedan quar¬ 

ter; but, after the rebellion in 1834, this was destroyed 

by order of Ibrahim Pacha. The town has gates at 

the entrance of some of the streets; the houses are sol¬ 

idly built, though not large. The many olive and fig-or¬ 

chards and vineyards round about, are marks of indus¬ 

try and thrift; and the adjacent fields, though stony 

and rough, produce nevertheless good crops of grain. 

Here indeed was the scene of the beautiful narrative 

of Ruth, gleaning in the fields of Boaz after his reap¬ 

ers ; and it required no great stretch of imagination 

to call up again those transactions before our eyes.2 

The present inhabitants, besides their agriculture, em¬ 

ploy themselves in carving beads, crucifixes, models 

of the Holy Sepulchre, and other similar articles, in 

olive-wood, the fruit of the Dom-palm, mother of pearl, 

and the like, in the same manner as the Christians of 

Jerusalem.3 Indeed the neatest and most skilfully 

wrought specimens of all these little articles, come 

from Bethlehem. 

The Bethlehemites are a restless race, prone to 

tumult and rebellion, and formerly living in frequent 

strife with their neighbours of Jerusalem and Hebron.4 

In the rebellion of 1834 they naturally took an active 

part; and the vengeance of the Egyptian government 

fell heavily upon them. The Muslim quarter was laid 

in ruins ; and all the inhabitants, like those of other 

1) Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzz. 4) Such was the case in Has- 
VI. p. 635. selquist’s day, A. D. 1751; Reise, 

2) Ruth c. ii-iv. p. 170. See too Ali Bey’s Trav- 
3) See above,, p. 96. 
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towns and villages, disarmed. The manner in which 

this disarming of the population is carried into effect, 

is highly illustrative of the character of oriental des¬ 

potism. A town or village is required to surrender, 

not what arms they may actually have; for this would 

hardly be effectual, and many might be concealed; 

but a requisition is made upon them, and rigidly en¬ 

forced, to deliver up a certain amount of muskets and 

other weapons, whether they have them in possession 

or not. The consequence is, that the people of a place 

are often compelled to search out and purchase arms 

elsewhere at an enormous price, in order thus to de¬ 

liver them up; or, if unable to do this, they are thrown 

into prison, and sometimes marched off as conscripts.1 

In either case the intentions of the government are 

answered. 

When this process was going on at Bethlehem after 

the rebellion, an interesting circumstance took place, 

which serves to illustrate an ancient custom. At that 

time, when some of the inhabitants were already im¬ 

prisoned, and all were in deep distress, Mr. Farran, 

then English Consul at Damascus, was on a visit to 

Jerusalem, and had rode out with Mr. Nicolayson to 

Solomon’s Pools. On their return, as they rose the 

ascent to enter Bethlehem, hundreds of the people, 

male and female, met them, imploring the Consul to 

interfere in their behalf, and afford them his protection; 

and all at once, by a sort of simultaneous movement, 

“ they spread their garments in the way” before the 

horses.2 The Consul was affected unto tears ; but had 

of course no power to interfere. This anecdote was 

related to me by Mr. Nicolayson ; who however had 

never seen or heard of any thing else of the kind, during 

his residence in Palestine. 

1) See the case of el-Bireli, p. 2) Matt. xxi. 8. Mark xi. 8. 
131, above. Luke xix. 36. 
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Bethlehem is celebrated in the Old Testament as 

the birthplace and city of David; and in the New, as 

that of David’s greater Son, the Christ, the Saviour of 

the world. What a mighty influence for good has 

gone forth from this little spot upon the human race, 

both for time and for eternity ! It is impossible to ap¬ 

proach the place, without a feeling of deep emotion, 

springing out of these high and holy associations. The 

legends and puerilities of monastic tradition may 

safely be disregarded; it is enough to know that this 

is Bethlehem, where Jesus the Redeemer was born. 

Generation after generation has indeed since that time 

passed away, and their places now know them no 

more. For eighteen hundred seasons the earth has now 

renewed her carpet of verdure, and seen it again de¬ 

cay. Yet the skies and the fields, the rocks and the 

hills, and the vallies around, remain unchanged; and 

are still the same, as when the glory of the Lord shone 

about the shepherds, and the song of a multitude of the 
heavenly host resounded among the hills, proclaiming 

“ Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, 

good-will toward men.”1 

We were joined at Bethlehem by the remainder 

of our escort; and left the place five minutes past noon, 

for Solomon’s Pools; taking the path which follows 

the aqueduct around the hills, considerably to the 
eastward of our former route. Going down the steep 

descent from the town, we came after a few rods to 

what seemed at first to be two wells ; but they proved 

to be only openings over the aqueduct, which here 

passes through a sort of deep vault or reservoir, from 

which the water is drawn up about twenty feet. 

Many females were drawing water, and bearing it 

away in skins upon their shoulders. They assured us, 

that there is no well of living water in or near the town. 

1) Luke ii. 8-14. 
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The Wady Ta’amirah, into which we now de¬ 

scended, has its head just at the right, around which 

the aqueduct is carried. The declivities are full of 

gardens and vineyards and fine olive-trees. Ascend¬ 

ing upon the other side, at 12h 20', Bethlehem behind 

us bore N. 30° E. Ten minutes later we struck the 

aqueduct again, and followed it now quite to the Pools, 

along and around the eastern and southern sides of a 

steep hill, looking down on the South into the deep 

Wady Ur las, which also runs towards the East. At 

12h 5(T the ruined village Urtas was on the declivity 

below us, with a fine fountain and streamlet, which 

waters many gardens in the valley. A few minutes 

higher up, the valley divides; one branch comes in 

from the S. S. W. which I suppose to be the continua¬ 

tion of Wady et-Tuheishimeh ]l the other leads west¬ 

ward directly up to the Pools. Just at the foot of these, 

it is joined by another small parallel valley from the 

left with an aqueduct.2 Above the fountain at Urtas 

all these vallies are comparatively sterile. 

We reached the Pools, called by the Arabs el-Burak, 

at ten minutes past 1 o’clock. These three huge re¬ 

servoirs, built of squared stones and bearing marks of 

the highest antiquity, lie one above another in the steep 

part of the valley, though not in a direct line ; and are 

so situated, that the bottom of the one is higher than 

the surface of the next below, rising one above ano¬ 

ther towards the West. The top of the side-walls 

is not entirely level ] for the water-mark extending 

from the lower end along the sides, strikes several feet 

below the top as it reaches the upper end. The upper 

pool was by no means full, though the wdiole of the 

bottom was covered with water. In the two others, 

wrater stood only in the low7er part. In these the bot¬ 

tom is formed by the naked shelving rocks, which 

1) See Vol. I. p. 320. 2) Ibid. p. 321. 
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constitute the steep sides of the valley; leaving only 

a narrow channel through the middle, and having 

several offsets or terraces along each side. The in¬ 

side walls and bottoms of all the reservoirs, so far as 

visible, are covered with cement; and the lower one 

had been recently repaired. Flights of steps lead 

down in various places into all the pools. 

Our first business was to measure the several pools; 

and the following is the result in English feet. 
t 

I. LOWER POOL. 

Length 582 feet. Breadth Ci 

E. end 207 feet. 
W. end 148 

Depth at E. end 50 feet; of which 6 feet water. 
Direction of N. side N. 45° W. 

II. MIDDLE POOL. 

Distance above Lower Pool 248 feet. 

Length 423 feet. Breadth ^ ^ ^ ^60 ^ 

Depth at E. end 39 feet; of which 14 leet water. 
Direction of S. side W. N. W. 

III. UPPER POOL. 

Distance above Middle Pool 160 feet. 

Length 380 feet. Breadth ^ 229 

Depth at E. end 25 feet; of which 15 feet water. 
Direction of N. side, N. 65° W. 

The road by which we had formerly come from 

Hebron, passes along at the western end of the upper 

pool; adjacent to which on the North stands the old 

Saracenic fortress already mentioned.1 The main 

source from which these reservoirs have always been 

supplied, (when supplied at all,) appears to be a 

sunken fountain, situated in the open and gradually 

ascending fields, about forty rods N. W. of the castle. 

Here one sees only the mouth of a narrow wTell; 

which at this time was stopped by a large stone, too 

heavy for us to remove. This is the entrance to 

1) See Vol. I. p. 321. 
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the fountain below, which my companion had formerly 

explored. It cannot perhaps be better described than 

in the words of Maundrell: “ Through this hole you 

descend directly down, but not without some difficulty, 

for about four yards ; and then arrive at a vaulted 

room fifteen paces long and eight broad. Joining to 

this, is another room of the same fashion, hut some¬ 

what less. Both these rooms are covered with hand¬ 

some stone arches very ancient, and perhaps the work 

of Solomon himself. You find here four places at 

which the water rises. From these separate sources 

it is conveyed by little rivulets into a kind of basin ; 

and from thence is carried by a large subterraneous 

passage down to the pools.”1 

This passage terminates at the N. W. corner of 

the upper pool; not in the pool itself, but in a sort of 

artificial fountain just above, so arranged that the 

water here divides. A part now passes off through 

the aqueduct, which runs along the northern side of 

the pools; while another part is turned down a de¬ 

scent into a vaulted subterranean chamber, twenty- 

four feet long and five or six feet wide; at the further 

end of which it runs off through a square passage in 

the side, apparently to the adjacent pool. The aque¬ 

duct above mentioned continues along on the north 

side of all the reservoirs; giving off in like manner a 

portion of its waters to the middle pool, and another 

portion to the lower one. It then passes down a steep 

declivity to join a similar channel issuing from the 

lower end of the lower pool. 

This main supply of water, however, was originally 

not the only one. The aqueduct which we had for- 

1) MaundrelPs Journey, Apr. p. 513. The monks hold the foun- 
lst.—In a similar way the fountain tain here described to be the 
of Gihon was probably “stopped” “sealed fountain” of Cant. iv. 12. 
by Hezekiah ; see above, Vol. I. Q,uaresmius II. p. 764. 
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merly seen in the parallel valley on the South,1 is 

brought down across the point of the southern hill, 

and descends steeply to the lower pool, one hundred 

feet west of its S. E. corner. We traced this up for 

some distance; and found that still another branch 

joined it above. We were told in Jerusalem, that the 

principal source was in this southern valley ; but that 

two or three years ago a large mass of rock fell into 

the fountain and stopped it, or at least diverted its 

waters from the aqueduct, which was now dry. We 

doubted the truth of the story ; for the aqueduct in 

question seemed to have been long neglected.—The 

southern valley itself comes in just below the lower 

pool; and along or near its bed passes another similar 

aqueduct, which we traced up. There is here a well of 

some depth, across the bottom of which the water was 

seen running; it then flows down and joins the chan¬ 

nel coming from the lower pool. 

At the eastern end of the lower pool, a large abut¬ 

ment is built up, in which is a passage and a chamber 

extending under the massive wall of the reservoir 

quite up near to the water. The manner in which 

the water is drawn out or let off, we could not dis¬ 

tinguish, as we had no lights; but it seemed to trickle 

out in a small stream, and passed oflf below in a nar¬ 

row channel. 

Thus the aqueduct which leads from hence to 

Bethlehem and Jerusalem, is here formed by the union 

of three branches, viz. first, that coming from the foun¬ 

tain N. W. of the castle along the north side of the 

pools ; second, that from the eastern end of the lower 

pool; and third, that from the mouth of the small 

southern valley. It would seem, however, to have 

been the original intention, that the aqueduct should 

be ordinarily and mainly supplied from the fountain 

1) Vol. I. p. 321. 
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above the castle; its superabundant waters being 

turned off at three points as above described, in order 

to aid in filling these great reservoirs; while these 

latter again, in time of need, could be drawn off gra¬ 

dually to supply the aqueduct. They thus form all 

together an immense work, which is still of incalcula¬ 

ble importance to Bethlehem, and might easily be made 

so to Jerusalem.—The form and general course of the 

aqueduct, and its termination in Jerusalem, have 

already been described; and all the historical traces 

that I have been able to find relating either to the 

aqueduct or the pools, have in like manner been 

given.1 

We left the pools at 3J o’clock for the Frank 

Mountain; returning for ten minutes by the way we 

came, and then striking down to the ruined village of 
KJ 

Urtas near the bottom of the vallev, which we reached 
cJ * 

at 3h 35'. The place is still inhabited, though the 

houses are in ruins; the people dwelling in caverns 

among the rocks of the steep declivity. Here are 

manifest traces of a site of some antiquity,—the foun¬ 

dations of a square tower, a low thick wall of large 

squared stones, rocks hewn and scarped, and the like. 

If we are to look anywhere in this quarter for Etam, 

which was decorated by Solomon with gardens and 

streams of water, and fortified by Rehoboam along 

with Bethlehem and Tekoa; and whence too, accord¬ 

ing to the Rabbins, water was carried by an aqueduct 

to Jerusalem; I know of no site so probable as this 

spot.2 The fountain here sends forth a copious supply 

of fine water, and forms a beautiful purling rill along 

the bottom of the valley. This to me was the more 

delightful, as being the first I had seen in Asia. 

1) See Vol. I. pp. 514-16. conclusus ‘garden enclosed,’ of 
2) See the historical references Cant. iv. 12. Q,uaresmius II. p. 

in Vol. I. p. 515. The monks make 764. 
the gardens below to be the hortus 
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After stopping here five minutes, we passed down 

the valley on a general course about E. S. E. along 

the streamlet, and through the midst of gardens and 

fields fertilized by its waters. In the valley and on 

the hills were flocks of sheep and goats mingled to¬ 

gether; and this would seem to have been also the 

patriarchal mode of pasturage.1 The sheep of Pales¬ 

tine are all of the broad-tailed species; the broad part 

being a mere excrescence of fat, with the proper tail 

hanging out of it. A few camels were also seen, and 
many neat cattle, all looking in fine case; thus show¬ 

ing that this is a good grazing district, however rocky 

and sterile it may be in appearance. The little stream 

was soon absorbed in the thirsty gravelly soil of the 

valley, and the gardens ceased. 

Our Sheikh had been all day unwell, and now be¬ 

came quite ill; so that we persuaded him to mount 

the horse of one of our servants. At a quarter past 

four, the valley turned more to the right, and we sent 

off our servants and baggage with the Sheikh to the 

encampment of his tribe, where we had concluded to 

pass the night. The Sheikh had told us that he would 

kill a sheep for us, if we would do him this honour. 

Taking with us the other attendants, we now struck 

up the hill-side on the left to the high table-land above, 

and so continued our course towards the Frank Moun¬ 

tain. Crossing another small Wady running down 

S. E. to the Urtas, we had at 4h 50' the foundations 

of a ruined village on our left, called el-Munettisheh. 

The hills around, though now desolate and arid, had 

once been built up in terraces and cultivated. At 5h 

10' we reached the base of the mountain ; which bears 

in Arabic, for what reason I know not, the name el- 

Fureidis, a diminutive of the word signifying Par¬ 

adise. 

VOL. II. 
1) Gen. xxx. 35, seq. 

22 
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The mountain here rises steep and round, precisely 

like a volcanic cone, hut truncated. The height above 

the base cannot be less than from three to four hun¬ 

dred feet; and the base itself has at least an equal 

elevation above the bottom of Wady Urtas in the 

Southwest; towards which there is a more gradual 

descent. There are traces of terraces around the foot 

of the mountain, but not higher up; and even these 

would seem to have been intended for cultivation 

rather than for defence. We did not notice any road 

to the top, nor any fosse upon the South, as described 

by Pococke j1 though our attention was not particularly 

drawn to these points. Indeed the sides of the moun¬ 

tain above, present now no appearance of any thing 

artificial.—Just on our left, in the direction N. N. W. 

from the mountain, a large tract had once been levelled 

off and built up on the eastern side with a wall. In 

the midst of this tract was a large reservoir, some two 

hundred feet square, now dry; and in the middle of it 

a square mound like an island. There seemed also to 

be ancient foundations round about; though we did 

not remark the church of which Pococke speaks ; and 

traces of an aqueduct were seen coming from the 

North. 

Leaving here our horses, a steep ascent of ten min¬ 

utes brought us to the top of the mountain, which con¬ 

stitutes a circle of about seven hundred and fifty feet 

in circumference. The whole of this is enclosed by 

the ruined walls of a circular fortress, built of hewn 

stones of good size, with four massive round towers 

standing one at each of the cardinal points. Either 

the ruins have formed a mound around the circumfer¬ 

ence, or the middle part of the enclosure was once 

excavated; it is now considerably deeper than the 

circumference. The tower upon the East is not so 

1) Descr. of the East, II. p. 42. fol. 
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thoroughly destroyed as the rest; and in it a maga¬ 

zine or cistern may still be seen.1 

This mountain commands, of course, a very exten¬ 

sive view towards the North; less so towards the 

South and West; while on the East, the prospect is 

hounded by the mountains of Moab beyond the Dead 

Sea. A slight haze prevented us from distinguishing 

the site of Taiyibeh and also Kerak. In the view 

of the Dead Sea I was greatly disappointed. I had 

hoped to have got sight here perhaps of both its ex¬ 

tremities ; or at least to have ascertained some other 

high points from which that would be possible; but 

we found that very little more of its surface is visible 

from this spot, than is seen from the Mount of Olives. 

The mountain is too far from the sea to command a 

view over it; and other mountains intervene, which, 

though rugged and desolate, are low; so that while 

they serve to shut out the prospect, they present 

among themselves no better point of view.2 

The present name of the “ Frank Mountain” is 

known only among the Franks; and is founded on a 

report current among them, that this post was main¬ 

tained by the crusaders for forty years after the fall of 

Jerusalem.3 But, to say nothing of the utter silence 

of all the historians of the crusades, both Christian 

and Muhammedan, as to any occupation whatever of 

this post by either party, it is justly remarked by Irby 

and Mangles, that “ the place is too small ever to have 

1) The Frank Mountain has not 
usually been ascended by travel¬ 
lers. Among the few who speak 
of having been upon it, are Von 
Troilo, Nau, le Brun, Pococke, 
Irby and Mangles, and some others. 

2) We took on the Frank Moun¬ 
tain the following bearings : Abu 
Nujeirn a Wely, W. Bethlehem N. 
27° W. Beit Sahur N. 21° W. 
(This is the Bethsaon of Pococke, 
II. p. 34.) Beit Ta’mar N. 20° W. 

Mar Elyas N. 16° W. Neby 
Samwil N. 10° W. Mount of 
Olives N. 10° E. Abu Dis, near 
Bethany, N. 20° E. Khureitun 
3. 15° W. Teldi’a S. 50° W. 
Beit Fejjar S. 77° W. 

3) Some say by the Knights of 
St. John. Most travellers who 
mention the report, seem to doubt 
its truth. Von Troilo, p. 314. Po- 
cocke II. p. 42. fol. 
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contained half the number of men, which would have 

been requisite to make any stand in such a country; 

and the ruins, though they might be those of a place 

once defended by the Franks, appear to have had an 

earlier origin, as the architecture seems to be Roman.”1 

The present appellation appears to have sprung up 

near the close of the seventeenth century.2 Before 

that time most travellers who mention the mountain, 

call it Bethulia, and give the same name to the ruins 

at its foot ;3 though on what conceivable ground this 

latter name was adopted, I have not been able to dis¬ 

cover. 

The earliest direct mention of the mountain in 

modern times, as well as of this story of the Franks, 

is apparently by Felix Fabri in A. D. 1483. Accord¬ 

ing to him the Franks had plenty of water in cisterns, 

and land enough within the fortress to raise corn and 

wine and fruits sufficient for each year; and they 

might have held out indefinitely, had not a pestilence 

broken out among them after thirty years, and destroy¬ 

ed most of the men and all their wives and daughters ; 

after which the remnant withdrew to other lands.4 

Subsequent travellers have repeated this report in 

different forms ; but all the circumstances lead only to 

the conclusion, that it is in all likelihood a legend of 

the fifteenth century.5 

1) Travels, etc. p. 340. 
2) I have not found it in any 

writer earlier than le Brun, Voy¬ 
age p. 279. So Maundrell, Mar. 
31st. Morison, p. 487. 

3) So Felix Fabri in 1483, 
Reissb. p. 287. Zuallardo, p. 218. 
Quaresmius II. p. 687. Doubdan, 
p.366. Von Troilo, p. 313. Mori¬ 
son has both names, p. 487. Rau- 
wolf, and also Cotovicus, confound 
this mountain with Tekoa; Reissb. 
p. 645. Cotovic. p. 225.—Brocar- 
dus speaks of a “ collis Achillae” 
over against Tekoa, c. IX. p. 184. 

This Breydenbach and Adricho- 
mius refer to the site of Masada on 
the Dead Sea; Reissb. p. 132. 
Adrichom. p. 38. De Salignaco 
on the contrary seems to make it 
the Frank Mountain; Tom. X. c. 
2. I have not been able to trace 
this name any further. 

4) Reissb. des h. Landes, p. 287. 
Morison in 1698 makes this story 
refer to the time of the conquest 
by Selim in 1517 ! Relat. p. 487. 
I cannot find that Quaresmius men¬ 
tions the story. 

5) Compare the similar legend 
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More probable is the suggestion, that this spot is 

the site of the fortress and city Herodium, erected by 

Herod the Great. According to Josephus, that place 

was situated about sixty stadia from Jerusalem, and 

not far from Tekoa.1 Here on a hill of moderate 

height, having the form of the female breast, and 

which he raised still higher or at least fashioned 

by artificial means, Herod erected a fortress with 

rounded towers,2 having in it royal apartments of 

great strength and splendour. The difficult ascent 

was overcome by a flight of two hundred steps of 

hewn stone. At the foot of the mountain he built 

other palaces for himself and his friends; and caused 

water to be brought thither from a distance, in large 

quantity and at great expense. The whole plain 

around was also covered with buildings, forming a 

large city, of which the hill and fortress constituted 

the acropolis.3 So important indeed was the city, 

that one of the toparchies afterwards took the same 

name; and Ptolemy also mentions it as a town of 

note.4 To the same place apparently the body of 

Herod was brought for burial, two hundred stadia 

from Jericho, where he died.5—All these particulars, 

the situation, the mountain, the round towers, the large 

reservoir of water and the city below, correspond very 

strikingly to the present state of the Frank Mountain ; 

and leave scarcely a doubt, that this was Herodium, 

where the Xdumean tyrant sought his last repose.6 

relative to the leaving out of Zion 
at the rebuilding of the walls of 
Jerusalem in 1542; see above, 
Vol. I. p. 470. Note 6. 

1) Joseph. Antiq. XV. 9. 4. 
B. J. I. 21. 10. Also in B. J. IV. 
9. 5, it is related, that Eleazar, 
who had laid siege to Tekoa, sent 
messengers “ to the garrison in 
Herodium, which was near,” 7i(t'o? 
roi'g tv ‘ Ho on)loj (pQOHQovq, o TC e o 

rj v 7t X r\ a l o v . 
2) Kvxloitf^ao 7i\'^yoiq, Antiq. 

XV. 9. 4. QoyyvXois TtvQyoiq, 
B. J. I. 21. 10. 

3) See generally, Joseph. Antiq. 
XV. 9. 4. B. J. I. 21. 10. 

4) Joseph. B. J. III. 3. 5. Pto- 
lem. V. 14. See Reland Pal. p. 
820. 

5) Joseph. Ant. XVII. 8. 3. B. 
J. I. 33. 9.—Another castle of the 
same name was built by Herod on 
a mountain of Arabia; Joseph. 
B. J. I. 21. 10. 

6) The first suggestion as to 
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An earlier mention of this mountain, or indeed any 

mention of it in the Scriptures, cannot he assumed 

with the like certainty. Pococke indeed suggests, 

that it may have keen the Beth-haccerem of the pro¬ 

phet Jeremiah, where the children of Benjamin were 

to “ set up a sign of fire,” while they blew the trumpet 

in Tekoa.1 Jerome also says that there was a village 

Bethacharma, situated on a mountain between Tekoa 

and Jerusalem.2 All this accords well enough with 

the position and character of the Frank mountain; 

but is too indefinite to warrant any thing more than 

conjecture. And besides, if Beth-haccerem was in¬ 

deed succeeded by the fortress and city of Herod, it 

is difficult to see why Jerome, who usually employs 

the Greek names by preference, should here and else¬ 

where make no allusion to the later and more impor¬ 

tant Herodium. 

Mounting again at 4 o’clock, and descending from 

the table-land towards the S. W. we came in twenty 

minutes to the bottom of Wady IJrtas. There another 

valley joins it from the S. W. which we now followed 

up for some distance. The former Wady here runs 

about S. E. passing at some distance south of the 

Frank Mountain; and soon contracts into a narrow 

picturesque gorge, with high precipitous walls upon 

each side. High up on the southern side, at some dis¬ 

tance below the entrance of the ravine, are the remains 

the identity of the Frank Mountain 
with Herodium, so far as I have 
been able to find, is in Mariti; Vi- 
aggi, etc. Germ. p. 545. He re¬ 
lates, that the Greek monks of St. 
Saba, who accompanied him to¬ 
wards Bethlehem, pointed out on 
a mountain towards the South the 
castle of Herod, which they called 
Erodion. This seems to have been 
the Frank Mountain ; though Ma¬ 
riti does not name it, and perhaps 

did not recognise it. The same 
suggestion is made by Berggren, 
Resor etc. III. p. 50. Stockh. 1828 ; 
and in the Modern Traveller in Pal¬ 
estine, p. 183. Then by Raumer, 
Palast. p. 220. 

1) Jerem. vi. 1. Pococke II. p. 
42. fol. 

2) Hieron. Comm, in Jer. vi. 1. 
Neither Eusebius nor Jerome men¬ 
tion Herodium, nor elsewhere 
Beth-haccerem. 
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of a square tower and village, called Khureitun, which 

we had seen from the mountain ; and further down 

among the rocks on the same side, is an immense natu¬ 

ral cavern, which my companion had formerly visited, 

but which we were now prevented from examining 

by the lateness of the hour. The mouth of the grotto 

can be approached only on foot along the side of the 

cliffs. My friend’s description accorded well with the 

account of Irby and Mangles ; according to whom, the 

cave “ runs in by a long, winding, narrow passage, 

with small chambers or cavities on either side. We 

soon came to a large chamber with natural arches of 

a great height; from this last there were numerous 

passages, leading in all directions, occasionally joined 

by others at right angles, and forming a perfect laby¬ 

rinth, which our guides assured us had never been 
thoroughly explored ; the people being afraid of losing 

themselves. The passages were generally four feet 

high, by three feet wide; and were all on a level with 

each other. There were a fewT petrifactions where we 

were; nevertheless the grotto was perfectly clear, 

and the air pure and good.”1—The valley here takes 

the same name, and is known as Wady Khureitun. 

This remarkable cavern is regarded in monastic 

tradition, reaching back to the time of the crusades, as 

the cave of Adullam, in which David took refuge after 

leaving Gath of the Philistines.2 But Adullam. is 

enumerated among the cities of the plain of Judah; 

and Eusebius and Jerome place it in the vicinity of 

Eleutheropolis, west of the mountains.3 

Following up the branch-valley among the open 

hills, and then gradually ascending the higher ground 

1) Travels, etc. pp. 340, 341. 13.—Will. Tyr. XV. 6. Quares- 
See also Pococke II. p. 41. fol. mius II. p. 766. 
Turner’s Tour in the Levant, II. 3) Josh. xv. 35. Onomast. art. 
p. 238. Adollam. 

2) 1 Sam. xxii. 1. 2 Sam. xxiii. 
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towards the left, we came in twenty minutes (at 6? 
40 ) to the encampment of the Ta’amirah belonging to 
our guides; where we found our tent already pitched, 
and our home for the night prepared. The situation 
was high, lying on the northern declivity of the high 
land around Tekoa; and overlooking a large tract of 
country towards the North.1 

The Ta’amirah were said to muster in all about 
three hundred men. The limits of their territory are 
not very distinct; but they may be said to occupy, in 
general, the district lying between Bethlehem, Tekoa, 
and the Dead Sea; the eastern part of which is a mere 
desert. At the place where we now were, there were 
only six tents ; the rest of the tribe being dispersed in 
other similar encampments. They have but a single 
village, Beit Ta’mar, and this is rarely inhabited; here 
they store their grain in subterranean magazines like 
cisterns, as is common in other villages. The Ta’ami- 
rah occupy indeed a sort of border ground, between 
the Bedawin and Fellahin; between the wandering 
tenants of the desert who dwell only in tents, and the 
more fixed inhabitants of the villages. Hence, being 
acknowledged by neither and distrusted by all, they 
are regarded as a sort of Ishmaelites whose “ hand is 
against every man; and have acquired for themselves 
a notorious character as restless and daring robbers 
and rebels. As a matter of course, they took part in 
the insurrection of 1834; and at the capture of Jerusa¬ 
lem, our Sheikh was said to have been the first man 
who entered the city. 

They also held out till the very last against the 
government. Fearing the consequences of their activ¬ 
ity in the rebellion, and dreading especially the thought 
of being subjected to the conscription, they retired into 

1) Prom the encampment the Bethlehem N. TekOi’a S. 6° E. 
Frank Mountain bore E. N. E. distant 25 minutes. 
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the desert and encamped near the Dead Sea. In order 

to bring them to terms, the Mudir of ’Akka came with 

several thousand men and encamped in their territory 

for some months; and it was only when they saw their 

flocks and stores seized, their crops destroyed, and 

famine staring them in the face, that they returned 

and submitted. They were disarmed, and compelled 

to pay an annual capitation-tax of one hundred Piastres 

for each man; hut no soldiers were taken from them, nor 

as yet had any other tax been demanded in any form. 

But during the very last year, orders had come from 

Ibrahim Pasha to take of them for soldiers; upon 

which all the young men immediately fled to the east 

side of the Dead Sea. The Sheikh made representa¬ 

tions to the authorities at Jerusalem, and the orders 

were recalled; though in the mean time five men had 

been already seized, some of whom were now dead, 

and the others not yet given up. 

Such were the character and circumstances of the 

tribe, in the midst of whom we now were, and into 

whose care and keeping we had committed ourselves. 

But we had already learned enough of common reports, 

to know that they were in general exceedingly exagge¬ 

rated ; and we felt ourselves quite as secure here as 

within the walls of Jerusalem. To judge from our own 

intercourse of eight days with the Ta’amirah, they are 

much like other Bedawin; though I think braver, 

and more faithful and trustworthy in danger. The 

Sheikh and his four men who accompanied us, were 

personally brave, and would probably have laid down 

their lives at any moment in our defence. Yet, like 

most Arabs, they have no regard for veracity, when¬ 

ever there is the slightest personal motive to tell a lie; 

and like most Arabs too, their notions of meum and tuum 

are not very strictly defined, except towards one ano¬ 

ther, and towards those to whom they are bound in 

Vol. II. 23 
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honour. In this particular, we at least had no occa¬ 

sion for complaint. 
Our Sheikh was in every respect something more 

than a common Arab. In stature he was more than 

six feet high, well built and finely proportioned; and 

there was in his movements a native dignity and 

nobleness, which we did not find in other Bedawin. 

His countenance was intelligent, and had a mild and 

pensive cast; indeed there was a seriousness and 

earnestness about him, which could not but give him 

influence in any situation. He was also more than an 

ordinary Sheikh; he could read and write; and was 

likewise the Khatib or orator and Imam of his tribe. 

In this capacity he was very regular in the perform¬ 

ance of the Muslim devotions, and often chanted 

long prayers aloud. This seemed indeed to be his 

chief character, and he was addressed only as ‘ Khatib 

so that we hardly heard him called by his real name, 

Muhammed. There was said to be one or more other 

Sheikhs of the tribe; though we saw no one but him. 

The learning of the tribe is confined to the Khatib, no 

other individual being able to read or write, but as even 

this is an exception to Bedawy custom, the Ta’amirah 

stand degraded by it in the eyes of their brethren. 

As the Khatib was unwell, we saw no more of him 

that night. When we sent forward our servants, we 

had given them a hint to evade (if possible) the sheep, 

which the Sheikh had proposed to kill in our honour; 

for which we were told in Jerusalem, a present of not 

less than two dollars to the Sheikh’s wife would be a 

necessary acknowledgment. This they had been able 

to do without difficulty. The Sheikh had indeed 

brought to the tent, not the proffiered sheep, but a kid, 

to be killed as a present; and our servants had told 

him rather unceremoniously, that we did not eat goat’s 

flesh, and counselled him to take it away again ; which 

he did. 
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It was now late; and in the bright light of the 

moon, the scene was highly romantic. We were here 

on the lofty hill-side, looking out upon the dark mass 

of the Frank Mountain and the sacred region of Beth¬ 

lehem ; Avhile around us were the black tents, the 

horses picketed, and the numerous flocks of sheep and 

goats, all still like the silence of the desert. 

We had noticed on our arrival a fine mare with 

many trappings picketed near the tents; and were 

told the animal belonged to a Sheikh of the Jehalin, 

who was here on a visit. He came to our tent during 

the evening, and proved to be Defa’ Allah, the chief 

Sheikh of that tribe. He was gaily dressed, and wore 

red boots, which he kicked off with some difficulty on 

entering our tent. As we were expecting to visit 

Wady Musa with an escort from his tribe, we were 
glad to meet him here and obtain the necessary pre¬ 

liminary information. He had lately been there him¬ 

self; having accompanied Lord Prudhoe thither di¬ 

rectly across the desert from Suez. He said they 

were accustomed to take travellers from Hebron either 

on horses or dromedaries ; but the latter were prefer¬ 

able, because in case of necessity they were fleeter, 

and could hold out longer. He was quite talkative, 

and seemed good-natured and spirited; but as I could 

not follow his talk, and was exceedingly weary, I 

could not resist falling into a deep sleep as I leaned 

on my couch; however little honour this might reflect 

upon my courtesy. He however did not take it ill; 

and after some weeks we met again as old acquaint¬ 

ances at Hebron. 
The object of Defa’ Allah’s visit here we did not 

learn at the time; but it afterwards turned out, that 

he belonged to the warlike party we had met in Beth¬ 

lehem, and had come hither to induce the Ta’amirah 

to join in the expedition. But they had already suf- 
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fered enough from war, and were too wary to make 

any movement which might draw upon them the 

notice of the Egyptian government; so that the Sheikh 

of the Jehalin did not effect his purpose, and left the 

encampment during the night to overtake his party. 

But the Khatib was still too much of a diplomatist not 

to keep all this for the present to himself; and it was 

only after our return to Jerusalem, that he gave us 

this information. 

Wednesday, May 9th. We rose soon after 4 o’clock, 

and looked about upon the encampment. All was 

already in motion at this early hour. There were 

about six hundred sheep and goats, the latter being 

the most numerous ; and the process of milking was 

now going on. They have few cows. The six tents 

were arranged in a sort of square; they were made of 

black hair-cloth, not large ; and were mostly open at 

one end and on the sides, the latter being turned up. 

The tents formed the common rendezvous of men, 

women, children, calves, lambs, and kids. The wo¬ 

men were without veils, and seemed to make nothing 

of our presence. Here we had an opportunity of see¬ 

ing various processes in the housekeeping of nomadic 

life. The women in some of the tents were kneading 

bread, and baking it in thin cakes in the embers or on 

iron plates over the fire. Another female was churn¬ 

ing the milk in a very primitive way, which we often 

saw afterwards in different parts of the country. The 

chum consists of a common water-skin, i. e. the tanned 

skin of a goat stripped off whole and the extremities 

sewed up. This is partly filled with the milk; and being 

then suspended in a slight frame, or between two sticks 

leaning against the tent or house, it is regularly moved 

to and fro with a jerk until the process is completed. 

In another tent a woman was kneeling and grind¬ 

ing at the hand-mill. These mills are doubtless those 
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of scriptural times; and are similar to the Scottish 

quern. They consist of two stones about eighteen 

inches or two feet in diameter, lying one upon the other, 

with a slight convexity between them and a hole 

through the upper to receive the grain. The lower 

stone is fixed, sometimes in a sort of cement, which 

rises around it like a howl and receives the meal as 

it falls from the stones. The upper stone is turned 

upon the lower, by means of an upright stick fixed in 

it as a handle. We afterwards saw many of these 

mills ; and saw only women grinding, sometimes one 

alone and sometimes two together. The female kneels 

or sits at her task, and turns the mill with both hands, 

feeding it occasionally with one. The labour is evi¬ 

dently hard ; and the grating sound of the mill is 

heard at a distance, indicating (like our coffee-mills) 

the presence of a family and of household life. We 
heard no song as an accompaniment to the work.1 

As we were looking round upon this scene of busy 

life, the sun rose gloriously over the wide prospect, 

and shed his golden light upon a landscape, not rich 

indeed in appearance, for all is rocky and sterile to the 

view; yet fertile in pasturage, as was testified by the 

multitude of flocks. The curling smoke ascending 

from various Arab encampments in the distance, 

added to the picturesque effect of the landscape. 

We left the encampment at 6h Iff for TeluYa, keep¬ 

ing along the eastern brow of the high ground. The 

Khatib had shaken off his illness during the night; 

and now marched as our leader with vigour and spirit. 

As his tribe had been disarmed, our guides could law- 

1) u Two women shall be grind- voice of gladness, the voice of the 
ing at the mill; the one shall be bridegroom and the voice of the 
taken and the other leftMatt, bride, the sound of the mill-stones 
xxiv. 41. Luke xvii. 35. Comp. Ex. and the light of the candleJer. 
xi. 5.—“ Moreover I will take from xxv. 10. Compare Rev. xviii. 22, 
them the voice of mirth and the 23. 
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fully carry no better weapons than short clubs and 

staves; but they prided themselves on bearing our 

muskets and pistols; and took with them also a gun 

of their own, which was clandestinely kept among 

them. 

We reached Teku’a at 6h 35'. It lies on an ele¬ 

vated hill, not steep, but broad on the top, and covered 

with ruins to the extent of four or five acres. These 

consist chiefly in the foundations of houses built of 

squared stones, some of which are bevelled. At the 

N. E. part are the remains of a large square tower or 

castle, still the highest point of all. Near the middle 

of the site are the ruins of a Greek church; among 

which are several fragments of columns, and a baptis¬ 

mal font of rose-coloured limestone verging into mar¬ 

ble. The font is octagonal, five feet in diameter on 

the outside, four feet on the inside, and three feet nine 

inches deep. There are many cisterns excavated in 

the rocks; and not far off is a living spring, from 

which our Arabs brought us fine water. The ruins 

of a church lying a mile further South, as mentioned 

by Pococke, we did not see.1 

The high position of Tekida gives it a wide pros¬ 

pect. Toward the N. E. the land slopes down to¬ 

wards Wady Khureitim; on the other sides the hill is 

.surrounded by a belt of level table-land; beyond 

which are vallies and then other higher hills. This 

belt is tilled to a considerable extent, and there were 

now several fields of grain upon it. On the South at 

some distance, another deep valley runs off S. E. to¬ 

wards the Dead Sea. The view in this direction 

is bounded only by the level mountains of Moab, 

with frequent bursts of the Dead Sea, seen through 

1) Probably the fountain is that a grotto towards the N. W. Yol. 
mentioned by Poeocke, as being in II. p. 41. fol. 
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openings among the rugged and desolate invervening 

mountains. In the E. S. E. were seen also two iso¬ 

lated towers, Ktisr ’Antar and Kusr Um el-Leimon, 

between TeluYa and the continuation of Wady Khu- 

reitun; but there seemed to be nothing remarkable 
about them.1 

Here then are the remains of the Tekoa of the Old 

Testament; whence Joab called the “ wise woman” to 

plead in behalf of Absalom; and which, fortified by 

Rehoboam, was afterwards the birth-place of the pro¬ 

phet Amos, and gave its name also to the adjacent 

desert on the East.2 Not only is the present name 

decisive; but the ancient specifications as to its site 

are equally distinct. Eusebius and Jerome describe 

Tekoa as lying twelve miles from Jerusalem and six. 

miles from Bethlehem towards the South; and the 

latter further remarks, that from Bethlehem he had 

Tekoa daily before his eyes.3 We did not indeed 

travel the direct route between these two places; but 

the distance is still reckoned at two hours.4 In the 

beginning of the sixth century, St. Sabas established 

in this vicinity a new laura, in connection with the 

greater one which still bears his own name; and this 

became afterwards a seat of strife and controversy, 

as has already been related.5 About A. D. 765, Te¬ 

koa was visited by St. Willibald; it was then a Chris- 

1) At Teku’a we obtained the 
following bearings: Frank Moun¬ 
tain N. 50° E. Mount of Olives 
N. 15° E. Sur Baliil, a village to¬ 
wards Jerusalem, N. 13° E. Mar 
Elyas N. 5° E. Bethlehem N. 
Neby Samwil N. 2° W. Abu Nu- 
jeim N. 15° W. Beit Fejjar S. 
85° W. esh-Shiyukh, a weil-built 
village, S. 51° W. 

2) 2 Sam. xiv. 2. 2 Cliron. xi. 6. 
Amos i. 1. 2 Chron. xx. 20.1 Macc. 
ix. 33. 

3) Onomast. art. Either, ’Ex- 
■O-ev.ve. Hieron. Comm, in Amos 

Prooem. Comm, in Jerem. vi. 1, 
“ Thecuam quoque viculurn in 
monte situm . . .. quotidie oculis 
cernimus.,, See the authorities 
collected in Reland Palaest. p. 
1028.—Jerome in the Onoinasticon 
gives the distance of Tekoa from 
Jerusalem at nine miles ; which is 
inconsistent with Eusebius and 
with himself, and is probably a cor¬ 
ruption. 

4) Comp. Turner’s Tour, etc, 
II. p. 240. 

5) See above, pp. 27, 28. 
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tian place and had a church.1 In the time of the 

crusades it was still inhabited by Christians, who 

afforded aid to the crusaders during the siege of Jeru¬ 

salem ; and the place was afterwards assigned by king 

Fulco to the canons of the church of the Holy Sepul¬ 

chre in exchange for Bethany.2 In A. D. 1138, Tekoa 

was sacked by a party of Turks from beyond the 

Jordan; but the inhabitants had mostly taken refuge in 

the cavern above described at Khureitun, which was 

held to be that of Adullam.3 

Whether Tekoa ever recovered from this blow, we 

are not informed; nor do we know any thing further as 

to the time of its abandonment.4 In the days of Q,uares- 

mius it was, as now, desolate, and was not visited for 

fear of the Arabs ; though Morone in the same century 

mentions the baptismal font among the ruins.5 A few 

years later (A. D. 1666) Von Troilo visited the spot; 

and describes its appearance much as it exists at pre¬ 

sent.6 Since that time travellers have not unfrequently 

passed this way; sometimes on their route between 

Bethlehem and Hebron.7 

We had been hesitating, whether to go from Tekoa 

to Hebron, about four hours distant; or keep upon the 

hills more towards the left, and thus explore the 

country between us and Win Jidy more thoroughly. 

Adopting the latter course, as presenting a route 

hitherto untrodden by travellers, we proceeded on our 

way at 7h 4Cf, descending towards the S. W. We 

1) Hodoeporicon, p. 377, ed. 
Mabillon. 

2) Will. Tyr. VIII. 7. XV. 26. 
See p. 102, above. 

3) Will. Tyr. XV. 6. Wilken 
Gesch. der Kr. II. p. 682. See 
above, p. 175. 

4) Brocardus and Marinus Sa- 
nutus mention Tekoa ; but merely 
as an ancient place. Broc. c. IX. 
p. 184. Marin. Sanut. p. 247. So 

too Breydenbach, Reissb. p. 132. 
Rauwolf mistakes the Frank Moun¬ 
tain for it; ibid. p. 645. 

5) Quaresmius II. p. 687. Mo¬ 
rone, p. 298. 

6) Reisebeschr. p. 314. Dresd. 
1676. 

7) E. g. le Brun, p. 279. Mori- 
son, p. 487. Pococke II. p. 41. 
Turner II. p. 240. Irby and Man¬ 
gles and party, p. 341. 
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soon struck upon a small Wady, and followed it down 

in the same direction until ten minutes past eight. 

Here the larger Wady ’Arrub comes in from the S. W. 

and the united valley, under the name of Wady Jehar, 

now runs off towards the S. E. to join the great Wady 

el-Ghar, which empties into the Dead Sea a short dis¬ 

tance S. of Win Jidy. Following up the Wady ’Ar- 

rub, we took the branch that leads to a small village 

called Sa’ir,1 being also the usual road to Hebron. At 

9 o’clock, before reaching this village, (which lies half 

am hour beyond, or two hours from Tekoa,) we turned 

to the left into a side-valley; and following it upwards 

to its head, we then passed up a steep ascent. The 

vallies along which we thus travelled, and the sides of 

the hills around, were sprinkled and sometimes covered 

with arbutus, dwarf oaks, small firs, and other bushes, 

with an abundance of the Za’ter; presenting the same 

general features as the country around Hebron. 

At the top of the ascent, which we reached at 9h 

20', is a cistern marked by two or three trees. The 

spot is called Bir ez-Za’feraneh.2 The country before 

us was now a high rocky tract, exhibiting on our left 

no appearance of cultivation, though there are occa¬ 

sional traces of its having been formerly inhabited. 

A few villages appeared at a distance on our right. 

Fifteen minutes from Bir ez-Za’feraneh (at 9h 40 ), 

while this place bore N. 50° E. and Shiyukh S. 86° 

W. the next point of our route, Beni Na’im, came in 

sight, bearing S. 9° W. But instead of proceeding 

directly towards it, we were compelled to make a 

great detour towards the West, in order to pass around 

the heads of several branches of the Wady el-Ghar, 

which lay between us and Beni Na’im, and were said 

1) Probably the same which 2) From this spot Tekoa bore 
Irby and Mangles call Siphcer; N. E. by N. Beit Feji&r N. 25° 
p. 342. W. Shiyukh S. 81° W. 

Vol. II. 24 
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to be so deep and rugged as to be nearly impassable 

for horses.—At the point where we now were, we saw 

traces of former foundations; and at ten o’clock there 

were ruins of small square towers on our left. At half 

past ten, we crossed a low sharp ridge, from which 

Bir ez-Za’feraneh bore about N. 70° E. and at 10b 40' 

we halted for ten minutes in the shallow valley beyond. 

From hence our Mukariyeh went with one horse to He¬ 

bron to purchase barley; to rejoin us again at Beni 

Na’im. They had neglected to bring a supply, think¬ 

ing they could so manage as to induce us to go to 

Hebron. 

Starting again at ten minutes before eleven o’clock, 

we began from this point to take a more direct course 

towrards Beni Na’im, proceeding first for half an hour 

in a direction nearly South. We soon came upon the 

brow of a very deep valley on our right; which, com¬ 

mencing further to the North, here runs towards the 

South, and passing to the eastward of Dhoheriyeh 

goes to join Wady es-Seba’. After receiving the Wady 

in which Hebron lies, it takes the name of Wady el- 

Khulil; and is the great drain of all the region around. 

At llh 20' we saw Nebi Yunas, or Hulhfd, on the 

high ridge beyond this valley, bearing N. 35° W. We 

had formerly seen it from the other side.J Near by us 

was a “ broken cistern” in the rocks, well covered on 

the inside with cement. A ruin called Beit ’Ainiin 

was pointed out, bearing N. 40° W. Hebron, as near 

as we could judge, bore about S. 50° W. and was not 

far from an hour distant. The direction of Beni Na’im 

was here S. 50° E. towards which we now shaped our 

course. 

We were thus travelling along the dividing line 

between the waters of the Dead Sea and the Mediter¬ 

ranean ; and although we now diverged from the great 

1) See Yol. I. p. 319. 
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valley on our right, yet it continued to be the drain of 

all the country on that side during the whole day. 

As we approached Beni Nahm, the traces of cultiva¬ 

tion increased; and the level spots of any size were 

sown with barley or millet. Towards the West, olive- 

trees and small vineyards appeared occasionally. 

All the tillage belongs to the few scattered villages 
which we saw. 

The whole slope towards the Dead Sea on this 

side of Jerusalem, resembles in its general features 

the same slope on the North of that city. But it has 

even less of fertility ; the desert region extending 

further up from the Dead Sea towards the water- 

summit. Still, even in those parts where all is now 

desolate, there are everywhere traces of the hand of 

the men of other days, as we saw both yesterday and 

to-day; terraces, walls, stones gathered along the 

paths, frequent cisterns, and the like. Most of the 

hills indeed exhibit the remains of terraces built up 

around them, the undoubted signs of former cultivation. 

After a long ride we reached Beni Na;im at twenty 

minutes past noon, where we made a halt of several 

hours. This is a village with a mosk, lying on very 

high ground, to which the ascent is gradual on every 

side, forming a conspicuous object to all the region 

far and near. It overlooks the country around He¬ 

bron ; and is therefore not improbably the very highest 

point in all the hill-country of Judah. According to 

the Muslims this is the burial-place of Lot; and the 

mosk professedly covers his tomb.1 It is a well-built 

structure, much in the shape of an ordinary Khan, 

surrounding a court with chambers and porticos around 

the inside. The flat roof over these forms a terrace 

along the wall, which is furnished with loop-holes for 

1) Sir John Maundeville men- his day two miles from Hebron; 
lions the tomb of Lot as shown in Travels, p. 6S. Lond. 1839. 
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muskets ; and thus the building answers also the pur¬ 

pose of a fortress. Some of the houses of the village 

are built of large hewn stones, indicating antiquity. 

Most of them were in good repair, but none of them 

now inhabited ; all the people being abroad, dwelling 

in tents or caves, in order to watch their hocks and 

fields of grain. This is the custom of the peasants in 

this part of Palestine, during the months of pasturage 

in spring and until the crops are gathered; while in 

autumn and winter they inhabit their villages.1 

Cisterns excavated in the solid rock testify also to the 

antiquity of the site; and the exterior of the rocks is 

in many places hewn smooth or scarped. Over most 

of the cisterns is laid a broad and thick flat stone, 

with a round hole cut in the middle, forming the mouth 

of the cistern. This hole we found in many cases 

covered with a heavy stone, which it would require 

two or three men to roll away.2 

From the roof of the mosk at Beni Naum we had 

an extensive view on every side, and especially towards 

the East and South. The prospect towards the North 

was limited by the high tract over which we had just 

passed ; and towards the West and S. W. by the hills 

around Hebron. The mountains beyond the Dead 

Sea were very distinct; but the sea itself was not 

visible except through gaps in the western mountains, 

by which the eye could penetrate into its deep bosom. 

One of these was said to be near the pass of Win Jidy; 

and through another, further South, we could perceive 

what appeared to be a large sand-bank in the sea. 

Towards the South the land sinks down gradually to 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 313. stone from the well’s mouth, and 
We afterwards met with other like watered the sheep, and put the 
instances. stone again upon the well’s mouth 

2) Gen. xxix. 2, 3, “a great in his place.” We afterwards saw 
stone was upon the well’s mouth; many illustrations of this passage in 
and thither were all the flocks the fields ; the cisterns being very 
gathered; and they rolled the often thus covered with a stone. 
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an extensive basin or plain, having many villages and 

ancient sites, with which we afterwards became bet¬ 

ter acquainted. We now remarked the ancient fort¬ 

ress of Kurmul (Carmel), and beyond it a dark moun¬ 

tain ridge beginning not far to the left and running 
off W. S. W.1 

In respect to the place which anciently stood here, 

we can be guided only by conjecture. Jerome relates 

of Paula, that, departing from Hebron, she stopped 

upon the height of Caphar Barucha, 1 Village of 

Benediction;’ to which place Abraham accompanied 

the Lord, and where of course he afterwards looked 

towards Sodom and Gomorrah and beheld the smoke 

of their burning.2 Here Paula looked out upon the 

wTide desert, the land of Sodom and Gomorrah, and 

the regions of Engaddi and Zoar; and here she re¬ 

membered Lot and his sin.3 She then returned to 

Jerusalem by way of Tekoa. All these circumstances 

accord exactly with the situation of Beni Na’im, and 

with no other spot; and the mention of Lot in this 

connection, may help to account for the origin of the 

present Muhammedan tradition.—This of course was 

a different place from the Valley of Berachah (bene¬ 

diction) in the direction of Tekoa, where Jehoshaphat 

celebrated the miraculous overthrow of the Moabites 

and Ammonites.4 Yet even of this perhaps a trace 

remains in the name Bereikut, which stands on See- 

tzen’s map, and is found also in our lists. 

1) From the mosk we took bear¬ 
ings : esh-Shiyukh N. 5° W. Pass 
of’Ain Jidy S. 65° E. Wady el- 
Mdjib beyond the sea, N. 80° E. 
Kurmul S. 23° W.—Hebron bears 
S. 82° W. distant about an hour 
and a half. This we were able 
afterwards to ascertain from the 
hill west of Hebron. See Hebron, 
May 25th. 

2) Gen. xviii. 33. xix. 27, 28. 
3) “ Altera die stetit in super- 

cilio Caphar Barucha, id est, vil¬ 
la e henedictionis; quem ad locum 
Abraham Domirium prosequutus 
est. Unde latam despiciens soli- 
tudinem, ac terrain quondam So- 
domae, etc. Recordabatur spe- 
luncae Lot, etc.” Hieron. Ep. 86, 
ad Eustoch. Epitaph. Paulae, T.IV. 
ii. p. 675. cd. Mart. See also Re¬ 
land Palaest. pp. 356, 685. 

4) 2 Chron. xx. 1, 2, 20, 26, 27. 
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On arriving at Beni Na’im we quietly took posses¬ 

sion of the court of the mosk; spread our carpets in 

the northern portico; and our servants having kneaded 

and baked unleavened bread for the first time, we 

enjoyed our repast and made ourselves very comfort¬ 

able. The weather was bright and pleasant, with a 

mid-day temperature of 67° F. After two hours the 

Mukariyeh arrived from Hebron ; bringing with them 

their barley, and also oranges and other fruit for us. 

We had before been undecided what route to take 

from Beni Na’im ; but the sight of Kurmul, and a re¬ 

port of names like Zif, Ma’in, and Yutta, in that region, 

induced us to bend our steps that way. Near Tekoa 

we had fallen in with two of the Arabs Rashaideh, 

who dwell around ’Ain Jidy; and as this point lay out 

of the territories of our guides of the Ta’amirah, we 

had taken up one of these Arabs, both as a further 

guide for that portion of the western coast of the Dead 

Sea, and likewise in order to insure a good reception 

from such Arabs of his tribe, as we might happen to fall 

in with. In going to Kurmul we entered also the 

territory of the Jehalin. 

We left Beni Na’im at half past 3 o’clock, descend¬ 

ing gradually; and in twenty minutes came in sight 

of Yutta on the distant hills, bearing S. 55° W. This 

. is doubtless the Juttah of the Old Testament; we after¬ 

wards saw it much nearer, and I shall again recur to 

it.1 At the same time Beni Na’im bore N. 40° E. and 

Yukin S. 5° W. The latter is a Muhammedan Makam 

(station), where they say Lot stopped after his flight 

from Sodom. At 4h 10' we passed close by it; and 

continued to descend gradually towards the plain. At 

4| o’clock we reached the western base of Tell Zif 

(Hill of Zif) a round eminence situated in the plain, 

1) Josh. xv. 55. xxi. 16. See under June 4th. 
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a hundred feet or more in height. Here we fell into 

the road from Hebron to Kurmul. 

The proper ruins of Zif, the Ziph of the Old Testa¬ 

ment, lie about ten minutes east of this point, on a 

low hill or ridge between two small Wad vs, which 

commence here and run towards the Dead Sea. We 

ran thither on foot along the north side of the Tell, 

which is separated from the ruins by one of the Wadys. 

There is here little to he seen except broken walls 

and foundations, most of them of unhewn stones, but 

indicating solidity and covering a considerable tract 

of ground. In the middle is a low massive square build¬ 

ing, constructed of squared stones and vaulted within 

with pointed arches; showing that the place must 

have been inhabited long after the Muhammedan con¬ 

quest. Cisterns also remain ; and in the midst of the 

ruins is a narrow sloping passage cut'down into the 

rock, terminating at a door with a subterranean cham¬ 

ber beyond, which may have served as a tomb or more 

probably as a magazine.—On the top of Tell Zif is a 

level plot apparently once enclosed by a w7all; and 

here too are several cisterns.1 

Ziph is mentioned by Jerome as existing in his 

day eastward from Hebron. From that time to the 

present, there is no trace of the name in history.2 

Mounting again at ten minutes past 5 o’clock, we 

proceeded upon the Hebron road towards Kurmul. 

The region around, and especially upon our right, 

was the finest we had yet seen in the hill-country of 

1) From this Tell, some fifteen bron towards the East. It is in¬ 
rods east of our road, the ruins of deed somewhat east of South ; but 
Zif bore N. 78° E. distant about the distance is not quite an hour- 
ten minutes. Beni Na’im N. 39° and three quarters with camels, or 
E. Kurmul S. 7° W. Hebron less than five Roman miles. Je- 
about N. by W. rome had no personal knowledge 

2) Onomast. art. Ziph. Euse- of this region, and his estimates of 
bius does not mention it.—Jerome distances are here very loose. See 
says it was eight miles from He- under May 26th. 

I 
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Judah. The great plain or basin spread itself out in 

that direction, shut in on every side by higher land or 

hills, except upon the East, where it slopes off towards 

the Dead Sea. The elevation of this plain, though 

not so great as that of Dhoheriyeh, cannot be less than 

fifteen hundred feet or more above the level of the 

Mediterranean. • Its waters apparently flow off in both 

directions, partly towards the Dead Sea, and partly 

towards Wady es-Seba’. The surface of the plain is 

waving, and almost free from rocks; indeed even the 

smaller stones are less abundant than usual. At pre¬ 

sent the whole tract was almost covered with fine 

fields of wheat, belonging to persons in Hebron who 

rent the land of the government. Watchmen were 

stationed in various parts, to prevent cattle and flocks 

from trespassing upon the grain. The wheat was now 

ripening; and we had here a beautiful illustration of 

Scripture. Our Arabs “ were an hungered,” and going 

into the fields, they “plucked the ears of corn, and did 

eat, rubbing them in their hands.”'1 On being ques¬ 

tioned, they said this was an old custom, and no one 

would speak against it; they were supposed to be hun¬ 

gry, and it was allowed as a charity. We saw this 

afterwards in repeated instances. 

In the first ten minutes we noticed two small sites 

of ruined foundations on our left, for which our guides 

knew no name ; but which the Jehalin, as we after¬ 

wards passed this way, included under the name of 

Zif. At 5h 40' there were other ruins upon a low hill 

at our left, called Um el-’Amad, 4 mother of the pillar.’ 

Foundations and heaps of stones with some cisterns 

cover a small tract of ground; while two or three 

coarse columns mark the site probably of a village 

church, and give occasion for the name.2 Beyond this 

1) Matt. xii. 1. Mark ii. 23. 2) We visited this spot after- 
Luke vi. I. wards, May 26th. 
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point, the land which was not ploughed, was covered 

with the herbs Za’ter and Bellan (or JVetsh), which 

afford fine pasturage for sheep and goats; the latter 

preferring it even to grass. The tower of Semu’a 

was occasionally in sight. 

We came to the ruins of Carmel at twenty-five 

minutes past six ; and were about to pitch our tent by 

the reservoir in the deep head of the valley, when an 

Arab peasant came and warned us against it, saying 

there were ivanderers (robbers) round about, and in¬ 

viting us to go on to Ma’in to an encampment of peas¬ 

ants from Yutta. This we consented to do, more for 

the sake of seeing the place and the people, than from 

any apprehension of danger; for our escort was not of 

a kind which robbers would be likely to attack. Ac¬ 
cordingly, after five minutes’ delay, we went on, and 

reached the place at five minutes before seven o’clock. 

Here we encamped by a sheep-fold near a cavern. It 

was now dark and a strong chill wind was blowing 

from the West; so that we rejoiced in the protection 

of our tent, and enjoyed also the blazing fire of our 

Arabs beneath the shelter of a rock. 

A band of peasants from Yutta were here, keeping 

their flocks and dwelling in caves amid the ruins of 

Ma’in. They gathered around us, astonished at our 

appearance among them; but their shyness seemed 

rather to proceed from timidity, than from any dispo¬ 

sition to be uncivil. They answered our questions at 

first with suspicion, but with apparent honesty ; and 

their distrust soon passed away.—The encampment 

was on the northern declivity of the conical hill of 

Ma’in, five minutes’ walk below the summit. This 

hill rises gradually not less than some two hundred 

feet above the site of Carmel. 

Thursday, May 10 th. We repaired to the top of 

the hill, from which there is an extensive prospect to- 

Vol. II. 25 
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wards the North and over the broad plain on the 

West. The sun rose in his strength, and poured a 

flood of golden light upon the plain and the hills be¬ 

yond; so that every object was distinctly seen. The 

summit is crowned with ruins of no great extent; 

foundations of hewn stone; a square enclosure, the 

remains probably of a tower or small castle; and sev¬ 

eral cisterns. The view is fine, including on the East 

the region towards the Dead Sea; and extending on 

the N. to Beni Na’im and Hebron, which was dis¬ 

tinctly seen in its valley; and on the West to Dhohe- 

riyeh and beyond. Towards the South the view was 

interrupted by the mountain ridge already mentioned, 

about half an hour distant, running off nearly W. S. W. 

We could not learn that it had any special name; it 

certainly is not called the mountain of Kurmul, or 

Mount Carmel; unless sometimes because of its vicin¬ 

ity to that place.1 

From Ma’in we could distinguish quite a number of 

places; the bearings of which are given in the note 

below.2 Of these places several are of unquestionable 

antiquity. Ma’in is without doubt the Maon of Na- 

bal.3 Semifla we had formerly seen from Dhoheriyeh, 

and it probably corresponds to the ancient Eshtemoa.4 

’Attir suggests the Jattir of Scripture ;5 while Susieh 

1) Seetzen gives it this name ; 
Zach’s Monatl. Corresp. XVII. 
p. 134. 

2) Bearings from Ma’in: Se- 
mu’a S. 86° W. ’Attir, further 
South. Susieh N. 88° W. ’Anab 
with a small tower N. S6£° W. 
Shuweikeh, a small ruin, N. 85° W. 
Dhoheriyeh on the hills N. 83° W. 
Mejd el-Ba’a, a ruin on a hill, N. 
71° W. Y'utta, a large village 
on a hill sloping east, N. 40° W. 
Hebron N. 4° W. Kurmul, the 
castle, one mile distant, N. 10° E. 
Beni Na’im N. 22° E. 

3) 1 Sam. xxv. 2. 
4) Josh. xxi. 14. xv. 50. The 

Hebrew name has the Hithpael 

form, which might easily pass over 
into the Arabic name with the ar¬ 
ticle, es-Semu’a. Compare the 

similar case of el-’Al for the He¬ 
brew Elealeh. We visited Se- 
mu’a in returning * from Wady 
Musa, June 4th.—A city Shema is 
also mentioned in the south of 
Judah; too far south indeed to cor¬ 
respond to Semu’a; Josh. xv. 26. 

5) Josh. xv. 48. There is here 
a difficulty in supposing a change 
ol Yodh into ’Ain, of which there 
seems to be no other instance.— 
Raumer confounds Jattir with 
Ether in the plain, Josh. xv. 24; 
see his Palast. Edit. 2. p. 188. 
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is a tract of mins in the middle of the plain, said to he 

large, with many columns, though there seemed to he 

no houses standing. ?Anab is of course the ancient 

name Anal) without change ]l and in Shuweikeh, the 

diminutive form of Shaukeh, we may recognise the 

Socoh of the mountains of Judah.2 * In Ytitta and Kur- 

mul we have the Juttah and Carmel of antiquity. 

Most of these places we afterwards saw again, in re¬ 

turning by a more western route from Wady Musa. 

Here then we found ourselves surrounded by the 

towns of the mountains of Judah; and could enume¬ 

rate before us not less than nine places still bearing 

apparently their ancient names : “ Maori, Carmel, and 

Ziph, and JuttahJattir, Socoh, Anab, and Eshte- 

moa; “and Kirjath Arba, which is Hebron.7,3 The 
feelings with which we looked abroad upon these an¬ 

cient sites, most of which had hitherto remained un¬ 

known, were of themselves a sufficient reward for our 

whole journey. 

Of Ziph I have already spoken. Eusebius and 

Jerome enumerate Anab, Eshtemoa, Jattir, and Jut¬ 

tah, as large villages in their age; though the specifi¬ 

cations they give of their sites are very indefinite. 

Maon was then desolate; and the Socoh of the moun¬ 

tains is not mentioned by them.4 Carmel existed, as 

we shall see immediately. But from the days of 

Jerome, until the present century, not one of these 

names, except Carmel, occurs in history, or has been 

known as being still in existence. The crusaders 

seem not to have penetrated into this region, except 

in one or two military excursions around the south 

end of the Dead Sea. In March, 1807, Seetzen passed 

1) Josh. xi. 21. xv. 50. 3) Josh. xv. 48-55. 
2) Josh. xv. 48. We after- 4) Onomast. arts. Anab, Eslhe- 

wards found another Shuweikeh mo (Astemac?) Jether for Jattir, 
corresponding to the Socoh in the Jetham for Juttah, Maon, Socoh. 
plain, Josh. xv. 35. 
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through this tract in the same direction; and although 

his letter makes mention only of the mountain south 

of Carmel, yet his map contains the names of Kurmul, 

Semu’a, Yutta and Shuweikeh.1 In 1818, Irby and 

Mangles and their companions travelled by this route 

from Hebron to the south end of the Dead Sea; but 

none of them mention any of these names. The former 

indeed describe what seems to have been Kurmul; but 

they call it “ Al-baid.”2 Within the last few years, 

travellers on the direct route from Wady Musa to 

Hebron have passed through Semu’a; but seem to 

have heard nothing of these other ancient places.3 

While we were taking our observations, many of 

the peasants gathered around us, and seemed gratified 

to hold our telescopes and render other little services ; 

although they wondered at our employment. The 

opinion was expressed among themselves, that we were 

each noting down his own estate in the lands around. 

Indeed, there seems to be a current impression, that 

ever since the countrv was in the hands of the Franks, 

their descendants still have deeds of all the land; and 

when travellers come here, their presumed object is to 

look up their estates. These poor people, however, 

seemed well-pleased at the idea of our coming to take 

possession ; hoping in this way to be themselves freed 

from the oppression of Muslim misrule. 

We now returned on foot down the hill towards 

Kurmul, leaving our animals to follow when loaded. 

Here are more extensive ruins than we yet had any¬ 

where seen, unless perhaps at Bethel. On the wTay, 

about a quarter of a mile south of the castle, are the 

remains of a church standing quite alone. The whole 

1) Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. 2) Travels, p. 348. 
Correspond. XVII. p. 133, seq. 3) Stephens, Lord Lindsay, 
His map is found in the same work, Schubert, etc. 
Vol. XXII. 
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length of the foundations is one hundred and fifty-six 

feet; the building having consisted apparently of two 

parts. The easternmost of these, the proper church, 

with columns, measures sixty-nine feet in length by 

forty-six feet broad; the western part, eighty-seven 

feet long by forty-eight feet broad ; hut the purpose to 

which the latter was applied we could not determine. 

On the south side is a square reservoir sunk in the 

rock. 

The ruins of the town lie around the head and along 

the two sides of a valley of some width and depth ; 

the head of which forms a semicircular amphitheatre 

shut in by rocks. From this the valley runs for some 

thirty or forty rods S. S. E. and then bends N. E. to¬ 

wards the Dead Sea. The bottom of the amphitheatre 

is a beautiful grass-plat, with an artificial reservoir in 

the middle, measuring one hundred and seventeen feet 

long by seventy-four feet broad. The spring from 

which it is supplied, is in the rocks on the N. W. where 

a chamber has been excavated. The water is brought 

out by an underground channel, first to a small basin 

near the rocks, and then five or six rods further to the 

reservoir. No water was now flowing down the 

valley. 

The main ruins are on the level ground west of 

the amphitheatre; and here stands the castle. They 

consist chiefly of the foundations and broken walls of 

dwellings and other edifices, scattered in every direc¬ 

tion, and thrown together in mournful confusion and 

desolation. Most of the stones were only roughly 

hewn, or else have been worn away by time and ex¬ 

posure. In the western part are the remains of a 

smaller church, surrounded by those of very many 

houses. Here is also an open passage leading down 

into a narrow cavern apparently natural, which may 

have been used as a tomb or magazine, like the one 
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we saw at Zif. A similar artificial cave, about twenty 

feet square, is seen just east of the castle. 

The castle itself is a remarkable ruin, standing 

on a swell of the ground in the midst of the town. It 

is quadrangular, the sides measuring sixty-two feet by 

forty-two, and facing towards the cardinal points. 

The height now remaining is about thirty feet. The 

external wall is evidently ancient; and has on the 

northern and western sides a sloping bulwark, like 

the citadel in Jerusalem.1 The stones are bevelled; 

and though not so large as those of the tower of Hip- 

picus, yet the architecture is of the same kind; leaving 

little room for doubt that it is the work of Herod or of 

the Romans. There is a lower and an upper story, 

both once arched ; but the upper arch is gone. The 

walls are nine feet ten inches thick. On entering the 

building, the first thing which struck me was the 

pointed arches, indicating a later and Saracenic 

architecture, utterly inconsistent with the external ap¬ 

pearance. But on looking further and examining par¬ 

ticularly the windows, it was obvious, that the interior 

part had been built up at a later period within the 

more ancient exterior walls.—On the north side of the 

castle, at the distance of a few feet, are the foundations 

of what would seem to have been a round tower, 

measuring twenty-eight and a half feet in diameter 

from outside to outside, with a wall six feet thick. 

There would seem to have been a subterranean, or at 

least a covered, passage from this building into the 

castle.—Adjacent to the castle on the East was also a 

small church. 

On the eastern side of the valley, opposite to the 

castle, was apparently a less important part of the town, 

perhaps a suburb. There is here also a small tower 

on the brink, with a like sloping bulwark rising up out 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 454. 
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of the valley. On the point of a hill about one third 

of a mile N. E. from the castle, are the ruins of another 

large church and of a few other buildings.1 

I have already used the names Kurmul and Carmel 

interchangeably; because there is no room for ques¬ 

tion, that this is the Carmel of the mountains of Judah ; 

where Saul set up the trophy of his victory over 

Amalek, and where Nabal was shearing his sheep 

when the affair took place between him and David, 

in which Abigail bore so conspicuous a part.2 No 

further mention of this Carmel occurs in the Scriptures; 

but Eusebius and Jerome describe it in their day as a 

village ten miles from Hebron, verging towards the 

East, with a Roman garrison.3 From that time on¬ 

ward we hear no more of Carmel until in the year 

1172 ; when Saladin invaded the country on the East 

and South of the Dead Sea, where the crusaders had 

fortresses; and king Amalrich, having marched against 

him without effect, at length drew back and encamped 

at Carmel. Here he found a pool, and water in plenty 

for his army. Whether the place was then in ruins, 

we are not informed.4 That it had been of old, and 

even not long before, a place of importance, is mani¬ 

fest from the Roman garrison, and from the rebuilding 

of the castle by the Saracens; if indeed the latter did 

not occur at a still later period. When and how Car¬ 

mel became desolate, no record tells; and its name 

was again forgotten until the present century. See- 

tzen, as we have seen, lias given its position upon his 

1) From the castle of Kurmul 
we obtained the following bear¬ 
ings: Beni Na’im N. 23° E. He¬ 
bron N. 5° W. Yutta N. 48° W. 
Meid el-Ba’a N. 80° W. 5Anab 
W. ShuweikQh S. 87° W. 

2) Josh. xv. 55. 1 Sam. xv. 12. 
xxv. 2, seq. 

3) Onomasticon, art. Carmelus. 

The distance of ten miles here as¬ 
signed is too great. We after¬ 
wards travelled from Hebron to 
Carmel with camels in three hours, 
which gives at the most a distance 
of about 8 Roman miles. See 
May 26th. 

4) Will. Tyr. XX. 30. Wilken 
Gesch. der Kreuzz. III. ii. p. 151. 
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map, and wrongly assigned its name to the mountain- 

ridge upon the South; but since his day no travellers 

appear to have recognised it.1 

We were here in the midst of scenes memorable 

of old for the adventures of David, during his wander¬ 

ings in order to escape from the jealousy of Saul; and 

we did not fail to peruse here, and with the deepest 

interest, the chapters of Scripture which record the 

history of those wanderings and adventures.2 Ziph 

and Maon gave their names to the desert on the East, 

as did also En-gedi ;3 and twice did the inhabitants of 

Ziph attempt to betray the youthful outlaw to the 

vengeance of his persecutor.4 At that time David 

and his men appear to have been very much in the 

condition of similar outlaws at the present day ; for 

K every one that was in distress, and every one that 

was in debt, and every one that was discontented, 

gathered themselves unto him; and he became a cap¬ 

tain over them ; and there were with him about four 

hundred men.”5 They lurked in these deserts, associ¬ 

ating with the herdsmen and shepherds of Nabal and 

others, and doing them good offices, probably in return 

for information and supplies obtained through them.6 

Hence, when Nabal held his annual sheep-shearing 

in Carmel, David felt himself entitled to share in the 

festival; and sent a message recounting his own ser¬ 

vices, and asking for a present: “ Wherefore let the 

young men find favour in thine eyes; for we come in 

a good day; give, I pray thee, whatsoever cometh to 

thine hand unto thy servants, and to thy son David.”7 

1) See above, pp. 194, 195. ert, xxiii. 25. En-gedi as a des- 
Berton passed this way a few ert, xxiv. 1. 
weeks before us, and saw Carmel 4) 1 Sam. xxiii. 19. xxvi. 1. 
and Tell Zif. 5) Ibid. xxii. 2. These were 

2) 1 Sam. xxiii. 13, seq. xxiv, afterwards increased to six hun- 
xxv, xxvi. dred, xxiii. 13. 

3) So Ziph as a desert, 1 Sam. 6) Ibid. xxv. 7, 14-16. 
xxiii. 14. xxvi. 2. Maon as a des- 7) Ibid. xxv. 8, 9. 
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In all these particulars we were deeply struck with 

the truth and strength of the biblical descriptions of 

manners and customs, almost identically the same as 

they exist at the present day. On such a festive occa¬ 

sion near a town or village, even in our own time, an 

Arab Sheikh of the neighbouring desert would hardly 

fail to put in a word, either in person or by message; 

and his message, both in form and substance, would 

be only the transcript of that of David. 

We left Carmel at ten minutes past 7 o’clock, fol¬ 

lowing down at first the small valley, but soon leaving 

it and passing more to the right on a general course 

E. by S. The ruins of et-Tawaneh were soon seen 

on the side of a hill not far distant on the right, and at 

7h 40' bore S. 20° W. The Wady from Carmel, and 

others on the right and left, go to form the Khubarah, 
which runs down to the Dead Sea not far south of 

’Ain Jidy. Our road for a great distance was along 

these Wadys; sometimes in one, sometimes in another, 

and sometimes on the ridges between. At 7h 557 the 

small ruin Beirat appeared on the left, bearing N. 10° 

W. On a ridge at 8| o’clock we stopped for about ten 

minutes, and took bearings to ascertain our course.1 

The country continued to be cultivated and fertile. 

Our Arabs, as we passed among the fields of wheat, 

were constantly “ plucking the ears of grain, and eat¬ 

ing, rubbing them with their hands.”2 The tillage, 

however, soon became less frequent. At 9 o’clock we 

passed near a large encampment of the Arabs el- 

Ka’abineh, situated in a broad open valley on our left. 

Their black tents, to the number of twenty or thirty, 

were pitched in a large oval. They were said to 

number about one hundred men ; and occupy in part 

1) These were as follows: 8!l 30'the small ruin of ZurtOt bore 
Ma’in S. 72° W. Kurmul S. 87° N. 5° W. 
W. Beni Na’lm N. 4° W.—At 2) See above p. 192. 

Vol. II. 26 
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the same territory with the Jehalin (Jehaliyeh), whose 

encampment at present was nearly two hours 8. E. of 

Carmel. These Arabs also usually encamp further 

South ; hut they were now pasturing in this vicinity, 

and we found their flocks and camels among the hills 

and vallies for a long distance as we advanced. 

Our descent was constant; and in proportion to it, 

the heat increased, and the country began to assume 

more the appearance of the desert. We had left the 

grass green at Carmel; by 9 o’clock it was dried up. 

At 9h 20' we came upon two deep cisterns in the rock, 

with rain-water, directly in the path, belonging to the 

Jehalin and Ka’abineh. By 11 o’clock we were com¬ 

pletely in the midst of the desert. The country is every¬ 

where entirely of limestone formation ; but the rocks 

contain a large mixture of chalk and flint, alternating 

with the limestone of the region above. All around 

were naked conical hills, and also ridges from two 

hundred to four hundred feet high, running down 

mostly towards the sea. At first the hills as well as 

the vallies were sprinkled with shrubs; but further 

down these disappeared from the hills ; and only a 

dry stinted grass remained, the growth of winter. 

We recognised among the shrubs many old acquaint¬ 

ances of the southern desert, the ’Ajram, the Retem, 

and several others; and found ourselves thus in an 

hour transported back into the scenes of our former 

journey. 

At Hi o’clock we reached another cistern, or rather 

reservoir of rain-water by the side of a water-course. 

It was originally hewn out under a rock with a roof 

and a column to support it; but the roof is now bro¬ 

ken away. It is called Bir Selhub. Before we were 

aware, our Sheikh and two of his men were plunging 

into the water to cool themselves. Three or four 

precipitous hills around are called es-Sufra. We 
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had thus far been gradually crossing the tributa¬ 

ries of Wady el-Khubarah, leaving them running more 

to the right, in which direction that valley enters the 

sea by a deep ravine just south of Wady el-Ghar. 

At that point there was said to be a foot-pass, leading 

down the south side of this ravine to the shore ; but 

our Arabs knew of no other pass for a great distance 

in that direction. 

Leaving Bir Selhtib at llh 40' we crossed what 

seemed on that side to be merely alow ridge; and came 

immediately upon a descent of nearly two hundred 

feet, along the steep face of a hill of scaly friable lime¬ 

stone. At llh Iff another steep descent of five min¬ 

utes brought us to a difficult pass along the brink of a 

deep precipitous valley on our left, which proved to 

be Wady el-Ghar; here very narrow and running be¬ 

tween walls of perpendicular rock, at a depth of more 

than a hundred feet. We descended by a very rug¬ 

ged and somewhat dangerous path; and reached the 

bottom at twenty minutes past noon. 

In the course of the day we had already started 

a gazelle; and had seen also a jackal, which at a 

distance might be mistaken for a fox; though his 

colour is more yellow, and his movements less wily. 

As we now came in view of the ravine of the Ghar, a 

Beden (mountain-goat) started up and bounded along 

the face of the rocks on the opposite side. Indeed, we 

were now in the “ wilderness of En-gedi;” where 

David and his men lived among 11 the rocks of the 

wild goats;” and where the former cut off the skirts 

of Saul’s robe in a cave.1 The whole scene is drawn 

to the life. On all sides the country is full of caverns, 

which might then serve as lurking-places for David 

and his men, as they do for outlaws at the present day. 

Our path now followed down the bottom of the 

1) 1 Sam. xxiv. 1-4. 
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valley for some distance ; which is here just wide 

enough to he the bed of a torrent, sometimes scarcely 

fifty feet, between perpendicular precipices rising 

sometimes hundreds of feet on each side. In the cliffs 

above, multitudes of pigeons were enjoying their nests 

undisturbed. Here was again the Retem, growing 

very large; and other shrubs of the desert. Further 

down, the valley contracts and becomes impassable. 

It enters the sea just south of 'Ain Jidy. Near its 

mouth, as our Sheikh informed us, is a line fountain, 

and large willow-trees, from which Arab bowls are 

made ; and there too it was said to bear the name of 

Wady el-’Areijeh. 

We left the Ghar at 12h 85', and turned up a steep 

and rocky pass N. E. along a side-valley, which 

brought us out in fifteen minutes upon the rough and 

desert table-land above. At lh 357 we could see Car¬ 

mel and Reni Na’im very distinctly; the former bear¬ 

ing N. 85° W. and the latter N. 67° W. Fifteen 

minutes later we fell into the road from Jerusalem to 
r 

’Ain Jidy. At live minutes before two, we had the 

first view of the Dead Sea, lying low and still in its 

deep bed; and at length, fifteen minutes later, reached 

the brow of the pass leading down to the shore. 

For the last two or three hours of the way, we had 

been subjected to continual disappointment. At every 

moment we had expected to obtain some glimpse of the 

sea, and to arrive at the shore nearly upon a level 

with its waters. But the way at every step seemed 

longer and longer ; and it was now only after nearly 

seven hours of travel, that we arrived at the brow of 

the pass. Turning aside a few steps to what seemed 

a small knoll upon our right, we found ourselves on 

the summit of a perpendicular cliff overhanging ’Ain 

Jidy and the sea, at least fifteen hundred feet above 

its waters. The Dead Sea lay before us in its vast 
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deep chasm, shut in on both sides by ranges of pre¬ 

cipitous mountains ; their bases sometimes jutting out 

into the water, and again retreating so as to leave a 

narrow strip of shore below. The view included the 

whole southern half of the sea, quite to its extremity ; 

and also, as we afterwards found, the greater portion 

of the northern half; although the still higher project¬ 

ing cliff el-Mersed intervened on our left, to prevent our 

seeing the extremity of the sea in that direction. 

One feature of the sea struck us immediately, 

which was unexpected to us, viz. the number of shoal¬ 

like points and peninsulas which run out into its south¬ 

ern part, appearing at first sight like flat sand-banks 

or islands.1 Below us on the South were two such 

projecting banks on the western shore, composed pro¬ 

bably of pebbles and gravel, extending out into the 

sea for a considerable distance. The larger and more 

important of these is on the South of the spot called 

Birket el-Khulil, a little bay or indentation in the 

western precipice, where the water, flowing into shal¬ 

low basins when it is high, evaporates, and deposites 

salt. This spot is just south of the mouth of Wady 

el-Khubarah. Opposite to this, nearly in the middle 

of the sea, is a long low narrow bank, also apparently 

composed of pebbles and gravel, running from N. E. 

to S. W. and joined towafds the south end to the 

eastern shore by an isthmus of some breadth. This 

long peninsula extends towards the South beyond the 

western shoal or point above described; so that from 

the spot where we now stood, they seemed to inter¬ 

lock, and we saw the end of the peninsula across the 

point of the shoal. 

1) Burckhardt also, from the appearance of a lake, with many- 
eastern mountains, {C had a fine islands or shoals covered with a 
view of the southern extremity of white saline crust.” Travels in 
the Dead Sea, which presented the Syria, etc. p. 395. 
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Towards the southern extremity of the sea, a long 

low mountain wTas seen running out obliquely towards 

the S. S. E. extending from near the western cliffs 

apparently to the middle of the Ghor. This our Arabs 

called Hajr Usdurn, ‘ Stone of Sodom1 and said it 

w^as composed wholly of rock-salt, too bitter to be fit 

for cooking, and only used sometimes as a medicine 

for sheep. The sea washes the base of this mountain, 

and terminates opposite to its S. E. extremity as here 

seen; though as we were still unacquainted with the 

features of that region, the water seemed to us to ex¬ 

tend further South and to wind around the end of the 

mountain. This appearance, as we afterwards found, 

must have arisen from the wet and slimy surface of 

the ground in that part; which by reflecting the rays 

of the sun, presented the optical illusion of a large tract 

of water, and deceived us as to the extent of the sea 

in that direction. 

The mountains on both sides of the sea are every¬ 

where precipitous; those on the East were now very 

distinct, and obviously much higher at some distance 

from the shore, than those upon the West. Across 

the isthmus of the low peninsula towards the S. E. 

we could look up along a straight ravine descending 

from the eastern chain ; at the head of which Kerak 

with its castle was visible, situated on a high precipi¬ 

tous rock, far up near the summit of the mountains. 

Opposite to us was Wady el-Mojib ; and further North, 

Wady ez-Ziirka.2 At the foot of these mountains, there 

is a passage along the eastern shore for the wdiole dis- 

1) The form Usdum is probably See more under May 29th. Ga- 
a traditional reminiscence of the len de Simpl. Med. Fac. IV. 19. 
name Sodom. Galen says the Reland Palaest. p. 243. 
mountains around the lake were 2) The Zurka Ma’in of Burck- 
in his day called Sodom. Instead hardt, Travels in Syria, etc. p. 
of Hajr Usdum, we afterwards 369, seq. For the Mojib, see the 
heard from our guides of the Je- same work, p. 371, seq. 
halm the name Khashm Usdum. 
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tance on tlie South of the peninsula; hut further to the 

North this would seem to be impossible. From the spot 

where we stood, the line of the western cliffs ran in 

the direction about S. by W.-JW. with a passage along 

the shore all the way south of 7Ain Jidy. At nearly 

one half the distance towards Usdum, just south of 

Wady es-Seyal, the next beyond the Khubarah, a ruin 

was pointed out on a high pyramidal cliff, rising pre¬ 

cipitously from the sea, to which our guides gave the 

name of Sebbeh.1 

The features now described, together with the flat 

shores, give to the whole southern part of the sea the 

appearance, not of a broad sheet of water, but rather 

of a long winding bay, or the estuary of a large river, 

when the tide is out and the shoals left dry. Only a 

comparatively narrow channel remained covered with 

water. This channel of the sea (so to speak) is in 

some parts quite narrow, and winds very much. Be¬ 

tween the point of the western shoal and the penin¬ 

sula, the distance cannot certainly be more than one 

fourth or perhaps one sixth of the whole breadth of the 

sea ; if so much. The direction of the peninsula, and 

then that of Usdum, causes the channel apparently to 

sweep round first towards the West and afterwards 

towards the East; giving to this portion of the sea a 

very irregular form. Our Arabs, both the Ta’amirah 

and Rashaideh, knew of no place where the sea could 

be forded.2 As we looked down upon it from this 

lofty spot, its waters appeared decidedly green, as if 

stagnant; though we afterwards saw nothing of this 

appearance from below. A slight ripple was upon its 

1) From the cliff over’Ain Jidy 6° W. Do. middle S. 10° W. 
we took the folio wingbearings:5 Ain Course of western cliffs to near the 
Jidy deep below, S. 70° E. Peninsu- north end of Usdum, S. 15° W. 
la, north end S. 38° E. Penins. south Kerak S. 40° E. Mouth of the 
end, S. 4° E. Isthmus S. 20° E. Mojib S. 85° E. Mouth of the 
Point of western shoal S. 5° E. Zurka Ma’in N. 60° E. 
Hajr Usdum, southeast point, S. 2) See u The Ford” further on. 
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bosom; and a line of froth was seen along and near 

the shore, which looked like a crust of salt. 

We remained on the cliff until three quarters past 

two o’clock, and then began to work our way down 

the terrific pass. This was no easy labour. The path 

descends by zig-zags, often at the steepest angle prac¬ 

ticable for horses, and is carried partly along ledges 

or shelves on the perpendicular face of the cliff, and 

then down the almost equally steep debris. Much of 

the rock is a compact reddish or rose-coloured lime¬ 

stone, like the baptismal font at Tekoa; smooth as 

glass, yet with an irregular surface. Looking back 

upon this part from below, it seemed utterly impossi¬ 

ble that any road could exist there; yet by a skilful 

application of zig-zags, the path is actually carried 

down without any insuperable difficulties; so that 

even loaded camels often pass up and down. Some 

few spots are very bad; because not kept in repair. 

Indeed there is very little of art about it; in a few 

places only is the way rudely built up and the stones 

removed from the track. In one part, not long ago, 

a Bedawy woman fell off and was killed; when picked 

up she was found to have brought forth a child. My 

companion had crossed the heights of Lebanon and 

the mountains of Persia; and I had formerly traversed 

the whole of the Swiss Alps; yet neither of us had 

ever met with a pass so difficult and dangerous. Of 

those which I had seen, that of the Gemini resembles 

it most; but is not so high, and the path is better. 

As we were descending the pass, we saw upon the 

water before us another optical illusion, which may 

serve to explain the supposed appearance of islands in 

the sea, remarked by some travellers. In the direction 

East from us, near the opposite shore, we saw pWht seem¬ 

ed to be another long dark-coloured shoal or sand-bank. 

On looking further, however, it proved to be a spot of 
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calm smooth water, around which the rest of the sea 

was covered with a ripple ; and the dark brown east¬ 

ern mountains being reflected in this mirror, gave to it 

their colour. Yet for the moment, the illusion was 

complete, that a long dark yellow sand-bank or island 
lay before us.1 

After a descent of forty-five minutes, we reached 

at 3^ o’clock the beautiful fountain, ’Ain Jidy, burst¬ 

ing forth at once a fine stream upon a sort of narrow 

terrace or shelf of the mountain, still more than four 

hundred feet above the level of the sea. The stream 

rushes down the steep descent of the mountain below; 

and its course is hidden bv a luxuriant thicket of trees 

and shrubs, belonging to a more southern clime. We 

stopped at the fountain, expecting to continue our 

descent and encamp on the shore; but here we learned 

with dismay, that in order to proceed northward, it 

would be necessary to climb again the whole of the 

fearful ascent; since all passage along the shore was 

cut off by a projecting cliff not far remote. Till now 

we had always understood the Arabs, that there was 

a path below ; but they had probably spoken at ran¬ 

dom, as is common, and meant nothing more than a 

path along the cliffs and table-land above. Under 

these circumstances, we thought it better to encamp 

by the fountain, and visit the shore at our leisure 

during the afternoon. 

While thus engaged in pitching the tent, our Arabs 

1) Irby and Mangles saw a 
similar appearance from the east¬ 
ern mountains near Rabba. “ This 
evening, about sunset, we were de¬ 
ceived by a dark shade on the sea, 
which assumed so exactly the ap¬ 
pearance of an island, that we did 
not doubt of it} even after looking 
through a telescope.” They had 
seen similar appearances before. 
Travels, p. 457.—Seetzen, as he 

Vol. ii. : 

ascended from the southwestern 
part of the sea by the pass of Zu- 
weirah, thought he discovered in 
it a considerable island. This was 
probably the peninsula above de¬ 
scribed ; he not having remarked 
the isthmus from that more distant 
point. See his letter in Zach’s 
Monatl. Correspond. XVIII. p. 
438. 
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were alarmed at seeing two men with guns coming 

down the brow of the pass. The idea of robbers was 

uppermost in their minds ; and two scouts were hastily 

despatched to meet them, and ascertain their cha¬ 

racter and purpose. But a few minutes afterwards, 

there appeared on the brow above a troop of peaceful 

donkies; and now all alarm vanished in a loud laugh. 

The strangers proved to be Fellahin from the village 

Deir Ibn ’Obeid near Mar Saba, coming to this part of 

the Dead Sea after salt. They rested for a time at 

the fountain; and then proceeded to the Birket el- 

Khulil. The poor animals had afterwards to ascend 

this difficult pass with heavy loads. The salt is used 

for cooking, after being washed.1 

Here at the fountain are the remains of several 

buildings apparently ancient; though the main site of 

the town seems to have been further below. The 

fountain itself is limpid and sparkling, with a copious 

stream of sweet water; but warm. The thermometer 

stood in it at 81° F. Kept in vessels over night, we 

found it delightfully cool and refreshing. Issuing 

from the limestone rock, it is of course strongly impreg¬ 

nated with lime, and does not take soap well. In the 

fountain itself are great quantities of small black snails. 

Among the trees below the fountain, making part 

of the thicket along the stream, w ere the Sey.al, pro¬ 

ducing gum-Arabic, our old acquaintance of the south¬ 

ern deserts ; the Semr,2 and the thorny Nubk (lote-tree) 

of Egypt, called also Sidr,3 and by our Arabs Dorn, 

1) Galen mentions that in his 
day also, the inhabitants used this 
salt for the various purposes to 
which common salt is applied. De 
Simpl. Med. fac. IV. c. 19. Re¬ 
land Pal. p. 241. 

2) Mimosa unguis cati, Forskal 
Flor. Egypt, p. 176. 

3) Rhamnus nabeca, Forskal 

Flor. Egypt, p. LXIII. Zizyphus 
lotus, Sprengel Hist. Rei herb. I. 
p. 251. Lane’s Mod. Egyptians II. 
pp. 288, 296.—The name Nubk be¬ 
longs strictly to the fruit of this 
tree. The Dom in Egypt is the 
Dom-palm; but the name is also 
properly applied to the Nubk. See 
Frey tag’s Lex. Arab. II. p. 73. 
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bearing a small acid fruit like a thorn-apple, which 

our Egyptian servants enjoyed greatly ; the ’Osher, 

which will be described more particularly below; and 

another large tree with long beautiful clusters of 

whitish blossoms, which our Arabs called Fustak 

(Pistacia), and which we then supposed to be the 

Pistacia vera; though we were afterwards led to 

doubt whether they had given us the right name.1 

Not a palm-tree now exists there; though the place 

seems anciently to have been famous for them. The 

thicket is rendered almost impenetrable by a regular 

cane-brake, flourishing luxuriantly along the water¬ 

course. Of smaller plants, the egg-plant night-shade, 

or mad-apple, was growing here in abundance f and 

also occasionally an herb called by the Arabs Hu- 

beibeh, with a smooth shining reddish stalk and small 

glass-like leaves, the ashes of which are called el- 

Kuli (alkali), from their peculiar alkaline properties.3 

We set off for the shore about 5 o’clock, and reached 

it in some twenty-five minutes; descending along the 

thicket by the brook. The declivity is here still steep, 

though less so than the pass above. The whole of 

this descent was apparently once terraced for tillage 

and gardens; and on the right near the foot are the 

ruins of a town, exhibiting nothing of particular in¬ 

terest. Few of the stones appear to have been hewn. 

From the base of the declivity, a fine rich plain slopes 

off very gradually nearly half a mile to the shore. 

The brook runs across it directly to the sea; though 

1) Schubert says he found the 
Pistacia vera at Hebron in full blos¬ 
som in April; Reise II. p. 478. It 
would naturally blossom here still 
earlier. It has since occurred to me, 
whether this tree may not be the 
el-Henna of the Arabs, the 1 cam- 
phire’ of the English Bible, (Law- 
sonia inermis Linn.) which is de¬ 

scribed as having similar flowers, 
and for which the spot was an¬ 
ciently celebrated. Cant. i. 14. 
Hasselquist, p. 502. See especial¬ 
ly Celsii Hierobot. I. p. 222. 

2) Solanum melongena. 
3) Apparently one of the nu¬ 

merous species of Salsola. 
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at this season its waters were absorbed by the thirsty 

earth long before reaching the shore. So far as the 

water extended, the plain was covered with gardens, 

chiefly of cucumbers, belonging to the Rashaideh. 

These Arabs were now encamped in the tract 

called Husasah towards Tekoa; and had only watch¬ 

men stationed here to protect the gardens. The soil 

of the whole plain is exceedingly fertile, and might 

easily be tilled and produce rare fruits. In various 

parts of it are traces of unimportant ruins. The length 

of the plain is little more than half a mile, it being 

nearly a square ; terminated on the South by the 

Wady el-Ghar, which here enters the sea between 

lofty precipices; and on the North by Wady Sudeir, a 

comparatively short ravine breaking down from above 

through the cliffs, between banks almost equally lofty 

and precipitous. Indeed, the cliff upon its northern 

side, called el-Mersed, just beyond the plain, is perhaps 

the highest and most inaccessible along the whole 

western coast; and its base, projecting into the sea, 

cuts off all further passage along the shore. The pre¬ 

cipice upon which we had stood near the brow of the 

pass, is situated somewhat further back, and stands 

like a gigantic bastion between these Wadys, over¬ 

looking and almost overhanging the plain. 

The approach to the sea is here over a bank of 

pebbles, six or eight feet higher than the level of the 

water as we saw it. These are covered with a shining 

crust, as of salt, or rather of an oily appearance.1 

The water has a slightly greenish hue, and is not en¬ 

tirely transparent; but objects seen through it, appear 

as if seen through oil. It is most intensely and intole¬ 

rably salt; and leaves behind a nauseous bitter taste, 

like Glauber’s salts. It is said that common salt 

1) Seetzen describes this ap- or gypsum. Zach’s Monatl. Cor- 
pearance as an incrustation oflime resp. XVIII. p. 440. 
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thrown into it, will not even be dissolved; we did not 

try the experiment, hut such would seem very likely 

to be the fact.1 The water is exceedingly buoyant. 

Two of us bathed in the sea; and although I could 

never swim before, either in fresh or salt water, yet 

here I could sit, stand, lie, or swim in the water, with¬ 

out difficulty.2 The shore in this part shelved down 

very gradually; so that we waded out eight or ten 

rods before the water reached our shoulders. The 

bottom was here stony, but without mud or slime. 

After coming out, I perceived nothing of the salt crust 

upon the body, of which so many speak. There was 

a slight pricking sensation, especially where the skin 

had been chafed; and a sort of greasy feeling, as of 

oil upon the skin, which lasted for several hours. The 

bath proved exceedingly refreshing, after the heat and 

burden of the day.—There was much drift-wood along 

the shore; brought down into the sea, doubtless, from 

the Wadys in the adjacent mountains. 

We now' measured a base upon the plain near the 

shore, beginning at the mouth of the little stream from 

the fountain, and extending N. 19° E. for 1500 feet or 

500 yards. From the northern end of this base we 

took with our large compass the bearings recorded in 

the note below.3 The point of the western shoal lay 

here nearly in a line with the southern extremity of 

the peninsula. 

1) Dr. Marcet’s experiments 
seem to show the contrary; Phi- 
losoph. Transact. 1807. p. 299. 

2) So Tacitus : “ Periti imperi- 
tique nandi perinde attolluntur.” 
Hist. V. 0. This buoyancy is men¬ 
tioned by many ancient writers; 
e. g. Aristot. Meleorol. II. 3. Plin. 
H. N. V. 12. Joseph. B. J. IV. 8. 
4. See these and other notices col¬ 
lected in Reland Pal. p. 249, seq. 

3) Bearings from the N. end of 
the base on the shore at ’Ain Jidy : 
Mouth of Wady el-Mdjib opposite, 
S. 82|° E. Kerak S. 354° E. 
Peninsula, north end, S. 284° E. 
Penins. south end, S. 1° W. Us- 
dum, west end, S. 104° W. Cliff 
at southwest corner of the sea, S. 
134° W. Sebbeh S. 21f° W. Rks 
el-Feshkhah near the northwest 
corner of the sea, N. 18° E. 
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We returned much exhausted to our tent; and 

spent the evening, until quite late, in writing up our 

journals on the spot. The beams of the full moon lay 

upon the sea below us, diffusing a glow of light over 

the darkness of death. 

During the day, as we travelled down the declivity 

of the eastern slope, we had found the heat continually 

increase; and here in the chasm of the sea, we encoun¬ 

tered an Egyptian climate and Egyptian productions. 

At Carmel the thermometer at sunrise had stood at 

51° F.; at 2 o’clock P. M. near the brow of the cliffs 

it stood at 82° ; and at sunset on the shore at 80° F. 

The next morning at sunrise, it was at 68° F. Indeed, 

shut in as this deep caldron is, between walls of rock, 

the heat of the burning summer-sun cannot be other¬ 

wise than very great. And such is the richness of the 

soil, both along the descent below the fountain and 

on the little plain, and such the abundance of water, 

that nothing but tillage is wanting, to render this a 

most prolific spot. It would be admirably adapted to 

the cultivation of tropical fruits. 

We had no question at the time, nor have we any 

now, that this spot is the ancient En-gedi. With this 

name the present ’Ain Jidy of the Arabs is identical; 

and like it also signifies the ‘ Fountain of the Kid.’ 

The more ancient Hebrew name was Hazezon-Tamar. 

As such it is first mentioned before the destruction of 

Sodom, as being inhabited by Amorites and near to 

the cities of the plain. Under the name En-gedi it 

occurs as a city of Judah in the desert, giving its name 

to a part of the desert to which David withdrew for 

fear of Saul.1 At a later period, bands of the Moabites 

and Ammonites came up against king Jehoshaphat, 

apparently around the south end of the Dead Sea as 

1) Gen. xiv. 7.—Josh. xv. 62. 1 Sam. xxiv. 1-4. See above, p. 203. 
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far as to En-gedi; by the very same route, it would 

seem, which is taken by the Arabs in their marauding 

expeditions at the present day, along the shore as far 

as to ’Ain Jidy, and then up the pass and so north¬ 

wards below Tekoa.1 According to Josephus, En- 

gedi lay upon the lake Asphaltis, and was celebrated 

for beautiful palm-trees and opobalsam; while its 

vineyards are likewise mentioned in the Old Testa¬ 

ment.2 From it towards Jerusalem there was an as¬ 

cent “ by the cliff Ziz,” which seems to have been 

none other than the present pass.3 In the days of 

Eusebius and Jerome, En-gedi was still a large village 

on the shore of the Dead Sea.4 

I find no mention of En-gedi in the historians of 

the crusades; but Brocardus, about A. D. 1283, speaks 

of the mountains of En-gedi in such a way, as to show 
that their character was then known. They were 

on the west side of the sea, lofty, and so precipitous as 

1) 2 Chron. xx. 1, 2, 20. Jo¬ 
seph. Antiq. IX. 1. 2. See more 
upon this road under May 11th. 

2) Joseph. 1. c. Cant. i. 14. 
Plin. H. N. V. 17.—Josephus here 
gives the distance of En-gedi from 
Jerusalem at 300 stadia or 37* 
Roman miles, which is by far too 
great. 

3) Heb. *psJtt Josephus 

avn^daeoq Ifyofif'vqq i f o x V S • 2 
Chron. xx. 16. Joseph. Antiq. 
IX. 1. 2. 

4) Onomasticon, art. EngadcLi. 
Both writers here say that En-gedi 
was situated in Aulone Hierichus ; 
and this has led Reland and others 
to place it at the north end of the 
Dead Sea. But the Avion is de¬ 
scribed by the same writers, as the 
great valley of the Jordan, in 
which Jericho and the Dead Sea 
are situated, extending south to the 
desert of Paran; Onomast. art. 
Avion.—Jerome elsewhere seems 
to say that En-gedi was at the 
south end of the sea, “ ubi finitur 

et consumitur Comm. inEzech. 
xlvii. 10. But this does not neces¬ 
sarily imply any thing more, than 
that in relation to En-gallim, it 
lay towards the southern part of 
the sea. In like manner both Eu¬ 
sebius and Jerome connect Plaza- 
zon-Tamar with the desert of Ka- 
desh; but this is only because they 
are so connected in Gen. xiv. 7, 
and implies nothing more than a 
general proximity. Onomast. art. 
Hazazon-Thamar. The “wilder¬ 
ness of Judah” in which En-gedi 
was situated, was doubtless the 
desert along the western side of 
the Dead Sea, extending from the 
north end of the sea to the desert 
of Kadesh on the South ; Josh. xv. 
61, 62; comp. vs. 6. xviii. 18.—All 
this goes to show, that there was 
only one En-gedi; and therefore 
the two or three places of this 
name assumed by Raumer fall 
away; Palastina, p. 186. Edit. 2. 
See generally Reland Palaest. p. 
763. 
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to threaten to fall down into the valley beneath ; and 

were ascended by a pass. But the site of En-gedi 

itself he seems to place above upon the mountains.1 

Since that day no traveller appears to have visited 

this region until the present century. Succeeding 

writers copied Brocardus; and the imagination of the 

monks drew En-gedi nearer and nearer towards Beth¬ 

lehem, until Q,uaresmius places it at six miles from 

Bethlehem and seven from the Dead Sea, apparently 

on the way to Mar Saha.2 He speaks also of its vine¬ 

yards as formerly connected with Bethlehem; and 

these are probably the same which Hasselquist re¬ 

garded as the vineyards of Solomon at En-gedi.3 The 

present name and site of ’Ain Jidy were first found. 

out by Seetzen in A. D. 1806, and are given upon his 

map; but whether he actually visited the spot, or only 

obtained his information from the Arabs, we are no¬ 

where told.4 At any rate, the preceding pages contain, 

I believe, the first account of this place from personal 

observation, which has been given to the public for 

many centuries.5 

THE DEAD SEA. 

A few general remarks upon the character and 

phenomena of the Dead Sea, arising out of our observa¬ 

tions at ’Ain Jidy, and during the two following days, 

may here find their proper 

1) Brocardus, c. VII. pp. 179, 
180. 

2) Elucid. II. pp. 692, 693. 
Compare Von Troilo, p. 327. Po- 
cocke II. p. 38, fol. 

3) Ibid. II. p. 620. Hassel- 
quist’s Reise, p. 156. 

4) No mention is made of ’Ain 
Jidy in any of Seetzen’s printed 
papers. Not improbably he may 
have passed this way on his second 

place. In our later excur- 

journey round the Dead Sea, re¬ 
specting which nothing has been 
published. An account of this 
journey exists among his unpub¬ 
lished papers. See First Appen¬ 
dix, A. pp. 22, 23. 

5) ’Ain Jidy is mentioned by 
the Arabian writer Mejr ed-Din 
about A. D. 1495, as on the eastern 
border of the district of Hebron. 
Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 142. 
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si on from Hebron to Wady Musa, we visited the south 

end of the sea; and I shall there have occasion to 

make some further remarks upon that portion of it, as 

well as upon the geological structure of the whole 

region, and the destruction of the cities of the plain. 

Length and Breadth of the Dead Sea. From cal¬ 

culations founded on the base and angles measured by 

us at ’Ain Jidy, as above described, the following re¬ 

sults were obtained ; reckoned from the northern end 
of the base. 

Width of the Dead Sea to the ) Yards. Geogr. M. 
mouth of Wady el-M6jib \ 15,953. 7.82. 

Distance to N. end of Peninsula 8,781. 4.31. 

These distances, of course, could be considered only as 

an approximation to the truth; and they appear to 

be actually too small. My own estimate of the width 

of the sea at the time, was ten or twelve English 

miles. The general breadth is very uniform; except 

where the sea is contracted near the extremities, by 

Usdum on the South and by Ras el-Feshkhah on the 
North. 

In constructing a new map of this region, a minute 

and very careful comparison of all the bearings taken 

by us at various points along the whole western coast 

of the Dead Sea, as well as of the distances travelled 

upon our several routes, has resulted in fixing the 

breadth of the sea at ’Ain Jidy at about nine geogra¬ 

phical miles. The same minute comparison and cau¬ 

tious construction, gives likewise for the length of the 

Dead Sea about thirty-nine of the like miles; ’Ain Jidy 

being situated nearly at the middle point of the west¬ 

ern coast. 

There will therefore be no very essential error in 

estimating the whole length of the Dead Sea at Thirty- 

eight or Forty geographical miles. My own estimate 

of its length at the time, founded on various data, was 

Vol. II. 28 
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about fifty common English miles.1 The length ap¬ 

pears to vary not less than two or three miles in dif¬ 

ferent years or seasons of the year, according as the 

water extends up more or less upon the flats towards 

the South.2 
From the same point on the shore, we estimated 

the height of the western cliffs at 1500 feet, as above 

mentioned; and that of the highest ridges of the east¬ 

ern mountains lying back from the shore, at from 2000 

to 2500 feet above the water. 
Form and Character of the Shores. Burckhardt 

relates, that “ the mountains which enclose the Ghor, 

or valley of the Jordan, open considerably at the 

northern extremity of the Bead Sea, and encompassing 

it on the W. and E. sides, approach again at its S. ex¬ 

tremity, leaving [afterwards] only a narrow plain 

between them.”3 This account is not correct; that 

intelligent traveller did not himself visit the sea, and 

was probably misled by the information of the Arabs. 

The bed of the Bead Sea is only a portion of the 

Ghor or great valley, which here retains its usual 

breadth, and does not spread out into an oval form or 

to a larger compass, as is the case around the lake of 

Tiberias. Its breadth at ’Ain Jidy is much the same 

as opposite to Wady Musa; certainly not greater. 

Around Jericho indeed, the mountains do thus retire 

on both sides; so that the valley at that point is not 

1) Mr. Legh, and also Irby and 
Mangles, who saw the whole ex¬ 
tent of the Dead Sea several times 
from the eastern mountains, give 
their judgment of its length, the 
former at not over forty miles, and 
the two latter at thirty. But the 
transparency of the atmosphere in 
these regions, and the want of any 
known fixed points as a standard, 
render any mere judgment of this 
kind liable to great uncertainty. 
See Legh in Macmichael’s Jour¬ 

ney, Chap. IV. Amer. Bibl. Re¬ 
pository, Vol. III. p. 647. Oct. 
1833. Irby and Mangles5 Travels, 
p. 459.—Josephus gives the length 
of the Dead Sea at 580 stadia or 
72^ Roman miles; and the breadth 
at 150 stadia or 181 Roman miles; 
B. J. IV. 8. 4. This is another spe¬ 
cimen of the inexactness of that 
writer’s estimates. 

2) See under May 29th. 
3) Travels in Syria, etc. p. 390. 
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less than eleven or twelve miles wide ; but they again 

approach each other before they enclose the sea. Sq 

far as w7e could perceive, the eastern mountains run in 

nearly a straight course along the whole length of the 

sea. From the western mountains, Mas el-Feshkhah 

and the adjacent cliffs project obliquely towards the 

N. E. near the northern end of the sea, giving to the 

shore in that part the same direction, and contracting 

the breadth both of the sea and valley. At the south¬ 

ern end a like contraction is occasioned by Hajr Us- 

dum, as above described. Between el-Feshkhah and 

Usdum, the western cliffs run in a tolerably direct 

course, about S. 15° W. 

The phenomena around the Dead Sea are such as 

might naturally be expected from the character of its 

waters and of the region round about,—a naked soli¬ 

tary desert. It lies in its deep caldron, surrounded by 

lofty cliffs of naked limestone rock, and exposed for 

seven or eight months in each year to the unclouded 

beams of a burning sun. Nothing therefore but ste¬ 

rility and deathlike solitude can be looked for upon its 

shores; and nothing else also is actually found, except 

in those parts where there are fountains or streams of 

fresh water. Such is the case at ’Ain Jidy, in the 

Ghor near the S. E. corner of the sea, and on the isth¬ 

mus of the peninsula; to say nothing of the Jordan 

and the fountains around Jericho on the North. In 

all these places there is a fertile soil and abundant 

vegetation; nor have I ever seen a more luxuriant 

growth than at ’Ain Jidy. Here too were birds in 

great numbers in the thicket; and we saw them fre¬ 

quently hying over the sea. The fountain of ’Ain Jidy 

appears to be the main source of sweet water upon 

the western coast 51 but further towards the North are 

1) There is a fountain near the Wady Sudeir just North of ’Ain 
mouth of the Wady el-Gh&r, al- Jidy, running into the sea. The 
ready mentioned; and another in water of both was said to be sweet. 
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the brackish fountains ’Ain Ter ah eh, el-Ghuweir, and 

el-Feshkhah, (the last very copious,) in the midst of 

marshy ground along the shore covered with canes 

and reeds, and furnishing a retreat to an abundance 

of frogs. The coasts of the sea have also been inhab¬ 

ited from time immemorial, and are yet so in a degree ; 

Jericho, ’Ain Jidy, and the southern Ghor are still the 

abodes of men; and if this is now less the case than 

formerly, the cause is to be sought rather in the al¬ 

tered circumstances and relations of social life, than 

in the nature of the country or the sea. 

I have adduced all these particulars in order to 

show, that the stories so long current of the pestifer¬ 

ous nature of the Dead Sea and its waters, are a mere 

s in the vicinity of its 

shores; and nowhere perceived either noisome smell 

or noxious vapour arising from its bosom. Our Arabs 

too had never seen or heard of any such appearance. 

Smoke we had indeed often seen on the high ground 

above, proceeding from Arab encampments or the 

preparation of charcoal. There must also naturally 

be an immense evaporation from the sea itself, in con¬ 

sequence of its low position and exposure to the sum¬ 

mer heats; and this again cannot but occasionally 

affect the clearness of the atmosphere around. But 

the character of this evaporation cannot well be dif¬ 

ferent from that of any other lake in similar circum¬ 

stances.2 

fable.1 We were for five day 

1) “Mare illud semper fumum 
reddere, et nebulam in modum ca- 
mini infernalis.—duocumque va¬ 
por a mari illo ascendens impelli- 
tur, ibi terrae nascentia non secus 
quam si a pruina fuissent tacta 
emoriuntur ;55 Brocardus c. VII. p. 
179. “ Stagnum foetidissimum, in¬ 
fernalis nigredinis, tetrum liabens 
odoremWilleb. ab Oldenborg 
sub fine. Even duaresmius had 
good sense enough to deny all this 

on the testimony of his own senses; 
Tom. II. p. 760. 

2) “As soon as we came to the 
pass, which commands an exten¬ 
sive prospect of the Dead Sea, wre 
could observe the effect of the evap¬ 
oration arising from it, in broad 
transparent columns of vapour, not 
unlike waterspouts in appearance, 
but very much larger ;,J Irby and 
Mangles, p. 447. 
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The Egyptian heat of the climate, which is found 

throughout the whole Glior, is in itself unhealthy; 

and, in connection with the marshes, gives rise in sum¬ 

mer to frequent intermittent fevers; so that the Gha- 

warineh, or proper inhabitants of the Ghor, including 

the people of Jericho, are a feeble and sickly race. 

But this has no necessary connection with the Dead 

Sea, as such ; and the same phenomena might proba¬ 

bly exist in at least an equal degree, were the waters 

of the lake fresh and limpid, or even were there here 

no lake at all. 

The mineral productions around the sea have often 

been described. The body of the mountains is every¬ 

where limestone ; excepting Usdum, which is of rock- 

salt and will be hereafter described.1 I am not aware 

that the dark basaltic stones, so frequent around the 

lake of Tiberias, have ever been discovered in this 

vicinity. There is however a black shining stone, 

found at the northern extremity of the sea, which par¬ 

tially ignites in the fire and emits a bituminous smell. 

We saw' some of this in descending from Ras el-Fesh- 

khah to the plain. It is used in Jerusalem for the 

manufacture of rosaries and other little articles.2 

Sulphur is found in various parts; we picked up pieces 

of it as large as a walnut near the northern shore; and 

the Arabs said it was found in the sea near ’Ain el- 

Feshkhah in lumps as large as a man’s fist. They find 

1) Irby and Mangles mention 
cc fragments of red and gray gran¬ 
ite ; gray, red, and black porphyry,” 
and many other kinds of stone scat¬ 
tered along the shore at the S. E. 
corner of the Dead Sea, which they 
supposed to be fragments from the 
mountain above; Travels, p. 358. 
But in the Life of Giov. Finati, ed¬ 
ited by Mr. Bankes, it is said, that 
there were no rocks of the same 
nature discernible, from which 
these fragments could have fallen; 

Vol. II. p. 240.—According to See- 
tzen, the mountain near the S. E. 
corner of the sea, not far north of 
Wady el-Ahsy, consists of brown¬ 
ish sandstone; Zach’s Monti. Corr. 
XVIII. p. 435. 

2) The “ stink-stone” of Burck- 
liardt, p. 394. Maundrell, March 
30. Pococke II. p. 37. fob Has- 
selquist describes it as “ quartz in 
the form of slate, one of the rarest 
minerals he met with in his Trav¬ 
els .” Ileise, p. 153. [Engl. p. 131.] 
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it in sufficient quantities to make from it their own 

gunpowder. Near Usdum we afterwards picked up 

small lumps of nitre.1 All these circumstances testify 

to the volcanic nature of the whole region; and this 

is also confirmed by the warm fountains of ’Ain Jidy 

and el-Feshkhah on the West, and the hot sulphur 

springs of the ancient Callirrhoe on the eastern coast.2 

Three weeks before, one of our friends, the Rev. Mr. 

Hebard, had picked up a large piece of pumice-stone 

on a small knoll near the mouth of the Jordan. 

One of the most singular circumstances in the cha¬ 

racter of the Dead Sea, is the deep depression of its 

level below that of the Mediterranean. This lias been 

detected only within the last few years. Messrs. 

Moore and Beke were the first to notice it in March, 1837, 

by means of the boiling point of water; in this way they 

found the depression to be about 500 English feet.3 A 

month or two later the careful barometrical measure¬ 

ments of Schubert gave the depression of the sea at 

598.5 Paris feet; that of Jericho being 527.7 feet.4 

The very great descent which we found from Carmel 

to the cliffs over ’Ain Jidy, and the immense depth of 

the sea below, point to a like result. But so great is 

the uncertainty in all such partial measurements and 

observations, (as evinced in the like case of the Cas¬ 

pian Sea,) that the question can never be decided with 

exactness, until the intervening country shall have 

been surveyed and the relative level of the two seas 

1) Irby and Mangles found also 
cc lumps of nitre and fine sulphur 
from the size of a nutmeg up to 
that of a small hen’s egg,” upon 
the western shore of the long pen¬ 
insula ; Travels, p. 453. 

2) Ibid. p. 467-469. Legh in 
Macmichael’s Journey, Chap. IV. 
Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833, p. 648. 

3) Journal of the Royal Geogr. 
Soc. Vol. VII. 1837. p. 456. Vol. 
IX. 1839. p. lxiv. 

4) Reise, Vol. III. p. 87. Berg- 
haus’ Almanach fiir 1840, p. 481. 
Russegger and Bertou in 1838 
make the depression of the sea 
amount to more than 1300 Paris 
feet. This is barely possible, but 
every probability is against it. See 
Berghaus5 Annalen, etc. Feb. and 

.Marz 1839. p. 432. Bulletin de la 
Societe de Geogr. Octobre, 1839. 
p. 161. 
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trigonometrically ascertained.1 To such an undertak¬ 

ing no great obstacle would probably exist.2 

Character of the Waters. The buoyancy of the 

waters of the Dead Sea, according to our experience, 

has already been described ; and this shown to accord 

with the testimony of ancient writers.3 It is occasioned 

by the great specific gravity of the water, arising from 

the heavy solution of various salts contained in it, 

chiefly those of magnesia and soda. But the weight 

and proportions of this solution, and of course the spe¬ 

cific gravity, would seem to vary somewhat in different 

parts of the sea, and at different seasons of the year. 

A portion of water taken from near the mouth of the 

Jordan, might be expected to be at all times less 

strongly saturated, than another from the vicinity of 

’Ain Jidy ; and during the winter season, when the 

sea is filled by the rains and its level raised several 

feet, its waters are naturally more diluted than in 

autumn, after having been for months subjected to the 

process of evaporation under a burning sun.4 These 

considerations may serve to account in part for the 

different results, which have been obtained by chemi¬ 

cal analysis. 

Of the seven analyses of the water of the Dead 

1) The case of the Caspian Sea 
furnishes a striking instance of the 
uncertainty of such barometrical 
measurements. Eleven different 
series of observations between A. 
D. 1732 and A. D. 1836, gave for 
the depression of that sea below 
the sea of Azof different results, 
varying from about 100 Paris feet 
as the least, to about 366 Paris feet 
as the greatest. The true depres¬ 
sion as determined by geometrical 
survey in A. D. 1836, is 76 Paris 
feet. See Monatsbericht der Ber¬ 
liner Gesellsch. fur Erdkunde, Bd. 
I. S. 167, 168. 

2) Messrs. Moore and Bekc 
transported a boat from Yafa to 

the Dead Sea, and attempted a 
survey of the latter; but were com¬ 
pelled to leave it unfinished. They 
sounded several times ; and found 
the apparent depth to be more than 
300 fathoms or 1800 feet. But not 
improbably there may have been 
here a deception in the results; for 
it must have been a very heavy 
lead, not to have been borne up by 
such a length of line in water of so 
great specific gravity. Journ. of the 
Geogr. Soc. Vol. VII. 1837. p. 456. 

3) See p. 213, above. 
4) Galen also remarks, that the 

water was more bitter in summer 
than in winter ; De Simpl. Med. 
lac. IV. 10. Reland Pal. p. 242. 
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Sea, which have hitherto been published, the four fol¬ 

lowing seem to deserve the preference, both for their 

greater exactness and coincidence, and as marking in 

some measure the progress of chemical discovery; viz. 

that of Dr. Marcet of London, 1807; Gay-Lussac of 

Paris, about 1818 ; Prof. C. G. Gmelin of Tubingen, 

1826 ; and Dr. Apjohn of Dublin, 1839.1 It will be 

seen that the amount of salts is in general nearly 

equal; while the relative proportions assigned to the 

different salts, are exceedingly diverse. The standard 

of comparison for the specific gravity, is distilled 

water at 1000; and the density of the water of the 

Dead Sea is supposed to be greater than that of any 

other natural water known. 

Dr. Marcet. Gay-Lussac. 
Specific gravity .1211 1228 

Muriate of lime (Chloride of calcium) 3.920 3.98 
“ of magnesia ( “ of magnesium) 10.246 15.31 
“ of soda ( “ of sodium) . 10.360 6.95 

Sulphate of lime2 . 0.054 - 

24.580 26.24 
Water. 75.420 73.76 

100 100 

1) These seven analyses are as 
follows: I. By Macquer, Lavoi¬ 
sier, and Le Sage in Paris, Me¬ 
moirs de l’Acad. des Sciences, 
1778.—II. By Dr. Marcet, with a 
small quantity of the water, Pliilo- 
soph. Transact. 1807. p. 296, seq.— 
III. By Klaproth of Berlin, with 
water brought to Europe by Ma- 
riti fifty years before; Beitrage, 
Vol. V. p. 189. Berliner Magazin, 
1809. p. 139.—IV. By Gay-Lussac, 
with a large quantity of the water 
brought home by Count Forbin; 
see Forbin’s Voyage, etc. Annales 
de Chimie et de Phys. T. XI. p. 
197.—V. By Hermstadt of Berlin 
about 1822 ; Schweigger’s Journal, 
Vol. XXXIV. p. 153.—VI. By 
Prof. Gmelin of Tubingen, who first 
discovered the existence of Bromi- 

um in the water; Wurtemb. natur- 
wissensch. Abhandl. Vol. I. iii. p. 1. 
PoggendorfFs Journal, 1827, Vol. 
IX. p. 177, seq.—VII. By Dr. Ap¬ 
john, in a paper read (1839) before 
the Royal Irish Academy. A re¬ 
port of this paper was published in 
the London Athenaeum for June 
15th, 1839.—One of the specimens 
of fossil salt brought away by me 
from the mountain of Usdum, at the 
south end of the sea, was analyzed 
by Prof. Rose of Berlin. It con¬ 
tained a small mixture of lime and 
magnesia, but no trace of Bro- 
mium. 

2) Gay-Lussac remarks, that he 
found also a small quantity of Chlo¬ 
ride of potassium, and traces of a 
Sulphate probably of lime. 
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Prof. Gmelin. Dr. Apjohn. 

Specific gravity 1212 1153 Boiling point 
221° F. 

Chloride of calcium 3.2141 2.438 
“ of magnesium 11.7734 7.370 

Bromide of magnesium . 0.4393 0.201 
Chloride of potassium . 1.6738 0.852 

of sodium 7.0777 7.839 
“ of manganese . 0.2117 0.005 

of aluminum 0.0896 
of ammonium . 0.0075 

Sulphate of lime 0.0527 0.075 

24.5398 18.780 
Water 75.4602 81.220 

100 100 

The water analyzed by Dr. Apjohn was taken half 

a mile from the mouth of the Jordan, near the close of 

the rainy season; and exhibits a less amount of salts, 

and a less specific gravity, than occurs in either of the 

other analyses. He could detect no trace of either 

alumina or ammonia. 

I have already alluded to the fact, that the level 

of the waters of the Dead Sea is higher during and 

after the rainy season, than in the summer and autumn, 

after they have been for months evaporated under the 

burning heat of an unclouded sun. The high bank of 

pebbles and gravel at ;Ain Jidy has been mentioned; 

and we afterwards saw at the southern end of the sea 

traces of its high-water mark, more than an hour 

South of its limit at the time ; indicating that its level 

must be sometimes ten or fifteen feet higher than when 

we saw it in May.1 This is readily accounted for by 

the vast quantity of water brought into it during the 

rainy season, not only from the North, but also from 

1) Irby and Mangles noticed the not happened in many years be- 
high-water mark, on some parts of fore.” He saw trees that had been 
the peninsula, a mile or more above killed by its overflowing, and says 
the water’s edge; p. 455. Pococke the water seemed of late years to 
also remarks, that in his day (1738) have gained on the land. This 
“there had been very extraordi- was at the N. W. part. Vol. II. p. 
nary inundations of this sea over 35. fol. See further on, The Penin- 
its lower banks, and such as had sula and Ford. 

Vol. II. 29 
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the South and from the mountains along its sides. The 
quantity of rain which falls in Palestine varies greatly 
in different years ; and according to this the basin of 
the Dead Sea becoming more or less full, is subjected to 
great variation in a course of years. When the rainy 
season is at an end, the evaporation is sufficiently 
powerful to more than counterbalance the influx from 
the Jordan, and thus again reduce the level of the sea. 
During the preceding winter, less rain had fallen than 
is usual. 

The strong evaporation from the sea also causes it 
to deposit its salts, particularly in summer, on various 
parts of the shore; from which the Arabs obtain their 
chief supply for their families and flocks. That ob¬ 
tained in the Birket el-Khulil south of ’Ain Jidy has 
already been mentioned; and a place was afterwards 
pointed out to us at the N. W. corner of the sea, where 
it is also gathered. Irby and Mangles found Arabs on 
the north side of the isthmus of the peninsula, u peel¬ 
ing off a solid surface of salt several inches in thick¬ 
ness, and loading it on asses.”1 The same deposit is 
doubtless found on other parts of the coast. 

According to the testimony of all antiquity and of 
most modern travellers, there exists within the waters 
of the Dead Sea no living thing,—no trace indeed of 
animal or vegetable life.2 Our own experience, so far 
as we had an opportunity to observe, goes to confirm 
the truth of this testimony. We perceived no sign of 
life within the waters. Yet occasionally, travellers 

1) Travels, p. 451. 
2) Tacit. Hist. V. 6, “neque 

pisces aut suetas aquis volucres pa- 
titur.” Galen, de ISimpl. Med. IV. 
C. 19, yaCvsxcu iv txetvw xo> vdaxi 
[ir\xt t,6)o v iyyiyro[,(ev6v r i, ^xx 
cpvxov. Hieron. ad Ezech. xlvii. 8, 
“ Mare mortuum, in quo nihil po- 
terat esse vitale.—Re vera, juxta 

literam hue usque nihil quod spirat 
et possit incedere,prae amaritudine 
nimia in hoc mari reperiri potest.” 
Abulfeda Tab. S yr. ed. Kohler, pp. 
12, 156.—The absence of all wa¬ 
ter-fowl is readily accounted for, 
by the absence of fish and other 
animals which constitute their 
food. 
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have seen shells upon the shore; which has led to the 

supposition, that small muscles or periwinkles may 

after all exist in the sea. Maundrell “ observed 

among the pebbles on the shore two or three shells of 

fish, resembling oyster-shells, at two hours distance 

from the mouth of the Jordan.771 Hasselquist notes 

also cochleae and conchae as common on the banks 

near the Jordan ; and Mr. Legh saw on the northern 

shore “ in the water several small shell-fish, not unlike 

periwinkles.7 72 Irby and Mangles on the peninsula 

“ searched for shells, but found none excepting snail- 
shells, and a small spiral species, invariably without 

any fish, or the appearance of having had any for a 
long time.773 

These testimonies seem at first view strongly to 

favour the hypothesis, that at least some species of 

shell-fish may exist in the sea. But the shells seen 

by Maundrell may after all have come from the Jor¬ 

dan, or have been dropped here by some Arab or 

pilgrim ; and the accounts of Hasselquist and Legh, I 

apprehend, are explained and more than counterba¬ 

lanced by the more exact and cautious testimony of 

Seetzen. u I dismounted,77 he says, “ and followed for 

a time the shore of the sea, to look for conchylia and 

sea-plants; but found none of either. And as fish live 

upon these, it might naturally be expected that no 

tenants of the waters would exist here; and this is 

confirmed by the experience of all whom I have in¬ 

quired of, and who could know about it.—Snails and 

muscles I have not found in the lake ; some snails that 

I picked up on the shore, were land-snails. I was 

particularly attentive to this point; but must remark, 

1) Journey, etc. March 30th. Chap. IV. Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833. 
2) Hasselquist’s Reise, p. 558. p. 618. 

Legh in Macmichael’s Journey, 3) Travels, p. 454. 
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that I was able to examine only a part of the lake.”1— 

The shells which other travellers have met with, 

were probably in like manner those of land animals. 

Or, if they actually belonged to the lake, they proba¬ 

bly have existed in it only near the mouth of the Jor¬ 

dan, where there is a large intermixture of fresh water, 

or in the vicinity of the various fountains which enter 

the sea. 

As we were leaving Palestine, we saw in the pos¬ 

session of two English travellers, a small flat fish, about 

the length of a man’s little finger, which was put into 

their hands as having been taken in the Dead Sea, 

and as proving that the sea was actually inhabited by 

fish. But the report added further, that the fish was 

found on the northern shore at some distance from the 

mouth of the Jordan; and, when caught, was in an 

exhausted and dying state. It would seem therefore 

much more probable, that this was a wanderer from 

the Jordan, who paid for his temerity with his life; 

furnishing a further example of the truth of Jerome’s 

remark, that “ when the Jordan swollen by the rains 

sometimes carries down fish into the Dead Sea, they 

die immediately and float upon the sluggish waters.”2 

Asphaltum. Our Arabs picked up along the shore 

small pieces of bitumen, asphaltum, (Arabic el-Hum- 

mar,) which we brought away. Our Sheikh of the 

1) Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. naturalist Schubert. “ Fish or 
Corr. XVIII. pp. 437, 441. snails,” he says, “do not indeed 

2) Hieron. in Ezech. xlvii. 8, live in this supersalt sea; the me- 
“Denique si Jordanes auctus im- lastoma which we found on the 
bribus pisces illuc influens rapuerit, shore, as well as the small dead 
statim moriuntur etpinguibus aquis fishes, of which we saw and picked 
supernatant.” Galen also affirms, up several thrown out by the 
that fish caught in the river and waves upon the strand, are brought 
thrown into the lake, die immedi- down by the Jordan or accompany 
ately; de Simpl. IV. 19. Reland voluntarily his flood ; but they soon 
Palaest. p. 243.—Since the above pay for this love of wandering with 
remarks were written, I am happy their lives.” Reise III. p. 86. 
to find my views confirmed by the 
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Ta’amirah told (as a report) the same story of its ori¬ 

gin, which was heard by Seetzen and Burckhardt, 

viz. that it flows down the face of a precipice upon 

the eastern shore, until a large mass is collected, when 

from its weight or some shock it breaks off and falls 

into the sea.1 The Sheikh of the Jehalin, who after¬ 

wards accompanied us to Wady Musa, related the 

same report; assigning the place on the North of the 

peninsula. It cannot of course be South of the isthmus; 

for the road travelled by Irby and Mangles and their 

party passes all the way at the foot of the rocks along 

the shore. Nor is it probable that any such spot ex¬ 

ists further North; we had the eastern coast very 

distinctly in sight for two days, as we travelled along 

the western shore, and examined it continually with 

our glasses; so that any such marked point upon the 

rocks would hardly have escaped our notice. All 

agreed, that there was nothing of the kind upon the 

western coast. 

More definite and trustworthy was the account 

which the Arabs gave us of the appearance of the 

bitumen in the sea. They believe that it thus appears 

only after earthquakes. The Sheikhs above men¬ 

tioned, both of the Ta’amirah and Jehalin, related that 

after the earthquake of 1834, a large quantity of 

asphaltum was cast upon the shore near the S. W. 

part of the sea; of which the Jehalin brought about 

sixty Kuntars into market.2 My companion also re¬ 

membered that in that year, a large amount had been 

purchased by the Frank merchants at Beirut. During 

the last year also, after the earthquake of Jan. 1st, 

1837, a large mass of bitumen (one said like an island, 

another like a house) was discovered floating on the 

1) Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. 2) The Kuntdr is about 98 lbs. 
Corr. XVIII. p. 441. Burckhardt, English. Lane’s Mod. Egypt. II. 
p. 394. p. 372. 
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sea, and was driven aground on the west side, not far 

to the North of XJsdum. The Jehalin and the inhabit¬ 

ants of Yiitta swam off to it; and cut it up with axes, 

so as to bring it ashore. The Ta’amirah heard of it, 

and went to get a share. They found seventy men 

already upon and around it. It was carried off by 

camel-loads, partly up the pass of 7Ain Jidy; and sold 

by the Arabs for four Piastres the Rutl or pound. The 

share of the Ta’amirah brought them more than five 

hundred dollars; while others sold to the amount of 

two or three thousand dollars.—Except in those two 

years, the Sheikh of the Jehalin, a man fifty years 

old, had never known of bitumen appearing in the sea, 

nor heard of it from his fathers. 

The above information may serve to illustrate the 

account of Josephus, that “ the sea in many places 

sends up black masses of asphaltum, which float on 

the surface, having the form and size of headless oxen.771 

Diodorus Siculus also relates, that the bitumen is 

thrown up in masses, covering sometimes two or three 

plethra, and having the appearance of islands.1 2 

The Peninsula. Seetzen, in his first journey around 

the Dead Sea, took a direct course from Kerak to the 

southern extremity, descending there from the moun¬ 

tain by a very difficult pass. He seems to have ob- « 
served the peninsula only from the western mountain ; 

and mistook it for an island.3 In his second journey, 

of which we have no published account, he appears to 

have passed near the peninsula; for it is laid down 

upon his map, though not in its true form.4—In the 

1) Joseph. B. J. IV. 8. 4. cities of the plain, see near the end 
2) Diod. Sic. II. 48.—Some fur- of Sect. XII. 

ther remarks on the probable 3) Zach’sMonatl. Corr. XVIII. 
source of the asphaltum of the p. 438. 
Dead Sea, and its apparent con- 4) Seetzen’s Map is found in 
nection with the destruction of the Zach’s Monatl. Corr. Vol. XXII. 
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year 1818, Irby and Mangles travelled with Messrs, 

Bankes and Legh from Hebron to Kerak by the usual 

road; descending to the S. end of the sea by the pass 

of ez-Zuweirah, then keeping along upon the shore as 

far as to the isthmus, and ascending to Kerak along 

the Wady which comes down upon the isthmus from 

near that place. 

From the cliff over ’Ain Jidy, me could look across 

the isthmus and up this Wady to Kerak; the direction 

being about S. E. by S. Irby and Mangles call it the 

Dara, properly Wady ed-Dera’ah ; we heard for it 

only the name of Wady Kerak. Burckhardt has both 

names.1 The same travellers, after their return from 

Wady Musa, descended again from Kerak to the 

peninsula, and traversed the whole of it; and to them 
we are indebted for the only account extant of this 

remarkable feature of the Dead Sea. They have 

added a plan of the peninsula and of the part of the sea 

further South, which they call the “ back-water 

but it seems to have been drawn only from recollection, 

and does not, according to my impressions, exhibit 

the present form either of the sea or of the peninsula.2 

We had the opportunity of looking down upon the 

peninsula and the whole of this part of the sea from 

two different high points; first, from the cliff over ’Ain 

Jidy looking towards the S. E. and again from a cliff 

near the pass ez-Zuweirah looking towards the East 

and N. E. As we saw it, the isthmus was compara¬ 

tively much narrower than is represented on the plan 

of Irby and Mangles ; and not only did the peninsula 

extend in a long horn towards the North, leaving a 

1) Travels, etc. p. 390. ing been sketched until after an in- 
2) Since the above was written, terval of several months, when the 

1 have had the pleasure of a per- travellers had already left Pales- 
sonal acquaintance with Captain tine; and then only from recollec- 
Mangles, who informs me, that the tion. This note is added at the 
supposition in the text is quite cor- suggestion of Capt. Mangles him- 
rect; the plan in question not hav- self. 
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bay behind it; but also in a short horn towards the 

South, forming likewise a smaller bay behind. Nor 

was the narrow part or strait of the sea, between the 

peninsula and the western shoal, so very narrow as 

they represent it; although they judged it to be only 

about a mile in width.1 These discrepancies may be 

accounted for, partly from the difficulty of sketching 

such a plan from recollection after so long an interval; 

and still more by the supposition, that the waters of 

the Dead Sea in 1818 were much lower than in 1838. 

That this was actually the case, I am inclined to be¬ 

lieve, not only from the representation of the plan in 

question ; but also from the accounts of the Arabs, 

which will be given further on in speaking of the ford. 

From the Wady Kerak a never-failing stream 

issues upon the isthmus, and enters the bay on its 

northern side; fertilizing here a tract of level ground, 

which is scattered over with thickets of acacia (Seyal) 

and the Dom (Ntibk) with other trees ; among which 

is found the ?Osher. Further North, nearer tile bay, 

are tamarisks and a cane-brake or jungle. In the 

thicket, according to Irby and Mangles,2 the hare and 

the partridge of the desert abound ; and portions of it 

are cleared and cultivated. In the very heart of it, not 

visible in any direction beyond a few yards, unless by 

the smoke arising from it, is the village of the Ghawa- 

rineh, who cultivate this tract. Their abode has 

much the appearance of a village in India or the South 

Seas. This tract, as we we were told, is called Ghor 

el-Mezra’ah; it is so marked on Seetzen’s map, and is 

said by Burckhardt to be much frequented by the 

people of Kerak, who buy here the tobacco which 

they smoke.3 

1) Travels, p. 454. 3) Burckhardt, p. 391. Irby 
2) Travels, p. 449. See gen- and Mangles, p. 449.—See more 

erally ibid. pp. 448-455. under May 29th. 
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The peninsula itself, as seen from the western side 

of the sea, appears much like a long low sand-hank. 

But according to the same travellers, who passed quite 

around its northern horn, and then along its western 

edge nearly or quite to its southern extremity, such is 

not its general character. Its middle part consists of 

“ a steep white ridge running like a spine down the 

centre. This ridge presents steep sloping sides, seamed 

and furrowed into deep hollows by the rains, and 

terminating at the summit in sharp triangular points, 

standing up like rows of tents ranged one above ano¬ 

ther. The whole is of a substance apparently partaking 

of the mixture of soft and broken chalk and slate, and 

is wholly unproductive of vegetation. The height of 

the eminence varies from ten to about thirty feet, 

becoming gradually lower towards its northern extrem¬ 

ity.”1 The opposite sides of this cliff present faces of 

similar appearance and equal height; while adjacent 

to the isthmus it spreads out into broader table-land,2 

The length of the peninsula on the eastern side, 

from the head of the northern bay to the northern ex¬ 

tremity, they found to be one hour and twelve minutes; 

and on the western side, from the north end to the 

strait, or the point overagainst the western shoal, two 

hours and forty minutes. The breadth of the penin¬ 

sula and isthmus, from the strait to the stream of the 

Dera’ah, was also two hours. The breadth of the 

strait they estimated at one mile; which, I apprehend, 

is much too small.—At the foot of the high ground, or 

cliff, all around, “ is a considerable margin of sand, 

which varies in length and breadth according to the 

season ; being much wider in summer than in winter, 

when there is reason to suppose that the waves almost 

wash the base of the cliff.”3 This becomes broader 

1) Irby and Mangles, p. 452. 3) Ibid. p. 452. 
2) Ibid. pp. 453, 455. 

Vol. II. 30 
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towards the strait, and here “ a very considerable level 

is left, which is encrusted with a salt that is but half 

dried and consolidated, appearing like ice in the com¬ 

mencement of a thaw. All this space is soft, and gives 

way nearly as deep as the ankle, when it is trod on”1 

Along the shore of the northern bay also, the tra¬ 

vellers found deposites of salt, and persons gathering 

it; and near the northern point of the peninsula they 

collected lumps of nitre and fine sulphur, apparently 

brought down by the rains from the low cliff above.2— 

Around the southern end of the peninsula, where we 

saw a short horn and a bay beyond, “ the high-water 

mark was at this season a mile distant from the wa¬ 

ter’s edge.”3 This was on the 2d of June. 

The Ford. The first notice of a ford near the 

south end of the Dead Sea is also from Seetzen. He 

describes it from the information of the Arabs, as 

practicable only in summer, and as requiring five 

hours for the passage.4 In his map, it is laid dowTn as 

leading from the peninsula to the northern part of 

Usdum, south of the pass of Zuweirah. Burckhardt 

heard the same report of a ford, which might be cross¬ 

ed in three hours and a half.5 As howrever the Arabs 

have no notion of hours, both these specifications are 

of little value. In the plan of Irby and Mangles the 

ford is laid down across the narrowest part or strait, 

between the peninsula and the western shoal or tongue 

of land; where indeed we should naturally look for it. 

So remarkable a feature of the sea of course en¬ 

gaged our attention; and we made all the inquiries in 

our power respecting it. The Arabs who were with 

us at ’Ain Jidy, both of the Ta’amirah and the Ra- 

shaideh, who dwell chiefly towards Tekoa and Beth- 

1) Irby and Mangles, p. 453. 4) Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVIII. 
2) Ibid. pp. 451, 453. p. 437. 
3) Ibid. p. 455. 5) Travels, p. 394. 
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lehem, knew nothing of any ford. Our Sheikh of the 

Jehalin, who was with us at the south end of the sea, 

affirmed that the water in the strait, between the pen¬ 

insula and the opposite tongue of land, was very deep, 

and never fordable. But from the southwest part of the 

sea, he said, (apparently from near the pass of Zuwei- 

rah,) to the south side of the peninsula, he himself had 

forded the lake many years ago; although now, and 

since several years, the water was too deep to be 

forded. This account corresponds to the ford as laid 

down on Seetzen’s map ; and at the time, we had no 

reason to distrust its accuracy. But Irby and Mangles 

relate, that in descending from Kerak to the peninsula, 

they fell in with a small caravan going to Hebron by 

way of the ford; and while the travellers were ex¬ 

amining the northern part of the peninsula, this cara¬ 

van crossed it to the strait, which they forded. The 

travellers soon after arrived at the same point, saw the 

ford “ indicated by boughs of trees,” and observed the 

caravan just landed on the opposite side. They could 

discern the species of animal, as well as the people on 

their backs; and as there were asses of the party, the 

depth could not be great.1 

These varying accounts I am not able to reconcile; 

except by supposing, as above, that the waters of the 

Dead Sea, as seen by those travellers in the year 1818, 

were at their very lowest ebb. In this way, perhaps, 

they might admit here for the time a ford not known 

or not remembered by the Arabs of the western coast; 

and give to the peninsula and the adjacent shoals a 

different form. 

Appks of Sodom. One of the first objects which 

attracted our notice on arriving at 7Ain Jidy, was a 

tree with singular fruit; which, without knowing at 

1) Irby and Mangles, p. 454. 
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the moment, whether it had been observed by former 

travellers or not, instantly suggested to our minds the 

far-famed fruits 

“ which grew 

Near that bituminous lake where Sodom stood.” 

This was the ’ Osher of the Arabs, the Asclepias 

gigantea vel procera of botanists,1 which is found in 

abundance in Upper Egypt and Nubia, and also in 

Arabia Felix; but seems to be confined in Palestine 

to the borders of the Dead Sea. We saw it only at 

Ain Jidy ; Hasselquist found it in the desert between 

Jericho and the northern shore ; and Irby and Man¬ 

gles met with it of large size at the south end of the 

sea, and on the isthmus of the peninsula.2 

We saw here several trees of the kind, the trunks 

of which were six or eight inches in diameter ; and the 

whole height from ten to fifteen feet.3 It has a gray¬ 

ish cork-like bark, with long oval leaves; and in its 

general appearance and character, it might be taken 

for a gigantic perennial species of the milk-weed or 

silk-weed found in the northern parts of the American 

States. Its leaves and flowers are very similar to 

those of the latter plant; and when broken off, it in like 

manner discharges copiously a milky fluid. The fruit 

greatly resembles externally a large smooth apple or 

orange, hanging in clusters of three or four together; 

and when ripe is of a yellow colour. It was now fair 

and delicious to the eye, and soft to the touch ; but on 

being pressed or struck, it explodes with a puff, like 

a bladder or puff-ball, leaving in the hand only the 

1) Sprengel Hist. Rei Herbar. 3) Irby and Mangles found them 
I. p. 252. “measuring, in many instances, 

2) Hasselquist Reise, p. 151. two feet or more in circumference, 
Irby and Mangles’ Travels, pp. 354, and the boughs at least fifteen feet 
450. Comp. Seetzen in Zach’s in height; a size which far exceed- 
Monatl. Corresp. XVIII. p. 442. ed any they saw in Nubia.” P. 
Rurckhardt, p. 392. 450. 
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shreds of the thin rind and a few fibres. It is indeed 

filled chiefly with air, like a bladder, which gives it 

the round form; while in the centre a small slender 

pod runs through it from the stem, and is connected 

by thin filaments with the rind. The pod contains a 

small quantity of fine silk with seeds ; precisely like 

the pod of the silk-weed, though very much smaller ; 

being indeed scarcely the tenth part as large. The 

Arabs collect the silk and twist it into matches for 

their guns; preferring it to the common match, be¬ 

cause it requires no sulphur to render it combustible.1 

The most definite account we have of the apples 

of Sodom, so called, is in Josephus; who, as a native 

of the country, is a better authority than Tacitus or 

other foreign writers.2 After speaking of the con¬ 
flagration of the plain, and the yet remaining tokens 

of the divine fire, he remarks, that “ there are still to 

be seen ashes reproduced in the fruits; which indeed 

resemble edible fruits in colour, but on being plucked 

with the hands, are dissolved into smoke and ashes.”3 

In this account, after a due allowance for the marvel¬ 

lous in all popular reports, I find nothing which does 

not apply almost literally to the fruit of the ’Osher, as 

we saw it. It must be plucked and handled with 

great care, in order to preserve it from bursting. We 

attempted to carry some of the boughs and fruit with 

us to Jerusalem; but without success.4 

1) Gregory of Tours would seem 
to have heard of this tree : “Prope 
Jericho habentur arbores, quae 
lanas gignant; exhibent enim poma 
in modo cucurbitarum, testas in 
circuitu habentia duras, intrinsecus 
autem plena sunt lanae.” Of this 
wool, he says, fine garments were 
made. Gregor. Turonens. Mirac. 
lib. I. c. 18. 

2) The Bible speaks only of the 
" vine of Sodom and that meta¬ 
phorically. Deut. xxxii. 32. 

3) Joseph. B. J. IV. 8. 4,vEaxt 

y.oiv roXq y.aorto'iq aTtoSiav ciraysvvoir- 
ptvr\v, oi XQoav fdv lyovoi toIq 
uocq otto {.civ, dof xpatifvtov ()? yjoalv flq 

y.anr'ov ava).vovrcu y.al rftpoav.—Ta¬ 
citus is still more general: Hist. 
V. 6, “ Terramque ipsam specie 
torridam vim frugiferam perdi- 
disse. Nam cuncta sponte edit a, 
aut manu sata, sive herbae tenues 
aut flores, ut solitam in speciem 
adolevere, atra et inania velut in 
cinerem vanescunt.” 

4) Seetzen was the first, I be¬ 

lieve, to suggest the ’Osher (which 
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Hasselquist finds the apples of Sodom in the fruit 

of the Solarium melongena, (night-shade, mad-apple,) 

which we saw in great abundance at ’Ain Jidy and 

in the plain of Jericho. These apples are much smaller 

than those of the ’O slier; and when ripe are full of small 

black grains. There is here however nothing like ex¬ 

plosion, nothing like 1 smoke and ashes except occa¬ 

sionally, as the same naturalist remarks, u when the 

fruit is punctured by an insect (Tenthredo), which 

converts the whole of the inside into dust, leaving no¬ 

thing but the rind entire, without any loss of colour.”1 

We saw the Solarium and the ’Osher growing side by 

side ; the former presenting nothing remarkable in its 

appearance, and being found in other parts of the 

country;2 while the latter immediately arrested our 

attention by its singular accordance with the ancient 

story, and is moreover peculiar in Palestine to the 

shores of the Dead Sea. 

jFriday, May 11th. We rose with the dawn, 

awakened by the voice of the Khatib, who as priest 

of his tribe was chanting his prayers in a monotonous 

tone by the fountain. As we looked down from ’Ain 

Jidy upon the sea, the sun rose in glory, diffusing a 

he writes Aoschar) as producing 
the apples of Sodom; though he 
appears not to have seen the plant; 
Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVHI. p. 
442. According to Irby and Man¬ 
gles “ there is very little doubt of 
this being the fruit of the Dead 
Sea often noticed by the ancients,” 
etc. p. 450.—I am not sure that 
Brocardus does not refer to the 
same plant, when he says that 
u under En-gedi, by the Dead Sea, 
there are beautiful trees ; but their 
fruit on being plucked is found full 
of smoke and ashesc. VII. p. 
180. Fulcher Carnot, seems to 

mean the ’Osher, when in describ¬ 

ing the productions around Segor 
(Zoar) he says: “ Ibi vidi poma in 
arboribus, quae, cum corticem ru- 
pissem, interius esse pulveru lenta 
comperi et nigra;” Gesta Dei, p. 
405. 

1) “ Quod pulvere intus repleta 
sint, verum est nonnunquam, sed 
non semper accidit; nempe in non- 
nullis, quod Tenthredine pungan- 
tur, quae substantiam totam inter- 
nem in pulverem redigit, et corti¬ 
cem solum egregie coloratura inte¬ 
grum relinquit;” Hasselquist 
Reise, p. 560. 

2) Hasselquist mentions it at 
Reis el-’Ain near Tyre, p. 556. 
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hue of gold upon the waters, now agitated by a strong 

ripple from the influence of an eastern breeze. We 

could perceive the dense evaporation rising and filling 

the whole chasm of the lake, and spreading itself as 

a thin haze above the tops of the mountains. We 

were also not less surprised than delighted, to hear in 

the midst of the solitude and grandeur of these deso- 

lations, the morning song of innumerable birds. The 

trees and rocks and air around were full of the carols 

of the lark, the cheerful whistle of the quail, the call 

of the partridge, and the warbling of many other fea¬ 

thered choristers; while birds of prey were soaring 

and screaming in front of the cliffs above. 

While the rest were busy in packing the tent and 

luggage and loading the animals, I set off on foot and 

ascended the pass alone. Three quarters of an hour 

brought me to the top of the cliff, whence we had 

yesterday enjoyed our first view of the sea. Here I 

sat down upon the brink of the precipice, and looked 
abroad again upon the sea and its wild craggy shores, 

to fix more deeply the impressions of the preceding 

day. The ripple on the sea created a gentle surge 

upon the shore below; the sound of which as it rose 

upon the ear, was exceedingly grateful in this vast 

solitude. Lovely the scene is not; yet magnificently 

wild, and in the highest degree stern and impressive. 

Shattered mountains and the deep chasm of the rent 

earth are here tokens of the wrath of God, and of his 

vengeance upon the guilty inhabitants of the plain ; 

when, u turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah 

into ashes, he condemned them with an overthrow, 

making them an ensample unto them that after should 

live ungodly.”1 

After dwelling for a time on these and the like 

associations, my attention was particularly directed to 

1) 2 Pet. ii. 6. 
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the ruin called by the Arabs Sebbeh, already men¬ 

tioned as situated towards the South upon a pyra¬ 

midal cliff rising precipitously from the sea, just be¬ 

yond Wady es-Seyal.1 The truncated summit of the 

lofty isolated rock forms a small plain apparently 

inaccessible; and this is occupied by the ruin. We 

had been greatly struck by its appearance; and on 

examining it closely with a telescope, I could perceive 

what appeared to be a building on its N. W. part, and 

also traces of other buildings further East. We had 

heard of this place on the way, and made inquiry 

respecting it of the peasants at Mahn ; but they knew 

only the name and had never visited the spot. Our 

guide of the Rashaideh had been there, as he said; he 

described the ruins as those of a city, with columns 

scattered among them; and the place as wholly inac¬ 

cessible to horses and beasts of burden. Only foot¬ 

men, he said, could ascend to it. 

This spot was to us for the time a complete puzzle; 

we thought at first it might perhaps be the ruin of 

some early convent. But subsequent research leaves 

little room to doubt, that this was the site of the an¬ 

cient and renowned fortress of Masada, first built by 

Jonathan Maccabaeus, and afterwards strengthened 

and rendered impregnable by Herod the Great, as a 

place of refuge for himself.2 Josephus describes it 

as situated on a lofty rock of considerable circuit over¬ 

hanging the Dead Sea, surrounded by profound vallies 

unfathomable to the eye; it was inaccessible to the 

foot of animals on every part, except by two paths 

hewn in the rock. One of these, the least difficult, 

was on the West; the other, on the East, was carried 

up from the lake itself by zig-zags cut along the crags 

1) See above, p. 207. B. J. IV. 7. 2. Antiq. XIV. 11. 7. 
2) The main passage is Joseph. Ibid. 13. 9. Ibid. 14. 6. 

B. J. VII. 8. 2, seq. Compare also 
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of the precipice, and was exceedingly difficult and 

dangerous.1 The summit was a plain surrounded by 

a wall seven stadia in circuit. Besides the fortifica¬ 

tions, and immense cisterns hewn in the rock for a full 

supply of water, Herod built here a palace, with 

columns and porticos and baths and sumptuous apart¬ 

ments, situated on the West and North of the plain. 

The fortress was dependent solely on its cisterns 

for water, as there was no fountain near ; and the in¬ 

terior part of the area was left free of buildings and 

was cultivated, in order to guard against the possibi¬ 

lity of famine.2 Here Herod had laid up an immense 

store both of arms and provisions, sufficient to supply 

ten thousand men for many years. Not long before 

the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, the Sicarii or robbers, 

so notorious in the later Jewish history, had got pos¬ 

session of the fortress and its treasures by stratagem; 

and laid contribution upon the country far and near, 

attacking and plundering among the rest the adjacent 

town of En-gedi.3 After the destruction of Jerusalem, 

the fortresses of Masada, Herodium, aud Machaerus, all 

in the hands of the robbers, were the only posts not 

yet subdued by the Romans.4 The two latter after¬ 

wards surrendered to the procurator Lucilius Bassus ;5 

and his successor, Flavius Silva, at length laid siege 

to Masada. Here occurred the last horrible act of the 

great Jewish tragedy. The whole garrison at the 

persuasion of their leader, Eleazar, devoted themselves 

to self-destruction, and chose out ten men to massacre 

all the rest. This was done; and nine hundred and 

sixty persons, including women and children, perished. 

Two females and five boys alone escaped.0 

1) Josephus gives the length of 
this eastern ascent at thirty stadia 
or 3! Roman miles; which, includ¬ 
ing the many turns and zig-zags, 
would not be very greatly exag¬ 
gerated. B. J. VII. 8. 3. 
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2) Josephus B. J. VII. 8. 2, 3. 
3) Ibid. VII. 8. 4. IV. 7. 2. 
4) Ibid. IV. 9. 9. 
5) Ibid. VIII. 6. 1. 
6) Ibid. VIII. 9. 1. 
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This description of Josephus corresponds very ex¬ 

actly with the character of Sebbeh as seen from a 

distance ; and there is little doubt that future travel¬ 

lers, who may visit its site, will find other and more 

definite traces of its ancient strength. The building 

now visible on the N. W. and the columns described 

by the Arabs, are not improbably the remains of He¬ 

rod’s palace. So far as I know, the place is mentioned 

by no writer since Josephus, either as Masada or 

Sebbeh ; though the latter name is found on Seetzen’s 
map.1 

The rest of the party having ascended the pass, 

we set off from the brow at 8h 10', returning upon our 

path of yesterday for twenty minutes to the fork of 

the Jerusalem road already mentioned. This we now 

took at 8J o’clock for ten minutes, when it went off 

more to the left towards Tekoa. At 9 o’clock we 

crossed Wady Sudeir, here only the shallow bed of a 

small torrent; although as it breaks down through 

the cliffs to the sea, it becomes a deep and frightful 

gulf. The high projecting cliff Mersed forms its north¬ 

ern bastion; along the precipitous southern side of 

which, we could perceive a foot-path ascending from 

the shore to the high land above, and falling into our 

route further on. On the S. side of this Wady, where 

we crossed it, are a few graves, called the Graves of 

the Dawa’irah ; some of whom were killed here many 

years ago by the soldiers of the governor of Hebron. 

These Dawa’irah are Arabs of the northern Ghor, 

composed of several tribes. They are a sort of Fukirs 

or Derwishes, much respected by the Arabs and pea¬ 

sants of these regions; so that whoever puts himself 

under their protection for travelling, is safe. This 

slaughter of them was by mistake ; they having been 

taken for other Arabs. 

1) The first suggestion as to the I owe to my companion, Mr. Smith, 
identity of Sebbeh with Masada, while in Leipzig. 
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Before us lay a long naked mountain ridge, with 

several peaks, running down S. E. towards the sea 

and terminating apparently in or near Ras el-Mersed. 

We crossed this chain by a gap at 9h 20. Like all 

the hills and ridges of the region, it consists of friable 

limestone. A large tract of table-land now succeeded, 

called el-Husasah, from a Wady on its northern side. 

Indeed, the whole region along the sea, where not 

either mountain-ridge or deep valley, is high table¬ 

land sloping gradually towards the East; entirely 

desert, as described yesterday, with only a few scat¬ 

tered shrubs ; and without the slightest trace of ever 

having been tilled. In this tract el-Husasah, the 

Rashaideh were now encamped towards Tekoa; and 

also another division of the Ka’abineh living north of 
Wady el-Ghar, who are of the Yemen party, while 

those further south, whose encampment we passed 

yesterday, are Keisiyeh.1 The Rashaideh number about 

sixty men. They still retain their arms; and pay 

only about fifty Piastres each as Firdeh to the govern¬ 

ment. None of them can read, and few know how to 

pray.—The tract el-Husasah is intersected by several 

small Wadys; one of which called Mudhebbih Sa’id 

’Obeideh we crossed at 9h 50', and another called 

Shukaf half an hour beyond. In the former was a 

small pool of rain-water. At 10h 50' we had a view 

of the north end of the sea, and obtained the follow¬ 

ing bearings: Frank mountain N. 33° W. Tekoa N. 

48° W. Mount of Olives N. 19° W. Mount Gilead, 

near es-Salt, N. 34° E.2 

1) See at Beit Nettif under W. to E. and is about two and a 
May 17 tli. half hours in length. Of Jebel 

2) This is the highest point of Osha’ Burckhardt remarks, that 
the mountains east ot the Jordan. “its summit overtops the whole of 
I suppose it to be the same which tiie Belka.” As seen from the 
Burckhardt calls Jebel Osha’, three West, the whole cluster appears as 
quarters of an hour N. N. W. of one mountain. It is called also Je- 
es-Salt, connected apparently with bel es-Salt. See Burckhardt’e 
the ridge Jihad, which runs from Travels, etc. p. 348. 
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After a delay of ten minutes, we began to descend 

gradually towards Wady Derejeh. This, with Wady 

Husasah on the South and Wady Ta’amirah on the 

North, occupies a somewhat lower region of exceed¬ 

ingly desolate hills and ridges of chalky limestone, 

hardly surpassed by any part of the desert we had 

seen. We first came to the Husasah at llh 40 . It 

rises near Tekoa, and running down southeasterly 

enters the sea by itself. Near by is a large cistern 

in the rocks; but without water. At 12h 20' we came 

upon the bank of Wady Derejeh, here a narrow gulf 

a hundred feet deep or more, with rugged perpendi¬ 

cular rocky banks; the bottom of which we reached 

after a very difficult and somewhat dangerous descent 

of ten minutes. Here we stopped for rest and refresh¬ 

ment under the shadow of a lofty wall of rock, “ a 

great rock in a weary land.’71 The bed of the valley 

merely affords a passage for the wintry torrent. This 

is the continuation of the Wady Khureitun, which we 

had followed down from Solomon’s Pools, and crossed 

after leaving the Frank mountain. 

We set off again at lh 50', and climbing with dif¬ 

ficulty the northern bank, came at 2h 25' to Wady 

Ta’amirah, which rises around Bethlehem and under 

Mar Elyas. Here again was rain-water among the 

rocks, at which we halted for ten minutes. This Wady 

is a tributary of the Derejeh, and joins it some twenty 

minutes below, where our guides said there was an 

immense cave with a cistern and mason-work, called 

by the Arabs Um el-Hummam. The whole tract after 

leaving the Derejeh is a horrible desert, presenting 

nothing but cliffs of chalky friable limestone without 

a trace of herbage. We now turned more to the 

right, and passed, at three quarters past two, near the 

junction of the two Wadys. At 3 o’clock we came 

1) Is. xxxii. 2. 
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upon a fork of the road; one path going to the right 

leading down to ’Ain Terabeh on the shore, and the 

other keeping along upon the high land towards Has el- 

Feshkhah. From this point Bir ez-Za’feraneh bore 

N. 78° W. 

To descend to ’Ain Terabeh there is a pass simi¬ 

lar to that of ’Ain Jidy, but not so high. We had in¬ 

tended to go down and encamp by the fountain, and 

thence make our way along upon the shore below; 

but learning now that we should have to ascend again 

in order to cross the promontory of el-Feshkhah, we 

thought it better to remain above upon the cliffs. We 

therefore passed on and came out at 3h 40', a little to 

the right of the road, upon the summit of a range of 

cliffs directly overhanging ’Ain Terabeh and the 

shore, and commanding a view of the whole of the 

Dead Sea, including both its northern and southern 

extremities. This point we judged to be at least one 

thousand feet above the sea. It afforded a fine place 

of encampment; and our Arabs found rain-water in 

a neighbouring Wady. We were here much better 

off, than to have gone down to the fountain. This is 

indeed nothing but a little brackish water oozing up 

through the sand along the shore, surrounded by a 

thicket of reeds, canes, shrubs, and the like. There is 

no tillage round about it, as at ’Ain Jidy; nor do the 

Arabs ever encamp near it, except in circumstances 

when .they wish to hide themselves. The reeds and 

thicket around the fountain afford a secure retreat 

to an abundance of frogs, which were now merrily 

croaking ; while pigeons were shooting in rapid flight 

over the surface of the sea. 

The prospect of the sea and its wild shores from 

this spot was magnificent, though stern; resembling 

in its general features that from the cliff over ’Ain 

Jidy, but embracing more of the sea; the view in 
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either direction not being here interrupted by any near 

projecting cliff. The waters of the sea, as here seen, 

assumed the same deep green hue, which we had re¬ 

marked from the cliff over ’Ain Jidy. The atmosphere 

had now become quite clear ; and we could overlook 

the whole form of the sea, and mark its extent both 

towards the North and the South; although, as we were 

still ignorant of its true features at the southern end, 

we did not note the point of its termination in that 

part, so accurately as we might otherwise have done. 

Kerak was very distinctly visible.1 

From the fork of the Carmel and Jerusalem roads, 

which we had left this morning, we had travelled 

somewhat more than five hours to reach this cliff 

above ’Ain Terabeh. Yet so great was the general 

curve of our route towards the West, and such the 

number of smaller detours we were compelled to 

make, and of steep descents and ascents in crossing 

the deep Wadys, that the amount of our progress was 

much less than in ordinary circumstances. Indeed, 

from calculations founded on the above measurements 

in connection with those taken at ’Ain Jidy, and from 

the general construction of the map, the cliff on which 

we were now encamped, appears to be less than eight 

geographical miles distant from ’Ain Jidy in a straight 

line. Had there been a path along the shore below, 

I presume the distance between the two fountains 

would not have occupied more than three and a half 

or at the most four hours of travel; making all due 

allowance for the windings and difficulties of the way. 

Had we possessed at the time the same knowledge 

1) We took here above ’Ain western shoal beyond’Ain Jidy, S. 
Terabeh, with our large compass, 8° W. Ras el-Mersed, base, S. 8° 
the following bearings: Usdum, W. Kerak, S. 25° E. Wady el- 
soutlieastern point, S.8f W. Pen- Mdjib, S. 43° E. Wady ez-Zurka 
insula, south end, S. 6° W. Do. Ma’in, AN. 89° E. Mount Gilead 
north end, S. 10£° E. Point of (Jebel Osha’) N. 39° E. 
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of the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, which we 

afterwards acquired, I have little doubt that by climb¬ 

ing Ras el-Mersed, and from this point over ’Ain Tera- 

beh, we could have obtained angles sufficient to de¬ 

termine the length of the sea with tolerable exact¬ 

ness. These two points doubtless could have been 

connected by an intervening base, without any special 

difficulty. But under the circumstances, we were 

reluctantly compelled to abandon the idea of arriving 

at any greater certainty in these interesting inquiries. 

The road we had been travelling to-day, is the 

great Arab track through the desert along the Dead 

Sea; by which the Arabs of the southern deserts, and 

those who come from the East around the southern 

end of the sea, are able to penetrate far to the North, 

without letting their movements be known to the 
tribes or villages further West. About thirty years 

before, a large party of some three hundred and fifty 

of the Hejaya from the mountains of Jebal, S. of Kerak, 
had in this manner passed along this route quite to 

Deir Diwan, and stolen and carried off the flocks of 

the people of that place. As these people were in 

league with the Ta’amirah, both belonging to the 

Yemen party, the latter pursued the Hejaya and over¬ 

took them near Wady Derejeh. In the attack which 

ensued, the Hejaya proved the strongest; they routed 

the Ta’amirah, and killed two or three. One man, to 

save his life, leaped off from a precipice into the valley, 

and although much hurt, escaped and recovered. 

Ever since that time a feud of blood has existed be¬ 

tween the two tribes.—After this the Hejaya came and 

plundered the convent of Mar Saba. The door was 

of wood covered with iron on the outside; they con¬ 

trived to burn it away, by pouring on oil and setting 

it on fire in the night. But, as our Sheikh remarked, 

Mar Saba is a Wely (holy place); and the Hejaya, 
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after they had done this wickedness, fell to fighting 

among themselves. 

From the south end of the Dead Sea, this great 

road follows the shore below as far as to 5Ain Jidy, 

and then ascends the pass. Along that part of the sea 

we heard of no road upon the high land above. Indeed 

such an upper road would be unnecessary; since it 

must naturally be longer than that below; and it 

would moreover be far less practicable on account of 

the deep vallies of the Ghar, Khubarah, Seiyal, and 

others, wThich it must cross.—It was doubtless by this 

same Arab road that the Moabites and Ammonites 

came up against king Jehoshaphat, in the incursion to 

which we have already had occasion to allude.1 

The view of this evening from our lofty encamp¬ 

ment, was most romantic. The whole Dead Sea lay 

before us; the full moon rose in splendour over the 

eastern mountains, and poured a flood of silvery light 

into the deep dark chasm below, illuminating the calm 

surface of the sluggish waters. All was still as the 

silence of the grave. Our Arabs wTere sleeping around 

us upon the ground ; only the tall pensive figure of 

the Sheikh was seen sitting before the door of our 

tent, his eyes fixed intently upon us as we wrote. 

He indeed was ever the last to lie down at night, and 

the first to rise up with the dawn. 

Saturday, May 12th. Having a long day’s jour¬ 

ney before us in order to reach Jericho, wre caused the 

luggage to be mostly packed over night; and rising 

very early, took our breakfast in the open air on the 

brink of the cliff, that our servants meantime might 

pack the tent. The sun rose gloriously over the east¬ 

ern mountains and the abyss below us, over which a 

slight mist was now rising ; and the song of numerous 

1) 2 Chr. xx. 1, 2. See pp. 214, 215, above. 
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birds came up sweetly on the ear from the thicket 

around the fountain. 

We set off at 5 o’clock, an earlier start than we 

had ever yet been able to make in our regular travel¬ 

ling ; and proceeded through a desert tract of table¬ 

land, much like that of yesterday, often intersected by 

small Wadys, and having a range of chalky mountains 

on the left. At 5h 50' we came to a Wady running to 

join the gulf by which the next valley, Ghuweir, 

descends to the shore. On the left wTere traces of a 

former encampment of the Ta’amirah ; this being the 
place to which they retired after the rebellion of 1834.1 

A few minutes further a road from Bethlehem crossed 

our path, leading to the descent or pass of the Ghu¬ 

weir on the right. The Ghuweir is a small fountain 

on the shore at the foot of the precipice, similar to that 

at ’Ain Terabeh. At 6h 05' we came upon the Wady 

called Ras el-Ghuweir, which breaks down through 

the cliffs to the shore near the fountain. It rises 

in the interior near Beir I bn ’Obeid, at a pass 

called el- Kussabeh; it was here deep, rugged, and 

difficult to be crossed. Another Wady was also men¬ 

tioned, called ’Alya, rising apparently near the same 

place, and running into Wady er-Rahib, the prolonga¬ 

tion of the Kidron. 
Proceeding for nearly two hours and a half over 

a similar tract, surrounded by abrupt chalky hills and 

cliffs, and crossing many short Wadys, whose banks 

the animals could hardly descend and ascend, we 

came at half-past 8 o’clock to the deep and almost im¬ 

passable ravine of the Kidron, coming down by Mar 

Saba, and thence called Wady er-Rahib, “Monk’s 

Valley;” but here bearing also the name Wady en- 

Nar, “ Fire Valley.” At this place it was running 

1) See pp. 176, 177, above. 
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nearly E. S. E. in a deep narrow channel between 

perpendicular walls of rock, as if worn away by the 

rushing waters between these desolate chalky hills. 

There was however no w ater in it now; nor had 

there apparently been any for a long time. It enters 

the sea in the angle formed by Has el-Feshkhah, 

which here projects from the western cliffs towards the 

E. N. E. and contracts the north end of the sea by 

giving to the coast beyond it nearly the same direction. 

Turning more to the right, nearly E. N. E. and 

crossing with difficulty several short Wadys or ravines, 

we came out at 8f o’clock upon Ras el-Feshkhah, the 

northernmost promontory of the Dead Sea, still eight 

hundred or a thousand feet above its waters. Here 

again we had a perfect view of the north end of the 

sea and a portion of the Ghor or valley of the Jordan 

beyond, with the eastern mountains ; and could also 

distinguish Usdum at the southern end. While we 

were taking our observations, two ravens and a small 

hawk were wheeling in rapid flights over the sea.1 

Beyond the promontory of Ras el-Feshkhah the 

shore continues to run N. E. by E. quite to the corner 

of the sea. But the promontory itself on that side, 

and the mountains further on, retire gradually from 

the sea in a direction nearly North, leaving between 

their base and the shore a triangular plain, at first 

narrow", but afterwards quite wide. The road passes 

down obliquely along the northern side of the promon¬ 

tory to ’Ain el-Feshkhah at the bottom. The descent 

is by no means so great nor so steep as at the pass of 

1) From RAs el-Feshkhah we of Ziirka Ma’in S. 42° E. Do. of 
obtained the following bearings: el-Mdjib S. 21° E. Peninsula, north 
N. W. corner of the Dead Sea and end, S. Do. south end S. 9° W. 
the intervening line of shore, N.E. Usdum, east end, S. 11° W. Do. 
by E. Mouth of the Jordan E. west end S. 15° W. Point of 
N. E. Kusr Hajla, a ruin in the western shoal S. 15° W. Ras el- 
plain of Jericho, N. 28° E. Jebel Mcrsed S. 19° VV. 
JiPad or J. es-Salt N. 44° E. Mouth 
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'Ain Jidy; but the path itself is worse, the rocks and 
stones not being at all cleared away. This pass is one 
of the roads from Mar Saba to the Jordan.1 Sending 
on the men and horses ahead, we followed on foot at 
five minutes past nine. When they were about half 
way down the pass, a shot was heard ; and then we 
saw the Arabs scrambling down the rocks in eager 
chase. They had fired at a Beden, it was supposed; 
but after all their pains it turned out to be a poor rab¬ 
bit. They said however that the Beden are numerous 
in these mountains, as well as the wild-boar. 

Meantime the servants and muleteers were left to 
get on with the horses as they could; and being un¬ 
acquainted with the way, and the path blind, their pro¬ 
gress was attended with some danger. One of the 
servants’ horses, at a steep and difficult place, got out 
of the road; on attempting to lead him back, he 
refused to move; and pulling at the bridle, lost his 
footing and fell backwards ten or twelve feet, down a 
ledge of the rocks. We were still some distance 
behind; and I could not help uttering a cry of com¬ 
passion as the poor animal fell, supposing it impossible 
that he should not be killed outright, or have at least 
some legs or bones broken. But he soon got up and 
went on as before, seeming to make nothing of it. 
The cooking-utensils, which were slung in bags across 
his back, suffered more; but even they escaped with 
slighter damage than could have been expected. 

We found here specimens of the well-known black 
bituminous stone,4 stink-stone,’ which has been already 
mentioned.2 In one instance it appeared in the form 
of a casing or crust, enclosing other stones like a sort 
of conglomerate; looking much as if it had once 

1) I am not sure whether this 2) See p. 221, above, for this 
was the route taken by Pococko and other minerals on the shore of 
from M^r Saba; Vol. II. p. 34. fol. the Dead Sea. 
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flowed down the path in a liquid state, and there be¬ 

come solid among the stones as it cooled.—The lower 

part of the mountain consists here wholly of conglom¬ 

erate, containing stones of all sizes; some of which 

indeed are large rocks. 

We reached the bottom of the descent and the 

fountain Win el-Feshkhah at 9f o’clock. The foun¬ 

tain boils up here near the shore, a very copious 

stream, or rather streams, of limpid water, beautiful 

to the eye, but brackish and having a slight taste of 

sulphuretted hydrogen. Its temperature is 80° F. 

The wet and marshy ground around the fountain, is 

covered by a dense thicket of canes, extending for 

half an hour or more along the shore, showing that 

the water flows out along this whole distance, or at 

least moistens the soil. Near the fountain are the 

foundations of a small square tower and of other small 

buildings; whether ancient or not, we could not tell. 

We stopped here for thirty-five minutes, and found the 

heat almost intolerable. The cane-brake intercepted 

the sea-breeze, while the beams of the burning sun 

were reflected down upon us from the cliffs above, 

rendering the spot like an oven. The thermometer 

stood at 84° F. The cliffs here and further North we 

estimated at from one thousand to twelve hundred feet 

in height. 

This fountain and those of the Ghuweir and Tera- 

beh are within the territories of the Ta’amirah. Be¬ 

sides these and the waters of Wady Sudeir, ’Ain Jidy, 

and Wady ’Areijeh or the Ghar, our guides knew of 

no fountain on the western coast of the Dead Sea; 

nor did we anywhere hear of any other. 

Leaving ’Ain el-Feshkhah at twenty minutes past 

ten, we rode between the cane-brake and the moun¬ 

tain, passing many masses of conglomerate rocks fallen 

down from above; indeed the whole precipice on our 
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left appeared to be of this character. Beyond the 

brake, the shrubs of the desert again appeared, as also 

the Tamarisk or Turfa, and the Ghurkud, but all of a 

large size. The red berry of the latter was just be¬ 

ginning to ripen.1 In one of the bushes, at 11^ o’clock, 

the guides killed an immense lizard, which we at first 

had taken for a serpent; it measured three feet eight 

inches from the head to the tip of the tail. The 

Arabs did not know it; but our Egyptian servants in¬ 

stantly recognised it as the War an of Egypt, the 

Lacerta Nilotica of Hasselquist and Forskal.2 
Our course was about N. E. inasmuch as we 

thought, at first, of proceeding directly to Jericho. 

The plain continued to widen as the mountains and 

sea diverged; and on our left, towards the cliffs, the 

whole region was broken up into small precipitous hills, 

apparently of marl, of singular shapes, as if the inter¬ 

vening earth had been washed away by torrents. 

Maundrell not inaptly compares the appearance of 

this tract to that of u places where there have been 

anciently lime-kilns.”3 At 12 o’clock the N. W. cor¬ 

ner of the Dead Sea, forming its northern extremity, 

bore due East, less than half an hour distant. From 

it the coast curves off in a general direction S. FI 

quite to the base of the eastern mountains. At 

the mouth of the Jordan, on its western side, a 

small tongue of land or low promontory runs out into 

the sea, forming a bay towards the West. This point 

now bore E. by S. This portion of the sea, as we 

have seen, is much narrower than the part beyond 

Mas el-F'eshkhah. 

The earth, as we advanced, was in many places 

white with a nitrous crust; and we picked up occa¬ 

sionally small lumps of pure sulphur, of the size of a 

1) See in Vol. I. p. 96. 3) Journal from Aleppo to Je- 
2) Hasselquist’s Reise p. 361. rusalem, March 30th. 

Forskal Descript. Animalium p. 13. 
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nutmeg or walnut. In some parts the surface was 

damp, so that the horses slipped; in others it was 

more like ashes, and they sunk in at every step. 

We now found that we still had enough of the day 

left to pay a visit to the Jordan before going to Jeri¬ 

cho ; and as this would be a great saving of time, and 

we should thereby avoid the inconvenience of an escort 

from the garrison, we determined to take this course. 

On proposing it to our guides, some of the younger 

ones hesitated for fear of robbers ; but the Khatib as¬ 

sented at once. We therefore turned more to the right 

for a time; and then proceeded about N. E. by E. 

This brought us in half an hour into the midst of a 

second thicket of shrubs and canes around the north¬ 

ernmost point of the sea, watered by another brackish 

fountain called ’Ain Jehair. On the flats and shoals 

along the shore in this part, there is in summer a de¬ 

posit of salt, as at Birket el-Khulil beyond ’Ain Jidy. 

We were soon clear of the thicket; and at a quarter 

before one, crossed a small sluggish stream of salt 

water running through marshy ground towards the 

sea. 

Beyond this point the plain assumed a new cha¬ 

racter. All traces of vegetation ceased, except occa¬ 

sionally a lone sprig of the Hubeibeh or alkaline plant, 

which we had seen at ’Ain Jidy. The surface was 

almost a dead level, covered with a thin smooth ni¬ 

trous crust, through which the feet of men and horses 

broke and sunk as in ashes, up to the ankles. The 

tract continued of this character, with a few gentle 

swells, until we reached the banks of the Jordan at 

lh 4(4, at a ford or crossing-place called el-Helu, con¬ 

siderably below the spot usually visited by the pilgrims 

and travellers. It is indeed the lowest point where the 

river is ordinarily crossed. 

The upper or outer banks of the Jordan, where we 
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thus came upon it, are not more than one hundred 

rods apart; with a descent of fifty or sixty feet to the 

level of the lower valley in which the river flows. 

There was here no sign of vegetation along the upper 

banks, and little, if any, in the valley below; except a 

narrow strip of canes, here occupying a still lower tract 

along the brink of the channel on each side. With 

these were intermingled occasionally tamarisks, and 

the species of willow called by the Arabs Rishrash, 

the Agnus castas of botanists, from which the pilgrims 

usually carry away branches for staves, after dipping 

them in the Jordan. Looking down upon the river 

from the high upper bank, it seemed a deep, sluggish, 

discoloured stream, winding its way slowly through a 

cane-brake. Further up the river, we could see that 

the high upper banks were wider apart, and the bor¬ 

der of vegetation much broader, with many trees.1 

We descended the high outer bank some rods 

above the crossing-place; but found it impossible to 

reach the channel at that point, partly on account of 

the thickness of the cane-brake, and partly because 

the stream was now apparently swollen, filling its 

immediate banks to the brim, and in some places 

slightly overflowing them so as to cover the bottom of 

the brake. At this point, and as far as we could see, 

this strip of vegetation was itself skirted by offsets or 

banks five or six feet high. So that here the river 

might strictly be said to have three sets of banks, viz. 

the upper or outer ones, forming the first descent from 

(he level of the great valley; the low7er or middle ones 

enclosing the tract of canes and other vegetation; and 

1) Among the trees and shrubs for building huts; they are so used 
higher up are said to be the Rham- at the present day. “Et ripas 
nus (Nubk) and Oleander. Has- idoneas ad arundines seu cannas 
selq. p. 152. Buckingham p. 315. procreandas, ex quibus tecta do- 
Jacob de Vitry speaks of the canes morum tegunt, et parietes contex - 
growing along the Jordan as used unt; c. 53. p. 1076. 
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the actual banks of the channel. Further up the river, 

it is said, the lower tract of cane-brake disappears; and 

the stream flows between the middle or second banks 

just described, which are there covered with trees 

and bushes. 

We proceeded therefore to the place of crossing, 

where there was an opening through the canes and 

trees. Here the low banks of the channel were broken 

or worn away for the convenience of passing, and 

were now covered by the water. There was a still 

though very rapid current; the water was of a clayey 

colour, but sweet and delightfully refreshing, after the 

water to which we had been confined for the last two 

days since leaving Win Jidy,—either rain-water stand¬ 

ing in holes in the Wadys and full of animalculae, or 

the brackish waters of ’Ain el-Feshkhah. We esti¬ 

mated the breadth of the stream to be from eighty to 

one hundred feet. The guides supposed it to be now ten 

or twelve feet deep. I bathed in the river, without 

going out into the deep channel; the bottom here (a 

hollow place in the bank) was clayey mud with also 

blue clay. I waded out ten or twelve feet, and thus 

far the water was not over the hips ; but a little fur¬ 

ther, several of the party who swam across, found it 

suddenly beyond their depth. The current was so 

strong, that even Komeh, a stout swimmer of the Nile, 

was carried down several yards in crossing. This 

place is strictly not a ford; we understood that the 

river could never be crossed here by animals without 

swimming; and the Aga of Jericho afterwards told 

us, that he was accustomed to swim his horse in 

crossing higher up. 

The sand-hills which here form the upper banks, 

are of the same naked character as the desert we had 

passed over in coming to this spot. From them we could 

distinguish, some miles higher up the river, the ruined 
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convent of St. John the Baptist, standing upon the 

brow of the upper bank, or first descent from the 

plain, near the place where the Latin pilgrims bathe 

in the Jordan. The Arabs call it Kusr el-Yelmd, 

1 Jews7 Castle.7 The bathing-place of the Greek pil¬ 

grims is two or three miles below the convent; yet 

each party claims to bathe at the spot where our Lord 

was baptized by John. Far in the North, a sharp 

conical peak was seen standing out like a bastion 

from the western mountains; our Arabs called it Kurn 

Surtubeh. Opposite to us across the river lay the 

plains of Moab. The eastern mountains here retire in 

a small arc of a circle, forming a sort of recess, and 

leaving the eastern plain much broader than in any 

other part. It is apparently covered with shrubs ; 

especially towards the mountains, which seemed to be 

two or three miles distant. Just below the crossing- 
place, the Wady Hesban comes in from the same 

mountains, descending through a verdant region at 

their foot, which indeed owes its fertility to the Wady. 

Further North, the similar Wady Sha;ib comes down 

from the vicinity of es-Salt, and enters the Jordan 

nearly East of Jericho. At its mouth is the ordinary 

ford of the river.1 

THE JORDAN AND ITS VALLEY. 

The present Arabic name for the Jordan is esh- 

Sheri’ah, ‘ the watering-place ;7 to which the epithet 

el-Kebir, ‘ the great,7 is sometimes annexed.2 The 

1) From the high bank near el- Sheri’at el-Mandlmr or Yarmuk, 
Helu, Jebel es-Salt or Gilead bore the ancient Hieromax, which joins 
N. 30° E. Kusr el-Yehud N. it from the East about two hours 
Kurn Surtubeh N. 8° W. ’Ain below the lake of Tiberias. Burck- 
es-Sultan beyond Jericho, about liardt pp. 273, 274. Edrisi ed. 
N. 50° W. Kusr Hajla N. 70° W. Jaubert p. 338. Abulfedae Tab, 

2) To distinguish it from the Syr. p. 148. 

Vol. II. 33 ' 
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form el-Ur dun, however, is not unknown among 

Arabian writers.1 The common name of the great 

valley through which it thus flows below the lake of 

Tiberias, is el-Ghor, signifying a depressed tract or 

plain, usually between two mountains; and the same 

name continues to be applied to the valley quite across 

the whole length of the Dead Sea, and for some dis¬ 

tance beyond.2 
e/ 

It has so happened, that until the present century, 

most pilgrims and travellers have visited the valley of 

the Jordan only at Jericho; so that we have had no 

account of the features of its upper part in the vicinity 

of the lake of Tiberias. Of the earlier pilgrims indeed, 

Antoninus Martyr at the close of the sixth century, 

and St. Willibald in the eighth, passed down through 

the whole length of the valley from Tiberias to Jeri¬ 

cho; and in the year 1100 king Baldwin I. accom¬ 

panied a train of pilgrims from Jericho to Tiberias f 

but we have nothing more than a mere notice of these 

journies. In like manner, the various excursions of 

the crusaders across the Ghor throw no light upon its 

character. In the year 1799 the French penetrated 

to the south end of the lake of Tiberias, but no further. 

In 1806, Seetzen crossed the valley just South of the 

same lake; but describes it only in very general 

terms.4 Burckhardt in 1812 was twice in its north¬ 

ern part; and travelled along it from Beisan to» a point 

several hours helow, on his way to es-Salt.5 Six years 

later, in the winter of 1818, Irby and Mangles passed 

1) Abulfedae Tab. Syr. p. 147. lad. art. Algaurum. Reland Pa- 
Schultens Index in Vit. Saladin. laest. p. 365. Abulfeda says cor- 
art. Fluvius Jordanes. rectly that the same valley extends 

2) It thus corresponds to the to Ailah. 
A.ulon of Eusebius and Jerome j see 3) Fulcher. Carnot. 21. p. 402. 
Onomasticon.—On the Gh6r, see 4) Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVIII. 
Edrisi par Jaubert pp. 337, 338. p. 350. 
Abulfedae Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler pp. 5) Travels, etc. pp. 274, 344, 
8, 9. Schultens Index in Vit. Sa- seq. 
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down from Tiberias to Beisan; thence crossed over 

into the country around Jerash; and returned from cs- 

Salt to Nabulus, fording the Jordan several miles above 

Jericho.1 About the same time Mr. Bankes, accom¬ 

panied by Buckingham, crossed the valley obliquely 

from Jericho, passing the river apparently at the same 

ford (or very near it) as Irby and Mangles.2 

According to Burckhardt, the Ghor at the upper 

end runs in a course from N. by E. to S. by W. and is 

about two hours broad.3 Opposite Jericho we found 
its general course to be the same; but in consequence 

of the retiring of the mountains on both sides, to 

which I have already alluded, its breadth is here 

much greater, being not less than three and a half or 

four hours. The Jordan issues from the lake of Tibe¬ 

rias near its S. W. corner, where are still traces of the 

site and walls of the ancient Tarichaea.4 The river 

at first winds very much, and flows for three hours 

near the western hills ; then turns to the eastern, on 

which side it continues its course for several hours, to 

the district called Kurn el-Hemar, 1 Ass’s Horn,’ two 

hours below Beisan; where it again returns to the 

western side of the valley.5 Lower down, the Jordan 

follows more the middle of the great valley; though 

opposite Jericho and towards the Dead Sea, its course 

is nearer to the eastern mountains; about two thirds 

or three quarters of the valley lying here upon its 

western side. 
A few hundred yards below the point where the 

Jordan issues from the lake of Tiberias, is a ford, close 

by the ruins of a Roman bridge of ten arches.6 About 

1) Travels pp. 300-305, 326. Palaest. p. 1026. Comp. Pococke 
2) . Buckingham’s Travels in II. p. 70. fol. 

Palest, p. 313, seq. 5) Burckhardt pp. 344, 345. 
3) Page 344. Irby and Mangles 1. c. 
4) Seetzen 1. c. p. 350. Irby 6) Irby and Mangles pp. 296, 

and Mangles p. 300. See Reland’s 301. 
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two hours further down is another old bridge, called 

Jisr el-Mejami’a, consisting of one arch in the centre, 

with small arches upon arches at the sides; and also 

a Khan upon the western bank.1 Somewhat higher 

up, but in sight of this bridge, is another ford.2 That 

near Beisan lies in a direction S. S. E. from the town.3 

Indeed, u the river is fordable in many places during 

summer ; but the few spots where it may be crossed 

in the rainy season, are known only to the Arabs.”4 

The banks of the Jordan appear to preserve every¬ 

where a tolerably uniform character, such as we have 

described them above. “ The river flows in a valley 

of about a quarter of an hour in breadth, [sometimes 

more and sometimes less,] which is considerably lower 

than the rest of the Ghor;” in the northern part about 

forty feet.5 This lower valley, where Burckhardt saw 

it, was “ covered with high trees and a luxuriant ver¬ 

dure, affording a striking contrast with the sandy 

slopes that border it on both sides.” Further down, 

the verdure occupies in some parts a still lower strip 

along the river’s brink. So we saw it; and so also 

it seems to be described by Pococke near the convent 
of St. John.6 

The channel of the river varies in different places; 

being in some wider and more shallow, and in others 

narrower and deeper. At the ford near Beisan on the 

12th of March, Irby and Mangles found the breadth 

to be one hundred and forty feet by measure ; the 

stream was swift and reached above the bellies of the 

1) Irby and Mangles, p. 301. 5) Burckhardt, pp. 344, 345. 
Seetzen 1. c. p. 351. Messrs. Smith 6) u From the high bank indeed 
and Dodge crossed the river by of the river, [meaning the usual 
this bridge in 1834. The Khan was level of the lower valley,] there is 
then in use. a descent in many places to a lower 

2) Buckingham 1. c. p. 448. ground, which is four or five feet 
Burckhardt p. 275. above the water, and is frequently 

3) Burckhardt p. 344. covered with wood;’5 Pococke II. 
4) Ibid. p. 345. p. 33. fol. 
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horses. When Burckhardt passed there in July, it 

was about three feet deep.1 On the return of the 

former travellers twelve days later (March 25th), 

they found the river at a lower ford extremely rapid, 

and were obliged to swim their horses.2 On the 29th 

of January in the same year, asMr.Bankes crossed at 

or near the same lower ford, the stream is described as 

flowing rapidly over a bed of pebbles, but as easily 

fordable for the horses.3 Near the convent of St. John, 

the stream at the annual visit of the pilgrims at Easter 

is sometimes said to be narrow and flowing six feet 

below the banks of its channel.4 At the Greek bath- 

ing-place lower down, it is described in 1815, on the 

3d of May, as rather more than fifty feet wide 

and five feet deep, running with a violent current; 

in some other parts it was very deep.5 In 1835, on 

the 23d of April, my companion was upon the banks 

higher up, nearly opposite Jericho, and found the 

water considerably below them. The lower tract of 

cane-brake did not exist in that part. 

These are the most definite notices which I have 

been able to find respecting the Jordan and its chan¬ 

nel ; and I have collected them here, because they 

have a bearing on another question of some interest, 

viz. the annual rise and supposed regular overflow of 

the waters of the river. It is indeed generally 

assumed that the Jordan of old, somewhat like 

the Nile, regularly overflowed its banks in the spring, 

covering with its waters the whole of its lower valley, 

and perhaps sometimes large tracts of the broad Ghor 

itself.6 

1) Irby and Mangles p. 304. 4) Maundrell, March 30th. 
Burckhardt p. 345. Hasselquist Reise p. 152. 

2) Travels pp. 304, 326. From 5) Turner’s Tour, II. p. 224. 
this lower ford the Kul’at er-Rii- 6) Reland Palaest. p. 273. Ba- 
bud bore N. E.£N. chiene I. p, 140, seq. Raumer Pal. 

3) Buckingham 1. c. p. 315. p. 61. Ed. 2. 
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It seems however to be generally admitted, that 

no such extensive inundation takes place at the pre¬ 

sent day ; and all the testimony above adduced goes 

to establish the same fact. It is therefore supposed 

that some change must have taken place, either be¬ 

cause the channel has been worn deeper than formerly, 

or because the waters have been diminished or di¬ 

verted.1 But although at present a smaller quantity 

of rain may fall in Palestine than anciently, in conse¬ 

quence perhaps of the destruction of the woods and 

forests, yet I apprehend that even the ancient rise of 

the river has been greatly exaggerated. The sole ac¬ 

counts we have of the annual increase of its waters, 

are found in the earlier scriptural history of the Israel¬ 

ites ; where according to the English version the Jordan 

is said to “ overflow all its banks” in the first month, or 

all the time of harvest.2 But the original Hebrew ex¬ 

presses in these passages nothing more, than that the 

Jordan u was full (or filled) up to all its banks,” mean¬ 

ing the banks of its channel; it ran with full banks, 

or was brim-full. The same sense is given by the 

Septuagint and Vulgate.3 

Thus understood, the biblical account corresponds 

entirely to what we find to be the case at the present 

day. The Israelites crossed the Jordan four days 

before the passover (Easter), which they afterwards 

celebrated at Gilgal on the fourteenth day of the first 

month.4 Then, as now, the harvest occurred during 

1) Maundrell, March 30th. 
2) Josh. iii. 15. 1 Chrori. xii. 

15. The only other allusion to a 
rise of the Jordan in harvest is in 
Sirac. xxiv. 26 or 36; where how¬ 
ever an inundation is not necessa¬ 
rily implied.—The phrase “swell¬ 
ing of Jordan,” English version 
Jer. xii. 5. xlix. 19. 1. 44, should 
be rendered “pride of Jordan,” as 
in Zecli. xi. 3, where the original 
word is the same. It refers to the 

verdure and thickets along the 
banks, but has no allusion to a rise 
of the waters. 

3)Heb.i‘nni^-'bS“^ 
Sept. £7tXtiqov y.aS- oXrjv rrjv xQ't]- 
TtCda avrov. Vulg. “Jordanis au- 
tem ripas alvei sui tempore messis 
impleverat.” Luther also gives 
the same sense correctly: “Der 
Jordan aber war voll an alien sei- 
nen Ufern.” 

4) Josh. iv. 19. v. 10. 
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April and early in May, the barley preceding the 

wheat-harvest by two or three weeks. Then, as now, 

there was a slight annual rise of the river, which caused 

it to flow at this season with full banks, and some¬ 

times to spread its waters even over the immediate 

hanks of its channel, where they are lowest, so as in 

some places to fill the low tract covered with trees 

and vegetation along its sides.1 Further than this 

there is no evidence, that its inundations have ever 

extended ; indeed the very fact of their having done 

so, would in this soil and climate necessarily have car¬ 

ried back the line of vegetation to a greater distance 

from the channel. Did the Jordan, like the Nile, 

spread out its waters over a wide region, they would 

no doubt everywhere produce the same lavish fertility. 

Although therefore the Jordan probably never 

pours its floods, in any case, beyond the limits of its 

green border, yet it is natural to suppose, that the 

amount of its rise must vary in different years, accord¬ 

ing to the variable quantity of rain which may annually 

fall. This consideration will account in a great mea¬ 

sure for the various reports and estimates of travellers. 

It may also appear singular, that this annual increase 

should (so far as we yet know) take place near the close 

of the rainy season, or even after it, rather than at an 

earlier period, when the rains are heaviest. This is 

sometimes referred to the late melting of the snows on 

Jebei esh-Sheikh or Hermon ;2 but at this season 

these snows have usually long been melted, and only 

the mighty head of Hermon is decked with an icy 

crown. The fact however may be easily explained, I 

apprehend, upon ordinary principles. 

1) Burckhardt says loosely that lower plain, where he saw it, was 
the Jordan in winter, (meaning “covered with high trees and a 
generally the rainy season,) “inun- luxuriant verdure.” Travels, etc. 
dates the plain in the bottom of the pp. 344, 345. 
narrow valley.” But this whole 2) Bachiene I. p. 141. 
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In the first place, the heavy rains of November and 

December find the earth in a parched and thirsty 

state; and among the loose limestone rocks and cav¬ 

erns of Palestine, a far greater proportion of the water 

is under the circumstances absorbed, than is usual in 

occidental countries, where rains are frequent. Then 

too the course of the Jordan below the lake of Tibe¬ 

rias is comparatively short; no living streams enter it 

from the mountains, except the Yarmiik and the Zur- 

ka from the East; and the smaller torrents from the 

hills would naturally, at the most, produce but a sud¬ 

den and temporary rise. Whether such an effect does 

actually take place, we are not informed; as no travel¬ 

ler has yet seen the Jordan during the months of No¬ 

vember and December. Late in January and early 

in March 1818, as we have seen, nothing of the kind 

was perceptible.1 

But a more important, and perhaps the chief cause 

of the phenomenon, lies (I apprehend) in the general 

conformation of the region through which the Jordan 

flows. The rains which descend upon Anti-Lebanon 

and the mountains around the upper part of the Jor¬ 

dan, and which might be expected to produce sudden 

and violent inundations, are received into the basins 

of the Hill eh and the lake of Tiberias, and there spread 

out over a broad surface ; so that all violence is de¬ 

stroyed ; and the stream that issues from them, can 

only flow with a regulated current, varying in depth 

according to the elevation of the lower lake. These 

lakes indeed may be compared to great regulators, 

which control the violence of the Jordan, and prevent 

its inundations. The principle is precisely the same, 

(though on a far inferior scale,) as that which pre¬ 

vents the sudden rise and overflow of the magnificent 

streams connecting the great lakes of North America. 

1) See pp. 260, 261, above. 
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—As now the lake of Tiberias reaches its highest 

level at the close of the rainy season, the Jordan na¬ 

turally flows with its fullest current for some time 

after that period; and as the rise of the lake naturally 

varies (like that of the Dead Sea) in different years, 

so also the fulness of the Jordan. 

All these circumstances, the low bed of the river, 

the absence of inundation and of tributary streams, 

combine to leave the greater portion of the Ghor a 

solitary desert. Such it is described in antiquity, and 

such we find it at the present day. Josephus speaks of 

the Jordan as flowing “ through a desert;” and of this 

plain as in summer scorched by heat, insalubrious, and 

watered by no stream except the Jordan.1 The portion 

of it which we had thus far crossed has already been 

described; and we afterwards had opportunity to over¬ 

look it for a great distance towards the North, where 

it retained the same character. Near the ford five or 

six miles above Jericho, the plain is described as 

“ generally unfertile, the soil being in many places 

encrusted with salt, and having small heaps of a white 

powder, like sulphur, scattered at short intervals over 

its surface here too the bottom of the lower valley 

is generally barren.2 In the northern part of the Ghor, 

according to Burckhardt, “the great number of rivulets 

which descend from the mountains on both sides, and 

form numerous pools of stagnant water, produce in 

many places a pleasing verdure, and a luxuriant 

growth of wild herbage and grass; but the greater 

part of the ground is a parched desert, of which a few 

1) Joseph. B. J. III. 10. 7, —In a similar sense Jerome, Comm. 
dtexTffivat xrjv revvfjooiQ fiiaxiv, \nzi- in Zech. xi. 3, “ Sic Jordani flu- 
xcc 7ioXXrjv avafietQov^svoq iQrjfitav, vio . . . fremitum junxit leonum 
dq xtjv 'AoyaXxlxiv I't-eiai U/uvtjv. propter ardorem sitis, et ob deserti 
Ibid. IV. 8. 2, ’ExnvQovxcu dh wqu viciniam et latitudinem vastae soli- 
■(Hyovq to Hedtov, xal dX’ imeQ^oXrjv tudinis, et arundineta et carecta.” 
avxfxov 7if(JM'/eL voaojdtj xbv aiQcf 2) Buckingham 1. c. pp. 313, 
ndv yao avvdqov nlr]y xov’Iogdctvov. 314. 

Vol. II. 34 
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spots only are cultivated by the Bedawin.”1 So too 

in the southern part, where similar rivulets or foun¬ 

tains exist, as around Jericho, there is an exuberant 

fertility; but these seldom reach the Jordan, and have 

no effect upon the middle of the Ghor. Nor are the 

mountains upon each side less rugged and desolate 

than they have been described along the Dead Sea. 

The western cliffs overhang the valley at an elevation 

of a thousand or twelve hundred feet; while the east¬ 

ern mountains are indeed at first less lofty and preci¬ 

pitous, but rise further back into ranges from two 

thousand to twenty-five hundred feet in height. 

Such is the Jordan and its valley; that venerated 

stream, celebrated on almost every page of the Old 

Testament as the border of the Promised Land, whose 

floods were miraculously “ driven back,” to afford a 

passage for the Israelites. In the New Testament it is 

still more remarkable for the baptism of our Saviour ; 

when the heavens were opened, and the Spirit of God 

descended upon him, u and lo, a voice from heaven 

saying, This is my beloved Son !”2 We now stood upon 

its shores, and had bathed in its waters, and felt our¬ 

selves surrounded by hallowed associations. The ex¬ 

act places of these and other events connected with 

this part of the Jordan, it is in vain to seek after; nor 

is this necessary, in order to awaken and fully to enj oy 

all the emotions, which the region around is adapted 

to inspire. 

As to the passage of the Israelites, the pilgrims of 

course regard it as having occurred near the places 

where they bathe, or not far below. Mistaken piety 

seems early to have fixed upon the spot, and erected 

a church and set up the twelve stones near to the 

supposed site of Gilgal, five miles from the Jordan. 

This is described by Arculfus at the close of the sev- 

1) Travels, etc. p. 344. 2) Matt. iii. 13, seq. 
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enth, and by St. Willibald in the eighth century; and 

the twelve stones are still mentioned by Rudolph de 

Suchem in the fourteenth.1 In later times, Irby and 

Mangles remark, that “ it would be interesting to search 

for the twelve stones” near the ford where they crossed, 

some distance above Jericho.2 But the circumstances of 

the scriptural narrative, I apprehend, do not permit us 

to look so high up; nor indeed for any particular ford or 

point, unless for the passage of the ark. “ The waters 

that came down from above, stood, and rose up upon 

a heap....and those that came down toward the sea.... 

failed and were cut off; and the people passed over 

right against Jericho.”3 That is, the waters above 

being held back, those below flowed off and left the 

channel towards the Dead Sea dry; so that the peo¬ 

ple, amounting to more than two millions of souls, 

were not confined to a single point, but could pass 

over any part of the empty channel directly from the 

plains of Moab towards Jericho. 

We quitted the banks of the Jordan at 2h 35x on a 

course N. W.JN. for Jericho, intending to visit a foun¬ 

tain on the way, and also the ruin which the Arabs 

called Kusr Hajla. Some of our younger Arabs had 

affected great fear in remaining so long at the river, as 

wandering robbers sometimes lie in wait there for 

travellers. But the Khatib, who seemed not to know 

fear, rebuked them, exclaiming: “ Let come who will, 

we will all die together.” He was indeed a fine speci¬ 

men of a spirited Arab chief. 

Crossing the desert tract for half an hour or more, 

we came upon a broad shallow water-bed extending 

1) Adamnanus ex Arculfo II. 2) Travels, p.\326. So too 
14, 15. St. Willibaldi Hodoep. 18. Buckingham, p. 315. 
Rud. de Suchem in Reissb. des h. 3) Josh. iii. 16. 
Landes p. 849. 
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from North to South, covered with a forest of low 

shrubs. Fifteen minutes further we reached another 

low tract running from West to East towards the 

former, and occupied by a fine grove of the Rishrash 

or willow (Agnus castus).1 Most of the trees were 

young ; but some of them old and very large. Within 

this grove at the upper or western end, we came at 3^ 

o’clock to the source of all this fertility, a beautiful 

fountain of perfectly sweet and limpid water, enclosed 

by a circular wall of masonry five feet deep, and send¬ 

ing forth a stream which waters the tract below. It 

is regarded as the finest water of the whole Ghor ; and 

bears among the Arabs the name of ’Ain Hajla. 

This fine fountain I have not found mentioned by 

any traveller. From it the tower of Jericho bears N. 

W.iW. and Kusr Hajla S. W. by W. The name 

Hajla is identical with the ancient name Beth-Hoglah, a 

place on the boundary-line between Judah and Benja¬ 

min ; which, commencing at or near the mouth of the 

Jordan, and passing by Beth-Hoglah, went up through 

the mountains to En-Shemesh and so to En-Rogel 

and the valley of Hinnom.2 The position of this spot 

accords well with such a course; and as fountains are 

one of the permanent and most important features of 

this region, and of course least likely to lose their an¬ 

cient names, I am disposed to regard this as the site 

of the ancient Beth-Hoglah. We sought however in 

vain for traces of ruins in the vicinity of the fountain. 

Jerome places Beth-Hoglah at two miles from the Jor¬ 

dan towards Jericho; although he at the same time 

confounds it with the threshing floor of Atad beyond 

the Jordan.3 The name was then extant; but is not 

1) Vitex agnus Castus. Has- Comp. Gen. 1. 10, 11. Whatever 
selquist Reise p. 555. may be the meaning of the phrase 

2) Josh. xv. 5, 6. xviii. 19, 20. u beyond Jordan,” in this passage 
See above, Vol. I. p. 493. of Genesis, there can be no doubt 

3) Onomast. art. Area Atad. that the “ trans Jordanem” of Je- 
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again mentioned until the twelfth or thirteenth cen¬ 

tury, when Eugesippus and Brocardus appear to have 

heard of it in the same place, as also other travellers 

down to the end of the sixteenth century.1 Since that 

time I find no mention of the name until quite re¬ 

cently.2—The name Kusr Hajla which the Arabs give 

to the ruin twenty minutes distant S. W. by W. is 

doubtless borrowed by them from the fountain. 

Sending our servants forward direct to Jericho, in 

order to pitch the tent and prepare for our arrival, we 

turned off to visit the ruin just mentioned. It proved 

to be a Greek convent; the walls yet standing in part, 

and well built of hewn stones. The chapel is easily 

made out; and the pictures of Saints are still to be 

seen upon its walls. The native Christians now give 

it the name of Deir Mar Yohanna Hajla, to distinguish 

it from the other convent of St. John the Baptist, near 

the river further North.3—From the ruin, the top of 

Usdum was just visible at the S. end of the Dead Sea, 

its middle point bearing about S. 15° W. the direction 

of the northern Ghor being at the same time about N. 

15° E. The cliff el-Mersed by ’Ain Jidy bore S. 20° 

W. Westward from the north end of the. sea, the re¬ 

treating of the mountains forms a sort of amphitheatre; 

in this part the mountains are lower, and a break is 

seen in them, with a pass leading over to Mar Saba. 

This pass is called Kuneitirah, and bore S. 60° W.4 

rome, writing at Bethlehem, must 
refer to the eastern side of the river. 
Jerome gives the distance from 
the ancient Jericho at five Roman 
miles. 

1) Eugesipp. in L. Allatii Sym- 
mikta, Col. Agr. 1653. p. 119. Bro¬ 
cardus c. VII. p. 178. Further, 
Breydenbach in Reissb. p. 129. 
B. de Saligniaco Tom. IX. c. 5. 
Zuallardo Viaggio, etc. p. 240. 

2) Berggren Resor etc. III. p. 
13. Stockh. 1828. Germ. Vol. III. 
p. 110. 

3) Maundrell visited these ruins 
March 30th, but gives them no 
name. Berggren heard the name 
Kusr Haila; 1. c. 

4) 1 his road was taken by 
Schubert from the Dead Sea to 
Mar Saba; Reise III. p. 94, seq. 
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Through the break a low conical peak was pointed out, 

bearing S. 58° W. which was said to be the site of a 

ruined town called Mird. The town of Jericho bore 

N. 38° W. 
These ruins belong doubtless to one of the many 

monasteries, which once stood in the plain of Jericho ; 

most of which have been so utterly destroyed as to 

leave no trace behind. The earliest and most import¬ 

ant of all, appears to have been that of St. John the 

Baptist on the banks of the Jordan, the ruins of which 

are now called by the Arabs Kusr el-Yehud. It ex¬ 

isted before the time of Justinian; for Procopius 

relates, that this emperor caused a well to be con¬ 

structed in it, and built also another convent in the 

desert of Jordan, dedicated to St. Panteleemon.1 The 

pilgrims of the subsequent centuries speak only of the 

former and its church ; and describe if as large and 

well-built.2 In that age the annual throng of pilgrims 

to bathe in the Jordan took place at the Epiphany; 

nothing is said of Easter.3 The monk Bernard in the 

ninth century says there were here many convents.4 

In the twelfth century Phocas speaks of the convent 

of St. John as having been thrown down by an earth¬ 

quake, but rebuilt by the liberality of the Greek em¬ 

peror ; while at the same time two other monasteries, 

those of Calamon and Chrysostom, existed in the 

vicinity ; and a fourth, that of St. Gerasimus, had been 

undermined and thrown down by the waters of the 

Jordan.5 In the fourteenth century, when Rudolf de 

Suchem visited the monastery of St. John, it was still 

inhabited by Greek monks; but near the close of the 

1) Procop. de iEdif. Just. V. 9. 4) Bernard de Loc. Sanct. 16, 
2) AdamnanusII. 16. St. Wil- “In quibus quoque locismulta con- 

libald Hodoep. 17. Bernard 16. eistunt. Monasteria.” 
3) Antoninus Mart. 11. St. 5) Joh. Phocas de Loc. Sanct. 

Willibald ib. 17. 22-24. 
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fifteenth, Tucher and then Breydenbaeh found it in 

ruins; and such it has continued ever since.1 

To which of the other convents above named the 

ruins of the present Kusr Hajla may have belonged, 

or whether to any of them, I am not able to determine. 

It would seem to have borne among the Arabs the 

name of Hajla (from the fountain) as early as the fif¬ 

teenth century ; for Breydenbaeh speaks of Bethagla 

as a place where Greek monks had formerly dwelt.2 

It was of course already in ruins; though B. de Salig- 

niaco in 1522, says it was then inhabited (perhaps tem¬ 

porarily) by monks of the order of St. Basil.3 In the 

same age it was known also to the Latins as the con¬ 

vent of St. Jerome, and was coupled with a legendary 

penance of that father in the adjacent desert. Under 

this name it is mentioned by Tucher in 1479; and is 

also described by Boniface and Quaresmius, as a ruin 

with pictures of Jerome and other saints upon the 
walls.4 

We left Kusr Hajla at 4^ o’clock for Jericho, over 

a beautiful and perfectly level plain of more than an 

hour in breadth. The whole tract might be tilled 

with ease ; as the soil is light and fertile, like that of 

Egypt, and needs only the surplus waters around 

Jericho in order to become exceedingly productive. 

At present it is merely sprinkled with shrubs like the 

desert, and with occasional patches of wild grass, now 

dry and parched. Here we saw tracks of wild-swine, 

and multitudes of holes of the Jerboa. 

At 5i o’clock, being still in the plain half an hour 

from the village, we came suddenly upon the remains 

of a former site, exhibiting the foundations of thick 

1) R. de Suchem in Reissb. p. 3) Tom. IX. c. 5. 
849. Tucher ibid. p. 670. Brey- 4) Tucher in Reissb. p. 671. 
denbach ibid. p. 116. Quaresmius II. p. 752. Adricho- 

2) Reissb. des h. Landes p. mius p. 183. 
129. 
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walls of well-hewn stones. A quadrangular tract of 

some size seemed to have been surrounded by a wall; 

within which were the substructions of a large regular 

building and other smaller ones. About ten or fifteen 

minutes further South, on a low mound in the plain, 

we could perceive other ruins apparently of a like 

kind.1 Both these sites I am disposed to regard as the 

substructions of some of the many monasteries above 

enumerated, which formerly stood upon the plain. 

Or perhaps one of them may have been the Gilgal 

mentioned by Eusebius and Jerome and by the pil¬ 

grims of the centuries before the crusades, situated 

two miles from Jericho and five miles from the Jordan, 

where was a large church held in high repute.2 The 

disappearance of the hewn stones is sufficiently ac¬ 

counted for, by the various Saracenic aqueducts still 

standing in the plain; to say nothing of the repeated 

constructions of the later village. 

After leaving this spot, as we approached the 

tower or castle (so called) of Jericho, we came upon 

traces of cultivation, and passed over fields from which 

crops of maize, millet, indigo, and the like, had been 

taken apparently the year before. Trees of the Niibk 

were scattered around, and also the Zukkum or bal¬ 

sam-tree. Crossing the deep bed of a mountain-torrent, 

now dry, which here runs down eastward through the 

1) This is probably the spot de¬ 
scribed by Monro as “a mound 
with stone substructions, and a 
large cistern, and the remains of 
thick walls upon the surface of the 
soil at no great distance.” Sum¬ 
mer Ramble I. p. 158. He held it 
to be the site of Cypros, a fortress 
so named by Herod in honour of his 
mother. But according to Jose¬ 
phus, this fortress was situated 
over {vTtfQ, y.a&vTTEoO-e) Jericho; 
and must therefore be sought on 
or near the western mountain. 

Antiq. XVI. 5. 2. B. J. I. 21. 4, 9. 
II. 18. 6. 

2) Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. 
art. Galgala et Bimos. Adamna- 
nus II. 14, 15. St. Willibald 18. 
Brocardus transfers this Gilgal to 
the west side of Jericho near the 
mountain Q,uarantana; c. VII. p. 
178. So too R. de Suchem, p. 863. 
The church was therefore proba¬ 
bly destroyed before the crusades; 
indeed that which St. Willibald 
saw, was small and built only of 
wood. 
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plain, we reached our tent at a quarter before 6 o’clock. 

We found it already pitched on the northern bank of the 

Wady, near the castle and village, in a neglected gar¬ 

den among Niibk and fig-trees. 

We were glad to take possession of our temporary 

home. We had had a long and fatiguing day; hut a 

day too of intense and exciting enjoyment; and we 

now rejoiced to recline our weary limbs upon our 

couches, and think only of repose. After a week of 

such toil and excitement, we likewise looked forward 

with gratification to a day of rest upon the morrow. 

The village and the Aga were forgotten for the night, 

and we saw nothing of either. The merry notes of 

frogs assured us that water was near; and as the 

darkness gathered around, we listened with delight to 

the chirping of the cricket and the song of the night¬ 

ingale. The less welcome music of the musquito was 

also not wanting ; but these insects were not numerous. 

The thermometer at sunset stood at 78° F. 

Sunday, May 13th. We passed the whole day at 

Jericho; but in consequence of various circumstances, 

it had less of the quiet repose of the Christian Sabbath 

than we could have wished; while the excessive heat 

gave us an uncomfortable specimen of the climate of 

the Ghor. 

As we sat at breakfast, we learned that the Aga 

had called to pay us a visit; but had gone away again 

on hearing that we were at our meal. We thought it 

better afterwards to return his civility, in order to 

have done with the matter of official courtesies as soon 

as possible. We went accordingly, accompanied by 

our Sheikh, and found the Aga in the narrow court of 

the castle, by the side of a reservoir, under a temporary 

shed or bower built up against the wall, preparing to 

set off in an hour for the country east of the Jordan, 

where he expected to be absent a week. Several 

Vol. II. 35 
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Bedawin of the ’Adwan were present, a tribe inhabit¬ 

ing the tract across the Jordan, from the river to the 

summit of the mountains as far as to Hesban. This 

tribe had so misused and oppressed the Fellahin of 

the district, who dwell in the villages and till the 

ground in which the government is interested, that 

they had abandoned their dwellings and fled to the 

region of Kerak. The Aga had once been over in 

order to restrain the oppressions of the Bedawin, and 

induce the peasants to return ; and he had now sum¬ 

moned the 'Adwan whom we saw, to attend him on a 

second excursion. His purpose was to afford protec¬ 

tion to the peasants, so that they might come down 

from the mountains and reap the harvest in the plain ; 

both for their own benefit and that of the government. 

The Aga received us very courteously, and had 

his carpet spread for us in a better spot under the shed 

on the inner side of the basin. He was an active and 

intelligent Turk, with a thin visage and nose, and a 

European cast of countenance; he was probably an 

Albanian. Although exceedingly civil to us, in respect 

to whom he had received a personal order from the 

governor of Jerusalem, yet he certainly looked capable 

of any deed of cruelty and blood. Two persons were 

sitting by with their legs chained together; these were 

Christians from ’Ajlun, who had been taken in some 

misdeed; they had been examined by the Aga, who 

had made out his report respecting them to the go¬ 

vernor of Jerusalem. An old priest was also present, 

whom we recognized as one of our former friends at 

Taiyibeh. The Aga informed us, that the country 

around es-Salt, ?Ajlun, and Jerash, was then quiet and 

safe, so that we could visit it without danger, if we 

chose; but the district around Kerak was still dis¬ 

turbed. He seemed gratified to meet with some one 

who could speak Turkish with him, and was quite 
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communicative; gave us two cups of coffee, a degree 

of civility quite unusual; and said he had been ex¬ 

pecting us for several days. He was ready, he said, 

to escort us to the Jordan; a kindness which we were 

very glad not to need; and told his officers to aid us 

in all we might desire during his absence. The gar¬ 

rison appeared not to consist of more-than a dozen 

men, all Albanians. 

A poetical traveller might find here materials to 

make out quite a romantic description of our visit. 

Here was the old tower or castle with its decayed 

walls, a memorial of the times of the crusades; the 

narrow court with a reservoir and fountain ; and a 

bower erected over them to shield off the burning 

beams of an oriental sun. On the inside of the cool 

fountain, beneath the bower, the Aga and his visitors 

w7ere seated on costly carpets, all wearing the Tarbush 
or oriental cap and tassel; and he with a splendid 

sash, with scimetar, pistols, and dagger in his girdle. 

Opposite to us, on the other side of the reservoir, stood 

as silent spectators the wild fierce-looking chiefs of 

the ’Adwan, attired in the Kefiyeh and costume of the 

desert; near whom in strong contrast was seen the 

mild figure of the old priest of Taiyibeh in his dark 

robes and blue turban, and our own stately Kliatib 

looking on with a subdued expression of scornful in¬ 

dependence. Here and there round about was an 

officer or soldier with pistols and scimetar ; behind, on 

our left, sat the two prisoners, who probably would 

have told us a far different story of their fortunes; 

one of them an old man with a long beard pounding 

coffee; and near them another old man cutting up the 

green leaves of tobacco. Young slaves, some of them 

jet black, and others with fair intelligent countenances, 

were loitering about, bringing coffee and pipes, or pre¬ 

senting the snuff-box of the Aga to his guests; maidens 
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came with water-skins, and having filled them at the 
fountain, bore them off on their shoulders; while 
around the walls of the court, beautiful Arab horses, 
gaily caparisoned for the warlike expedition, were 
impatiently champing the hit and pawing the ground. 
All was oriental in full measure; yet, with the excep¬ 
tion of the horses, all was miserable and paltry in the 
extreme. The reservoir was a large drinking-trough 
for animals in the midst of a stable-yard; the bower 
was a shed of dry cornstalks1 and straw, resting on 
rough crotches ; and the persons and garments of the 
people were shabby and filthy. So much for the ro¬ 
mance of the scene. 

Leaving the Aga, from whose further civilities we 
were glad to be relieved so easily, we passed out of the 
court; and observing some people threshing wheat a 
little east of the castle, we walked towards them. It 
was truly a scriptural harvest-scene, where the reap¬ 
ing and the threshing go on hand in hand.2 The peo¬ 
ple, we found, were our old acquaintances, the inhabit¬ 
ants of Taiyibeh, who had come down to the Ghor in 
a body, with their wives and children and their priest, 
to gather in the wheat-harvest. They had this year 
sown all the wheat raised in the plain of Jericho, and 
were now gathering it on shares ; one half being re¬ 
tained for themselves, one quarter going to the people 
of the village, and the remaining quarter to the soldiers 
of the garrison in behalf of the government. The 
people of Jericho, it seems, are too indolent, or, as it 
was said, too weak to till their own lands. 

The wheat was beautiful; it is cultivated solely by 
irrigation, without which nothing grows in the plain. 
Most of the fields were already reaped. The grain, as 

1) That is, the dry stalks of 2) It brought up before our eyes 
maize, the Indian corn of the the scenes of the book of Ruth; 
United States. c. ii, iii. 
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soon as it is cut, is brought in small sheaves to the 

threshing-floors on the hacks of asses, or sometimes of 

camels. The little donkies are often so covered with 

their load of grain, as to he themselves hardly visible ; 

one sees only a mass of sheaves moving along as if of 

its own accord. A level spot is selected for the thresh¬ 

ing-floors ; which are then constructed near each other 

of a circular form, perhaps fifty feet in diameter, 

merely by beating down the earth hard. Upon these 

circles the sheaves are spread out quite thick; and the 

grain is trodden out by animals. Here were no less 

than five such floors, all trodden by oxen, cows, and 

younger cattle, arranged in each case five abreast, and 

driven round in a circle or rather in all directions over 

the floor. The sled or sledge is not here in use, though 

we afterwards met with it in the north of Palestine.1 

The ancient machine with rollers, we saw nowhere.2 

By this process the straw is broken up and becomes 

chaff. It is occasionally turned with a large wooden 

fork, having two prongs; and when sufficiently trod¬ 

den, is thrown up with the same fork against the wind, 

in order to separate the grain, which is then gathered 

up and winnowed. The whole process is exceedingly 

wasteful, from the transportation on the backs of ani¬ 

mals to the treading out upon the hare ground. The 

precept of Moses: “ Thou shalt not muzzle the ox 

when he treadeth out,”3 was not very well regarded 

by our Christian friends ; many of their animals hav¬ 

ing their mouths tied up ; while among the Muham- 

medans, I do not remember ever to have seen an ani¬ 

mal muzzled. This precept serves to show, that of 

1) See under June 15th, at Se- same name; Mod. Egyptians II. 
biistieh. p. 26.—On the various modes of 

2) Is. xxviii. 27, seq. Niebuhr oriental threshing, see Winer Bibh 
found it still in use in Egypt, called Realworterb. I. p. 324, 
Norej; Reisebeschr. I. pp. 151,152. 3) Deut. xxv. 4. 
Lane also describes it under the 
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old, as well as at the present day, only neat cattle were 

usually employed to tread out the grain.1 

Thus the wheat-harvest in the plain of Jericho was 

nearly completed on the 13th of May. Three days 

before, we had left the wheat green upon the fields 

around Hebron and Carmel; and we afterwards found 

the harvest there in a less forward state on the 6th of 

June. The barley-harvest at Jericho had been over 

for three weeks or more. My companion had visited 

the place a few years before; and found the barley 

then fully gathered and threshed on the 22d of April. 

On inquiring of these Christians, Why they thus 

laboured on the Lord’s day 1 their only reply was, 

that they were in the Ghor, away from home, and the 

partners of Muhammedans. At home, they said, they 

abstained from labour on that day. 

Turning back towards the village, which lies west 

of the castle along the Wady, we met the Sheikh of 

the place, watering his young horse at one of the little 

streams that come down from the large fountain on 

the West, and irrigate the plain. He seemed intelli¬ 

gent ; and gave us the names of several places in the 

vicinity. Of a Gilgal he knew nothing. One of the 

’Adwan chiefs also came to meet us ; of whom we in¬ 

quired respecting his country. He pointed out to us 

again the Wady Hesban, near which far up in the 

mountain is the ruined place of the same name, the 

ancient Heshbon.2 Half an hour N. E. of this lies 
A 

another ruin, called el-’Al, the ancient Elealeh.3 

1) Comp. Hos. x. 11. 
2) The celebrated capital of Si- 

hon king of the Amorites, Num. 
xxi. 25, seq. Euseb. et Hieron. 
Onomast. art. Esebon. Reland Pa- 
laest. p. 719. This region was first 
visted in modern times by Seetzen, 

who found Hesban, el-’Al, and other 
ancient places; Zach’s Monatl. 
Corr. XVIII. p. 431. Then by 

Burckhardt, Travels p. 365, seq. 
Afterwards by Irby and Mangles 
and their party, Travels p. 471. 
Legh in MacmichaePs Journey, ch. 
IV. Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833. p. 650. 

3) Num. xxxii. 3, 37. Accord¬ 
ing to Eusebius and Jerome, Elea¬ 
leh lay one Roman mile from Hesh¬ 
bon ; Onomast. art. Eleale. The 
two are mentioned together, Is. 
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Neither of these places was visible from Jericho. The 

same Sheikh pointed out also Wady ShaHb coming 

down in the northern part of the recess of the eastern 

mountains, from the vicinity of es-Salt,1 and passing 

by the ruins of Nimrin, the Nimrah and Beth Nimrah 

of Scripture.2 Here, as I understood, is a fountain, 

corresponding to the waters ofNimrim.3 This Wady 

enters the Jordan nearly E. by N. from Jericho ; and 

at its mouth is the usual ford of that river; where, as 

the Sheikh said, the water was breast high. 

We now returned through the village, which bears 

in Arabic the name of Eriha, or as it is more commonly 

pronounced Riha, a degenerate shoot, both in name 

and character, of the ancient Jericho.4 Situated in the 

midst of this vast plain, it reminded me much of an 

Egyptian village. The plain is rich, and susceptible 

of easy tillage and abundant irrigation, with a climate 

to produce any thing. Yet it lies almost desert; and 

the village is the most miserable and filthy that we 

saw in Palestine. The houses, or hovels, are merely 

four walls of stones taken from ancient ruins, and 

loosely thrown together, with flat roofs of cornstalks 

or brushwood spread over with gravel. They stand 

quite irregularly and with large intervals ; and each 

has around it a yard enclosed by a hedge of the dry 

thorny boughs of the Nilbk. In many of these yards 

are open sheds with similar roofs ; the flocks and herds 

are brought into them at night, and render them filthy 

in the extreme. A similar but stronger hedge of 

xv. 4. xvi. 9. Jerem. xlviii. 34. 
See the preceding note.—This 
place seems to be mentioned by 
Khulil Ibn Shahin, as the northern 
limit of the province of Kerak, un¬ 
der the name of el-’Aly; see Ro- 
senmiiller Analecta Arab. Pars 
III. p. 19. fol. p. 39. 

1) See Burckhardt, p. 355. 
2) Num. xxxii. 3, 36. Josh. xiii. 

27. Onomast. art. Nemra, Nefigd. 
Reland p. 650. Burckhardt heard 
of Nimrin; pp. 355, 391. 

3) Isa. xv. 6. Jerem. xlviii. 34. 
Nimrim in Hebrew is a plural form 
of Nimrah. 

4) Abulfeda writes it with an 
Alcf, Eriha, Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler 
p. 35. Edrisi has both forms, ed. 
Jaubert, p. 338 bis, and Note 2. 
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Nubk branches, surrounds the whole village, forming 

an almost impenetrable barrier. The few gardens 

round about seemed to contain nothing hut tobacco and 

cucumbers. One single solitary palm now timidly 

rears its head, where once stood the renowned “ City 

of Palm-trees.”1 Not an article-of provision was to be 

bought here, except new wheat unground. We had 

tried last evening to obtain something for ourselves 

and our Arabs, but in vain ; not even the ordinary 

'Adas or lentiles were to be found.—Did the palm- 

groves exist here still in their ancient glory, the resem¬ 

blance to Egypt and its soil would be almost complete ; 

as the repeated decay and desolations of Rihah, have 

raised it upon mounds of rubbish, similar to those of 

the Egyptian villages. 

The village was now full of people in consequence 

of the influx of families from Taiyibeh to the harvest; 

many of whom had taken up their abode under the 

open sheds in the yards of the houses. The proper 

inhabitants of Rihah were rated at about fifty men or 

some two hundred souls; but the number had been 

diminished by the conscription. They are of the Gha- 

warineh, or inhabitants of the Ghor, a mongrel race 

between the Bedawy and Hiidhry, disowned and des¬ 

pised of both. Here indeed they seemed too languid 

and indolent to do any thing. Our Sheikh spoke of 

them as hospitable and well-meaning people, but feeble 

and licentious, the infidelity of the women being 

winked at by the men; a trait of character singularly 

at variance with the customs of the Bedawin. At our 

encampment over 7Ain Terabeh the night before we 

reached this place, we overheard our Arabs asking the 

Khatib for a paper or written charm, to protect them 

from the women of Jericho ; and from their conversa¬ 

tion, it seemed that illicit intercourse between the lat- 

1) Deut. xxxiv. 3. Judg. i. 16. 
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ter and strangers wlio come here, is regarded as a 

matter of course. Strange, that the inhabitants of the 

valley should have retained this character from the 

earliest ages ; and that the sins of Sodom and Gomor¬ 

rah should still flourish upon the same accursed soil. 

A streamlet from the fountain flows along between 

the village and the brink of the Wady on the South, 

which is here skirted by a thicket of Nubk and other 

trees. The rill passed on near our tent, and then en¬ 

tered the court of the castle to supply the reservoir. 

Around our tent were several large fig-trees, whose 

broad and thick foliage aided to ward off the scorching 

beams of the sun. Among other trees close by was 

the Palma Christi (Ricinus), from which the castor- 

oil is obtained ; it was here of large size, and had the 

character of a perennial tree, though usually described 

as a biennial plant.1 Another object near our tent also 

excited our curiosity,—a block of Sienite red granite, 

the fragment of a large circular stone lying partly 

buried in the earth. It was about two feet thick, and 

the chord of the fragment measured five and a half 

feet; the diameter of the stone when whole could not 

have been less than eight or ten feet. The circular 

edge was full of small round holes or indentations. 

Just by are the remains of a circular foundation, on 

which it perhaps once lay. What could have been the 

purpose of this stone, or whence it was brought, we 

could not divine. It had every appearance of the 

Egyptian Sienite; and if such were its origin, it could 

only have been transported hither across the plain of 

Esdraelon and so along the Ghor.—Relow the bank 

of the Wady itself were a few traces of former founda¬ 

tions ; but nothing which indicated antiquity. 

1) Hasselquist also found it Comp. Celsii Ilierobot. II. p. 273. 
here: “Ricinus in altitudinem ar- Throughout Syria it is understood 
boris insignis.” lieise p. 555. to be perennial. 

Vol. II. 36 
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The climate of Jericho is excessively hot; and after 

two or three months becomes sickly, and especially 

unhealthy for strangers. According to our Arabs, the 

sojourn of a single night is often sufficient to occasion 

a fever. Indeed, in traversing merely the short dis¬ 

tance of five or six hours between Jerusalem and Jeri¬ 

cho, the traveller passes from a pure and temperate 

atmosphere into the sultry heat of an Egyptian climate. 

Nor is this surprising, when we consider, that the cal¬ 

dron of the Dead Sea and the valley of the Jordan lie 

several hundred feet below the level of the ocean, and 

nearly three thousand feet lower than Jerusalem. The 

sun to-day was sometimes obscured by light clouds; 

but in the intervals his beams were very intense. At 

10 o’clock, as I sat writing under a retired and spread¬ 

ing fig-tree, near running water, with a refreshing 

breeze, a thermometer, which hung near me in the 

shade and in the full current of the breeze, stood at 

86° F. A nightingale, “ most musical, most melan¬ 

choly,” was pouring forth her song in the branches 

over my head. The heat in the tent, in spite of all 

our precautions, and notwithstanding the breeze and 

the partial obscuration of the sun, became at length 

insupportable. The thermometer at 2 o’clock rose in 

it to 102° ; while at the same time, another hanging in 

the shade of a fig-tree stood at 91°. We spread our 

carpets under the fig-trees, first under one and then 

another as their shades changed, and found ourselves 

in this way much more comfortable. 

We did not fail to peruse here the scriptural ac¬ 

counts of Jericho, its remarkable destruction by the 

Israelites under Joshua, and the perpetual curse laid 

upon him who should attempt to rebuild its walls.1 In 

our devotional exercises, we dw elt particularly upon our 

1) Joslj. c. ii, vi, vii. c. vi. 26. 
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Lord’s visit to this place; when, on his last journey 

to Jerusalem, having traversed the country east of the * 

Jordan, he passed through Jericho, healing the blind 

and honouring the house of Zaccheus with his pre¬ 

sence.1 As we read, we could not but remark, how 

much fewer, as well as more general and indefinite, 

are the topographical notices contained in the Gos¬ 

pels, than those preserved to us in the Old Testament. 

Towards evening we took a walk to the fountain, 

whose waters are scattered over the plain; it is the 

only one near Jericho, and there is every reason to 

regard it as the scene of Elisha’s miracle.2 It is called 

by the Arabs ’Ain es-Sultan, and lies N. 35° W. from 

the village and castle, at the distance of thirty-five 

minutes, or nearly two miles. We followed up the 

little brook, which serves to water many fields, and 

grew larger as we advanced, until it became a mill- 

stream which we crossed with difficulty. Some ten 

or fifteen minutes from the village, we fell in with the 

remains of a regular paved Roman road, which we 

traced for several rods in a direction towards the pass 

leading up the western mountain to Jerusalem. It 

was a mere fragment, entirely similar to the Roman 

roads I had formerly seen in Italy; but we could dis¬ 

cover no further trace of it either above or below.3 

A few minutes beyond this, we came upon foun¬ 

dations, chiefly of unhewn stones, scattered over a con¬ 

siderable tract, and extending with few interruptions 

quite up to the fountain. They are however hardly 

distinct enough, to be of themselves regarded as the 

substructions of an ancient city. On our left, as we 

advanced, were wheat-fields, from most of which the 

. 1) Matt. xix. 1. xx. 29-34. 3) Buckingham speaks of a sim- 
Mark. x. 1, 46-52. Luke xviii. ilar fragment of a “fine paved 
35-43. xix. 1-10. way ” near the top of the ascent on 

2) 2 K. ii. 19-22. the road to Jerusalem; p. 293. 
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grain had been already gathered ; in others the reapers 

were still at work. On our right, for nearly the whole 

distance, was a grove of Nubk, covering a large tract 

of the plain. 
The fountain bursts forth at the eastern foot of a 

high double mound, or group of mounds, looking much 

like a tumulus, or as if composed of rubbish, situated 

a mile or more in front of the mountain Q,uarantana. 

It is a large and beautiful fountain of sweet and pleas¬ 

ant water, not indeed cold, but also not warm like 

those of ?Ain Jidy and the Feshkhah. It seems to have 

been once surrounded by a sort of reservoir or semi¬ 

circular enclosure of hewn stones; from which the 

water was carried off in various directions to the plain 

below; but this is now mostly broken away and gone.1 

The principal stream at this time was that running 

towards the village; a part of which is carried across 

the Wady higher up, by an aqueduct on arches. The 

rest of the water finds its way at random in various 

streams down the plain, here decked with the same 

broad forest of Nubk and other thorny shrubs. 

The mounds above the fountain are covered with 

substructions of unhewn stone ; and others of the same 

kind are seen upon the plain towards the S. W. In 

the same direction, not far off, are the broken pointed 

arches of a ruined building, which may perhaps have 

been a Saracenic castle like the one now near the vil¬ 

lage. Back of the fountain rises up the bold perpen¬ 

dicular face of the mountain Kuruntul (Q,uarantana) ; 

from the foot of which a line of low hills runs out 

N. N. E. in front of the mountains, and forms the as¬ 

cent to a narrow tract of table-land along their base. 

On this tract, at the foot of the mountains, about 

an hour distant, N. N. W. is the still larger fountain of 

2) In Pococke’s day several niches were still visible; II. p. 31. fol. 
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Duk ; the waters of which are brought along the base of 

Q,uarantana in a canal to the top of the declivity back 

of ’Ain es-Sultan, whence they were formerly distri¬ 

buted to several mills, and scattered over the upper 

part of the plain ; being carried by a second aqueduct, 

higher up, across the Wady towards the South. This 

stream is now used only to water a few gardens of 

cucumbers in the vicinity. Tl)e mills are all in ruins ; 

among them, on the side of the declivity, fifteen min¬ 

utes back of ’Ain es-Sultan, is a large deserted build¬ 

ing, which still bears the name of Tawahin es-Sukkar, 

or u Sugar mills.”1 

Towards the N. E. beyond the wood of Nubk, the 

plain is again open ; and in this direction, at the 

mouth of Wady Nawa’imeh, which here comes out 

through the line of hills, is seen another aqueduct, 

once fed by the waters of the same fountain of Duk, 

as they flowed down the valley, and were thus scat¬ 

tered over that part of the plain. In this quarter the 

plain is said to be covered with hewn stones, and the 

foundations of walls are visible across it.2 

Here then are traces enough of ancient foundations, 

such as they are; but none which could enable us to 

say definitely, This is the site of ancient Jericho. 

Around the fountain, where we should naturally look 

for its position, there is nothing which can well be 

referred to any large or important building; nothing, 

in short, which looks like the ruins of a great city, 

with a vast circus, palaces, and other edifices. The 

walls, whose traces are still visible, may very proba¬ 

bly have been only the enclosures of gardens and 

1) This is most probably the 2) So Monro, who rode into this 
place of the same name mentioned part of the plain; Summer Ilam- 
by Burckhardt; which, on the ran- ble I. p. 161. I must doubt however 
dom information of the Arabs, he whether the stones were actually Elaces on the eastern shore of the hewn; at least this would not ac- 

►ead Sea, a most improbable site, cord with what is found elsewhere 
Travels, p. 391. in the plain. 
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fields; and this conclusion is indeed strengthened, by 

the fact of their occurring only below the fountain. 

The top of the mound above the fountain com¬ 

mands a fine view over the plain of Jericho, which 

needs only the hand of cultivation to become again 

one of the richest and most beautiful spots on the face 

of the earth. The fountain pours forth a noble stream, 

which is scattered in rivulets over a wide extent both 

in front and on the right and left; while the still more 

copious streams from Buk are in like manner distri¬ 

buted higher up, and further towards the North and 

South. By these abundant waters, fertility and ver¬ 

dure are spread over the plain almost as far as the eye 

can reach, extending for an hour or more below the 

fountain. But alas ! almost the whole of this verdure 

at the present day, consists only of thorny shrubs, or 

trees of the thorny Niibk. It is a remarkable instance 

of the lavish bounty of nature, contrasted with the 

indolence of man. Where the water does not flow, 

the plain produces nothing. 

In the course of the afternoon, we received a visit 

from the old Sheikh Mustafa, whom we had tried to 

obtain as a guide before leaving Jerusalem.1 He is 

the head of a tribe who are considered rather as 

sacred persons by the Bedawin and peasants, a sort of 

Derwishes, poor and not given to the acquisition of 

wealth. They usually encamp around Jericho; and 

their tents were now pitched on the way to Duk. 

The old man followed us to the fountain; and after 

answering our questions, insisted at parting on making 

us a present of a kid, which he put into the arms of 

our Arab attendant to carry to the tent. We of course, 

as in duty bound, made him also a present of ten 

Piastres. We had intended to purchase a kid for our 

Arabs ; so that the present for once came in good time. 

1) See above, p. 153. 
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—We returned to our tent and passed the evening in 

quiet. The thermometer had now fallen to 76° F. 

If we had not yet satisfied ourselves as to the site 

of the former Jericho, we had nevertheless been able 

to ascertain definitely in respect to her ancient neigh¬ 

bour Gilgal, that no trace either of its name or site re¬ 

mains.1 Indeed, it may be doubtful, whether at first 

this name belonged to a city; though afterwards there 

can be little question that Gilgal was an inhabited 

place.2 It seems to have been early abandoned; 

for there is no certain trace of it after the exile; nor 
is it mentioned by Josephus as existing in his time.3 

The ancient Gilgal was “ in the east border of Jericho,” 

ten stadia from that city and fifty from the Jordan.4 

This would in all probability bring it somewhere in 

the vicinity of the modern village Riha, which is 

reckoned at two hours from the river. But there are 

here no traces of antiquity whatever, unless it be the 

fragment of Sienite granite and the slight foundations 

above described. Neither Sheikh Mustafa, nor the 

Sheikh of the village, nor any of the Arabs, had ever 

heard of such a name in the valley of the Jordan. 

At Taiyibeh indeed, the priest who had been delving 

a little in Scriptural topography, told us that the name 

Jiljilia still existed in this vicinity ; but when we met 

him here, he could only point to the ruined convent of 

St. John on the bank of the Jordan as the supposed site. 

Monday, May 14th. This bright morning, before 

proceeding on our journey, we repaired to the top of 

1) The later alleged Gilgal of 3) The Gilgal of Neh. xii. 29, 
Eusebius and Jerome and of the and of 1 Macc. ix. 2, may with 
pilgrims, has already been alluded more probability be referred to the 
to; see p. 272, above. place so called in the western plain, 

2) Josh. iv. 19, 20. ix. 6. x. 6, near Antipatris. The name is still 
7. etc. Afterwards Samuel came extant in that region; and is found 
to Gilgal in his annual circuit as in more than one place. 
judge; and there was here a school 4) Josh. iv. 19. Joseph. Ant. V. 
of the prophets; 1 Sam. vii. 16. 1.4, 11. 
2 Kings iv. 38. 
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the castle, in order to enjoy the beautiful view and 

fix a deeper impression of the surrounding country. 

It is merely a tower some thirty feet square, and forty 

high, in a state of decay verging to ruin. The castle 

and modern village lie upon the northern bank of the 

Wady Kelt, here the bed of a mountain-torrent, at the 

distance of nearly two miles from the point where it 

issues from the western mountains. This Wady, as 

we have seen, is the great drain of all the vallies we 

had formerly passed in travelling from Jerusalem to 

Deir Diwan; they run first into the Farah and the 

Fuwar, which then unite and go to form the Kelt.1 

It dries up in summer, as was now the case: but the 

brook in some seasons continues to run much later. 

On the south side of the deep gorge by which it issues 

from the mountains, the road to Jerusalem climbs an 

’Akabah (pass) in order to gain the higher region 

above. Near this road, at some distance within the 

mountains, is seen a deserted tower or castle, called 

Kakon ; which, as well as the gorge, bore W. from 

the point where we stood. So far as it depends upon 

the name, this Wady Kelt may have been the brook 

Cherith, where the prophet Elijah hid himself and 
was fed by ravens.2 

South of the opening of Wady Kelt, the western 

mountains retreat very considerably, forming a recess 

from the plain in the S. W. Then, sweeping around 

1) See pp. 112, 116, above. 
2) 1 Kings xvii. 3-7. The Ar¬ 

abic form Kelt and the HebreAV 
Cherith are indeed not exactly the 
same; though the change from 
Resh to Lam, and that of Kaph 
into Koph, are sometimes found. 
See Gesenius Heb. Lex. under the 
letters There is also an appa¬ 

rent difficulty in the circumstance, 
that the brook Cherith is said to be 
before Jordan; which is 

usually understood as meaning east 
of Jordan. So Eusebius and Je¬ 
rome, Onomast. art. Chorath. But 
the difficulty vanishes, if we trans¬ 
late it towards Jordan; and that 
this may be done, is shown by Gen. 
xviii. 16. xix. 28, where the angels 
and Abraham, in the vicinity of 
Hebron, are said to have “looked 
towards Sodomthe expression 
in Hebrew being the very same as 
here. So too Judg. xvi. 3. 
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as they approach the Dead Sea, they end abruptly in 

the promontory of Ras el-Feshkhah. In this part the 

mountains are lower and less precipitous. Here the 

pass leads over to Mar Saba; and another road also 

goes up to Jerusalem, south of the former one, pass¬ 

ing near the Muslim Wely of Neby Musa, the pretended 

tomb of Moses, which is seen in that direction.1 North 

of Wady Kelt rises the naked and loftier ridge of 

Q,uarantana, with its bold precipitous front, and a 

chapel on its highest point. Still further North the 

mountains retreat again, leaving a semicircular recess ; 

which is separated from the great plain by the line of 

low hills already mentioned, running N. from the base 

of Quarantana.2 

The valley of the Jordan is here seen in its broad¬ 

est part. When on the banks of the river, we had 

estimated the plains of Moab on the eastern side, at 

one hour in breadth to the base of the retreating 

mountain.3 From the river to Riha is about two 

hours ; (we travelled obliquely more than this;) and 

thence to the mountains at the opening of Wady Kelt, 

forty-five minutes.4 Taking in the recess further 

South, the breadth of the valley in this part may be 

estimated at from three and a half to four hours, or 

from ten to twelve English miles ; being half or three 

quarters of an hour broader than the basin of the Dead 

Sea at JAin Jidy. 

1) See also Q,uaresmius II. p. 
736. 

2) The bearings of various 
points from the castle of Jericho 
were as follows: N. E. corner of 
the Dead Sea, about S. 42° E. 
Kusr Hajla S. 39° E. Ras el- 
Feshkhah S. 8° W. Neby Musa 
S. 30° W. Southern Pass to Je¬ 
rusalem S. 63° W. Kak6n W. 
Chapel on Qmarantana N. 48° W. 
Sugar Mills, ruins, N. 40° W. JAin 
es-Sult&n N. 35° W. Aqueduct in 

VOL. II. 

Wady Nawa’imeh N. 5° W. 
Easternmost projection of the low 
hills beyond said aqueduct, N. 3° 
E. Kuril Surtubeh N. 8° E. North- 
easternmost projection of the west¬ 
ern mountains visible beyond Sur¬ 
tubeh, N. 12° E. 

3) See p. 257, above. 
4) The distance from Jerusa¬ 

lem to Rihah is usually reckoned 
at about five hours; and to the 
Jordan seven. 

37 
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This vast plain, as we have seen, is partly desert; 

but is for the most part susceptible of being rendered 

in the highest degree productive, in connection with 

the abundance of water and the heat of the climate. 

Indeed its fertility has been celebrated in every age. 

Josephus, whenever he has occasion to mention Jeri¬ 

cho, rarely fails to break forth into praises of the 

richness and productiveness of its environs. He calls 

it the most fertile tract of Judea ; pronounces it a 

1 divine region ;?1 and in speaking of the fountain, says 

it watered a tract seventy stadia long by twenty broad, 

covered with beautiful gardens and groves of palms of 

various species.2 The Scriptures call Jericho the 

1 City of Palm-treesand Josephus everywhere de¬ 

scribes these graceful trees as here abundant and very 

large, and growing even along the banks of the Jor¬ 

dan.3 The region also produced honey, opobalsam, 

the Cypros-tree or el-Henna, and myrobalanum, as 

well as the common fruits of the earth in prolific abun¬ 

dance.4 The sycamore-tree likewise grew here, as we 

learn from Scripture.5 

Of all these productions, which so distinguished 

the plain of Jericho, and which it had for the most part 

in common with Egypt, few now remain. The groves 

of palms, such as still constitute the pride of Egypt, 

have here disappeared, and only one solitary palm- 

tree lingers in all the plain. At the close of the sev¬ 

enth century these groves were still in existence.6 

Honey, if found at all, is now comparatively rare; the 

Henna has entirely disappeared. The sycamore too 

has retired from Jericho ;7 and the opobalsam, after 

1) To rtjqTovdataq 7Zl6to,tov B. the testimonies of other writers 
J. I. 6. 6. &florxo)(j£ov IV. 8. 3. collected by Reland, Palaest. pp. 

2) B. J. IV. 8. 3. 382-386.—For the Cypros or el- 
3) Deut. xxxiv. 3. Judg. i. 16. Henna, see above p. 211, Note 1. 

Joseph. Antiq. IV. 6. 1. NiV. 4.1. 5) Luke xix. 4. 
XV. 4. 2. B. J. I. 6. 6. IV. 8. 6) Adamnanus II. 13. 
2, 3. 7) Hasselquist Reise, pp. 151. 

4) Joseph. B. J. IV. 8.3. See also 560. This naturalist found it in 
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having been, according to the legend, transferred by 

Cleopatra to the gardens of Heliopolis, where it con¬ 

tinued to flourish for many centuries, is no longer 

known in either country.1 The myrobalanum alone 

appears still to thrive here, being probably identical 

with the tree called by the Arabs Zukkum. 

The Zukkum is a thorny tree, not large, with 

greener and smoother bark than the Nubk, and like 

that tree here growing wild, though much less frequent. 

According to Hasselquist, it is the Elaeagnus angus- 

tifolius of botanists.2 It bears a green nut, having a 

very small kernel and a thick shell, covered with a 

thin flesh outside. These kernels, according to Maun- 

drell, the Arabs bray in a mortar, and then putting 

the pulp into scalding water, skim off the oil which 

rises.3 According to Pococke, they grind the whole 

nut, and press an oil out of it, as they do out of olives, 

and call it a balsam.4 This is the modern balsam or 

oil of J ericho, highly prized by the Arabs and pilgrims 

as a remedy for wounds and bruises.5 When fresh, 

it is said to resemble, in taste and colour, the oil of 

other parts of Palestine nearer the 
sea, as at Ramleh; pp. 151, 553. 
It is now common in Egypt; many 
of the trees in the fine avenue be¬ 
tween Cairo and Shubra are syca¬ 
mores. 

1) Josephus relates, that Ara¬ 
bia and Judea were bestowed by 
Antony on Cleopatra, from whom 
Herod farmed Arabia and the plain 
of Jericho ; Antiq. XV. 4. 1, 2. 
The legend relates, that she caused 
slips of the balsam-shrub to be car¬ 
ried to Egypt and planted at He¬ 
liopolis, wdiere a garden of it is 
described by the older travellers. 
See Adrichomius p. 47. Brocar- 
dus c. XIII. p. 192. Breydenbach 
in P^eissb. p. 195. Belon Observa¬ 
tions, Par. 1583. p. 246; also in 
Paulus’ SammlunglV. p. 188. In 
the days of Gluaresmius it had al¬ 
ready disappeared, II. p. 951. Has¬ 

selquist and Forskal also do not 
mention it. 

2) Reise pp. 555, 559. Oed- 
mann’s Sammlungen III. c. 16. 

3) Maundrell, March 30th. 
4) Vol. II. p. 32. Comp. Hassel¬ 

quist p. 559. Mariti combines both 
processes. He saw the Arab wo¬ 
men bruise and break the nuts with 
stones, and then press out the oil 
with the hands. Afterwards the 
mass was bruised anew, and 
thrown into warm water, from 
which the oil was then skimmed 
off; Viaggi, etc. Germ. pp. 414, 
415. 

5) The pilgrims call it “ Zac- 
cheus’ oilbecause, according to 
the monks, this was the tree climb ¬ 
ed by Zaccheus; although the 
Scripture says the latter was a 
sycamore. Luke xix. 4. See Has¬ 
selquist pp. 151, 559. 
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sweet almonds. All this accords well with Pliny’s 

description of the myrobalanum, which bore a green 

nut; an unguent was prepared from the bark, and a 

medicinal oil extracted from the bruised nuts by the 

aid of warm water.1 

Of other trees forming the natural growth of this 

region, the Egyptian Nubk or Sidr, as wTe have seen, 

is the most abundant; it is here universally called the 

Dom.2 The Ricinus and Agnus castus have likewise 

already been mentioned. Among the plants, the night¬ 

shade or mad-apple grows here in profusion.3 The 

rose of Jericho, so called, we did not find ; but in this 

w7e only trod in the footsteps of Maundrell, Pococke, 

Hasselquist, and others.4 The little shrub to which 

the name is given, a species of Thlaspi, has no resem¬ 

blance to a rose, and according to Belon, does not even 

grow near Jericho; indeed he regards the name as 

merely got up by the monks, in order to have some¬ 

thing to correspond with the mention of roses at 

Jericho by the Son of Sirach.5 

The feeble and indolent inhabitants of Jericho give 

themselves little trouble in respect to their agriculture. 

The fig-trees grow large and require little care; and 

their fine fields of grain, as we have seen, are sown 

and harvested by strangers. A few patches of tobacco 

and cucumbers seemed to be the amount of their own 

tillage. We saw no fields of maize or millet (Durah 

1) “Myrobalanum . . . nascens 
unguento.—Fructus magnitudine 
Avellanae nucis. Unguentarii au- 
tem tantum corticem premunt; 
medici nucleos, tundentes affusa 
eis paulatim calida aquaPlin. 
H. N. XII. 21. § 46. See Rosen- 
miiller’s Bibl. Alterthumsk. IV. i. 
p. 168, seq. 

2) Rhamnus nabeca; see p. 
210, Note 3. 

3) Solanum melongena; see 
above pp. 211, 238. 

4) Maundrell, March 30th, end. 
Pococke II. p. 32. fol. Mariti, Germ, 
p. 410. Hasselquist makes no al¬ 
lusion to it. 

5) Sirac. xxiv. 14. “Une pe¬ 
tite herbette que quelques moines 
trompeurs ont appellee Rose de 
JerichoBelon Observat. Par. 
1588. p. 320. Paulus’ Sammlung 
I. p. 265. II. p. 268. See also Ro- 
senmiiller’s Bibl. Alterthumsk. IV. 
i. p. 144. 
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esh-Shamy, Durah es-Seify) then growing.1 As we 

crossed a tract from which a crop of maize had been 

taken the preceding year, we observed new shoots 

sprouting from the roots of the old stalks. On inquiry, 

we were assured, that maize is here a biennial plant, 

yielding a crop for two successive years from the same 

roots. Cotton is sometimes planted, and flourishes 

well; but there was none at present. We saw patch¬ 

es where indigo had been raised a year or two before; 

it was said to live for seven or eight years.' Edrisi 

mentions the culture of it here in the twelfth century.2 

Another plant which formerly was cultivated in 

abundance in the plains of Jericho, has also disappear¬ 

ed ; I mean the sugar-cane. The historians of the 

crusades inform us, that the earliest crusaders found 

large tracts of these canes, growing on the coast of 

the Mediterranean around Tripolis and as far south 

as Tyre; yielding a substance called Zuccara or Zucra 

(sugar) then unknown in western Europe ; and on 

whose juice the warriors often refreshed themselves 

under their many sufferings and privations.3 Accord¬ 

ing to Jacob de Vitry the canes were also cultivated 

very extensively on the plains of the Jordan around 

Jericho; where the many hermits of that region partly 

lived upon them, regarding the juice as the wild honey 

of their predecessor John the Baptist.4 

1) Zea mais, Holcus durra, 
Forskal Flor. Aegypt. pp. lxxv, 
174. Lane’s Mod. Egyptians II. 
p. 26. 

2) Edrisi par Jaubert, I. p. 339. 
3) See in Gesta Dei per Fran¬ 

cos : Albert. Aq. V. 37. p. 270. 
Fulch. Carnot, p. 401. Anonym, 
p. 595.—William of Tyre speaks 
of the sugar-cane as growing abun¬ 
dantly around RAs el-’Ain near the 
city of Tyre ; Hist. XIII. 3. p. 835. 

4) Speaking of the Jordan, Ja¬ 
cob de Vitry says, c. 53, p. 1076: 

“ Campi autem adjacentes ex cala- 
mellorum condensa multitudine 
stillantes dulcedinem, zuccarae pro- 
creant abundantiam.” Ibid. p. 1075: 
u Mellis autem ex calamellis maxi- 
mam in partibus illis vidimus abun¬ 
dantiam. Sunt autem calamelli 
calami pleni melle, id est, succo 
dulcissimo, ex quo quasi in torcu- 
laji compresso, et ad ignem con- 
densato prius quasi mel, posthaec 
quasi zuccara. efficitur.” See gen¬ 
erally Ritter’s Essay “Ueber die 
geographische Verbreitung des 
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From all these circumstances it would appear, 

that in the centuries before the crusades, the Saracens 

had introduced the culture and preparation of sugar 

into Syria and Palestine with success, and upon a 

large scale. To that age and object are probably to 

be referred the many large aqueducts around Jericho, 

all of Saracenic construction,1 intended to spread an 

abundance of water over every part of the plain; as 

also the sugar-mills already mentioned, situated upon 

the acclivity west of ’Ain es-Sultan. At least all 

writers and travellers subsequent to the times of the 

crusades, are silent as to the existence of the sugar¬ 

cane in this region in their day; and other circum¬ 

stances which they relate, are at variance with the 

supposition of its further general culture, and the later 

construction of the aqueducts. That is to say, there 

seems to be no later period, when irrigation and cul¬ 

tivation were in like manner and to such an extent, 

spread out over the plain.2 

In that age indeed the plain of Jericho would seem 

to have recovered in part its ancient renown, and to 

have been considered as the garden of Palestine. 

When the crusaders took possession of the country, 

this region was assigned to the church of the Holy 

Sepulchre as a portion of its possessions ; and it is one 

of the reproaches brought against Arnulphus, the third 

Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem, that he gave away this 

district from the endowment of the church, as a por¬ 

tion to his niece on her marriage with Eustache Gre¬ 

nier in A. D. 1111. At that time, the annual revenue 

Zuckerrohrs,” in the Transactions 
of the Berlin Academy, Hist. Phil. 
Class, 1839. 

1) Buckingham, who saw the 
northern aqueduct at the mouth of 
Wady Nawa’imeh from a distance, 
says it is of Roman architecture. 

This is possible; but the probabil¬ 
ity is against it. Travels in Pal. 
p. 310. 

2) Sugar-cane is still cultivated 
around Beirut, and at other places 
along the coast;'but no sugar is 
manufactured from it. 
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arising from this district is said to have been five 

thousand pieces of gold a proof at least of its lavish 

fertility. It seems soon to have reverted into the 

power of the church or of the government; for in A. 

D. 1138 we find Jericho with its rich fields assigned to 

the convent of nuns erected by queen Melisinda at 
Bethany.1 2 

To the same period of renovated cultivation I am 

inclined to refer the origin of the present castle; 

which may not improbably have been erected for the 

protection of the fields and gardens that covered the 

plain, and was therefore placed in their midst at a 

distance from the fountain and the former site of 

Jericho. It is first mentioned by Willebrand of Ol- 

denborg, A. D. 1211; it was already in a ruinous state 

and inhabited by Saracens.3 A village would natu¬ 

rally spring up around it; and such an one is men¬ 

tioned by Brocardus near the close of the same century, 

which lie regarded as the remains of ancient Jericho, 

consisting only of eight houses and scarcely deserv¬ 

ing the name of a village.4 Subsequent travellers 

continue to speak of it only as a small Arab village ; 

in Pococke’s day there were here only two or three 

houses.5 In the fifteenth century apparently, the 

square tower or castle began to pass among the monks 

and pilgrims as the house of Zaccheus, an honour 

which it retains among them to the present day.6 

1) Will. Tyr. XI. 15, “cujus 
liodie redditus annualis quinque 
millium dicitur esse aureorum.” 
Probably the gold Byzant is here 
intended, equal to about five Span¬ 
ish dollars ; see above, p. 48. 

2) Will. Tyr. XV. 26. See 
above p. 102. duaresmius says, 
there was a suffragan bishop here; 
but the authorities he quotes do not 
bear him out; II. p. 755. 

3) Willebr. ab. Oldenb. in L. 

Allatii Symmikta p. 151. Col. Agr. 
1653, “ Venimus Hiericho, quod est 
castellum parvum, destructos ha- 
bens nuiros, a Saraeenis inhabita- 
tiim ^ 

4) Chap. VII. p. 178. 
5) Rud. de Suchern in Reissb. 

p. 848. Cotovicus p. 311. dua¬ 
resmius II. p. 755. Maundrell 
March 29. Pococke II. p. 31. 

6) First mentioned as such ap¬ 
parently by Tucher 1479, and F. 
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The house of Rahab, which they also found, seems to 

have been nearer the fountain ; and has since disap¬ 

peared ; unless indeed it be the foundations and broken 

arches which are still seen in that vicinity.1 

Having now nothing further to detain us at the 

castle and village, and not having yet satisfied our¬ 

selves as to the site of ancient Jericho, we determined 

to make a further search along the base of the moun¬ 

tains near the opening of Wady Kelt. Leaving there¬ 

fore the castle at 5h 50' we proceeded along the Wady, 

and passed the cemetery of the village on the north 

bank. The graves are built over in the Muhammedan 

fashion with hewn stones taken from former structures. 

Crossing the Wady and still following it up, we came 

in fifteen minutes from the castle to the first aqueduct, 

carrying a fine full stream of water from ’Ain es-Sul- 

tan across to the southern plain. Ten minutes more 

brought us to the second aqueduct, now in ruins; but 

which once conveyed in like manner a stream, appar¬ 

ently from the fountain of Diik, to a higher portion of 

the plain. Both these aqueducts are well and solidly 

built of hewn stones with pointed arches. The Wady 

itself, both here and below, was full of the Nubk or 

Do in: 

We now turned somewhat more to the left, and 

crossing tiie Jerusalem track, came at 6h 25; to an im¬ 

mense open shallow reservoir, situated near the base 

of the western mountain, thirty-five minutes from the 

castle. It measured 657 feet from E. to W. by 490 

feet from N. to S. The direction of the eastern or 

lower wall is S. 10° W. about six feet high and nine 

feet thick; all the walls being built of small stones 

cemented. This reservoir was probably intended to 

Fabri 1483, Reissb. pp. 670, 268. Maundeville, in the 14th century, 
Q,uaresm. II. p. 752.—R. de Su- make no allusion to Zaccheus. 
chem, W. de Baldensel, and Sir J. 1) See above p. 284. 
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be filled from the waters of Wady Kelt, in order to 

irrigate this part of the plain in summer; and it may 

perhaps have been connected with the aqueduct men¬ 

tioned by travellers, half an hour up that valley on the 

Jerusalem road.1 On the East at a short distance are 

foundations, apparently of a large square building or 

block of buildings; and on the West also are scattered 

substructions, extending for ten minutes up the gentle 

slope. At this point are the remains of several build¬ 

ings apparently not very ancient; there is among them 

no trace of columns, nor hardly of hewn stones. In¬ 

deed, in all the foundations in this vicinity, the stones 

are unhewn and mostly small. 

All these remains lie at the foot of the mountain, 

just south of the Jerusalem road; and I do not find 

that the reservoir has ever been noticed by former 

travellers.—We now proceeded northwards, and found 

similar substructions extending all the way to Wady 

Kelt (about ten minutes), and also for some distance 

on its northern side. Near the southern bank of this 

Wady is a hill or mound, like a sepulchral tumulus, 

which one might suppose to be artificial, were there 

not so many similar ones scattered over the plain be¬ 

low. On its top are traces of former walls; and a 

wall seems to have run from it to the Wady. Direct¬ 

ly on the bank of the latter are a few remains of 

some ancient building, faced over with small stones 

about four inches square, cemented together diagonal¬ 

ly, forming a sort of Mosaic. Among the scattered 

foundations north of the Wady, we noticed the frag¬ 

ment of a column; the only trace of an architectural 

ornament we anywhere saw.—This site is not quite 

five hours from Jerusalem.2 

1) Monro I. p. 134. Bucking- ’Ain es-Sult&n N. 15° E. K&k6n 
ham p. 293.—From the reservoir N. 75° W. 
the castle at Riha bore N. 73° E. 2) Comp. Maundrell, March 29. 

Vol. XI QQ 
OO 
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About fifteen minutes from Wady Kelt, or half¬ 

way towards Win es-Sultan, is another larger tumu¬ 

lus-like hill; the southern side of which at the top is 

excavated, either artificially or from natural causes, 

somewhat in the form of an amphitheatre. If arti¬ 

ficial, one might be disposed to regard it as a theatre 

of Herod; hut as there are others like it in the vicin¬ 

ity, the appearance is more probably natural. Here 

begin again the traces of similar foundations, appa¬ 

rently connected with those mentioned yesterday 

around Win es-Sultan. We came to the fountain in 

half an hour from Wady Kelt, or in about forty minutes 

from the reservoir further South. All the foundations 

here described are of unhewn stones, often small 

and straggling.1 

After all our search, we were disappointed in find¬ 

ing so few traces of work in hewn stones ; nothing 

indeed, which of itself could at once be referred to 

any large or important building; in short, nothing 

which looks like the ruins of a city of twenty stadia 

in circumference,2 with a large hippodrome and pal¬ 

aces. It is true, that the greater part of the materials 

of these structures may have been swallowed up in 

the later convents, the many aqueducts, and the 

renovations of the modern village; yet nevertheless, 

one would naturally expect to find some traces of the 

solidity and splendour of the ancient city. It seems 

not improbable, that with the exception of the royal 

edifices, the houses of ancient Jericho were small, and 

built of loose unhewn stones or other perishable mate¬ 

rials. 

According to the Bourdeaux pilgrim, A. D. 333, the 

Jericho of that day was at the descent of the moun- 

1) These remains and hillocks 2) Epiphanius adv. Haer. lib. 
are mentioned by Buckingham, II: p. 702. 
but greatly exaggerated; p. 295. 
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tains, one and a half Roman miles distant from the 

fountain ; while he places the more ancient city at the 

fountain itself.1 I am inclined to adopt this sugges¬ 

tion ; and to regard the remains around the opening 

of the Wady Kelt, half an hour S. of Win es-Sultan, 

as marking the site of the Jericho of Herod and the 

New Testament; while those around the fountain 

may have belonged to single edifices scattered among 

the gardens, and to the wails by which the latter 

were enclosed. The earliest city of all would natu¬ 

rally have been adjacent to the fountain ; and the site 

of the later Jericho may have been changed in order 

to evade the curse.2 But any distinct traces of the 

former city are now hardly to be looked for.—The 

site, both at the fountain and at the opening of Wady 

Kelt, accords entirely with the account of Josephus, 

that Jericho was sixty stadia distant from the Jordan.3 

Jericho is often mentioned; but its varying fortunes 

are not very definitely described. It was early rebuilt, 

notwithstanding the curse; and became a school of 

the prophets,4 After the exile its inhabitants returned; 

and it was later fortified by the Syrian Bacchides.5 

Pompey marched from Scythopolis along tiie Ghor to 

Jericho, and thence to Jerusalem; and Strabo speaks 

of the castles Thrax and Taurus, in or near Jericho, 

as having been destroyed by him.6 Herod the Great 

in the beginning of his career captured and sacked 

Jericho ; but afterwards adorned and strengthened it, 

after he had redeemed its revenues from Cleopatra.7 

1) Itin. Hieros. ed. Wesseling 4) Judg. iii. 13. 1 Kings xvi. 34. 
pp. 596, 597, “A civitate passus 2 K. ii. 4, 5. 
rriille quingentos est Tons Helisei 5) Ezra ii. 34. Neh. iii. 2. 
prophetae.—Ibi fuit civitas Hieri- 1 Macc. ix. 50. 
cho cuius muros gyraverunt'filii Is- 6) Joseph. Ant. XIV. 4.1. Stra- 
rael”, etc. ^ bo XVI. 2.40. 

2) Josh. vi. 26. 7) Jos. Ant. XV. 4. 1, 2. See 
3) Joseph. Ant. V. 1. 4. See above, p. 291, Note 1. 

above, pp. 287, 289. 
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He appears to have not unfrequently resided here. 

He built over the city the fortress Cypros; and be¬ 

tween the castle and the former palace, erected other 

palaces and called them by the name of his friends.1 

There was also here a hippodrome or circus.2 The 

cruel tyrant at length closed his career and life at 

Jericho. It was here, that, the ‘ ruling passion being 

still strong in death,’ he summoned around him the 

nobles of the land in great numbers, and having shut 

them up within the hippodrome, gave a strict charge 

to his sister Salome to cause them to be put to death 

the moment he expired; in order, as he said, that his 

own decease might be commemorated throughout the 

land by an appropriate mourning. A worthy consum¬ 

mation of an atrocious life! This charge, however, 

his sister was wise enough to leave unfulfilled.3 The 

palace at Jericho was afterwards rebuilt with greater 

splendour by Archelaus.4 

It was this Jericho which our Lord visited, lodging 

with Zaccheus and healing the blind man.5 The city 

became the head of one of the toparchies ; and was 

visited by Vespasian just before he left the country, 

who stationed here the tenth legion in garrison.6 No 

further mention of Jericho occurs until the time of Eu¬ 

sebius and Jerome in the fourth century; who relate, 

that it was destroyed during the siege of Jerusalem by 

Titus, on account of the perfidy of the inhabitants, and 

had been again rebuilt.7 From A. D. 325 onwards 

1) Joseph. Ant. XVI. 5. 2. B. 
T I 91 4 Q 

2) Jos! Ant. XVII. 6. 5. B. J. 
I. 33. 6. 

3) Jos. Ant. XVII. 6. 5. ib. 7. 
1, 2. B. J. I. 33. 6-8. 

4) Jos. Ant. XVII. 13. 1. 
5) Luke xviii. 35, seq. xix. 1-7. 

Matt. xx. 29, seq. Mark x. 46, seq. 
6) Joseph. B. J. III. 3. 5. IV. 8. 

1. V. 2. 3. 

7) Onomast. art. Jericho. As 
however Josephus, the cotempo¬ 
rary, is entirely silent as to any 
such destruction, the fact must be 
regarded as doubtful. Still more 
so the modern assertion, that it 
was rebuilt, by Adrian; of which 
there seems to be no trace in his¬ 
tory. Quaresmius II. p. 755. Rau- 
mer’s Pal. p. 205. 
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five bishops of Jericho are mentioned; the last of 
whom, Gregorius, appears among the signers at the 
synod of Jerusalem in A. D. 536.1 About the same 
time, according to Procopius, the emperor Justinian 
erected here a Xenodochium apparently for pilgrims; 
and also a church consecrated to the Virgin. The 
monastery of St. John near the Jordan was likewise 
already in existence.2 3 This Xenodochium is again 
mentioned by Antoninus Martyr, before the Muham- 
medan conquests/* 

At the close of the seventh century, Adamnanus 
already describes the site of Jericho as wholly desert¬ 
ed of human habitations, (except the house of Rahab,) 
and covered with corn and vines. Between it and 
the Jordan the palm-groves still existed; among which 
were interspersed fields and the dwellings of Canaan- 
ites, probably the nomadic inhabitants of the Ghor.4 
Of this destruction there is no historical account; as 
there is none of that of Petra. It is probably to be 
ascribed to the ravages of the Muhammedan conquer¬ 
ors. In the next century St. Willibald speaks only of 
the fountain; though near the close of the century, 
there appears to have been a church in the vicinity, 
perhaps that of Galgala already mentioned.5 In A. 
D. 870, Bernard relates that there were already 
monasteries in the vicinity.6—The renovation of the 
culture of the plain, and the introduction of the sugar¬ 
cane, which took place apparently about or not long 

1) Labb. Coll. Concil. Tom. V. 
p. 283. Le Quien Oriens Chr. III. 
p. 654 seq. See above p. 28. 

2) Procop. de Aedific. Justiniani, 
V. 9. 

3) Itinerar. 13. 
4) “ Locus vero totius urbis ab 

humana desertus habitatione, nul- 
lam domum habens commorationis, 
segetes et vineta recepit,” etc. 
Adamnan. de Loc. Sanct. II. 13. 

5) See above, p. 272, Note 2. 
Basil, bishop of Tiberias about the 
close of the eighth or beginning of 
the ninth century, is said to have 
previously administered the con¬ 
cerns of the church of Jericho ; 
Leont. Vit. St. Steph. Sabaitae55, 
in Acta Sanctor. Jul. Tom. III. p. 
554. Le Q,uien 1. c. p. 656. 

6) Bern. Sap. de Loc. Sanct. 
16. p. 525. ed. Mabillon. 
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after this time, have already been sufficiently alluded 

to; as also the probable origin and history of the 

castle and the modern village.1 

On arriving at the fountain ’Ain es-Sultan, we found 

our servants and the rest of the party waiting; they 

having come thither directly from the castle. All was 

bright and sparkling around, under the refreshing in¬ 

fluence of the limpid waters ; and the numerous birds 

in the groves below had not yet finished their morning 

song. The old Sheikh Miistafa here joined us again, 

and afterwards accompanied us for some distance. 

We were glad of his presence, as being perfectly ac¬ 

quainted with all the region round about.2 

Leaving the fountain at ten minutes past 8 o’clock, 

we came in ten minutes to the sugar-mills, on the de¬ 

clivity of the low ridge which runs north from Q,uar- 

antana. They appear to have been once quite exten¬ 

sive and solidly built, though now long deserted. The 

race or aqueduct which brought the water to them 

from above, still remains. Five minutes more brought 

us to the top of the ridge, where we halted for a short 

time. The water from the fountain of Duk in the N. 

N. W. after being conducted along the base of the 

high mountain in an artificial channel, is here carried 

through the low ridge by a somewhat deep cut, and 

distributed by aqueducts to the plain below as already 

described, after having supplied several mills now in 

ruins.3 

We were now at the foot of the mountain Q,uar- 

antana; so called, as the supposed place of our Saviour’s 

forty days’ temptation. The Arabs have adopted the 

1) See pp. 293-295, above. wa’imeh N. 37° E. Mouth of Wady 
2) From the mound over the Sha’ib N. 85° E. 

fountain, we took the following 3) Brocardus mentions mills 
bearings: Castle at Riha S. 35° E. here in his day, probably driven by 
Kakbn S. 42° W. Sugar-Mills N. the same waters; c. VII. p. 178. 
60° W. Aqueduct in Wady Na- 
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name under the form of Jebel Kuruntul. The moun¬ 

tain rises precipitously, an almost perpendicular wall 

of rock, twelve or fifteen hundred feet above the plain, 

crowned with a chapel on its highest point. The 

eastern front is full of grots and caverns, where her¬ 

mits are said once to have dwelt in great numbers. 

At the present day, some three or four Abyssinians 

are said to come hither annually and pass the time of 

Lent upon the mountain, living only upon herbs. There 

is nothing else remarkable about this naked cliff, to 

distinguish it from the other similar ones along the Glior 

and the Dead Sea further South.—The tradition which 

regards the mountain as the place of our Lord’s temp¬ 

tation, as well as the name Qjiarantana, appear not to 

be older than the age of the crusades.1 

North of Q,uarantana the mountains again retreat, 

sweeping round in the arc of a circle. They thus 

leave here a broad recess of higher table-land, behind 

the line of low hills which runs out N. N. E. from the 

foot of duarantana, and extends nearly across to the 

mountains further North. The southern part of this 

higher recess is broken land, as far as to the fountain 

of Duk and Wady Nawa’imeh, which passes down 

through it; but further North it forms a fine plain or 

basin, watered by another fountain in its northern part, 

which gives verdure and beauty to the whole tract. 

Here too in the northern part of the recess, near the 

said fountain, is a conical hill crowned by the ruins of 

a town, which like the fountain, now bears the name 

1) The first mention of this 
mountain as the place of tempta¬ 
tion, seems to be by Saewulf about 
A. D. 1103; Percgrinat. p. 268. 
The name Gluarantana I first find 
in William of Oldenborg in 1211; 
he writes it Gluarennia; Itin. sub 
fine. Then in Brocardus c. VII. p. 
178.—Jacob de Vitry speaks of 

many hermits attracted to this re¬ 
gion as the scene of John the Bap¬ 
tist’s preaching; but says nothing 
of our Lord’s temptation: u Q,uam 
plures vero, in solitudinibus Jorda- 
nis, ubi beatus Joannes Baptista 
fugiens hominum turmas—ut vi- 
verent Deo, quietis sibi sepulchrum 
elegerunt;” c. 53. p. 1075. 
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of el-’Aujeh. This basin seemed to open out directly 

upon the plain of the Jordan ; the line of hills not ex¬ 

tending entirely across its front.—From the point 

where we now stood, we could overlook the whole of 

this inner tract between the mountains of the line of 

hills.1 

We here also had our last and perhaps most splen¬ 

did view of the plain of Jericho. It is certainly one 

of the richest in the world ; enjoying all the rains like 

the hill-country, and susceptible besides of unlimited 

irrigation from copious fountains, as the numerous 

aqueducts testify. Here we could see still another 

aqueduct far to the left in the lower plain, which 

seemed once to have received the waters of the foun¬ 

tain el-’Aujeh. Indeed water is everywhere abundant; 

the climate propitious ; the nature of the soil fertility 

itself; nothing in short is wanting but the hand of 

man to till the ground. But the present race of Jeri¬ 

cho are only the personification of indolence, misery, 

and filth. 

The principal Wadys and fountains flowing into 

the Ghor on both sides, from the Dead Sea northwards 

as far as to Beisan, so far as we could learn from Sheikh 

Mustafa and other Arabs, are the following, beginning 

from the South. On the West Side : Wady Kelt; 

’Ain es-Sultan; ’Ain Diik; Wady Nawa’imeh, coming 

from Deir Diwan ; Wady el-Abyad, Wady and Foun¬ 

tain el-’Aujeh, and ’Ain el-Fusail, all three in the 

northern part of the recess, and the Wadys small; 

Wady el-Ahmar towards Kurn Surtubeh ; Wady el- 

Fari’a north of the Surtubeh with a stream of water ; 

Wady el- Malih.2—Un the East side ; ’Ain es-Suwei- 

1) From this ridge, Jebel es- KAkon IS. 27° W. el-’Aujeh, ruin, 
Salt bore N. 57° E. Kusr el-Ye- N. 15° W. 
hud S. 64° E. Northeast corner 2) The Wadys F&ri’a and M&- 
of Dead Sea S. E. Castle of Riha lih are mentioned by Berggren, 
S. 40° E. Neby Musa S. 15° W. who saw them higher up in the 
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meh; Wady lies])an ; Wady Sha’ib; Wady Zurka 

with a stream ; Glior el-Wahadineh. 

In the Glior, between Jericho and Beisan, the only 

ruins we could hear of on the West side, were es-Siim- 

rah and el-’Aujeh. The former would seem to he in 

the plain north of Wady Nawa’imeh.1 On the East 

side, beginning from the sea, we heard of ruins at er-Ra- 

meh, in or near Wady ITesban; el-Keferein f Nimrin in 

Wady Sha’ib ; Amatah; and the inhabited village el- 

Arba’in nearly opposite Beisan.3 

Josephus informs us, that Herod not only erected 

castles and palaces in and around Jericho, but built 

also a city called Phasaelus in the Aulon or Glior 

North of Jericho ; by which means a tract formerly 

desert was rendered fertile and productive.4 This may 

not improbably have been situated at or near el-’Aujeh 

above mentioned. The name seems still to have ex¬ 

isted in the middle ages. At least Brocardus speaks 

of a village Phasellum a league north of Duk, corres¬ 

ponding to the position of el-’Aujeh ; and this name is 

still to be recognised in ’Ain el-Fusail.5 Archelaus, 

the son of Herod, built also a village in the plain, 

named from himself Archelais.6 This is placed in 

the Peutinger Tables at twelve Roman miles north of 

Jericho towards Beisan; and stood probably in or near 

the opening of one of the Wadys above mentioned. 

During the whole time we were on the coast of 

western mountains; the former has 
a mill-stream, the latter a brackish 
fountain. Reisen, etc. II. p. 267. 

1) In the plain about ten min¬ 
utes N. of this Wady, Monro saw 
“a mound with hewn (?) stones 
scattered about.” Summer Ram¬ 
ble I. p. 162. 

2) Rameh and el-Keferein are 
also mentioned by Burckhardt; p. 
391. 

3) For el-Arba’in and Amatah, 
see Burckhardt pp. 345, 346. For 

Vol. II. 39 

Amatah (Amathus) see also Re¬ 
land Palaest. p. 559. Comp, the 
similar lists given by Burckhardt 
of Wadys and places in the Gh6r ; 
p. 344. 

4) Joseph. Ant. XVI. 5. 2. 
XVII. 11.5. XVIII. 2. 2. B. J. I. 
21. 9. Reland Palaest. p. 953. 

5) Brocardus c. VII. p. 178. 
6) Jos. Ant. XVII. 13.1. XVIII. 

2.2. Reland Palaest. p. 576; comp, 
p. 421, Plate. 
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the Dead Sea, on the Jordan, and in or near the plains of 

Jericho, we were much interested in looking out among 

the eastern mountains for Mount Nebo, so celebrated 

in the history of the great Hebrew legislator, where 

he was permitted to behold with his eyes the land of 

promise, and then yielded up the ghost.1 But our 

search was in vain ; for although we passed in such a 

direction as to see the mountains over against Jericho 

from every quarter, yet there seems to be none stand¬ 

ing so out from the rest, or so marked, as to be recog¬ 

nised as the Nebo of the Scriptures. There is no 

peak or point perceptibly higher than the rest; but 

all is apparently one level line of summit without 

peaks or gaps. The highest point in all the eastern 

mountains, is Jebel el-Jil’ad or es-Salt, near the city of 

that name, rising about three thousand feet above the 

Ghor ;2 but this is much too far North to be Mount 

Nebo, to which Moses ascended from the plains of 

Moab overagainst Jericho. Possibly on travelling 

into these mountains, some isolated point or summit 

might be found answering to the position and cha¬ 

racter of Nebo. Indeed, Seetzen, Burckhardt, and 

also Irby and Mangles, have all found Mount Nebo in 

Jebel ’Attarus, a high mountain south of the Zurka 

Ma’in.3 This, however, as the latter travellers re¬ 

mark, is “ fiir from opposite Jerichoand would be 

almost as distant, and as little convenient to the plains 

of Moab, as is Jebel es-Salt. It may perhaps be suffi¬ 

cient to assume, that Moses merely went up from these 

plains to some high part of the adjacent mountains; 

from which he would everywhere have an extensive 

view over the Jordan-valley and the mountainous 

1) Dent, xxxii. 48, seq. xxxiv. 3) Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. 
1, seq. Corr. XVIII. p. 431. Burckhardt, 

2) See more on this mountain p. 370. Irby and Mangles’ Tra- 
above, p. 243, Note 2. vels, p. 464. 
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tract of Judah and Ephraim towards the western sea. 

The Mediterranean itself could never well be visible 

from any point east of the Jordan.1 

Our former inquiries respecting the site of Ai in 

the vicinity of Deir Diwan, had been so unsatisfac¬ 

tory, that we had now determined to take the route 

from Jericho to the latter place and so to Bethel, in 

order further to investigate this and other points, and 

to trace the ancient road between these cities, so often 

travelled by kings and prophets of old.2 Three roads 

now lead from Jericho to Deir Diwan. The first and 

shortest passes up the face of the cliffs between Q,ua- 

rantana and Wady Kelt, and then follow’s a direct 

course over a tract of high shelving table-land. Ano¬ 

ther goes to Diik, and crossing the Nawa’imeh, ascends 

the mountain on the North leading strictly to Taiyi- 

beh ; but near Rummon a branch goes off and re¬ 

crosses the valley to Deir Diwan. The third leaves 

the preceding road just beyond Duk, and climbing the 

mountain on the south side of the Nawa’imeh, falls 

into the first road some distance higher up. Of these 

routes the first is the most direct, easiest, and without 

doubt the ancient road ; but we chose to take the third 

in order to visit the fountain of Diik and obtain a more 

extensive knowledge of the country. 

Leaving the height above the sugar-mills at 8h 40', 

we passed along the water-course near the base of 

Quarantana into the recess. We came in a few min¬ 

utes to the encampment of Sheikh Mustafa, who had 

accompanied us from the fountain. It consisted of 

thirty or forty mean tents arranged in a square, most 

of them open, the sides being thrown up. These people 

1) In our list of the Belka is of Jebel ’Attctrus. See at the 
found the name Neba, which may end of Vol. Ill, Second Appendix, 
not improbably represent the an- B. Part II. No. XII. 3. 
cient Nebo. It occurs next to McV 2) 1 Sam. xiii. 15. 2 Kings ii. 3, 
deba, apparently some distance N. 4, 23. 
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are much darker than the Arabs in general; and 

seem to constitute a sort of gypsies among them. Here 

a large bowl of lebben (soured milk) was already pre¬ 

pared for our breakfast; but as we were neither hun¬ 

gry nor thirsty, we left it to our attendants, by whom 

it was greedily devoured. We ourselves passed on. 

This old Sheikh and his tribe, as already men¬ 

tioned, are a sort of Berwishes or sacred characters, 

respected by the Arabs and peasants, and on this 

account the safest guides for travellers. His full name 

was Mustafa Abu Yamin, and his encampment are 

called the Arabs of Abu Yamin. Those of another 

encampment are in like manner called from their Sheikh 

the Arabs of Abu Nuseir. These two encampments 

together make out the tribe Ehteim. 

Besides the Ehteim, who have gardens at Jericho 

near the fountain, the following tribes of Arabs also 

descend more or less into the Ghor, beginning from 

the South. On the West side: the Ka’abineh, the 

Rashaideh, the Ta’amirah, the Mas’udy, the ’Abbad, 

the Amir, the ’Abbadin, and the Mushalikhah. On 

the East side : the ’Adwan, Ibn Ghuniim, Beni Hasan, 

the Baharat, the ’Ajarimeh, Beni Sukhr, and Beni 
Hamideh. 

The hospitable old man sent one of his men to 

guide us over the broken ground to the fountain of Duk. 

At 9 o’clock we came upon Wady Nawa’imeh, which, 

after issuing from the mountains just above Duk, runs 

here in a southeasterly course, and breaking through 

the line of lower hills, pursues the same direction to 

the Jordan. It is the continuation of the Wady el- 

Miityah between Deir Diwan and Rummon. Water 

was here flowing in it. We followed it up ; and at 9^ 

o’clock came to the large and beautiful fountain or 

rather fountains of Dfdi, on the southwestern brink of 

the same Wady. Here are two very copious sources, 
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besides other smaller ones, all of fine limpid water, 

like that of ’Ain es-Sultan. The waters naturally all 

flow down the Wady Nawa’imeh ; but those of the 

highest and largest fountain, which .springs up at the 

foot of a large Dom-tree, are carried off by the artifi¬ 

cial channel along the base of the mountain, for nearly 

an hour, to the vicinity of the sugar-mills, and thence 

distributed to the plain. This stream at first is six 

or eight feet wide and a foot and a half deep. The 

remaining waters still follow their natural course 

down the valley; where they were formerly taken up 

by the aqueduct at its entrance upon the plain.1 

Above the fountain are traces of ancient substruc¬ 

tions, though not very distinct. Here or in the vicinity 

of this fountain of Duk, we are doubtless to look for 

the site of the ancient castle of Doch near Jericho, in 

which Simon Maccabaeus was treacherously murdered 

by his son-in-law Ptolemy.2 

Leaving ’Ain Duk at 9h 35', we passed still along 

the base of the mountain, overlooking on our right the 

higher plain or basin within the recess, and having 

in view the hill and ruin el-’Aujeh, and the three 

smaller Wadys, which descend from the mountains in 

that part as above described. The plain was covered 

with verdure, fed by the waters of the fountain of 

’Aujeh. In fifteen minutes we came to the opening of 

Wady Nawa’imeh, as it issues a deep ravine from the 

cliffs ; and immediately began to climb the angle of 

the mountain on its southern side. The Taiyibeh- 

road crosses the Wady and goes up the mountain fur- 

1) From Duk, el-’Aujeh bore 
N. 13° W. Kurn Surtubeh, N. 
11° E. Jebel es-Salt N. 60° E. 

2) Join, 1 Macc. xvi. 14,15. Jo¬ 
sephus relates the same circum¬ 
stances ; but moulding the name 
more after the Greek form, writes 
it /layo'iv. Antiq. XIII. 8. 1. B. J. 

I. 2. 3.—Duk is mentioned as a for¬ 
tress of the Knights Templars be¬ 
tween Jericho and Bethel, and 
also by Brocardus ; who, however, 
places it too far North. Miinter 
Statutenbuch des Ord. des Tem- 
pelh. I. p. 419. Brocardus, c. VII. 
p. 178. 
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ther North. The ascent is steep, rugged, and difficult, 

consisting of two parts. We reached the top of the 

first and steepest in ten minutes ; and at 10h 20' came 

out upon the head of the pass or summit of the cliff. 

Here we had our last view hack upon the valley of 

the Jordan.1 
The way now became in general less steep, though 

we still had to climb occasionally sharp ascents and 

pass along the brow of fearful precipices. On our 

right the Wady Nawa’imeh occupied the bottom of a 

broad sunken tract, composed of chalky mountains 

rising on each side, presenting only the aspect of a 

terrific desert. All around we could see nought but 

waves of naked desolate pyramidal and conical moun¬ 

tains, with deep Wadys between, marked only by the 

narrow tracks of goats, which climb along their sides 

to crop the few herbs thinly sprinkled over them. It 

was one of the most truly desert spots we had yet 

visited. The path led us along the tops and sides of 

declivities, as nearly perpendicular as they could be 

without being composed of solid rock. Our general 

course was S. E. by S. At 11 o’clock we came out 

upon one of the highest points; where we stopped for a 

time to breathe, and to survey the surrounding deso¬ 

lation. Here we could distinguish several places 

already known to us, as Riimmon, Taiyibeh, and the 

Mount of Olives; showing that we were approaching 

a region of more promise.2 

We now descended slightly after fifteen minutes, on 

a course W. S. W. The land became less broken, a 

1) We took here the following1 point were as follows: Taiyibeh 
bearings : Castle of Jericho, S. 39° N. W. Rummon, N. 54° W. Tell 
E. Mouth of Wady Nawa’imeh beyond Deir Diwan, N. 65° W. 
and aqueduct, S. 73° E. Mouth of Mount of Olives, S. 61° W. Abu 
Wady Sha’ib S. 82° E. Duk, be- Dis, S. 53° W. Khan Hudhrur, 
low, E. Kurn Surtubeh, N. 17° E. S. 42° W. (See under Taiyibeh, 
el-’Aujeh, in the recess, N. 8° W. p. 122, Note 1.) Neby Musa, S. 

2) The bearings from this high 5° E. 
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tract of shelving table-land. As we advanced, the 

scattered herbs of the desert were more and more in¬ 

terspersed with dried grass; until at a quarter past 

noon we reached a burying-place of the Bedawin in 

this lone spot, where the country became more open 

and even. Here we struck the southern road from 

Jericho to Deir Diwan, coming up from the left; it 

having passed, so far as we could see, through a much 

more level tract than ours, along the water-shed be¬ 

tween the branches of Wady Nawa'imeh and those 

which go to form Wady Kelt. Our course was now 

W. by N. We soon came upon small ploughed patches 

here and there, belonging probably to the Bedawin. 

They had been sown with wheat; but the grain, 

which was now nearly ripe, was thin and scarcely 

more than six inches high. The surface became gra¬ 

dually more and more covered with limestone rocks, 

with the usual red soil among them ; while vegetation 

and pasturage increased. 

In one place we saw a number of people at some 

distance before us; who on perceiving us became 

alarmed and ran off in all haste. Our Arabs called 

after them to reassure them, and we afterwards over¬ 

took them; they proved to be several men and four 

women from Deir Diwan. 

At five minutes past one, we noticed a cistern by 

the way-side as we ascended a hill; and two others 

occurred afterwards ; all hewn in the rock, and show¬ 

ing this to be an ancient and important route between 

Gilgal and Bethel. At half past one the grass and 

vegetation began to assume a slight appearance of 

green ; and the fields of the Fellahin were more nu¬ 

merous. At 2 o’clock we got sight of Deir Diwan, 

bearing N. W. On our right at 2h 357 were the ruins 

of an ordinary village, called Abu Subbali. Shortly 

before coming to Deir Diwan we sent on our servants 
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and luggage to that place, which they reached at 

3h 20' ; while we turned off to the left to visit the site 

with ruins on the S. of the village, which had been 

pointed out to us on our former visit.1 

The place is on a low hill or point projecting to¬ 

wards the South between two shallow Wadys. In 

the eastern valley are some excavated tombs. The 

western valley is the broadest; and the rocks on that 

side are precipitous for a few feet. Here are three 

reservoirs dug mostly out of the rock, and bearing 

marks of antiquity. They measured as follows : 

Length. 
Upper or Northern 110 feet 

Middle 37 
Lower 88 

Breadth. Depth. 
32 feet 6 feet 
26 12 
22 15 

On the hill itself are ruins, or foundations of large 

hewn stones, in no great number. Many stones have 

probably been taken awTay to build the modern village. 

While my companions were measuring the reservoirs, 

I busied myself in searching for the small tesserae of 

Mosaic work, such as are often found around Jerusa¬ 

lem ; and picked up a handful within the space of a 

few' feet. All these circumstances indicate an ancient 

place of some importance; but we were not yet satis- 

lied that it was Ai. 

We passed through Deir Diwan without stopping, 

leaving it at 3h 40'. The direction of Bethel is about 

N. W. by W., and the road leads up from the basin by 

a hollow way, between a conical hill or Tell on the 

right, and another broader hill on the left. Twenty 

minutes brought us to the summit of the Tell, from 

which we looked directly down into the deep narrow 

bed of Wady el-Mutyah on the North, where a few 

excavated sepulchres were visible. The village we 

had left bore S. 46° E. and Taiyibeh N. 45° E. We 

1) See above, p. 118. 
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had expected to find here some remains of an ancient 

site; but there was nothing save a cistern, and im¬ 

mense heaps of unwrought stones, merely thrown to¬ 

gether in order to clear the ground for planting olive- 

trees. The position would answer well to that of Ai; 

and had there been traces of ruins, I should not hesi¬ 

tate so to regard it. I also went out upon the more 

southern hill, but with no better success; it was wholly 

covered with rocks in their natural state. 

Ai is chiefly celebrated in Scripture history for its 

capture and destruction by Joshua.1 It lay on the 

East of Bethel; Abraham on his arrival in Palestine 

pitched his tent between the two cities;2 and they 

were not so far distant from each other, but that the 

men of Bethel mingled in the pursuit of the Israelites, 

as they feigned to fly before the king of Ai, and thus 

both cities were left defenceless.3 Yet they were not 
so near, but that Joshua could place an ambush on 

the West (or Southwest) of Ai, without its being ob¬ 

served by the men of Bethel; while he himself re¬ 

mained behind a valley on the north of Ai.4 At a 

later period Ai was again rebuilt, and is mentioned by 

Isaiah and also after the exile.5 In the days of Euse¬ 

bius and Jerome, its site and scanty ruins were still 

pointed out, not far distant from Bethel towards the 

East.6 

After all our search, we could come to no other 

result, than to assign as the probable site of Ai the 

place with ruins just south of Deir Diwan. This is 

an hour distant from Bethel; having near by on the 

North the deep Wady el-Mutyah ; and towards the S. 

W. other smaller Wadys, in which the ambuscade of 

the Israelites might easily have been concealed. 

1) Josh. vii. 2-5. viii. 1-29. 5) Is. x. 28. Ezra ii. 28. Neh. 
2) Gen. xii. 8. xiii. 3. vii. 32. xi. 31. 
3) Josh. viii. 17. 6) Onomast. art. Agai. 
4) Josh. viii. 4, 12. Verses 11, 13. 

Vol. II. 40 
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After remaining for twenty minutes on and around 

the Tell, we proceeded across the high and beautiful 

plain, on which Abraham of old must have pitched his 

tent. The path led us by the ruins of Burj Beitin. 

We reached Bethel at 5 o’clock; and encamped for 

the night on the green grass, within the area of the 

ancient reservoir, where we had formerly breakfasted. 

Tuesday, May Ibth, The Arabs encamped at 

Bethel brought us this morning a young gazelle, which 

we purchased, intending it as a present for our friend 

Mr. Lanneau. Our servants carried the little animal 

in their arms, or on the saddle before them, all the way 

to Jerusalem ; but it seemed to have been in some way 

injured, and lived only a few days. 

We left Bethel at 5h 50', and reached the fountain 

S. W. of el-Bireh in just an hour, passing this time on 

the West of the village, without entering it. These 

waters, as already remarked, flow off in a valley to¬ 

wards the East. We now took the Jerusalem road; 

and leaving the fountain at 7 o’clock, passed in five 

minutes the low water-shed, which brought us to the 

beginning of another Wady running South ; one of the 

minor heads of the great Wady Beit Hanina. The 

path follows down this Wady, along a sort of hollow 

way, having on the West an isolated hill of consider¬ 

able height. My companion ascended this hill in 

passing; here are merely the foundations apparently 

of a tower, with heaps of unwrought stones, and frag¬ 

ments of pottery strowed about. Towards the N. W. 

not far off, are a few foundations called Suweikeh ; 

but we could learn no name for the hill itself. Beyond 

the hill, in the plain near its southern base, we came 

at 7h 40' to larger ruins containing some arches; above 

them, on the side of the hill, are two ancient reservoirs, 

perhaps one hundred feet in length by forty feet in 

breadth. These ruins are called ’Atara, a name which 
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answers to the Hebrew Ataroth. Two places of this 

name are mentioned in Scripture, on the border be¬ 

tween Benjamin and Ephraim ;L but the site in ques¬ 

tion cannot well be regarded as either of these, since 

it lies too far within the territory of Benjamin.1 2 

We soon turned off from the Jerusalem road, pass¬ 

ing obliquely through the fields towards er-Ram, which 

we reached at 8h 25'. It lies upon a high hill about 

ten minutes east of the road in a direct line. The 

tract upon the North, as well as upon the West and 

South, declines towards Wady Beit Hanina; here in¬ 

deed begins one of the main heads of that great val¬ 

ley. Ram is a miserable village, with few houses, and 

these now in summer mostly deserted. There are 

here large squared stones, and also columns scattered 

about in the fields, indicating an ancient place of some 

importance. A small mosk with columns seems once 

to have been a church. The situation of er-Ram is 

very conspicuous and commands a wide prospect.3 

I have already spoken of er-Ram, as without doubt 

marking the site of the ancient Ram all of Benjamin.4 

Both the name and position are here decisive. Ramah 

lay near Gibeah, six Roman miles from Jerusalem to¬ 

wards Bethel.5 The present er-Ram is half an hour 

1) Josh. xvi. 5, 7. xviii. 13. 
2) Eusebius and Jerome speak 

of two Ataroths in their day in the 
tribe of Benjamin, not far from Je¬ 
rusalem; Onomast. art. Atharoth 
"AxaQo'id-. To one of these this 
place doubtless corresponds.—From 
this spot the village of Kulundia 
bore S. 38° W. Neby Samwil S. 
43° W. Also er-Ram about S. 
15° E. distant three quarters of an 
hour. 

3) The following among other 
bearings, were taken at er-Ram: 
Taiyibeh N. 36° E. Mukhmas N. 
70° E. Deir Diwhn, N. 38° E. 

’An&ta S. 24° E. Tuleil el-Ful, 
S. 10° W. Neby Samwil, S. 75° 
W. el-Jib, W. Kefr ’Akab, ruins 
about 45 minutes distant, N. 5° W. 
Erha, ruins, S. 12° E. These 
last ruins are just across a small 
Wady running down towards Ana- 
thoth. 

4) See above, pp. 108, 114,141. 
5) Judg. xix. 13. Euseb. et 

Hieron. Onom. art. Rama. Hieron. 
Comm, in Hos. v. 8, “ Rama, quae 
est juxta Gabaa in septimo lapide 
a Jerosolymis sita.” Josephus pla¬ 
ces it at 40 stadia from Jerusalem. 
Antiq. VIII. 12. 3. 
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west from Gibeah, and two hours north of Jerusalem. 

Rarhah was again inhabited after the exile; and in 

the days of Jerome was a small village.1 In the thir¬ 

teenth century Brocardus speaks of it correctly as a 

village south of el-Bireh, situated on a hill east of the 

road leading to Jerusalem.2 But notwithstanding this 

distinct notice, the place seems to have been again 

forgotten in monastic tradition for centuries; and of 

course is not mentioned by travellers. Cotovicus saw 

the spot, but held it to be Gibeah of Saul.3 Q,ua- 

resmius speaks only of Ramah as at Neby Samwil; 

and hence probably even the sharp-sighted Maundrell 

failed to notice er-Ram, and saw Ramah only at the 

prophet’s tomb.4 Indeed, I have been able to find no 

further mention of er-Ram until the present century, 

and that only in one or two travellers.5 

Jeba’, half an hour east of er-Ram, is not visible 

from it, on account of broad intervening swells of 

ground. We went out upon these hills half-way to 

Jeba’, where we had a full view of both these villages, 

and examined the ground carefully in all directions, to 

see whether there might not be some ancient site be¬ 

tween the two. But our search was fruitless; no 

trace of ruins or of substructions is anywhere to be 

seen; the surface of the ground being mostly covered 

with large rocks in their natural position. In conse¬ 

quence of this examination, I do not hesitate to regard 

1) Ezra ii. 26. Neh. vii. 30. 3) Itin. p. 331. Fiirer von 
Hieron. Comm, in Zephan. i. 15, Haimendorf speaks of it in A. D. 
16, “ Rama et Bethoron et reliquae 1566, and says it was called Ra- 
urbes nobiles a Salomone construe- mula; p. 201. Nurnb. 1646. 
tae parvi viculi demonstrantur.” 4) Quaresm. II. p. 727. Doub- 

2) Brocardus, c. VII. p. 178. . dan, p.489. Maundrell, Mar. 25th. 
Breydenbach copies Brocardus, 5) First apparent^ in Turner’s 
Reissb. p. 128. Sir John Maunde- Tour, II. p. 160. Neither Richard- 
ville, (p. 105,) and William de Bal- son, nor Scholz, nor Monro, nor 
densel place Ramah somewhere Schubert, mention the name or 
north of Shiloh ; p. 353. ed. Bas- place, although they passed on this 
nage. route. 
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Jeba’ as the Gibeah of Saul. It was here that our 

guide, whom we took from er-Ram, told us of ruins 

lying eastward from Jeba’.1 

We left er-Ram at 10 o’clock, and came in ten min¬ 

utes to the Jerusalem road, at a place called Khiiraib 

er-Ram, “Ruins of er-Ram,” on the West of the path, 

bearing from that place S. 55° W. Here are some 

eight or ten ruined arches in a line parallel to the road; 

and the foundations of as many more, parallel to these. 

They may probably have belonged to a large Khan 

for travellers and caravans. There are also several 

cisterns. Here we stopped nearly ten minutes, and 

then proceeded along the great road. The waters of 

this tract all run towards Wady Beit Hanina. At 

10f o’clock, near the foot of the ascent leading to the 

table-land north of Scopus, we passed the junction of 

the camel-road from Yafa to Jerusalem, coming by el- 

Jib ; and just beyond, we came upon ancient substruc¬ 

tions, large unhewn stones in low massive walls. 

We now left the road again, in order to pass over 

the high Tell on the left, called Tuleil el-Fid, “ Hill 

of Beans,” six or eight minutes from the path, with a 

large heap of stones upon it. We reached the top at 

11 o’clock. There seems to have been here originally 

a square tower, fifty-six feet by forty-eight, built of 

large unhewn stones a:nd apparently ancient; this has 

been thrown down; and the stones and rubbish falling 

outside, have assumed the form of a large pyramidal 

mound. No trace of other foundations is to be seen. 

The spot is sightly and commands a very extensive 

view of the country in all directions, especially towards 

the East; in this respect it is second only to Neby 

Samwil. We had hoped to find here ruins of such a 

nature, as might justify us in regarding this as the an¬ 

cient Mizpeh; but I have already detailed the reasons 

1) See above, p. 115. 
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which induce me, on the whole, to fix upon Neby 

Samwil as the probable site of that place.1 

We remained here half an hour ; and then at half¬ 

past 11 o’clock descended, and regaining the road, 

proceeded across the high level tract. In fifteen min¬ 

utes we were opposite Sha’fat, a small village five 

minutes on the right, where the remains of an old wall 

are visible; and at five minutes past noon, we came 

upon the brow of Scopus, overlooking the Valley of 

Jehoshaphat and Jerusalem beyond. The view of the 

city from this spot is celebrated ; here Titus first be¬ 

held it and admired the magnificence of its temple.2 

The distance of this spot from the Damascus Gate is 

about twenty or twenty-five minutes. 

We now turned to the left along the ridge, having 

continually fine views of the city, and searching every¬ 

where for ruins which might he regarded as the site 

of Nob. We came at 12h 20' to the ’Anata road. 

Our search was without fruit; and afterwards in re¬ 

turning from Bethany, I traversed the ridge from the 

church of the Ascension northwards to the same spot, 

with the like ill-success.3 We now turned directly 

towards Jerusalem ; and as we descended the Mount 

of Olives, the Khatib sent off one of his men with the 

musket of the tribe along the side of the hill, not 

caring to have it seen within the city. We reached St. 

Stephen’s Gate at 12h 40' ; having lost about twenty 

minutes by the detour. Our friends we were happy 

to find all well; although the city was still filled with 

alarm. 

Thus through the kind providence of God we had 

been preserved during a most interesting journey, 

through what has ever been considered the worst and 

1) See above, p. 144.—From the 2) See above, Vol. I. p. 407. 
Tell, er-Ram bore N. 10° E. Neby 3) See more on Nob above, pp. 
Samwil, N. 70° W. Jerusalem, 149, 150. 
S. 10° W. 
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most dangerous part of all Palestine,—as the retreat 

of robbers and outlaws ever since the most ancient 

times. Yet under the care of our Sheikh of the Ta’a- 

mirah and his four men, we had not suffered the 

slightest let or hindrance; nor felt the slightest degree 

of insecurity, more than in Jerusalem itself. The 

Khatib had fulfilled his pledge, and had given us en¬ 

tire satisfaction. We were able to dismiss him like¬ 

wise satisfied; and parted from him not without feel¬ 

ings of respect, and also of regret, at the idea of meet¬ 

ing him no more.1 
With the two Mukariyeh (drivers, muleteers) we 

had less reason to be satisfied. They were lazy 

and careless; as well as utterly indifferent to the 

welfare and accommodation of those, whom thev had 

undertaken to serve. We of course had nothing to 

do with their subsistence; yet they took nothing with 

them, and contrived to spunge their meals out of us 

and our guides. Knowing the stern law of Bedawin 

hospitality, that whoever is present at a meal must be 

invited to partake, whether there be little or much, 

they were impudent enough always to put themselves 

in the way of the guides, and thus deprive them of a 

part of their slender pittance. Indeed, the Mukariyeh 

of Jerusalem are notorious for their insolence and bad 

faith; and we determined, so far as possible, to have 

nothing more to do with them. 

1)1 learn that the Missionaries shown himself faithful, and also 
have since kept up an acquaintance grateful for various slight services, 
with Sheikh Muhammed, and have which they were able to do in his 
visited his people. He too has behalf. 



SECTION XI. 

FROM JERUSALEM TO GAZA AND HEBRON. 

On returning from our eight days’ excursion to the 

Dead Sea and Jordan, we found the plague slowly 

increasing in Jerusalem, and the alarm becoming more 

deep and general. The superior health-officer of the 

coast, from Beirut, had arrived ; and there was reason 

to suppose that the city would soon he shut up, either 

by drawing a cordon of troops around it, or by closing 

the gates. The object of such a measure, in the true 

style of oriental despotism, is to hinder the spread of 

the plague among the villages, by cutting off all com¬ 

munication, and preventing the egress of persons from 

the city; the inhabitants of the latter being in this 

manner left, not only to suffer the actual horrors of the 

plague, but to see them aggravated among a popula¬ 

tion thus pent up in misery and filth, without fresh air, 

and without the ordinary supplies of fresh provisions 

from the country. Some of the other evils attendant 

on such a state of things, have already been alluded 

to.1 

It had been our intention to remain some days in 

Jerusalem; and we had planned a short excursion to 

Bethany and St. Saba; and thence by wray of the 

Frank Mountain and Bethlehem to St. John’s in the 

Desert and Soba. But the circumstances above de¬ 

tailed induced us to change our plan, and depart as 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 368. 
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soon as possible on a longer journey, before the rumour 

of the closing of the city should be spread abroad, and 

prevent perhaps our entrance into the larger towns. 

We therefore now stopped at Jerusalem but a single 

day, and took our departure for Gaza and Hebron; 

intending to make an excursion from the latter place 

to Wady Musa. We chose the direct route to Gaza 

through the mountains, instead of the usual one by 

Ramleh, as being less travelled and less known; and 

one of our main objects in doing so, was to search for 

the site of the long lost Eleutheropolis. Our depar¬ 

ture was well timed; for the gates were closed the 

very next day, and the city remained shut up until 

July. 

This journey was undertaken by Mr. Smith and 

myself alone; our companion preferring to remain in 

the city, and take his risk of a quarantine; which might 

be necessary in order to join us afterwards on our jour¬ 

ney northwards. We left our trunks and extra bag¬ 

gage also in Jerusalem, although we knew there might 

be difficulty in obtaining them again; but we regarded 

them as safer in the hands of our friends than else¬ 

where ; and the worst that could happen would be a 

quarantine in charge of our fellow-traveller. The 

part of the country to which we were going, was 

known to be comparatively safe; though stories of 

robbery were not wanting. We engaged only a single 

guide, a Christian from Beit Jala, who had often trav¬ 

elled the route, and proved to be well acquainted with 

the country. Instead of the insolent Mukariyeh of 

Jerusalem, we now hired muleteers from Lifta, a vil¬ 

lage in the great Wady Beit Hanina; where every 

peasant keeps his mule and usually accompanies it. 

They brought us four mules and one horse, with a man 

for each ; we paying 15£ or 16 Piastres a day for each 

animal, according to good behaviour ; and half price 
Vol. II. 41 
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for the days we should lie by; the men receiving no¬ 

thing extra, and furnishing themselves. Thus with 

our two servants and guide, we mustered in all ten 

men, and felt ourselves secure against all ordinary 

thieves or plunderers. 

Thursday, May 11th. We bade adieu to our friends, 

and left the Yafa gate at five minutes before 8 o’clock; 

taking the Bethlehem road which we had before trav¬ 

elled. The single horse in our party was by a sort of 

tacit consent allotted to me; but its gait was so hard, 

and the animal required withal so much urging, that 

I was glad the next day to exchange it for one of the 

mules, and was decidedly a gainer. 

The proper Gaza road passes down in or near Wady 

el-Werd; but we made a. circuit by the village of Beit 

Jala in order to accommodate our guide. We reached 

Mar Elyas in an hour; and leaving the tomb of Rachel 

at 9J o’clock, and crossing Wady Ahmed through the 

olive-groves, we ascended along the southern side of 

Beit Jala, and stopped near its upper part at 10 o’clock. 

We did not enter the village, but waited among the 

olive-trees, until our guide had taken leave of his fami¬ 

ly and again joined us; bringing with him a half-starved 

donkey, not much larger than a rat. 

Beit Jala is closely built on the eastern declivity 

of a high hill, and is inhabited solely by Christians. 

The tradition formerly was current, that no Muham- 

medan could live in it more than two years.1 Our 

guide, in the course of our journey, gave us much in¬ 

formation respecting this his native village ; the sum 

of which here follows. Beit Jala belongs to the Teki- 

yeh,2 a charitable establishment in Jerusalem, near the 

1) This tradition is mentioned Ap. 2. Pococke Descr. of the East, 
in A. D. 1496 in the Journey of Al- II. p. 45'. fol. 
exander, Palatine of the Rhine; 2) I suppose this to be the Hos- 
Reissb. des h. Landes p. 75. So pital of Plelena, so called by the 
too Doubdan p. 170. Maundrell Franks. 
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Haram. Its taxable males, above fifteen years of age, 

are reckoned at five hundred; indicating a population 

of about two thousand souls. Of the men, sixty can 

read, not including the younger boys. 

Under the former government, the inhabitants paid 

the Kharaj to the Greek convents, averaging from 

twelve to fifteen Zulut (of 30 paras) for each person. 

From the convents of Mar Elyas, el-Musullabeh (the 

Cross), and el-Khudr (St. George), three men received 

from 300 to 500 Zulut for ploughing; the convents own¬ 

ing the land and furnishing the cattle. Further, the five 

Sheikhs of the village received each from the convents 

from 100 to 150 Zulut per annum towards their sup¬ 

port, and also their expenses whenever they went to 

Jerusalem. To the government the village paid four¬ 

teen purses tribute (’Abudiyeh); and to the Tekiyeh 

in Jerusalem each man paid fifteen Zulut.—Subse¬ 

quently, the village relinquished to the convents the 

sums received for ploughing; and the convents relin¬ 

quished the collection of the Kharaj, continuing to pay 

it for the village out of their own treasury. 

Under the present Egyptian government, only the 

payment to the Tekiyeh remains as it was. The con¬ 

vents have no claims upon the village, nor the village 

upon the convents; except that the latter collect 

voluntary contributions. The demands of the govern¬ 

ment are as follows : Kharaj, twenty, twenty-five, and 

thirty-three Piastres ; Firdeh, twenty Piastres; A’aneh 

(aid) thirty-six Piastres, which is increased to forty- 

five by the five Sheikhs for their support. These are 

exacted from each man. The village also has to fur¬ 

nish daily twenty men for the public works, who are 

paid one and a quarter Piastre a day by the govern¬ 

ment, and thirteen Piastres weekly by the village. 

For each ewe and she-goat is paid one Piastre; for 

each donkey, ten; for each mule, twenty; for each 
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camel, thirty; and for every yoke of oxen, one hun¬ 

dred and fifty Piastres. This last is considered as a 

tax upon the grain raised; hut the owner of the oxen 

is responsible for it. Each olive-tree pays one Piastre; 

and for every five trees, an oke1 of oil is paid in addi¬ 

tion. Each Feddan (yoke) of figs and grapes pays 

thirty Piastres. Besides all this, the village has to 

pay fifteen purses on wine and ’Arak for home con¬ 

sumption, whether they make any or not; and with¬ 

out even the right of selling or giving away.—Our 

guide, who was only a common man, paid more than 

three hundred Piastres, or fifteen Spanish dollars an¬ 

nually. 

We set off again from Beit Jala at 10i o’clock, 

winding around the hill above the village towards the 

N. W. among vineyards and gardens of olive and fig- 

trees. The hill is everywhere terraced and cultivated, 

as in ancient times; indicating more industry and 

thrift than is usual in the villages. At half-past ten, 

we came out upon the height of land, whence we 

could see Jerusalem, and had also a view before us of 

the little village of St. George, and of Beit ’Atab in 

the distance on a high hill.2 

Before us was now a level rocky tract of no great 

breadth, and then a long descent into the short but 

very deep Wady Bittir, running N. W. into the Werd. 

After a delay of ten minutes we set forward, and came 

in fifteen minutes to a small fountain about half way 

down the descent, called Haud Kibriyan, “ Cyprian’s 

Trough,” by which are the remains of a wall of very 

large stones. Instead of descending any further into 

the deep valley, we now made a circuit to the left 

around its head, and at 11^ o’clock were near the little 

1) About 2!lbs. English. Lane’s lows : Jerusalem N. E. Mar ElyAs 
Mod. Egyptians II. p. 372. N. 65° E. St. George S. 60° W. 

2) The bearings were as fol- Beit ’Atab N. 72° W. 
0 i 
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village St. George (Arabic el-Khudr) on the rocky land 

west of Wady Bittir. We had formerly seen this 

place as we approached Solomon’s Pools from the 

South.1 There is here a small building, once a Greek 

church connected with a small Greek convent. The 

earlier travellers were accustomed to visit it as one of 

the holy places around Bethlehem ; and were shown 

in the church the long chain and iron collar, with 

which St. George had been bound.2 The place is 

mentioned still by Pococke as a convent; but the vil¬ 

lage, which is very small, is now inhabited only by 

Muhammedans, and the church has become a mosk. 

The land quite to the vicinity belongs to Beit Jala. 

The village lay somewhat to the left as we passed 

along N. W. to gain the ridge west of Wady Bittir, 

which we then continued to ascend, till at Ilf o’clock 

we reached its highest point; having lost not less than 

twenty or thirty minutes by our circuit. From this 

sightly spot, over Wady Bittir, we had a commanding 

view of the country before us; and halted for a time 

in order to make ourselves acquainted with its leading 

features. 

The view towards the right embraced the whole 

tract North and West of Jerusalem, drained by the 

great Wady Beit Hanina. The Holy City itself was 

not visible, being situated behind the high ground 

which lies between Wady Bittir and Wady el-Werd. 

But from er-Ram and Neby Samwil the whole course 

of the great Wady could be traced, as it passes down 

S. W. by Kuldnieh and east of Kustiil and Soba. 

Near at hand Wady el-Werd was seen, here also a 

deep rugged valley, running nearly West by the vil¬ 

lage el-Welejeh (the St. Philip’s of the Latins) ; and 

, 1) See Vol. I. p. 321. p. 11. Doubdan p. 171. Pococke 
2) Felix Fabri in Reissb. p. 283. II. p. 44. fol. 

Cotovic. p. 240. duaresmius II. 
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uniting with the former valley just beyond the village 
el-Kabu, among steep rocky mountains. Below this 
junction, the great valley takes the name of Wady 
Isma’in (Isma’il); bends W. S. W. through a ridge of 
higher land; and, issuing upon the western plain under 
the name of Wady es-Surar, turns N. W. and runs 
through the plain to the sea near Yebna; where at 
last it is called Wady Rubin. Up this valley there 
was said to be a very rocky and difficult road. The 
ridge just mentioned forms the western brow of the 
high mountainous tract, on which Jerusalem is situ¬ 
ated, just where this latter sinks down precipitously to 
the lower hills, which lie between it and the western 
plain. The ridge in question forms a continuation of 
the high ground around and west of Neby Samwil, run¬ 
ning off towards the South ; and is skirted on the East 
by the valley in which Kuryet el-’E nab is situated, run¬ 
ning in the same direction to join the great valley. Al¬ 
though Wady Isma’in breaks through this ridge, yet a 
spur or promontory from it runs out towards the West, 
along the north side of that valley, quite to the plain, 
interrupting for a time the tract of lower hills, and 
forming a bastion around which Wady es-Surar bends 
N. W. 

South of Wady Isma’in the land is still at first 
high, and on the brink of the valley stands the lofty 
village Deir el-Hawa. But the surface soon descends 
gradually towards the South; and here somewhat 
lower and nearer to where we stood, though still quite 
elevated, is the village Beit JAtab. 

Towards the S. W. our view rested upon a lower 
region of country, seen down another deep broad val¬ 
ley called Wady el-Musurr, here running W. S. W. 
and uniting further down with several others to form 
Wady es-Sumt. This latter valley runs for a time 
nearly West, and then bends N. W. and joining Wady 
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es-Surar upon the plain, goes to the sea near Yebna.1 

Between the Surar and the Musurr and Sumt, the 

elevated land around Deir el-Hawa and Beit ’Atab 

declines gradually towards the S. W. forming a high 

tract of broken table-land, which sinks down suddenly 

to lower hills just west of the village of Beit Nettif. 

South of Wady el-Musurr, the precipitous western 

wall of the higher mountainous tract towards Hebron 

lies further back, nearly in a line with the spot on 

which we stood ; while a broad region of lower hills 

and open vallies is spread out between it and the 

western plain. This higher tract of mountains, as we 

have seen, rises to the height of nearly 2800 feet; the 

region of hills reaches apparently about one third of 

the same elevation above the sea and plain.—Upon an 

isolated hill in the midst of Wady el-Musurr, on the 

south side of its bed and near the mountains, lies the 

village of Jeb’ah. This is doubtless the Gibeah of the 

mountains of Judah ; and probably the Gabatha of 

Eusebius and Jerome, twelve Roman miles from Eleu- 

theropolis.2 

As we now saw the somewhat remarkable points 

Soba and el-Kiistul for the last time, I prefer to bring 

together here all that I have yet to say respecting 

them. 

1) So I understood the informa¬ 
tion we received at the time. Yet 
I would not venture certainly to 
affirm, that Wady el-Musurr does 
not continue its course alone to the 
sea, forming the Wady and small 
stream marked on Jacotin’s map 
as passing just N. of ’Esdiid, and 
entering the sea S. of Yebna. See 
too Richardson’s Travels II. p. 207. 

2) Josh. xv. 57. Onomast- art. 

Gabaatha.—From this point (Wo¬ 

of Wady Bittir ) the bearings of the 
various places were as follows: er- 
Ram N. 38° E. Neby Samwil N. 
18° E. el-Kustul N. 5° E. Sdba 
N. el-Welejeh N. 2° W. Kuryet 
es-Sa’ideh N. 13° W. el-Kabu N. 
38° W. Kefr S6m N. 54° W. el- 
Hus&n N. 55° W. Deir el-Hawa 
N. 57° W. Beit ’At&b N. 63° W. 
Sun&sin W. Jeb’ah S. 74° W. 
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The latter name, el-Kustul, is obviously an Arabic 

corruption of the Latin word Castellum; but I am 

unable to say what castle is meant, or whether there 

was an earlier Arabic name. It suggests, of course, 

the Emmaus Castellum of the Latin monks ; but this 

appears to have been situated at el-Kubeibeh, not far 

west of Neby Samwil.1 2 Kustul lies on a conical hill 

about an hour from Kuryet el-’Enab towards Jerusa¬ 

lem, south of the road f and also near the way from 

Soba to Kulonieh and Jerusalem, about equidistant 

between the two former places. 

Soba is also situated on a lofty conical hill over¬ 

looking the great Wady Isma’in on the West, nearly 

opposite to the convent of St. John. From Kuryet el- 

’Enab, looking down the valley, it is seen at some dis¬ 

tance in the South. It is one hour distant from Kulo¬ 

nieh, and two hours and a half from Jerusalem.3 Soba 

belongs to the family of Abu Ghush, whose seat is at 

Kuryet el-’Enab; and the chief of that name whom 

we saw, related to us, that when governor of Jerusa¬ 

lem, he had been compelled to lay the place in ruins 

on account of the rebellion of the inhabitants, and had 

not visited it since.4 

By a singular perversion, of which I am not able 

to trace the origin, Soba has now for centuries been 

regarded in monastic tradition as the site of the an¬ 

cient Modin, the city of the Maccabees, where they 

lived and were buried, and where Simon erected a 

lofty monument with seven pyramids to their memory.5 

1) Pococke II. pp. 49, 50. fol. II. p. 30. These authors write the 
Van Egmond u. Heyman I. p. 317. name Kassr (Kusr). 
duaresmius II. pp. 718,719. Brey- 3) For the specifications in this 
denbach and F. Fabri in Reissb. and the preceding paragraph, I am 
pp. 105, 241. See more under June indebted to the notes of Mr. Smith 
9th.—Compare the similar Latin on a former visit to these places, 
name Kuldnieh above, p. 146. 4) See above, Vol. I. p. 365. 
Note 1. 5) 1 Macc. ii. 1,15. xiii. 25-30. 

2) Prokesch p. 41. Salzbacher Joseph. Ant. XIII. 6. 5. 
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But this monument, according to the nearly cotem¬ 

porary writer of the first book of Maccabees, was 

visible to all who sailed along the sea; and Modin lay 

adjacent to the plain.1 Eusebius and Jerome likewise 

testify expressly, that Modin was near to Diospolis 

(Lydda), where the sepulchres yet remained in their 

day.2 On what pretext, therefore, the name can have 

been transferred to Soba, a spot several hours distant 

from the plain upon the mountains, and wholly shut out 

from any view of the sea, I am unable to divine.3 The 

crusaders found Modin still in the plain, apparently be¬ 

tween Nicopolis and Beit Nuba; and as late as the close 

of the fifteenth century, it was yet pointed out from the 

road between Lydda and Ramleh.4 Yet Brocardus, two 

centuries earlier, had already placed it six leagues 

eastward from Beth-shemesh, by which he probably 

meant Soba.5 So too apparently Breydenbach ; and 

from the sixteenth century onwards to the present day, 

the correctness of this position seems rarely to have 

been drawn in question by travellers.6 

The legend has also found entrance among the 

common people, and the inhabitants of Soba relate, 

that the tombs of the Maccabees still remain there, 

though buried deep under ground. This account my 

1) 1 Macc. xiii. 29. xvi. 4, 5. 
2) Onomast. art. Modim. 
3) Mariti indeed pretends that 

S6ba is visible from the sea, and 
that he saw it from the road of 
Yafa. But from the spot where 
we stood, we could look over S6ba 
to the much higher ridge beyond it 
on the West; and could distinguish 
no trace of the sea. What he per¬ 
ceived from Yafa was perhaps 
Neby Samwtlj which we also saw 
from the tower of Ramleh. 

4) Will. Tyr. VIII. 1. F. Fa- 
bri in Reissb. p. 240. Perhaps it 
may have been at Latrbn; see un¬ 
der Ramleh, June 8th. 

VOL. II. 

5) Brocardus c. X. p. 186. 
6) Breydenbach in Reissb. p. 

105. Cotovic. p. 146. Maundrell 
Apr. 2. Mariti, Germ. p. 563. 
Richardson II. pp. 226, 383. Co- 
tovicus in an excursion to Emmaus 
(el-Kubeibeli), seems to find Modin 
near Neby Samwil, p. 317; but 
his account of this excursion is so 
confused, that I can make nothing 
of it.—Pococke questions the iden¬ 
tity of S6ba and Modin; II. p. 46. 
So too Busching, Th. XI. p. 442. 
Raumer Palast. p. 211. Qtuares- 
mius makes no allusion to the 
place. 

42 
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companion once heard on the spot; and it was repeat¬ 

ed to us by Abu Ghush in Jerusalem. In a similar 

way, Arab guides, accustomed to intercourse with 

Franks, may have spoken of the place to travellers as 

Modin; hut the ordinary native population certainly 

know nothing of any such name.1 

I have already dwelt upon the reasons which ren¬ 

der it impossible, that the Ramah of Samuel should 

have been situated at Neby Samwil, where modern 

tradition now shows the prophet’s tomb.2 3 A few^ 

words respecting its probable actual position, may 

here not be out of place. Samuel was descended from 

an ancestor named Zuph, an Ephrathite of Bethlehem f 

his city was called in full, Ramathaim-Zophim, and 

lay apparently in a tract spoken of as the land of Zuph.4 

Under these circumstances, the name Ramathaim-Zo¬ 

phim probably signifies nothing more than “ Ramah 

of the Zophites,” or descendants of Zuph.5 But where 

are we to look for this land and city of the Zophites"? 

Saul, departing from Gibeah of Benjamin in search of 

his father’s asses, went first through Mount Ephraim 

on the North and through other places, and then “ pass¬ 

ed through the land of the Benjamites, (of course from 

North to South,) and came to the land of Zuph” and 

the city of Samuel.6 As he returned from this city to 

Gibeah, apparently after travelling some distance, he 

was to pass “ near Rachel’s sepulchre, in the (south¬ 

ern) border of Benjamin, at Zelzah.”7 These circum¬ 

stances show conclusively, that the land of Zuph and 

1) Van Egmond u. Heyman 
Reizen I. p. 3i7. Richardson II. 
p. 226. 

2) See above, pp. 141, 142. 
3) ESam. i. 1. Comp. Ruth i. 

2, where Elimelech and his sons 
are called Ephrathites of Bethle- 
hem-Judah.ij 

4) 1 Sam. i. 1. ix. 5, seq. 
5) The triliteral roots pps and 

SnB^ from which the names tjiis 
(Zuph) and tnsis (Zophim) are 

derived, are of course related, be¬ 
ing only different phases of the 
biliteral The name 

(Zuph) takes also the form s 

(Zophai) in 1 Chron. vi. 11. [26.] 
6) 1 Sam. ix. 4-6. 
7) 1 Sam. x. 2. 
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the city of Samuel were situated on the South of the 

territory of Benjamin, in such a position, that a person 

proceeding thence to Gibeah would not unnaturally 

pass in the vicinity of Rachel’s tomb. This is a known 

point; and I have already spoken of the reasons which 

forbid any attempt to disturb its general position.1 

The name Ramali signifies ‘a height;’ and we 

made it a particular point of inquiry to ascertain, 

whether on the high grounds around the tomb of Ra¬ 

chel, and especially towards the West, there are any 

traces either of a name or site, which might be regard¬ 

ed as the remains of the city of Samuel. We inquired 

of many persons, wTho were born and had spent their 

lives in the immediate vicinity; but no one knew 

aught of any such name or site.2 It is only since my 

return to Europe, that the thought has occurred to my 

mind, whether a reminiscence of Ramathaim-Zophim 

and of the land of Zuph, may not be contained in the 

name S6ba. The letters of this name correspond to 

those of the Hebrew Zuph and Zophim; (ph or p 

being not unfrequently changed into 6;) and its posi¬ 

tion on a lofty hill south of the land of Benjamin, ac¬ 

cords in the main with the view above given.3 

At first sight, two difficulties seem to militate 

against this hypothesis. The one arises out of the po¬ 

sition of Soba; since it might be made a question, 

whether a person returning from Soba to Gibeah, 

would naturally pass in the vicinity of Rachel’s 

1) See Vol. I. pp. 322, 323, 375. 
2) The monks of the present 

day do indeed point out the site of 
Ramah a few rods east of the 
tomb of Rachel; Prokesch p. 110. 
Salzbacher II. p. 164. But neither 
our Arabs of the Ta’hmirah, nor 
our Christian guide of Beit Jala 
knew any thing of it; nor did Q,ua- 
resmius and the older travellers. 
Yet Eusebius and Jerome also as¬ 

sume a Ramah near Bethlehem, 
unnecessarily indeed, in order to 
afford an explanation of Matt. ii. 
18. Jer. xxxi. 11. See Onomast. 
art. Ramcila. Reland Pal. p. 964. 

3) Cotovicus identifies Sdba 
with Ramathaim-Zophim, by trans¬ 
ferring the name of S6ba to Neby 
Samwil. But his account is so 
contused as to be inexplicable. Itin. 
p. 316. 
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tomb. If he took the present direct road from Soba 

to Jerusalem or its vicinity, passing near el-Kustul, 

he certainly would not approach the sepulchre of 

Rachel; but if, crossing the great Wady Isma’in, he 

followed up Wady el-Werd, he would by this detour 

come near enough to the sepulchre to satisfy all the 

conditions of the case. It is sufficient, if we suppose 

that the Zelzah mentioned lay on the high ground 

north of Rachel’s tomb, not far from the convent of 

Mar Elyas, or more probably still further towards the 

N. W. The distance from Soba to the vicinity of 

Jerusalem, on the direct course, as we have seen, is 

two and a half hours; on the route along Wady el- 

Werd and the valley of Rephaim it would probably 

be three hours or more. So that, other circumstances 

being equal, the identity of the name might perhaps 

be held to counterbalance the apparent circuitousness 

of the route.1 

The other difficulty refers not to Soba alone, but 

to every position of Ramah which places it on the 

South of Benjamin. Elkanah, the father of Samuel, 

is said to have been a “ man of Ramathaim-Zophim, 

of Mount Ephraim ;”2 which certainly implies that the 

city itself was situated on Mount Ephraim. Here then 

apparently is a circumstance directly at variance with 

our preceding conclusion ; since the mountains south of 

Benjamin belong not to Ephraim, but to Judah. But 

as the circumstances above adduced seem conclusively 

to fix the position of Ramah on the South of Benjamin, 

may we not suppose that the mountains of Ephraim 

1) On comparing upon the map 
the positions of Sdba, Rachel’s 
tomb, and Jerusalem or Gibeah, I 
am free to confess, that the circui¬ 
tous route required by the above 
view, is too great to admit of very 
much reliance being placed upon 

the reasoning in the text. Still, 
the apparent identity of the name, 
and the further corroborating cir¬ 
cumstances presented in the text, 
restrain me from at once rejecting 
the hypothesis. 

2) 1 Sam. i. 1. 
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continued to bear that name quite through the land of 

Benjamin; much as the Swiss mountains maybe said 

to extend into Italy, or the Welsh mountains into 

England I This indeed has been assumed by Baclii- 

ene, on the ground that in the first division of the land 

by Joshua at Gilgal, the territory of Benjamin was 

actually given to Ephraim ; not having been assigned 

to Benjamin until the later division at Shiloh.1 All 

this may be true in part; but still, the heights round 

about the sepulchre of Rachel, could not well have 

been any other than the mountains of Judah. 

There is however another consideration, which 

seems to relieve the position of Soba from the difficulty 

in question, and thus adds something to the probability 

of its identity with Ram ah. I have already remarked, 

that the mountain-ridge west of Wady Beit Hanina, 

of which the hill of Soba forms a part, is a continua¬ 

tion of the ridge of Neby Samwil and the high grounds 

around, extending in the S. W. quite out to the plain 

at the mouth of Wady Surar.2 Now all this mountain¬ 

ous tract stands in immediate connection with the pro¬ 

per mountains of Ephraim around el-Bireh and further 

North; it is separated entirely by the great Wady 

Beit Hanina from the proper mountains of Judah to¬ 

wards the South ; and further, as we shall see, the 

greater part of it did not even fall within the later 

limits of the tribe of Judah. Under these circum¬ 

stances, it seems not too much to assume, that this tract 

west of the great Wady, a regular continuation of 

Mount Ephraim, including Neby Samwil, might have 

continued to bear the name of Ephraim; while the 

Wady would naturally form the dividing line between 

this range and the proper mountains of Judah. That 

1) Josh.c.xvi, xviii. 1, seq. See 2) See the account of this re- 
Bachiene Th. I. Bd. I. p. 220, seq. gion, p. 320 above. 
Bd. II. p. 32G seq. 
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the name Mount Ephraim did actually thus extend 

through Benjamin, is rendered probable by the fact, 

that we nowhere hear of any mountains of Benjamin ; 

and further, the rebel Sheba, aBenjamite, is also said 

to have been “ a man of Mount Ephraim.”1 

In view of all these suggestions, it seems to me, 

that the hypothesis which would identify Soba with 

the Ramah of Samuel is not without some slight 

grounds of support; and, in the total absence of any 

thing more definite, is not perhaps to be wholly reject¬ 

ed without consideration.2 

Another topic which immediately connects itself 

with the preceding, is the common border between 

Judah and Benjamin; of which two accounts in an 

inverse order are given in the Book of Joshua.3 We 

have already traced it, as it went up from the well of 

Nehemiah through the Valley of Hinnom to the north¬ 

ern end of the Valley of Rephaim.4 From that point 

it was drawn to the water of Nephtoah ; and as it 

passed also by Zelzah not far from Racheks sepul¬ 

chre,5 it would seem to have followed the plain of 

Rephaim and so along the Wady el-Werd to Win 

Yalo. This fountain would then answer to Nephtoah ; 

unless we choose to refer the latter with less probabi¬ 

lity to Win Karim, the fountain near the convent of 

St. John in the Desert. In either case, the next point 

in the border is the long-lost city Kirjath-Jearim. 

The probable position of this ancient city engaged 

much of our attention, all the time we were in Jerusa¬ 

lem and the vicinity; without arriving at any satis¬ 

factory conclusion. At first, as we know, Kirjath- 

Jearim, like Beeroth (el-Bireh), belonged to the terri- 

1) 2 Sam. xx. 1, 21. 3) Josh. xv. 5-10. xviii. 14-19. 
2) All direct tradition respect- 4) See under En-Rogel, Vol. I. 

ing the Ramah of Samuel seems p. 493. 
to have been very early lost; see 5) 1 Sam. x. 2. 
above p. 142. 
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tory of Gib eon, and could not therefore well have been 

very far distant from that city.1 At a later period, the 

ark was brought thither from Beth-shemesh; the place 

was rebuilt and inhabited after the exile ;2 and Euse¬ 

bius and Jerome speak of it in their day, as a village 

nine or ten miles from Jerusalem on the way to Dios- 

polis (Lydda).3 These circumstances, taken together, 

have quite recently suggested to my mind, whether 

after all, the ancient Kirjath-Jearim is not to be re¬ 

cognised in the present Kuryet el-’Enab 7 The first 
part of the name (Kirjath, Kuryet, signifying City) is 

the same in both, and is most probably ancient; being 

found in Arabic proper names only in Palestine and 

Syria, and not very frequently even there. The only 

change then has been, that the ancient 1 City of For¬ 

ests7 has in modern times become the 1 City of Grapes.74 
The modern place too is situated on the direct way 

from Jerusalem to Ramleh and Lydda, just three hours 

or nine Roman miles from the former city, lying west 

of Nebv Samwil. and therefore not far remote from el- 
€/ / 

Jib or Gibeon. The men of Kirjath-Jearim, when 

they brought up the ark of God from Beth-shemesh, 

would naturally pass up the great Wady Surar, and 

then along the branch-valley, to the present site.5 * 

Thus then we have a place corresponding both in 

name and position to the ancient Kirjath-Jearim. I 

am aware of no objection to this hypothesis; except 

perhaps the assertion of Josephus, that Kirjath-Jea- 

1) Josh. ix. 17. Ezra ii. 25. 
2) 1 Sam. vii. 1, 2. Ezra ii. 25. 

Nehem. vii. 29. 
3) Onomast. arts. Baal and Ca- 

riathiarim. There is no later no¬ 
tice of the place as still extant; 
unless it be that of Brocardus, who 
fixes it leagues west of Jerusa¬ 
lem, probably copying only from 
Jerome; c. IX. p. 184. 

4) No ancient name correspond¬ 
ing to’Enab seems to have existed 
in this quarter. The name ’An&b 
is still found beyond Hebron; see 
p. 195, above. A Betoannaba is 
spoken of a lew miles from Lydda, 
probably Beit Nftba; Reland Pal, 
p. 661. 

5) 1 Sara. vi. 21. vii. 1, 2. 
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rim was near to Beth-shemesh.1 But the expression 

1 neighbour city,’ is too indefinite to weigh against the 

preceding considerations; especially as the actual dis¬ 

tance does not exceed two or three hours.2 It might 

also be asked, Why then, supposing Soba to have been 

the Ramah of Samuel, the men of Beth-shemesh should 

not rather have caused the ark to be transferred to 

that place, as being nearer than Kirjath-Jearim? But 

at that time Samuel was still a child, and his native 

place w7as probably a small village, having neither the 

size nor the renown to which it afterwards attained, 

when it became one of the seats where Samuel judged 

Israel.3 

The monks have found the Anathoth of Jeremiah 

at Kuryet el-’Enab. There was formerly here a con¬ 

vent of the Minorites with a Latin church. The latter 

remains entirely deserted, but not in ruins; and is one 

of the largest and most solidly constructed churches in 

Palestine.4 * * 

Assuming therefore the site of Kirjath-Jearim at 

the modern Kuryet el-’Enab, the border between Ju¬ 

dah and Benjamin probably passed from Nephtoah 

1) Joseph. Antiq. VI. 1. 4, 
yeirova no).iv rolq BrjfraaftCTcuq. 

2) The same writer says too 
that Hebron was “ not far from Je¬ 
rusalem,” OV 7TOQQOJ (IeQO<7oXv[lO)V, 

B. J. IV. 99. Compare also Acts 
ix. 38. 

3) 1 Sam. vii. 16, 17.—There 
can be no question, but that the ark 
was brought to Kirjath-Jearim it¬ 
self; 1 Sam. vii. 2. 1 Chron. xiii. 
5, 6. But in 2 Sam. vi. 3, 4, both 
the English Version and Luther 
place the house of Abinadab in 
Gibeah; and it might therefore 
seem as if the Gibeah (now Jeb’ah) 
of Judah was meant, and that Kir¬ 
jath-Jearim lay near it, not far from 
Wady el-Musurr; see above p. 
327. But not to dwell upon the 

fact, that this would bring Kirjath- 
Jearim quite away from Gibeon 
(el-Jib), and far from any road lead¬ 
ing from Jerusalem to Nicopolis, 
I would remark, that the Hebrew 

may in this passage properly 

be rendered c a hill;’ and is actually 
so rendered by the Sept, (o (iovvoq) 

both here and in 1 Sam. vii. 1. In 
this last passage also the English 
Version gives it by “hill;” while 
Luther maintains his consistency 
at least, and writes Gibeah. The 
rendering “ hill” is indeed neces¬ 
sary, in order to preserve the con¬ 
sistency of the narrative; which 
represents the ark as carried, not 
to Gibeah, but to Kirjath-Jearim. 

4) See Bonifacius, quoted by 
duaresmius Tom. II. p. 14, seq. 
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down the Wady el-Werd to its junction with the great 

Wady; then along this valley perhaps to the branch 

coming from Kuryet el-’Enab, and so up the latter to 

that place. This would give a distinct line of vallies 

separating the two tribes, from the Valley of Hinnom 

quite around to Kirjath-Jearim. From this place, the 

west border of Benjamin seems to have been drawrn 

obliquely down the mountain to the Nether Beth-horon ;* 

while the border of Judah turned westward apparently 

to the brow of the mountain, and was then drawn along 

or near the ridge southwards, till it descended to Betli- 

shemesh in the mouth of Wady es-Surar.2 Thus origi¬ 

nally a corner of Judah ran up for some distance on 

the west side of Benjamin; including apparently at 

first the whole breadth of the mountainous tract west 

of the great Wady ; for Zorah (Sur’ah), which lay 

upon the high ground north of Beth-shemesh, belonged 

at first to the tribe of Judah; though subsequently 

this, and probably the adjacent mountain-tract, wTas 

assigned to the tribe of Dan.3—From Beth-shemesh 

the border of Judah passed near Timnath and Ekron 

to Jabneel, apparently the same with Jabneh (Yebna); 

thus following still the general course of the great 

valley to the sea.4 

Leaving the high ground west of Wady Bittir at 

12h 20', we began to descend very gradually towards 

the village el-Husan over a rocky tract. After fifteen 

minutes we were opposite the head of Wady el-Mu- 

stirr, deep below us on the left; in which appeared a 

small village called Nuhhalin bearing S. 5° W. From 

it the Wady ran W. S. W. The village Husan was 

1} Josh, xviii. 14. 
2) Josh. xv. 10. 

Vot. n. 43 

3) Josh. xv. 33. xix. 41. 
4) Josh. xv. 11. 
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close on our right at 12h 40'. Proceeding along the 

high water-shed between the Wadys Musurr and el- 

Werd, we had not far distant on the left, a village 

called Fukin, which at lh 10' bore S. S. W. It was 

somewhere about this time, that we came in sight of 

a place with ruins on the brow of the high mountain- 

ridge towards the South, called Jedur; which is doubt¬ 

less the same as the Gedor of the mountains of Judah.1 

This remained in sight for the whole day. Jeb’ah 

likewise on its conical hill in Wady Musurr, was con¬ 

tinually before our eyes. At lh 40 we came upon the 

ancient highway from Jerusalem to Askelon and Gaza, 

which comes down along or across Wady el-Werd 

from the plain of Rephaim or the tract further West. 

This road we should have taken from Jerusalem, had 

we not gone round by Beit Jala. At the same point 

was a small ruin on the left called 5 Ad as. 

Wishing to visit Beit ’Atab, in the hope of being 

able to see much of the country from that lofty spot, 

we left the ancient road again after five minutes, and 

turning more to the right proceeded in that direction. 

As we advanced the hills became more covered and 

green with shrubs and bushes, chiefly the prickly oak 

mingled with arbutus. The country however was 

little cultivated, and most of the villages were de¬ 

serted or in ruins. At five minutes past two, a small 

ruin, Hubin, was below us in a valley running to the 

left, bearing S. S. W. At the same time Beit ’Atab 

bore N. 75° W. A ruined Khan wTas also visible at 

some distance upon the ancient road, bearing S. 65° W. 

We reached Beit ’Atab at ten minutes before 3 

o’clock. It is situated on a high hill, and is seen from 

all parts of the country around ; but although it over- 

1) Josh. xv. 58. 1 Chron. xii. rative, 1 Chron. iv. 39, refers to the 
7. It is doubtful whether the nar- same place. 
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looks a great extent of the lower region towards the 

South and West, yet it does not afford so extensive a 

view of places, as we had hoped to find. The country 

is full of sites of ruins and villages, some inhabited 

and some deserted, at least for portions of the year. 

Beit’Atab has several high, square, tower-like houses 

of two stories ; the rest are small and low ; but all are 

of stone, solidly built. In the centre is a ruined tower 

or castle; but so dilapidated as to be nearly lost 

among the houses. The place contains perhaps one 

hundred and fifty men, or a population of six or seven 

hundred souls. It is the chief town of the district 

’Arkub, belonging to the province of Jerusalem ; and is 

the residence of the Nazir (warden) of the district, 

who was now one of the former Sheikhs of the house 

called el-Luhham. We found several of the chief men 

sitting on carpets under a fig-tree in the middle of the 

village, smoking and holding converse with each other. 

The Sheikh himself soon came, a good-looking man; 

coffee was served for us ; and he tried to persuade us 

to remain all night, saying the people of the village 

where we expected to lodge were not to be trusted; 

his hospitality thus leading him even to defame his 

neighbours. But our time was too precious to stop 

thus early. 

The prospect from Beit ’Atab towards the S. E. 

and S. presented nothing new ; towards the S. W. 

along the ridge between the Wadys Sumt and Surar, 

the place of Beit Nettif was pointed out, where we 

were to stop for the night; and in the N. W. we could 

see the mouth of Wady es-Surar as it issued from the 

mountains and turned across the plain beyond. It 

was here a fine deep valley, with a ruin in it called 

’Ain Shems, which we afterwards visited arid iden¬ 

tified with Beth-shemesh ; while on the high northern 

hill was seen the site of Sur’ah, in which we could not 
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but recognise the ancient Zorah, the birth-place of 

Samson.1 

We left Beit ’Atab at 3i o’clock, notwithstanding 

the somewhat importunate invitations of the Sheikh; 

who even took hold of us in order to detain us. De¬ 

scending in the direction of the Khan, we crossed two 

small Wadys running towards the Surar. In the first, 

lower down on the right, the guide spoke of a very 

large cavern with a fountain in it, capable of contain¬ 

ing hundreds of people; it is called et-Tuweimeh. The 

second Wady is called er-Rumany; in it at 4 o’clock, 

w7e came to a village called ’Allar es-Sifla (the lower), 

to distinguish it from another, ’Allar el-Foka (the 

upper), on higher ground a little further to the left. 

Here was a ruined church, large and solidly built, and 

apparently very ancient. A few rods on the left, 

higher up the valley, is a fine fountain, which waters 

a tract of gardens and fruit-trees along the bottom. 

Here were also many olive-trees ; which indeed are 

very abundant throughout all this region. 

Ascending the hill we came out again upon the 

ancient road at 4J o’clock, at the Khan already men¬ 

tioned. It is a ruin; and around it are the ruins of a 

small village.2 We stopped here five minutes, and 

then descended for a time along a Wady, called Wady 

el-Khan, which runs into the Musurr. The ancient 

road, still called the Sultana or royal road, apparently 

follows down this Wady to the Musurr, and there di¬ 

vides; one branch passing on direct towards Gaza, 

and another keeping along the Musurr and Sumt in 

1) Judg. xiii. 2. First given to Beit Nettif S. 60° W. ’Ain Shems 
Judah, but afterwards assigned to N. 65° W. Sur’ah N. 56° W. Deir 
Dan, Josh. xv. 33. xix. 41. See el-Hawa N. 30° W. Sunasin S. 
above, p. 337. Eusebius and Je- 13° E. Jedur S. 11° E. 
rome place it at ten miles from 2) From the Khan, Beit ’At&b 
Eleutheropolis towards Nicopolis; bore N. 17° E. ’Allar es-Sifla N. 
Onom. art. Saara.—The bearings 30° E. ’AllAr el-Foka N. 50° E. 
of various places from Beit ’At&b Beit Nettif S. 85° W. 
were: Ruined Kh&n S. 17° W. 
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the direction of Askelon. This latter we afterwards 

followed for a time ; and found wells upon it at inter¬ 

vals. We now turned more to the right, keeping upon 

the ridge between the Sumt and Surar; and at 5 

o’clock had an extensive view of both these vallies, 

spreading out into fine fertile plains full of fields of 

grain. The ridge now became higher towards the 

West; and we continued to ascend gradually, until at 

5h 50' we reached the village of Beit Nettif, situated 

upon its highest part. 

Beit Nettif, lying thus upon the high ridge between 

the two great Wadys, enjoys a wide view over the 

broad western plain and the Mediterranean beyond. A 

tract of lower hills, an hour or more in breadth, lies 

between it and the plain. On the North, the Surar 

was visible ; on the South, the Sumt was full of fields 

of grain now ripening for the harvest; and beyond it 

and more towards the left extended for a great dis¬ 

tance the lower region, which we had first seen from 

above the head of Wady Musiirr. This may be called 

the hill-country, in distinction from the higher moun¬ 

tains on the East. It is the middle region between 

the mountains and the plain, stretching as we have 

seen far to the North and South, except where inter¬ 

rupted north of the mouth of Wady es-Surar. This 

region is for the most part a beautiful open country, 

consisting of low hills usually rocky, separated by 

broad arable vallies mostly sown with grain, as are 

also many of the swelling hills. The whole tract is 

full of villages and deserted sites and ruins; and many 

olive-groves appear around the former. To this hill- 

country belong also, strictly, both the ridge on which 

Beit Nettif stands and that adjacent to Wady es-Surar 

on the North ; although, as being higher and directly 

connected with the mountains further back, they ap¬ 

pear like promontories, jutting out through the range 

of hills nearly or quite to the plain. 
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Indeed, in the tract through which we had descend¬ 

ed to-day, between the two great Wadys, the usual 

steep descent of the mountain towards the West is in¬ 

terrupted ; and we now found ourselves in the midst 

of the lower hill-country, without having made any 

long or steep descent, such as occurred to us in other 

parts of the mountains, both towards the North and 

South. 

The climate in this region was more advanced than 

at Jerusalem; though less so than in the western plain. 

The grass was chiefly dried up; and the peasants 

were in the midst of their barley harvest. The wheat 

was still partially green, and would not be ripe for 

harvest until about two weeks later. We encamped 

on a level plat on the East of the village, near by the 

threshing-floors of barley. 

The inhabitants of Beit Nettif received us with 

kindness; several of the chief men came around us, 

and answered our inquiries with readiness and intelli¬ 

gence. We found the view from this high spot to 

embrace a larger number of villages and sites, than 

almost any other we visited. We took here quite a 

number of bearings, given in the note; the places being 

all pointed out and named by one of the chief men.1 

In respect to several of the places thus pointed out, 

it is to be remarked, that Jennabeh and Shuweikeh lie 

upon the hills on the south side of Wady es-Sumt; 

the latter about one hour distant from Beit Nettif. 
A. 

Not far from Beit Ula near the foot of the mountains, 

we were told also of a place called Nusib, not here 

1) Bearings from Beit Nettif, 
beginning in the West and pro¬ 
ceeding towards the left: Jenna¬ 
beh S. 70° W. Derusieh S. 62° 
W. Shuweikeh S. 48° W. Beit 
Fusl S. 15° W. Jurfa S. 5° E. 

Beit-Uia S 10° E. Kh&r&s S. 14° 
E. Jimrin S. 19° E. GhiiiAbeh 
S. 3L° E. Um er-Rus S. 53° E. 
Jedar S. 50° E. Jeb’ah S. 65° E. 

Burj Keis E. Ahbek N. 70° E. 
Beit ’Atab N. 60° E. Jer&sh N. 
44° E. Deir el-Hawa N. 37° E. 
Um Eshteiyeh N. 35° E. Z&nu’a 
N. 12° E. Sur’ah N. 4° W. ’Ain 
Shems N. 12° W. Neby Bulus N. 
34° W. el-Kheishum N. 44° W. 
Yarmuk N. 54° W. Tell Zaka- 
riya about N. 78° W. 
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visible. Zanu’a lies on the low slope of a hill not far 

east of ’Ain Sherris. The Wely Neby Bulus (Paulas) 

is on a lower hill near the plain, half an hour distant; 

and Yarmuk among the hills further South at about 

the same distance. Near Nehy Bulus was said to be 

a village called Arba’in. Still beyond, nearer the 

plain, and near where Wady es-Surar issues upon it, a 

deserted site called Tibneh was spoken of, not visible 

from Beit Nettif. Near Tell Zakariya is also a vil¬ 

lage Zakariya, in which is a Mukam (station, tomb), 

dedicated to Zechariah. 

Among the places here visible, not less than ten 

appear to hear names which 'have come down from 

antiquity; and these are probably to be regarded as 

still marking the same ancient sites. Shuweikeh we 

have formerly found to correspond to the Hebrew So- 

coh ; and it here, as we shall see later, answers to 

the Socoh of the plain of Judah.1—Jeb’ali and Jedur, 

and also Sur’ah and ’Ain Shems, we have already 

noted as the Gibeah of Judah, Gedor, Zorah, and Beth- 

shemesh, of Scripture.2 Not far from Zorah lay also 

Zanoah, which was re-inhabited after the exile; and 

to this the name and site of Zanu’a still correspond.3— 

In Tibneh we may recognise the Timnah or Timnath 

of Dan, the city of Samson’s wife, to which he “ went 

down” from Zorah; it lies south of west from Zorah, 

and not more than an hour distant from it.4 We were 

1) Josh. xv. 35. See p. 195. 
2) See above, pp. 327, 338— 

340. The proofs in respect to 
Beth-shemesh will be given in con¬ 
nexion with our subsequent visit to 
that spot, June 8th 

3) Josh. xv. 34. Neh. xi. 30. 
The name Zanua existed in Je¬ 
rome’s day, in the region of Eleu- 
theropolis on the way to Jerusa¬ 
lem ; Onomast. art. Zanohua.— 
Another Zanoah lay upon the 
mountains of Judah, Josh. xv. 56. 

4) Josh. xv. 10. xix. 43. Judg. 
xiv. 1, 5. 2 Chron. xxviii. 18.— 
Another Timnah lay in the moun¬ 
tains of Judah, Josh. xv. 57. Gen. 
xxxviii. 12-14. Still a third Tim¬ 
nah or Thamna lay not far from 
Lydda, and gave name to the “ To- 
parchia Thamnitica” in that quar¬ 
ter; Joseph. B. J. III. 3. 5. Ono¬ 
mast. art. Thamna. This was 
probably the Timnah fortified by 
Bacchides; 1 Macc. ix. 50. Joseph. 
Ant. XIII. 1. 3. 
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therefore now amid the scenes of Samson’s history and 

exploits.—Yarmuk seems to represent the Jarmuth of 

Scripture, a city in the plain of Judah not far from 

Socoh, which so early as the days of Eusebius and Je¬ 

rome was already called Jermucha, and lay ten miles 

from Eleutheropolis towards Jerusalem.1—Nusib an¬ 

swers to the Nezib of the low country of Judah, and 

to the Nasib of Eusebius and Jerome, lying seven miles 

from Eleutheropolis towards Hebron.2—The name 

Zakariyeh, as applied to a village, does not indeed 

belong to Scripture; yet it here probably marks the 

site of the Caphar Zachariae mentioned by Sozomen 

in the region of Eleutheropolis.3 

The name of Beit Nettif itself has probably come 

down from the Hebrew; hut I have been able to find no 

ancient place corresponding to it. A village Netopha is 

indeed mentioned in Scripture; it lay, however, some¬ 

where between Bethlehem and Anathoth.4 The Rab¬ 

bins speak also of a valley called Beth Netopha; but 

the present place is on a high hill.5 

Beit Nettif is a small village near the western ex¬ 

tremity of the district ’Arkiib, which constitutes the S. 

W. part of the province of Jerusalem. Its inhabitants 

are of the Keis party. Throughout the provinces of 

Jerusalem and Hebron, the inhabitants of the different 

villages are broken up into two great parties; one 

called Keis (Keisiyeh), and the other Yemen (Yeme¬ 

ni) Josh. xv. 35. Neh. xi. 29. 
Onomast. art. Jermus.—The (Ja- 
rimuth’ of Jerome, which he says 
lay four miles from Eleutheropolis, 
is not improbably the same place; 
since it is also said to have been 
adjacent to Eshtaol, which must 
certainly have been much nearer 
to Zorah, and is placed by the same 
writers at ten miles from Eleuthe¬ 
ropolis ; Josh. xv. 33. xix. 41. Ono¬ 
mast. art. Esthaul. 

2) Josh. xv. 43. Onomast. art. 
Nemb. 

3) Sozom. Hist. Ecc. IX. 17. It 
seems also to have been visited by 
St. Willibald on his way from Gaza 
to Hebron ; Hodoepor. 20. p. 377.— 
The Beth Zacharia of the first 
book ofMaccabees and of Josephus, 
seems to have lain somewhere up¬ 
on the mountains of Judah. See 
the notices collected by Reland, 
pp. 660, 753. 

4) Ezra ii. 22. Neh. vii. 26. 
Reland Palaest. p. 909. 

5) Reland Palaest. p. 650. 
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niyeh); the inhabitants of the former province being 

mostly Yemeniyeh, and those of the latter Keisiyeh. 

No person of whom we inquired, could tell the origin 

or the nature of this distinction; except that it goes 

back beyond the memory of man, and does not now 

pertain in any degree to religious worship or doctrine. 

It seems indeed to consist in little more than the fact, 

that one is the enemy of the other. In former times 

blood was often shed in their quarrels; but now all 

are quiet. Yet this inbred enmity shows itself in mu¬ 

tual distrust and calumny; and it was probably on this 

ground, that the Sheikh of Beit ’Atab, where the peo¬ 

ple are of the Yemen party, spoke evil of his neigh¬ 

bours the Keisiyeh of Beit Nett if. 

We did not hear of the prevalence of these parties 

in any other region at the present day; but it is sin¬ 

gular, that the same names of hostile parties existed 

in Syria in the very first century of Mull a mm ed an ism. 

It would be interesting to inquire, whether there is 

perhaps any connexion between parties thus bearing 

the same names in the seventh and in the nineteenth 

centuries.1 

We found the inhabitants of Beit Nettif very civil 

and hospitable; the bad reports about them to the 

contrary notwithstanding. In the evening several of 

the chief men visited us in our tent, drank coffee, and 

gave us much information. On going away, one of 

them, whom we supposed to be a Sheikh, (though he 

seemed not to be the chief Sheikh,) inquired if we 

would have a couple of men from the village to watch 

1) Abulfeda mentions a great 
battle between the Yemeniyeh and 
Keisiyeh, A. H. 64 (A. D. 684) at 
Merj Rahat near Damascus; 
which is also celebrated by Arabian 
poets. Annales ad Ann. 64. Ta¬ 
bula Syriae ed. Kohler p. 17. See 
also Reiske’s Note, ibid. p. 197.— 

VoL. II. 

Edrisi has likewise the name Keis, 
as of a tribe in the South of Pales¬ 
tine ; p. 341. ed. Jaubert. The same 
parties formerly prevailed through¬ 
out Mount Lebanon, both among 
the Druzes and the Christian pop¬ 
ulation; Niebuhr Reisebeschr. 11. 
p. 447. Burckhardt p. 159. 
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during* the night. This we declined, as unnecessary. 

We heard however the voices of men all night around 

our tent, whom we took to he persons watching the 

threshing-doors of barley, and enjoying the comfort of 

our fire; indeed they disturbed our sleep by their talk¬ 

ing, and especially by their loud manner of story¬ 

telling. In the morning, we learned that the Sheikh 

himself and two men had kept guard during the night 

of their own accord, and without expecting any remu¬ 

neration. We afterwards found the same custom at 

most of the villages where we encamped. It arises, 

however, rather out of a regard for their own security, 

than from any particular respect towards the stranger. 

Every village is made responsible by the government 

for all thefts committed within its precincts; had we 

at any time lost any thing by theft or robbery, on com¬ 

plaining to the government, the village where the loss 

occurred would have been compelled to make it good. 

On this ground, therefore, and for their own sakes, 

they usually preferred to set a watch around our 

tent. 

Being now off the track of all former travellers, 

we came in contact here with oriental hospitality in 

its primitive and genuine form. The villagers sup¬ 

plied us with every thing we desired; regarding it as 

an honour, and without expecting a recompense. Such 

is the custom of all these mountains. The Fellahin 

never sell food to one another; but every stranger is 

the guest of the village. Our five muleteers, honest 

and faithful peasants from the village of Lifta near 

Jerusalem, never thought of paying for their food; not 

for the sake of springing, like our former Mukariyeh, 

but because it was furnished to them as a matter of 

course. In every village there is a public room, or 

more than one, according to the size and ability of the 

place, devoted to the entertainment of strangers. Such 
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a room is called a Menzil or Medafeh, a guest-room.1 

The guest lodges in the Menzil, and his food is sup¬ 

plied by the families, to whose circle it belongs. 

Sometimes they take turns in his entertainment; at 

other times it is left to those who offer themselves, or 

rather who claim the privilege. If the guest be a per¬ 

son of consequence, it is a matter of course that a 

sheep or goat, a lamb or kid, is killed for him. The 

Keisiyeh usually kill two; one for the guest, and 

another for the people of the place. When the guest 

is a common man, as a muleteer or the like, he is fed 

with rice, or whatever may be the ordinary food of the 

people themselves. The guest gives nothing as a 

remuneration when he leaves. To offer money would 

be taken as an insult; and to receive it would be a 

great disgrace. Such is universally the manner of 

entertainment in the villages throughout the provinces 

of Jerusalem and Hebron, as well as in other parts of 

Syria.1 
On the more travelled roads, the Franks have bro¬ 

ken in upon this custom ; and the people have learned 

to receive pay from foreigners. We too left our ser¬ 

vant behind us in this village, to offer pay for the milk 

and other articles we had purchased, and in this 

instance it was received; though subsequently in sev¬ 

eral cases it was refused. 

Ft iday, May 18th. We rose early, and found the 

lower hill-country enveloped in a dense fog, over which 

the tops of the hills were seen like islands. The mist 

however soon rose from the landscape, and left behind 

a clear atmosphere and a fine breeze the whole day. 

The Sheikh who was with us last evening came 

again early, in order to assist us in making observa¬ 

tions ; and as we left, he accompanied us, in token of 

respect, quite out of the village. 

1) See the references above, p. 122, Note 2. 
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The great object before us to-day, was to search 

for the long lost site of the ancient Eleutheropolis, an 

important episcopal city of the fourth and fifth centu¬ 

ries, assumed indeed by Eusebius and Jerome as the 

central point in southern Palestine, from which to fix 

the position of many other places. We had been 

making inquiries ever since we first reached Jerusalem, 

to ascertain whether any name or any ruins still ex¬ 

isted in the same quarter, which might afford a clue 

for determining this ancient site. But no trace of 

any such name could be found ; nor could we hear of 

any such ruins, excepting at a place called Beit Jibrin. 

These the Arabs described in extravagant terms; and 

although we placed little reliance upon their accounts, 

yet we determined to visit the spot ourselves in the 

course of our journey. On arriving at BeitNettif, we 

were surprised and gratified to find ourselves sur¬ 

rounded by several places, whose distances from Eleu¬ 

theropolis are specified by Eusebius and Jerome. 

Thus the distance both of Beth-shemesh and Zorah is 

given at ten Roman miles towards Nicopolis ; that of 

Jarmuth (Jarmuch) also at ten miles towards Jerusa¬ 

lem, and that of Socoh (Shuweikeh) at nine miles to¬ 

wards the same city, probably on another road.1 The 

first three places all lay within a circle of an hour and 

a half West of North from Beit Nettif; and these dis¬ 

tances, we thought, might perhaps serve us in some 

measure as a clue, in our search after the site of Eleu¬ 

theropolis itself. 

We left Beit Nettif at 7 o’clock, descending imme¬ 

diately southwesterly into Wady es-Sumt, in order to 

strike again the Askelon branch of the ancient road, 

which passes down this valley. The hill-side was 

covered with fine groves of olive-trees, some of them 

planted in rows like a regular orchard ; which is not 

1) Onomast. arts. Bethsamis, Saar a, Jermus, Soccho. 
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usually the case. Twenty minutes brought us to the 

bottom; and we now followed down Wady es-Sumt 

on a course W. by N. This valley is formed by the 

junction of three Wadys at a point directly S. of Beit 

Nettif, viz. Wady el-Musurr coming from the East 

Northeast; W^ady es-Sur, a large valley from the South; 

and a smaller one from the N. N. E. just under Beit 

Nettif. The bottom is a fme fertile plain with moder¬ 

ate hills on each side. It was now covered with fields 

of grain, except towards the western part; where are 

a good many of the trees here called Sumt, from which 

the valley takes its name.1 

We crossed the water-bed of the valley, now dry, 

and soon came upon (he ancient road, which had fol¬ 

lowed down Wady el-Musurr. The other or Gaza 

branch goes off more to the left, and crosses Wady es- 

Sur near an immense Butm-tree about twenty min¬ 

utes south of the junction of the vallies. On our left, in 

a gap of the southern hill, we now had the ruins of 

Shuweikeh, the Socoh of the plain of Judah, which is 

enumerated with Jarmuth, Adullam, and Azekah, 

and lay nine Roman miles from Eleutheropolis to¬ 

wards Jerusalem.2 It was therefore not far from Jar- 

mu tli; as it now also lies not far distant from Yarmuk, 

about half an hour. 
Another mention of Socoh enables us to determine 

1) The form Sumt seems to be 
merely a corrupt pronunciation of 
the word Sunt, the proper Arabic 
and Egyptian name for the tree 
whose fruit is called Karadh. This 
is the Mimosa Nilotica of Forskal, 
Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. LXXV1I; 
and the Acacia vera s. Arabica of 
later botanists, Sprengel Hist. Rei 
Herbar. I. pp. 260, 270. The Ara¬ 
bic name Sunt is variously written 
by the Arabs themselves. It is a 
thorny tree resembling the Tfilh 
or Seyal, with which it has some¬ 

times been confounded.—This Ar¬ 
abic name affords an apt etymology 
for the Heb. nan3, i. q. iiaDttj, the Skit- 

tim-wood of the Bible (Ex. xxv. 
5, 10, 13, etc.) which was probably 
the same tree; see Celsius Iliero- 
bot. I. p. 498, seq. Gesen. Lex. 
Heb. art. intatti. Rosenmiiller Bibl. 

Alterthumsk. IV. i. p. 277. These 
writers however confound the Aca¬ 
cia vera (Sunt) with the Acacia 
gummifera (Tulh). 

2) Josh. xv. 35. See pp. 344, 348. 
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the ancient name of this line valley; and fixes it as 

the scene of a memorable event in Scripture history, 

the combat of David and Goliath. We are told that 

the Philistines “ were gathered together at Socoh 

which belongeth to Judah, and pitched between Socoh 

and Azekah. And Saul and the men of Israel were 

gathered together and pitched by the valley of Elah, 

and set the battle in array against the Philistines. 

And the Philistines stood on a mountain on the one 

side, and Israel stood on a mountain on the other side; 

and there was a valley between them.” 1 The mention 

of Azekah shows that the Socoh meant, can only be 

this place ; and the valley between the armies, the 

valley of Elah, in which the combat took place, could 

well be no other than the present Wady es-Sumt. It 

took its name Elah of old from the Terebinth (Butin), 

of which the largest specimen we saw in Palestine 

still stands in the vicinity; just as now it takes its 

name es-Sumt (Sunt) from the acacias which are scat¬ 

tered in it.2 

We now pursued our way down the valley, rejoic¬ 

ing in having thus been able to discover and visit the 

spot, where the youthful warrior and poet, in firm re¬ 

liance on the God of Israel, made !\is first glorious 

essay as the champion of his people. At 7h 40 we 

reached a well by the way-side, called Bir Kulidhia, 

about twenty-five or thirty feet deep, with several 

drinking troughs of wood. Fifteen minutes later, the 

ruins of Jennabeh were upon the hill at our left. At 

8 o’clock Wady es-Sumt turned to the right, nearly 

North, passing off between Tell Zakariya on the left 

and the village of the same name on the right, perhaps 

1) 1 Sam. xvii. 1-3. 
2) Monastic tradition, as we 

have seen, assigns the name of 
Elah, or Turpentine (Terebinth) 
Valley, to the great Wady Beit 

Hanina; and points out the place 
of David’s combat at a spot north 
of ’Ain Karim, not less than five 
or six hours distant from Socoh. 
See above, p. 145, Note 2. * 
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half an hour distant; and then bending again more to 

the left, and running to the plain.1 A road to Ramleh 

here left ours, passing down the valley. 

We continued on the ancient road in a direct 

course, and ascended the ridge towards the West, 

reaching the top at o’clock. Here a narrower val¬ 

ley lay before us, running off in the direction W. N. 

W. The numerous olive-groves in this valley and 

upon the hills around, gave the country almost a 

wooded appearance. The great western plain was 

here visible; and in it at some distance an isolated 

oblong hill, or short ridge, called Tell es-Safieh, a very 

conspicuous point, on which our guide said there were 

ruins.2 

We descended into the narrow valley; and after 

fifteen minutes passed ’Ajjur, a small village on the 

left. At 8f o’clock, there was another ancient well 

in the valley, exhibiting quite a pastoral scene of pa¬ 

triarchal days. Many cattle, flocks of sheep and kids, 

and also camels, were all waiting around the well; 

while men and women were busily employed in draw¬ 

ing water for them. These people at once offered and 

drew water for us and our thirsty animals, without 

the expectation of reward. The well was square and 

narrow; by measuring the rope we found the depth to 

be sixty feet. A platform of very large stones was 

built up around it, and there were many drinking 

troughs. On the platform was fixed a small reel for 

the rope, which a man, seated on a level with the axis, 

wound up, by pulling the upper part of the reel to¬ 

wards him with his hands, while he at the same time 

pushed the lower part from him with the feet. This 

may not improbably have been the ancient Egyptian 

manner of “ watering with the foot.”3 

1) See on p. 327. 3) Deut. xi. 10. See more on 
2) The Tell bore from this spot this subject in Note 11, at the end 

N. 70° W. and Beit Nettif S. 85° E. of Vol. 1. 
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In coming thus far from Beit Nettif, an hour and 

three quarters, we had on the whole made no southing 

whatever, but rather the contrary. Our relative posi¬ 

tion in respect to Siir’ah, ’Ain Shems, and Yarmiik 

was indeed changed ; these places all now lying East 

of North ; and being, so far as we could judge, not far 

from an hour to an hour and a half distant. We knew 

too, that we must now be at least approaching the an¬ 

cient road running North from Eleutheropolis to Nico- 

polis; and there was therefore every reason to suppose, 

that we could not be more than two or at the most two 

and a half hours distant from the site of the former city.1 

But with all our inquiry, we could hear of no ruins of 

any kind, except the great ones (as they were called) 

at Beit Jibrin, and the slighter ones at Tell es-Safieh. 

The latter place seemed to be much too far both to¬ 

wards the North and West; it being apparently about 

an hour and a half distant from this point. We there¬ 

fore determined at any rate first to visit the ruins at 

Beit Jibrin ; and then to take such a course as cir¬ 

cumstances might dictate. 

After a stop of twenty minutes at the well, we 

now at 9h Of/ turned to the left almost at a right an¬ 

gle, and proceeded on a course about S. by W. We 

had heard all along, and especially from the Sheikh of 

Beit Nettif, of a great cavern in this quarter, a con¬ 

vent under ground, large enough (it was said) to con¬ 

tain all the Pasha’s troops. We had hoped it might 

turn out to be the cave of Makkedah, which Eusebius 

and Jerome place eight miles east of Eleutheropolis.2 

According to our reckoning, however, we had already 

travelled too far for this. At 9h 40, a few steps be- 

1) The reader will bear in mind, p. 147. See also Note VII, end of 
that our usual rate of travel with Vol. I. 
horses and mules, in a region like 2) Josh- x. 10, 16, seq. xv. 41. 
this, was very regularly three Ro- Onomast. art. Maceda. 
man miles an hour. See above, 
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yond a village named Deir Dubba’n, we came to the 

cavern (so called) of which we were in search, just 

by our road on the left. Although not Makkedah, 

yet the place is certainly a great curiosity. 

In the soft limestone or chalky rock, which the soil 

here scarcely covers, are several irregular pits, some 

nearly square, and all about fifteen or twenty feet deep, 

with perpendicular sides. Whether these pits are 
natural or artificial, it might at first be difficult to say. 

In the sides are irregular doors or low arched passages, 

much obstructed by rubbish, leading into large exca¬ 

vations in the adjacent rock in the form of tall domes 
or bell-shaped apartments, varying in height from 

twenty to thirty feet, and in diameter from ten or 

twelve to twenty feet or more. The top of the dome 

usually terminates in a small circular opening at the 
surface of the ground above, admitting light into the 

cavern. These apartments are mostly in clusters, 

three or four together, communicating with each other. 

Around one pit towards the S. W. we found sixteen 

such apartments thus connected, forming a sort of 

labyrinth. They are all hewn very regularly ; but 

many are partly broken down ; and it is not impossi¬ 

ble, that the pits themselves may have been caused 

by the falling in of similar domes. Some of the apart¬ 
ments are ornamented, either near the bottom or high 

up, or both, with rowTs of small holes or niches, like 

pigeon-holes, extending quite around the wall. In the 

largest cluster, in the innermost dome, a rough block 

of the limestone has been left standing on one side, 

ten or twelve feet high, as if a rude pulpit or a pedes¬ 

tal for a statue. In the same apartment are several 

crosses cut in the wall; and in another of the same 

suite, are several very old Cufic inscriptions, one of 

which is quite long. These we neglected to copy, 

much to our subsequent regret; although from what 
Vol. II. 45 
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we elsewhere saw, they probably would throw no 

light upon the age and character of these singular 

excavations. 

What then could have been the object of these 

caverns? Cisterns they were not; and quarries they 

could hardly have been; as the stone is not hard 

enough for building, and there is no place in the vici¬ 

nity erected with such stone. Or, if quarries, why 

then excavate in this peculiar and difficult form, when 

all is so near the surface ? The form in itself resembles 

that of the subterranean magazines around many of 

the villages at the present day ; and naturally suggests 

the idea, that these caverns too may have been intended 

for magazines of grain. But their great number, and 

especially the fact of their communicating with each 

other, is inconsistent with such an hypothesis. I am 

unable to solve the mystery ; and the similar excava¬ 

tions which we afterwards saw on our second visit to 

Beit Jibrin, serve only to render the whole matter still 

more inexplicable. We afterwards found reason to 

suppose, that the ancient Gath-Rimmon was situated 

here or in the vicinity.1 

We spent nearly an hour in exploring these cav¬ 

erns. Proceeding on our way at 10h 35', we came in 

fifteen minutes to a village on our right called Ra’na, 

with fields of tobacco and cotton. Our guide, by mis¬ 

take, now took a road lying to the left of the right one, 

but parallel to it. This brought us at llh 25' to Kud- 

na, a small village, in which are the remains of a large 

ancient building. A portion of the western wall is 

standing, some one hundred and fifty feet in. length, 

built of large stones. It is difficult to say, whether it 

was once a church, or perhaps a castle; it seemed 

older than the age of the crusades. 

1) See under May 22d; and at mg Eleutheropolis, on the eubse- 
the end of the discussion respect- quent day, May 23d. 
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Our way wound much, leading us through broad 

arable Wadys among the low bushy hills. We were 

now verging towards the border of the hilly tract and 

the great plain on the West, where hill and plain pass 

over into each other; and where the frequent and 

shallow Wadys, running in all directions, render it 

difficult to mark their general course, or to distinguish 

any main trunk. As we approached Beit Jibrin, how¬ 

ever, we travelled along a fine open valley or plain, 

running from S. to N. which seemed to be one of the 

principal Wadys. It passes onwards to the great 

plain, where it sweeps round on the South of Tell es- 

Safieh, forming apparently one of the main branches 

of Wady Simsim, which we afterwards encountered on 
our way to Gaza. 

In this valley along the road were traces of ancient 
walls, once probably enclosing fields ; and in several 

places we saw short rude pillars, which at first we 
thought might have been intended as Roman mile¬ 

stones. For this however they were too numerous; 

and they more probably once served as private land¬ 

marks, between the fields of different owners. We 

reached Beit Jibrin at 12J o’clock, situated among low 

hills at the head of this main valley, where it is formed 

by the junction of two or three smaller Wadys, and 

runs at first N. N. W. * The site is so shut in by hills, 

that no other places are visible from it. Like most of 

the villages in this region, it is surrounded with olive- 

trees ; and beneath one of these, northwest of the 

ruins, we spread our carpets, and after a few minutes 

of rest and refreshment, entered upon our examination 

of this interesting spot. 
Here is a village with ruins, apparently of differ¬ 

ent ages, and more extensive and massive than any we 

saw in Palestine, except the substructions of the an¬ 

cient temple at Jerusalem and the Haram at Hebron. 
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They consist of the remains of a fortress of immense 

strength, in the midst of an irregular rounded enclo¬ 

sure, encompassed by a very ancient and strong wall. 

This outer wall was built of large squared stones un¬ 

cemented. It has been mostly thrown down ; hut on 

the northern side it is still several feet in height, run¬ 

ning along the southern hank of the wTater-bed of the 

Wady which comes down from the E. N. E. In the 

other quarter also it is still distinctly to be traced. Along 

this wall on the inside, towards the West and North¬ 

west, is a row of ancient massive vaults with fine round 

arches, apparently of the same age as the wall itself. 

These are now nearly covered hy the accumulated 

rubbish ; yet some of them still serve as dwellings for 

the inhabitants. The northern wall of this exterior 

enclosure, representing the diameter from East to 

West, measured six hundred feet; and the other diam¬ 

eter cannot be much less. The character of this wall 

and of these vaults, leaves no doubt that they are of 

Roman origin. 

In the midst of this area stands an irregular castle, 

the lower parts of which seem to be as ancient as the 

exterior wall; but it has obviously been built up again 

in more modern times. Indeed, an inscription over the 

gate-way shows that it was last repaired by the Turks 

in A H. 958/ (A. D. 1551,) nearly ten years after the 

present walls of Jerusalem were built. The northern 

and western sides alone are regular; the former mea¬ 

sured one hundred and ninety-two feet, and the latter 

one hundred and ninety-five feet. The gate was now 

shut up; and the court wTithin planted with tobacco, 

so far as there was room among the heaps of stones 

and rubbish. The walls are so far broken down, that 

we could clamber over them and enter without difii- 

1) I follow here the Journal of notes made on the spot have A. H. 
my companion; my own pencil- 948. 
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culty. The interior of the castle was full of arches 

and vaults; and the people told us of a church with 

pictures in the southern part, now shut up and indeed 

buried beneath the ruins. Several small marble col¬ 

umns were strewed around. The area of the enclosure, 

outside of the castle, is occupied partly by the modern 

hovels of the village ; partly by patches of tobacco and 

vegetables; while in the northern and eastern quar¬ 

ters, it is confusedly covered with heaps of stones, the 

materials of ancient walls and structures. 

The situation of this fortress was low, on a point 

between two Wadys, one coming from the E. N. E. 

and the other from the S. S. E. Back of the village 

the ground rises into hills, which must have overlooked 

the fortress. The ancient town appears to have ex¬ 

tended for some distance along the open valley towards 

the N. E. In this part are still remains of the former 

wall and dwellings. Just by the village on the West, 

in the other Wady, is a large public well, around which 

cattle and flocks were collected for watering. 

Twenty minutes from the village, in the direction 

S. 28° E. are seen the ruins of an ancient church, 

bearing the name of Santa Hanneh (St. Anne), situ¬ 

ated on higher sloping ground near the head of the 

southern Wady, northeast of its water-course. In fol¬ 

lowing up the Wady to this spot, we passed two other 

wells. One of them about half way, was quite large; 

flocks and herds were gathered around both; while 

men and women wrere drawing water and filling for 

them the many drinking troughs, presenting an ani¬ 

mated scene of oriental pastoral life. Of the church, 

only the eastern end is standing, including the niche 

of the great altar, and that of a side chapel, built of 

large hewn stones of strong and beautiful masonry. 

The foundations remain throughout; and there are 

subterraneous vaults, with windows on the north side. 
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Indeed, the edifice stood on round arches ; which with 

the foundations seem nearly of the same character and 

antiquity as the fortress itself.1 In the Wady near by 

are the ruins of an ordinary village. Southwest of 

the church, on the other side of the Wady, rises a 

truncated Tell of a chalky and singular appearance. 

We had been told of a fountain near the church, which 

became dry for a part of the year; hut it turned out, 

that our informant meant only a well at some dis¬ 

tance northeast, where men were drawing water for 

their flocks. This we found to he fifty-two feet deep, 

dug mostly in the solid rock, and apparently ancient. 

There is another on the slope of the hill S. W. of the 

church, which was now dry.2 

In returning to the village, as we passed one of the 

wells where the people were watering their flocks, a 

man called out to us: “Do not he long,” that is, in 

coming to take possession of the country. Here, as 

elsewhere, we were supposed to be in search of our 

hereditary estates. Such expressions we often heard; 

and this desire for a Frank government or Frank pro¬ 

tection we found to be universal in Syria, among both 

Christians and Muhammedans; not excepting even 

the Bedawin. On this ground we were everywhere 

well received.3 Here at Beit Jibrin the people were 

kind and communicative. The Sheikh of the village 

was understood to be absent, and we did not now 

see him. 

Beit Jibrin is a village of moderate size, the capital 

of a district in the province of Gaza, beginning just 

West of Beti Nettif, called the district of the ’Azazeh. 

1) The only allusion I find to Hanneh the following bearings 
this church is in Gaufr. Vinisauf, were taken: Tell es-S&fieh N. 20° 
Iter Hierosol. Regis Richardi, etc. W. Beit ’At&b N. 63° E. Min’in 
V. 44, in Gale Scriptores Historiae S. 64° E. Dura on the mountain 
Angl. Tom. II. p. 375. See further S. 44° E. 
on p. 361, Note 1. 3) See also at Ma’in, p. 

2) From the hill just E. of Santa above. 
196 
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It takes this name from an ancient family of Sheikhs, 

formerly hereditary lords of Beit Jibrin, and of great 

power in these parts, being one of the three chief fam¬ 

ilies of the Keisiyeh. Having been leaders in the 

rebellion of 1834, some of the family were beheaded, 

and the rest compelled to remove to Tell es-Safieh. 

Another family, called the house of ’Amleh, resides at 

Beit Ula; and a third, the house of Ibn ’Omar, at Dura 

in the mountains of Hebron. The two former families 

were head Sheikhs of the lower Keis (el-Keisiyeh et- 

Tahta) in and near the plain.—These families of 

Sheikhs form a species of hereditary nobility; but 

they are here less ancient and less exclusive, than 

those of the Druzes in Mount Lebanon. There are 

also smaller families of less powerful Sheikhs. 

Such was the result of our inquiries and observa¬ 

tions at Beit Jibrin on this our first visit. The ques¬ 

tion now naturally arose, Whether all this presented 

any ground for regarding this spot as the site of the 

ancient Eleutheropolis ? The ruins certainly seemed 

to be sufficiently important to warrant such a conclu¬ 

sion ; ruins worthy of the Roman name, and of a pow¬ 

erful city. Further, in travelling hither from the well 

where we had halted, we had by a winding road pass¬ 

ed over the anticipated distance of two and a half 

hours, within which we had supposed Eleutheropolis 

must lie. Still, this distance might apply just as well 

to some place lying more to the Northwest; and I 

had in some way received the groundless impression, 

that the city in question lay actually in the plain 

itself, and not among the hills. We concluded there¬ 

fore to make still further examination; and as, not¬ 

withstanding all our inquiries, we could hear of no 

spot, where there could be the slightest hope of finding 

the object of our search, unless perhaps at Tell es- 

Safieh, we determined to bend our steps that way.— 
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We felt ourselves constrained to push our researches 

further, because the site of Eleutheropolis could not 

be fixed at this place, without making it identical 

with another ancient city, whose name has been pre¬ 

served; an identity of which, as yet, no one had ever 

dreamed. 

Indeed, whatever might be the fact in regard to 

Eleutheropolis, there could be no doubt upon our 

minds, that in Beit Jibrin was to be recognised the 

Betogabra of Ptolemy and the Peutinger Tables, and 

the Beigeberin (an episcopal city) of the ecclesiastical 

Notitiae of the subsequent centuries.1 This place is 

marked in the said Tables at sixteen Roman miles 

from Askelon, a distance considerably too small; since 

from the construction of our maps it appears, that the 

actual distance cannot be less than about twenty 

geogr. miles.2 An early legend of the life of Ananias 

names it “ Betogabra of Eleutheropolis which, how¬ 

ever the phrase may be regarded, implies at least that 

these places were not far remote from each other.3 

Such is the amount of all the notices respecting the 

ancient city under this name, down to the time of the 

crusades. 

In the twelfth century, the crusaders found on this 

spot an ancient site in ruins, called by the Arabs 

1 Bethgebrim ;’4 here they built up again a fortress upon 

the former foundations, to guard against the incursions 

1) Ptolemy Bcuroyafiga. Tab. 
Peut. Betogabri. See Reland Pa- 
laest. pp. 461, 421, 222,627.—Jose¬ 
phus mentions a large village 
Briraoiq (Betaris) in this region, 
which Rufinus read Brjyapgiq (Be- 
gabris) in his copy. Reland sug¬ 
gests that this may have been the 
same place, which is not improba¬ 
ble ; p. 626. Joseph. B. J. IV. 8.1. 

2) It would seem probable that 
an X may have been dropped in 
the Peutinger Tables; the origin¬ 

al reading having been perhaps 
XXVI Roman miles. 

3) Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. 
pp. 613, 614. 

4) “ Urbem veteremet dirutam 
. . . . Arabice BethgebrimWill. 
Tyr. XIV. 22. This writer gives 
its distance from Askelon at twelve 
miles; meaning apparently Italian 
miles of 60 to the degree; which 
falls short even of the sixteen Ro¬ 
man miles of the Peutinger Tables. 
See Note 2, above. 
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of the Muhammedans from Askelon. This took place 

about A. D. 1134, under king Fulco. William of Tyre 

describes the fortress as having impregnable walls, 

with a mound and bastions and other advanced works. 

The defence of this position was intrusted to the 

Knights Hospitalers. The Arabic name became cor¬ 

rupted among the crusaders into “ Gibelinand they 

and the Christian writers of that age, held the place to 

be the ancient Beersheba.1 It is not unfrequently 

mentioned by Arabian authors; who write the name 

almost indiscriminately Beit Jibrin and Beit Jibril, 

the latter signifying the ‘House of Gabriel ;’2 and they 

speak of it also as including the surrounding district. 

Benjamin of Tudela visited the spot, and found here 

three Jew’s.3 After the decisive battle of Hattin and 

the capture of Askelon by Saladin, in A. D. 1187, the 

fortress of Beit Jibrin also fell into his power ;4 but it 

seems to have reverted into the hands of the Franks, 

perhaps with Askelon, and is mentioned in A. D. 1192, 

as a station in the march of one part of king Richard’s 

army from the South towards Beit Nuba.5 In A. D. 1244, 

it wras captured by the troops of Bibars.6 I find no fur¬ 

ther notice of Beit Jibrin or its fortress, except in Mari¬ 

nas Sanutus, who merely copies William of Tyre ;7 but 

1) Will. Tyr. XIV. 22. Jac. de 
Vitr. 36, 41. pp. 1070, 1071. Wil- 
ken Gesch. der Kreuzz. II. pp. 595, 
615. Brocardus c. X. p. 186. Ma¬ 
rin. Sanut. pp. 163, 165. Adricho- 
mius p. 133. Yet before the days 
of the latter writer, the true Beer¬ 
sheba had been visited by several 
travellers; see above, Vol. I. p. 303. 
G. Vinisauf seems to allude to the 
church of Santa Hanneh, when he 
speaks of Ybelin (meaning Gibelin) 
as being near the valley in which 
St. Anne was born; see in Gale’s 
Scriptores Historiae Anglic. Tom. 
II. p. 395. 

2) Edrisi par Jaubert p. 360. 
Ibn el- Wardi in Abulf. Tab. Syr. ed. 

Vol. II. 46 

Kohler p. 170. See especially 
Schulten’s Index in Vit. Salad, art. 
Beit-Sjebrinum.—Still, as the in¬ 
terchange of l and n is not unfre¬ 
quent in Arabic, it may after all 
be a question, whether Jibi'in may 
not be the ancient Hebrew form, 
meaning perhaps “ House of Men.” 
The Greek form Bairoyap^a ac¬ 
cords better with this supposition. 

3) Benj. de Tudel. par Barat. 
p. 101. 

4) Bohaed. Vit. Sal. p. 72. 
5) Ibid. p. 229. Wilken ibid. 

IV. p. 508. 
6) Makrizi in Wilken Comment, 

de Bell. Cruc. p. 204. 
7) De Seer. Fidel. Cruc. p. 165. 
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the inscription already mentioned, shows that it con¬ 

tinued to be a place of strength even under the later 

Turkish dominion; being kept up perhaps in order to 

hold in check the turbulent spirits of the ancient Arab 

families of Sheikhs, the former lords of Beit Jibrin and 

the adjacent territory. Since the times of the crusades, 

1 am not aware that this place has been visited by 

any Frank traveller ; unless perhaps by Breydenbach 

and Fabri in A. D. 1483, on their way from Hebron 

to Gaza ; who however make no mention of Beit Ji¬ 

brin.1 

We now left Beit Jibrin at 2f o’clock, for Tell es- 

Safieh. A man from Ramleh, returning from Hebron, 

fell into our train, and continued with us; although 

Tell es-Safieh was out of his direct course. The way 

led at first down the same broad valley by which we 

had approached, and then more to the left. In half 

an hour, after crossing obliquely the low western slope, 

we emerged from the hills upon the wide rolling plain 

which extends to the sea ; it is here not very fertile 

nor very well cultivated; though as we advanced, we 

found much of it covered with a crop of wheat. At 

4h 10r we passed the large village of Dhikrin, to which 

name our guide added the epithet el-Buradan. It stands 

on the left slope of a Wady, which I suppose to be 

that coming down from Beit Jibrin, and here sweeping 

round towards the Wady Simsim in the plain. Near 

the village are excavations, said to be like those we 

had seen at Deir Dubban; but being in a low situation, 

the water of a small Wady is in winter turned into 

them, and they are used as cisterns. 

This village of Dhikrin is mentioned by Tucher of 

1) Volney heard the name, as 
of an inhabited village in this quar¬ 
ter ; Vol. II. p. 310. Poujoulat pro¬ 
fesses to have found the fortress 

(not the name) four hours S. E. of 
Askelon on his road from Gaza to 
Yafa! Correspondence d’Orient, V. 
p. 448. 
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Nurnberg in A. D. 1479. He travelled from Bethle¬ 

hem to Gaza, passing by St. George and lodging at 

Thikrin (Dhikrin), where he also speaks of cisterns.1 

His route down the mountains must therefore have 

been in general the same with ours. 

We reached Tell es-Safieh at a quarter past 5 

o’clock. It is an isolated oblong hill or ridge, lying 

from N. to S. in the plain ; the highest part being to¬ 

wards the South. The village lies near the middle ; 

lower down. We pitched our tent just above the vil¬ 

lage, and immediately repaired to the summit of the 

hill, in search of the ruins of which we had been told. 

They proved to be merely the indistinct foundations 

apparently of a castle on the highest part, constructed 

of large hewn stones. On the western side of the hill, 

are also the remains of a terrace built of like materials. 

There is no fountain here nor in the vicinity ; but in 

the western plain, near the foot of the hill, is a well of 

living water, which was said to overflow during a part 

of the year. Upon the hill is seen a solitary palm- 

tree.—Safieh we were told is the name of a ruin in 

the plain towards the N. E. and this is its Tell or hill. 

The hill itself is not high ; but rises sufficiently 

above the surrounding country to be seen at the dis¬ 

tance of some hours in every direction, especially to¬ 

wards the North and West. Here it overlooks the 

plain, which extends north to Ramleh and west to 

Esdud (Ashdod). The tower of Ramleh was distinctly 

visible; the distance was said to be five hours. Nearer 

the mountain, in the Northeast, we could also distin¬ 

guish ’Amwas upon a conical hill, the ancient city 

Emmaus or Nicopolis.2 A large number of villages 

and sites were visible on every side, with many of 

which we had already become acquainted; though not 

1) Reissb. des h. Landes p. 677. Luke xxiv. 13; though this is very 
2) Not to be confounded with often done. See Reland Palaest. 

the village Emmaus mentioned p. 758. 
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a few were also new. They are recorded in the note 

below.1 

The people of the village flocked around us with 

kindness; and at evening our tent, as usual, was 

filled with visitors, conversing and drinking coffee. 

The Sheikh, Muhammed Sellim, was a young fine- 

looking man, of prepossessing manners and quite intel¬ 

ligent. He belonged to the family of the ’Azazeh, the 

hereditary lords of Beit Jibrin ; but they having taken 

part in the rebellion of 1834, his uncle and brother 

were beheaded, and the rest of the family ordered to 

take up their residence in this place. 

We here came again in contact with the genuine 

hospitality of the East. The Sheikh sent two men 

to keep watch by our tent all night; and when we left 

in the morning, the people refused to receive pay for 

the articles which they had furnished to us ; saying it 

would be a disgrace to do so, and the Sheikh would 

be angry and beat them if they did. They were 

simple-hearted and kind; and the refusal to take 

money, seemed to be the unaffected and conscientious 

observance of ancient national custom. 

1) We took at Tell es-S&fieh 
the following bearings, beginning 
at the South and proceeding to¬ 
wards the left: Dhikrin S. 10° E. 
Santa Hanneh S. 20° E. Kudna 
S. 34° E. Deir Dubbin S. 50° E. 
’Ajjur S. 72° E. Jeb’ah S. 77° E. 
Tell Zakariya S. 85° E. Kefr 
Zakariya S. 87° E. Beit ’At&b 
N. 87° E. Kesla N. 84° E. el- 
Kheishum N. 80° E. Deir el- 
Hawa N. 80° E. el-Bureij N. 
70° E. Sur’ah N. 67° E. Raf&t 
N. 64° E. el-Mughullis N. 55° E. 
’Amwas N, 49° E. er-Ramleh N. 
12° E. el-Kustineh N. 36° W. 
el-Mesmiyeh N. 45° W. Ustas 
N. 50° W. Tell et-Turmus N. 
55° W. Berkusieh S. 53° W.— 
Among these places, Kesla might 
suggest the Chesalon of Josh. xv. 

10; and we heard too of a Sa'irah 
in the same neighbourhood, which 
might suggest the Mount Seir 
mentioned in the same passage. 
But Chesalon and Seir appear to 
have lain north of Beth-shemesh 
and the Wady Surar; while Kesla 
and Sa’irah are on the South of that 
valley. See above, p. 337. Com¬ 
pare the Chaslon of the Onomas- 
ticon.—El-Mesmiyeh seems to be 
the Mesmie mentioned by Volney 
between Ramleh and Gaza, four 
leagues from the former; Vol. II. 
p. 310. In that case, the Tell of 
which the same writer speaks, a 
league east of Mesmiyeh, was 
probably Tell et-Turmus; but he 
confounds it in part with Tell el- 
Hasy ; see under May 22. 
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It had needed but a short survey of this spot to 

convince us, that the site of Eleutheropolis never could 

have been at Tell es-Safieh. One of the places, 

Zorah, said to be ten Roman miles from Eleutheropo¬ 

lis on the way to Nicopolis, lay in sight before us E. 

N. E. upon the hills, about three hours distant; while 

Nicopolis itself was distinctly visible in the N. E. not 

more than an hour or two more remote. It was 

evident that Zorah and Beth-shemesh could never 

have been said to lie near the road from Tell es-Safieh 

to ’Amwas, and especially not at the distance of ten 

miles on that road, without attributing to Eusebius 

and Jerome a greater absurdity than any of which 

they have yet been accused. Indeed Tell es-Safieh 

lies obviously quite too far westward within the plain, 

to accord with any of the ancient accounts respecting 

Eleutheropolis. Besides, there was nothing here to 

mark the site of an ancient place; which we know to 

have been a large and flourishing city so late as the 

sixth century. 

I know of nothing to connect Tell es-Safieh with 

the history of the Bible or of the early centuries; 

unless perhaps the name may have some relation to that 

of the valley of Zephathah near Maresha, where king 

Asa defeated the hosts of Zerah the Ethiopian.1 

Maresha, as we know, was near Eleutheropolis f and 

the valley as well as the Tell, might well take its 

name from an adjacent city. It may perhaps have 

been the broad Wady coming down from Beit Jibrin 

towards Tell es-Safieh. 

In the middle ages this Tell became somewhat 

celebrated; although, as we had with us no history of 

the crusades, we were not aware of the fact at the 

time. It appears that about A. D. 1138, several years 

1) 2 Chron. xiv. 10. art. Mcisera, Method. Reland Pal. 
2) Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. p. 888. 
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after the rebuilding of the ancient fortress at Beit 

Jibrin, the crusaders under king Fulco erected upon 

Tell es-Safieh, described as eight Italian miles from 

Askelon, another castle as a further check upon the 

excursions of the Muhammedans from that city.1 

It was built of hewn stones with four towers; and 

became known among the Franks by the name of 

Blanchegarde.2 It afterwards came into the posses¬ 

sion of Saladin, and was dismantled by him in A. D. 

1191;3 but appears to have been built up again by 

king Richard of England the very next year.4 

Some of Richard’s romantic adventures are related 

as occurring in the vicinity of this castle. Once, riding 

out in this quarter from his camp near Ramleh in 

search of adventures, he narrowly escaped falling into 

the hands of a chosen band of Turkish horsemen, 

whom Saladin had despatched from Askelon to 

Blanchegarde. At another time, on a similar excursion 

hither from Askelon, he had an affray with a party of 

Saracens, of whom he slew three and took live pri¬ 

soners.5 Afterwards, this spot is mentioned by Bo- 

haeddin in connection with the march of Richard’s 

army to Beit Nuba; and also as visited by Saladin, 

who then proceeded from Tell es-Safieh to the place 

called es-Safieh, of which we also heard.6 From that 

1) “ Ab Ascalona octo distans 
miliaribus ... nomen Arabice Tel- 
lesaphi, quod apud nos interpreta- 
tur Mans sive Collis clarus Will. 
Tyr. XV. 25. See Wilken Gesch. 
der Kr. II. pp. 615, 616. But the 
true distance from Askelon is not 
much less than eighteen geogra¬ 
phical miles ; and the reading in 
William of Tyre ought probably 
to be octoclecem instead of octo. 

2) Will. Tyr. XV. 25. Jac. de 
Vitr. 41, p. 1071. The Latin name 
of the castle was ‘Alba Specula,’ 
also ‘ Alba Custodia,’ ibid. VVilken 

Gesch. der Kr. IV. p. 426. So too 
‘ Candida Custodia,’ G. Vinisauf 
V. 48, p. 398. 

3) Gaufr. Vinisauf, Iter Hiero- 
sol. Richardi regis, in Gale Scrip- 
tores Hist. Anglic. Tom. II. Lib. 
IV. 23, p. 362. Wilken 1. c. p. 426. 

4) Roger de Hov. Annales An¬ 
glic. in Saville Scriptor. Rer. Angl. 
fol. 407. B. Wilken 1. c. p.477. 

5) Gaufr. Vin. 1. c. IV. 32, p. 
369. V. 29—33, pp. 38S-390. Wil¬ 
ken 1. c. pp. 457, 492. 

6) Bohaeddin Vit. Salad, p. 229, 
231. Also G. Vinisauf, 1. c. V. 48, 
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time until the present day, although Blanchegarde 

maintains its place in the histories of the crusades, 

yet Tell es-Safieh appears to have been lost sight of 

by all writers and travellers.1 

Saturday, May 19th. It had been our wish and 

plan, if possible, to proceed to Gaza by way of Ash- 

dod and Askelon. Finding however that this route 

would require another day, which we could not well 

spare, and knowing too that the two latter places had 

been often visited, we gave up reluctantly this part of 

our plan, and took the direct road to Gaza. Our 

search too after Eleutheropolis had thus far produced 

no decisive nor satisfactory results; and we determin¬ 

ed, after visiting Gaza, to return again to the region 

of Beit Jibrin on our wav to Hebron. 
«/ 

Leaving Tell es-Safieh at 5i o’clock, we descended 

the western side of the hill into the wide plain. The 

morning was bright and balmy ; and the scene was 

enlivened by large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep 

and goats, going forth in various directions to pasture. 

Our road lay obliquely across the plain on a general 

course W. S. W. JS. This is a beautiful and fertile 

tract of country; for a time almost perfectly level; 

and after a short distance almost without a stone. 

The soil is a light brown loam. The barley-harvest 

was now mostly over. The peasants were in full ac¬ 

tivity in the beginning of the wheat harvest; and the 

fields full of reapers, and the threshing-floors around 

the villages, presented a lively scene. A large part 

of the plain, so far as it was tilled, was covered with 

grain already ripe. Some tracts were sown with 

Dhurah (millet), now a few weeks above the ground, 

p. 398.—See above, p. 363. Schul- at the village of Yasfir, not far 
tens Index in Vit. Salad, art. Tell- from the sand-hills of Askelon, on 
Assaphia. one of the roads from Gaza to 

1) Poujoulat supposes he found Y&fa; Correspondence d’Orient, 
Blanchegarde (not Tell es-Safieh) V. p. 417. 
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and yielding a delightful refreshment to the eye by its 

beautiful green. We saw one field of cotton. The 

crops were good ; yet hardly one half of the plain was 

under cultivation. 

At 6h 5' we passed Ba’lin, a small village on the 

left a short distance from the road; and near by it 

was Berkusieh, somewhat larger. At 6h 50' we came to 

Summed, a considerable village on an elevation in the 

plain.1 Here is a large public well at the foot of the hil¬ 

lock ; it measured one hundred and ten feet deep to the 

surface of the water, and eleven feet in diameter; the 

walls being circular and composed of hewn stones of 

good masonry. Women were drawing water from the 

well by a rope passing over a pulley, which they hauled 

up by running off with it a great distance into the field, 

in the manner of sailors. In the village itself is a 

portion of an ancient wall, apparently once belonging 

to a castle, built of large squared stones uncemented, 

resembling in a degree the oldest foundations at Beit 

Jibrin. At the bottom there is sloping work; and 

along one side is a long round arch or vault, which how¬ 

ever is probably modern. From here Esdud (Ashdod) 

was pointed out to us, upon a low round eminence, 

with trees thick around it like a wood, probably olives. 

The distance was said to be three hours.2 Askelon 

was said also to be only three hours distant; but was 

probably not less than four or five; the Arabs in gen¬ 

eral specifying distances by time very loosely.3 

1) In our Arabic List of the 
province of Gaza, this place is 
called Summed el-Khulil, i. e. of 
Hebron. This accords with the 
account of Tucher in A. D. 1479, 
who says it was a dependency of 
the mosk in Hebron. He however 
misunderstood the name, and calls 
it the castle of St. Samuel. See 
more in Note XXIX, end of the 
volume. 

2) Esddd was visited by Irby 
and Mangles in Oct. 1818 j and by 

Lord Belmore and his party in 
April, 1819. The former describe 
here a large Khan (pp. 179-182) ; 
and Richardson, who was with 
Lord Belmore, speaks of the site 
of the town as on the summit of a 
grassy hill; Travels II. p. 206. 
There are said to be no ruins ; and 
the place seems now to be only an 
ordinary Muslim village. See also 
Von Troilo in 1666 ; p. 349. 

3) Lord Belmore and his party 
visited ’Askul&n in April 1818 j 
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While we were taking the bearings given in the 

note below/ the men of the village flocked around us, 

and seemed much interested in our proceedings. This 

indeed was the case in most of the villages. The 

people in general in this part of the country, were 

ready to give us information, so far as they could; and 

seemed not to distrust us. Here too we found the 

same general impression, that our object was to col¬ 

lect information and survey the country, preparatory 

to the arrival of the Franks ; and here too we were 

addressed in the usual phrase: “ Do not be long.” In¬ 

deed, the inhabitants everywhere appeared, for the 

most part, to desire that the Franks should send a force 

among them. They were formerly tired of the Turks; 

they were now still more heartily tired of the Egyp¬ 

tians ; and were ready to welcome any Frank nation 

which should come, not to subdue, (for that would not 

be necessary,) but to take possession of the land. 

After a delay of three quarters of an hour we left 

Summed at 7h 35'. In about half an hour we passed 

Juseir on the left, the first village we had yet seen in 

Palestine not built of stone. The materials of the 

Richardson’s Travels, II. pp. 202- 
204. Other travellers have since 
taken it in their way. The situa¬ 
tion is described as strong; the 
thick walls, flanked with towers, 
were built on the top of a ridge of 
rock, that encircles the town and 
terminates at each end in the sea. 
The ground within sinks in the 
manner of an amphitheatre. The 
distance from Gaza is about five 
hours. My companion, Mr. Smith, 
passed by way of ’Askfdan in Feb. 
1827, and describes it as one of the 
most mournful scenes of utter des¬ 
olation he had ever beheld. In A. D. 
1666, Von Troilo found it partially 
inhabited; p. 350.—Askelon bears 
a conspicuous part in the history of 
the crusades. After being several 

VOL. n. 

times dismantled and re-fortified 
in the times of Saladinand Richard, 
its fortifications were at length ut¬ 
terly destroyed by Sultan Bibars 
in A. D. 1270, and its port filled up 
with stones thrown into the sea, for 
fear of further attempts on the part 
of the crusaders. See Ibn Ferath 
in Reinaud’s Extraits, etc. p. 525. 
Wilk. Gesch. der Kr. VII. p. 586. 

1) At Summed we obtained the 
following bearings : Tell es-Safieh 
N. 50° E. Berkusieh N. 70° E. 
Tell et-Turmus N. 7° W. Esdud 
N. 40° W. (?) Beit Daras N. 53s 
W.(?) Beit’Ada IN. 85° W. Hatta 
S. 84° W. Juseir S. 80° W. Ku- 
r&tiyeh S. 80° W. el-Falujy S. 
51° VV. ’Arak el-Menshiyeh S. 

47 
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bouses are here unburnt bricks; and such continued to 

be the case all the way to Gaza, and is so elsewhere 

throughout the plain. The bricks are formed from the 

common loam of the soil, with straw intermixed to 

bind the mass together, as in Egypt; they are of very 

large size, and are merely dried in the sun. Many of 

them, newly made, were laid in rows along the ground, 

in the process of drying. At 8h 35' the similar village 

of Hatta was on our right. In Kuratiyeh, a village to 

which we came at 8h 55', is a ruined tower of modern 

date, built partly of similar bricks ; and we saw also 

a few ancient columns lying about. Here quite a 

number of places were in sight.1 

The country now became more undulating; low 

ridges or swells ran from S. to N.but the general cha¬ 

racter of the soil did not change. Our general course 

was S. W. by W. The white sand-hills which here 

skirt the shore of the Mediterranean began soon to 

appear. At 10^ o’clock, upon one of the said swells, 

Tell es-Safieh bore N. 61° E. while the village of 

Bureir lay before us S. 48° W. We reached the latter 

place at llh 10and rested for more than an hour 

and a half under the shade of a spreading tree. 

This is a flourishing village, forming a sort of cen¬ 

tral point in the plain. There is a large public well, 

at which camels were ^drawing water by means of a 

1) These places bore from Ku¬ 
ratiyeh as follows: Tell es-Safieh 
N. 65° E. el-Mesmiyeh N. 7° W. 
Yasur N. 12° W. el-Kustineh N. 
16° W. es-Sawafir N. 32° W. 
’Eddis N. 38° W. el-Falujy S. 38° 
E.—Eusebius and Jerome mention 
a Hazor (Ackoq Asor) belonging to 
Judah in the borders of Askelon to¬ 
wards the East; Onomast. art. 
Asor. This accords well with the 
position of Yasur as above; but if 
it be the same, we have here the 
very unusual change from the He¬ 

brew guttural Heth (n) to the Ar¬ 

abic Ye with a long vowel. The 
Onomast. incorrectly takes this vil¬ 
lage for one of the Hazors of Jpsh. 
xv. 25, in the South of Judah.— 
Sawafir seems to be a plural form 
for the Saphir (Heb. -nsuj) of Mic. 

i. 11, which Eusebius and Jerome 
place between Eleutheropolis and 
Askelon; Onomast. art. Saphir. 
Comp. Gesenius Lex. Heb. art. 
V'5'^. There are three villages of 

this name, near each other. 
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Sakieh, or water-wheel with jars, as in Egypt;1 the 

first machinery we had yet seen in Palestine. Flocks 

and herds were collected around the well; the troughs 

for which were partly laid up in front with ancient 

marble columns. Here were also several palm-trees; 

and the whole scene was animated and pleasing. 

Setting off from Bureir at three quarters past 

noon, we at first took a wrong road, which led us too 

far South towards the village of Huj. The direct 

road keeps along on the north side of the broad Wady 

Simsim already mentioned, near which Bureir lies, on 

a general course W. by S. passing the village of Sim¬ 

sim on the northern edge of the Wady, about three 

quarters of an hour from Bureir. We crossed this 

Wady on the wrong road ; and were then compelled 

to pick our way through the fields to the Gaza road, 

leaving the village of Simsim at a distance on the right. 

At 2h 10', we passed the little village Nijid on the 

South of the Wady ; here the peasants were winnow¬ 

ing barley by throwing it up into the air with a 

wooden fork. Ten minutes later (at 2h 20 ), we came 

again into the Gaza road, having lost half an hour by 

our detour. This road had here crossed the broad 

Wady very obliquely, and now left it to pass over low 

swelling hills. The valley bends more to the right; 

and passing by Deir Esneid, empties into the sea at 

W skill an. At 2h 35', the village of Dimreh was on 

our right near the bend of the valley. 

Our course still continued W. by S. At 3h 20' we 

came to the village Beit Hunun on our right in a low 

rich tract of the plain. Here as elsewhere all were 

busy with the wheat harvest; the reapers were in the 

fields; donkies and camels were moving homewards 

with their high loads of sheaves ; while on the thresh- 

1) See Note II, at the end of Vol. I. 
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ing-floors near the village I counted not less than thirty 

gangs of cattle, occupied in treading out the grain, 

with many camels and donkies standing idle around. 

The whole village seemed at work, and presented a 

busy scene. 

Not far beyond this village, we came upon the im¬ 

mense olive-groves which stretch far to the North of 

Gaza. At 4 o’clock we fell into the Yafa road, at the 

line of hills which bounds the plain on the West, 

towards the coast. The road here crosses these hills 

at a low spot or gap, and continues along their west¬ 

ern side, on a course S. W. having on the right a 

tract of drifts and hills of white sand, extending to the 

sea, here an hour distant. These sands seem only to 

need water in order to become fertile ; even now they 

are studded with trees and bushes like hedges ; appa¬ 

rently from the effect of the rains alone. For the 

whole distance from the gap of the hills to Gaza, the 

road passes through a vast grove of olive-trees, not only 

very numerous, but also large and productive. Many 

of them are upon the sands. It is said to be the 

largest olive-grove in Palestine. We saw but a single 

one more extensive, and that was near Beirut. At 4f 

o’clock we pitched our tent among these trees, ten 

minutes from the entrance of Gaza, just at the edge 

of the gardens on the North of the city. 

We found a quarantine guard stationed near by, to 

prevent the approach of persons coming from Yafa, 

where the plague was now raging. As however we 

came from Jerusalem, where its prevalence was less 

known, no objection was made to our passing. Our 

servants said to them : “ Suppose a party from Yafa 

tell you they come from Jerusalem; what then?75 

The reply was : 11 That is no concern of ours.’7 

The next day, being Sunday, we remained en¬ 

camped ; and enjoyed a quiet day of rest. 
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Monday, May 21 st. Our Jerusalem friend, Abu 

Selameh, had furnished us with a letter to an Arab 

Greek Christian in Gaza, named Suleiman el~Hashwy, 

a merchant who acts in some sort as a Frank agent. We 

called upon him this morning, and found him in his 

shop, one of the open stalls of the Bazar ; where, like 

his neighbours, he was sitting cross-legged upon the 

sort of low counter in front. He received us with 

great kindness ; ordered coffee; and introduced us to 

his neighbours, many of whom soon gathered around. 

One of these was a very intelligent Mussulman, who 

seemed quite interested in seeing strangers from the 

new world, and made many inquiries respecting 

America. 

After the conversation had been carried on for 

some time, our new Mussulman friend, to our great 

surprise, proposed to take us into the neighbouring 

mosk, the oldest and most important one of the city, 

anciently a Christian church. Tradition, as a matter 

of course, ascribes it to Helena, and regards it as 

having been dedicated to St. John the Baptist.1 We 

were not slow to accept the invitation, and went with 

him; pulling off our shoes at the door, and walking in 

our stockings over the mats with which the stone 

floor is covered. The three parallel aisles of the an¬ 

cient church remain, as well as the columns with Co¬ 

rinthian capitals which divide them. The middle one 

is higher than the other two, and has a second row of 

columns on each side above. The length of the build¬ 

ing is about one hundred and ten feet; not including 

the recess of the altar on the South, which is about 

twenty feet more. On the west side the Muslims have 

added another low aisle in an inferior style of archi¬ 

tecture. 

1) It possibly dates from the be- shall afterwards have occasion to 
ginning of the fifth century, as we see ; p. 381. 
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We returned to the shop of Suleiman, who now 

took charge of my letters, in order to forward them by 

the Pasha’s post to Cairo and Alexandria. This he 

punctually accomplished. We thought it best also to 

take here a Tezkirah (passport) for Hebron, in order to 

be able to show that we had come from Gaza and not 

from Jerusalem, in case of any quarantine regulations 

at HebrOn against the latter city. The governor of 

Gaza, Sheikh Sa’id, we learned, was absent at or near 

Hebron, (where we afterwards met him,) collecting 

arms from the peasantry ; who, although once dis¬ 

armed, had been fighting among themselves. We 

therefore waited upon his secretary, accompanied by 

a man sent by Suleiman; and found him in a dirty 

room with bare stone-walls, surrounded by six writers. 

He was an elderly man with a good face and bright 

eye. On learning that we likewise thought of visiting 

Wady Musa, he asked if we would have the Tezkirah 

made out for that place also? Not supposing that 

this could be of the slightest importance, we said that 

one for Hebron would be sufficient; and he ordered it 

to be made out accordingly. We afterwards had occa¬ 

sion to regret our decision, or rather the want of in¬ 

formation which led to it; for we found at a later 

period, that the region of Wady Musa was under the 

immediate jurisdiction of Sheikh Sa’id ; and his Tez¬ 

kirah would have commanded a more implicit obedi¬ 

ence from the Arabs of that quarter, than the Firman 

of Muhammed Aly himself. 

While the Tezkirah was making out, we walked 

around the city, and spent in all several hours in ex¬ 

amining its various parts. The results of our obser¬ 

vation and inquiries may be summarily given as fol¬ 

lows. 

Gaza, in Arabic Ghuzzeh, is situated on a low 

round hill of considerable extent, not elevated more 
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than fifty or sixty feet above the plain around. This 

hill may be regarded as the nucleus of the city; al¬ 

though only the southern half is now covered with 

houses. Most of these are of stone, and especially all 

such as belong to the government. But the greater 

part of the modern city has sprung up on the plain 

below, a sort of suburbs, stretching far out on the east¬ 

ern and northern sides. These suburbs appear to be 

thickly populated; the houses are numerous and 

wholly built of mud or unburnt bricks, like the vil¬ 

lages wre had passed on the great plain.1 

The ancient city of Gaza, renowned as ‘ the strong/ 

lay obviously chiefly on the hill. The present town 

has no gates, being like an open village ; yet the 

places of the former ones remain, and are pointed out 

around the hill. One of these, at the foot of the slope 

on the S. E. is shown as the gate wdiose doors and 

bars were carried off by Samson ; and just by it is aMu- 

kam in his honour, which the Muslims pretend is also 

his tomb. Towards the South is another spot called 

Bab ed-Daron, a name probably derived from the 

fortress Daron celebrated in the time of the crusades.2 

1) So far as I know, the geo¬ 
graphical position of Gaza has 
never been determined by astro¬ 
nomical observation; nor indeed in 
any way, except by Jacotin during 
the march of the French army in 
1799. The relative position of 
Gaza in respect to Yafa on his map, 
is the best, and indeed the only ap¬ 
proximation which*we have. The 
position of Yafa being corrected 
according to the more accurate ob¬ 
servations of Gauttier and Hell, 
gives therefore for that of Gaza, 
Lat. 31° 27' 30" N. Long. 34° 
27' 24" E. from Greenwich. See 
Berfrhaus’ Memoir zu seiner Karte 
von Syrien, pp. 25,26. Also, Vol. 
III. First App. p. 42. 

2) The fortress Dfirdn, Lat. 
Darum, was built by king Amal- 

rich on the ruins of a Greek con¬ 
vent of the same name, described 
as four (Italian) miles south of 
Gaza, and five furlongs from the 
sea; Will. Tyr. XX. 20. Marinus 
Sanutus gives the distance from 
Gaza at fifteen miles ; pp. 86, 246. 
It was stormed by Saladin without 
success in A. D. 1170; though it 
fell into his hands, and was en¬ 
larged by him, after the capture of 
Askelon; Will. Tyr. 1. c. Bohaed. 
Vit. Salad, p. 72. Wilken Gesch. 
der Kr. III. ii. pp. 135, 138. King 
Richard took it after a short siege, 
and destroyed it A. D. 1192; Gaufr. 
Vinisauf V. 39, in Gale Scriptor. 
Hist. Angl. Tom. II. p. 392, 393. 
Wilken ib. IV. pp. 498—500, 537. 
‘Wilken suggests that this fortress 
may have been at Klifin Yfinfts; 
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Indeed, all vestiges of the ancient walls and ancient 
strength of Gaza have disappeared; and nothing re¬ 
mains to mark its former extent, except the hounds of 
the hill itself on which it stood. Even the traces of 
its former existence, its vestiges of antiquity, are very 
rare; consisting of occasional columns of marble or 
gray granite, scattered in the streets and gardens, or 
used as thresholds at the gates and doors of houses, 
or laid upon the front of watering-troughs. One fine 
Corinthian capital of white marble, lies inverted in 
the middle of a street running from N. to S. along the 
eastern foot of the hill. 

Gaza is said to he an hour distant from the sea; 
which is not here visible.1 Between the city and the 
shore, are the hills and tracts of sand already men¬ 
tioned, on which are scattered a few trees and hedges. 
Around the city on the South, East, and North, are 
numerous gardens hedged with prickly pear, which 
forms an impenetrable barrier. The soil of these is 
exceedingly rich and productive. Apricots and mul¬ 
berries were already ripe; the former delicious and 
abundant. Many palm-trees are scattered around the 
city, though they form no grove as in Egypt; while 
beyond the gardens, towards the North, lies the exten¬ 
sive olive-grove through which we had passed. There 
are two pools of water, one on the North and the 
other South of the city; but they seemed to contain 
merely stagnant rain-water, of which no use was made. 
The public cemeteries lie straggling and scattered in 
all directions, mingling with the houses on the hill and 
along the roads in the plain.—Towards the East the 

which is four hours with camels west part of Palestine; Onomast. 
from Gaza; ib. III. ii. p. 136. Ali art. Gerara, Sicelech, etc. 
Bey’s Travels II. p. 206.—The 1) Arrian gives the distance from 
name D&rdn is probably the He- the sea at 20 stadia; Exped. Alex, 
brew t'h'n c the South,’which Eu- 11.26. Abulfeda describes the sand- 
sebius and Jerome apply as a pro- hills in the same manner ; Tab. 
per name, Daroma, to the south- ^yr< P- 77. ed. Kohler. 
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view is shut in by the line of hills we had crossed. 

The highest point is a partially isolated hill S. E. of 

the city about half an hour distant. On it is a Mukam 

or Wely called el-Muntar. The Christians pretend 

that it was once the residence of a bishop.1 

The population of Gaza has usually been rated as 

much too low, as that of Jerusalem has been over-esti¬ 

mated. Travellers have given different judgments, 

usually from two thousand to five thousand souls.2 

The number of inhabitants has probably increased of 

late years. From information given us by both Chris¬ 

tians and Mussulmans, it appears, that the city now 

contains nearly four thousand taxable Muhammedans, 

and one hundred Christians. This indicates a popu¬ 

lation of not less than fifteen or perhaps sixteen thou¬ 

sand souls, and makes Gaza larger than Jerusalem ; 

a fact which is also confirmed by its greater extent of 

crowded dwellings. There were said to be fifty-seven 

resident Christian families; hut their number is in¬ 

creased by transient sojourners. 

We heard nothing of the port of Gaza, the ancient 

Majuma ;3 nor did we learn whether it is now visited 

by vessels. Gaza itself has no more the appearance 

of a maritime city than Jerusalem. Yet it certainly 

might be a place of considerable commerce. The 

fertile soil produces, in abundance, grains and fruits of 

every kind and of the finest quality. Volney speaks 

1) Jacotin’s map, copied also by 
Berghaus, gives to this eminence 
the name of 4 Samson’s Mount,’ as 
being the hill before (Yieh.towards) 
Hebron, to which he carried off the 
doors of the gate of Gaza; Judg. 
xvi. 3. So too the Latin tradition 
and some travellers ; Quaresmius 
II. p. 926. Sandys p. 117. Busch- 
ing Th. XI. S. 451. Raumer Pal. 
p. 190. There is nothing improba¬ 
ble in the supposition; but the peo¬ 
ple of Gaza know of no such name, 

VOL. II. 

and have no such tradition.—Rich¬ 
ardson makes this hill to be 44a lofty 
promontory of the mountains of 
Hebron!” Vol. II. p. 198. 

2) Volney 2000; II. p. 313. 
Richardson 2000 to 3000; II. p. 
199. Fisk 5000; Raumer’s Pa- 
last. p. 192.—Poujoulat comes 
nearer the truth, when he estimates 
the population at ten or eleven 
thousand souls; Corresp. d’Orient 
V. p. 399. 

3) Reland Palaest. p. 791. 
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here of manufactures of soap, and also of cotton for 

the supply of the neighbouring Bedawin.1 The posi¬ 

tion of Gaza on the route of the great caravans, which 

in all ages have passed between Egypt and Syria, is 

favourable to its commerce and prosperity ; both as 

affording a means of constant communication with 

both countries, and also from the opportunity of fur¬ 

nishing supplies to the caravans in passing. Those 

travelling towards Egypt, naturally lay in here a 

stock of provisions and necessaries for the desert; 

while those coming from Egypt, arrive at Gaza ex¬ 

hausted, and must of course supply themselves anew. 

The inhabitants of Ma’an likewise, on the East of 

Wady el-’Arabah, about the time of the passing of the 

Syrian Haj to and from Mecca, buy up provisions of 

all kinds at Gaza and Hebron, and sell them at a 

great profit to the pilgrims.2 The Bazars in Gaza 

seemed well supplied with wares ; far better indeed 

than those of Jerusalem. 

Gaza is among the earliest of the Canaanitish 

cities mentioned in the Old Testament ;3 and became 

afterwards celebrated as one of the five cities of the 

five lords of the Philistines. Joshua extended his con¬ 

quests to Gaza, but did not vanquish this remarkable 

people ;4 and although the tribe of Judah, to whose lot 

it fell, subdued the city, yet they appear to have held 

it but a short time; and the lords of the Philistines 

soon not only regained possession of their own territory, 

but also increased in strength, and at length extended 

their jurisdiction in turn over the Israelites.5 After 

forty years of oppression, Samson appeared as the 

champion and avenger of his people; and Gaza be- 

1) Voyage II. p. 313. Musa, and strikes the fountain el- 
2) Burckhardt Travels in Sy- Weibeh in the ’Arabah. 

ria, etc. p. 436. Volney II. pp. 314, 3) Gen. x. 19. 
315.—The caravan route between 4) Josh. x. 41. xi. 22. xiii. 3. 
Ma’an and Gaza passes near Wady 5) Judg. i. 18. iii. 3. xiii. 1. 
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comes renowned as the scene of his later deeds and of 

his fall. Here too he drew down upon himself and 

the assembled multitude the temple of Bagon ; so that 

“ the dead which he slew at his death, were more 

than they which he slew in his life.”1 After continual 

wars under the Judges and with Saul and David, the 

Philistines appear to have been subdued by the latter; 

and Gaza became the border of Solomon’s kingdom 

on this side.2 Yet they gave trouble to the following 

Jewish kings; and Hezekiah at length smote them 

unto the borders of Gaza.3 

The situation of Gaza on the great route of the 

military expeditions, which the monarchs of Egypt, 

and those of Syria and the East, afterwards undertook 

against the dominions of each other, necessarily ex¬ 

posed it to the calamities of war and to frequent 

change of masters. To the Egyptians, Gaza c the 

strong,’ was the key of Palestine and Syria ; and no 

conqueror could well pass by, until this city had sub¬ 

mitted to his power. Thus one of the Pharaohs (pro¬ 

bably Necho) subdued it in the time of Jeremiah; 

and Cambyses during his expedition to Egypt is re¬ 

ported to have deposited here his treasures.4 Gaza 

opposed itself for five months to the progress of Alex¬ 

ander the Great; but was finally taken by storm, its 

brave defenders slaughtered at their posts, their wives 

and children sold as slaves, and the city repeopled 

with inhabitants drawn from the surrounding country.5 

1) Judg. c. xvi. 
2) 1 Sam. c. iv-vi. xiv. 52. xxxi. 

I, seq. 2 Sam. v. 17, seq. viii. 1. 
xxi. 15, seq. 1 Kings iv. 24. 

3) 2 Cliron. xxi. 16. xxvi. 6, 
xxviii. 18. 2 Kings xviii. 8. 

4) Jer. xlvii. 1. Pomp. Mela I. 
II. 

5) Arrian Exp. Alex. II. 26, 
y.al ant&avov navxtq avxov fia/6- 

[itvoL, ojq txaoxoi ixa/Orioav • ticu— 

daq xcd yvvctixaq i£rjvdga7r6di(Jev 
avxdv ’AXi£avdgoq * x 'rjv tcoXlv dh 

i-vvoixloaq ix xuiv 7ZsQioCxo)V} ixQrjxo 
octet q)(Jov{)ia ?q x'ov 7ZoXf/uov. Stra¬ 
bo indeed says that Gaza was de¬ 
stroyed by Alexander, and remain¬ 
ed desolate; XVI. 2. 30, tvdo£oq 
716x£ yfVOfitvrj, y.axtanaofitvtj d1 vno 

'AXf£dvdoov, y.al /uevnvoa "tyri/uov. 

But this is contradicted by the ex¬ 
press language of Arrian; nor do 
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During the wars of the Maccabees, Gaza continued 

to be a place of strength ; it was fortified by the Syrian 

Bacchides, its suburbs burned by Jonathan, and the 

city itself captured by Simon.1 Alexander Jannaeus 

at length destroyed Gaza about 96 B. C. after a siege 

of a year ; but it was again rebuilt with other cities 

by the Roman general Gabinius.2 Augustus gave it 

to Herod; and after his death it was assigned to Sy¬ 

ria.3 About A. D. 65, during the government of the 

procurator Gessius Florus, Gaza with other cities 

was again laid in ruins by the rebellious Jews.4 Yet 

this destruction was probably partial, and could have 

been but temporary; for there exist coins of Gaza 

struck in honour of Titus, Adrian, and the following 

emperors; which show at least that the city was still 

a place of importance, very soon after the destruction 

of Jerusalem.5 

From these details it seems to follow, that the ex¬ 

pression in the book of Acts,6 which might at first ap¬ 

pear to imply that Gaza was then “ desert,” is more 

probably to be referred to the particular road from 

Jerusalem to Gaza, on which the evangelist was to 

find the ennuch, viz. the southern road leading from 

Eleutheropolis to Gaza through the u desert,” or region 

without villages, as is the case at the present day.7 

A Christian church appears to have been early 

planted at Gaza ; its bishop Silvanus is mentioned by 

Eusebius as a martyr under Diocletian about A. D. 

other writers who describe the 2) Joseph. Ant. XIII. 13. 3. 
siege, mention any such destruc- XIV. 5. 3. 
tion; e. g. Q,. Curt. IV. 6. Plu¬ 
tarch Alex. c. 25. Joseph. Ant. 
XI. 8. 3, 4. It is also contradicted 
by the facts which follow in the 
text. 

5) Mionnet Descr. de Medaiiles 
Antiq. V. p. 536, seq. Reland Pa- 
laest. pp. 788, 797. 

3) Ibid. XV. 7. 3. XVII 11.4. 
4) Joseph. B. J. II. 18. 1,JAv&a- 

_\ T-* ' V* / _ 

1) 1 Macc. ix. 52. xi. 61, 62. 
xiii. 43, seq. Jos. Ant. XIII. 5. 5. 
Comp. 1 Macc. xiv. 7. xv. 28. 
xvi. 1. 

7) See more in Note XXX, end 
of the volume. 

6) Acts viii. 26. 
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285 ; and among the names of other bishops enumer¬ 

ated, not less than six are found in the subscriptions 

of councils, as late as to that of Jerusalem in A. D. 

536.1 Yet the city still retained in a great degree its 

devotion to idolatry ; and in the beginning of the fifth 

century, not less than eight public temples dedicated 

to the worship of the heathen gods, still existed there.2 

Among these the most celebrated was a temple of 

Marnion, the Cretan Jupiter. By the influence of 

Eudoxia, wife of the emperor Arcadius, the bishop 

Porphyrius was invested with authority to demolish 

these temples ; and was furnished with means to erect 

a Christian church, which was dedicated in A. D. 406 

and named after the empress.3 This may probably 

have been the great church now converted into a 

mosk, which we visited.—Eusebius and Jerome speak 

of Gaza in their day as an important city.4 About 

the end of the sixth century, or the beginning of the 

seventh, Gaza was visited by Antoninus Martyr, who 

describes it as u splendid and delicious and its inhab¬ 

itants as “ noble, liberal, and friendly to strangers.5 

Such was Christian Gaza. In A. D. 634 it fell 

into the hands of the generals of Abu Bekr, the first 

Muhammedan Khalif, after a decisive battle with the 

Roman armies; but the Khalif died before the tidings 

of the victorv could reach him.6 From this time we 
J 

hear little more of Gaza, except as the birth-place of 

1) Eusebius Hist. Eccles. VIIT. 
13. de Martyrib. Palaest. c. 13. 
Le Q,uien Oriens Chr. III. p. 603, 
seq. Reland Pal. p. 795, seq. 

2) Marc. Diaconi Vit. Porphyrii, 
in Acta ISanetor. Feb. Tom. III. p. 
655. R eland Pal. p. 793. 

3) Marc. Diacon. 1. c. p. 655, 
seq. Le Quien Oriens Chr. III. pp. 
613, 614. Reland Pal. pp. 793, 
794. Jerome also mentions the de¬ 
struction of the temple of Marnion 

in his day, and speaks as if the 
church was erected on its site; 
Comm, in Esa. xvii. 3. 

4) “ Est usque hodie insignia 
civitas :” Onomast. art. Gaza. 

5) Antonin. Mart. Itin. 33, 
“ Gaza autem civitas splendida, de- 
liciosa, homines honestissimi, omni 
liberalitate decori, amatores pere- 
grinorum.” 

6) Eutychii Annales II. p. 260, 
seq. 
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esh-Shaffy the founder of a Muliammedan sect,1 until 

the time of the crusades. In A. D. 796 it was laid 

waste during a civil war among the Arab tribes.2 

During the many wars between • the Muliammedan 

rulers of Egypt and Syria, which preceded the cru¬ 

sades, Gaza appears to have suffered greatly, if indeed 

it had recovered from the former blow. The crusaders 

found it deserted, and its ruins spread out over the hill 

and the adjacent plain, like the city of the present 

day.3 Here in A. D. 1152 they erected a fortress, 

occupying a portion of the hill, in order to cut off the 

approach to Askelon from the South ; the defence of 

this castle was intrusted to the Knights Templars.4 

The dwellings of the city became again inhabited ; 

but in A. D. 1170 the place was sacked by the troops 

of Saladin, who however did not get possession of the 

citadel.5 Yet after the fatal battle of Hattin in A. D. 

1187, and the surrender of Askelon to Saladin, Gaza 

also passed into his hands.6 It appears also to have 

opened its gates to Richard for a short time ;7 but it 

must soon have reverted to the Muhammedans. It is 

afterwards mentioned in the history of the crusades, 

only as the scene of two battles lost by the Franks in 

A. D. 1239 and 1244.8 

According to Brocardus it was in his day commonly 

called Gazaraf and it is also mentioned by this name 

as late as the close of the fifteenth century. At that 

1) Abulfedae Tab. Syr. p. 77. 
D’Herbelot Biblioth. Orient, art. 
Gazzah. Reland Pal. p. 793. 

2) See above, p. 39. 
3) Will. Tyr. XVII. 12, “Gaza 

urbs antiquissima ab Ascalona de¬ 
cern distans miliaribus, diruta et 
habitatoribus carens .... sita in 
colle aliquantulum edito, magnum 
satis et diffusum infra muros conti- 
nensambitum.” Comp.alsoXX.21. 

4) Will. Tyr. 1. c. Wilken Gesch. 
der Ivr. III. ii. p. 10. 

5) Will. Tyr. XX. 21. Wilken 
1. c. p. 138. 

6) Bohaeddin Vit. Saladin. p. 
72. 

7) Gaufr. Vinisauf in Gale 
Scriptor. Hist. Angl. II. Lib. V. 40. 
p. 394. Comp. V. 19. p. 382. Wil¬ 
ken ibid. IV. pp. 477, 502. 

8) Wilken ib. VI. pp. 588, seq. 
642. 

9) Brocard. c. X. p. 186. This 
is an ancient Greek form; Joseph. 
Antiq. VII. 4. 1. XIII. 6. 6. 
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time the pilgrims were accustomed to travel from Je¬ 

rusalem to Mount Sinai by way of Gaza; where they 

laid in their stores for the desert.1 Fahri in 1483 de¬ 

scribes the city as populous, with many Jews and 

Christians as in Jerusalem, and an abundance of pro¬ 

visions, cheap in price and excellent in quality.2 

Our visit to Gaza was rather an episode in our 

journey, than the result of any definite plan of inquiry 

and observation. We did not anticipate here much 

new information ; and were therefore not disappointed. 

We made minute and particular inquiries after several 

places, which appear to have lain towards the South 

and Southeast of Gaza, such as Lachish, Ziklag, 

Gerar, and others ; hut could hear or find no vestige of 
them. We afterwards repeated the same inquiries 

among the Arabs of the plain, but with no better suc¬ 

cess. Of Gerar, or a name answering to it, some of the 

Christians of Gaza thought they had heard in the South; 

hut the people of the country knew nothing of it. 

According to the ancient accounts, Gerar lay in or 

near a valley,3 which would seem to be no other than 

the great Wady Sheri’ah or one of its branches. This 

Wady, as we have seen, was said to receive Wady es- 

Seba’ which comes down from Beersheba;4 and we 

know that Gerar was near the land of the Philistines, 

and Isaac went up from it directly to Beersheba which 

was not far distant.5 The name continued to exist, 

(perhaps as a matter of tradition,) for several centuries 

after the Christian era. Eusebius and Jerome place 

it twenty-five Roman miles from Eleutheropolis to- 

1) So Tucher 1479, Breyden- 3) Gen. xxvi. 17. 
bach and Fabri 1483; Reissb. des 4) See above, Vol. I. pp. 299, 
h. Landes pp. 678, 187, 289-291. 300. 

2) Reissb. p. 291. So Belon 5) Gen. xxvi. 1, 20, 23, 26-33. 
about 1548, Obs. p. 310; and Held- Comp. xx. 1. 
rich in A.D. 1565; Reissb. p. 722. 
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wards the South; and Sozomen relates, that a large 

and celebrated monastery stood there, adjacent to a 

winter-torrent.1 The abbot Silvanus resided there near 
.1 

the close of the fourth century ; and the name of Mar- 

cian, as bishop of Gerar, (perhaps in the convent,) 

appears among the signatures of the council of Chal- 

cedon in A. D. 451.2 Future travellers may perhaps 

still find traces of this monastery, in connection with 

Wady Sheri’ah or its branches; although the name of 

Gerar seems to have become extinct, at least in this 

district. 

We left Gaza the same day (May 21st) at 12h 20', 

intending to take a more southern route to Beit Jibrin 

on our way to Hebron. We heard much of the village 

of Huj, as having been recently founded by order of 

the government in the territory hitherto occupied by 

the Bedawin ; and we determined to visit it, and then 

proceed directly through the country of the Arabs, in . 

the hope of discovering some ancient sites. Our way 

led us back along the Yafa road, by which we had 

approached Gaza, for half an hour, to the gap of the 

line of hills ; thence directly East until 2h 10'; and 

afterwards about E. by N. The country is undulat¬ 

ing; the few shallow Wadys all run northwards to 

Wady Simsim. At o’clock we passed the mounds 

of a former village called Beit Dirdis ; and at lh 55' 

the hill el-Muntar near Gaza bore S. 83° W. We 

reached Huj at 2h 55'; it being only about two and a 

half hours from Gaza. 

Huj is one of the many villages which in former 

times were left to go to ruin, in consequence of the 

vexations and oppressions of the Arabs who occupied 

the neighbouring country, and spread themselves by 

1) Onomast. art. Gerara. So- 2) See above, Vol. I. p. 181. 
zom. Hist. Ecc. VI. 32. IX. 17. Le Q,uien Oriens Chr. III. pp. 662, 
Reland Palaest. p. 804, seq. 663. 
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degrees over the whole district. The region towards 

the South and East is called the country of Hasy, 

from a fountain and former place of that name ; and 

is fdled with deserted sites and ruined villages; there 

being not one of them inhabited. The Arab tribes of 

the Jebaratand Wahaideh, who recently occupied the 

tract around Huj, having joined in the rebellion 

against the Egyptian government in 1834, were de- 

feated and many of them killed. Of the remainder, 

some were taken as soldiers, and the rest ordered to 

become Fellahin; but the greater portion fled, and 

these tribes were comparatively exterminated. The 

small remnants of them were now encamped near 

Tell el-Hasy. These Wahaideh were said to be re¬ 

latives of a tribe of the same name further South. 

After the district had thus been left without inhabitants, 

the village of Huj was built up with wretched mud 

houses, and was now occupied by a motley collection 

of two or three hundred souls. 

The village stands on the West of a curve of 

Wady el-Hasy, which here sweeps round to the North, 

and then turns to the West after half an hour to join 

Wady Simsim. We found the lazy inhabitants still 

engaged in treading out the barley-harvest, which 

their neighbours had completed long before. Several 

women were beating out with a stick handfuls of the 

grain which they seemed to have gleaned.1 One 

female was grinding with a handmill; turning the 

mill with one hand, and occasionally dropping in the 

grain with the other. Here were several subterranean 

magazines for grain, like cisterns, with a mouth like 

a well, such as we had seen in several villages. A 

yoke of oxen were drawing water from a deep well, 

by hauling the rope over a pulley ; being driven oil on 

1) Ruth. ii. 17, “ So she gleaned that she had gleaned.” This pro¬ 
in the field until even, and beat out cess we saw often. 

Von. II. 49 
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a line from the well into the fields. By pacing the 

ground over which they thus passed, we found the 

depth of the well to he nearly two hundred feet. 

We stopped here for about half an hour, wishing 

to obtain a guide for es-Sukkariyeh, the next village 

on the direct route to Beit Jibrin, though several hours 

distant. One was found after some difficulty; hut 

just as we were setting off, we learned from him, that 

the sites we wished to visit, were not on the direct 

road, but lay between Bureir and es-Sukkariyeh. 

We concluded therefore to return to Bureir, which 

was in sight, where we had rested on Saturday ; and 

where we were sure of obtaining more certain infor¬ 

mation and a better guide. We had already paid the 

Sheikh for the present guide, and now sent for the 

money back ; he came himself to repay it, and rather 

impertinently demanded a bakhshish for his trouble. 

As however the trouble we had given him, was much 

less than the vexation he had caused us, we chose to 

set off one against the other. 

From Huj the village of Bureir lies N. 20° E. 

We left the former place at 3^ o’clock, passing first 

over a swell of ground, and in half an hour crossing 

Wady el-Hasy, here a broad meadow tract running 

West, and immediately uniting with Wady Simsim. 

This was the same road which we had taken from Bu¬ 

reir by mistake on Saturday. At 4h 20' was a mound and 

some foundations, called Jelameh. We reached Bureir 

at 4h 50', and encamped for the night. Several Sheikhs 

and chief men soon visited us, and answered our in¬ 

quiries as to places and ruins in the vicinity; some 

with freedom, and others with more reserve. They 

gave us at once a guide for to-morrow. 

The soil of all the plain through which we passed 

is good ; as is proved by the abundant crops of grain 

we saw upon it. The whole of this vast level tract is 
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the property of the government, and not of the inhab¬ 

itants. Whoever will, may cultivate it, and may 

plough in any place not already preoccupied. But for 

every two yoke of oxen thus employed in tillage, he 

must pay to the government seven Ardebs of wheat 

and eight Ardebs of barley. The peasants, when rich 

enough to own oxen, plough and sow on their own 

account; but they frequently are the partners of mer¬ 

chants and others in the cities. The merchant fur¬ 

nishes the oxen, and the Fellah does the work ; while 

the expenses and income are divided equally be¬ 
tween them. 

In like manner, as we learned, the greater portion 

of all the rich plains of Palestine and Syria are in the 

hands of the government; while the hill-country and 

mountains are held in fee simple, or nearly so, by the 

inhabitants. It results from this state of things, that 

the inhabitants of the hills and mountains are far bet¬ 

ter off than those of the plains ; they raise a greater 

variety of crops, and have an abundance of all kinds of 

fruit; while those of the plains are in general poor, 

and are compelled to cultivate only grain, in order to 

satisfy the rapacity of the government. Hence, while 

the rocky and apparently almost desert mountains 

teem with an active, thrifty, and comparatively inde¬ 

pendent population, and the hand of industry is every¬ 

where visible ; the rich and fertile plains, deserted of 

inhabitants or sprinkled here and there with strag¬ 

gling villages, are left to run to waste, or are at the 

most half tilled by the unwilling labours of a race of 

serfs. 

The land around Bureir, like the rest of the plain, 

belongs to the government. For the portion cultivated 

by the people of the village, they now paid annually 

to the government eight hundred Ardebs of barley 

and three hundred of wheat. Besides all this, they 
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paid twelve purses Firdeh, and thirty purses of taxes 

on property. Fifty men had been taken away as 

soldiers. The people complained bitterly of oppres¬ 

sion ; and joined in the universal expression of a wish 

for a Frank government. Here as elsewhere a watch 

was given us for the night. 

Tuesday, May 22d. We had heard of deserted 

sites on the way to es-Sukkariyeh, hearing the names 

of Um Lakis and ’Ajlan ; as also of a Tell el-Hasy on 

the right of the road, where from the accounts we 

thought there might he ruins. Leaving Bureir at 5h 

25', and passing immediately the low plain of Wady 

Simsim, we continued along the higher undulating 

tract between that Wady and the Hasy, on a course 

E.^S. At 6h IQ' Um Lakis lay at our left upon a low 

round swell or knoll. It proved to he a former site, 

now covered confusedly with heaps of small round 

stones, with intervals between; among which were 

seen two or three fragments of marble columns. The 

place was wholly overgrown with thistles. Towards 

the S. E. below the hill, was a well, now almost filled 

up, around which were lying several columns.1 

We had come to this spot, not indeed in the ex¬ 

pectation of finding here the site of ancient Lachish, 

but rather in order to satisfy ourselves more certainly, 

of the fallacy of any supposed resemblance in the two 

names. These remains are certainly not those of an 

ancient fortified city, which could for a time at least 

brave the assaults of an Assyrian army.2 Nor indeed 

does either the name or the position of this spot cor¬ 

respond to those of Lachish ; although the varying 

form of the name might be allowed to pass, did other 

circumstances combine to identify the position.3 But 

1) From the hill at Um Lakis, are deserted sites in the district of 
Bureir bore N. 85° W. Tell el- Hasy. 
Hasy S. 55° E. Kufeir S. 5° W. 2) 2 Kings xviii. 14. xix. 8. 
Tubukah S. 10° E. The two last 3) Besides the addition of Um, 
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Lachish, although enumerated among the cities of Ju¬ 

dah in the plain, is also mentioned between Adoraim 

and Azekah ]l and lay according to Eusebius and Je¬ 

rome seven Roman miles from Eleutheropolis towards 

the South.2 This would seem to imply, that it was 

situated among or near the hills, somewhere to the 

Southward of Beit Jibrin; while the present Um Lakis 

lies in the middle of the plain w^est of Beit Jibrin, 

three hours distant from the tract of hills.—Yet ex¬ 

cept this spot, we were not able to find, either now 

or afterwards, the slightest vestige which might be 
referred either to Lachish itself, or to the apparently 

neighbouring city Libneh.3 

The direct road passes on from Um Lakis to 'A j- 

lan by a course nearly due East; the distance being 

about three quarters of an hour. We sent on our ser¬ 

vants thither, while w7e ourselves turned off more to 

the right to visit Tell el-Hasy, starting again at 6h 20'. 

The land descends gradually towards the Wady of 

the same name, which we reached in about forty min¬ 

utes. The way led us through the open fields, where 

the people were in the midst of the wheat harvest. 

The beautiful tracts of grain were full of reapers of 

the Henady Arabs; and also of gleaners almost as 

numerous. These were mostly women ; and this de¬ 

partment seemed almost as important as the reaping 

itself; since the latter is done in so slovenly a manner, 

that not only much falls to the ground, but also many 

stalks remain uncut. 

The Wady el-Hasy is a broad tract of fine meadow 

lands; on which a large number of the Henady w^ere 

the change of Kapli into Koph, 1) Josh. x. 3, 5, 31. xv. 39. 2 
though sometimes found, is not Chron. xi. 9. 
usual; see p. 288, Note 2, above. 2) Onomast. art. Lachis. 
Further, in the Arabic form^an Alef 3) Josh. x. 29, comp, verse 31. 
is inserted and the Hebrew Yodh xv. 42. 2 Kings xix. 8. Onomas- 
omitted. ticon, art. Lebna. 
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pasturing their horses. These were said to be Be- 

dawin cavalry in the service of Muhammed Aly. 

The gravelly bed of the Wady winds through this 

lower tract; and in it a little water springs up at inter¬ 

vals. It can hardly he said to flow, but rather soaks 

along through the gravel. The course of the Wady 

in this part is N. W., and on the S. W. side Tell el-Hasy 

rises steeply, directly from the bed, to the height of two 

hundred feet or more; being connected towards the 

S. W. with other lower swells.—At 7h 5' we passed in 

the valley some unhewn foundations of a former vil¬ 

lage called Tunnur; and at 7h 25', reached the sum¬ 

mit of the Tell. 

The form of the Tell is singular, a truncated cone 

with a fine plain on the top, somewhat resembling the 

Frank mountain, though by no means so high. From 

the information of our guides, and from the remarka¬ 

ble appearance of this isolated Tell, we had expected 

to find here traces of ruins; and a finer position for 

a fortress or fortified city could hardly be imagined. 

Yet we could discover nothing whatever, to mark the 

existence of any former town or structure; there was 

nothing indeed but the level circular plain, which 

seemed never to have been occupied.1 

The summit commands a rich and pleasing pros¬ 

pect, over a wide extent of undulating country, low 

swelling hills and broad vallies, all of the finest soil; 

yet without a single village or ruin rising above the 

ground, on which the eye can rest. Still, although in 

1) Yet this must be the hill, I having still on its summit traces of 
think, which Felix Fabri says some a strong citadel; Voyage II. p. 
of his party ascended, on the way 311. Traces of walls may well 
from Sukkariyeh to Gaza in 1483, have formerly existed here ; or 
and found there C£ thick ancient after all, both these accounts may 
walls drawn around itReissb. p. perhaps rest only on the exagge- 
289. It seems also to be the same rated testimony of Arabs. That 
hill which Volney describes near a of Volney certainly does, 
village Hesi, as being artificial, and 
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the language of Scripture and in common parlance, 

such a region without fixed habitations may well he 

called a 4desert/ there was here not wanting the 

charm of busy life. Several Arab encampments, 

chiefly Wahaideh and Jebarat, were in sight, sur¬ 

rounded by flocks and herds and troops of camels and 

asses; besides the tents of the Henady and their nu¬ 

merous horses, and the multitudes of reapers and 

gleaners scattered over the fields. The other princi¬ 

pal Arab tribes of the region, were said to be the 

Zevadat, the Sawarikeh, the ’Amarin, and the He- 

naideh.—From the Tell, the site of ’Ajlan bore N. 5° 

W. A Wely was also seen upon a hill not far from 

the village ed-Dawaimeh, bearing N. 75° E. 

From this point to Wady esh-Sheri’ah, the next 

great valley towards the South, the distance was said 

to be three hours or more. Wady el-Hasy itself comes 

down from the vicinity of el-Burj in the Southeast, 

passing by a place of springs called Kussabeh with 

ruins in its neighbourhood. It afterwards sweeps 

round near Hv.j, on its way to join Wady Simsim. 

This latter Wady, as we have seen, is the drain of all 

the region round Beit Jibrin and Tell es-Safieh ; and 

having received the Hasy, bends offN. W. by the vil¬ 

lage of Deir Esneid, and forms the river of Askelon.1 

We heard nothing at the time of any village or 

ruin called el-Hasy, as reported by Volney f but a 

deserted site of that name is marked in our lists 

along with Huj and ’Ajlan. It is therefore probably 

not far distant from the Tell. In the days of Saladin 

and Richard, this place is mentioned, in connection 

with the march of their armies, under the name of 

Elhissi and Alhassi; and is said to be near water, and 

1) See above, p. 371. 2) See above, p. 390, Note. 
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not far remote from the mountains of Abraham or 

Hebron.1 

We now left Tell es-Hasy at 8f o’clock, and came 

in half an hour directly to ’Ajlan N.-JW. ascending 

gradually from the valley. On the way we fell in 

with a troop of seven gazelles feeding. Here is a site 

of ruins much resembling Um Lakis in appearance ; a 

low round hillock covered with scattered heaps of un¬ 

hewn stones. The name alone identifies it with the 

Eglon of the Old Testament; and there seems to be 

nothing in the position to contradict this evidence. 

Eglon was situated in the plain of Judah, apparently 

not very far distant from Lachish.2 
o 

Leaving ’Ajlan at 8h 25', we bent our course E. by 

S. towards the village of es-Sukkariyeh. On the way 

the muleteers killed a large black snake, six feet long; 

the only one we saw in Palestine.3 The day proved 

exceedingly warm and very uncomfortable; the hot 

wind coming from behind us. Our eyes and faces 

were filled all day long with small gnats rising from 

the wheat fields ; and large flies troubled our animals, 

like swarms of bees. From the dry fields here and 

there whirlwinds of dust frequently arose, reminding 

us of those we had formerly seen in the deserts of the 

South. 

We reached es-Sukkariyeh at twenty minutes past 

9 o’clock. Like Huj, it had recently been built up by 

the governor of Gaza, Sheikh Sa’id, upon former foun- 

1) Bohaeddin Vit. Saladin, pp. 
228, 229, 231, 233. Wilken Gesch. 
der Kr. IV. p. 508, 513. 

2) Josh. x. 34, 36. xv. 39.—Eu¬ 
sebius and Jerome make Eglon 
identical with Adullam, and place 
it twelve miles east of Eleuthero- 
polis; Onomast. art. Eglon. But 
this stands in direct contradiction 

with Josh. xii. 12, 15. xv. 35, 39.— 
From ’Ajlan, Bureir bore W. 
’Arak es-Suweidan N. 12° W. 
Beit ’Alfa N. 3° W. Tell el-Hasy 
S. 5°E. 

3) At 8fl 55', at a high point in 
the road, Summed bore N. 21° E. 
Tell es-Safieh N. 32° E. Falujy 
N. 36° E. es-Sukkariyeh E. 
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dations, and was considered as his property. A large 

house of stone had been erected for himself; and sev¬ 

eral other houses are also of stone. The name of 

the village, which signifies “ the Sugary,” cannot of 

course be ancient; but tradition knows no other. It 

existed already in the fifteenth century; and seems 

to imply the former cultivation of the sugar-cane in 

the vicinity.1—In one place is a small enclosure of 

large squared stones, apparently of ancient workman¬ 

ship. Several marble columns and a Corinthian cap¬ 

ital, were also strewed upon the ground. In Sheikh 

Sa’id’s house likewise, many large square stones of 

former structures have been built in. The place seems 

to be, without much question, an ancient site ; but I 

am unable to assign to it any scriptural name with 

even a tolerable degree of probability.2 From Suk- 

kariyeh, Tell-es Safieh bore N. 27° E. 

We were delayed here for half an hour, in procur¬ 

ing a guide for el-Kubeibeh and Beit Jibrin. We 

found great difficulty, for the first time, in persuading 

any one to accompany us for money ; although many 

persons were lounging about the village without oc¬ 

cupation. Indeed, we had finally to appeal to the 

Sheikh, and obtained a man only by his order. The 

obstacle seemed, in this case, to be sheer indolence; 

the men were too lazy to take the trouble even to 

earn money so easily. 

Starting again at ten minutes before 10 o’clock, 

1) F. Fabri and Breydenbach place however neither makes any 
with their party, in travelling from mention.—Sukkariyeh is also men- 
Hebron to Gaza in A. D. 1483, tioned by Mejr ed-Din in 1495; 
spent the night at a Khcin in the Fundgr. des Orients II. p. 142. 
plain near a village called Zucka- 2) Es-Sukkariyeh is about 21 
ria (Sukkariyeh). See F. Fabri hours W. S. W. of Beit Jibrin. fi 
in Reissb. des h. Landes p. 289. the latter be taken as Eleuthero- 
Breydenbach also speaks of the polis, then this distance (but not 
Kh&n, but gives no name; ibid. p. the direction) would correspond 
186. • They probably travelled the well enough with the position of 
usual road by Beit Jibrin; of which Lachish. See pp. 388, 389, above. 

Vol. II. 50 
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we took the road to el-Kubeibeh. Just out of the vil¬ 

lage of Sukkariyeh we passed the large public well, 

wliefe a camel was drawing water by a Sakieh ; while 

large floc1?§ and herds were waiting around. Our 

course was about E. by N. The country soon became 

more hilly, and rocks began occasionally to appear. 

The crops of grain were however good. In one field, 

as we approached Kubeibeh, nearly two hundred 

reapers and gleaners were at work ; the latter being 

nearly as numerous as the former. A few were tak¬ 

ing their refreshment, and offered us some of their 

u parched corn.” In the season of harvest, the grains 

of wheat, not yet fully dry and hard, are roasted in a 

pan or on an iron plate, and constitute a very palata¬ 

ble article of food ; this is eaten along with bread, or 

instead of it. Indeed, the use of it is so common at 

this season among the labouring classes, that this 

parched wheat is sold in the markets; and it was 

among our list of articles to be purchased at Hebron, 

for our further journey to Wady Musa. The Arabs, 

it was said, prefer it to rice; but this we did not find 

to be the case. The whole scene of the reapers and 

gleaners, and their “ parched corn,” gave us a lively 

representation of the story of Ruth and the ancient 

harvest-home in the fields of Boaz.1 

We passed el-Kubeibeh at twenty minutes past 11 

o’clock, situated on a stony barren hill ten minutes on 

our right. It is another village built up by the gov¬ 

ernor of Gaza on former foundations; but there seem¬ 

ed to be nothing to mark it particularly as an ancient 

site. Our course now lay more to the left, N. E. over 

1) Ruth ii. 8, u Then said Boaz 
unto Ruth,—Go not to glean in 
another field, neither go from 
hence, but abide here fast by my 
maidens.” Verse 14, “And she 
sat beside the reapers; and he 

reached her parched corn, and she 
did eat, and was sufficed, and left.” 
Of the vinegar mentioned in the 
same verse we heard nothing. See 
the whole chapter. 
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the low hills to Beit Jibrin; which place we reached 

at half past twelve, descending into the southern val¬ 

ley from the Southwest. We spread our carpets under 

the same olive-tree as on our former visit; and after 

a lunch laid ourselves down to enjoy a short siesta. 

On awaking, we found ourselves surrounded by a 

divan of people, to the number of a dozen or more, 

who seemed to consider themselves quite at home in 

our company. They proved to be men from Beit Jala, 

friends and neighbours of our guide, who had come 

down to hire themselves out during the harvest in the 

plain ; their own harvest in the mountains being two 

or three weeks later. There were said to be few 

places of importance in the plain, where some of the 

men of Beit Jala were not now to be found; a fact 

which speaks well for their industrious habits. They 

all gathered around us, and accompanied us wherever 

we went. The Sheikh of the village was now at 

home, and came to us. He was an intelligent man, 

and of his own accord proposed to show us several 

antiquities in the vicinity, which we had omitted to 

see on our former visit. Mounting his sleek mare, and 

accompanied by several men of the village, and by the 

whole posse of our friends from Beit Jala, he led the 

way to several places of no little interest, which cer¬ 

tainly deserve the further attention of travellers and 

antiquarians. 

We went first to some caverns on the S. W. side 

of the Wady leading up to Santa Hanneh, near the 

path by which we had approached from Kubeibeh. 

These are artificial excavations, having partly the 

character of those we had seen near Deir Dubban, 

but of much more careful workmanship. Besides 

domes, there are here also long arched rooms, with 

the walls in general cut quite smooth. One of these 

was nearly a hundred feet in length; having along its 
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sides, about ten feet above the level of the floor, a 

line of ornamental work like a sort of cornice. On 

one side, lower down, were two niches at some dis¬ 

tance apart, which seemed once to have had images 

standing in them; but the stone was too much decay¬ 

ed to determine with certainty. These apartments 

are all lighted by openings from above. In one smaller 

room, not lighted, there was at one corner what looked 

like a sarcophagus hollowed out of the same rock; 

but it was too much broken away to enable us to speak 

positively. The entrance to the whole range of cav¬ 

erns, is by a broad arched passage of some elevation ; 

and we were surprised at the taste and skill displayed 

in the workmanship. 

The Sheikh now took us across the same valley 

to other clusters of caverns in the northern hill; more 

extensive indeed than the former, occupying in part 

the bowels of the whole hill; but less important and 

far less carefully wrought. These consist chiefly of 

bell-shaped domes lighted from above, like those at 

Deir Dubban; though some are merely high arched 

chambers excavated in the face of the rock, and open 

to the day. The rock is here softer, and very many 

of the domes are broken down. The Sheikh related, 

that one chamber before unknown having recently 

fallen in, he thinking there might be treasure in it, 

sent down a man to explore it; but he found only a 

human skeleton. In one of these caverns was a small 

fountain; and near by were two short inscriptions in 

very old Cufic, which my companion copied. They 

seem however to have been the work of casual visitors ; 

and afford no explanation of the age or object of the 

excavations.1 

We now struck down to the church of Santa Han- 

neh, passing on the way the well already described as 

1) See Note XXXI, end of the Volume. 
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lying N. E. of the ruin.1 On inquiring of the Sheikh, 

whether there was any living fountain in the vicinity, 

he said that according to their tradition, the well in 

the valley half-way towards the town,2 was once a 

fountain, whose waters overflowed and ran along the 

valley; hut in order to obtain more, they dug it deeper 

and walled it up; so that the water now no longer 

rises to the top. It is called Um Judei’a. This cir¬ 

cumstance, as we shall see, is of some historical im¬ 

portance. 

We next bent our course towards the Tell on the 

South of the valley, where from the accounts of the 

Arabs there seemed to be a prospect of finding ruins. 

At its foot, just out of the valley, we passed several 

excavated tombs. I entered one, descending by a few 

steps; and found it to be about fifty feet long by fifteen 

or twenty broad, with deep niches on each side and 

at the end for dead bodies. The others were similar 

externally. The Tell itself, consisting of chalky lime¬ 

stone, is rather a striking object in this part of the 

country,—a truncated cone with aflat circular plateau 

on the top, some six hundred feet in diameter. On 

this plat are no traces of foundations, except a few on 

the S. W. part. But towards the S. E. and especially 

on a lower plateau or projection of the hill on that 

side, there are many foundations of walls and build¬ 

ings; yet no hewn stones, nor any remains of the 

superstructures. There would seem to have been here 

an ancient site; the materials of whose buildings may 

perhaps have been absorbed in the later erections of 

Beit Jibrin. 

But the most remarkable spot of all remained yet 

to be visited. This was another, series of immense 

excavations on the southern end of the same hill, be¬ 

low the traces of foundations just described. Lighting 

1) Page 358. 2) Page 357. 
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several candles, we entered by a narrow and difficult 

passage from a pit overgrown with briers, and found 

ourselves in a dark labyrinth of galleries and apart¬ 

ments, all cut from the solid rock, and occupying the 

Bowels of the hill. Here were some dome-shaped 

chambers as before; others were extensive rooms, with 

roofs supported by columns of the same rock left in ex¬ 

cavating; and all were connected with each other 

by passages, apparently without order or plan. Several 

other apartments were still more singular. These 

were also in the form of tall domes, twenty feet or 

more in diameter, and from twenty to thirty feet high; 

they were entered by a door near the top, from which 

a staircase cut in the same rock wound down around 

the wall to the bottom. We descended into several 

of these rooms; but found nothing at the bottom, and 

no appearance of any other door or passage. We 

could discover no trace of inscriptions; nor any thing, 

indeed, which might afford the slightest clue for un¬ 

ravelling the mystery, in which the history and object 

of these remarkable excavations are enveloped.—Near 

by were said to be other similar clusters, which our 

time did not permit us further to explore. 

Such was the further amount of information which 

we obtained at Beit Jibrin on this our second visit. 

The question naturally now came up again, Whether 

this was to be regarded as the site of Eleutheropolis? 

The massive ruins in the village, the fine church of 

Santa Hanneh, and the immense and singular exca¬ 

vations which we had now explored, testify sufficiently 

to the existence here of a great and important city ; 

more important indeed, by far, than any other in the 

whole tract between the coast and the cities of the 

mountains. We had also now passed through the 

whole region north and west of Beit Jibrin, in which, 

if not here, Eleutheropolis must have stood; and 
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that without finding the slightest trace of any site, 

which could even with the remotest probability be 

referred to that ancient city. All these circum¬ 

stances tended strongly, to produce upon our minds an 

impression of the identity of Eleutheropolis with Beit 

Jibrin; but as they were not in themselves decisive, 

we preferred still to suspend our judgment, and pro¬ 

secute our inquiries yet further. 

From Beit Jibrin two roads lead to Hebron. The 

easier and more usual one goes up the left hand valley 

by the village of Terkumieh. On or near this road 

we were told of a place now called Beit Nusib; in which 

name it was easy to recognise the Nezib of the plain 

of Judah, situated according to Eusebius nine, and ac¬ 

cording to Jerome seven miles from Eleutheropolis 

towards Hebron.1 The other road passes up the 

southern valley by Santa Hanneh; and on this was 

said to be a village called Idhna, which could be 

no other than the Jedna of Eusebius and Jerome, 

lying on the way to Hebron, six Roman miles from 

Eleutheropolis. The distance of Beit Nusib and Idhna, 

and especially the latter, wTould therefore furnish a 

decisive test as to the probable identity of Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis with Beit Jibrin; and we accordingly determined 

to take the road leading by Idhna. The village ed- 

Dawaimeh was also spoken of; and having received 

the impression that it lay on the way to Idhna, we 

concluded to proceed thither for the night. 

The valley in which Santa Hanneh stands, has its 

head a few minutes above the church ; and beyond 

the water-shed towards the South, is a small plain, 

formed by the junction of two Wadys, one coming 

down from the E. S. E. and the other shorter one from 

the S. S. E. This point of junction is ten minutes from 

the church, or half an hour from Beit Jibrin. The 

1) Josh. xv. 43. Onomast. art. Necsib. See p. 344 above. 
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outlet of this little area is towards the West, passing 

off south of the Tell towards the western plain. We 

descended from the caverns under the Tell into the 

little plain; and at half past 4 o’clock proceeded on 

our way up the southern valley S. 20° E. for forty- 

five minutes. The Sheikh accompanied us for a con¬ 

siderable distance in token of respect, and to show us 

the road ; and then clapping spurs to his fine animal, 

soon disappeared down the valley. The hills were 

bushy and green. For a part of the way, near the 

head of the little valley, there were traces of an an¬ 

cient road, with walls in several places. Here were 

also several rude pillars; and one weather-worn col¬ 

umn might well have been a Roman milestone. 

At 5i o’clock we crossed the water-shed at the 

head of this valley, and immediately began to descend 

along another similar Wady running S. 20° W. After 

about twenty minutes, it enters a much broader Wady 

coming from the S. E. which then bends off South of 

West, and passing on into the western plain, runs fey 

Falujy, and finally unites with Wady Simsim. On a 

high rocky ridge beyond this valley, and around which 

it thus bends, stands the village of Dawaimeh. We 

reached it at 5f o’clock, making one hour and three 

quarters from Beit Jibrin. The surface of the hill is 

so rocky and uneven, that for some time we could not 

find a place to pitch our tent. At length, however, 

after passing the village, we came upon several thresh¬ 

ing-floors towards the South, where the stones had 

been cleared away; and here we encamped for the 

night. 

On inquiring of the people respecting Idhna, we 

were not a little surprised to hear, that we had taken 

a wrong road, and were now nearly as far from that 

place as we had been at Beit Jibrin. The right road, 

it seemed, passed up the left hand Wady from the 
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little plain South of Santa Hanneh; while we had fol¬ 

lowed the other valley. The mistake was owing to 

the well meant officiousness of our guide; who hearing 

us inquire respecting Idhna and Dawaimeh, and wish¬ 

ing to show us both places, had first brought us hither, 

intending to-morrow to take Idhna in our way to 

Hebron. This circuit was of course likely to frustrate 

the whole purpose of our visit to Idhna; and we were 

not a little disappointed. 

The hill on which Dawaimeh stands, is one of 

the highest in the surrounding tract. It affords a view 

of several villages and sites towards the East among 

the hills, and also on the higher mountain ; while on 

the West an elevated ridge shuts out all view of the 

great plain. On this ridge stands the Wely we had 

seen from Tell el-Hasy.1 

The people of the village came around us as usual; 

and we found here also several Christians from Beit 

Jala, employed as labourers in the harvest. The bar¬ 

ley-harvest w as just at an end, and the wheat-harvest 

just beginning; so that the treading out of both spe¬ 

cies of grain was going on at the same time. Camels 

laden with sheaves were coming in as we arrived, 

carrying on their backs almost a small cart-load.— 

After coffee in our tent, most of the people went 

away; but the Sheikh remained. We wrere not 

much disposed to like him ; he was cringing in his 

manner, and at the same time reserved and unaccom¬ 

modating. He still sat and sat, until dinner was 

served, and then partook of our meal; the first time 

that an Arab had yet eaten with us, though we had 

always invited them. 

1) We obtained at Dawaimeh mountain N. 85° E. Knsbur N. 
the following bearings: Beit ’Au- 72° E. Bukkar N. 72° E. Beit 
wa, ruin, S. 45° W. Neby Nuh Urnmar N. 70° E. Idhna N. 70° 
(Noah) near Dura on the moun- E. Wely seen from Tell el-Hasy 

tain, S. 70° E. Taiyibeh on the N. 75° W. 

Vol. II 51 
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The Sheikh and others spoke much of a ruined 

fortress called el-Burj, of which we had already heard, 

situated an hour or two South of Dawaim eh. The 

former offered to give us a guide thither in the morn¬ 

ing; and we concluded on the whole to take this 

course, and return at a later period directly from He¬ 

bron to Beit Jibrin. The guide was accordingly 

selected, and received his instructions to be ready at 

early dawn. We paid eight Piastres for his services 

into the hands of the Sheikh; and regarded it as a much 

higher price than usual, it being indeed the wages of 

a whole day; while less than half a day would be 

occupied by the man, both in going and returning. 

Here as elsewhere men were set to watch all night 

around our tent; but in this instance their charge 

probably extended also to the adjacent threshing- 

floors. Yet the Sheikh took good care not to burden 

his own people; but laid the task upon the poor 

labourers from Beit Jala. No pay or present was 

now or at any time demanded on account of the watch. 

Our guards here, however, took their own pay in grain 

from the threshing-floors, which they parched and ate 

during the night; solacing themselves with this fa¬ 

vourite article of harvest-food, and turning their watch 

into a wake. 

Wednesday, May 23d. We rose early; and just 

as we were mounting to set off for el-Burj, the guide 

came, and with him the Sheikh, saying he could not 

go with us unless we paid him a larger price. As this 

was a barefaced attempt at extortion, I decided in¬ 

stantly to take the road back to Beit Jibrin and so to 

Idhna, in order to determine at once the question as 

to Eleutheropolis. Indeed, we did not regret, either 

now or afterwards, that this occasion had intervened 

thus to change our proposed course. We demanded 

back our money, which was repaid with evident cha- 
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grin. This was the first, and I think the only instance 

we met with, of a like meanness after a bargain had 

once been concluded; for however variable and ex¬ 

travagant an Arab may be in his previous demands, 

yet when an agreement had been actually made, we 

usually found them faithful to their engagements. 

Setting off at once, we returned by our road of last 

evening to the junction of the two Wadys in the little 

plain South of Santa Hanneh, half an hour from Beit 

Jibrin. Here turning into the more eastern valley at 

6^ o’clock, we followed it up on the way to Idhna. I 

know not when I have felt more the excitement of 

suspense, than while traversing this short distance. A 

question of some historical moment was depending on 

the circumstance, whether we reached Idhna at 8 
o’clock. If so, our researches after the long lost Eleu- 

theropolis would be crowned with success; if not, 

we were again afloat, and certain of nothing. 

In this valley also there were occasionally traces 

of an ancient road, skirted by walls which probably 

enclosed fields. Our general course all the way to 

Idhna was E. S. E.|E. The valley became narrower 

as we advanced, with green bushy hills on both sides. 

The hills round about had evidently once been ter¬ 

raced for cultivation ; but the tillage is now confined 

mostly to the bottoms of the vallies. At a quarter past 

seven, we passed a well in the valley, and the ruins 

of a village called Beit ’Alam, on a low mound at our 

left. 
Soon after this we saw a man walking before us 

with a gun; a suspicious circumstance in these days, 

when the people had been all disarmed. Sending for¬ 

ward a man to reconnoitre, we found he was a peace¬ 

able Fellah from Dura in the mountains. The inhabit¬ 

ants of that village, in their quarrels among themselves, 

had recently employed fire-arms; thereby showing 
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to the government that they still possessed them, al¬ 

though they had formerly professed to give them all 

up. In consequence of this, the governors of Gaza, 

Jerusalem, and Hebron, were now at Dura, demanding 

from the inhabitants their arms. Every man was re¬ 

quired to bring in a gun ; no matter whether he pos¬ 

sessed one or not. This poor fellow, who had none, 

had been searching after one for three days in the 

plain, and had finally purchased a miserable old thing 

for sixty Piastres. He was now returning home in 

order to surrender it to the governors. 

At 7h 50', we came to the head of the valley; and 

here in the midst of a rocky tract of gradual as¬ 

cent was a large public well. The stones round about 

it were much worn, by the friction of the ropes in 

drawing water. ■* It now wanted but ten minutes 

of 3 o’clock ; and as yet nothing was to be seen of 

Idhna. But as we reached the top of the ascent, the 

village lay before us, somewhat lower down on the 

other side; and precisely at 8 o’clock we entered the 

place and dismounted at the house of the Sheikh. We 

thus found Idhna to be just two hours, or six Roman 

miles, from Beit Jibrin; which is the specified dis¬ 

tance of Jedna from Eleutheropolis. 

At a later period we visited Beit Xu sib, lying near 

the other road from Beit Jibrin to Hebron, not far 

from Terkumieh. This latter village is reckoned at 

two and a half hours from Beit Jibrin, and Nusib is ap¬ 

parently a little less distant; corresponding well to 

the account of Jerome respecting Nezib, that it lay 

seven Roman miles from Eleutheropolis towards He¬ 

bron. 

ELEUTHEROPOLIS. 

I have thus detailed all the circumstances of direct 

evidence, which led us to the conviction, that Eleu- 
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theropolis must have been identical with Beit Jibrin, 

the ancient Betogabra. The latter was the earlier 

native appellation, for which (as in so many other 

cases) the Greek name Eleutheropolis was officially 

substituted; yet the ancient name maintained its place 

in the mouths of the people, and the later one at length 

fell into disuse and was forgotten. An exact parallel 

is presented by the cases of Lydda, Emmaus, Jerusa¬ 

lem, and several other cities ; which after having been 

for centuries officially known as Diospolis, Nicopolis, 

and iElia, afterwards resumed their native names, 

while the others sunk into oblivion. In these and 

similar instances, there is indeed historical testimony 

to the identity of the native and foreign appellations; 

while in the case of Eleutheropolis and Betogabra, it 

happens, that no such incidental testimony exists. 

But on the other hand, as we shall see, there also ex¬ 
ists none more direct against the identity ; and the 

accidental silence of history cannot weigh against the 

mass of positive evidence. 

Our conviction of the identity of Eleutheropolis 

with Beit Jibrin, was derived solely and exclusively 

from the specifications of Eusebius and Jerome, res¬ 

pecting the distances of various places from the for¬ 

mer, the sites of which we were able to ascertain. 

These, as we have already seen, were the following : 

on the way towards Nicopolis. 

on the way towards Jerusalem, 

on the way towards Hebron. 

In respect to these places, it is to be remarked, 

that the distances specified are not to be regarded as 

definitely exact, or as having been accurately measur¬ 

ed ; unless perhaps, in the case of those w hich might 

Zorah 
Beth-shemesh 

Jarmuk 
Socoh 

Jedna 
Nezib 

10 R. M. > 
10 “ $ 

10 “ } 
9 “ S 
6 “ > 

7 or 9 “ S 
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happen to lie directly upon a great road. Now such 

a road from Eleutheropolis to Nicopolis, let the for¬ 

mer have lain where it may, certainly did not pass 

through Beth-shemesh and Zorah; it ran without 

doubt among the hills near the plain, and crossing 

the mouth of Wady es-Surar, passed along near the 

mountains to the city in question. At the tenth mile 

from Eleutheropolis, a traveller would see Beth-she¬ 

mesh and Zorah on his right; one in the mouth of 

Wady es-Surar, and the other on the high hill further 

North.—To Jerusalem there appear to have been two 

roads. One seems to have followed the Nicopolis road 

until it approached Wady es-Surar ; and then turning 

through the hills to or near Beth-shemesh, went up the 

Surar, where we have seen there is still a neglected 

path; this would pass at or near Jarmuk, which could 

not well have been seen from the Nicopolis road. 

The other probably was nearly the same as the pre¬ 

sent road through the Wady el-Musiirr ;l on this Socoh 

would be visible and not from the former.—From 

Eleutheropolis to Hebron there must also have been 

two roads, as there are now from Beit Jibrin ; for from 

no conceivable position of Eleutheropolis, could a tra¬ 

veller pass by or even see both Jedna and Nezib on 

one and the same route to Hebron; inasmuch as they 

both lie among the hills, nearly two hours apart in a 

direction from North to South, and are not visible 

from each other.2 

These things being premised, and making all due 

allowance for the merely approximate specifications 

1) See pp. 340, 349. 
2) There are doubtless also cor¬ 

ruptions in the Onomasticon. Thus 
according to Eusebius, Nezib was 
nine miles from Eleutheropolis, 
while Jerome gives it at seven, 
which appears to be correct.—In 
respect to Jedna the specification 

of six miles rests on the authority 
ofEusebius; Jerome’s article reads 
as follows: “Jedna, m deserto ab 
Eleutheropoli lapide pergentibus 
Chebron.” Here “lapide” is with¬ 
out any adjunct, and the word “ de- 
serto” should doubtless be read 
“ sexto.” 
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of Eusebius and Jerome, it appears from our routes 

and examination, as already detailed, that the space 

actually travelled over by us, in connection with short 

estimated distances from the first four places, Zorah, 

Beth-shemesh, Jarmuk, and Socoh, renders it certain, 

that Eleutheropolis could not have lain at the most 

more than half an hour further North or further South 

than Beit Jibrin.1 In like manner, the ascertained dis¬ 

tances of Jedna and Nezib show, that it could have 

lain neither further East nor further West than the 

same place. Further, we had now traversed the 

country by five different routes (and later by a sixth) 

on the North, West, South, and East of Beit Jibrin, 

anxiously searching out every trace of former sites ; 

and had found nothing, which with the slightest de¬ 

gree of probability, could be tortured into the site of 

Eleutheropolis. Indeed, in no other position do all 

these distances from various known points meet at all; 

while in Beit Jibrin they come together of themselves, 

and all the other circumstances likewise correspond.2 

Further, the Itinerary of Antoninus places Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis at twenty-four Roman miles from Askelon, 

which nearly coincides with the true distance of Beit 

Jibrin.3 

Such is the amount of the direct and positive topo¬ 

graphical evidence, in favour of the identity of Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis and Beit Jibrin; and in the absence of collat¬ 

eral historical testimony, I can hardly conceive of a 

case more strongly supported. Future travellers, by 

1) Pages 352, 359. 
2) Thus if the site of Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis were to be assumed at Kud- 
na, then Socoh becomes less than 
six, and Jedna more than nine miles 
distant; the latter besides not then 
being on any direct road to Hebron. 
So too of any other position. See 
more in Note XXXII, at the end of 
the Volume ; where also the vary¬ 

ing specifications of the Itinerari- 
um Antonini are considered. 

3) See above p. 360. Antonin. 
Itin. ed. Wess. p. 200. Reland Pal. 
p. 420. The same Itinerary sets 
Eleutheropolis at XX Roman 
miles from Jerusalem, which should 
probably read XXX ; an X hav¬ 
ing been lost. This would corres¬ 
pond well with the actual distance. 
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more exact measurements, may add to, or modify in 

some degree, this evidence; but I have no apprehension 

that the m^in result will ever be disturbed. 

Let us look now at the notices of Eleutheropolis, 

which have come down to us in ancient writers, and 

compare them with those of Betogabra. Not indeed 

in the hope of thus decidedly tracing the identity of 

the two; for the slight link which might connect them 

in the chain of historical evidence,—a single line upon 

the page of history,—was unfortunately omitted or 

has since been lost; but in order to see whether there 

is any thing which militates against this identity; and 

if not, to see further, whether this very silence and 

the attendant circumstances do not tend indirectly to 

confirm the same hypothesis. 

The earliest mention of Betogabra, as we have 

seen, is by Ptolemy in the beginning of the second 

century; and again in the Peutinger Tables, probably 

in the reign of Alexander Severus, about A. D. 230.1 

Whether the name Eleutheropolis already existed in 

the days of Ptolemy we do not know ; but before the 

construction of the Tables, this name is found upon 

coins of the city inscribed to Julia Domna, the wife 

of Septimius Severus, and dated in the eighth and ninth 

years of the reign of that emperor, corresponding to 

A. D. 202 and 203. The emperor had been in Pales¬ 

tine about that time (AD. 202), and had conferred 

privileges and immunities on various cities.2 Among 

them Eleutheropolis appears to have shared his favour, 

and thus testified its gratitude. Another coin of the 

same city, struck in honour of Caracalla, the next em¬ 

peror, is also extant.3 

1) Ptolemaeus IV. 16, Judaek. 
Reland Palaest. pp. 461, 421. See 
Vol. III. First Appendix, pp. 3, 4. 

2) Spartian. in Severo, cap. 16, 

17. Belley p. 431. See the next 
Note. 

3) See a description of these 
three coins, (one of which is in the 
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The earliest writer who mentions Eleutheropolis, 

is Eusehius in his Onomasticon about A. D. 330 or 

later, followed by Jerome near the close of the same 

century. In their clay it was an episcopal city of im¬ 

portance ; and was so well known, that they assumed 

it as the central point in southern Palestine, from which 

to determine the position of more than twenty other 

places. The renown and the very name of the greater 

central city have long since passed away; while many 

of these minor places still remain, and have afforded 

in their turn, to strangers from a new world, the means 

of determining the site and re-establishing the claims 

of the ancient metropolis. 

In that age this city was indeed the metropolis of 

the adjacent country, which is frequently spoken of 

as the region of Eleutheropolis.1 The names of five 

of its bishops are found in the records and signatures 

of councils, from that of Nicea in A. D. 325 to that of 

Jerusalem in A. D. 536; besides historical notices of 

three others during the same period.2 Epiphanius, 

wTho flourished in the latter part of the fourth cen¬ 

tury, is said to have been born at a village three miles 

distant from Eleutheropolis; he is thence called a native 

of that city, which he several times mentions in his 

writings.3 To the next following centuries belongs 

collection of Sir Hans Soane,) in 
Mionnet Medailles Antiques, Tom. 
V. p. 534. Hayin Tesor. Brittan. 
I. p. 261. Eckhel Doctr. Nummor. 
Tom. III. p. 448. Rasche’s Lexi¬ 
con art. Eleutheropolis. See also 
particularly the able essay of the 
Abbe Belley, u Sur les Medailles 
des Villes de Diospolis et d’Eleu- 
theropolis,” A. D. 1754, in Me- 
moires de PAcademie des Inscrip¬ 
tions et Belles-Lettres, 'l'om. 
XXVI. p. 429, seq.—On the re¬ 
verse of these coins the city styles 
itself Lucia Septimia Severiana, 
after the name of the emperor; 

VOL. II. 

just as Caesarea and Neapolistook 
on coins the appellation of FI avia, 
Tiberias that of Claudia, Gadara 
that of Powpeiana, etc. Belley p. 
431. 

1) Onomast. art. Esthemo, Mas- 
pha, et al. Hieron. Ep. 39, ad The- 
ophilum: “Monasterium S. Epi- 
phanii in Eleutheropolitano terri- 
torio et non in Eliensi situm est.” 

2) Reland Palaest. p. 750. Le 
Q,uien Oriens Christ. III. p. 633, 
seq. 

3) See the references in Reland 
ib. pp. 751, 752. 

52 
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the mention of Eleutheropolis as an episcopal city, in 

two Greek ecclesiastical Notitiae: one of which was 

compiled before A. D. 451, since it still speaks of 

Caesarea as the metropolitan see ; while the other, to 

judge from the preamble, refers to a time not very 

long after the erection of Jerusalem into a patriarchate.1 

The same age was also the age of legends and lives 

of saints; and in these the name of Eleutheropolis 

not unfrequently occurs.2 About the close of the sixth 

or beginning of the seventh century, Antoninus Mar¬ 

tyr appears to have visited this city ; the name of which 

is corrupted in his account, to Eliotropolis and also 

Heliopolis.3 

It is somewhat remarkable, that with the excep¬ 

tion of the coins above mentioned, the name of Eleu¬ 

theropolis occurs in profane history only in two writers; 

both of whom mention it incidentally, in connection 

with the same period of ecclesiastical renown. The 

first of these is Ammianus Marcellinus, the cotem¬ 

porary of Jerome, in the latter part of the fourth cen¬ 

tury. From his language the conclusion has some¬ 

times been drawn, though without sufficient ground, 

that Eleutheropolis was built up in the third century, 

and did not exist before that time.4 The other writer 

1) See these Notitiae in Reland 
Palaest. pp.214, seq. 219, seq. The 
last is ascribed to Nilas in A. D. 
1151; but it evidently refers to a 
time preceding the Muhammedan 
conquests. Jerusalem was made 
an independent patriarchate at the 
council of Chalcedon A. D. 451-3; 
see above, pp. 23, 24. In both these 
Notitiae the name of Betogabra 
does not occur. 

2) So in the tract ascribed to 
Dorotheus bishop of Tyre ; where 
Simon, one of the apostles, is said 
to have preached at Eleutheropo¬ 
lis; and Jesus surnamed Justus, to 
have been its first bishop; see the 
passages cited in Reland p. 751. 

So too in the legends respecting 
Ananias, which will be considered 
further on; Acta Sanctor. Jan. 
Tom. II. p. 613. Also in the life of 
St. Euthymius, Cotel. Monum. Eccl. 
Graec. II. p. 329. Acta Sanctor. 
Jan. Tom. II. p. 326. 

3) Itin. 32. Reland ib. p. 752. 
4) Reland p. 749. The passage 

of Ammianus is as follows ; he is 
enumerating the cities of Pales¬ 
tine: “Caesaream .. . Heleuthe- 
ropolim, et Neapolim, itidemque 
Ascalonem, Gazam, aevo superiore 
extructas;” lib. XIV. 8. 11. Here 
the last clause, “ aevo superiore 
extructas,” can obviously apply in 
no stronger sense to Eleutheropo- 
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is the grammarian Suidas; whose work perhaps be¬ 

longs rather to ecclesiastical history. Writing not 

earlier than the close of the tenth century, from sources 

now lost, he mentions circumstances which formerly 

took place in Eleutheropolis. These are wholly un¬ 

important, relating merely to the unsuccessful attempt 

of Eutocius, a Thracian soldier, to become a citizen and 

senator of the city ; and also to Marianus, a late poet 

at Rome, whose father removed to Eleutheropolis, and 

who acquired honours under the reign of the emperor 

Anastasius, A. D. 493—518.1 

This is the amount of all we know of Eleuthero¬ 

polis before the Muhammedan conquest of Palestine, 

which was completed in A. D. 636. After that time 

the city is mentioned only once by a cotemporary 

writer ; and that, in monastic annals, in order to record 

its fall. In the year 796, the cities of Gaza, Askelon, 

and Sariphaea are said to have been laid waste, and 

Eleutheropolis converted into a desert, during a civil 

war among the various tribes of Saracens in Pales¬ 

tine.2 Whether it recovered in any degree from this 

desolation, we are nowhere informed. 

During the Muhammedan dominion and the pre- 
* 

valence of the Arabic tongue, it would he natural to 

lis, than it does to Neapolis, Aske¬ 
lon, and Gaza; in respect to all 
which, if understood to imply that 
they were then first built, it is no¬ 
toriously false. To say nothing 
of the antiquity of Gaza and Aske¬ 
lon, I need only remark of Neapo¬ 
lis, that this name is already men¬ 
tioned by Josephus; B. J. IV. 8. 1. 

1) Suidas Lexicon art. Evxoy.ioq, 

Maoiaroq. Reland Palaest. pp. 753, 
754." That the reign of Anasta¬ 
sius I. is intended, is apparent; for 
the short sway of the second em¬ 
peror of that name (A. D. 713-15), 
falls nearly a century after Pales¬ 
tine was in the hands of the Mu- 
hammedans. 

2) JlCKpofjOVq yaQ 7ToXvaV&Q(,)- 
Ttovq nolaq ijQtifKooav ’ y.al yaQ 
’EXfVQO-fQonoXiv 7iavxfXd)q del aoty.rj- 
rov t &r\yiavy ndaav iy.TtoQ&Qaavxeq' 
dU.d y.al Aoxalowa y.al rdt,av y.al 
2aQf(f>a(av y.al txtQaq rtoleiq dfivuiq 
e'dy.voavxo. “ Depopulati sunt fre- 
quentissimas urbes non paucas; 
Eleutheropolim, abductis in captivi- 
tatern universis, desert.am fecere. 
Ascalonem, Gazam, et Sariphae- 
am, aliasque civitates, violenter di- 
ripuerant.” So Stephen a contem¬ 
porary monk of Mar Saba, Acta 
Sanctor. Mart. Tom. III. p. 167, 
seq. Reland Pal. p. 987. Le Quien 
Oriens Christ. III. p. 313. Comp, 
pp. 39, 40, above. 
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expect, that the ancient name of Betogabra, (later 

Heb. Beth Gabriel or Beth Gebrin,) which had doubt¬ 

less remained among the common people, would again 

become current; and cause the Greek name which so 

long had usurped its place, to be forgotten. And here, 

as in so many other instances, this seems actually to 

have been the case ; the ancient name revived, and 

assumed the Arabic form in which we find it at the 

present day. In two Latin Notitiae, the date of which 

is uncertain, but which were obviously first compiled in 

reference to the centuries preceding the crusades, the 

name of Eleutheropolis is no longer found ; but in its 

place appears, in one the name Beigeberin, and in the 

other Beit Gerbein.1 Not improbably both these 

notices are to be referred to the eighth century, before 

the destruction of the city. At any rate, the crusaders 

found the place in ruins; and if not wholly deserted, yet 

at least it had long ceased to be an episcopal see. They 

rebuilt the fortress ; and its subsequent history I have 

already recounted.2 At that time the name and posi¬ 

tion of Eleutheropolis were so thoroughly forgotten, 

that Cedrenus, in the last half of the eleventh century, 

held it to have been the same with Hebron.3 

On comparing the preceding notices, it is to be ob¬ 

served, that, with one apparent exception hereafter to 

be considered, all the writers who mention Betogabra, 

make no allusion to Eleutheropolis; while all those 

who so often speak of the latter, are silent as to Beto¬ 

gabra. Indeed, the latter name is found only quite 

early in Ptolemy and the Peutinger Tables, or again 

quite late in the two Latin Notitiae. The Greek 

name, as appears from the coins, had been adopted 

1) Reland ib. pp. 222,227. The 3) Geo. Cedreni Historiar. 
latter Notitia is found appended to Compend. Paris 1647. Tom. I. 
the History of William of Tyre; p. 33, danrtxai (?j 2aoQa) iv Xf- 
Gesta Dei per Francos p. 1044. pywv, vvv }E).ev&6y67ro)u<; xa- 

2) Pages 360—362. IfZxcti. 
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before A. D. 202; but the subsequent mention of Be- 

togabra in the Tables, shows that this more ancient 

appellation was still generally current. In the fourth 

century, when Constantine had adorned Jerusalem 

with splendid churches, and Palestine became the 

abode of thousands of foreign monks and ecclesiastics, 

all using the Greek language, it was natural that the 

Greek name of this episcopal city should obtain the 

ascendency. Accordingly we hear no more of Beto- 

gabra, until this ecclesiastical authority had been 

crushed by the Muhammedan conquest, and the an¬ 

cient name found a more ready utterance upon the 

lips of a people speaking a kindred tongue. The 

case, as already suggested, is entirely parallel to those 

of Diospolis, Nicopolis, and JElia or Jerusalem itself. 

The exception above alluded to, where the names 

of Betogabra and Eleutheropolis appear to be once 

mentioned by the same writer, is the expression “ Be¬ 

togabra of Eleutheropolis,” to which reference has 

already been made.1 This occurs in a professed life 

of Ananias, an alleged saint and martyr of the first 

century, whose merits and martyrdom are set forth in 

all the Greek and Roman Calendars (Menologia and 

Martyrologia) and Lives of the Saints; chiefly under 

the first of October, but in some of the latter under 

the twenty-fifth of January.2 The whole account, 

even as found in the earliest calendars, is entirely 

legendary. It makes Ananias to have been first one 

of the seventy disciples ; then to have become bishop 

of Damascus, where he restored sight to Paul; and at 

last, after long preaching the gospel and performing 

1) ’Ev Bfj&oyavQfj rrjq 'EXsv&e- 2) Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom II. 
Q07io‘iIfw?. Seep. 360, above. The p. 613. See the many extracts 
Latin version of Hervetus has which Bolland has there collected 
£‘Betagabre ExeutheropolisAc- from various Calendars and Lives 
ta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 614, of Saints. 
Note b. 
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many miracles at Damascus and Eleutheropolis, it 

represents him as suffering death in the former city 

by order of a Roman governor Licinius or Lucianus. 

In recounting these circumstances, the various ca¬ 

lendars are in general at least consistent with each 

other; most of them, though not all, mentioning 

Eleutheropolis as one of the places where Ananias 

laboured, and Damascus as the scene of his martyr¬ 

dom. It is not necessary here to waste words in 

showing that the whole story can be only a fable ; 

and I would simply remark, that neither in Palestine 

nor Syria, down to the destruction of Jerusalem, and 

apparently quite to the end of the first century, was 

there any Roman governor, whether proconsul, procu¬ 

rator, or military chief, bearing the name either of 

Licinius or Lucianus.1 

The biography in question gives the same general 

account of Ananias, with more of detail; and dwells 

particularly on the circumstances of his trial and mar¬ 

tyrdom. But instead of making Eleutheropolis merely 

the scene of Ananias’ labours, it transfers the seat of 

the Roman governor himself to that region, and makes 

him institute a severe persecution against the Chris¬ 

tians at “ Betogabra of Eleutheropolis.” It leaves 

however the matter somewhat uncertain, whether the 

trial and death of Ananias took place there or at Da¬ 

mascus ; though as he is said to have laboured only 

at Damascus, and to have been buried in that region, 

1) Josephus enumerates all the 
proconsuls and procurators of Sy¬ 
ria and Palestine down to the time 
of Titus. See the names of the 
former collected by Noris, Cenota- 
phia Pisana p. 267, seq. E. Span- 
heim Chronol. Josephi, in Haver- 
camp’s Edition, Tom. II. Append, 
p. 409. For the procurators,1 see 
Spanheim 1. c. p. 410, and the 
Chronol. Tables at the end of Wi¬ 
ner’s Ribl. Realworterb. Also for 

both, American Bibl. Repos. Vol. 
II. pp. 381, 382.—After the de¬ 
struction of Jerusalem, the Roman 
general Lucilius Bassus was sent 
to subdue the remaining fortresses 
of Judea; and a Spanish tradition 
is said to attribute to him the death 
of Ananias in A. D. 70. Joseph. 
B. J. VII. 6. 1, 6. Dextri Chroni- 
con A. D. 70, quoted by Bolland 
Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 614, 
Note a. 
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it would seem to be implied that he also suffered in 
that city.1 

Upon this whole legend of Ananias, it is to be re¬ 

marked, that the simplest account, and that least re¬ 

mote from Scripture, is doubtless the earliest ; and 

this is that which speaks only of his labours and death 

at Damascus.2 In process of time, when Eleuthero- 

polis became a chief city in the South of Palestine, as 

Damascus was in the North, it was easy for monkish 

invention to extend his labours over the whole coun¬ 

try from Damascus to Eleutheropolis ; which thus cor¬ 

responded in a sense to the ancient phrase “ from Dan 

to'Beersheba.” The regular biography goes still fur¬ 

ther ; it extends the labours of the saint to Antioch 

on the North, and changes the seat of the Roman gov¬ 

ernment from Damascus to the district of Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis. All this seems to mark a still later origin; 

and it is hardly necessary to remark, that the lower it 

descends in the succession of centuries, so much the 

more is detracted from its authority, in respect even to 

incidental notices in history or topography. 

Whence then comes the mention of Betogabra in 

this document 7 What is its purport, and to what 

does it amount? The plain import of the words 

would doubtless be, that Betogabra was a place within 

the district of Eleutheropolis, but itself distinct from 

that city ; thus contradicting the identity of the two, 

which I have above ventured to assume. Now, laying 

all other things out of view, there certainly is nothing 

in the age or character of this legend as an historical 

1) The Greek of this life has Vitis Sanctor. Oct. 1. Tom. VI. 
never been printed; it exists in Rom. 1551-60. Surius de Vitis 
Europe in two Manuscripts; see Sanctor. Oct. 1. Bolland professes 
Fabrcii Biblioth. Graeca lib. V. to have made a new version from 
c. 32. Tom IX. p. 53 ; or Tom. X. the Greek; Acta Sanctor. Jan. 
p. 193. ed. Harles. A Latin trans- Tom. II. p. 613. 
lation by G. Hervetus is found in 2) Menologium Graecor. ed. Al- 
the following works: Lipomann de bani, Pars I. p. 79. 
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document, which can for a moment weigh against the 

mass of direct topographical evidence of identity above 

presented, founded on the unquestioned statements of 

Eusebius and Jerome, and confirmed indirectly by the 

historical facts already adduced. Here is no balance 

of conflicting testimony ; the direct and positive evi¬ 

dence is all on one side ; while on the other, is only a 

casual phrase in a legendary tale, the invention of an 

unknown writer in an unknown age; itself too con¬ 

tradicted by all the other earlier documents, in which 

the same legend is recognised. Even in this view 

therefore, and placing .the conflict of testimony in its 

very strongest light, there would seem to he little 

room for hesitation in respect to the identity in question. 

How then are we to account for the mention of 

Betogabra in this singular connexion, which of itself 

naturally excites suspicion V After having had the 

subject for many months before my mind, the follow¬ 

ing seems to me an easy and not unnatural explana¬ 

tion. The life of Ananias was originally dressed out, 

apparently while Eleutheropolis was still a flourishing 

episcopal metropolis; and the name of this city alone 

stood at first in this form of the legend, as it still does 

in all the rest. At a later period, perhaps after the 

destruction of the city, or at least after the Greek 

name had fallen into disuse, a possessor of the manu¬ 

script, in order to explain the now obsolete name 

Eleutheropolis, interlined the more current Betogabra, 

1) No writer would ever think 
of using such a phrase as “ Beth¬ 
lehem of Jerusalem,” “Buyukdere 
of Constantinople,” “ Greenwich of 
London,” or the like. Such a con¬ 
struction would be perhaps more 
admissible, when the first name in¬ 
dicates a constituent part of a 
larger place, as “ Pera of Con¬ 
stantinople,” “ Colin of Berlin,” 
“Westminster of London,” etc. In 

this way the expression “Betoga¬ 
bra of Eleutheropolis” might be 
accounted for, by supposing that 
the ancient name belonged more 
particularly to one part of the later 
enlarged city. But of this there 
is not the slightest trace in history; 
and all the circumstances of the 
case, lead me to prefer the solution 
given in the text, as being more 
easy and natural. 
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or wrote it in the margin as a gloss. In the course of 

subsequent transcription, by copyists perhaps unac¬ 

quainted with both names, this gloss would readily 

find its way into the text, and at length become con¬ 

nected by grammatical construction with the other 

name. In this way, the expression which at first 

probably meant nothing more than “Betogabra or 

Eleutheropolis,” assumed its present form “ Betogabra 

o/Eleutheropolis.” The examples of various readings 

arising from like glosses in the manuscripts of the 

New Testament and other ancient writings, are too 

numerous and well known, to admit a question as to 

the propriety of applying the same principle, for the 

solution of the case before us. 

Such, I apprehend, and nothing more, is the weight 

to be attributed to the expression we have been con¬ 

sidering ; and this appears to be the only shadow of 

historical testimony, which might tend to excite a 

doubt as to the identity of Eleutheropolis with the 

present Beit Jibrin.1 

Another ancient tradition connects itself also, in 

some degree, with the position of Eleutheropolis; I 

mean that respecting the miraculous fountain, spring¬ 

ing out of the jaw-bone of an ass with which Samson 

smote the Philistines.2 Josephus, in relating the same 

event, says the fountain sprang out of a rock, and the 

place in his day still bore the name of the “ Jaw-bone 

though it may be doubtful whether he does any thing 

more than merely copy the words of Scripture.3 All 

this has no connection with Eleutheropolis. Nor is the 

language of Jerome much more definite, who in tracing 

1) For the 11 vicus Betagabaeo- 3) Antiq. V. 8. 9, 6 Qt'oq nny'tjv 
rum” which has been supposed to y.axd xivn<; Ttf'xoa^ dviijat rtjStiav xal 
be the same with Betogabra, see no)Xt\v • bO-tv 6 -Tcc/n/w t?.c'dst. to 
Note XXXIII, at the end of the yoiolov ±\aybw, xal fu/in xnv dsvoa 
Volume. xovto Ifysxcu. So the Heb. inb 

2) Judg. xv. 18, 19. Lehi, i. q. Jaw-bone, Judg. xv. i9. 

Vol. II. 53 
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the journey of Paula from Jerusalem or Bethlehem to 

Egypt, makes her pass by way of Socoh to the foun¬ 

tain of Samson ; around which he then loosely men¬ 

tions the Horites and Gittites, and the names of several 

other cities.1 By the Horites he probably meant Eleu- 

theropolis ;2 and the tradition appears to have been 

current in his day, that this fountain of Samson was 

in that region. Somewhat more definite is the testi¬ 

mony of Antoninus Martyr, not long before the Mu- 

hammedan conquest; in travelling from Jerusalem to 

Askelon and Gaza, he came to Eleutheropolis, where 

the fountain of Samson was still pointed out.3 All 

this however only shows that the fountain was held 

to be in the vicinity of that city. 

No further mention of this fountain occurs before 

the age of the crusades ; nor do any of the Frank or 

Arabian historians of the twelfth and thirteenth cen¬ 

turies, appear ever to have heard of the fountain of Sam¬ 

son, or of Eleutheropolis. Yet a wandering tradition res¬ 

pecting both the fountain and city, would seem to have 

maintained itself in the Greek church even out of 

Palestine ; for in the twelfth century the historian 

Glycas relates, that Samson’s fountain was to be seen 

in his day in the suburbs of Eleutheropolis. Yet the 

value of this tradition is shown by the fact, that a 

century earlier, Cedrenus had declared Eleutheropolis 

to be the same with Hebron.4 From the same legen- 

1) “ Transibo ad ZEgyptum; et 
in Sochoth atqueapud f'ontem Sam¬ 
son, quem de molari maxillae dente 
produxit, subsistam parumper; et 
arentia ora colluam, ut refocillatus 
videam Morasthim, sepulchrum 
quondam Micheae Prophetae, nunc 
Ecclesiam. Et ex latere derelin- 
quam Chorreos, et Gettheos, Ma- 
resa, Idumaeam, et Lachis,” etc. 
Hieron. Ep. 86, Epitaph. Paulae, 
Opp. Tom IV. ii. p. 677. ed. Mart. 

2) See at the close of Note 
XXXII, end of the Volume. 

3) Antonini Martyr. Itin. 30, 32, 
“Venimus in civitatem quae dici- 
tur Eliotropolis (al. Heliopolis) in 
loco ubi Sampson, etc.—Q.ui Ions 
usque in hodiernum diem loca ilia 
irrigat; nam in loco ubi surgit fui- 
mus.” 

4) Mich. Glycae Annales, Par. 
1660, p. 164, 7] roiavri] irrjy'rj 

y.al Tr\[iiQov tv tolq 7tyoaars(otq 

*E).£v&f(jo7i6Xsox; (pctCvtrou, ~:iayovoq 
t7tovo/.(a'Cofif,rri Trrjyty For Cedre¬ 
nus, see above, p. 412, Note 3. 
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dary source apparently, Marinus Sanutus in the four¬ 

teenth century derived a notice of the same fountain, 

hut not of the city. He makes a water run from Beth- 

sur first west and then south ; where, after being 

joined by a stream from the North from the fountain 

of the Jaw-bone, it flows west to the sea near Aske- 

lon.1 Now the Bethsur of that day was at the present 

fountain of St. Philip in Wady el-Werd f which indeed 

flows west to the great Wady es-Surar. This again 

runs in a southwesterly direction to the plain; enter¬ 

ing the sea, however, not at Askelon, but near Yebna. 

Hence, whatever position be assigned to the fountain 

on the testimony of Sanutus, it lying north of Wady es- 

Surar, can never have been less than ten Roman miles 

distant from Eleutheropolis. 

Thus the testimony to the existence of Samson’s 

fountain in the immediate vicinity of Eleutheropolis, 

which at first sight seemed so explicit, becomes on a 

nearer view quite indefinite. Of this however we 

were not aware at the time; and therefore inquired 

the more diligently after the fountains throughout the 

whole region, in the hope of being thus able to discover 

a trace of Eleutheropolis. But we could neither 

find, nor hear of, a single living spring or running 

brook throughout the district in which that city 

must have lain. The nearest and only approach to 

it, was in the large well called Um Judei’a, half-way 

between Beit Jibrin and the ruined church of Santa 

Hanneli, which, according to the tradition of the in¬ 

habitants, was once a running fountain.3 This testimony 

1) Marin. Sanut. p. 252, “De 
prope Bethsura descendit aqua, 
prirno fiuens versus occidens, dein- 
de prope meridiem, et tunc ei jun- 
gitur fons invocantis de maxilla, 
veniens a parte aquilonis; et ibi 
prope fuit baptismus Eunuchi; et 

descendit ultra Staol, prope Asca- 
lonem, versus occidens in mare.” 

2) Brocardus c. X. p. 186. Adri- 
chomius p. 44. Quaresmius Tom. 
11. p. 696, seq. 

3) See above, p. 397. 
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is at least as definite and good, as that on which rests 

the proximity of the ancient fountain to Eleutheropo- 

lis; and furnishes, so far as it goes, another proof of 

the identity of that city with Beit Jibrin. 

I have now done with Eleutheropolis; and if the 

reader (as I fear) shall regard the investigation as 

prolix and tedious, I beg him to hear in mind, that 

the subject is one of some historical importance, and 

has never before been discussed by any one who had 

visited the spot. 

Having thus presented the evidence which goes to 

fix the site of Eleutheropolis itself, it may he worth 

while to look for a moment at two or three other an¬ 

cient places, the situation of which is only known from 

their relative position to that city. 

The first of these is Gath, one of the five cities of 

the Philistines, whither the ark was carried from 

Ashdod; it is also celebrated as the residence of Goli¬ 

ath, and was afterwards fortified by Rehoboam.1 It 

appears early to have been destroyed, or at least to 

have lost its importance; the prophet Amos alludes 

to such an event, and Gath is not enumerated by the 

later prophets along with the other four cities of the 

Philistines.2 Tradition seems also to have been al¬ 

ready at fault in the days of Eusebius, who enumerates 

two places of this name ; one five miles from Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis towards Diospolis; and the other, a large vil¬ 

lage, between Antipatris and Jamnia, which he held 

to be the Gath whither the ark was carried.3 Yet 

1) 1 Sam. v. 7, 8. xvii. 4, 23. 
2 Chron. xi. 8. 

2) Jer. xxv. 20. Air.^3 vi. 2. 
i. 7, 8. Zeph. ii. 4. Zech. ix. 5. 
Reland supposes this to have taken 
place about the time of the destruc¬ 
tion of the first temple; Palaest. 
p. 786. 

3) Onomast. a.Tt.Geth,Getha.— 

The crusaders held Gath to be in 
this quarter, or rather at Jamnia 
itself; and erected upon the sup¬ 
posed site the castle of Ibelin or 
Hibelin, which Eejamin of Tudela 
identifies with Jabneh. now Yebna. 
Will. Tyr. XV. 24, '25. Wilken 
Gesch. der Kr. II. p. 615. Benj. 
de. Tud. par Baratier p. 103. 
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Jerome, who in the Onomasticon merely translates 

the words of Eusebius, gives us in another work the 

definite specification, that Gath, one of the five cities 

of Philistia, was situated near the borders of Judea, 

on the way from Eleutheropolis to Gaza, and was 

then a very large village.1 He does not mention the 

distance at which it lay from either of these cities; 

nor whether it still bore the name of Gath ; thus leav¬ 

ing it uncertain, after all, whether this specification is 

any thing more than a conjecture of his own. 

No subsequent mention of Gath or its position oc¬ 

curs in history or in the accounts of Palestine; and 

we sought in vain for any present trace of the name 

throughout the whole region. On our return from 

Gaza to Beit Jibrin, we took the road by es-Sukkari- 

yeh and el-Kubeibeh, because these villages were much 

spoken of; and we thought perhaps traces of antiquity 

might be found there, from which at least a presump¬ 

tion might he drawn as to the site of Gath. But, as 

already related, we found nothing to authorize even 

the slightest conjecture. Another road somewhat fur¬ 

ther north passes through the villages el-Falujy and 

?Arak el-Menshiyeh, which we did not visit, although 

they were in sight. We could not learn that they 

contain any remains of antiquity. 
The Gath which Eusebius and Jerome place at 

five Roman miles north of Eleutheropolis towards 

Diospolis, appears to be the same with Gath-Rimmon, 

a Levitical city in the tribe of Dan,2 which the same 

writers describe as lying twelve miles from Diospolis 

towards Eleutheropolis. The distance from Eleuthe¬ 

ropolis accords well with the site of Deir Dubban, 

1) Hieron. Comm, in Mich. i. 11, 
“Geth una est de quinque urbibus 
Palaestinae, vicina Judaeae confi- 
nio, et de Eleutheropoli euntibus 

Gazam nunc usque vicus vel max- 
imus.” 

2) Josh. xix. 45. xxi. 24. I 
Chron. vi. 69. 
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near which we first fell in with the remarkable exca¬ 

vations of this region. From that place to Beit Jibrin 

we travelled not quite two hours, by a somewhat 

winding road.1 The distance to Lydda, however, must 

he more than four hours, or twelve Roman miles. 

Another ancient city which lay not far from Eleu- 

theropolis, was Maresha, the Maresa or Marissa of Jo¬ 

sephus, situated in the plain of Judah and afterwards 

fortified by Rehoboam.2 Here Asa defeated the im¬ 

mense host of Zera the Ethiopian ; and Judas Macca- 

baeus, after having captured Hebron from the Idume- 

ans, descended by way of Maresha, which he laid de¬ 

solate, to Ashdod.3 After various changes of masters, it 

was at length rebuilt and fortified by Gabinius; but was 

again destroyed by the Rarthians during their irruption 

against Herod.4 In the days of Eusebius and Jerome 

the ruins of Maresha were shown “ in the second mile” 

from Eleutheropolis.5 The direction is not given ; but 

from all the circumstances, it would seem probable, 

that Eleutheropolis (at first Betogabra) had sprung 

up after the destruction of Maresha, and had been 

built with its materials.6 Assuming Beit Jibrin as the 

site of Eleutheropolis, we were led to suppose at the 

time, that the foundations we discovered on the south¬ 

eastern part of the remarkable Tell south of the place, 

were remains of Maresha. The spot is admirably 

1) See above p. 352, seq. 
2) Josh. xv. 44. 2 Chron. xi. 8. 
3) 2 Chron. xiv. 9, 10. Joseph. 

Antiq. XII. 8. 6. Comp. 1 Macc. 
v. 65-68, where as Reland shows, 
Maresa should be read for Sama¬ 
ria; Palaest. p. 889. Comp. p. 
365, above. 

4) Jos. Antiq. XIV. 5. 3. XIV. 
13. 9. 

5) Onomast. art. Masera, Ma- 
Q'tjoa. 

6) If we may assume with Re¬ 
land, that the Betaris of Josephus is 

for Begcibris (Betogabra), as Ru- 
finus read it in his copy, (Joseph. 
B. J. IV. 8. 1. Reland Palaest. pp. 
626, 628; comp. p. 360, Note 1, 
above,) then this village, which 
Vespasian captured in Idumea, 
would seem to have sprung into 
note after the destruction of Ma¬ 
resha, as related in the text; and 
grew up into the later and more 
renowned Eleutheropolis. That 
the Idumea of Josephus extended 
thus far, will be immediately shown 
in the text; p. 424. 
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adapted for a fortress; it lies about a Roman mile and 

a half from, the ruins of Beit Jibrin, that is, within the 

second mile, though certainly not two miles distant. 

Nowhere else in the vicinity could we find or hear of 

any trace of ruins.1 

Somewhere in the vicinity of Eleutheropolis lay 

also the village of Moresheth, the birth-place of the 

prophet Micah.2 The name Moresheth-Gath under 

which it once occurs, seems to imply that it was near 

to Gath; Eusebius and Jerome place it eastward of 

Eleutheropolis ; and the latter writer in another place 

remarks, that it was still a small village near that 

city.3 In the journey of Paula, Jerome again speaks of 

the village in connexion with the fountain of Samson, 

as having formerly contained the sepulchre of Micah, 

where was now a church.4 This latter circumstance 

seems not improbably to refer to the ruined church of 

Santa Hanneh, twenty minutes S. S. E. of Beit Jibrin, 

close by which are the ruined foundations of a village, 

which may or may not be ancient. In this case Je¬ 

rome would appear either to have confounded Mare- 

sha and Moresheth ; or else the one lay perhaps upon 

the hill, and the other in the valley north, between 

the church and the excavated sepulchres. That they 

were two distinct places, appears, partly from the dif¬ 

ference of the names, which come from different roots; 

and partly from the fact, that the prophet Micah men¬ 

tions them together.5 More difficult is it to account in 

any case for the epithet Gath. 

1) Benjamin of Tudela places 
Maresha at Beit Jibrin itself; Itin. 
par Baratier p. 101. “!Sed ejus 
auctoritas tanti non est,” is the re¬ 
mark of Reland, p. 890. 

2) Mic. i. 1. Jer. xxvi. 18. Mo- 
resheth-Gath, Mic. i. 14. 

3) Onomast. art. Morasthi. Hi- 
eron. Comm, in Mic. Prol. “Ad 
Michaeam de Morasthi, qui usque 

hodie juxta Eleutheropolin urbem 
Palaestinae, haud grandis est vi- 
culus.” 

4) Ep. 86, ad Eustoch. Epitaph. 
Paulae, p. 677. ed. Mart. “ Ut re- 
focillatus videam Morasthim, se- 
pulchrum quondam Micliaeae pro- 
phetae, nunc Ecclesiam.” 

5) Mic. i. 14, 15. 
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It appears from history, that during or soon after 

the Jewish exile, the Edomites spread themselves 

throughout the South of Judea, which they continued 

to occupy, and which consequently is included under 

the name of Idumea by Josephus and later writers. 

Judas Maccabaeus captured from them Hebron, Ma- 

rissa, and Ashdod; and John Hyrcanus, after taking 

Adora and Marissa, compelled the Idumean inhabitants 

of the whole region to conform to the laws and customs 

of the Jews.1 Jerome also in speaking of the Idume- 

ans, calls them Horites, and makes them dwell within 

the borders of Eleutheropolis.2 Now we know, that 

the original inhabitants of Idumea proper were ac¬ 

tually Horites, that is, Troglodytes, “ dwellers in 

caverns,” or under ground; who, although dispos¬ 

sessed by the Edomites, continued to live among the 

latter, and apparently became with them one peo¬ 

ple.3 It is for this reason, probably, that Jerome thus 

calls the whole nation Horites; adopting however a 

different signification of the word, u the free,” in order 

(by a Rabbinic conceit) to make out a Hebrew ety¬ 

mology for the later name Eleutheropolis.4 Yet it is 

also possible, that the Edomites were called Horites 

in Palestine in the original acceptation of the word; 

for Jerome also asserts, that Idumea, or the whole 

southern region from Eleutheropolis to Petra and Ai- 

lah, was full of habitations in caves; the inhabitants 

using subterranean dwellings on account of the great 

heat.5—Does not this language suggest the idea, that 

1) Joseph. Antiq. XII. 8. 6. ipsa urbs postea sortita vocabu- 
XIII. 9. 1. Comp. 1 Macc. v. 65- lum est;” Comm, in Obad. vs. 1. 
68. Josephus speaks expressly of 3) Gen. xiv. 6. Deut. ii. 12, 
Hebron as in Idumea; B. J. IV. 22. Gen. xxxvi. 20, 21. 
9. 7. He says too that Idumea 4) See at the close of Note 
was round about Gaza; c. Apion. XXXII, end of the Volume. 
II- 9. 5) Comm, in Obad. vs. 5, 6, 

2) “ In finibus est 'Ehv&eQono- “ Omnis australis regio Idumae- 
/■ftoq, ubi ante habitaverant Hor- orum de Eleutheropoli usque ad 
raei, qui interpretantur liberty unde Petram et Ailam (haec est posses- 
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Jerome is here alluding in part to the singular exca¬ 

vations which we discovered near Deir Dubban, and 

which were so particularly numerous around Beit Jib- 

mi or Eleutheropolis ? May we perhaps suppose, that 

the Idumeans brought with them their habits of life, and 

preferred to excavate for themselves here dwellings un¬ 

der ground in the soft limestone rock 1 It did not in¬ 

deed occur to us at the time, that possibly this had 

been the object of these caverns; but it might well 
have been the case; for they were all dry, and in gen¬ 

eral well lighted. We needed candles only in explor¬ 

ing those on the south side of the Tell near Beit 

Jibrin ; and even these may not improbably have once 

received light by openings now filled up.—I do not 

wish to be considered as here advancing an hypothe¬ 

sis; but merely as bringing forward a suggestion, 

which may deserve consideration.1 

May 23d continued. The village of Idhna lies 

just across the water-shed at the head of the valley 

we had ascended. Just beyond it, another larger val¬ 

ley, Wady el-Feranj, comes from the S. E. and run¬ 

ning by the place towards the N. W. ultimately passes 

down to Beit Jibrin, forming with others the broad 

valley which there comes in on the north side. The 

present Idhna is a small village, divided into two parts 

by a short Wady or gully running into Wady el- 

Feranj. Each part has its separate Sheikh with his 

Kusr or tower ; and the inhabitants are divided into 

two parties, according as they live north or south of 

the water-course. In all civil broils, the Sheikhs with 

their followers usually take different sides. 

sio Esau) in .specubus habitatiun- 1) See the account of these 
culas liabet; et propter nimios ca- various caverns, not less th&n five 
lores solis, quia meridiana provincia dill'erent clusters in all, pp, 353, 
est, subterraneis tuguriis utitur.” 362, 395—398. 

Von. II. 54 
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We had alighted at the Kusr of the Sheikh on the 
north side, a rude square building of stone, two stories 
high. He was an old man, who welcomed us kindly, 
and went with us to the top of the hill which over¬ 
hangs the village on the North, to point out and name 
the places in sight. According to him, the village once 
stood upon this hill. It is now cultivated, and covered 
with young orchards of fig-trees; the ground having 
been cleared of stones by laying, them up in walls. 
In this way all traces of ancient foundations have 
been destroyed; but I picked up on the top a handful 
of marble tesserae, once belonging to ancient Mosaic 
work.1 

Idhna lies near the foot of the mountains, where 
the steep ascent of the higher ridge begins. Here a 
village called et-Taiyibeh came in sight, situated on 
the high ridge above; and the direction of Nusib or 
Beit Nusib at the foot, was also pointed out, though 
the place itself was not visible. Beit Ula lay beyond, 
also out of sight. These with Nuba and Khar as 
form a cluster of villages at the foot of the mountain 
near Terkumieh ; through which last passes the more 
travelled road from Beit Jibrin to Hebron.2 

While taking our observations on the hill, we 
were exceedingly incommoded by a strong S. W. wind, 
which was blowing with some violence, although we 
had felt it comparatively little in the vallies. Before 
going with us, it seems, the hospitable old Sheikh had 

1) 1 am not aware that Idhna one (the last) lying east of the me- 
(Jedna) can be brought into con- ridian line: Um Burj N. 3° E. 
nexion with any Scriptural name. Jemrurah N. 8° E. Ribba N. 10° 
Reland indeed, forgetting his usual E. Deir el-Hawa N. 23° E. Kha- 
sagacity, finds in it the Ithnan of ras N. 56° E. Nuba N. 60° E. 
Josh. xv. 23. But this latter place Beit Nusib nearly N. 62° E. Je- 
lay quite at the southern extrem- dur N. 62° E. Beit Ummar N. 
ity of Judah, towards Edom; comp. 67° E. Bukkar N. 70° E. Kus- 
vs. 21. Reland Palaest. p. 862. bur N. 73° E. Sufa N. 87° E. 
Raumer Pal. p. 205. Taiyibeh S. 80° E. Dawaimeh S. 

2) We took here at Idhna the 70° W. 
following bearings of places, all but 
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without our knowledge given orders to prepare a 

breakfast for us; and on our return, the women an¬ 

nounced that the bread was baked, and the meal 

would be ready in a few minutes. Although anxious 

to get on, we yet waited for some time, rather than 

disappoint his well-meant though ill-timed hospitality; 

but as we saw no end to the delay, we at length 

mounted and moved off. The Sheikh now came run¬ 

ning with his bosom full of bread, which he distributed 

among our muleteers; assuring us that the semen 

(melted butter) and lehen (soured milk) were already 

poured upon the bread in a bowl for the breakfast; 

and beseeching us to wait and partake of it. We 

thought it better to proceed ; much to the dissatisfac¬ 

tion of the muleteers, who complained long afterwards, 

that we had taken them away from a savoury break¬ 

fast.—We had thus far found it so much against the 

custom to offer money in return for our entertainment, 

that we had given it up; and from Gaza to Hebron 

we did not pay a para, nothing being expected. We 

were doubtless thought the better of, for not making 

the attempt. 

Leaving Idhna at 9i o’clock, we followed up Wady 

el-Feranj on a course E. S. E. into the mountains, 

which here began immediately to rise on our left. The 

Wady soon became a deep and narrow glen. At 10h 

10' we reached a fork of the valley, where on a pro¬ 

jection of the right hand mountain stands a ruined 

tower. A path leads along up the right hand Wady 

towards the village of Dura, and another up the left 

hand branch to Taiyibeh; while our road began im¬ 

mediately to climb the mountain between the two 

vallies. The ascent was long and steep, but rendered 

easier by many zigzags. At 10h 50' a village (proba¬ 

bly Dura) appeared S. 10° W. on a distant part of the 

mountain. We reached the top at 11 o’clock, just by 
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a cistern of rain-water excavated in the rock. Here 

our course hack bore W. N. W. and Taiyibeh, now 

about upon the same level, N. by E. 

We came out here upon a somewhat narrow ridge 

of high table-land, between the two vallies above men¬ 

tioned, which here run nearly parallel to each other 

towards the N. W. and into both of which we could 

look down almost perpendicularly to a great depth. 

This plateau we found after a short distance to be wrnll 

tilled ; its .surface being occupied by fields of grain, 

olive-groves and vineyards. The bottoms of the two 

deep vallies on each side were also in high cultivation. 

Pursuing the same general course and gradually 

ascending, we reached Teffuh at 11 \ o’clock; an old 

village on a higher and broader part of the same ridge. 

If contains a good number of inhabitants, and lies in 

the midst of olive-groves and vineyards, with marks 

of industry and thrift on every side. Indeed many of 

the former terraces along the hill-sides are still in use; 

and the land looks somewhat as it may have done in 

ancient times. Several portions of walls, apparently 

those of an old fortress, are visible among the houses ; 

and seem to attest the antiquity of the place. The 

large stones of which they are built, are soft; and the 

edges being worn away by the weather, the chinks are 

everywhere fdled in with thin pieces of stone, which 

give to the whole a more modern aspect than really 

belongs to it. The name Teffuh marks this as the 

site of the ancient Beth Tappuah of the mountains of 

Judah, not far from Hebron.1 From here Neby Nuh, 

1) Josh. xv. 53. Another Tap- Eusebius and Jerome seem to refer 
puah lay in the plain of Judah, ap- the names Tappuah and Beth 
parently in the vicinity of Zanoah, Tappuah to one and the same vil- 
Jarmuth, Socoh, etc. Josh. xv. 34. lage, and to place it more towards 
Which of these was the place con- Egypt; Onomast. arts. Bethaphu, 
quered by Joshua, it. is difficult to Thciffu. 
say; Josh. xii. 17, comp. x. 36.— 
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the Wely near Dura, bore S. 41° W. Taiyibeh N. 

17° W. 

After a stop of three quarters of an hour, we set 

off again at 12J o’clock, still ascending gradually along 

the ridge on a course E.JS. The direction of the 

deep vallies on each side is here more from E. to W. 

and for a time, our way led along the steep declivity 

overhanging that upon the South, among slippery 

rocks, which rendered the path difficult and dangerous. 

The bottom of the valley, far below us, was highly 

cultivated and full of vineyards. The Sirocco wind 

which we had felt all day, now increased to a violent 

tempest, bringing up the dust and sand from the desert, 

and filling the air so as to obscure the sun. The whole 

atmosphere became of a deep dun or yellowish hue, 

such as we had seen before in the desert near Ruhai- 

bch.1 As we approached the height of land, a few 

drops of rain fell, and left upon our clothes spots of mud, 

as if we had been spattered from a puddle. The guide 

said immediately, this would blast the grain; he 

thought the mud had a saltish taste, which we could 

not perceive ; nor did we afterwards hear of any dam¬ 

age to the crops. 

At lh 10' we reached the top of the whole ascent, 

the height of land and water-shed between the vallies 

behind us and the branches of that in which Hebron 

lies. The town itself here came in sight down a val¬ 

ley, S. 65° E. fifty minutes distant. Descending grad¬ 

ually for ten minutes, we came to the head of the fine 

open valley north of the town. Here in a field on our 

left, was a very large and beautiful oak tree (Quercus 

ilex, Arabic Sindian,) which passes among the Moham¬ 

medans for the tree of Abraham, where his tent was 

pitched. Towards the city followed fine vineyards 

and fields of grain, occupying most of the valley, all 

now in high verdure. At 2 o’clock we reached He- 

1) See Vol. I. pp. 287-280. 
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bron, and selected a spot for our tent on the grassy 

slope west of the town, not far above the lower pool, 

and near the straggling cemetery which covers a part 

of the open ground. We found great difficulty in 

pitching the tent, as the Sirocco had now become 

almost a tornado; the ropes were several times bro¬ 

ken, and had at last to be doubled on the windward 

side. The air became dark, almost like night, from 

the sand and dust. After a short time, however, the 

tempest abated; and we had at evening a fine cool 

wind from the N. W. The actual heat was not unu¬ 

sually great; the thermometer rose only to 86° F. 

We here dismissed our trusty muleteers and our 

guide; with all of whom we had been well satisfied, 

and indeed much pleased. We too were able to satisfy 

all their expectations; and they returned with light 

hearts the same evening to their homes near Jerusalem. 

As we were pitching the tent, Elias of Damascus 

(Elyas esh-Shamy) the only Christian resident in He¬ 

bron, sent to invite us into the town, and to take up 

our quarters at his house. We however declined; 

and he then came himself to repeat and urge the invi¬ 

tation. This he did, not knowing who we were, but 

supposing us to be some “Milords” or other; probably 

from the rather showy appearance of our tent. We 

again declined, and positively; for we knew that 

we should be far more masters of our time and ac¬ 

tions in our own tent, than in the house of another 

person; to say nothing of the inconvenience and ver¬ 

min to which we should have been thus exposed. 

The refusal was softened on our part, by accepting a din¬ 

ner, which he soon after sent us.—Elias had two years 

before removed hither from Damascus, and occupied 

the post of secretary or banker (or perhaps both) to 

the governor of Hebron. It was his ambition to be¬ 

come the agent of a Frank consul; and his applica¬ 

tions in this behalf, both to English and American 
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visitors at Hebron, were unceasing and somewhat bur¬ 

densome.1 In the mean time, he was fond of appear¬ 

ing as the host and protector of Frank travellers, 

expecting thus to gain a sort of consideration in the 

eyes of his Muslim neighbours. This indeed had been 

the secret of his ready and somewhat officious hospi¬ 

tality towards ourselves. 

Before leaving Jerusalem, we had made arrange¬ 

ments, as we supposed, to have men and camels from 

the Jehalin ready for us at Hebron, so as to be able to 

set off immediately for Wady Musa. We had accord¬ 

ingly expected to find them waiting our arrival; but 

by some mishap, connected probably with the shutting 

up of Jerusalem, our orders had never been transmit¬ 

ted to Hebron; and we wrere therefore compelled, to 

our great disappointment, to lose the whole of the two 

following days in waiting for camels. Our chagrin 

was still further aggravated by the mismanagement 

of Elias, by which we wxre led to expect the arrival 

of the camels at every hour; and were thus prevented 

from making excursions to various places in the vicin¬ 

ity of the town. 

Thursday, May 2Mh. The general appearance 

of Hebron, and the impression it made upon us as we 

formerly passed through it, on our way to Jerusalem, 

have already been described.2 It is situated in a deep 

narrow valley, which having its head in the open 

country an hour north of the place, passes down S. S». 

E. at first broad, with many vineyards, and then nar¬ 

rower as it approaches the town, with high hills on 

either side. The town itself consists of three parts. 

The main quarter is around and north of the great 

mosk, upon the slope of the eastern hill; here are the 

bazars and the chief places of business. Further north,, 

1) See Mr. Stephens’ descrip- ever was not a Copt, as there 
tion of the visit and similar appli- represented, 
cation of Elias to himself; Inch 2) Yol. I. pp. 314-316. 
dents etc. II. p. 166.—Elias how- 
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and separated from this part by an open space of fields, 

is another smaller cluster of houses, like a suburb. 

On the slope of the western hill, opposite the mosk 

and the south end of the main quarter, is also a small¬ 

er tract of houses ; or rather, perhaps, the main quar¬ 

ter may be said here to extend across the valley and 

occupy the lower portion of both declivities. The town 

is without walls; yet at the entrance of one or two of 

the streets, in coming from the country, there are gates. 

Directly overagainst the main part of the town, the 

high western hill retreats somewhat, leaving a recess 

with the gentle slope on which we were encamped; 

while north of this the hill again advances, and the 

acclivity is thickly covered with olive-orchards of very 

old trees.1—The geographical position of Hebron, so 

far as yet determined, is in Lat. 31° 32; 30" N. and 

Long. 35° 8' 20" E. from Greenwich.2 The elevation 

above the sea is given by Schubert at 2664, and by 

Russegger at 2842 Paris feet.3 

In the bottom of the valley, towards the South, 

where the town extends across it, is the lower pool; 

a square reservoir, measuring one hundred and thirty- 

three English feet on each side, built with hewn stones 

of good workmanship. The whole depth is twenty- 

one feet eight inches, of which the water now occupied 

not quite fourteen feet. Flights of steps lead down to 

it at each corner. Just at the north end of the main 

part of the town is another smaller pool, also occu¬ 

pying the bed of the valley, measuring eighty-five feet 

in length by fifty-five feet broad ; its depth is eighteen 

1) Schubert mentions here on too far south; see Vol. I. p. 381, 
the West of the town a number of Note 2. Journal of the Roy. Geogr. 
very old Pistacia-trees (Pistacia Soc. 1837. Vol. VII. p. 456. The 
verci) with large trunks; Reise II. Longitude is that deduced from our 
p. 478. These we failed to notice. routes to Hebron from Jerusalem, 

2) An observation for the Lati- Ramleh, Gaza, and ’Akabah. See 
tude by Moore and Beke gives 31° Vol. Ill, First Appendix, pp. 34, 42. 
31' 30"; but this does not accord 3) Schubert’s Reise II. p. 469. 
with the distance from Jerusalem, Berghaus’ Annalen, Marz 1S39, p. 
which they also make one minute 429. 
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feet eight inches, of which the water occupied not 

quite seven feet. These reservoirs seemed to furnish 

the chief, if not the sole supply of the town at the 

time; and were constantly frequented by persons 

carrying away the water in skins. That of the upper 

pool seemed to he neither clear nor clean. The pools 

were said to be filled only from the rains. Near the 

summit of the hill, north of our tent, was a fine cool 

fountain, from which we obtained our supply ; it is 

sunk in the ground and arched over, with a flight of 

steps by which to descend to it. Just north of the 

town too, by the side of the road along the bed of the 

valley, is another small fountain ; which seemed to 

serve chiefly at this season for watering animals. 

The pools above described are doubtless of high 

antiquity ; and one of them is probably to be regarded 
as the “ pool of Hebron” over which David hanged up 

the assassins of Ishbosheth.1 The other alleged an¬ 

tiquities of Hebron, (with the exception of the great 

mosk,) did not occupy our attention. We neither 

saw nor inquired after the tomb of Abner, nor that of 

Jesse, nor the red earth of which Adam was formed, 

nor the place where Cain slew Abel, nor various other 

legendary spots mentioned by early and later travel¬ 

lers. The place called by the Jews the “ House of 

Abraham,” an hour from Hebron towards Jerusalem, 

with the remains of massive walls, has already been 

described, as the probable site of what was held to be 

Mature in the early Christian ages.2 

The great Haram, or rather the exterior wall 

which encloses the mosk, constitutes the most remark¬ 

able object in Hebron, and one of the most so in all 

Palestine. It is also one of the most sacred places of 

1) 2 Sam. iv. 12. described by Von Troilo as Mam- 
2) See Vol. I. pp. 317-319. re 5 Oriental. Reisebeschr. p. 319.. 

The same spot and walls are also Dresd. 1676, 

Vol. 11. 55 
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the Muhammedans ; being held to cover the sepulchre 

of Abraham and the other patriarchs. We had looked 

at it with some care in our previous visit; and it was 

now one of the first things to claim our further atten¬ 

tion. On our way thither this morning, we called at 

the house of Elias in the north part of the main quar¬ 

ter, to pay him our respects in return for his kindness. 

We found that he and his family had already gone 

out to spend the day under the great oak, which we 

had passed yesterday; and had left an invitation for 

us to join them there, and breakfast with them at a 

later hour. We then proceeded to the mosk. 

The exterior has the appearance of a large and 

lofty building in the form of a parallelogram ; its longest 

dimension being along the valley from N. N. W. to S. S. 

E. and not as in most ancient churches from W. to E. 

We measured on a line parallel to its eastern side and 

southern end, as near to it as we could; though not 

without some hints to desist, from an old man or two 

who came along. The length proved to be nearest 

two hundred feet, and the breadth one hundred and 

fifteen feet. The height cannot be less than fifty or 

sixty feet. The walls are built of very large stones, 

all bevelled and hewn smooth; and similar in all res¬ 

pects to the most ancient parts of the walls around the 

Haram at Jerusalem. But they are not in general so 

large, nor is the bevelling so deep.1 The architecture 

has this peculiarity, that the walls are built up exter¬ 

nally with square pilasters, sixteen on each side and 

eight at each end, without capitals, except a sort of 

cornice which extends along the whole building. 

Above this, the walls have been raised by the Muslims 

1) According to Irby and Man- 343. Legh under May 8th. We 
gles, and also Mr. Legh, some of did not notice any larger than about 
these stones are upwards of twen- eighteen feet, 
ty-five feet in length; Travels p. 
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eight or ten feet higher, with a small turret or mina¬ 

ret at each corner. There are no windows in any 

part of these walls. The places of entrance are at 

the two northern corners, where a long and broad 

flight of steps of very gentle ascent, built up and 

covered along each side of the building externally, 

leads to a door in each wall opening into the court 

within. That at the N. W. corner seemed to be the 

principal entrance, merely perhaps as being the most 

conveniently situated.—The building stands upon the 

slope of the eastern hill; the rocks having been excava¬ 

ted along the upper side, in order to lay the foundations. 

According to all accounts, the structure here de¬ 

scribed, including all that is visible from without, is 

merely an exterior enclosure of walls, around a court 

within. In this court stands the much smaller mosk, 
which is said to have been once a Christian church.1 

Here in different parts, the Muhammedans have built 

tombs for the patriarchs; while their actual place of 

sepulchre is held to be in a cavern below, which even 

the faithful are not permitted to enter.2 But as the 

jealous bigotry of the Mussulmans of Hebron precludes 

all admittance to Franks and Christians; and the 

height of the exterior wall prevents any view of the 

interior, even from the adjacent hill; we are yet with¬ 

out any intelligible description of the mosk and its 

appurtenances, and know nothing at all of the cavern 

which thus represents the cave of Maehpelah.3 

1) Life of Giovanni Finati, ed- which are renewed from time to 
ited by Mr. Bankes, Vol. II. p. 236. time. I counted nine, one over the 
Finati as a Mussulman entered the other, upon the sepulchre of Abra- 
mosk. ham. The rooms also which con- 

2) “ All the sepulchres of the pa- tain the tombs, are covered with 
triarchs are covered with rich car- carpets.” Ali Bey’s Travels II. 
pets of green silk, magnificently p. 233. 
embroidered with gold; those of 3) The only Europeans, who 
their wives are red, embroidered in have entered this Harare, are the 
like manner. The Sultans of Con- Spaniard Badia (Ali Bey) travel- 
stantinople furnish these carpets, ling as a Mussulman, and Giovanni 
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The outer structure thus described, evidently be¬ 

longs to a high antiquity ; and the resemblance of its 

architecture to that of the remains of the ancient tem¬ 

ple at Jerusalem, seems to point to a Jewish origin.1 

Yet we have no certain accounts of it; and all we can 

learn ^respecting it, is from a few scattered hints in 

ancient writers, which merely serve to cast a further 

gleam of probability upon this conclusion. As a matter 

of course, monastic tradition refers the edifice to Hele¬ 

na, as one of her churches ; but for this, as we have 

seen, there is not the slightest ground f while the form, 

direction, and elevation of the structure, and especial¬ 

ly the absence of windows, all go to show, that these 

walls were never any thing more than what they are 

at present, an exterior enclosure around an inner edi¬ 

fice or court. 

1 know of nothing that should lead us to question 

the correctness of the tradition, which regards this as 

the place of sepulchre of Abraham and the other patri¬ 

archs, as recorded in the book of Genesis.3 On the 

contrary, there is much to strengthen it. Josephus 

relates, that Abraham and his descendants erected 

monuments over the sepulchres in question; which 

Finati, the Italian servant of Mr. 
Eankes. The account of the latter 
is exceedingly brief; and that of 
the former, besides being brief, is 
so confused, that I can make out 
nothing either from his description 
or his plates. Ali Bey, Vol. II. pp. 
232, 233.—Monro gives a more in¬ 
telligible account; but as he does 
not mention the source of his infor¬ 
mation, we are still left in the dark 
as to its credibility; he speaks in¬ 
deed as if from personal observa¬ 
tion, lor which most assuredly he 
never had an opportunity; nor does 
he indeed expressly say so; Sum¬ 
mer Ramble I. p. 243, seq. Yet 
Raumer, and after him Schubert, 
incorrectly assume, that he had 

visited the interior; Raumer Pa- 
laest. p. 199. n. Schubert’s Reise 
II. p. 473.—Benjamin of Tudela 
professes to give a description of 
the cavern, in which he says are 
deposited vast quantities of the 
bones of Jews; Voyages, etc. par 
Baratier I. p. 99, seq. 

1) So too Mr. Legh: “From 
the general aspect of the building, 
resembling neither Grecian, Ro¬ 
man, nor early Christian architec¬ 
ture, it seemed to me to be possi¬ 
bly of Jewish origin.” May 8th. 
Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833, p. 620. 

2) See above, pp. 16, 17. 
3) Gen. c. xxiii. xxv. 9. xlix. 

30,31. 1.13. 
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implies at least, that in his day the place was marked 

by some ancient memorial. In another passage he 

says expressly, that the sepulchres of the patriarchs 

were still seen in Hebron, built of marble and of ele¬ 

gant workmanship.1 In the days of Eusebius and Je¬ 

rome, the monument of Abraham was yet pointed 

out ;2 and the Bourdeaux pilgrim in A. D. 333, de¬ 

scribes it as a quadrangle, built of stones of admirable 

beauty.3 This description appears to me, without 

much doubt, to refer to the exterior structure, as we 

see it now; and I venture to suppose, that this existed 

already in the days of Josephus and probably much 

earlier; and was either itself the monument referred 

to by him, or perhaps the sacred enclosure within 

which the tombs of the patriarchs were erected. The 

whole appearance of the building, as well as its archi¬ 

tecture, leads decidedly to such a conclusion. 

The next notice we have of the sepulchre of the 

patriarchs is from Antoninus Martyr, not long before 

the Muhammedan conquest. He describes a “ Basilica” 

upon the spot, a quadrangle with an interior court 

open to the sky, into which Jews and Christians en¬ 

tered from different sides, burning incense as they ad¬ 

vanced.4 Arculfus visited Hebron near the close of 

the seventh century ; he describes the several sepul¬ 

chres themselves as small and mean; the feet being 

turned, not as usual towards the East, but towards 

the South; they were situated about a stadium from 

ancient Hebron towards the East, and surrounded by 

a low wall.5 In the latter half of the eighth century, 

1) Antiq. I. 14. B. J. IV. 9. 7. drum ex lapidibus mirae pulchritu- 
2) Onomast. art.Arboch^AQxw). dims, in quo positi Abraham,” etc. 

The church described by Jerome Itin. Hieros. ed. Wesseling p. 599. 
in the same article, was at the Te- Memoria is here i. q. monumen- 
rebinth; Eusebius does not men- turn, sepulchrum ; see Wesseling’s 
tion it. Note. 

3) “Inde Therebinto Chebron, 4) Antonini Mart. Itin. 30. 
Mil. II. Ubi est memoria per qua- 5) “ Horum locus Sepulchro- 
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St. Willibald passed here on his way from Gaza to 

Jerusalem, and mentions the sepulchres of the patri¬ 

archs at a place called the “ Castle of Aframia.m In 

this corrupt reading we may recognise the first trace 

of the “ Castle of St. Abraham,” the name by which 

Hebron was generally known in tbe age of the cru¬ 

sades, and in allusion to which it is still called among 

the Arabs el-Khulil. In like manner Saewulf, about 

A. D. 1103, speaks of the monuments of the patriarchs 

as surrounded by a strong castle.2 

Thus far we find no mention either of a church or 

mosk within the enclosure ; unless it be the above 

notice of a “ Basilica,” by Antoninus Martyr, before the 

Muhammedan conquest. This seems however merely 

to refer to the exterior structure ; for certainly Chris¬ 

tians and Jews would not be found occupying a church 

together. Ali Bey indeed describes the present mosk 

as having formerly been a Greek church; remarking 

at the same time, that the body of it is Gothic.3 But 

here is an inconsistency ; no Greek church has pointed 

arches, which were first introduced by the Saracens 

and imitated by the Latins. Hence, if the latter as¬ 

sertion of Ali Bey be correct, the edifice may not im¬ 

probably have been built as a church by the Latins, 

when they erected Hebron into a bishopric in A. D. 

1167.4 The historians of that age do not indeed men- 

rum qnadrato humili circumveni- 
tur muro Adamnanus ex Arculfo 
II. 10. The epithet humili was 
probably added from some misap¬ 
prehension on the part of Adam¬ 
nanus himself. 

1) “ Et inde tune ibat ad castel- 
lum Aframia; ibi requiescunt tres 
patriarchae,” etc. Hodoepor. 21. 
p. 377. ib. 13. p. 387. ed. Mabillon. 

2) “ Hebron—in cujus orientali 
parte monumenta sanctorum patri- 
archarum antiquitus facta castello 
fortissimo circumcinguntur.” Sae¬ 
wulf Peregrinat. p. 269. 

3) Travels II. p. 232. 
4) Will. Tyr. XX. 3. Le Quien 

Or. Christ. III. p. 1270. William 
of Tyre says expressly, there had 
nevtr been a Greek bishop at He¬ 
bron, but only a prior. Mejr ed- 
Din about A. D. 1495 refers the 
mosk to the times of the Greeks; 
by whom he most probably means 
the crusaders. Furidgr. des Or. 
II. p. 375. Benjamin of Tudela, 
who was here after A. D. 1160, 
says the tombs had been built up 
by the Christians; Voyages par 
Baratier p. 100. 
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tion the building of a church on that occasion; but 

neither do they speak of the Latin church at Neby 

Samwil, as to which however there can be no question. 

The Arabian historian of Jerusalem and Hebron, de- 

scribes the mosk as having a large dome between two 

smaller ones towards the East and West; and speaks 

of a pulpit with carved work in wood, bearing date 

A. H. 484 (A. D. 1091); which however was first 

brought hither by Saladin after the capture of Aske- 

lon in A. D. 1187.1 

Thus, it appears to me, we may rest with confi¬ 

dence in the view, that the remarkable external struc¬ 

ture of the Haram is indeed the work of Jewish hands, 

erected long before the destruction of the nation, 

around the sepulchre of their revered progenitors, 

“ the Friend of God” and his descendants.2 The cave 

of Machpelah is described in Scripture as at the u end 

of the field,” overagainst Mamre, the same as Hebron ;3 

and all the later writers above quoted, speak of the 

sepulchre of the patriarchs as at or in Hebron, not near 

it. Here then the “ Father of the faithful,” as also 

Isaac and Jacob, rested from their wanderings! 

Just at the left of the principal entrance of the 

Haram, is a small hole in the massive wall, through 

which the Jews are permitted at certain times to look 

into the interior. Here several Jewish women were 

reading prayers and wailing; although the hole was 

now closed by a shutter from within. I spoke to 

some of them in German; but they were all from 

Spain, and we could hold no communication. 

A little north of the Haram, on the main street 

leading to it, is a castle or citadel, not high, but with 

massive walls of great strength ; a part of which had 

1) Mejr. ed-Din in Fundgr. des 3) Gen. xxiii. 9, 17, 19. Comp. 
Or. II. p. 375. xxxv. 27. 

2) James ii. 23. 
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been thrown down and were now lying in ruins. This 

was said to have been occasioned by an earthquake. 

It may perhaps with more probability be referred to 

the troops of Ibrahim Pasha in 1834; since an earth¬ 

quake powerful enough to overturn walls so massive, 

would hardly have failed to leave behind other traces 

of its devastations.—Near by the Haram, on the oppo¬ 

site side of the same street, the gateway of a Khan, or 

some building of the kind, bears an inscription with 

the date of A. H. 679 (A. D. 1280), recording that it 

was erected by order of the Egyptian Sultan Seif ed- 

Din. 

In passing along the skirts of the town on the 

hill-side north of the Haram, we came upon a large 

manufactory of water-skins, occupying an extensive 

yard with several tanner’s vats. These are merely 

the skins of goats stripped off whole, except at the 

neck; the holes at the legs and tail being sewed up. 

They are first stuffed out full and strained by driving 

in small billets and chips of oak-wood; and are then 

filled with a strong infusion of oak bark for a certain 

time, until the hair becomes fixed and the skin suffi¬ 

ciently tanned. This constitutes the whole process. 

Not less than fifteen hundred skins were lying thus 

stuffed, in rows about the yard. They are sold at dif- 

. ferent prices, from fifteen up to forty Piastres. This 

establishment is private property. 

The Bazar is on a street not far north of the Ha¬ 

ram. We were struck with the abundance and large 

size of the raisins; finer indeed than we saw anywhere 

else in the East; and also with the excellence and 

cheapness of the fruits in general. The large delicious 

oranges of Yafa were selling here eight or ten for a 

single Piastre. The butchers’ stalls attracted our 

notice by the abundance of mutton hung out before 

them; the fatness and apparent delicacy of which 
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would do credit to an English farmer. In other res¬ 

pects, the Bazars were not well supplied; and por¬ 

tions of them stood empty and desolate, in consequence 

(it was said) of the decay of trade, after the storming 

of the town in 1834. 

In the dark narrow lanes near the north end of the 

main quarter, are the manufactories of glass for which 

Hebron has long been celebrated.1 We looked in upon 

some of these, and found the processes in general 

much the same as elsewhere, though more rude. The 

aspect of these establishments reminded me much of 

Pittsburg; though they are on a far inferior scale. The 

articles manufactured consist almost solely of small 

glass lamps, many of which are exported to Egypt; 

and rings of coloured glass, worn by females on the 

arms. We had seen great quantities of these for sale 

in Jerusalem; and several large crates of rings and 

lamps were now lying in the streets, ready for loading 

on camels for transportation. 

Returning to our tent, we found there several visi¬ 

tors from Jerusalem. From them we learned, that on 

the day of our departure proclamation had been made 

through the streets, that the city would be shut up 

on the following day; which was done accordingly. 

They and many others had left their homes; and were 

now wandering about in the neighbouring towns and 

villages. 

About 11 o’clock, we went out to pay our respects 

to Elias and his family under the great oak. Just as 

we left the town, two camels escorted bv a few sol- 

diers came in from Dura, loaded with the miserable 

spoils in the shape of old and broken fire-arms, extorted 

from the people of that place by the three governors.2 

1) These are mentioned in A. D. 1449, Reissb. p. 445. Felix 
the 15th century as already flour- Fabri in A. D. 1483, ibid. p. 288. 
ishing. Gumpenberg’s Journal, 2) See above, pp. 403, 404. 

Vol. II. 56 
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Our road was the same by which we had arrived yes¬ 

terday, lying between two walls, and leading through 

rich fields and vineyards. The general character of 

these, as well as the variety and abundance of other 

fruits which grow around Hebron, such as figs, pome¬ 

granates, apricots, quinces, and the like, has already 

been alluded to, in connexion with our former visit.1 

We could now observe more nearly the peculiar man¬ 

ner of training the vines. They are planted singly in 

rows, eight or ten feet apart in each direction. The 

stock is suffered to grow up large to the height of six 

or eight feet, and is then fastened in a sloping position 

to a strong stake, and the shoots suffered to grow and 

extend from one plant to another, forming a line of 

festoons. Sometimes two rows are made to slant to¬ 

wards each other, and thus form by their shoots a sort 

of arch. These shoots are pruned away in autumn. 

The vineyards belonging to the city are very ex¬ 

tensive, reaching almost to Teffuh, and also for some 

distance towards Dhoheriyeh, and covering the sides 

of nearly all the hills. The lodges of stone, which 

serve for the watchmen, and also in part for the fam¬ 

ilies of Hebron during the vintage, have been before 

mentioned.2 The vintage is a season of hilarity and 

rejoicing for all; the town is then deserted, and the peo¬ 

ple live among the vineyards in the lodges and in tents. 

The produce of these vineyards is celebrated through¬ 

out Palestine. No wine however nor ’Arak is made 

from them, except by the Jews; and this not in great 

quantity. The wine is good. The finest grapes are 

dried as raisins; and the rest being trodden and 

pressed, the juice is boiled down to a syrup, which 

under the name of Dibs3 is much used by all classes 

1) See the account of our first 3) This is the Hebrew word 
visit to Hebron, Vol. I. p. 316. dS'n, signifying ‘honey,’ and also 

2) Vol. I. p. 314. ‘syrup of grapes.’ 
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wherever vineyards are found, as a condiment with 

their food. It resembles thin molasses; but is more 
pleasant to the taste. 

The venerable oak (Sindian) to which we now 

came, is a splendid tree; we hardly saw another like 

it in all Palestine, certainly not on this side of the 

plain of Esdraelon. Indeed large trees are very rare 

in this quarter of the country. The trunk of this tree 

measures twenty-two and a half feet around the lower 

part. It separates almost immediately into three large 

boughs or trunks; and one of these again, higher up, 

into two. The branches extend from the trunk in 

one direction forty-nine feet; their whole diameter in 

the same direction being eighty-nine feet, and in the 

other at right angles eighty-three and a half feet. The 

tree is in a thriftv state, and the trunk sound. It 

stands alone in the midst of the field; the ground be¬ 

neath is covered with grass and clean ; there is a well 

with water near by; so that a more beautiful spot for 

recreation could hardly he found. 

I am not sure whether this is the tree which Sir 

John Maundeville saw near Hebron, of which he re¬ 

lates that it was green in Abraham’s day, but dried 

up at the time of our Saviour’s crucifixion, like all the 

other trees then in the world.1 It seems to be men¬ 

tioned by Belon in the sixteenth century, as a tere¬ 

binth ; and is described as such by writers in the fol¬ 

lowing century.2 But this is not a terebinth (Butm); 

nor is there any large tree of that species in the vicin¬ 

ity of Hebron. Least of all can this be either the tree 

of Abraham or its successor; for his terebinth proba¬ 

bly stood more towards Jerusalem, and had already 

disappeared in the days of Jerome.3 

1) Travels p. 68. Lonrl. 1839. I. p. 306. VonTroilo Orient. Reise- 
2) Belon Observat. Paris 1588, beschr.p. 325. Dresd. 1676. 

p. 324. Q,uaresmius Elucidat. 3) See above, Vol. I. p. 318. 
Terrae Sanct. II. p. 783. Morone Onomast. arts. Drys, Arboch. 
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Here we found Elias and his family, spending the 

day, and enjoying themselves beneath the wide spread¬ 

ing shade of the noble tree. The party consisted of 

himself, his wife, her sister a young woman of about 

eighteen, their little son four or five years old, a young 

man one of the secretaries of the governor of Jerusa¬ 

lem, and two servants. They had brought with them 

a rope, and suspended it as a swing from the branches 

of the tree. The two men were lounging at their ease 

upon carpets, smoking and occasionally tasting ’Arak, 

which was presented in a small shallow howl. The 

guest was a man of more intelligence and good sense 

than the host. A fire was kindled not far off, at 

which the mistress and servants seemed to be engaged 

in cooking; while the sister and child w7ere playing 

and swinging. We took our seats upon the carpets; 

pipes were offered and ’Arak presented and tasted 

freely by the others; coffee was not brought. The 

guest joined in the sports of the sister and child ; pur¬ 

suing each other, swinging, laughing, and romping. 

After about an hour a servant came from the town, 

bringing a warm breakfast in a tray upon his head, 

thickly covered over with large thin sheets of the 

common bread of the country. Soon after came the 

wife’s mother, who had remained at home to prepare 

the food. She was mounted on a fine gray mare; 

which, while yet at some distance, took a start and 

came up the field and steep banks at full speed; the 

lady sitting on both sides, and exhibiting no mean 

skill in eastern horsemanship. She was an active 

lively elderly woman, and seemed to he the life and 

soul of the family. We joined the men in breakfasting 

by ourselves ; after we had finished, the women sat 

down apart at some distance. Such is oriental cus¬ 

tom, even among Christians. These females, and es¬ 

pecially the elder, were not wanting in intelligence, 
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though they had never been taught to read. They 

wore no veils, and exhibited no particular shyness 

before strangers. They were however from Damas¬ 

cus ; where the Christian females are understood to 

enjoy more freedom, than in many other parts of the 

East.—We spent here a couple of hours; and then 

returned to our tent. 

In the course of the afternoon, I went out upon the 

eastern hills, in the hope of obtaining a view of the 

country around, and thus being able to connect He¬ 

bron with some of the points we had formerly visited 

or seen. But the prospect towards the E. and N. was 

limited by higher hills near at hand, so that I was 

compelled to return disappointed in my hope. The 

summit of this ridge is crowned with vineyards; as 

is also that of the western hills on the opposite side of 

the valley. 

Painful as was the delay to which we were here 

subjected, we yet had enough to occupy our time in 

writing up our journals, and arranging our materials 

and plans for further inquiries. We were also amused 

with the proceedings of the people round about us. 

The fine grassy slope on which we were encamped, 

besides the cemetery on the North, was occupied to¬ 

wards the South by threshing-floors, where the various 

processes of threshing, or rather treading out the grain, 

were continually going on. The wheat-harvest here 

in the mountains had not yet arrived ; but they were 

threshing barley, ’Adas or lentiles, and also vetches, 

called by the Arabs Kersenna, which are raised chiefly 

for camels. The various parcels had apparently lain 

here for several days; the people would come with 

their cattle and work for two or three hours, and then 

go away. Some had three animals, some four; and 

once I saw two young cattle and a donkey driven 

round together. In several of the floors they were 
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now winnowing the grain, by tossing it up against the 

wind with a fork. Here we needed no guard around 

our tent. The owners of the crops came every night 

and slept upon their threshing-floors to guard them; 

and this we had found to be universal in all the region 

of Gaza. We were in the midst of scenes precisely 

like those of the book of Ruth ; where Boaz winnowed 

barley in his threshing-floor, and laid himself down at 

night to guard the heap of corn.1 

Friday, May 2bth. We had this morning some 

ground for hope, that we might be able to set off in 

the course of the day. This hope too proved vain; 

though it encouraged us for the moment. 

We went early to call on the chief Rabbi of the 

Jews. Finding a young Jew before our tent, and in¬ 

quiring of him the way, he said the Rabbi was his 

master, and went with us. The Jewish dwellings are 

in the N. W. part of the main quarter of the town. 

We were received at the entrance by a Spanish Jew 

of middle age, with a remarkable bright eye and good 

countenance; and ushered by him through a long 

series of passages, into a small but very neat room, 

with a divan around the walls, and the windows look¬ 

ing out upon the western hills. Every thing here was 

perfectly clean ; the walls and passages whitewashed; 

and the whole appearance far neater than any thing 

I had yet seen of eastern life. The old Rabbi soon 

came in, blind of one eye and having a long white 

beard. My companion had already seen him here in 

1835. He was a subject of Austria, from Venice ; and 

was the same old man, for whom our countryman Mr. 

Stephens had procured a passport and protection from 

the Austrian consul at Beirut in 1836. He now seem¬ 

ed sincerely grateful for this favour, and rejoiced to 

hear once more some tidings of the stranger who had 

1) Ruth iii. 2-14. 
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thus been his benefactor.1 The manner of the two 

men was very kind, without being ostentatiously so. 

Sherbet and coffee were brought; and they pressed 

us to breakfast, which we declined. 

As we sat conversing, we saw the cavalcade of 

the three governors coming in from Dura, descending 

the western hill beyond our tent; in all about twenty- 

five persons, mounted on beautiful horses, gaily capari¬ 

soned. It wras said, that they were about to pass on 

to Carmel ; but they stopped for the day in Hebron. 

We saw here none of the Jewish women, except in 

passing the open doors of different rooms where they 

were sitting ; they greeted us kindly. Those whom 

we had met yesterday at the Haram, and indeed all 

wre had yet seen in Palestine, were habited in white,— 

a long piece of white stuff like a veil or shawl thrown 

over the head, drawn together under the chin, and 

hanging down to the feet. Many of the Arab women 

dress in the same manner when they go out; but they 

w7ear a face-veil to conceal their features, which the 

Jewish females do not. The appearance of the latter 

was neat and prepossessing. Indeed, so far as con¬ 

cerns their general condition of thrift, cleanliness, and 

welfare, the Jews of Hebron seem to be far better off, 

than their brethren in Jerusalem or elsewhere in the 

Holy Land. 
As we were about to take leave, the two Rabbis 

of their own accord led us into the synagogue, situated 

under the same roof. It is a poor, but neat room, fur¬ 

nished with benches; in it was now a school of six or 

eight boys. The manuscripts of the Old Testament 

are kept in two cupboards or presses on one side. Like 

all Hebrew manuscripts, they are written upon long rolls 

of parchment, at each end of which a rod is fastened, 

so that they may be rolled backwards or forwards as 

3) Incidents of Travel in Egypt, etc. II. p. 167, seq. 
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a person reads; the columns being perpendicular to 

the length of the roll. In the first cupboard were six 

or eight manuscripts, enclosed in cases standing up¬ 

right. The rods are inserted into holes in the top and 

bottom of the case ; and extend up through the top, 

where they are ornamented with large silver knobs 

not made fast. The rolls are read as they stand in 
«/ 

the cases, without being taken from the cupboard. 

The manuscript is thus wound off from one rod to the 

other as the reader advances; the rods being far 

enough apart to leave a column unrolled between. 

The other cupboard was also full of rolls ; some of 

them in cases covered over with silver or embroidery. 

These were said to be presents from wealthy Jews 

in Europe.—We bade adieu to these kind friends with 

feelings of respect; and were highly gratified by our 

visit. 

We now repaired to the top of the western hill, in 

the hope of obtaining a view of the country around. 

In this we were more successful than I had been yes¬ 

terday upon the eastern ridge; and from the watch- 

tower of a vineyard some distance south of the road to 

Dhoheriyeh, a prospect opened towards the East and 

South and West, which was very extensive and satis¬ 

factory. Towards the N. and N. E. we could see little 

or nothing. Before us Beni Na’im and Yukin were 

visible near at hand; while in the distance we could 

distinguish Kerak very clearly. Further south the 

atmosphere was hazy; or we might perhaps have 

been able to make out Mount Ilor. Carmel and the 

adjacent region were in full view. We could also 

mark the course of the great valley, which had form¬ 

erly been on our right as we approached Beni Na’im,1 

and into which the valley of Hebron enters. It passes 

along S. W. on the North of Yutta and to the left of 

1) See above, p. 186. 
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Dhoheriyeh, towards the region of Beersheba, where 

it apparently forms one of the main branches of Wady 

es-Seba\ Behind us, towards the W. and S. W. was 

a sea of rocky hills; on one of which we could distin¬ 

guish the village of Dhoheriyeh. We took here sev¬ 

eral important bearings, which are given in the note 

below.1 

The presence of three such dignitaries as the gov¬ 

ernors of Gaza, Jerusalem, and Hebron, could not but 

naturally occasion some stir in such a town; and ac¬ 

cordingly their movements and actions were the object 

of general observation. They too seemed not unwil¬ 

ling to make an impression of their dignity and impor¬ 

tance. At the mid-day hour of prayer, we could per¬ 

ceive them from our tent proceeding, not to the Haram, 

but to an open platform adjacent to the west side of 

the lower pool, near which they lodged, where they 

performed their devotions in public, surrounded by a 

crowd of idlers. Although we were not in general 

much disposed to seek intercourse with authorities, 

yet as we were now going into a part of the country 

where the Egyptian government was less known and 

less felt, we thought it best to lay before the governor 

of Hebron our Firman from the Pasha, and inform him 

of our purpose, in order that in case of accident he 

might not throw off the responsibility, by saying we 

had gone without his knowledge. In the course of the 

afternoon, we therefore sent our servant with the Fir¬ 

man to his excellency of Hebron, preparatory to pay¬ 

ing our respects to him in person. The servant soon 

came back, saying that the three governors were still 

together, but could not read the Firman; it being in 

1) Bearings from the hill west S. 61° E. Kerak S. 50° E. Peak 
of Hebron: The Haram below us, in the mountains of Moab near 
half a mile distant, N. 67° E. Be- Khanzireh, S. 37° E. Carmel, the 
ni Na’im, estimated distance one tower, S. 8° E. Dhoheriyeh S. 
hour and a halt; N. 82° E. Yukin 54° W. 

Vor. II. 57 
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Turkish, and they having no Turkish secretary with 

them. They were however ready to receive us. 

We accordingly repaired to the house where they 

lodged, in the western quarter of the town, near the 

lower pool; hut found them at dinner. We were 

nevertheless ushered into the apartment where they 

were eating, after putting off our shoes; and taking 

our seats at the side of the room, had leisure to ob¬ 

serve the scene before us, which was not in the slight¬ 

est degree interrupted by our entrance. The house 

was not large. The room was a common one of the 

country, about twenty feet square ; the ceiling rising 

into one of the usual small domes upon the roof above 

it. The stone floor was nearly covered with small 

carpets of various sizes, qualities and colours; while 

a few cushions were scattered in different parts along 

the walls. 

The governor of Gaza, Sheikh Sahd, was the fa¬ 

ther of Sheikh Mustafa, governor of Jerusalem; while 

the governor of Hebron, whose name we did not learn, 

is subordinate to him of Jerusalem. Of course the 

principal personage was Sheikh Sahd, a fine jolly 

elderly Mussulman, with good-natured intelligent fea¬ 

tures, and an air of decision, not inconsistent with an 

evident liking for the enjoyment of good cheer. His 

son, Sheikh Mustafa, was tall and slender, with a very 

fine and prepossessing countenance; the Franks in¬ 

deed complained of him as uncourteous, but one would 

not expect it from his physiognomy. The Sheikh of 

Hebron had a more vulgar and almost forbidding 

aspect. 

They were dining in the true oriental, and, as it 

would seem, official style. A very large circular tray 

of tinned copper, placed upon a coarse wooden stool 

about a foot high, served as the table. In the centre 

of this stood a large tray or dish with a mountain of 
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pillaw, composed of rice boiled and buttered, with 
small pieces of meat strewed through and upon it. 
This was the chief dish; although there were also 
other smaller dishes, both of meat and vegetables. 
Around this table ten persons, including the three 
governors, were seated, or rather squatted on their feet. 
Each had before him a plate of finned copper and 
a wooden spoon. Some used the spoon, without the 
plate; but the most preferred to eat with the fingers 
of the left hand, without the aid of either spoon or 
plate. They all seemed earnestly engaged, and took 
no notice of any interruption. When at length any 
one had finished, he immediately rose, and went and 
washed his hands, by having water poured upon them 
in an adjacent room. The vacant place at table was 
immediately filled by a new comer. The Sheikh of 
Gaza outsat them all; but at last turned round and 
greeted us kindly. He was the only one who did not 
leave his place to wash ; but had the water brought 
to him where he sat. An old Derwish from Bagdad 
was also present, now on his return from Mecca; 
he had made use of his spoon, and did not wash at 
all. 

Sheikh Sa’id now drew back to the middle of that 
side of the room where we were sitting, opposite to 
the entrance, so that we were now on his left. His 
colleagues took their seats on his right; the old Der¬ 
wish sat down near us on our left; ten or twelve 
other persons were seated around the room ; while 
many were continually passing in and out. Sheikh 
Sahd was emphatically the great man, gave all the 
orders, and led the whole conversation; his colleagues 
sitting in such a position, that they could not address 
us, nor we them. A poor ragged peasant now came 
in with perfect unconcern, presented himself before 
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Sheikh Sa’id, uncovered his wounded shoulder, and 

begged charity. The Sheikh instantly sent him out; 

at the same time ordering a garment to be given him. 

This is one of the traits of oriental society and govern¬ 

ment, that the highest are thus entirely accessible to 

the lowest. Coffee was now brought, and presented 

first to the three Sheikhs, then to us, and afterwards 

to the rest. There was a good deal of conversation in 

the room; the old Derwish made inquiries about the 

new world; he began at length a sort of homily upon 

the vanity of wealth and power, in which he was ra¬ 

ther unceremoniously cut short by Sheikh Sa’id, and 

soon left the room. 

The Sheikh confirmed the intelligence we had 

heard, that Jerusalem was shut up ; but said an order 

had since been received from the head-quarters at 

Aleppo, to impose no quarantine upon the city at large, 

but only upon the houses where the plague should ac¬ 

tually exist. He supposed that the gates would be 

immediately opened. This was welcome news to us; 

but the latter part at least did not turn out to be true. 

He further said, that there was now no danger what¬ 

ever in going to Wady Musa, and made not the slight¬ 

est objection to our undertaking the journey, but rather 

gave it his sanction. We too were disposed to regard 

the present as a favourable moment for accomplishing 

our object; for the visit of the governors to this region 

would of course be known among the Bedawin, and 

prevent for the time any hostile incursion from the 

Arabs east of the Dead Sea and Ghor; the only source 

from which any danger was to be apprehended to tra¬ 

vellers. The conversation of Sheikh Sa’id showed 

him to be a man of quickness and good sense ; and it 

was probably this union of intelligence and bonhommie, 

that had obtained for him the confidence of Muhammed 
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Aly, and the powerful influence which he now w ielded 

over the ancient territories of Judah and Edom.1 

We returned after an hour. As we were now ex¬ 

pecting to set off early the next morning, we went to 

take leave of Elias, whom we found at home lounging 
on his divan. 

The following data for the population of Hebron 

were given us by Elias, who had the best opportunity 

of knowing the truth. According to him, there were 

at the time fifteen hundred taxable Muhammedans, 

and forty-one Jews who paid taxes, besides some two 

hundred Jews who had European protections. He 

himself was the only Christian in Hebron ; nor are 

there any others in the whole district. Not less than 

seven hundred and fifty Muslims had been taken as 

soldiers, and about five hundred were killed during 

the rebellion of 1834. He estimated the whole popu¬ 

lation at ten thousand souls; which is perhaps not 

very much larger than the true number. 

The trade of Hebron received a heavy blow in 

1834, in consequence of the part which the people 

took in the rebellion of that year, and the subsequent 

sacking of the place by the Egyptian troops. From 

this shock it had not yet recovered. Many of the glass 

lamps and trinkets manufactured here, are exported to 

Egypt; as well as large quantities of Dibs and raisins. 

The cities too of the middle and South of Palestine, 

appear to draw their supplies of all these articles 

chiefly from Hebron. Notwithstanding the immense 

1) The subsequent fortunes of thrown into prison at ’Akka, and 
Sheikh Sa’id show, that he might subjected to the bastinado, until he 
have done well to listen to the hom- gnawed the flesh of his own arms 
ily of the old Derwish, upon the in agony. At the same time, his 
vanity of wealth and power. In the son, Sheikh Mustafa, was also de¬ 
year 1839, as I am informed, he posed at Jerusalem, and sent to 
was deposed from his government Damascus to await in prison the 
on a charge of ma 1-administration pleasure of the government. Both 
and corrupt practices; his large father and son were still in prison 
possessions seized; and he himself in June 1840. 
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vineyards, neither wine nor ’Arak, as we have seen, is 

made for exportation. 

I have formerly alluded in general terms to the 

antiquity of Hebron, and to some of the circumstances 

of its early history.1 It is doubtless one of the most 

ancient cities still existing; having been built, as the 

sacred writer informs us, “ seven years before Zoan in 

Egyptand being mentioned in Scripture still earlier 

than Damascus.2 Its most ancient name was Kirjath- 

Arba, ‘ City of Arba,’ so called from Arba the father of 

Anak and the Anakims, who dwelt in and around He¬ 

bron.3 The town itself appears also to have been called 

Mamre, probably from the name of Abraham’s friend; 

while the terebinth of Mamre is placed, by a tradition 

older than Josephus, at some distance from the town 

towards Jerusalem.4 The ancient city lay also in a 

valley; and the two pools, one of which at least is as 

1) Vol. I.p. 315. 
2) Num. xiii. 22. Gen. xiii. 18, 

comp. xv. 2. 
3) Gen. xxiii. 2. Josh. xiv. 15. 

xv. 13. xxi. 11. Judg. i. 10. etc. 
In connection with this name, we 
have a curious instance of the ori¬ 
gin of a false tradition. The pas¬ 
sage in Josh. xiv. 15, reads literally 
thus: “And the name of Hebron be¬ 
fore was (Kirjath-Arba) the City of 
Arba, a great man among the Ana¬ 
kims.” But as the Hebrew word 

(Arba) also signifies four, 

and the word for man (c7X) Adam, 

is likewise used as a proper name, 
some of the Jewish Rabbins in this 
verse took Kirjath-Arba in the 
meaning ‘ City of the Four,’ and 
read likewise ‘ Adam the great5 in¬ 
stead of c a great man ” then 1 the 
Four’were held to be the patriarchs 
Adam, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, 
who were supposed to be all buried 
here. The same conceit Jerome 
doubtless derived from his Jewish 
teacher : “ Arbee, id est, quatuor; 
eo quod ibi quatuor Patriarchae 

Abraham, Isaac et Jacob sepulti 
sunt, et Adam magnus, ut in libro 
Jesu scriptum estOnomast. art. 
Arboch. Comm, in Matth. xxvii. 
33. Hence the Vulgate likewise 
reads in the same verse: “ Adam 
maximus ibi inter Enacim situs est.” 
See Bochart Phaleg, ed. Villem. 
p. 300.—A tomb of Adam was 
shown here with those of the other 
patriarchs in the seventh century 
(Adamnanus II. 10) ; and from this 
source probably came the later 
traditions, which connect the crea¬ 
tion of Adam with Hebron. 

4) Mamre is expressly said to 
be Hebron, Gen. xxiii. 19. xxxv. 
27. Comp. xiv. 13, 24. The tere¬ 
binth of Mamre, (Engl. Version less 
correctly, plain of Mamre,) seems 
to be distinguished from Hebron or 
Mamre itself, Gen. xiii. 18. xviii. 
1. See Vol. I. p. 318 and Note. 
Reland Pal. p. 711, seq. For the 
market which existed there, and 
the sale of the captive Jews un¬ 
der Adrian, see above p. 7. Re¬ 
land pp. 714, 715. 
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early as the time of David, serve unquestionably to 

identify the modern with the ancient site.1 

Here Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob lived and walked 

with God ; and here they were all entombed. From 

Hebron or its neighbourhood, Jacob and his sons went 

down by way of Geersheba to Egypt to meet and dwell 

with Joseph.2 After the return of the Israelites from 

Egypt, the city was taken by Joshua, and given over 

to Caleb, who drove out the Anakims from the region ;3 

it was afterwards made one of the six cities of refuge, 

and assigned to the Levites and priests.4 Hebron be¬ 

came at length the royal residence of David, where 

he reigned for seven and a half years over Judah ; and 

here too he was anointed king over all Israel.5 It 

was also at Hebron, that Absalom raised the standard 

of rebellion.6 This was likewise one of the places, 
fortified by Rehoboam ; and after the exile the return¬ 

ing Jews dwelt again in the city and surrounding 

villages.7 

The name of Hebron does not occur any further 

in the Old Testament, and not at all in the New; but 

we learn from the first book of Maccabees and Jose¬ 

phus, that it came into the power of the Edomites, 

who had taken possession of the South of Judah, and 

was recovered from them by Judas Maccabaeus.8 It 

was afterwards seized by the rebel Simon Giorides; 

but recaptured and burnt by Cerealis an officer of 

Vespasian.9 In the same connection, Josephus de¬ 

scribes the tombs of the patriarchs as existing there 

in his day; and both Eusebius and Jerome, and all 

1) Gen, xxxvii. 14, “the vale of 
Hebron.” 2 Sam. iv. 12. 

2) Gen. xxxvii. 14. xlvi. 1, seq. 
3) Josh. x. 36, 37. xiv. 6-15. 

xv. 13, 14. Judg. i. 20. 
4) Josh. xx. 7. xxi. 11, 13. 
5) 2 Sam. ii. 1-4, 11. 1 Kings 

ii. 11. 2 Sam. v. 1, 3. 

6) 2 Kings xv. 9, 10. 
7) 2 Chr. xi. 10. Nehem. xi. 25. 
8) 1 Macc. v. 65. Joseph. Ant. 

XII. 8. 6. For this invasion of the 
Edomites, and their subsequent 
subjection by John Ilyrcanus, sec 
above, p. 424. 

9) Joseph. B. J. IV. 9. 7, 9. 
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subsequent writers who mention Hebron, down to the 

time of the crusades, speak of it chiefly as containing 

these sepulchres; under which they probably refer 

more particularly to the ancient massive exterior walls 

described above, as being apparently remains of Jew¬ 

ish antiquity.1 

In the course of time, this remarkable external 

structure, enclosing the tombs of Abraham and the 

other patriarchs, came to be called the “ Castle of 

Abrahamand by an easy transition, this name was 

afterwards applied to the city itself. We have al¬ 

ready seen the earliest trace of it in a notice of St. 

Willibald in the eighth century ;2 and in the time of 

the crusades, the names of Hebron and the Castle of 

St. Abraham, were used interchangeably.3 Hence, as 

Abraham is also distinguished among the Muhamme- 

dans by the appellation el-Khulil, the Friend i. e. of 

God, this latter epithet passed over among them into 

a name of the city ; and they now know Hebron only 

as el-Khulil.4 

Soon after the capture of Jerusalem by the crusa¬ 

ders, Hebron appears also to have fallen into their 

1) Onomast. art. Arboch. See 
the other notices down to the time 
of the crusades, pp. 436—439. See 
also the general account of the 
Haram, pp. 433-440. 

2) See p. 438. 
3) Edrisi mentions Hebron only 

under the name “ Kabr Ibrahim,” 
Abraham’s Sepulchre ; ed. Jaubert 
p. 338. Albert Aquensis (in Gesta 
Dei) uses only the name “ Castel- 
lum seu Praesidium ad St. Abra¬ 
ham,” VII. 15, 41, 43. X. 32. XII. 
22. (Comp. Gesta Dei p. 604.) In 
this last passage, indeed, he seems 
to distinguish the Cf Praesidium ad 
St. Abraham” from the Valley of 
Hebron; and in VII. 41 he places 
the former near the Dead Sea: so 
that it is very possible he may have 

thought it to be a different place 
from Hebron. Yet the same facts 
which he here relates of St. Abra¬ 
ham, are referred by other writers 
of the same age to Hebron; Gesta 
Dei p. 580. Will, Tyr. X. 8.— 
William of Tyre speaks only of He¬ 
bron, e. g. VIII. 1. X. 8. XV. 
6, etc. Abulfeda has Beit Hebrun ; 
Tab. Syr. ed. Koehler p. 87. Comp. 
Mejr ed-Din in Fundgr. des Or. II. 
p. 140. 

4) Abulfeda describes here the 
“Mesjid Ibrahim el-Khulil,” Tab. 
Syr. p. 87. n. Schulten’s Index in 
Vit. Salad, art. Beit-Sjebrinum. 
So too Ibn Batuta p. 19. See also 
d’Herbelot Biblioth. Orient, arts. 
Abraham and Khalil. Comp. 
James ii. 23. 
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hands, and in A. D. 1100 was bestowed as a fief by 

Godfrey of Bouillon upon Gerhard of Avennes.1 

Saewulf, two years after, describes it as in ruins.2 

We hear not much more of it in the history of those 

times. In two of the expeditions of king Baldwin I, 

into the region S. E. of the Dead Sea, in A. D. 1100 

and 1116, he is said to have passed by Hebron in going 

or returning ; and the same was perhaps the case in 

the other similar expeditions of the same sovereign in 

A. D. 1115, and in that of Baldwin III. in A. D. 1145.3 

In A. D. 1167, Hebron was raised to be a Latin episco¬ 

pal see, and Rainald appointed bishop; there had be¬ 

fore been here only a Greek priory.4 The title of 

bishop of Hebron continued for some time in the Ro¬ 

mish church, and four other bishops are mentioned, 

one of them as late as A. D. 1365.5 But this was 

merely nominal; for after the capture of Jerusalem 

by Saladin in A. D. 1187, Hebron also reverted to the 

Muhammedans, and has ever since remained in their 

possession. The church which the Christians had built 

or at least decorated, within the structure around the 

tombs of the patriarchs, now became a mosk, and was 

honoured with presents from the Sultan.6 

Thus far there is nothing to excite a doubt as to the 

identity of the site of the ancient and modern city. 

Arculfus near the close of the seventh century, found 

the place without walls, exhibiting only the vestiges 

of an ancient desolated city ; although a multitude of 

1) Albert. Aq. VII. 15. Wil- 
ken Gesch. der Kr. II. p. 44. 

2) Peregrinat. p. 269. 
3) For the first of these expe¬ 

ditions, A. D. 1100, see Albert. Aq. 
VII. 41, 43. Fulcher Carn 23. p. 
405. Gulbert VII. 36. Will. Tyr. 
X. 8. Wilken Gesch. der Kr. II. 
pp. 88, 89.—For that in A. D. 1116, 
see Alb. Aq. XII. 22. Wilken ib. 
p. 403. Comp. Will. Tyr. XI. 29. 

VOL. II. 

—For the two others, see Will. 
Tyr. XI. 26. Wilken ib. p. 402. 
Will. Tyr. XVI. 6. Wilken ib. 
III. i. p. 208. 

4) Wilji- Tyr. XX. 3. Jac. de 
Vitr. 57. 

5) Le Q,uien Oriens Chr. III. 
p. 1270. 

6) E. g. the carved pulpit; Mejr 
ed-Din in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 
375. See above p. 439. 

58 \ 
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people yet lived there in miserable dwellings scattered 

in the valley, partly within and partly without the ruins 

of the former walls.1 Yet Benjamin of Tudela, after 

A. D. 1660, affirms, that the ancient city was situated 

on a mountain, and was then desolate and deserted ; 

the city of that day being in the valley.2 Brocardus, a 

century later, repeats this account, with more parti¬ 

culars ; according to him, the ancient city was on the 

hill north of the slope on which we encamped, three 

bow-shots West of North from the modern town, where 

nothing was then visible except large ruins.3 This 

story is copied by writers of the following centuries ; 

and the idea seems to have become current, that the 

ancient city lay upon the hill.4 Yet none of the tra¬ 

vellers of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth cen¬ 

turies, speak of any ruins there on their own knowledge. 

We were not aware of this old report at the time 

of our visit; and therefore did not examine the hill in 

question. My companion has since informed me, that 

according to his impression, the site of a former village 

was spoken of on that hill, similar to several others in 

the neighbourhood of Hebron; but with the remark that 

there were no remains there of importance. Had we 

then known the circumstances above related, we should 

certainly have gone upon the hill, and ascertained the 

- facts for ourselves. It is a point deserving the atten¬ 

tion of future travellers; though I do not anticipate 

any result, which will counterbalance the mention of 

1) Adamnanus ex Arculfo II. 8. 
2) Voyages, par Baratier p. 99. 
3) Brocardus c. IX. p. 185. 
4) By Marinas Sanutus, p. 248. 

BreydenbachinReissb.p.133. Q,ua- 
resmius II. p. 771, seq. Zuallardo 
p. 233. Von Troilo p. 321, Dresd. 
1676. The site upon the hill is 
alluded to (but not ruins) by F. 
Fabri in Reissb. p.287; and also 
by Baumgarten p. 78—But Maun- 

deville, Rud. de Suchem, and Wil¬ 
liam of Baldensel, who all passed 
through Hebron in the fourteenth 
century; as well as Stephen von 
Gumpenberg, F. Fabri, and Mejr 
ed-Din, who minutely describe it 
near the close of the fifteenth; and 
also Belon who was here about the 
middle of the sixteenth; make no 
allusion to any other site than that 
of the present town. 
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“ the valley of Hebron” in the book of Genesis, and 

the strong evidence of the ancient pools.1 

In the fourteenth century, pilgrims passed from 

Sinai to Jerusalem directly, through the desert by 

Beersheba and Hebron.2 In the following century, 

this route was abandoned for that by Gaza; yet the 

pilgrims sometimes took Hebron in their way, or visited 

it from Jerusalem.3 Writers of that period describe 

here an immense charitable establishment or hospital, 

situated near the Haram, where twelve hundred loaves 

of bread, besides oil and other condiments, were daily 

distributed to all comers, without distinction of nation 

or religion.4 The annual expenses were said to 

amount to twenty-four thousand ducats ; of which two 

thousand were derived from the village of Summed in 

the western plain.5 Hebron continued to be occasion¬ 

ally visited by travellers, down to the latter part of 

the seventeenth century; although, before that time, it 

seems no longer to have been generally resorted to by 

pilgrims.6 But from that period onward until the pre- 

1) See pp. 454,455. A remark of 
Jerome may seem at first to favour 
the site upon the hill, and perhaps 
gave rise to the story; Q,uaest. 
in Gen. xxxv. 27, “pro Arbee in 
Septuaginta campum habet, quum 
Chebron in monte sita est.” Rut 
this expression “ in monte” stands 
here byway of antithesis to a plain, 
and is therefore equally applicable 
to a high hill-side ; in which sense 
it would also be true of the present 
town. The ancient city was doubt¬ 
less larger and extended further 
up the sides of the valley. 

2) So Maundeville, R. de Su- 
chem, W. de Baldensel. 

3) Gumpenberg was here in A. 
D. 1449; Breydenbach and F. Fa- 
bri in 1483, on their way to Gaza; 
Baumgarten in 1507, coming from 
Gaza; Belon about 1548; etc. 

4) Gumpenberg’s Journal in 

Reissb. p. 445. F. Fabri ib. pp. 
288, 289. Mejr ed-Din in Fundgr. 
des Orieqts II. p. 377. This last 
writer says there were three dis¬ 
tributions of bread and the like 
daily ; in the morning and at noon 
to the inhabitants only; and in the 
afternoon to all comers. 

5) F. Fabri 1. c.—For the error 
which converts Summed into St. 
Samuel, and the greater blunder 
of Breydenbach, see above p. 368, 
and Note XXIX. 

6) Zuallardo speaks of Hebron, 
probably without having seen it; 
p. 233. So too Cotovicus, p. 241, 
seq. Quaresmius appears to have 
been there, II. p. 769, seq. Von 
Troilo visited it in 1666, p. 319, 
seq. But both Surius and Doubdan, 
who were earlier than he, and 
strictly pilgrims, make no mention 
of Hebron. 
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sent century, no Frank traveller appears to have found 

his way to the city of the patriarchs. 

Morison relates, in A. D. 1698, that a few years 

before, a French (Frank?) merchant on a visit to He¬ 

bron, being mounted on a spirited horse, rode over 

and killed a child in the streets. Although he made 

shift to escape the rage of the people by flight, yet 

such was the excitement and the hatred caused by 

this accident against the Christians, that from that 

time no traveller had ventured to approach the place.1 

It is not unlikely that some accident of this kind may 

have alarmed the fears of the monks, and led them to 

dissuade travellers from going thither ; but their timid¬ 

ity was probably still more wrought upon, by the rest¬ 

less and warlike disposition of the people of Hebron, 

and their continual feuds with the inhabitants of Beth¬ 

lehem and other neighbouring villages; they being 

of the Keis party, and the latter of the Yemen.2 

Hasselquist in 1751 mentions, that five or six years 

before, “ the inhabitants of Bethlehem and Hebron 

carried on such a war as destroyed the greatest part 

of the best inhabitants of both villages ; and the neigh¬ 

bourhood of Bethlehem was entirelv laid waste.”3 
J 

Even so late as 1807, Ali Bey fell in with “ a band of 

Christian shepherds, who were going to Jerusalem, to 

' lay a complaint against the Mussulman shepherds of 

Hebron, who had carried off a part of their cattle. 

They had with them two camels, which they had 

taken from the Mussulmans as reprisals.”4 Under such 

circumstances, it is not surprising, that the influence of 

the monks should have been successfully exerted, to 

1) Relation Historique etc. p. mus Thecuam ire, propter ibi et in 
480. via inhabitantes et discurrentes 

2) See pp. 344,345. Quaresmius Arabes.” Vol. II. p. 687. 
relates, that in his day (about 1620) 3) Reise nach Pal&st. p. 170. 
Tekoa was seldom visited for a 4) Ali Bey’s Travels, etc. II. 
similar reason: “ Non facile possu- p. 230. 
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restrain travellers from extending their excursions to¬ 

wards the South beyond the pools of Solomon. 

In the present century, Seetzen was the first to lay 

open again the way to Hebron in 1806; he travelled 

from here to Mount Sinai through the desert, making 

however a circuit almost to Gaza.1 He was followed 

the very next year by Ali Bey.2 Then another inter¬ 

val of eleven years elapsed, before the visit of Irby 

and Mangles and their party in 1818, as they passed 

this way on their route to Wady Musa.3 Thirteen 

years later, in 1831, Poujoulat made an excursion 

hither from Jerusalem, as did Monro in 1833.4 Then 

came the rebellion of 1834; in which the people of 

Hebron and the whole region round about bore a con¬ 

spicuous part, and brought down upon themselves a 

heavy retribution. They were among the last to hold 

out; and when, after quelling the disturbances at 

Nabulus, Ibrahim Pasha marched southwards with 

his troops, the rebels gave him battle not far from 

Solomon’s Pools, and were defeated.5 They retired 

and entrenched themselves in Hebron ; but Ibrahim 

pressed forward, carried the place by storm, and gave 

it over to sack and pillage. Many were slain ; and 

the Jews especially are reported to have suffered the 

most cruel outrages from the brutal soldiery.6 Many 

of the rebels escaped and fled to Kerak on the East of 

the Dead Sea ; they were pursued by Ibrahim and 

his troops ; and that place too was taken and laid in 

ruins. These events inflicted a heavy blow on He¬ 

bron, from which it had not yet recovered.7 

1) See his letter in Zach’s Mo- 
natl. Corresp. XVII. p. 132, seq. 

2) Travels IL pp. 230, 231. 
3) Travels p. 342, seq. Legh, 

May 7, 8. Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833, 
p. 619, seq. 

4) Correspond. d’Orient V. p. 
211, seq. Summer Ramble etc. I. 
p. 232, seq. 

5) See above, Vol. I. p. 321. 

6) Stephens’ Incidents etc. II. 
p. 165. Paxton’s Letters from Pa¬ 
lest. p. 142. Lond. 

7) See some notices of this war 
in Mengin’s Histoire Sommaire de 
l’Egypte etc. de Pan 1823 A Pan 
1838, Paris 1839. pp. 73-85. The 
narrative is written in an Egyptian 
spirit, with several topographical 
blunders. 
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This war removed all obstacles in the way of tra¬ 

vellers. My companion was at Hebron in 1835, with 

other American friends ; and since that time, the city 

has every year been more or less visited by travellers, 

with as much facility as any other part of Palestine.— 

In 1839, Hebron was for a short time in the possession 

of the rebel Abd er-Rahman of Dura. 



SECTION XII. 

PROM HEBRON TO WADY MUSA AND BACK. 

On our departure from Jerusalem, we had left a 
letter to be forwarded to Elias in Hebron, requesting 

him to send word to the Sheikh of the Jehaiin, and 

have him waiting for us with camels, when we should 

arrive on the 23d of May. This letter never reached 

its destination; and we were thus subjected to the 

disappointment and delay already described. Our 

first care in Hebron was, to despatch a messenger to 

the camp of the Jehaiin beyond Carmel. This service 

Elias undertook to perform for us ; and informed us, 

that he had sent a man the same evening. As the 

distance was not more than three or four hours, we 

thought we might reasonably expect the camels, so as 

to set off the next afternoon, at the latest. But the 

morrow (Thursday) came and went, without any 

tidings either from the Jehaiin or of the messenger. 

The following morning, Friday, as we were sitting 

after breakfast in our tent, we were somewhat sur¬ 

prised to see the head Sheikh of the Jehaiin, Defid 

Allah, whom we had formerly met at the encampment 

of the Ta’amirah, riding up to our tent accompanied 

by a single man on foot. It turned out, however, that 

he had come from Dura, where he had been for several 

days with the governors of Gaza and Jerusalem. He 

was merely passing through Hebron on his way home; 

and seeing our tent, called to pay us a visit. He had 
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of course seen or heard nothing of our messenger. 

We now made a bargain with him in the presence of 

Elias, for five camels to Wady Musa and back; to go 

by way of the south end of the Dead Sea and Wady 

el-’Arabah, and return by the more direct route over 

SennYa. The price of the camels was to be two hun¬ 

dred and forty Piastres, or twelve dollars each. There 

were to be five men, all armed; one of whom was to 

be a responsible person, either the head Sheikh him¬ 

self or one of his brothers ; and for these we were to 

furnish provisions. Had we chosen to go and return 

by the direct route, the price would have been ten 

dollars for each camel. It seemed to be a matter of 

indifference to Defa’ Allah, which route we took; 

there was not the slightest hint of any more danger 

on the one than on the other ; nor indeed was danger 

to be apprehended on either, except from casual pre¬ 

datory parties, which might be crossing the Ghor or 

’Arabali. We took the fifth camel for the sake of a 

supply of water in the Ghor; and therefore concluded 

to take also our second servant, whom we had intended 

to leave at Hebron till our return. 

The Sheikh now left us, expecting on his way 

home to meet the camels coming to us. But the day 

again wore off in expectation and in disappointment. It 

turned out afterwards, that the messenger said to have 

been sent by Elias, had never reached the encamp¬ 

ment ; so that the camels had to be collected from the 

distant pastures, and all the preparations made, after 

the return of the Sheikh. This was enough to occupy 

Arab dilatoriness for the remainder of the day ; and 

consequently, the camels did not set off for Hebron 

until the next morning.—There was reason to suppose, 

that no messenger had ever been sent by Elias, not¬ 

withstanding his assurances ; he had perhaps directed 

his servant to send a man, and given himself no fur- 
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ther trouble in the matter. This and other instances 

of shuffling conduct, prevented all confidence in the 

man ; and left only a painful impression, in respect to 

the sole representative of the Christian name in He¬ 

bron. Had he performed what he undertook, we 

should not have lost a day ; or had he frankly said he 

had not sent or could not send, we should have taken 

other measures, and have improved our time to visit 

Beni Na’im, or Susieh, or other places in the vicinity. 

As it was, two days were comparatively lost to us; 

and we, during the whole interval, subjected to that 

“ hope deferred which maketh the heart sick.” 

Saturday, May 26th. This morning was the cool¬ 

est we had long felt; the thermometer at sunrise 

standing at 43° F. The camels arrived at 9 o’clock. 

But we found they had been hastily collected; were 

without proper furniture; and were indeed intended 

only to transport us to the territory of the tribe, where 
we were to stop over the Christian Sabbath. Defa’ 

Allah also made his appearance, and assured us, that 

we should afterwards have dromedaries and better 

camels; indeed some delay was occasioned by pur¬ 

chasing saddles and other furniture in Hebron. We 

deposited with Elias a portmanteau containing our pa¬ 

pers and books, and such articles as we did not need 

upon the journey; and he afterwards came to bid us 

adieu. All these particulars, and the loading of the 

camels, occupied what seemed to our impatience no 

little time. 

At length, at twenty minutes past 11 o’clock, we 

set off, keeping at first down the valley, which soon 

bends more to the S. S. W. where we left it, to cross 

obliquely the eastern hill. Descending afterwards gra¬ 

dually through a rocky tract for nearly half an hour, 

we passed the great Wady into which that of Hebron 

enters, and which then bears the name of Wady el- 

Vol. II. 59 
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Khulil. It is here an open valley among the rocky 

hills.—I had soon found that my camel, which had 

been assigned to me as having a stuffed saddle, had 

also a most intolerable gait, the worst indeed I had 

ever encountered. I immediately exchanged with one 

of our servants, and thus, after five minutes delay, ob¬ 

tained the easiest camel I had yet mounted. 

The way continued over a broken tract, approach¬ 

ing the open plain or basin on the West of Ziph and 

Carmel. At ten minutes before one we passed a well; 

and having now come out upon the open country, we 

reached at 1 o’clock the foot of Tell Zif, where we 

had formerly fallen into our present road in travelling 

from Beni Na’im. The road and the country from this 

point to Carmel, have already been described.1 

We reached Carmel at 2h 25', in just three hours 

from Hebron; here we stopped for fifteen minutes to 

water the camels. Proceeding on our way at 2h 40', 

we passed on the West of Ma’in, not far from the foot 

of the hill; and began soon to ascend the mountain- 

ridge beyond, along the bed of a small Wady.2 Ano¬ 

ther road equally direct to ez-Zuweirah goes on the 

left of Ma’in; we had taken the present one in order 

to encamp near water. An hour from Carmel brought 

us to the top of the ridge at 3h 40'; from which look¬ 

ing back, Ma’in bore N. 8° W. and Yiitta N. 30° W. 

We now began to descend by a similar Wady on 

the other side ; and a wide prospect soon opened be¬ 

fore us, over the country towards the Dead Sea and 

on the South. An eminence was pointed out near 

Zuweirah, bearing S. 20° E. The course and chasm 

of the Dead Sea were distinctly visible ; but not the 

1) See above, pp. 191, 193. 2) For Carrr.el, Maon, and the 
With camels, our rate of travel by country around, see above, pp. 193- 
the hour had now of course become 200. The mountain ridge is also 
again nearest 2 geographical, 21 mentioned, pp. 189, 194. 
English, or 2h Roman miles. 
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water, which lies too low. The extensive tract 

we now overlooked, had much of the general charac¬ 

ter of that around Beersheba ; with which indeed it 

is connected, stretching off in that direction around 

the southwestern termination of the long ridge which 

we were now crossing. This tract has apparently a 

lower level than the enclosed plain behind us around 

Carmel; the descent of the mountain on this side be¬ 

ing greater than the ascent from the North. The 

country in general is not fertile; though it is in some 

parts used for tillage, and affords tolerable pasturage. 

The grass, which earlier in the season had been good, 

was now dried up; and very few shrubs or trees ap¬ 

peared throughout the whole region. 

This is the country of the Jehalin, who were now 

gathering in their scanty wheat harvest. The tract 

belonged anciently to the South of Judah, lying be¬ 

yond the mountainous district of that tribe, and ex¬ 

tending so as to comprise Beersheba and Kadesh.1— 

The main encampment of the Jehalin was at this time 

high up on the S. E. side of the mountain, on a small 

shelf or terrace of cultivated land, overlooking the 

wide plain. It lay at some distance on the right of 

our road; and we first saw it at 4^ o’clock. We pass¬ 

ed along on a course about S. S. E. among occasional 

fields of grain in the shallow Wadys, where the reap¬ 

ers were at work ; and encamped at a quarter before 

5 o’clock near a small threshing-floor belonging to the 

Jehalin. Not far off was a reservoir of rain-water. 

Thus far we had only three men, one of whom 

was Sheikh Salim; but here we were to be fitted out 

with a new set of camels, with every thing in proper 

order for the journey. It was not yet so late but that 

we received many visits; and found that although 

1) Josh. xv. 21-32; comp. vs. 4S-60. 
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encamped in the desert, we were not likely to lack 

an abundance of company. The encampment of the 

Jehalin was in full view on the mountain towards the 

N. W. at the distance of an hour or more, consisting 

of seventy or eighty black tents arranged in a large 

circle. There was said to he one other smaller en¬ 

campment, which we did not see. The whole tribe 

belongs to the Keis party, and was said to muster 

about one hundred and fifty men. None of them can 

read or write; nor have they any one to lead them in 

their worship ; nor do they assemble for prayer on Fri¬ 

day, the Muhammedan Sabbath. On being told that the 

Ta’amirah have a Khatib, they said the Ta’amirah 

were Fellahin; implying that of the real Bedawin 

none learn to read.—The tribe paid last year to the 

government a tribute (Miry) of thirty purses. They 

are obliged also often to furnish camels for the public 

service; for which they had only in one case been paid. 

The animals were once taken to Damascus, and the 

service credited as part of their tribute. 

The Jehalin had at this time twenty-two horses 

and about two hundred camels. The horses of course 

belonged to the Sheikhs; of the camels, the chief 

Sheikh owned twenty-five or thirty. There is no liv¬ 

ing wrater within the territory of the tribe, except at 

Kurmul. The cistern near which we were encamped, 

was large, and excavated in a rocky ledge, with a 

hole above like a wTell. There had formerly been an 

opening below on the side; but this was now stopped 

with large stones laid in mortar. When the cisterns 

become exhausted later in summer, they have no re¬ 

source, but to remove their flocks and other animals to 

the vicinity of Kurmul; where they water in common 

with the Ka’abineh.1 At this season of the year, their 

1) See above, pp. 201, 202. 
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flocks were watered every two days, and the camels 

once in three days. As a matter of course, they are 

exceedingly careful of the supply in their cisterns; 

and a man received a sharp rebuke in our presence 

from the Sheikh, for having suffered some ’Alawin to 

water a few sheep at that in our neighbourhood. 

The Jehalin have not been disarmed; they have 

still their old muskets with match-locks; and make 

their own gunpowder. The nitre they obtain from 

the dust of the ruined villages in their country; and 

the sulphur from the shores of the Dead Sea.1 They 

mingle these ingredients with pulverized charcoal, 

and thus obtain a very coarse and inferior powder; 

which however costs them nothing. They, as well 

as the Tiyahah, are at war with several tribes on the 

East of the Dead Sea, viz. the Beni Siikhr, the Baba- 

rat, and the Siilit; the latter dwelling around Hesban. 

Not many months before, they had made an expedi¬ 

tion with the aid of the Tiyahah against the Siilit, by 

way of the south end of the Dead Sea; and had 

brought away forty-five camels. We now heard more 

of the similar expedition which we had met in Beth¬ 

lehem, and learned the result.2 It was composed of 

eighty-six horsemen, of whom twenty-two were Jeha¬ 

lin ; and the main body passed along the same road 

which we travelled from Win Jidy to the Jordan. 

Crossing the river opposite Jericho, they fell upon the 

encampment of their enemies, the Siilit, by surprise, 

and brought away a hundred camels. We learned 

too, that the visit of the Sheikh Defa’ Allah at Hebron 

this morning, had for its object to bring two of the 

captured camels as a present to Sheikh Sa’id of Gaza; 

whose permission they had obtained before setting off 

on the expedition. 

Sunday, May 21th. We remained all day en- 

1) See pp. 221, 222. 2) See above, pp. 158, 159. 
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camped; but the number of visitors left us no interval 

of quiet. In the morning, about one hundred and fifty 

camels were driven by at once to water. We were 

afterwards visited by Defa’ Allah, by the second 

Sheikh, Musa, and by various others. The former 

was said to have seven brothers, all of whom bore the 

title of Sheikh. Indeed, almost every man who passed 

along, claimed to be a brother of the Sheikh, and 

owner of the threshing-floor by our tent; so that at 

last our servants made it quite a jest, to inquire of 

every Arab who came by, if he was the Sheikh’s bro¬ 

ther and owned this floor 7—The threshing-floor was 

very small; and was watched every night. Round 

about it were lying several small heaps of gleaned 

wheat. The gleaning is done by the poor; and their 

little sheaves were deposited here for safe-keeping, till 

they could beat them out. 

Opposite to us the mountains of Kerak were in 

view; but the city itself was not visible. We heard 

much to day of ’Abdeh in the desert south of Beer- 

sheba; but the accounts were quite indefinite; nor 

could we learn that any one of the tribe had been 

there.1 We heard also of several ancient names in 

this region of the South, some of which we were after¬ 

wards able to ascertain more accurately. 

Defa? Allah visited us again at evening, and in¬ 

formed us, that there were at his encampment five 

of the Haweitat from the vicinity of Ma’an, who had 

been to Hebron to sell a flock of sheep, and were 

now returning. As their way would lie near Wady 

Musa, the Sheikh advised us to take them into our ser¬ 

vice for a small pay, in order to increase the strength 

of our party. This we were willing to do, not so much 

on this account, as because we might hope to gather 

information from them respecting their country; and 

1) See Note XXI, end of Vol. I. 
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because too their presence might secure for us a bet¬ 

ter reception, among the Arabs of that region. We 

therefore authorized the Sheikh to offer ten Piastres 

for each man for the whole time, without provisions. 

Some spoke of them as Haweitat, and some as ’Ala- 

win ; the latter are indeed a subdivision of the former; 

but these individuals were not ’Alawin of Sheikh Hu- 
sein’s tribe. 

Monday, May 28th. We rose before 4 o’clock, 

hoping to set off early. Very soon the grating sound 

of the hand-mill was heard from a cave not far off, 

where an Arab family had taken up their abode dur¬ 

ing the harvest.1 In spite of our hopes, and notwith¬ 

standing all our former experience, our patience was 

this morning not a little tried by the dilatoriness of 

the Arabs. They had yesterday made the fairest 

promises, that they would come with the camels at 

evening and sleep at our tent, in order to be ready for 

an early start; yet only one came; and it was nearly 

7 o’clock this morning before they all arrived. Then 

nothing was ready. The saddles had to be put in or¬ 

der, and some of them re-stuffed with straw. Then 

one camel had to be shaved; that is, the hair of its 

lips and face was regularly shaved off with a sharp 

knife, being occasionally lathered with spittle; the 

head was then anointed, apparently on account of 

some disease. It seemed also not yet to be fixed, who 

should go with us. At last it appeared that only four 

men instead of five were going; and these mere camel- 

drivers, no one of whom was a Sheikh nor a responsi¬ 

ble person. On learning this we declined going in 

that manner; and ordered the loading of the camels 

to be stopped. At length Sheikh Hussan, who had 

come to see us off, agreed to take us to the place, 

where Sheikh Salim (who had come with us on Sat- 

1) See p. 181, above. 
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urday) was reaping; and if the latter would not go, 

he promised to accompany us himself. We consented 

to the four men the more readily, because the five 

Haweitat or ’Alawin had accepted our offer and now 

presented themselves,—a set of thievish-looking raga¬ 

muffins as one would wish to see. We accordingly 

set off at 7J o’clock, and travelling South for fifteen 

minutes, came to the field of reapers, where we stopped 

for another hour. Here it was finally arranged, that 

Sheikh Hussan should go with us; and leaving his 

gala-dress and his sleek mare, and sending for his long 

gun, he joined us on foot in the common Arab costume. 

We thus mustered nine armed men, besides our two 

servants; who also felt their importance somewhat 

augmented, by being now regularly intrusted each 

with a gun and pistol. 

From this point three sites of ruins were visible, 

viz. Jenbeh, at the foot of the mountain and now di¬ 

rectly under the encampment of the Jehalin ; el-Kur- 

yetein1 also at the foot of the mountain; and el-Beyudh 

on a low hill more to the left.2 All these are only 

foundations of small villages, or merely caves.3 Ano¬ 

ther similar site, el-Khuneifit, was spoken of some¬ 

where on the left of our road. 

We finally set off at a quarter before 9 o’clock, on 

a course nearly due South through the rolling plain, 

along a small shallow Wady. After three quarters of 

an hour, there was on our right a small site of founda¬ 

tions and walls of round stones, called et-Taiyib, with 

the remains of a dam in the Wady, apparently for a 

1) El-Kuryetein, £the two c!- correspond to the £Al-baid’ of Irby 
ties,’ seems to suggest theKerioth and Mangles; Travels, p.348. But 
(cities) of Josh. xv. 25, in the South their description refers the latter 
of Judah; unless the latter is to be apparently to Kurmul. 
united with the next name and 3) They bore as follows; Jen- 
read Kerioth-Hezron, as Reland beh N. 60° VV. el-Kuryetein S. 
suggests. Palaest. pp. 700, 708. 75° W. el-Beyudh S. 40° VV. 

2) This name would seem to 
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reservoir. Here too a hill called Tell ’Arad, which 

we had seen for some time in the S. S. W. seemed not 

more than an hour distant; a barren looking eminence 

rising above the country around. This marks, without 

much doubt, the site of the ancient city Arad, situated 

in the South of Judah; whose inhabitants drove back 

the Israelites as they attempted to penetrate from 

Kadesli into Palestine; but were afterwards subdued 

by Joshua.1 The Arabs said indeed, that there were 

now no ruins upon or near it, but only a cavern. We 

did not visit it, but the name is too decisive to admit 
of question.2 

Proceeding on the same course, we came at 10^ 

o’clock, to another similar site of rude foundations and 

walls, called Ehdeib, still on the bank of the shallow 

Wady, which here bears the same name. Fifteen 

minutes further on, the Wady turns to the East, and 

runs to the Dead Sea, which it enters under the name 

of es-Seyal, between Birket el-Klmlil and Sebbeh.3 At 

11 o’clock we passed a circular space blackened by 

fires and the manure of animals, and marking the 

place of a recent encampment of the Dhullam. These 

Arabs, in the spring, pasture in this tract in common 

with the Jehalin ; their proper territory lies further 

West towards Beersheba, where both they and the 

Tiyahah water in common.—We were now gradually 

ascending a broad swell of land. At llh 5' was ano¬ 

ther small ruin, called el-Museik, similar to those be¬ 

fore mentioned. We reached the height of the swell 

or broad ridge at llh 50', near another site of ruins, 

1) Judg. i. 16. Num. xxi. 1. camels; Onomast. art. Arath 
Josh. xii. 14, comp. x. 41. The (Aya^d). This accords well with 
English version and also Luther in our present distance from Hebron. 
Num. xxi. 1, read ‘king Arad5 in- —From the point where we now 
correctly for ‘ king o/Arad;’comp. were, Beyftdh bore VV. Encamp- 
Josh. xii. 14. ment of the Jehctlin N. 27° W. Jen- 

23 Eusebius and Jerome place beh N. 15° W. 
Arad at 20 Roman miles from He- 3) See above, pp. 205, 207, 240. 
bron, equal to about 8 hours with 

Vol. II. 60 
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and a mound or low Tell on our right, called Rujeim 

Selameh. Here we halted for half an hour for refresh¬ 

ment and to survey the country. 

We had here an extensive view of the district 

through which we had passed, as far back as to the 

mountain-ridge we had crossed on Saturday, which 

extended far along on our right towards the S. W.1 

Its furthest point in that direction, a steep low bluff, 

now bore about West; and seemed almost to close 

up the plain towards Beersheba. Yet such is not the 

case; for the Wady es-Seba’ has its head on this side 

of the mountain, in the district around Milh, and passes 

off around the bluff. The Tell by Milh was pointed 

out; and also another hill near a place called ’Ar’a- 

rah ; both of which we visited on our return.2 Before 

us, the country exhibited the same general features as 

that in our rear.3 

Setting off again at 12h 20', we passed in ten min¬ 

utes another small site of foundations, called Sudeid. 

Our course was now in general about S. E. At 1 

o’clock Rujeim Selameh bore N. 40° E. and Tell et- 

Tawaneh, a marked point near Ma’in, N. 5° W. The 

country continued to bear the same general character 

as that we had traversed; except that we had found 

it all day becoming more and more barren, and assum¬ 

ing more the features of the desert. It was here hilly 

and intersected by small ravines, but without precipi¬ 

ces ; and had been thinly covered with a slight growth 

of grass, now dry. 

( 

1) Lord Lindsay says, the Arabs not find that the ridge had a dis- 
called this ridge Jebel el-Kurye- tinct name, 
tein; Letters Vol. II. His Arabs 2) See under June 3d and 4th. 
had probably been speaking of el- * 3) Here at Rujeim Sel&meh we 
Kuryetein and therefore named the took bearings: Encampment of the 
mountain so. On the north side Jehalin N. 15° W. Tell ’Ar&d N. 
of it, they would very likely have 55° W. el-Milh about W. ’Ar- 
called it in the same way Jebel ’&rah S. 70° W. 
Ma’in or Jebel Kurmul. We could 
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At ten minutes past 2 o’clock, we reached the 

brow of the first descent or offset towards the Dead 

Sea, a steep declivity of seven or eight hundred feet, 

leading down to another broad tract still several hun¬ 

dred feet above the level of the sea. Here are a few 

traces of rude foundations, the site of a former village 

calledez-Zuweirahel-Foka, “Upper Zuweirah.” Leav¬ 

ing the camels to descend by the usual circuitous pass, 

we struck ofi a short distance to the right along a ridge 

projecting somewhat towards the S. E. on the point 

of which are the ruins of a square massive tower, once 

probably a watch-tower. Here a wide prospect spread 

itself out before us, over the southern part of the Dead 

Sea and the southern Ghor; in which we at once re¬ 

cognised all the features that had already become 

so familiar to us at ’Ain Jidy.1 

Below us, still between us and the sea, lay the 

broad elevated tract above mentioned, thickly studded 

with white conical hills and short ridges of limestone 

and chalk of fantastic shapes, presenting the aspect 

of a frightful desert. It seemed here but a short dis¬ 

tance across this tract; but from the foot of the first 

pass we travelled nearly four hours, and encamped 

without reaching the shore. Beyond lay Usdum, a 

low dark ridge, running off nearly S. S. E. along the 

shore, and then turning almost S. W. Here the long 

peninsula with its isthmus was on our left; and Seb- 

beh could not have been far distant, though it was 

not now visible, nor did we at any time get sight of it. 

The south end of the sea lay before us in perfect dis¬ 

tinctness, opposite the S. E. angle of Usdum ; and 

we could now mark the wet and slimy surface of the 

ground along the Ghor,' which had deceived us at 

1) Compare generally the de- Sea as seen from the cliff over ’Ain 
scription of this part of the Dead Jidy; p. 204, seep 
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JAin July.1 Further south, the Ghor was partially 

covered with vegetation ; and still further we could 

perceive a line of whitish cliffs crossing it obliquely, 

with which we afterwards became better acquainted. 

Beyond these, the desert tract of the broad sandy val¬ 

ley stretched off in a southerly direction beyond the 

limit of vision. The eastern mountains were now very 

distinct; though Kerak was not visible, being hidden 

by intervening peaks. Yet the Wady Kerak or ed- 

Dera’ah could be seen coming down upon the isthmus, 

and covering the northern side of it with verdure.2 

Just north of this we could distinguish a small ravine 

called Wady Beni Hemad. South of the isthmus, 

nearly opposite to us, was Wady el-Kuneiyeli; while 

a little beyond the S. E. corner of the sea, Wady el- 

Kuraby issues from the mountains, bearing higher up 

the name of Wady el-Ahsy ; this also occasions a 

tract of verdure in the Ghor. Far in the South, 

among the eastern mountains, Sheikh Hussan thought 

he could point out, though somewhat indistinctly, the 

peak of Mount Hor.3 

We descended by a shorter and steeper route, and 

met the camels just as they also reached the foot at 3 

o’clock. Here we crossed the bed of a torrent run¬ 

ning to the right, called Wady el-Jerrah. Further 

down in the same direction it receives another called 

Wady el-Fa’iya coming from the S. W.4 and then turn- 

1) See above, p. 206. 
2) See above, pp. 231, 232. 
3) From this high point at ez- 

Zuweirah el-F6ka, the various 
places visible bore as follows: En¬ 
campment of the Jeh&lin N. 25° 
W. Tell et-Taw&neh near Ma’in 
N. 10° W. North end of the Pen¬ 
insula N. 70° E. Mouth of Wady 
Beni Hemad N. 82° E. North side 
of Isthmus and Mouth of Wady 
Kerak N. 85° E. South end of 
Peninsula and south side of Isth¬ 

mus S.78° E. Peak in mountains 
of Moab seen from Hebron S. 52° 
E. Southeast corner of the Dead 
Sea S. 44° E. Southeast angle 
of Usdum S. 41° E. Month of 
Wady el-Kur&hy S. 40° E. Mount 
Hor about S. The lower pass of 
ez-Zuweirah before us bore S. 
45° E. 

4) We passed near the head of 
Wady el-Fa’iya on our return; 
see under June 3d. 
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ing eastwards, the united Wady takes the name el- 

Muhauwat, and finds its way down to the sea at the 

north end of Usdum. We now kept on S. E. across 

the tract of desolate chalky hills above described, 

mostly along a winding valley. Nowhere had we 

seen a more hideous desert. After a long and tedious 

ride we came out at 5h 50; upon the brow of the 

second descent. Here is another steep rocky decliv¬ 

ity, also of not less than seven or eight hundred feet. 

The path keeps mostly along a ravine in the rock; 

and in the lower part is quite steep, though not par¬ 

ticularly difficult. The ravine is the head of Wady 

ez-Zuweirah, which here runs off directly towards the 

Dead Sea. At the bottom of the pass, the formation 

of limestone and chalk, through which w7e had passed, 

gives way to a soft chalk or whitish indurated marl, in 

horizontal layers, washed by the rains into pilasters 

and other fantastic shapes. At the very bottom, which 

w7e reached at 6h 40', just where the Wady runs off 

apparently on a level towards the sea, stands a small 

Saracenic fort, on an isolated cliff of this chalky earth, 

so soft as to be easily broken off with the hands. It 

is entirely surrounded and overlooked by other similar 

chalky cliffs of much greater elevation. The Wady 

is here narrow; and in the perpendicular wall nearly 

overagainst the fort, a chamber with loop-holes is ex¬ 

cavated in the soft rock at some height above the 

ground. Near by are tw7o reservoirs built up of stone, 

and a cistern, all now dry; but our Arabs said there 

was rain-water in a ravine higher up. This spot is ez- 

Zuweirah; in distinction from which the other is 

called “ the Upper.” 

We now followed down Wady ez-Zuweirah. 

Through its narrow opening we could look out upon 

the sea and eastern mountains, on which the setting 

sun just now threw its beams, tinging their naked sides 
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with crimson hues. At length at 6h 50' we turned 

aside into a narrow ravine, called Wady en-Nejd, 

coming in from the left; and encamped for the night 

in one of the wildest spots we had yet visited, shut in 

on every side by whitish perpendicular cliffs of indu¬ 

rated marl. Our guides sought this retreat, in order 

that our tent and fire might escape notice, should there 

be any strangers passing along this way.—We here 

again encountered the climate of the Ghor and Dead 

Sea; the thermometer which at sunrise had stood at 

52°, being now at 80° F. 

This double pass of ez-Zuweirah, which we had 

now descended, was first visited in modern times by 

Seetzen in A. D. 1806, who ascended it on his way 

from Kerak around the south end of the Dead Sea to 

Jerusalem, though he does not name it.1 In A. D. 

1818, Irby and Mangles with their party passed on 

this route from Hebron to Kerak; and describe the 

pass and fort, which they call “ el-Zowar.”2 Since 

that time until this year, I am not aware that it 

had been visited by any traveller. It must of course 

have been the road, by which Ibrahim Pasha and his 

troops passed from Hebron to Tufileh and Kerak in 

A. D. 1834. 

With our guides of the Jehalin we were better 

pleased than we had anticipated. From M. de Ber- 

tou, who had made the journey with them a few 

weeks before, we had heard only complaints of their 

unaccommodating spirit and extortions; so that, al¬ 

though our previous experience had already taught 

us to lay the fault chiefly at his own door, yet we had 

not expected to avoid petty vexations and a general 

want of fidelity. In all this we were favourably dis¬ 

appointed; although the strong prejudice which we 

1) Zach’s Monatl. Corresp. 2) Travels pp. 350, 351. Legh 
XVIII. pp. 437, 438. under May 10th. 
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found among the tribe against that traveller, with 

whom it seems they had been throughout on ill terms, 

did not fail at first to operate also to our disadvantage. 

Finding that my companion was at home in their lan¬ 

guage and customs, and that we were disposed to treat 

them as men, and not as slaves, their jealousy and re¬ 

serve soon wore off in a degree. Yet they were never 

so active and obliging, nor so communicative, as our 

good Tawarah; and Sheikh Hussan was not to be 

compared with Tuweileb or Besharah, in point of good 

sense or general information. One of the men, Mu- 

hammed, was a clownish buffoon. Indeed, they seemed 

both physically and mentally to be a heavier-moulded 

race than the Tawarah. Their camels were much 

superior to those of the peninsula. 

Our attendants of the Haweitat proved to be well 

acquainted with the country south of Wady Musa; 

they were at first reserved; but the kindness and con¬ 

versation of my companion soon dissipated their jeal¬ 

ousy, and in some degree won their confidence. One 

old man, who seemed to be their leader, was fond of 

talking, and exhibited more shrewdness of mind than 

any of our Arab companions. 

Tuesday, May 29th. We set off without break¬ 

fasting, ten minutes before 5 o’clock ; and after re¬ 

turning from the side-valley en-Nejd, followed down 

Wady ez-Zuweirah running S. E. still narrow, rugged, 

and shut in by perpendicular cliffs of marl, in horizon¬ 

tal layers of unequal hardness. The path lies most 

of the way along the bed of the Wady; yet at one 

place the latter makes a circuit towards the South, 

while the road ascends and crosses the rocky inter¬ 

mediate point. Here was the last descent towards 

the shore; and just as we reached it at 5^ o’clock, 

the sun rose over the eastern mountains. As we look¬ 

ed down through the narrow opening of the valley, 
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the calm glassy waters of the lake became liquid gold; 

and the verdant shrubs upon the shore, tinged with 

sunny hues, gave for the moment an impression of 

beauty to a scene in itself stern and desolate as death. 

Ten minutes later we issued from the mouth of the 

Wady upon the plain along the shore, here of consi¬ 

derable breadth, full of shrubs with Seyal and Turfa 

trees, which we also found along the bottom of the 

valley higher up.1 Just at the right comes in Wady 

el-Muhauwat from the S. W. along the base of the 

cliffs, having found its way down through the moun¬ 

tains from the higher tract above; it is here broad and 

full of the like bushes and trees ; and separates the 

N. end of Usdurri from the regular cliff’s of the coast.2 

As we nowr took leave of ez-Zuweirah, it may be 

proper to remark, that neither this name, nor the site, 

has any relation to the ancient Zoar; although a 

partial resemblance in the name, might at first be sup¬ 

posed. The Hebrew Zoar contains the letter ?Ain, 

which never falls away from the middle of a word; 

and accordingly Abulfeda and others write that name 

repeatedly Zogliar, and speak of it as existing in their 

day.3 The city of Zoar too lay in sight of Sodom, in 

or adjacent to the plain, so as to be exposed to the 

same destruction which overtook the other cities ; and 

so late as the time of Jerome it had a Roman garrison 

and many inhabitants.4 But the present ez-Zuweirah, 

taking even the lower, (for the upper is wholly out of 

the question,) lies more than half an hour from any 

part of the sea or plain ; is entirely shut in by moun- 

• 
1) Irby and Mangles mention 3) Abulfed. Tab. Syr. ed. Koh- 

here also the D6m or Nubk; p. 351. ler pp. 8, 9, 11, 12, etc. Ibn el- 
2) From the mouth of Wady Wardi ibid. p. 178. See above, 

ez-Zuweirah, the S. W. extremity Vol. I. p. 376, Note 2. 
of the Peninsula, as here seen, bore 4) Gen. xix. 19-21. Hieron. 
N. 30° E. Jebel Jil’ad near es-Salt Onom. art. Bala, “habitatoribus 
N. 24° E. Wady el-Kuneiyeh quoque propriis frequentatur.” 
across the sea S. 80° E. 
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tains, so as to be nowhere visible from the plain; and 

exhibits no trace of any dwellings, except the small 

modern Saracenic fort. Nor is there elsewhere in the 

Wady, or at its mouth, the slightest vestige of any for¬ 

mer site. Further, there is decisive historical testi¬ 

mony, that the ancient Zoar lay on the East of the 

Dead Sea, in the territories of Moab. I am therefore 

disposed, with Irby and Mangles, to assign its position 

to the mouth of the Wady Kerak, where the latter 

opens upon the isthmus of the long peninsula. In that 

spot these travellers found the traces of an extensive 
ancient site.1 

Our course now became about S. by E. and led us 

across the broad plain, somewhat inclining towards 

the sea, formed by the Wady el-Muhauwat, and thickly 

covered with bushes and trees as described above. 

By looking up this Wady we could perceive that Us- 

dum is only a narrow ridge, like a huge windrow; 

while the tract lying between it and the western cliffs, 

from which we had descended, is filled out with coni¬ 

cal hills and short ridges of chalky limestone, like 

those of the higher tract we had traversed yesterday. 

We reached the northern extremity of Usdum at 5h 

50'; this lies at some distance from the shore of the 

sea, and the space is covered with shrubs ; but the flat 

shore soon trends towards it, and becomes narrower 

and wholly desert. All our present Arab guides gave 

to the mountain the name of Khashm Usdum; the for¬ 

mer word signifying “ cartilage of the nose.7,2 The 

road continues along the base of the mountain, here 

running towards the S. S. E. It was in this vicinity 

that Sheikh Hussan gave us the information which I 

1) Travels p. 448. See the his- 2) See more on the name and 
torical notices and ancient testimo- character of this mountain, p. 206, 
nies respecting Zoar in Note Note 1. 
XXXIV, end of the Volume. 

VOL. II. 61 
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have elsewhere related, respecting the appearance of 

bitumen in the lake, and as to the ford from this part 

of the western shore to the southern side of the penin¬ 

sula, by which he himself had once passed.1 

At 6h 10' a heap of stones lay between us and the 

shore, called Um Zoghal.2 Beyond this, the ridge of 

Usdum begins to exhibit more distinctly its peculiar 

formation ; the whole body of the mountain being a 

solid mass of rock-salt. The ridge is in general very 

uneven and rugged, varying from one hundred to one 

hundred and fifty feet in height. It is indeed covered 

with layers of chalky limestone or marl, so as to pre¬ 

sent chiefly the appearance of common earth or rock ; 

yet the mass of salt very often breaks out, and appears 

on the sides in precipices forty or fifty feet high and 

several hundred feet in length, pure crystallized fossil 

salt. We could at first hardly believe our eyes ; until 

we had several times approached the precipices, and 

broken off pieces to satisfy ourselves, both by the touch 

and taste. The salt, where thus exposed, is every¬ 

where more or less furrowed by the rains. As we 

advanced, large lumps and masses broken off from 

above, lay like rocks along the shore, or were fallen 

down as debris. The very stones beneath our feet 

were pure salt. This continued to be the character of 

the mountain, more or less distinctly marked, through¬ 

out its whole length ; a distance of two and a half 

hours or five geographical miles. The Arabs aflirmed, 

that the western side of the ridge exhibits similar ap¬ 

pearances. The lumps of salt are not transparent, 

but present a dark appearance; precisely similar to 

that of the large quantities of mineral salt, which we 

afterwards saw at Varna and in the towns along the 

1) See pp. 228, seq. 234, seq. gal of Seetzen; Zach’sMon. Corr. 
2) Apparently the Tell el-Mso- XVII. p. 140; comp. XVIII. p. 437. 
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lower Danube, the produce of the salt mines of those 
regions. 

The existence here of this immense mass of fossil 

salt, which, according to the latest geological views, is 

a frequent accompaniment of volcanic action, ac¬ 

counts sufficiently for the excessive saltness of the 

Dead Sea. At this time, the waters of the lake did 

not indeed wash the base of the mountain, though they 

appear to do so on some occasions ; but the rains of 

winter, and the streamlets which we still found run¬ 

ning to the sea, would naturally carry into it, in the 

course of ages, a sufficiency of salt to produce most of 
the phenomena.1 

The position of this mountain at the south end of 

the sea, enables us also to ascertain the place of the 

“ Valley of Salt” mentioned in Scripture ; where the 

Hebrews under David, and again under Amaziah, 

gained decisive victories over Edom. This valley 

could well have been no other than the Ghor south of 

the Dead Sea, adjacent to the mountain of salt; it 

separates indeed the ancient territories of Judah and 

Edom.2 Somewhere in the neighbourhood lay also 

probably the “ City of Salt,” enumerated along with 

En~gedi as in the desert of Judah.3 

This very remarkable mountain appears not to be 

directly mentioned, either in Scripture, nor by Jose¬ 

phus or any other ancient writer. Yet Galen may 

1) According to an analysis by 
Prof. Rose of Berlin, the salt of 
this mountain contains no peculiar 
ingredients, and especially no Bro- 
mium. It would seem, therefore, 
that the waters of the sea must 
somewhere come in contact with 
other mineral masses. See above, 
pp. 224, 225. 

2) 2 Sam. viii. 13. 1 Chr. xviii. 
12. 2 Kings xiv. 7. The first two 
passages evidently refer to the 

same event; but that in Samuel 
reads “ Syrians” (tgiX), while that 

in Chronicles reads “ Edomites” 
The latter reading is doubt¬ 

less the correct one; while the 
former is easily accounted for, by 
the similarity of the Hebrew let¬ 
ters 1 and 1. The crusaders knew 

the Gh6r in this part as Vallis IL- 
lustris; Will. Tyr. XVI. 6. 

3) Josh. xv. 61, 62. 
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not improbably allude to it, when in speaking of the 

salt gathered around the Dead Sea, he remarks, that 

it is called “ Sodom-Salt,” from the mountains named 

Sodom adjacent to the lake.1 In this ancient appella¬ 

tion, as has been already remarked, lies probably the 

origin of the present name, Usdum.2 So singular a 

feature did not escape the attention of the crusaders, 

in their occasional expeditions through this region; 

and the earliest direct notice of the mountain seems to 

be that of Fulcher of Chartres, who accompanied 

Baldwin I. around the south end of the sea in A. D. 

1100. He describes the mountain accurately; and 

holds it to be the source of the saltness of the sea.3 

His account has probably been since regarded as a 

fable; for the mountain, like the whole tract around, 

was again forgotten, and remained unexplored for 

many centuries. Seetzen in A. D. 1806 was the first 

to raise the veil of darkness from the region ; he men¬ 

tions the mountain as being nearly three hours in length, 

and containing many layers of crystallized rock-salt.4 

Irby and Mangles with their party followed in A. D. 

1818 ; and also speak of the mountain and its strata 

of salt.5 From that time to the present year, I am not 

aware that the region had been visited by any 

traveller.2 

1) TlQoaayoQfvovai S' avtovq 

[roijij ctlft?] 2oSogr\vovq ctTro xdv 

TCtQlOXOVtO)V TTjV lluVTJV OQOJV, a Y.ci- 

AfZrcw 2oSo[ia. Galen de Simpl. 
medic. Facult. IV. 19. Reland 
Palaest. p. 243. 

2) See above, p. 206. 
3) Fulcher Carnot. 23, in Gesta 

Dei p. 405, “Juxta quem lacum, 
vel Mare illud Mortuum, extat 
mons unus similiter salsus, non ta- 
men totus sed localiter, constans 
ut petra, durissimus, et glaciei si- 
millimus; unde sal, quod sails 
gemma vocatur, multotiens vidis- 
tis, quod de monte illo comminui- 
tur.” Comp. Gesta Dei p. 581. 

4) Zach’sMonatl. Corr. XVIII. 
pp. 436, 437. 

5) Travels p. 352. So too Legh: 
£C Along the foot of the high moun¬ 
tain-ridge, whose sides were some¬ 
times formed of pure rock-salt, 
fragments of whichhad rolled down, 
or were seen hanging in other 
places as stalactites from the per¬ 
pendicular sections of the rock.” 
May 11th. Bibl. Repos. Oct. 1833, 
p. 625. 

6) Nau in 1674 relates, that at 
Damascus he met Daniel, abbot 
of St. Saba, who had once made 
the tour of the whole Dead Sea. 
Daniel reported, that on the west 
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As we thus travelled along the strand, I took the 

opportunity of bathing again in the Dead Sea, which 

detained us for twenty minutes. The bottom was 

here of sand, and the water so shallow, that although 

I waded out some twenty rods, it reached little more 

than half-way to the knee. It left behind the same 

oily feeling as formerly; but no deposit of salt upon 

the skin. 

We came at o’clock to a cavern in the moun¬ 

tain, of which our Arabs had often spoken. It is on a 

level with the ground, beneath a precipice of salt. The 

mouth is of an irregular form, ten or twelve feet high, 

and about the same in breadth. Here we stopped 

forty minutes for breakfast, and in order to examine 

the interior of the cavern. This soon becomes merely 

a small irregular gallery or fissure in the rock, with a 

water-course at the bottom, in which water was in some 

places still trickling. We followed this gallery with 

lights, and with some difficulty, for three or four hun¬ 

dred feet into the heart of the mountain, to a point 

where it branches off into two smaller fissures ; and 

then returned. For this whole distance, the sides and 

roof and floor of the cavern are solid salt; dirty in¬ 

deed, and the floor covered with dust and earth; but 

along the water-course it was easy to remark the pure 

crystallized rock, as worn away by the torrent, which 

at times evidently rushes violently through the cavern. 

side of the lake, he found a tree 
with apples of Sodom like lemons 
(doubtless the ’osher) ; that the S. 
end of the sea is not pointed, but 
round; that at this end a stream 
flows into it from the S. E. called 
Saphia ; that here too and further 
north are vast plains and salt moun¬ 
tains ; that the sea towards the S. 
end is cut in two, so that it can be 
forded in summer, and the water 
is only mid-leg deep, at least on the 
east side; and that here is another 

small round, or rather oval lake, 
bounded by the plains and salt 
mountains just mentioned. Nowall 
this is founded more or less in truth; 
but when the abbot (or Nau) goes 
on to say, that along the eastern 
side of the lake there are rich plains 
with villages and churches and 
some Christians, it is plain that he 
or his reporter is speaking at ran¬ 
dom. Indeed, the whole account is 
too indefinite, ever to have gained 
credit. See Nau’s Voyage p. 580. 
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As we approached the cave, it had been reported 

by the scouts, of whom we had always one or more 

ahead, that a troop of riders was seen coming along 

the southern end of the sea. As we came out from 

the interior, the report had become more distinct. All 

was now alarm and bustle ; the guns were primed, 

and preparation made to meet an enemy. The dis¬ 

tance did not allow the scouts at first to distinguish 

the number of men, nor the animals on which they 

were riding ; but it was concluded, that if they were 

horsemen, they were certainly a Ghuzu or marauding 

party of their enemies. It was determined, at any rate, 

not to abandon our strong position in the mouth of the 

cavern; and Sheikh Hussan himself went forward to 

reconnoitre and hold a parley. But he soon ascertain¬ 

ed, that the dreaded troop of marauders consisted of a 

flock of sheep, with two or three men on donkies. All 

alarm now vanished, and we set forward at 8h Iff, still 

proceeding along the strand. 

As we advanced, the approaching party had turned 

the corner of the sea, and we met them on the west¬ 

ern shore. They proved to be a Gaza merchant, who 

had been buying sheep and butter at Kerak, and was 

now returning home with his purchases, accompanied 

by two or three men from Kerak.1 The tables were 

now turned. Our Arabs thus finding themselves to 

be the stronger party, were willing to make a show 

of their power, and requite upon the poor strangers a 

little of the alarm they had themselves at first felt. 

They therefore, while we were somewhat in advance, 

drew up in a line, and approached the strangers with 

menacing gestures; and even Komeh was unwise 

enough to put himself at their head, and assume a 

1) Kerak was formerly cele- tities. Burckhardt relates, that in 
brated for its butter, which was his day it was considered disgrace- 
made and consumed in great quan- ful to sell it. Travels etc. p. 385. 
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similar mien. But it turned out, that what the rest 

had intended as a jest, our five Haweitat had meant 

in earnest. Their tribe, it seems, being at open war 

with the people of Kerak, they ran forward with all 

speed, and before we could believe our own eyes, they 

were actually robbing the other party ! One seized 

a lamb, another a pistol, a third a cloak, and a fourth 

twTo small skins of Kerak butter. The injured party of 

course appealed to us for restitution ; but we could only 

threaten the miscreants to dismiss them immediately 

without paying them a para for their services, unless 

they gave back the articles. The old man, who had 

taken the pistol, now appealed to us with all the elo¬ 

quence of conscious integrity ; he said, the men of Ke¬ 

rak were his enemies, and he was acting lawfully, 

and doing to them only what they w7ould do to him 

in like circumstances. My companion, not professing 

to be a judge of Bedawin law, replied, that while he 

was in our service he must be governed by our laws; 

when he was in the desert, he might act as a Bedawy. 

With much difficulty, and after great exertion on the 

part of our resolute Komeh, (who seemed desirous to 

make good his oversight,) they were constrained to 

restore, as we supposed, every thing. Yet it turned out 

afterwards, that they had contrived to retain a skin of 

butter. Thus instead of being robbed, we ourselves 

might be said to have turned robbers. 

We reached the S. W. corner of the sea at 8^ 

o’clock ; the shore being all the way strewed with 

blocks of salt, the debris of the mountain above. At 

the same point is also the S. E. end or angle of Usdum, 

as seen from ’Ain Jidy ; here the ridge trends off S. W. 

extending in that direction for a considerabe dis¬ 

tance further. The breadth of the sea and Ghor, 

at this point, is probably less than two thirds of its 
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width at ’Ain Jidy, perhaps five or six geographical 

miles.1 

The south end of the sea is everywhere very shal¬ 

low ; and many little shoals and sand-banks run out 

into it from the shores. From the line of water south¬ 

wards, a large tract of low baked flats, in some parts 

a mere salt marsh, extends up for several miles, over 

which the sea rises and covers it when full. Traces 

of the high-water line, marked with drift-wood, are 

found at a great distance further south. This naked 

tract of flats lies chiefly in the middle of the Ghor and 

further West; indeed all the western part, quite to the 

base of Usdum, is wholly without vegetation. Through 

the midst of it, in various places, large sluggish drains 

were seen winding their way towards the sea.2 

The eastern side of the Ghor presented a different 

appearance. Here, not far south of the corner of the 

sea, comes in the Wady el-Kiirahy, which higher up 

in the mountains is called Wady el-Ahsy.3 Further 

south is also Wady et-Tiifileh ; and still beyond is 

another, called Wady Ghurundel. The two former, 

like Wady Kerak, have in them never failing streams. 

The tract watered by the Kurahy, where it issues 

1) From this spot at the S. W. 
corner of the sea, I took the follow¬ 
ing bearings: Southern shore of 
the sea runs due E. Rasel-Mersed 
at ’Ain Jidy N. 8° E. Ras el-Fesh- 
khah N. 13° E. Western extrem¬ 
ity of the peninsula, as here seen, 
N. 16° E. 

2) Irby and Mangles, in travel¬ 
ling along the south end. of the sea, 
passed six drains before* coming to 
the stream of the Kurahy; some 
wet, others dry. These had a 
strong marshy smell, similar to 
what is perceivable on muddy flats 
in salt-water harbours. Travels 
p. 354. 

3) This is the Wady el-Ahsa 

of Burckhardt, south of Khanzireh, 
separating the district of Kerak 
from Jebal; Travels pp. 400, 
401. Seetzen writes it incor¬ 
rectly Wady al-Hossn; Zach’s 
Monatl. Corresp. XVIII. p. 436. Ir¬ 
by and Mangles have in like man¬ 
ner at first el-Hussan, Travels pp. 
355, 373, 374; but on their return 
they write only el-Ahsa, p. 444. 
Legh writes el-Hossan; though in 
the mountains he speaks of the 
same Wady under the name Ella- 
sar; May 10th and 19th. Bibl. 
Repos. Oct. 1833, pp. 624, 631.— 
We inquired often and very partic¬ 
ularly, but could hear only the 
name el-Ahsy. 
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from the mountains, is called Ghor es-Safieh; and is 

cultivated for wheat, barley, Dhurah, and tobacco, by 

the Ghawarineh. These people at Safieh, like the 

inhabitants of modern Jericho, are a feeble race, who 

alone can live here on account of the fevers which 

prevail. Our Arabs said of them, that they are not 

to be reckoned either as Bedu, nor as Hudr, nor as 

’Abid (slaves). They live in cabins of reeds or canes; 

and are much oppressed by the extortions of the Be- 

dawin of the mountains. They were said to number 

about fifty men. • The Wady et-Tufileh in like manner 

waters a tract at its mouth, called Feifeh; which is 

also cultivated by the Ghawarineh of Safieh. 

The Fellahin do not here come down from the 

mountains, as at Jericho, to plough and sow in the val¬ 

ley. The tract on the peninsula at the mouth of 

Wady Kerak, called Ghor el-Mezra’ah, with the 

village of Ghawarineh who till it, has already been 

described.1 They were said to be fewer than those of 

Safieh. Many of them, having fled from the oppres¬ 

sions of the Arabs around Kerak, were now dwelling 

in the Ghor of the ’Adwan opposite Jericho, around 

Nimrin and Rameh in Wady Hesban. 

The eastern side of the Ghor, as thus described and 

seen from the spot where we now stood, is covered 

with shrubs and verdure like the plain of Jericho; 

forming a striking contrast with the middle and west¬ 

ern side. Except the tracts above mentioned, the rest 

of the Ghor is wholly unsusceptible of cultivation.2 

But for us, at the moment, the view of the Ghor 

which here opened to us towards the South, had a 

still higher interest. At the distance of nearly three 

hours, this view was now bounded by the line of wliit- 

1) See above, p. 232. Also that of Irby and Mangles, 
2) Compare generally the ac- which is more full and definite, pp. 

count of Burckhardt, pp. 390, 391. 353-357. 

Vol. II. 62 
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ish cliffs, which we had seen from Upper Zuweirah, 

running off obliquely quite across the broad valley, 

and apparently barring all further progress. From 

ez-Zu weirah, however, we had been able to distinguish, 

that above and beyond these cliffs, the wide plain of 

the great valley continued to run on towards the 

South as far as the eye could reach ; and that the 

cliffs themselves were indeed nothing more than an 

offset or step, between the low Ghor on the North and 

the higher level of the more southern valley.1 Along 

the foot of the cliffs, beyond the naked flats, we could 

everywhere perceive a broad tract of verdure ; which 

we afterwards found to be mostly cane-brake, growing 

on marshes formed by many brackish springs.—We now 

for the first time learned the exact point of division, 

between the portions of the great valley called el-Ghor 

and el-’Arabah. It consists in this line of cliffs ; all 

the valley on the North as far as to the Lake of Tibe¬ 

rias forming the Ghor, while el-’Arabah on the South 

extends quite to ’Akabah. Such was the testimony of 

all our Arabs, both of the Jehalin and Haweitat.2 

Thus far we had followed the route of the few 

former travellers, who had passed between Hebron and 

Kerak around the south end of the Dead Sea.3 But 

from this point we wTere about to enter a new region, 

and follow along a portion of the great valley, (no very 

1) See above p. 476.—Irby and 
Mangles saw and mention these 
cliffs, as they passed along the south 
end of the sea; Travels p. 353: 
“ The plain opens considerably to 
the South, and is bounded at the 
distance of about eight miles, by a 
sandy cliff, from sixty to eighty 
feet in height, which runs directly 
across and closes the valley of el- 
Gh6r.— We were told that the 
plain on the top of this range of 
cliffs, continues the whole way to 
Mecca [’Akabah?] without any in¬ 

terruption of mountains.” This is 
the only mention of these cliffs pre¬ 
vious to our visit. 

2) I speak here advisedly; be¬ 
cause M. de Bertou has chosen to 
give to the southern part of the 
great valley the name of Wady el- 
’Akabah. This name is not known 
among the Arabs; and he had no 
other authority than the same Je¬ 
halin. 

3) Seetzen, and also Irby and 
Mangles and their party. 
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extensive one indeed,) into which until a few weeks 

before, the foot of no Frank traveller had ever pene¬ 

trated. The former attractive hypothesis, which had 

been adopted after Burckhardt’s discovery of this val¬ 

ley, viz. that the Jordan anciently flowed through its 

whole length quite to the Dead Sea, we knew to be 

no longer tenable.1 The sagacious doubts of Letronne 

upon this point, founded chiefly on the direction of the 

side valleys from the adjacent mountains as laid down 

upon Laborde’s Map, had been speedily followed by 

the discovery of the depressed level of the Dead Sea; 

a fact in itself necessarily fatal to the hypothesis in 

question.2 All this was known to me before I left 

Europe. 

We had further learned from Lord Prudhoe in Je¬ 

rusalem, who had just before travelled from Suez 

direct to Wady Musa and thence to Hebron, that in 

crossing the ’Arabah, his guides of the Jehalin had 

repeatedly assured him, that its waters in the rainy 

season all flowed towards the North. Such too was 

the subsequent testimony of Bertou; and our own 

Arabs, both Jehalin and Haweitat, had already con¬ 

firmed the report. The main fact therefore of a de¬ 

scent of the valley towards the Dead Sea, was already 

established ; but of the character of this descent we 

as yet knew nothing. There were besides various 

questions respecting the topography of the region, as 

connected with the approach of the Israelites to Pal- 

1) This hypothesis seems first 
to have been suggested by Col. 
Leake, in his Preface to Burck- 
hardt’s Travels in Syria etc. Lond. 
1822. 4. Letronne erroneously 
ascribes it to Ritter; for although 
the latter speaks of the valley, he 
gays nothing of the Jordan; Erd- 
kunde Th. II. pp. 217,218. Berl. 
1818. Letronne in Journal des Sa- 
vans, Oct. 1835. p. 596, seq. Nouv. 

Annales des Voyages 1839. Tom. 
III. p. 264. 

2) See Letronne’s Paper in the 
Journal des Savans Oct. 1835, pp. 
596-602. Nouv. Ann. des Voyages, 
ibid. p. 257, seq.—The observations 
of Moore and Beke, and of Schu¬ 
bert, by which the depression of 
the Dead Sea was first detected, 
were made in March and April 
1837. See above, p. 222. 
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estine, which we were desirous to investigate; to say 

nothing of the wonders of Wady Musa, which ever 

since the first report of them hy Burckhardt, had 

taken a strong hold of my imagination. It was there¬ 

fore with a feeling of excited interest, that we now set 

our faces towards the South and bent our way along 

the Ghor. 

From this spot at the S. W. corner of the sea, our 

Arabs pointed out a Wady called el-Jeib in the dis¬ 

tant range of cliffs, along which they said our road 

would pass. We however could make out only a 

slight line of verdure; marking as we supposed a small 

Wady, by which we were to ascend to the higher level 

of the great valley further South. This point now 

bore about S. 15° W. somewhat east of the middle of 

the Ghor; but as the intervening tract of marshy land 

was impassable for the camels, we were compelled to 

keep along the western side of the Ghor, and thus 

make a large circuit. 

Leaving the corner of the sea at 8J o’clock, we 

proceeded along the base of Usdum on a course at 

first S. W. The ground all along was moist and slip¬ 

pery, sticking to our shoes as we walked ; and the 

naked tract on our left was full of salt drains, slug¬ 

gish and dead. The mountain continued all the way 

to exhibit the same formation ; but the salt is here 

less exposed than along the sea. Lumps of nitre were 

scattered along the base ; of which we picked up sev¬ 

eral, one as large as the fist. We reached the south¬ 

ern end of the ridge at 9h 25'. Here and still further 

south, we saw drift-wood lying in lines as thrown up 

by the sea; showing that the level of the lake must 

sometimes be not less than ten or fifteen feet higher 

than at present. In a few minutes we passed a purl¬ 

ing rill of beautifully limpid water, coming down from 

near the base of the mountain; it proved to be salt as 
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the saltest brine, though without any hitter taste. An¬ 

other similar rill occurred shortly after. 

Where the ridge of Usdum thus terminates, the 

low cliffs and conical hills of marl, which we had seen 

behind it from the mouth of Wady ez-Zuweirah, come 

out again and skirt the western side of the Ghor; the 

regular limestone mountains lying still an hour or two 

further back. This trending off of Usdum of course 

again increases the breadth of the Ghor, which is 

contracted at the extremity of the sea; although ex¬ 

clusive of the marl cliffs, it is here not so wide as at 

’Ain Jidy. We now kept along at the side of these 

hills, on a general course nearly S. S. W. Ten minutes 

from the end of Usdum, a scattered vegetation again 

commences on this side of the Ghor; of which there 

had been no trace along the whole extent of the 

mountain. The tract towards the middle still con¬ 

tinued naked. Small Wadys now came in from 

among the low hills. At 9h 4Cf a path was pointed 

out, leading up the western mountains at some dis¬ 

tance south of Zuweirah ; it is called Nukb el-Em’az, 

from the Wady of the same name further on. Two 

other roads still further south were said to come down 

into the Ghor, called el-Buweib and es-Suleisil; but 

they are merely Arab paths, not used by caravans. 

By them the Arabs Dhullam and Sa’idiyeh descend 

from the West, to winter in the Ghor and el-’Arabah. 

A brackish fountain was on our right at 9h 55', 

called ’Ain el-Beida, with a few stunted palm-trees and 

many canes. The stream which flowed from it was 

too salt for the camels to drink. At 10| o’clock the 

bed of a torrent, Wady el-Em’az, crossed our path, 

coming down from the western mountain; and beyond 

it, water was springing up in several places, all in¬ 

cluded under the name el-Beida. Round about these 
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wet spots are cane-brakes. Indeed the tract watered 

by all these fountains, is covered with shrubs and 

bushes; but it exhibits nowhere arable soil, and was 

now in many places white with salt. The shrubs 

were chiefly the Retem, Tamarisk, Ghurkud, and the 

like. The Ghurkud was growing in abundance, as 

around other brackish fountains; its red berries were 

now just ripe, sweetish and yet slightly acidulous to 

the taste, very juicy and pleasant, and quite refresh¬ 

ing to the heated traveller.1 

Opposite to this part, the naked portion of the Ghor 

seemed to end ; and was succeeded by a broad tract 

of shrubs along the foot of the southern line of cliffs. 

Two or three large drains, apparently coming from 

Wadys, extended further up ; one of which was on 

our left and nearly parallel to our course. 

We were now approaching the S. W. corner of the 

Ghor, where the chalky hills on our right sweep round 

to meet the line of cliffs on the South, which separate the 

Ghor and ’ Arabah. These latter, as here seen, appear 

indeed merely as an extension of the former towards the 

S. E. As we advanced, the drain upon our left proved 

to be the continuation of a broad valley entering the 

Ghor at its S. W. corner, named Wady el-Fikreh. It 

comes from the S. W. near a pass of the mountains 

called es-Sufah ; and its wide bed, strewed with stones 

and furrowed with channels, shows that it occasionally 

brings down large masses of water. In this Wady, 

some hours above and not far north of the pass es- 

Sufah, there was said to be a fountain of the same 

name, with palm-trees.2 Crossing the bed of the 

Wady, we came at 11 o’clock to the precipitous cliff 

on its eastern side, which here forms the commence- 

1) See a description of the Ghur- 2) We saw this Wady higher 
kud, Vol. I. p. 96. up on our return, June 2d. 
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ment of the line of cliffs running obliquely across the 

great valley.1 

We now turned in a general direction S. S. E. 

along the foot of the cliffs. They are of chalky earth, 

or indurated marl, of the same general character as the 

sides of the valley ez-Zuweirah, and the conical hills 

hack of Usdum and along the western side of the Ghor. 

They vary in height, in different parts, from fifty to 

one hundred and fifty feet. The face of the cliffs, 

though very steep, is not perpendicular; and they are 

much furrowed hy the rains; so that the upper part 

presents a jagged appearance. All along their base 

are fountains of brackish water, oozing out and form¬ 

ing a tract of marshy land, overgrown with canes in¬ 

termingled with shrubs and trees. Tamarisks and 

the Nubk were frequent; and occasionally there was 

a stunted palm. With the exception of a few naked 

strips along brackish drains, the whole breadth of the 

Ghor was here occupied with this species of verdure. 

Around these and all the other fountains we passed in 

the Ghor, were many tracks of wild swine ; they were 

said to abound in the region, though we saw none. 

Our path lay along the very base of the cliffs, be¬ 

tween them and the jungle, above the fountains, in 

order to avoid the marshy ground. One of the foun¬ 

tains, to which we came at Ilf o’clock, sends forth a 

fine gushing stream of limpid water, very nearly pure, 

or at least only slightly brackish. A broad tract of 

jungle lies below. It is called ’Ain el-’Artis, “ the 

Bride’s Fountain,” and gives its name to all the others. 

Here we halted for nearly two hours, for rest and in 

order to fill the water-skins for the day and night. 

We sought the shade of the hushes; hut found the heat 

very oppressive; the thermometer standing at 92° F. 

1) From this point the eastern southwestern corner of the sea, 
angle of the ridge Usdum, at the bore N. 38° E. 
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Indeed we were now exposed to the full influence of 

the scorching climate of the Ghor.1 

Here we could see the Wady Ghurundel already 

mentioned, which comes down from the eastern moun¬ 

tains, and enters the Ghor just at its S. E. corner. It 

takes its name, according to our Arabs, from a ruined 

place called Ghurundel near its head. This was 

doubtless the ancient Arindela, an episcopal city of 

the Third Palestine, mentioned along with Areopolis 

and Cliarak Moab. The names of its bishops appear 

in the signatures of councils ; and it is found still mark¬ 

ed as a bishop’s see in the latest Notitiae before the 

time of the crusades.2 Both the site and the valley 

escaped the notice of Burckhardt, as he passed through 

the mountains. Irby and Mangles visited the site, but 

do not mention the valley. The ruins are situated on 

the slope of a hill near a spring of water, and are of 

considerable extent.3 

While we rested at ’Ain el-’Arus, our Haweitat 

took the opportunity of preparing a warm breakfast. 

They had brought along some flour, or rather meal, of 

wheat and barley, filled with chaff; of which they now 

kneaded a round flat cake of some thickness. This 

they threw into the ashes and coals of a fire they 

had kindled; and after due time, brought out a 

1) The following bearings are 
from the fountain ’Ain el-’Arus: 
Southeast angle of Usdum N. 20° 
E. Peak of the mountains of Moab 
near Khanzireh, N. 75° E. Wady 
et-Tufileh, mouth, S.60°E. Wady 
Ghurundel, mouth, S. 35° E. 

2) Reland Palaest. p. 581. 
Compare ibid. pp. 215, 217, 223, 
226, 533. Le Q,uien Oriens Christ. 
III. p. 727. 

3) Irby and Mangles p. 376: 
lC Towards the centre of the ruins 
are the remains of two parallel 
rows of columns, of which three are 

standing in one row and two in the 
other; their diameter is two feet; 
none have capitals. There are 
also near to this spot, fragments 
of columns of three feet diameter; 
the capitals appear to be bad Do¬ 
ric.”—Burckhardt found only the 
southern Wady Ghurundel, be¬ 
yond Wady Musa; but was the 
first to suggest the identity of this 
name with Arindela; Travels p. 
441. The northern Ghurundel was 
inserted on the map accompanying 
his work, from the information of 
Irby and Mangles. 
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loaf of bread, as black on the outside as the coals 

themselves, and not much whiter within. After break¬ 

ing it up small in a dish while still warm, they mixed 

with it some of the butter they had stolen, and thus 

made their meal. Such is the manner of life among 

these sons of the desert; though the butter wTas a 

luxury by no means common. On their journies, 

coarse black unleavened bread is the Bedawy’s usual 

fare.1 

At lh 35', we were again upon the way, keeping 

still along the base of the cliffs on a general course 

S. S. E. but with many curves. At 2h 10' there was 

a sort of angle in the line of cliffs ; where they trend 

in general more towards the Southeast, but yet with 

a hollow sweep towards the South. Their tops con¬ 

tinued serrated and jagged, from the beds of little tor¬ 

rents coming down from the ;Arabah above. We 

crossed at 2h 20' a Wady of this kind, of some size, 

called el-Kuseib. 

At length at 2h 50', we reached the opening of the 

long-expected Wady el-Jeib, through which we were 

to ascend. To our surprise, it turned out to be, not 

the mere bed of a torrent descending from the higher 

plain of the ’Arabah, but a deep broad Wady issuing 

from the South upon the Ghor, and coming down as 

far as the eye could reach between high precipitous 

cliffs, like those along which we had passed. It is in¬ 

deed the vast drain of all the ’Arabah ; which has 

thus worn for itself in the course of ages a huge chan- 

1) Burckhardt travelled from ed at least five hours every day, 
beyond Wady Musa across the supported themselves for four and 
western desert, with Haweitat ap- twenty hours with a piece of dry 
parently from the same tribe as black bread, of about a pound and 
ours. u The frugality of these Be- a half weight, without any other 
dawin,” he says, “ is without ex- kind of nourishment.” Travels p. 
ample; my companions, who walk- 439. 

Vol. IT. 63 
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nel, through the upper plain and the offset of cliffs, to 

the level of the Ghor below.1 

We found here the peculiarity, that the eastern 

hank of this great Wady el-Jeib terminates nearly an 

hour further south; from which point the offset, or 

line of cliffs, then runs North of East to the eastern 

mountains at the mouth of Wady Ghurundel, leaving 

before us a wide open tract belonging to the Ghor. 

The water-courses from the Wady come down across 

this tract, and pass on through a space without shrubs 

and trees to the marshy flats nearer the sea. 

We now turned up along the western bank on a 

course S. S. W. and at 3f o’clock, were opposite the 

angle of the eastern bank; whence the line of cliffs 

runs nearly E. by N. to the foot of the mountains, 

about an hour distant. Here we entered the Wady 

itself, in this part not far from half a mile broad, shut 

in between perpendicular walls of the same chalky 

earth or marl, from one hundred to one hundred and 

fifty feet high, which exclude all view of the country 

and of every object around. The banks indeed are 

so entirely perpendicular, that it would be next to im¬ 

possible to ascend out of the valley on either side. 

The broad bed of the Wady is very level, and has to 

the eye but a slight ascent towards the South; yet it 

bears traces of an immense volume of water, rushing- 
' © 

along with violence and covering the whole breadth 

of the valley. At its mouth and below, the bed is 

covered with Tamarisks (Turfa), and another shrub 

resembling the Retem, but larger, called el-Ghudhah.2 

1) From the point where we Usdum at the corner of the sea, 
now stood, viz. the western angle N. 15° E. Peak in the mountains 
of the cliffs at the entrance ofWa- ofMoab N. 65° E. Wady et-Tu- 
dy el-Jeib, we took the following fileh, mouth, N. 85° E. Mouth of 
bearings: ’Ain el-’Artis about N. Wady Ghurundel and Southeast 
30° W. Southwest end of Usdum corner of the GhOr S. 40° E. 
N. 15° W. Southeastern angle of 2) “Nomen arboris. Kam. Ap- 
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These bushes soon become fewer, and gradually dis¬ 

appear. 

We travelled on along this remarkable chasm; 

which was now heated both by the direct and reflect¬ 

ed rays of the sun, to the temperature of 88° F. The 

direct rays were scorching; but we avoided them by 

keeping within the shadow of the high western bank. 

At 4h 40' the course of the valley became South; and 

looking up it, we could distinguish the lone peak of 

Mount Hor in the distance, bearing also South. At 5 

o’clock a branch Wady came in from the West, similar 

in its character to el-Jeib, though much smaller. The 

Arabs called it Wady Hasb ; and said it had its head 

in the plain of the ’Arabah, at a place where there is a 

natural pool filled with sweet living water, surrounded 

by much verdure, and, as the Arabs said, with some 

traces of ruins. Beyond this point, we began to find 

stones and blocks of porphyry scattered along the 

water-course of the Jeib, brought down by the torrents 

from the mountains further south. Till now the cliffs 

on each side had been so high and unbroken, that we 

had seen nothing whatever of the features of the coun¬ 

try round about; but here those on our left became 

occasionally lower, and we could perceive the eastern 

mountains, and in them the large Wady el-Ghuweir 

described by Burckhardt.1 At 6 o’clock we halted, 

still in the shade of the high western bank. Here 

Mount Hor bore S. and the high peak we had before 

noted in the mountains of Moab, N. 54° E. 

The heat in the Wady was so great, and the pros¬ 

pect of the country so very limited, that wre concluded 

to travel during a part of the night; stopping now to 

dine and rest, and intending to set off again at mid- 

tissimi ad ignem et prunas ligni; **’ 1) Travels in Syria and the 
in arenis praecipue provenit. Gol.” Holy Land, etc. pp. 409, 410. 
Freytag Lex. Arab. III. p. 281, seq. 
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night. The evening was warm and still; wre there¬ 

fore did not pitch our tent, but spread our carpets on 

the sand, and lay down, not indeed at first to sleep, 

but to enjoy the scene and the associations which 

thronged upon our minds. It was truly one of the 

most romantic desert scenes we had yet met with ; and 

I hardly remember another in all our wanderings, of 

which I retain a more lively impression. Here was 

the deep broad valley in the midst of the ’Arabah, 

unknown to all the civilized world, shut in by high 

and singular cliffs; overagainst us were the mountains 

of Edom; in the distance rose Mount Hor in its lone 

majesty, the spot where the aged prophet-brothers 

took of each other their last farewell; while above 

our heads was the deep azure of an oriental sky, 

studded with innumerable stars and brilliant constel¬ 

lations, on which we gazed with a higher interest from 

the bottom of this deep chasm. Near at hand were 

the flashing fires of our party; the Arabs themselves 

in their wild attire, all nine at supper around one 

bowl; our Egyptian servants looking on ; one after 

another rising and gliding through the glow of the 

fires; the Sheikh approaching and saluting us; the 

serving of coffee; and beyond all this circle, the patient 

camels lying at their ease, and lazily chewing the cud. 

The great feature of our journey to day, was the 

Wady el-Jeib. The mountain of salt, however re¬ 

markable and important, had in part been known be¬ 

fore. But this deep Wady was wholly new to us and 

unknown to the world; the great water-course of all 

the valley or plain of the ’Arabah ; a Wady within a 

Wady.1 Our Arabs of the Haweitat were acquainted 

1) M. de Bertou speaks of this had been his guides) gave it no 
deep water-course only as Wady other name than el-Jeib; and the 
el-’Arabah; and seems not to have same appears upon Laborde’s map 
heard or understood the name el- in the proper place, though with 
Jeib. Yet all our Arabs (who also a wrong direction for the valley. 
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with it throughout its whole length; and assured us, 

that it has its commencement far south of Wady 

Musa; and that in the rainy season, the waters of the 

southern Wady Ghurundel flow off northwards through 

the Jeib to the Dead Sea. Further north, they said, 

it receives the great Wady el-Jerafeh from the west¬ 

ern desert. 

Another remarkable feature of the region is the 

line of cliffs crossing the whole Ghor, and constituting 

merely the ascent to the higher plain of the ’Arabah. 

From the S. W. corner of the Ghor to the mouth of 

Wady el-Jeib we travelled two hours; and from thence 

to the S. E. corner is an hour or more further. The 

cliffs thus form an irregular curve, sweeping across the 

Ghor in something like a segment of a circle, the chord 

of which would be about six or seven geographical 

miles in length, extending obliquely nearly from N. 

W. to S. E.—This remarkable line of cliffs, in the ab¬ 

sence of any better suggestion, I am inclined to regard 

as the “ Ascent of Akrabbim ;” to which the south¬ 

eastern border of Judah was to be drawn from the 

Dead Sea, “ from the bay that looketh southward,” 

and was thence to pass on to Zin and Kadesh-Bar- 

nea.1 

Wednesday, May oOth. Ten minutes after mid¬ 

night we were again upon our camels. The moon had 

set, and all was dark; the night-breeze cool and re¬ 

freshing. All was still as the grave; nor did the noise¬ 

less tread of the camels in the sand, break in at all 

upon the silence. As we advanced, the banks of the 

Wady became gradually lower; and at 2 o’clock the 

country apparently opened around. I watched with 

interest the dawning of the morning star; at length 

about 3 o’clock it burst at once over the eastern moun¬ 

tains, radiant with brightness. We now seemed to be 

1) Num. xxxiv. 3, 4. Josh. xv. 2, 3. 
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leaving the bed of Wady el-Jeib; and fearing to lose 

some important observation, we halted and waited for 

daybreak. Lying down upon the sand, we slept 

sweetly for an hour; and at 4h 20' proceeded on our 

way. 

The bed of the Jeib, where we thus left it, was still 

large; but the banks were of moderate height; the 

eastern indeed had nearly disappeared. The Wady 

here came down from the S. W. while our course 

was now nearly S.-JW. Mount Hor bore at first due 

South, and then gradually S.JE. We were now upon 

the plain, or rather the rolling desert of the ’Arabah; 

the surface was in general loose gravel and stones, 

everywhere furrowed and torn with the beds of tor¬ 

rents. A more frightful desert it had hardly been our 

lot to behold. Now and then a lone shrub of the Ghu- 

dah was almost the only trace of vegetation. Look¬ 

ing across the 7Arabah towards the West, the prospect 

was not more cheering, except the small spots of ver¬ 

dure around two fountains; one, el-Weibeh1 at the 

foot of the western mountains; and the other, el-Hufeiry 

more in the plain further north. The mountains be¬ 

yond presented a most uninviting and hideous aspect; 

precipices and naked conical peaks of chalky and 

gravelly formation, rising one above another without 

a sign of life or vegetation. 

On our left, as we proceeded, a long low range of 

reddish rocks, called Humra Fedan, ran parallel to 

the eastern mountains in front of the Wady el-Ghuweir. 

These rocks are at some distance from the mountains, 

and a large tract of the plain lies behind them. We 

could look over them, and see the break formed by the 

Ghuweir. The waters of this Wady issuing upon the 

plain behind the Humra Fedan, do not run to the Jeib ; 

1) This fountain is on the direct Hebron. We visited it on our re¬ 
road between Wady Musa and turn, June 2d. 
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but were said to form another similar channel nearer 

to the mountain, called el-Butahy, which enters the 

Ghor near its S. E. corner. 

As the sun rose over the eastern mountains, the 

two Arabs (Jehalin) who were walking by our side, 

repeated a few words of prayer, consisting of little 

more than the ordinary Muhammedan confession: 

“ God is most Great, and Muhammed is his prophet!” 

They admitted that they did not usually pray, except 

when in company with some one who could lead them. 

In their tribe only some ten or fifteen, they said, could 

pray of themselves. Our Sheikh Hussan had never 

known a Bedawy who could read; he had only heard 

that there are some far in the East. 

After crossing many small water-courses and gul¬ 

lies in the plain, we struck at 7 o’clock and followed 

up a large shallow Wady, coming down before us in 

the direction of our course, called Wady el-Buweiri- 

deh, from a fountain in it higher up. Several ridges 

of low hills, composed of sand or rather of gravel, run 

occasionally from E. to W. in the plain. At 7h 30 

there was a larger range of such hills extending quite 

across the ’Arabah; some of which are not less than 

one hundred feet in height. Wady el-Jeib, as we 

found later, passes down at the west end of this ridge; 

the valley in which we were now travelling finds its 

way through them near the eastern end; our course in 

it verging more southeasterly towards the mountains. 

Here a shrub was now and then to be seen, and a few 

large Seyal-trees. The Wady conducted us at length 

to a region of several springs, at one of which we 

stopped at 8h 4(7, for breakfast and rest. All these 

springs are called ’Ain el-Buweirideh ; they are sur¬ 

rounded by cane-brakes; among which are mingled 

tamarisks, willows, a few stunted palms, an abundance 

of the Ghurkud, with other shrubs of the desert. 
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The fountain by which we halted was not large; 

yet a rivulet flowed out from the thicket and ran for 

some distance down the valley. The water was 

sweet; but like all desert fountains had a sickly hue, 

as if it could bless nothing with fertility. Finding 

here no convenient shade, we set up the top of our 

tent, to shield us from the intolerable heat of the sun. 

The South wTind, which at early dawn was cool and 

pleasant, had already become a burning Sirocco; the 

thermometer, as we stopped, stood in the shade at 96° 

F. The violence and glow of the wind increased; so 

that at 12 o’clock the thermometer had risen to 102° 

F. It being difficult in such circumstances either to 

write or sleep, and our Arabs wishing to go on, we 

concluded to proceed; and found ourselves actually 

less uncomfortable in travelling, than wTe had been in 

lying still. 

The usual road to Wady Musa from this quarter, 

passes up from the ’Arabah through Wady er-Ruba’y, 

and so around Mount Hor, entering Wady Musa from 

the S. W. But our wish and plan had ever been, if 

possible, to approach the place from the East, so as to 

enter by the celebrated chasm in the mountain on that 

side. On proposing this to our guides, they made no 

objections; but said it would be necessary to ascend 

the mountains by a pass further north, which they 

called Nemela. They said too this route would bring 

us more in contact with the Arabs of the mountains, 

and our arrival would be more generally known ; but 

as their tribe was now on good terms with the latter, 

and we moreover had with us several of the Haweitat 

belonging to a kindred clan, there seemed to be no 

cause for apprehension in this circumstance. We in¬ 

deed proposed to them, to take a still more northern 

route and carry us to Shobek ; but this they declined, 

saying the people of that place and of the country fur 
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ther north were at war with the Jehalin, so that the 

latter could not venture into their territory. We there¬ 

fore decided to ascend by the pass of Nemela. 

Leaving *iCin el-Buweirideh at 12h 50', we pro¬ 

ceeded up the same Wady on a course S. S. E. hav¬ 

ing a line of sand-hills on our right. The wTind con¬ 

tinued to increase in violence and heat, and the atmos¬ 

phere was now full of dust and sand; the glow of the 

air was like the mouth of a furnace. Except in the 

bed of the Wady, the surface was everywhere loose 

sand. At half past two, after passing a high sand-hill 

on our left, we reached the foot of the gentle slope, 

which in this part skirts the base of the line of moun¬ 

tains. This is covered with debris, chiefly blocks of 

porphyry, among which the camels picked their way 

with difficulty. I at first supposed these to have been 

brought down from the Wady and the pass before us; 

but as the air cleared a little, we could see that the 

same gentle slope extends regularly along the base of 

the mountain, for a great distance North and South, 

covered in like manner with stones. The Sirocco was 

now at the height of its fury; the atmosphere was 

thick, so that the sun was no longer visible; nor could 

we see the mountains close before us. 

We gradually ascended this slope S. E. by S. and 

at 3^ o’clock reached the first low hills, forming the 

outskirts of the mountain. These are of loose lime¬ 

stone, or rather a yellowish argillaceous rock, low 

cones and ridges lying in front of the steep mass of 

the mountain, which is of dark porphyry. Passing up 

through these by a ravine, of which the Wady we had 

ascended forms the continuation, we came at 4 o’clock 

to the masses of porphyry, with high pointed cliffs. 

Here the Wady turns S. and ascends between the por¬ 

phyry and limestone formations. Half an hour after¬ 

wards, we began to get more among the porphyry 
Vol. II. G4 
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cliffs; a lofty one on the left was capped with sand¬ 

stone. At 4h 50' a short turn of the ravine towards 

the left brought us into the body of the mountain; and 

at a quarter past 5 o’clock, we reached the foot of the 

long, wild, romantic pass of Nemela. 

The path led at first along ravines, and then up the 

face of steep rocks and promontories; the main ascent 

being along a projecting point of the mountain, between 

two vast chasms. The porphyry here runs up into 

slender ragged needles, some of them lofty and sharp. 

The sides of the ravines and cliffs are dotted to their 

tops with shrubs and herbs, many of them fragrant; 

so that the air was filled with odours. The appear¬ 

ance of the region indicated, that there had been an 

abundance of rain. Indeed, the whole aspect of these 

mountains, is much less rude and desert than those 

west of the ’Arabah. In the vallies were various trees 

and shrubs, the Seyal, Butm, and the like, and also 

the Retem in great quantity, all very large. On the 

rocks above, we found the juniper-tree, Arabic ’Ar’ar ;l 

its berries have the appearance and taste of the com¬ 

mon juniper, except that there is more of the aroma 

of the pine. These trees were ten or fifteen feet in 

height; and hung upon the rocks even to the summits 

of the cliffs and needles. 

This pass is longer than that of 5Ain Jidy ; but not 

in itself difficult. After a slow and toilsome ascent 

of an hour and a quarter, we reached the top; and 

came out upon a small spot of table-land, or little ba¬ 

sin, a tract of yellow sandstone capping the porphyry, 

and sprinkled with odoriferous herbs, affording fine 

pasturage for the camels. Here at 6^ o’clock we en- 

1) This is doubtless the He- The ‘juniper’ of the same trans¬ 
brew ‘isj'hsj Aroer, Jer. xlviii. 6; lation is the Retem; see above, 
where both the English version Vol. I. p. 299. Celsus Hierobot. 
and Luther read incorrectly heath. H* P* 195. 
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camped for the night, after a very long day’s journey, 

excessively fatigued, and glad to have escaped the 

scorching blasts of the ’Arabah. The tempest had 

abated, and the air became gradually clear; by sun¬ 

set the thermometer had fallen to 76° F. and a pleas¬ 

ant breeze came from the N. W. From the plain of 

the ’Arabah we supposed we had not ascended less 

than two thousand feet; the height of the pass alone 

being about fifteen hundred feet. 

Thursday, May 31s£. Not having before us a long 

day’s journey, we rested for a time this morning, in 

order to write up our journals. The air had become 

clear; and from a hillock on the very brow of the 

precipice, we enjoyed a magnificent view of the ’Ara- 

bah and of the western desert and mountains. All 

before us was indeed a perfect desert; but beyond el- 

’Arabah we recognised with delight our old acquaint¬ 

ances of that region, the great Wady el-Jerafeh and 

the bluff el-Mukrah.1 We could distinctly see the 

Jerafeh as it enters el-’Arab ah from the S. W. and also 

for some distance up its course; a broad valley or 

plain, apparently a mile in width, the middle of its 

mouth bearing S. 80° W. In this part and further 

south, the ascent from the ’Arabah to the western 

desert seemed comparatively not great; the banks of 

the Jerafeh, as seen from this point, did not appear 

very high. We had now learned enough of the region, 

to understand why the Jerafeh and all the Wadys 

which drain the western desert, should run towards the 

North ; a fact which at first had appeared very sin¬ 

gular.2 
Directly beyond the mouth of the Jerafeh, and some¬ 

what back from the brow of the ’Arabah, the bluff el- 

Miikrah was seen, forming the S. E. angle of the moun- 

1) See Vol. I. pp. 261, 264, 265, 294, etc. 2) See Vol. I. p. 266. 
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tainous region further north, and bearing also about 

S. 80° W. In the northwestern quarter all was a 

tract of desert mountains, lower than those on which 

we stood, and seeming to have only a gradual descent 

into the ’Arabah; though, as we afterwards found, this 

was a deception, the descent being by ledges or off¬ 

sets, with comparatively level tracts between. A pass 

into these mountains, north of el-Mukrah, was pointed 

out, called el-Mirzaba; but none of our guides had 

ever been in that region, and knew little more of it 

than ourselves. 

Towards the South, the direction of a small foun¬ 

tain, ’Ain Melihy, was pointed out, at the mouth of a 

short Wady south of the Jerafeh. In the same quar¬ 

ter, we could distinctly perceive Wady ei-Jeib winding 

along the middle of the ’Arabah from the South, 

and at length sweeping off N. W. as if to meet the 

Jerafeh; and having received this Wady, it again 

winds N. E. and afterwards northwesterly, so as to 

pass el-Weibeh at the foot of the western mountains. 

Here our guides of the Haweitat again assured us, that 

the waters of the southern Wady Ghuriindel flow 

northwards through el-Jeib; and wre had no reason to 

distrust the accuracy of their information ; for the 

whole appearance of the ’Arabah and of the Jeib 

winding through it far south of the Jerafeh, led very 

naturally to the same conclusion. 

On our left, Mount Hor was seen standing out 

alone among the front cliffs of the eastern mountains. 

Its form is a cone irregularly truncated, having three 

ragged points or peaks; of which that on the North¬ 

east is the highest, and has upon it the Muhammedan 

Wely or tomb of Aaron. This is called among the 

Arabs Neby Harun ; and gives name to the mountain. 

It now bore about S. 10° W. 

We set off from the head of the pass of Nemela at 
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81 o’clock; and leaving the little basin where we had 

encamped, descended for a time to cross a deep Wady, 

and then ascended gradually along other ravines. On 

our left at some distance, was a high fantastic cliff of 

sandstone based on porphyry; and before us in the 

East, a long high ridge of table-land. Our general 

course was now S. E. The shrubs, studding the 

mountains to their very top, continued green ; and 

large trees of the juniper became quite common in the 

Wadys and on the rocks. All was here rugged and wild; 

the air clear and cool; and the whole scene romantic 

and exhilarating. For all the Wadys and the ridges 

between, we could learn no other name thanNemela ; 

which our Arabs applied promiscuously to the whole 

district. As we continued gradually to ascend, the 

tops of the cliffs and ridges became sandstone, while 

the body of the mountain remained still of porphyry. 

In crossing a broad low ridge, we came suddenly 

at 9h 25' upon a deep chasm in the sandstone rock, 

which proved to be the head of a narrow Wady run¬ 

ning off S. S. W. shut in by almost perpendicular 

walls. Looking down into it, we perceived its bed 

full of the Difleh or Oleander1 in full bloom, forming 

with its myriads of large red blossoms a striking con¬ 

trast to the desert rocks around. We saw this plant 

here for the first time. It is very abundant in these 

mountains; but we met with it nowhere else, until 

we reached the shores of the lake of Tiberias and the 

coast of Tyre and Sidon. 

Descending into the Wady, we followed it with 

difficulty, and found rain-water in two places standing 

in the rocks. This valley bore also in the mouths of 

our Arabs the name of Nemela. After nearly half an 

hour (at 9h 50') it went off more S. W. through a nar- 

1) Nerium Oleander, Sprengel Hist. Rei Ilerbar. I. p. 252. 
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row gorge; and, as I suppose, finds its way down to 

the foot of the pass by which we had ascended. We 

here turned up a side-valley S. E. still called Nemela; 

the oleanders and junipers continuing all the way. 

The country became more open ; and as we got higher, 

traces of ancient terraces and former cultivation be¬ 

gan to appear, though the soil was slight and poor. 

At 10i o’clock we were fully among the sand-stone 

formation ; the porphyry entirely disappeared ; and 

the Wadys became of less rapid descent. Half an 

hour later, we came out upon the rocky ridge at the 

head of this Wady Nemela ; and found ourselves upon 

a circular plateau or basin, once partially tilled, sur¬ 

rounded by low weather-worn cliffs of sandstone. 

After crossing this tract, we entered from it at llh 

20' a chasm in the eastern range of cliffs, called es- 

Sik; though it has little resemblance to the Sik of 

Wady Musa. The breadth is irregular, varying from 

fifty to some two hundred feet; the rocks upon the 

sides are perpendicular, and perhaps a hundred feet 

in height. Its course is about S. E. by S. The bed 

of a torrent comes down through it ; and along with 

some slight traces of tillage, it was crowded with a 

luxuriant growth of oleanders, Retem, juniper, oak, 

and also of Zaknam, a shrub similar in size and ap¬ 

pearance to the oleander. Five minutes before reach¬ 

ing the further end, there was on the right a niche, or 

rather a large tablet, hewn high up in the rock, exhib¬ 

iting a pedestal in relief, with two slender pyramids 

or obelisks upon it. There is no inscription; except 

a Greek scrawl in red paint, now illegible, apparently 

the work of some casual visitor in by-gone times. The 

tablet may not improbably have been intended as a 

sepulchral monument.1 

1) This tablet is mentioned by this route after leaving Wady 
Lord Lindsay, who passed by Mfisa. 
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We emerged from the Sik at Ilf o’clock into a 

new region, called Sutuh Beida, “ White Plains/’ a 

broad uneven open tract or valley running S. by W. 

having on the right the naked sandstone ridge through 

which we had passed, and on the left, a high sloping 

mountain-ridge without precipices, sprinkled with her¬ 

bage to the top. On this declivity are traces of tillage 

and also olive-trees, around the little village of Bib- 

diba, not far up the side; we were opposite to it at 12 

o’clock. More towards the South, isolated groups of 

sandstone rocks and cliffs are scattered in the open 

tract; and beyond them is Wady Musa. The waters 

of the northern part of the plain How off through the 

Sik behind us ; while those further south fmd their 

way to Wady Musa, which there crosses the tract 

from East to West. The soil of the plain seemed poor; 

and there was only a scanty tillage. A few people 

were reaping and gleaning a miserable crop of wheat 

sown among the shrubs ; the stalks were hardly a foot 

high, few and far between. Nearby was a threshing- 

floor ; but the crop seemed hardly to merit so much 

trouble. A few Bedawin were also pasturing their 

flocks. We halted at 12h ICf and purchased a sheep; 

offering for it forty Piastres, which at first was re¬ 

fused, but afterwards taken. We wished to provide a 

good supper for our Arabs this evening in Wady Musa; 

in order to part with our Haweitat on good terms on 

the morrow. 
The poor people whom we here found, were at the 

least possible remove from savage life. In one party, 

consisting mostly of females, there was a man entirely 

naked, except a rag around his loins ; and most of the 

children had only a like covering for their nakedness. 

This man was armed with a gun and knife, and looked 

fierce and savage. In this quarter we saw two or 

three small tombs in the sandstone rocks. 
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From this spot we sent off our servants and lug¬ 

gage direct to Wady Musa; their course was S. by W. 

crossing obliquely several narrow Wadys which run 

into Wady Musa at points further west; and then fol¬ 

lowing down another, to enter near the eastern quar¬ 

ter. We in the mean time took a route more to the 

left, in order to approach from the East through the 

magnificent Sik or chasm. Setting off at 12| o’clock, 

our course was about South, along the base of the 

mountain on our left, and so around its southwestern 

end; thus passing above or across the heads of several 

Wadys running S. W. to Wady Musa. At 2 o’clock 

we saw the ruined structure in Wady Musa, bearing 

S. W. about three quarters of an hour distant; while 

at the same time the village of Eljy bore S. S. E. dis¬ 

tant rather more than an hour. The body of the reg¬ 

ular mountain on our left, appeared to be limestone; a 

formation still higher and further back than the sand¬ 

stone ;* though the base in this part, and the Wadys 

on our right, were of the latter. This appears to 

be the mountain, on which Irby and Mangles and 

their companions encamped for several days, before 

they could enter Wady Musa; from it they could see 

that place in the South, and the village of Dibdiba be¬ 

low them towards the West.2 

We were now higher than Wady Musa, and were 

indeed traversing the top of the broad sandstone ridge, 

which extends from below this end of the mountain 

of Dibdiba southwards, forming the eastern barrier 

through which the ravine of the Sik leads to the former 

place. We soon had upon our right a similar narrow 

chasm, sunk deep in the rocky surface over which we 

1) Burckhardt says that “the tombs are excavated” in the valley 
rocks above Eljy are calcareous, further West. Travels in Syria, 
and the sandstone does not begin etc. p. 432. 
until the point where the first 2) Travels pp. 386, 388. 
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were passing, and not more than twenty or thirty feet 

in breadth; this I suppose to he the ravine marked on 

the plan of Wady Musa, as entering at the N. E. cor¬ 

ner. At 2h 20' we came opposite a ruined fortress on 

the other side of this chasm, situated just on the brink, 

and looking down into the depths below. It is of con¬ 

siderable extent, with pointed arches and imperfect 

masonry, apparently of Saracenic construction. From 

our position near it, Mount Hor bore S. 72° W. and 

Eljy S. 35° E. The particular object of this castle 

we could not perceive; as it seems to guard no ap¬ 

proach to Wady Musa, nor to any other place of im¬ 

portance. Perhaps it was an outpost of the former 

fortress of Shobek towards the South. I am not aware 

that it has yet been noticed by travellers.1 

Eljy was now before us, and appeared like a good- 

sized village on the western declivity of another long 

limestone mountain; it lies on a point or promontory 

between two Wadys which unite at the foot. Ac¬ 

cording to Burckhardt, it “contains between two and 

three hundred houses, and is enclosed by a stone wall i 

with three regular gates ; a few large hewn stones 

dispersed over the present town, indicate the existence 

of an ancient city on the spot.772 The slopes around 

are terraced and cultivated. In the northern Wady, 

about twenty minutes above the village, is a copious 

spring issuing from under the rock. This is 7Ain Musa. 

The brook which runs from it, receives further down 

a rivulet from the southern Wady and also some other 

springs; and flowing down the valley westward, forms 

the stream of Wady Musa.—From 7Ain Musa, accord- 

1) Unless perhaps it be the Beit also “some large pieces of saline 
el-Karm mentioned by Irby and marble.” Travels pp. 420, 421.—- 
Mangles, as seen from their camp Irby and Mangles estimate the 
above Dibdiba; but in what direc- houses at “ not more than forty or 
tion they do not say. Travels p. fiftyp. 404. Burckhardt seems 
425. to me to be nearer the truth ; 

2) The same traveller saw here though we did not enter the village. 

Vol. II. 65 
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ing to Burckhardt, a broad valley winds upwards in 

a southern direction for two hours and a quarter; at 

the extremity of which, on high ground, are the ruins 

of an ancient city, now called Butaliy.1 

We came to the valley with the brook at 2f 

o’clock, at some distance below Eljy, and just at 

the point where it becomes narrower by entering 

among sandstone rocks, connected with the broad 

ridge which we had just traversed. Above this point 

the Wady is wide and fertile, and was now covered 

with grain. Just before descending into it, we had in 

a group of low whitish rocks, on our right, the first im¬ 

portant tomb in this quarter, mentioned also by Irby 

and Mangles.2 It consists of a square court cut in the 

rock, with its eastern front built up in masonry; on 

the inner wall of the rock is a faqade and a door lead¬ 

ing to a chamber with niches, behind which is a small¬ 

er room. On each side of the court are low porticos 

with Doric columns. In a small group of rocks near 

by, I noticed steps leading to the top; and mounting 

them, I found a tomb sunk in the rock, with appa¬ 

rently no entrance except from above. 

Descending into the valley, we followed it west¬ 

wards along the fine little brook, skirted with an 

abundance of oleanders now in full blossom. The 

valley becomes shut in by sandstone cliffs, at first forty 

or fifty feet high, leaving between them a space of 

about fifty yards for the breadth of the ravine. Here 

is the commencement of this wonderful necropolis. 

The tombs begin immediately on the right; on the 

left there are none for some distance further down. Af¬ 

ter passing the faqades of several sepulchres, which any¬ 

where else would be objects of great curiosity, my atten¬ 

tion was arrested by three tombs on the right, which 

at once transported me back to the valley of Jehosha- 

1) Travels pp. 420, 433, 434. 2) Page 405. 
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pliat. They are isolated masses of rock, about fifteen 

or twenty feet square, which have been cut away from 

the adjacent cliffs of reddish sandstone, leaving a pas¬ 

sage of several feet between. In one of them, at the 

bottom, is a small sepulchral chamber with a low door. 

Another is ornamented with columns too much defaced 

to distinguish the order; but has apparently no en¬ 

trance unless from above, like the tomb above de¬ 

scribed. These monuments differ from those of Absa¬ 

lom and Zechariah chiefly in the upper part or roof, 

which is here flat; and in the fact, that the sides are 

drawn in slightly from the perpendicular, in the Egyp¬ 
tian style, so that the top is somewhat narrower than 

the base. These three tombs are mentioned only by 

Burckhardt; who also speaks of two others somewhat 

similar, on the road leading from Wady Musa to 
Mount Hor.1 

A little further down upon the left, in the face of 

the cliffs, is a tomb with a front of six Ionic columns. 

Directly over this is another sepulchre, the front of 

which, above the door, bears as an ornament four slen¬ 

der pyramids sculptured in the same rock, producing 

a singular effect. This appears to be the only instance 

of the kind among all this vast variety of tombs. The 

tablet we had seen in the Sik of Nemela bears a re¬ 

semblance to it;2 and pyramids, we are told, sur¬ 

mounted in like manner the sepulchres of Helena at 

Jerusalem, and of the Maccabees at Modin.3 Here 

then appears to be another link, connecting the later 

sepulchral architecture of Palestine with that of the 

adjacent Arabia Petraea. 

The valley contracts more and more, and the cliffs 

become higher, presenting on each side a street of 

3) See above p. 328. Also 
Vol. I. pp. 536, 537. 

1) Pages 422, 429. 
2) See above p. 510. 
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tombs. The rocks are of red sandstone. After fifteen 

minutes (at 3 o’clock) we came to a spot where the 

ravine opens out into a small area, apparently wholly 

shut in by rocky walls about eighty feet high, except 

on the side by which we entered. Here an Arab boy 

was watching his flock of sheep. The brook bends a 

little to the right, and, approaching the opposite wall 

of rock, disappears in a narrow cleft, hardly percepti ¬ 

ble at first to the eye of a casual observer; being con¬ 

cealed in part by a projection of the cliffs. Here is 

the opening of the terrific chasm, which anciently 

formed the only avenue to the city on this side. This 

is the Sik of Wady Musa. 

A few steps beyond the entrance, a noble arch is 

thrown across high up from one precipice to the other, 

with niches sculptured in the rock beneath each end, 

ornamented with pilasters and probably intended for 

statues. It was constructed doubtless as an orna¬ 

ment over the entrance of this singular gallery; it 

may, or may not, have been an arch of triumph. Just 

below this spot we measured the width of the Sik, 

twelve feet. This is the narrowest part; though it 

hardly becomes in any place more than three, or at 

the most four times this width. The rocks are all of 

reddish sandstone, perpendicular on both sides; and 

in some places they overhang the passage, so as almost 

to shut out the light of the sky. In other parts they 

have apparently been cut away by hand. Indeed, the 

whole vast mass of rock seems as if originally rent 

asunder by some great convulsion of nature, leaving 

behind this long, narrow, winding, magnificent chasm. 

The height of the rocks at first is eighty or a hun¬ 

dred feet; the bottom has a rapid descent, and the 

sides become higher towards the West, varying from 

one hundred and fifty to two hundred, or perhaps two 

hundred and fifty feet. I doubt whether any part of 
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these or the adjacent cliffs rises to the height of three 

hundred feet. We gave particular attention to this 

point, and repeated our observations the next day; 

because the elevation of the sides of the Sik and of the 

surrounding cliffs, appears to have been greatly exag¬ 

gerated in the reports of travellers.1 

The limpid brook flowed at this time along the 

whole distance, watering a thicket of oleanders in full 

bloom, and so abundant as almost to block up the pas¬ 

sage. Wild figs also and tamarisks grow out of the 

rocks here and there; and the vines of creeping plants 

hung in festoons along the walls. The great body of 

the water, especially in the rainy season, was perhaps 

anciently carried off by some different way; at other 

times it was distributed in aqueducts, the remains of 

which are still to be seen. A channel for the water, 

cut in the rock, runs upon the left near the level of the 

ground; and a conduit of earthen pipes four or five 

inches in diameter, let into the rock and cemented, is 

carried along high up on the right hand precipice. 

Both of these are now in ruins. 

The bottom of the passage was anciently paved 

with squared stones, which still remain in various 

places. Along the sides are seen, here and there, 

niches, and also tablets hewn smooth in the rock, 

where once perhaps stood busts or statues, or the 

words of an inscription. The Sik winds much; run¬ 

ning at first west, then southwest, then northwest, 

and so continuing to vary between S. W. and N. W. 

until near the end, where its course is again west. At 

some of these turns, similar chasms come in from the 

sides; showing that the whole mass of rock is rent to 

1) Mr. Legh gives the height Burckhardt alone seems to have 
from 200 to 500 feet; May 26th. kept his right mind, and estimates 
Irby and Mangles, from 400 to 700 the rocks at the beginning of the 
feet: p. 414. Mr. Stephens from Sik at about 80 feet in height; pp. 
500 to 1000 feet j Vol. II. p. 70. 422, 423. 
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the bottom by like clefts in all directions. It is the 

same broad sandstone ridge, the top of which we had 

traversed in approaching Eljy. 

The character of this wonderful spot, and the im¬ 

pression which it makes, are utterly indescribable; 

and I know of nothing which can present -even a faint 

idea of them. I had visited the strange sandstone 

lanes and streets of Adersbach, and wandered with 

delight through the romantic dells of the Saxon Switz¬ 

erland ; both of which scenes might be supposed to 

afford the nearest parallel; yet they exhibit few points 

of comparison. All here is on a grander scale of sav- 

age, yet magnificent sublimity. We lingered along 

this superb approach, proceeding slowly and stopping 

often, forgetful of every thing else, and taking for the 

moment no note of time. The length is a large mile ; 

we were forty minutes in passing through in this de¬ 

sultory manner. As we drew near the western end, 

the sun-light began to break in upon the rugged crags 

before us. Here the Sik terminates, opening nearly 

at right angles into a similar though broader Wady or 

chasm, coming down from the South and passing off 

Northwest. 

All at once the beautiful faqade of the Khuzneh, 

in the western precipice, opposite the mouth of the 

Sik, burst upon our view, in all the delicacy of its first 

chiselling, and in all the freshness and beauty of its 

soft colouring. I had seen various engravings of it, 

and read all the descriptions : but this was one of the 

rare instances, where the truth of the reality surpassed 

the ideal anticipation. It is indeed most exquisitely 

beautiful; and nothing I had seen of architectural ef¬ 

fect in Rome, or Thebes, or even Athens, comes up to 

it in the first impression. It does not bear criticism 

as to its architecture; though this at least is symmetri¬ 

cal. The broken pediment and other ornaments are 
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not all in a pure style; and if seen in a different land, 

or without the accompaniments by which it is sur¬ 

rounded, it would perhaps excite little admiration. 

But here, its position as a portion of the lofty mass of 

coloured rock overagainst the imposing avenue; its 

wonderful state of preservation; the glow and teint 

of the stone; and the wild scenery around; all are 

unique, and combine into a power of association and im¬ 

pression, which takes complete possession of the mind. 

One column of the portico alone is broken away; yet 

such is the symmetrical effect of the whole, that this 

deficiency does not at first strike the eye. 

I was perfectly fascinated with this splendid work 

of ancient art in this wild spot; and the idea of it was 

uppermost in my mind during the day and all the 

night. In the morning, I returned and beheld it again 

with increased admiration. There it stands, as it has 

stood for ages, in beauty and loneliness ; the genera¬ 

tions which admired and rejoiced over it of old, have 

passed away ; the wild Arab, as he wanders by, re¬ 

gards it with stupid indifference or scorn; and none 

are left, but strangers from far distant lands, to do it 

reverence. Its rich roseate teints, as I bade it fare¬ 

well, were lighted up and gilded by the mellow beams 

of the morning sun; and I turned away from it at 

length, with an impression, which will be effaced only 

at death. 
The name el-Khuzneh given by the Arabs to this 

edifice, signifies £ the treasure which they ascribe to 

Pharaoh, and suppose to be contained in the urn 

crowning the summit of its ornamented front, a hun¬ 

dred feet or more above the ground. Their only in¬ 

terest indeed in all these monuments, is to search for 

hidden treasures ; and as they find nothing elsewhere, 

they imagine them to be deposited in this urn, which 

to them is inaccessible. It bears the marks of many 
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musket-balls, which they have fired at it, in the hope 

of breaking it in pieces, and thus obtaining the imagin¬ 

ed treasure. 

The interior of the structure by no means corres¬ 

ponds to its imposing exterior. From the vestibule, 

the door leads into a plain lofty room excavated from 

the rock, the sides smooth, hut without ornament. 

Behind this is another room of less size; and small 

lateral chambers are found on each side, opening from 

the large room and from the vestibule. Was this a 

temple, or merely a dwelling for the dead ? There is 

nothing in the monument itself to determine this ques¬ 

tion ; hut if any of the wonderful structures of this 

place may he considered as temples, I should regard 

this as one.—Here, as the central point of interest in 

Wady Musa, we inscribed our names upon the inner 

wall, in company with those of the few Europeans and 

the single American who had preceded us ; as we had 

done before in the tombs of Thebes, and on the sum¬ 

mit of the great pyramid. 

The brook now flows along the somewhat broader 

Wady towards the N. W. The cliffs continue on both 

sides lofty and perpendicular. They are filled with 

innumerable tombs; in which the chambers are usu¬ 

ally small; while the faqades exhibit great variety, 

and are sometimes large and magnificent. Burck- 

hardt justly remarks, that there are probably “ no two 

sepulchres in Wady Musa perfectly alike ; on the con¬ 

trary they vary greatly in size, shape and embellish¬ 

ments. In some places three sepulchres are excavated 

one over the other; and the side of the mountain is so 

perpendicular, that it seems impossible to approach 

the uppermost.”1 The most common form of the fa¬ 

cades, in this part, is perhaps a truncated pyramid, 

with a pilaster on each side, and an ornamented por- 

1) Page 427. 
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tal in the middle. Some fronts are plain; others 

again are ornamented with columns and friezes and 

pediments; all sculptured in relief upon the face of 
the rock. 

One ornament, apparently peculiar to the archi¬ 

tecture of this place, struck us by its singularity. In 

the upper part of some of the fagades, instead of a 

pediment, two flights of steps, from four to six, diverg¬ 

ing from the centre, are carried up to each corner; 

and then a horizontal line or cornice runs between the 

upper steps. In this part of the valley is the tomb, 

described by Laborde as having on its architrave a 

Greek inscription. I sought for this next day; hut 

under the circumstances in which we were then 

placed, was not able to find it. 

The valley now makes a slight bend towards the 

North, and opens to a wider breadth ; while the cliffs 

on each side are lower and less abrupt. Here, on the 

left, is the theatre, wholly hewn out of the live rock ; 

the diameter of the bottom is one hundred and twenty 

feet ]l with thirty-three rows of seats, rising one above 

another in the side of the cliff behind. Above the 

seats a row of small chambers is excavated in the cir¬ 

cle of the rock, looking down upon the scene below. 

Burckhardt estimates it as capable of containing three 

thousand persons. This seems to me too low a num¬ 

ber ; for each row of seats would probably contain on 

an average more than one hundred persons. The 

theatre fronts towards the E. N. E. The cliffs on 

each side are full of tombs ; while in front, along the 

face of the eastern cliffs, the eye of the spectator rests 

on a multitude of the largest and most splendid sepul¬ 

chres. Strange contrast! where a taste for the frivol¬ 

ities of the day, was at the same .time gratified by the 

Vol. II. 

1) Irby and Mangles, p. 428. 

66 
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magnificence of tombs; amusement in a cemetery; 

a theatre in the midst of sepulchres. 

From the upper or southern front of the theatre, 

is obtained perhaps the most striking view in all the 

valley; and this Laborde has given with a good gen¬ 

eral effect, though not with great exactness. The 

opposite or eastern cliff, as it here skirts the brook, is 

low; while above it, further back, is another higher 

precipice extending far to the North, in which are the 

most conspicuous tombs of the city. These with the 

theatre and the more distant cliffs, are comprised in 

Laborde’s view. But the site of the city itself is not 

seen from this point; it lay more to the left, along the 

brook, after the latter turns west around the extrem¬ 

ity of the left-hand cliff. 

We now proceeded down the valley ; and found 

our tent pitched on the right bank of the brook, be¬ 

tween it and the end of the low eastern cliff. It stood 

directly before a large tomb broken away in front, 

which thus answered the double purpose of a shelter 

and kitchen for our servants and Arabs. Here the 

valley, as enclosed by the cliffs, terminates; and the 

brook, turning westwards, flows, when full, through 

the open tract of ground extending to the similar range 

of sandstone rocks, which at the distance of twenty 

minutes bounds the site of the ancient city on the 

West. At this time the water of the brook continued 

to run only to the end of the Sik near the Khuzneh ; 

further down, its bed was dry. 

Our object in coming to Wady Musa was not to 

make a minute examination of the place in detail; 

but rather to obtain a general impression of the whole, 

and to look more particularly at some of the principal 

monuments. We hg.d never thought of remaining 

more than one night, and at most a part of the follow¬ 

ing day. We were now greatly fatigued ; and our 
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minds much excited by the novelty and strangeness 

of the scene around us. Yet, however glad we might 

have been to rest for a time beneath our tent, wTe 

thought it better to improve the remainder of the day 

in visiting the other principal objects; and we were 

the more stimulated to this course, because we had 

some foreboding of being interrupted. 

We now followed down the left side of the bed of 

the brook, as it runs nearly westward through the 

open tract. It is everywhere skirted on both sides by 

a strip of level land; on the North and South of 

which, again, the ground rises into low irregular mounds 

and eminences; while back of these, a quarter of a 

mile from the brook in both directions, is a steeper 

and longer ascent, leading up to higher plains on the 

North and South. It is this lower tract, about half a 

mile square, which formed the actual circuit of the 

ancient city; being shut in on the East and West by 

high perpendicular wTalls of sandstone rock. “ It is 

an area in the bosom of a mountain, swelling into 

mounds and intersected with gullies ; but the whole 

ground is of such a nature as may be conveniently 

built upon, and has neither ascent nor descent incon¬ 

veniently steep.”1 

Keeping near the bed of the brook, we soon came 

to the fallen columns of a large temple. Each column 

had been formed of several stones, and the joints now 

lay in their order along the ground. Nearly opposite 

this spot, a Wady joins the brook from the North, over 

which are the remains of a bridge. Further west, the 

banks of the brook itself have once been built up with 

strong walls, and the stream apparently covered over 

for some distance; thus connecting the level tracts 

upon the sides. 

We now passed along the remains of the paved 

1) Irby and Manglos p. 424. 
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way, through the ruins of the arch of triumph, which 

stands near the brook, fronting towards the East. The 

architecture is florid and corrupt. It seems to have 

formed the approach to the palace or pile of building 

beyond, which the Arabs call Kusr Far’on, “Phara¬ 

oh’s Castle.” This mass of walls is the only structure 

of mason-work now standing in Wady Musa. It is of 

very inferior architecture and workmanship, and ap¬ 

parently of a late age. Joists of wood are in different 

parts let in between the courses of stone; intended 

doubtless to receive the fastenings for ornaments of 

wood or stucco. The walls are mostly entire; but 

the columns of the northern front, which were com¬ 

posed of separate pieces, are nearly gone. The dis¬ 

tribution of the interior into several chambers and sto¬ 

ries, seems to show conclusively, that it was not a 

temple; it would appear rather to have been a public 

edifice of a different character. 

On the rising ground south of the Kusr and trium¬ 

phal arch, stands the lone column called by the Arabs 

Zub Far’on; on ascending to it we found it composed 

of several pieces, and connected with the foundations 

of a temple, of which the fragments of several other 

columns were strewed around. 

These are the chief remains of particular struc¬ 

tures, which strike the eye of the wanderer upon the 

site occupied by the city itself; and they have been 

noticed and described by all travellers, as well as by 

the pencil of Laborde. But these writers have omitted 

to mention one circumstance, or at least all have not 

given to it that prominence which it deserves, viz. 

that all these are but single objects amidst avast tract 

of similar ruins. Indeed the whole area above de¬ 

scribed, was once obviously occupied by a large city 

of houses. Along the banks of the stream, the vio¬ 

lence of the water has apparently swept away the 
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traces of dwellings; but elsewhere, the whole body of 

the area, on both sides of the torrent, and especially 

on the North, is covered with the foundations and 

stones of an extensive town. The stones are hewn; 

and the houses erected with them, must have been 

solid and well-built. On looking at the extent of 

these ruins, it struck us as surprising, that they should 

hitherto have been passed over so slightly; although 

this may readily he accounted for, by the surpassing 

interest of the surrounding sepulchres. These foun¬ 

dations and ruins cover an area of not much less than 
two miles in circumference ; affording room enough, in 

an oriental city, for the accommodation of thirty or 

forty thousand inhabitants.1 

We were now near the western wall of cliffs, which 

are also of red sandstone and higher than those on the 

East; rising in some parts to an elevation of three or 

four hundred feet. This wTall too is full of tombs, 

some of them high up in the rock ; but in general less 

numerous and splendid than those in the eastern cliffs. 

One of the most conspicuous is the unfinished tomb of 

which a drawing is given by Laborde; showing that 

in sculpturing the faQades of the sepulchres, the work¬ 

men, (as was natural,) after smoothing the face of the 

rock, began at the top and wrought down wards. We 

entered several of these tombs, which presented nothing 

wTorthy of particular notice. The great multitude of 

them are small and plain, mere excavations in the 

face of the rock.2 

1) Burckhardt is here the most 
explicit: “The ground is covered 
with heaps of hewn stones, foundaJ 
tions of buildings, fragments of col¬ 
umns, and vestiges of paved streets; 
all clearly indicating that a large 
city once existed here. On the 
left side of the river is a rising 
ground, extending westwards for 
nearly a quarter of an hour, en¬ 

tirely covered with similar remains. 
On the right bank, where the 
ground is more elevated, ruins of 
the same description are also seen.” 
Travels p. 427. 

2) Very many of those plain 
sepulchres differ little from the 
multitudes of similar ones around 
Jerusalem ; except in their position 
and the nature of the rock. 
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In the channel of the brook, which was dry below 
the Khuzneh quite across the open space, we now 
found, near the western cliff, water again springing up 
in several places, in small quantity indeed, but of ex¬ 
cellent quality ; much purer indeed than that in the 
brook above. It ran in a small stream along the bed 
of the Wady, which here enters the front of the west¬ 
ern cliffs by a chasm similar to the eastern Sik ; but 
broader and less regular. We entered and proceeded 
for some distance down the ravine, which is full of 
oleanders and other shrubs and trees, so that we could 
scarcely pass. The walls within the mouth are full 
of tombs, all small and without ornament. The high 
rock upon the left, which is isolated by a very narrow 
chasm behind it, is conjectured by Laborde to have 
been the acropolis of the ancient city; but we receiv¬ 
ed the impression at the time, that there was no spe¬ 
cial ground to justify this supposition.1 

We followed the ravine considerably below this 
point; and endeavoured to find the lateral chasm, 
marked on Laborde’s plan as leading up towards the 
right quite to the Deir. There are short chasms 
enough in that direction; but none extending to the 
Deir, which indeed seems to be inaccessible from this 
quarter; as we found by our own experience, and from 
the testimony of Arab shepherds on the spot. 

Further towards the West the ravine has never 
been explored; and no one could tell in what direc¬ 
tion the waters, when swollen, find their way through 
the cliffs. This only is certain, that the Wady does 
not, as Wady Musa, extend down to the ’Arabah ; and 
the course so marked upon Laborde’s map has as little 

1) We did not indeed ascend the distinguished artist, who visit- 
the rock; nor does Laborde appear ed Wady Musa in 1839, that he 
to have done so. Irby and Man- remarked traces of buildings, or at 
gles are silent as to it.—I have least of mason-work, upon the sum* 
since learned from Mr. Roberts, mit of this cliff. 
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actual existence, as the Wady Musa by which Schu¬ 

bert supposed himself to have ascended from the ’Ara- 

bah towards Mount Hor.1 

It was now sunset; and we returned to our tent, 

fatigued, and our eyes for the present 4 satisfied with 

seeing.’ We had obtained, so far as we desired, a 

general idea of the valley and its wonders; and we 

left for the morrow a visit to the Deir, a closer ex¬ 

amination of the tombs in the eastern cliffs back of 

our tent, and a renewal of the impressions received 

from the Khuzneh and the region around the theatre. 

Our further plan was to ascend Mount Hor, and then 

take the usual road back to Hebron. 

The pencil of Laborde has spread before the world 

the details of the strange remains, which give interest 

and celebrity to this valley; but his work presents no 

correct general idea of the whole. The best written 

descriptions are still those of the earliest visitors; first 

Burckhardt, and then Irby and Mangles. The account 

of the former is the most exact and simple; that of 

the latter is more full, but also more coloured and 

somewhat confused. Burckhardt was here but a part 

of a day, an object of jealous suspicion to his Arab 

guide ; yet it struck me with astonishment, to remark, 

upon the spot, the exactness and extent of his observa¬ 

tions during that short interval. 

A single glance had been sufficient to correct a 

false impression, which I had received from previous 

accounts, viz. that the site of the ancient city was shut 

in on all sides by perpendicular cliffs, and that the en¬ 

trance by the Sik was the only feasible one from any 

quarter. This, as has been seen, is not the case. The 

1) Reise II. pp. 414, 418. The the Wady Abu Kusheibeh men- 
road from ’Akabah ascends through tioned further on. 
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area of the city is bounded only on the East and West 

by walls of rock ; that on the East being the broad 

sandstone ridge extending south below the southern 

end of the mountain of Dibdiba; while that on the 

West is the similar ridge, which further north runs 

parallel to the same mountain, and is penetrated by 

the Sik of Nemela. The brook of ’Ain Musa, rising 

above Eljy, flows down its valley and breaks through 

the midst of the eastern ridge, thus forming the Sik ; 

then, crossing the open area near the middle, it passes 

off in like manner through the western ridge. To¬ 

wards the North and South the view is open. To¬ 

wards the N. E. is seen the high southern end of the 

mountain of Dibdiba, resting on white sandstone at its 

base ; and more to the left the plain Sutiih Beida, 

through which we had approached. From the east¬ 

ern part of the area of the valley, the summit of Mount 

if or is seen over the western line of cliffs, bearing 

about W. by S. 

On each side of the brook, the ground rises towards 

the North and South, as already described ; at first 

gradually by irregular hillocks and eminences strowed 

with the scattered remains of former houses ; and then, 

at the distance of a quarter of a mile, more rapidly. 

Towards the North, this latter ascent is cut up by 

several Wadys, and leads up through groups of sand¬ 

stone rocks to the plain Sutuh Beida. Two of these 

torrent-beds, coming from the end of the mountain of 

Dibdiba, unite in the N. E. part of the area, having 

between them a promontory of red sandstone, in which 

are tombs. Further west are other small Wadys. 

Here, at the N. E. corner, the road from near Dibdiba 

comes in, by which our servants entered; and here, or 

somewhere in this quarter, must be the tomb described 

by Irby and Mangles, as having an inscription in the 
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unknown Sinaitic character and also that with a 

Latin inscription, discovered, by Laborde. 

Towards the South, the ascent from the area of the 

city is steeper, and somewhat greater, perhaps a hun¬ 

dred feet. It leads up to a high plain of table-land, 

extending westward around the end of the west¬ 

ern cliff (which here terminates) to Mount Hor or 

Jebel Neby Harun. This plain bears the name of 

Sutiih Harun, “ Aaron’s Plains,” corresponding to the 

Sutuh Beida, 11 White Plains,” on the North of Wady 

Musa. At the S. W. corner of the area of the city, a 

road passes out, ascending a long narrow Wady lined 

with tombs, to this terrace. It then leads along the 

southern foot of Mount Hor, and dividing further on, 

one path descends to the ’Arabah towards the left 

through Wady Abu Kusheibeh,1 2 and so to ’Akabah; 

while the other goes more towards the right, and de¬ 

scends through Wady er-Ruba’y on the way to He¬ 

bron. At the foot of this latter pass, according to our 

Arabs, there is a small spring. of good water, called 

et-Taiyibeh. 

In looking at the wonders of this ancient city, one 

is at a loss, whether most to admire the wildness of the 

position and natural scenery, or the taste and skill 

with which it was fashioned into a secure retreat, and 

adorned with splendid structures, chiefly for the dead. 

The most striking feature of the place consists, not in 

the fact that there are occasional excavations and 

sculptures like those above described; but in the innu¬ 

merable multitude of such excavations, along the whole 

extent of perpendicular rocks adjacent to the main 

area, and in all the lateral vallies and chasms; the 

1) See in Note XVII, Vol. I. enough “ Pabouchebealthough 
p. 555. the sound oi'p does not exist in the 

2) This name is not quite cer- Arabic language, 
tain. Laborde writes it strangely 

Vol. II. 67 
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entrances of very many of which are variously, richly, 

and often fantastically decorated, with every imagin¬ 

able order and style of architecture. The cliffs upon 

the East and West present the largest and most contin¬ 

uous surfaces ; and here the tombs are most numerous. 

But the spur from the eastern cliffs formed by the 

Wady below the Khiizneh, as well as other smaller 

spurs and promontories and single groups of rocks, both 

in the North and South, are also occupied in like man¬ 

ner. All these sepulchres of course looked down upon 

the city of the living ; but others, again, are found in 

retired dells and secret chasms, or sometimes among 

the heights on either side, to which flights of steps cut 

in the rock lead up in several places. Thus the Deir 

lies high up among the cliffs of the western ridge, 

more than half an hour distant from the area of the city. 

The most conspicuous of all the monuments, next 

to the Khiizneh and Deir, are those along the eastern 

cliffs north of the theatre. Here towards the North 

is the immense fa^nde with three rows of columns one 

above another ; then the Corinthian tomb depicted by 

Laborde ; and further south, it would seem, the large 

tomb described by Irby and Mangles, with Doric por¬ 

ticos and ornaments, and arched substructions in front. 

The interior of this last, according to the same travel¬ 

lers, consists of one large and lofty chamber, which in 

later ages was converted into a Christian church; 

having three recesses for altars at the further end; 

while an inscription in red paint, near an angle, records 

the date of the consecration.1 

The rock in which all these monuments* are sculp¬ 

tured, is the soft reddish sandstone of this whole dis¬ 

trict ; a formation which has been already described 
' V 

as resting upon lower masses of porphyry, and which 

1) Irby and Mangles’ Travels was not able to visit and examine 
p.429-431. To my great regret I this tomb. 
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appears to extend to a great distance both North and 

South. The forms of the cliffs are often exceedingly 

irregular and grotesque. The highest, and indeed the 

only high point, of all the sandstone tract, is Mount 

Hor. The softness of the stone afforded great facilities 

for excavating the sepulchres and sculpturing their 

ornamental parts; but the same cause has operated 

against their preservation, except where sheltered 

from exposure. The Khuzneh itself has been thus 

wonderfully preserved, only by the' overhanging vault 

of rock which shields it. 

Not the least remarkable circumstance in the pe¬ 

culiarities of this singular spot, is the colour of the 

rocks. They present not a dead mass of dull monot¬ 

onous red ; but an endless variety of bright and living 

hues, from the deepest crimson to the softest pink, 

verging also sometimes to orange and yellow. These 

varying shades are often distinctly marked by waving 

lines, imparting to the surface of the rock a succession 

of brilliant and changing teints, like the hues of water¬ 

ed silk, and adding greatly to the imposing effect of 

the sculptured monuments. Indeed it would be im¬ 

possible 11 to give to the reader an idea of the singular 

effect of rocks, teinted with the most extraordinary 

hues, whose summits present us with nature in her 

most savage and romantic form ; whilst their bases are 

worked out in all the symmetry and regularity of art, 

with colonnades, and pediments, and ranges of corri¬ 

dors, adhering to their perpendicular surface.”1 This 

play of colours is strikingly exhibited, along the paths 

leading to the Deir, and to Mount Hor. 

In the midst of the variety of architecture, which 

here astonishes the spectator, two styles are obviously 

predominant, the Egyptian and the Uoman-Greek; or 

rather, it is the mixture and union of these two, which 

1) Irby and Mangles p. 423. 
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here constitutes the prevailing style. The former is 

principally seen in the body or masses of the faqades ; 

where the truncated pyramidal forms, and the slightly 

tapering fronts and sides, remind one continually of the 

majestic portals and propyla of the Theban temples. 

The more classic orders of Greece and Rome are con¬ 

spicuous in the columns and other ornaments; and 

prevail also throughout in some of the more important 

monuments. But even here all is florid and overloaded, 

indicating a later age and a degenerate taste; when a 

feeling of the beautiful still remained, but without the 

simplicity of nature. This amalgamation of styles 

may be accounted for, by the prevalence, first of the Ro¬ 

man influence and then of the Roman dominion, which 

penetrated hither both by way of Asia Minor and 

Syria, and also from Egypt. This took place, as we 

know, about the Christian era; and to that period and 

the subsequent centuries, are probably to be ascribed 

the architectural skill and monuments, on which stran¬ 

gers now gaze with surprise and wonder. 

An interesting question, which occupied much of 

our attention on the spot, was, How far these excava¬ 

tions are to be regarded merely as sepulchres? and 

whether any of them were probably intended as abodes 

for the living ? I had formerly received the impression, 

that very many of them were to be so considered; and 

indeed, that a great portion of the ancient city had 

been composed of such dwellings “ in the clefts of the 

rocks.”1 But after attentive observation, we could 

perceive no traces of any such design. The smaller 

and unornamented excavations, are entirely similar to 

the numerous sepulchres around Jerusalem; and the 

one have no more the appearance of having been in¬ 

tended as dwellings than the other. Those with orna¬ 

mental faqades have in general a like character within; 

1) Jer. xlix. 16. 
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many of them have niches for dead bodies ; and even 

such as have not this decisive mark, exhibit neverthe¬ 

less no trace of having been constructed for habitations. 

At a later period, indeed, they may not improbably 

have been thus used ] just as the tombs at Thebes and 

those in the village of Siloam, are now converted into 

dwellings.1 

The elegance of their exterior decoration, affords 

no ground for supposing the most of these monuments 

to have been other than tombs. The abodes of the 

dead were regarded in Egypt, and also in Palestine, 

with profound veneration; and were constructed with 

even greater pomp and splendour than the habitations 

of the living. Witness the tomb of Helena at Jeru¬ 

salem, and the still more magnificent ones at Thebes; 

to say nothing of the mighty pyramids, erected appa¬ 

rently each as the sepulchre of a single monarch.2— 

Nor is there any necessity for the supposition, that 

these excavations were intended in part as dwellings 

for the inhabitants of the place. The wide-spread 

ruins which are visible, attest, as we have seen, that 

a large and extensive city of houses built of stone once 

occupied this spot; and the sepulchres round about 

are comparatively less numerous, than those which in 

like manner skirt the sites of ancient Thebes and 

Memphis. The city which stood here, was of itself 

built “ in the clefts of the rocks without the neces¬ 

sity of our looking for single dwellings in such a situ¬ 

ation. 

Yet not all these structures, I think, were sepul- 

1) The interior of all these 
tombs is comparatively very small. 
The caverns in the country to¬ 
wards Damascus, which were 
never tombs, but always dwell¬ 
ings, are very capacious, affording 
shelter to both the inhabitants and 
their flocks. See Seetzen in Zacli’s 
Monatl. Corr. XVIII. pp. 356, 418. 

2) So too Diodorus Siculus 
says, in speaking of the Egyptians, 
I. 51: Jio7teQ xu)V fih' Kara raq 
oiylaq y.araox tvwv ijtrov cpQovri- 

’Qovol, TteQl d"f raq rayaq v7tfQpoXtjv 
ovx anoXtl7TovaafiloTL^(aq. Comp. 
Gesenius Comm, zu Jesa. xiv. 
18—20. xxii. 16. 
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chral; some of the larger and more splendid were more 

probably temples of the gods. The facility and beauty 

with which the ornamented fa9ades of monuments 

could be sculptured in the rock, might easily suggest 

the idea of constructing fanes for the gods in like man¬ 

ner ; and such excavated temples were not unknown 

in Egypt.1 Hence the site of the beautiful Khuzneh 

was selected, directly opposite to the grand entrance 

from the East; the character of its front is decidedly 

that of a temple. To the same class probably belong 

some of the larger and more conspicuous excavations 

in the eastern cliffs; especially the one described by 

Irby and Mangles, as having arched substructions built 

up in front, and afterwards used as a Christian church. 

The Deir too, as we shall see, has similar features, 

and appears also to have been transformed into a church. 

Nothing would be more natural, under the circum¬ 

stances, than to convert heathen temples of this kind 

into Christian sanctuaries; but had they been origi¬ 

nally sepulchres, such a transition wrould have been 

less natural and probable. 

Such were the impressions with which we spent 

the evening beneath our tent in Wady Musa. Around 

us were the desolations of ages; the dwellings and 

edifices of the ancient city crumbled and strewed in 

the dust; the mausolea of the dead in all their pris¬ 

tine beauty and freshness, but long since rifled, and the 

ashes of their tenants scattered to the winds. Well 

might there be the stillness of death; for it was the 

grave itself, a city of the dead, by which we were sur¬ 

rounded. 

Yet this impressive silence wras not uninterrupted. 

Our Arabs had slaughtered the sheep we had bought, 

1) E. g. the temples of Ebsam- seq. Burckhardt’s Nubia, p. 88. 
bal; Wilkinson’s Thebes p. 495, Irby and Mangles pp. 29, 37, seq. 
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and made themselves a feast. They were in high 

glee; and the voice of singing, story-telling, and mirth, 

sounded strangely amid these sepulchres. Our Hawei- 

tat companions had given us to-day another specimen 

of their thievish propensities. As we entered the Sik, 

they contrived to throw into confusion the flock of 

sheep which was there feeding, watched by an Arab 

boy; and separating a lamb, drove it into the Sik 

along with the one which the Jehalin were leading. 

We were in advance at the time; and as the wor¬ 

thies came up, they pretended that the lamb had 

strayed away and was following us of its own accord. 

It was not till we appealed very decidedly to Sheikh 

Hussan, that he sent one of his men to take the ani¬ 

mal back. 

Friday, June 1st On entering the high table-land 

of the mountains yesterday, we heard that many of 

the Ma’az, an Arab tribe from the sandy region of the 

Hismeh,1 east of ’Akabah, having been driven out of 

their own country by the drought, had spread them¬ 

selves here among these mountains, where the rains 

had been more abundant. Our Arabs of the Jehalin felt 

some alarm on learning the presence of these stran¬ 

gers ; for although they stood towards them in no rela¬ 

tions either of alliance or hostility, yet the character 

of all these lawless hordes of the desert is such, that 

when away from home, where no responsibility would 

fall on their own tribe, they would not hesitate to rob 

a passing traveller or caravan. A large encampment 

of them, it was said, lay near the way out from Wady 

Musa by Mount Hor to the ’Arabah. 

On awaking this morning, our first information was, 

that the Sheikh of the Bedun, a clan of the Haweitat 

who pasture in and around Wady Musa, had arrived in 

the night with several armed men, in order to claim from 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 256. 
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us a Ghufr, that is, a tax, tribute, present, or whatever 

else it may be called, for the privilege of visiting the 

place. On looking out, we saw him sleeping by his 

dromedary near the tent. Supposing the matter would 

be arranged without difficulty, we left the Sheikh to 

finish his nap ; while we went out before breakfast to 

improve our time and visit the Deir, the only remain¬ 

ing distant point which we now wished to examine. 

We took as a guide a shepherd of the valley, who 

happened to be present; and passing again along the 

brook through the open area to the western cliffs, we 

turned north along their front for some minutes, and 

then entered a narrow rent coming down from the 

W. N. W. at the northwest corner of the area. This 

passage resembles the Sik in narrowness, and in the 

perpendicular walls of rock on the sides; but instead 

of being nearly level, it runs up very rapidly into the 

heart of the mountain. The ravine is exceedingly 

irregular and rugged; and in its natural state must 

have been utterly impassable in many places. At 

such points a path five or six feet in breadth, with steps, 

has been hewn in and along the walls of rock; this 

continued for a great part of the way and still remains 

in tolerable preservation. After many windings and 

intricacies, which no stranger would readily find out 

without a guide, we reached the Deir, situated high 

up among the topmost crags of the mountain, a good 

half hour’s walk from the mouth of the ravine. 

The Deir is hewn out in the perpendicular face of 

a cliff, one of the groups which here jut up out of the 

high table-land. It faces W. S. W. and Mount Hor 

towers in lone majesty overagainst it, bearing S. W.J 

S. This monument is of larger dimensions than the 

Khuzneh; its facade covering a much broader surface, 

though it is probably not higher. The upper part ex¬ 

hibits a broken pediment, and has three compartments; 
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in each of which is a niche apparently intended for a 

statue. The architecture is florid and not in good 

taste; and the whole is overloaded with ornament. 

Yet the general effect, though less striking and beau¬ 

tiful than that of the Khuzneh, is rich and highly im¬ 

posing in this wild solitude. Before it is a large square 

area levelled off and obviously artificial; since it is 

in part built up with walls like a terrace. In the ad¬ 

jacent cliffs, in various parts, flights of steps are hewn, 

leading to the top; and a few plain tombs are seen 

round about. The high rock overagainst this monu¬ 

ment, is described by Laborde as having on its top a 

level platform, with a line of columns, reached in like 

manner by an artificial ascent, and commanding a 

wide prospect. We did not visit it. 

As in the Khuzneh, so in the Deir, the interior by 

no means corresponds to the splendour of the exterior. 
There is here but one excavated chamber, a large 

square room perfectly plain, with walls smooth and 

unbroken ; except on the inner part, where is a broad 

arched niche a little above the floor, with two or three 

steps leading to it on each side; resembling very much 

the niche or alcove for the altar in a Greek church. 

The arch of this alcove was apparently once orna¬ 

mented by a border of some sort, fastened into a 

groove cut around it, and supporting perhaps a cur¬ 

tain. Over the niche, the traces of a cross are still 

discernible.1 

The whole exterior aspect of the Deir is decidedly 

that of a heathen temple. With this view also accord 

the broad esplanade in front, and the road leading up 

to the place, hewn out of the rock with immense 

labour. Indeed, it would be difficult to account for 

such a road to a mere private tomb; and this of itself 

seems to mark it as a public structure. In a later age 

1) This cross was noticed by Mr. Roberts. 

Vol. II. 68 
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it became apparently a Christian church, and the 

niche may perhaps have been then first excavated. 

We now returned to our tent and breakfasted. 

After the general survey which we had thus taken, I 

wished to go once more to the Khuzneh, and then re¬ 

turn by the upper range of tombs along the eastern 

cliff above our tent. We fixed upon 9 o’clock as the 

hour for setting off. Meantime Sheikh Hussan came 

in, and said the Sheikh of Wady Musa was there, de¬ 

siring from us a Ghufr. We told him through Hussan, 

that we were travelling with the Firman of Muham- 

med ’Aly, who had abolished all such exactions 

throughout his dominions; and we therefore felt under 

no obligation to comply with this demand. Our reply 

was perhaps more decided than it would otherwise 

have been, in consequence of the report of our ser¬ 

vants, that during our absence the Sheikh and his 

attendants had conducted themselves arrogantly, or¬ 

dering coffee and demanding of them a breakfast. To 

this last, the servants had without much ceremony de¬ 

murred. 

Leaving my companion and Sheikh Hussan to ar¬ 

range the matter, and taking with me two of our 

Arabs, I now repaired to the amphitheatre and the 

Khuzneh, observing every thing leisurely by the way, 

and looking particularly for the tomb with the Greek 

inscription, though without finding it. While exam¬ 

ining the Khuzneh, I heard several guns fired at our 

tent; but as this is not unusual among the Arabs, it 

did not further excite my attention. I had taken my 

last admiring look of this beautiful structure from a 

point opposite, near the mouth of the Sik ; and was 

just about to return, when I saw seven ragged wild¬ 

looking Arabs with guns coming up the valley. They 

entered the Khuzneh, to look at it, as I supposed ; but 

soon came out; and seeing me with my two attendants 
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at some distance, advanced towards us in a quiet man¬ 

ner, until within a few steps, when they broke out into 

the most violent gestures and exclamations, ordering us 

to return forthwith to the tent. As I knew not what 

it all meant, and could not ask them, I kept along 

down the valley, still searching for the Greek tomb 

and followed by the seven ragamuffins. 

At the amphitheatre I met Mr. Smith, who inform¬ 

ed me, that the two Sheikhs had broken on the point 

of the tribute. After my departure the Sheikh of the 

Bedim had through Hussan repeated his demand for 
the Ghufr; in which he was now backed by the ad¬ 

vice and solicitation of our own Arabs. He asserted 

that he had authority from the Pasha to collect such 

a toll, in return for his being held responsible to the 

government for the safety of travellers; and further, 

that all former travellers had paid his demand, and he 

hoped we would do so as well as they. To these 

barefaced falsehoods the reply was, that if he had 

authority from the Pasha, let him produce it and he 

should have all that it allowed ; that if he had for¬ 

merly shown favours to travellers and they had paid 

him for it, let him also first show us some kindness 

and civility, and he would not find us slow to make 

him a present in return. All this intercourse was had 

in like manner through Sheikh Hussan. 

On receiving this last answer, the old man rose in 

a great passion, saying that if we had orders from 

Muhammed JAly he would obey them; but that our 

Arabs had, no right to take us away, and they should 

go. He accordingly ordered them to depart; and 

talked of sending for other camels to Eljy. A great 

quarrel and tumult now arose between our Arabs and 

the eighteen or twenty armed men of the other party; 

swords were drawn and guns fired ; and one would 

have thought that blood would have been immediately 
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shed. My friend left them in the midst of the tumult, 

and went first to the tombs in the eastern precipice 

and thence to the theatre, where I now met him. 

The adverse Sheikh, it appeared, had also declared, 

that if we would not pay, we should see nothing of 

Wady Musa; and had sent his men to find us and 

conduct us back. 

We now together looked at various tombs in the 

vicinity of the theatre; our new “ protectors” endea¬ 

vouring to prevent us, and once even taking hold of 

our arms. We civilly shook them off, taking care 

not to strike nor to give any occasion for personal vio¬ 

lence; which they too seemed quite as equally anxious 

to avoid. My companion endeavoured to proceed 

higher up the valley, but was stopped by force. He 

now held a long talk with them, while I sat by ; using 

both argument and expostulation, and depicting the 

danger of thus exposing themselves to the vengeance of 

the Pasha. They of course could make no reply ; but 

his words also made no impression; and he might as 

well have spoken to the wind. We thought it better 

to return to the tent and there await the result. 

Here the Sheikh of Wady Musa now presented 

himself in due form; and to my no little astonishment, 

turned out to be the identical old Mukeibil Abu Zeitun, 

u the Father of Olives,” who had caused all the trouble 

to Messrs. Bankes, Legh, and Irby and Mangles in 

1818 ; pushing his obstinacy at that time so far, as al¬ 

most to kindle a war among the Arab tribes, in order 

to prevent the approach of the party to Wady Musa.1 

I had supposed him long dead; as no traveller since that 

time has spoken of him or appears to have seen him. 

But he now revived before us in all the obstinacy and 

1) Irby and Mangles’ Travels writes his name Magabel. See his 
pp. 383-400. Legh underMay 23- recent work : Cairo, Petra, etc. p. 
26th.—Mr. Kinneir in A. D. 1839, 131, etc. 
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tenacity of purpose, which had marked his former char-* 

acter; and we knew henceforth whom we had to deal 

with. He was at present an old man of nearly eighty 

years; and had put on a new Arab cloak, and a new 

glaring yellowT Kefiyeh, hound around his head with 

an unusual quantity of new woollen yarn,—in short his 

gala-dress,—to do us honour. His demeanour was 

calm ; and he now went over his arguments to us in a 

mild tone, and we ours to him in return. 

He enumerated one and another who (he said) 

had paid him the Ghufr, or, as he called it, made 

him a present; and he presumed we were more noble 

and generous than any who had gone before, and would 

give liberally. When told that as bearing the Pasha’s 

Firman, we were free from all such exactions, and that 

moreover he was held responsible for our safety while 

within his limits ; his reply was, that he knew all this, 

and on account of this very responsibility he claimed 

a present; if the government would relieve him from 

this obligation, he would ask nothing of visitors. We 

told him, we had been travelling through the provin¬ 

ces of Gaza and Hebron, where the Sheikhs of the 

villages, of their own accord, had always given us a 

guard around our tent, and had never thought of claim¬ 

ing or of hinting a wish for pay; and that his best way 

would have been in like manner to have done us some 

favour, before he claimed any return. But nothing 

made any impression upon the stubborn old Bedawy ; 

there he sat, tall, gaunt, with thin and time-worn vis¬ 

age and gray beard, not violent in gesture or manner, 

but cold, determined, and tenacious of his supposed 

hold upon us as a bloodhound. 

His reiterated demand was for one thousand Pias¬ 

tres, equal to fifty Spanish dollars, from ourselves; and 

for five hundred Piastres in addition from our Arabs. 

On this last he seemed to lay less stress, as they were 
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‘ neighbours and might come again; hut as to us, he evi¬ 

dently regarded us as a windfall already in his power, 

which he was bent upon turning to the utmost advan¬ 

tage. 

He had made the same demand of Bertou when 

here a few weeks before. Lord Prudhoe, about the 

same time, he had not caught; as he came from the 

West, remained only for a night, and was off again 

before the old man had time to pay his respects. 

Such indeed appears to have been the case with all 

those travellers, who of late years have taken this 

place in their way from ’Akabah to Hebron; their 

visits have been short; and entering byway of Mount 

Hor, they have been able to leave again before infor¬ 

mation of their arrival could reach the Sheikh. This 

advantage we had lost, by ascending the mountains 

further north, where our visit became known at once 

to the Arabs around Dibdiba.—Bertou, as he himself 

told us, had got off by giving the Sheikh all the money 

he had with him, less than one hundred Piastres, with 

a quantity of powder, soap, tobacco, and the like. 

The old man appears not to have been satisfied 

with this result; and had now, on the first intelligence 

of our arrival, come down upon us by night with some 

twenty armed men, wrho already had increased to 

thirty; determined to have the matter this time in his 

own hands, and not to let the opportunity slip aw7ay 

so easily. Against this array, we could number in all 

only thirteen men, including our Hawreitat, on wThom 

we could place no dependence whatever. Our Jelia- 

lin too, although their interest was the same a^ ours, 

proved to be men of no nerve; Sheikh Hussan, an easy 

good-natured man, had neither decision nor energy. 

We were thus really and truly in the power of Abu 

Zeitun ; and his men, the worst looking set of miscre¬ 

ants we had yet seen, seemed not unwilling to exercise 
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this power, and waited apparently only for a signal 

to plunder us outright. But the old Sheikh was more 

politic, and obviously kept them in check. 

After long and loud talking, the upshot of the 

whole matter on the part of Abu Zeitun was, that 

unless w7e paid his demand we should see nothing more, 

and should return the way we came. There wTas also 

again some talk of camels coming from Eljy to take 

us hack ; hut this seemed not to be much insisted on, 

and was rather a feint.1 We now told the old man 

plainly, that in the shape of Ghufr we should give 

nothing. If he was in rebellion against the govern¬ 

ment, we only wanted to know it, that we might 

make our report accordingly ; at any rate w7e should 

make a report of his conduct to the English and Amer¬ 

ican Consuls in Cairo, who w7ould lay the affair before 

the Pasha, and take measures that future travellers 

should not be thus exposed to exactions. After all, 

we were now in his power, and if he chose to rob 

or kill us outright, w7e w7ere ready ; but he must 

abide the consequences. Here the matter rested for 

some time. 

It was already past 10 o’clock, and we began to be 

impatient at this delay. Rather than give up the 

ascent of Mount Hor, (although we had now seen it 

fully from below,) we thought it best to tender to 

1) This story of other camels 
rested on a strict interpretation of 
Bedawin common law, which se¬ 
cures to every tribe the right and 
profit of carrying all travellers and 
freight within its own territories. 
Strictly speaking, perhaps neither 
the Jehalin nor ’Alawin have a 
right, according to this law, to 
bring travellers to Wady Musa, 
any more than to the convent at 
Sinai; and the Tawarah cannot 
do it, because they would have 
to pass through the country of the 
’Alawin, and thus invade their 

rights. Yet these claims are re¬ 
laxed in practice, especially among 
leagued tribes; so that the Tawa¬ 
rah cross the territories of the Hai- 
wat and Tiyahah without question^ 
to take travellers to Gaza and He¬ 
bron. So too both the ’Alawin and 
Jehalin carry travellers to Wady 
Musa; but they endeavour to avoid 
the notice of the neighbouring 
Arabs, and make their visits as 
short as possible ; feeling that they 
are doing that for which they may 
perhaps be called in question. 
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the old man through Sheikh Hussan, at first, what the 

chief Sheikh of the Jehalin had told us would he 

enough, viz. forty Piastres. It was returned; and also 

afterwards eighty, which we offered. I would have 

gone up to one hundred Piastres; hut the tenacious 

Sheikh was now so certain of his prey, that he would 

hear of nothing short of the full thousand. We there¬ 

fore concluded, that it wTould he better on the whole, 

as we could not carry the matter through by force, 

to take him at his word, and return the way we 

came. The followers of Abu Zeitun had gradually 

increased to nearly forty armed men, including some 

of the ’Ammarin, and a brother of Sheikh Husein the 

?Alawy. Keeping our own counsel, we ordered the 

camels to be loaded, which was done without hin¬ 

drance from any one ; and we mounted. 

Not wishing however to give up the point except 

from actual compulsion, we now attempted to set off 

on the way to Mount Hor, Sheikh Hussan leading the 

forward camel; but the hostile party at a signal from 

Abu Zeitun instantly closed around, and swords were 

drawn and brandished ; which however, among these 

Arabs, as we had now learned, means nothing more 

than to make a flourish. The heads of our camels were 

seized and turned in the opposite direction, with orders 

to go by the way we came. Not a step, my companion 

replied, except by force ; and dismounting he stood 

up before them and told them : We now knew them 

to be robbers, and were ready for them; let them rob 

and kill us if they chose, but not a para more of 

money should they get, than we had offered them. 

They replied, that not for a para less than a thousand 

Piastres should we go to Mount Hor. Our resolute 

Komeli next seized the halter of the head-camel and 

tried to go on as before; but with no better success. 

He then in great wrath, threw down his gun and pis- 
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tol and pipe on the ground before them, (the pipe was 

shivered in pieces,) declaring them to he thieves and 

robbers, and calling on them to take possession of his 

arms and all that he had.—All this however was of no 

avail; and we accordingly, about 11 o’clock, turned 

the heads of our camels the other way, and proceeded 

on the path which issues from the N. E. corner of the 

area, leading close along under the tombs in the east¬ 

ern cliffs. 

Our departure in this manner seemed, after all, to 

be wholly unexpected to the adverse party. The old 

Sheikh had reckoned upon us so surely, that this 

movement took him by surprise and threatened to 

thwart his plans. He detained our Arabs long in con¬ 

sultation; and when Sheikh Hussan at length came 

up, he brought an offer that we might return and stay ' 

as long as we pleased on paying five hundred Piastres. 

To this of course we paid no regard ; being determined 

not to renew the negotiation. At this time our five 

Haweitat, whom we were desirous to retain at least 

for the present, thinking it a favourable moment to 

profit by our necessities, demanded their wages, and 

refused to accompany us any further, except at an ex¬ 

travagant price. We paid them off, and let them go. 

There now remained with us only our four Jehalin, in 

these mountains teeming with such ruffians. But we 

put our trust in God, and went forward; not knowing 

hut that at any moment we might be overtaken and 

plundered. 
After we had proceeded for nearly an hour, a man 

from Abu Zeitun overtook us, inviting us to return; 

the Sheikh did not wish us to depart thus; our good¬ 

will was worth more to him than money; and we 

might come back and finish our observations without 

paying any thing. We sent word to the effect, that 

we had seen all we desired in the valley; that he had 
Vol. IT. 69 
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driven us away, and we should not return; but should 

make our report to Cairo. After another hour came a 

second messenger, begging us at least to wait until 

the Sheikh himself could come up and “ get our 

good-will ;” which means, being interpreted, to part 

with words of peace, but get a bakhshish if possible. 

We were now on the plain of Sutuh Beida, nearly 

opposite Dibdiba; and turning aside under the shade 

of the western precipice, we waited accordingly. 

The old man came at length on his dromedary ? 

and most of his company with him. Dismounting, he 

seated himself near us, repeated coldly the assurance, 

that our good-will was dearer to him than money; 

said we might return if we chose, and whatever we 

might please to give him would be acceptable ; or, if 

we chose to go on, we might go in peace. We told him, 

he was now too late, and we should go on; and left 

him coldly, without his present.—I proposed indeed to 

my companion, that we should so far put his good-will 

to the test, as to let him give us a guide to conduct 

us to Mount Hor by .some other route, not leading 

through Wady Musa. But to this my friend was 

averse; thinking it better when once out of the old 

man’s clutches, not to place ourselves again in his 

power. We therefore reluctantly gave up Mount Hor, 

and proceeded on our way, after having been thus de¬ 

layed for about an hour. 

The head Sheikh of the Jehalin afterwards assured 

us, that such an exaction had never been attempted, 

nor such a claim set up by Abu Zeitun, before the pre¬ 

sent year; but this has probably been owing, as al¬ 

ready suggested, to the shortness of the visits made by 

travellers, whose arrival did not become known to the 

Sheikh. The peasants, it was said, had sometimes 

come around, and asked for bakhshish; and a few 

Piastres had occasionally been given them. At any 
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rate, we were probably the first, on whom the old 

miscreant had once laid his grasp, who ever escaped 

from it without yielding to his demand; and we re¬ 

ceived many compliments from the Sheikhs of the Je¬ 

ll all n and others at Hebron for the boldness and ad¬ 

dress, with which we had extricated ourselves from his 

power. We owed our escape, no doubt, to the awe 

in which he stood of the strong arm of Muhammed 

5Aly; a circumstance of which we did not discover the 

full extent until after we had left him. Hussan re¬ 

mained behind; and him he charged, that the Jehalin 

should bring no more Christians to Wady Musa, with¬ 

out an express paper with the seal of the government; 

such a paper he would obey. This means, of course, 

nothing more than a Tezkirah from the governor of 

Gaza, under whose jurisdiction this region belongs; 

or probably one from Jerusalem or Hebron would an¬ 

swer just as well. 

We had committed the oversight of leaving our 

Firman among our other papers at Hebron ; not dream¬ 

ing that it could be necessary to us in these mountains. 

But I am since persuaded, that had we had the Fir¬ 

man to flourish in the old man’s face, and more es¬ 

pecially the Tezkirah of Sheikh Sa’id, which had been 

offered to us in Gaza,1 we should have carried our 

point without much difficulty. As it was, this could 

be done only by submitting to his demand, or by force. 

To the former we were not disposed, either for our 

own sakes or for the sake of those travellers who 

should come after us; and the latter was all on the 

adverse side. We suppose it was the same awe of 

Muhammed ’Aly, which alone prevented them from 

plundering us outright; helping themselves to that 

which we refused them.2 

1) See p. 374, above. written report of this whole affair 
2) We afterwards presented a to Mr. Gliddon, American Consul 
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Thus ended our visit to Wady Musa, after we had 

seen and accomplished all which lay within our origi¬ 

nal plan, except ascending Mount Hor. Although we 

might have gladly spent several days in searching out 

and studying the wonders of the place, yet our plans 

and the advance of the season called us elsewhere ; 

and there was nothing for which I could have wished 

to return to the valley itself, except to look at the 

few inscriptions and seek for others. I had indeed a 

strong desire to ascend Mount Hor, for the sake of the 

wide prospect, and in order to take its bearings from 

other known points; hut chiefly perhaps because it is 

one of the most definitely marked spots on which the 

great Hebrew lawgiver actually stood,—where took 

place the closing scene between the prophet-brothers, 

when the elder yielded up the ghost in the presence of 

the younger and of his own son, u and died there in the 

top of the mount.” 1 The Wely Neby Harun upon the 

summit, is in nothing different from other Arab tombs of 

Saints, which are so common upon the mountains and 

hills of Palestine. There is an inscription in Arabic and 

another in Hebrew, the work of casual visitors, and of 

no importance whatever. These had been copied by 

Lord Prudhoe during his recent visit; and we had 

already seen and read them in Jerusalem.2 «/ 

at Cairo, whom we met at Alex¬ 
andria. That gentleman, no doubt, 
will do all in his power to prevent 
the future recurrence of such prac¬ 
tices ; but in this remote corner 
they cannot be at once suppressed. 
Mr. Roberts,the English artist, and 
his party, who went to Wady Musa 
in 1839, were met by the Sheikh 
before they reached the spot; but 
got off with paying three hundred 
Piastres instead of one thousand. 
Kinnear’s Cairo, Petra, etc. p. 137. 
—In 1840, a large party of sixteen 
individuals, English, Americans, 
and Germans, making up a cara¬ 

van of some fifty camels, visited 
Wady Musa together; and paid to 
the Arabs of the place, (as I am 
informed by one of the party,) not 
less than seventy-five Piastres for 
each, or twelve hundred Piastres 
in all, for permission to examine 
the ruins. All such payments, of 
course, serve to increase the diffi¬ 
culties of subsequent travellers. 

1) Num. xx. 22-29. 
2) The first Frank travellers to 

ascend Mount Hor and visit the 
Wely Neby Harun, were Irby and 
Mangles and their party in 1818. 
It has been several times described 
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We had set off from Wady Musa at 11 o’clock; the 

way passing along beneath the eastern cliff and up 

the side of one of the Wadys which enter from the 

N. N. E. Then crossing one or two similar Wadys, 

we reached the plain Sutuh Beida, and came to the 

place where we had yesterday bought the sheep and 

sent forward our baggage. Here it was that we 

waited for Abu Zeitun; and here we left him at 2 

o’clock. Our way was now the same we had come 

the preceding day. A long and tedious ride brought 

us at 5 o’clock to the top of the pass of Nemela; where 

we stopped for a moment to enjoy the wide prospect 

and verify our former observations. The air was now 

serene and clearer than before, and the view finer. 

The junction of the Jerafeh with el-Jeib in the ’Ara- 

bah, and the cliff el-Mukrah beyond, were perfectly 

distinct; as was also the winding course of the Jeib 

further South. We descended the pass in forty-five 

minutes ; and following down the vallies below, reach¬ 

ed the lower edge of the porphyry formation, where 

the Wady turns down through the lower limestone 

cliffs. Here at 6f o’clock we halted for rest and re¬ 

freshment. 

As there would be moonlight until an hour after 

midnight, our Arabs were desirous to push forward 

during that interval across the plain. They repre¬ 

sented, and with justice, that it would be prudent to 

get away as soon as possible from the vicinity of these 

mountains thus teeming with ruffians ; since although 

we had nothing to fear from Abu Zeitun himself, it 

was yet very possible that some of his tribe, not satis¬ 

fied with our having thus slipped from their grasp, 

might still pursue and plunder us by night; or that 

within the last five years; but the exact. The reader will find it in 
account of Irby and Mangles re- Note XXXV, end of the Vol- 
mains as yet the most definite and ume. 
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some of the Ma’az, hearing of our departure in this 

manner with only four men, might also think it a good 

occasion to follow and rob us, and throw the responsi¬ 

bility upon the Bedun. We assented therefore to the 

proposal of our guides; and that the more readily, 

because we wished, before Sunday, to escape from the 

burning desert of the ’Arabah. 

Accordingly at ten minutes past 9 o’clock we 

again mounted; and aided by the bright moonlight, 

descended the stony slope which skirts the western 

base of the mountains. All was still; no one was 

allowed to talk or smoke ; even the tread of the camels 

seemed more noiseless. A man on foot led the way ; 

but he sometimes missed the path among the rocks, 

which the more sagacious camels readily recovered. 

Our object was to strike obliquely across the ’Arabah 

to the fountain el-Weibeh. Here was no path ; the 

usual route from the pass er-Ruba’y to Hebron leads by 

el-Weibeh; but that from Nemela crosses to the foun¬ 

tain el-Khurar further North. Our guides took the 

present course, partly in accordance with our wish to 

visit el-Weibeh ; and partly as a blind in case we 

should be pursued. Our general course was now 

about N. W. by W. After an hour we left the stones, 

and struck out upon the gravelly desert plain, inter¬ 

sected by sandy Wadys with shrubs. 

We were in doubt at the time whether we did not 

pass to the northward of ’Ain el-Buweirideh ; but a bear¬ 

ing which we took next morning, served to show the con¬ 

trary. After crossing several deep gullies running in 

a westerly direction, we struck at 12^ o’clock a large 

and deep Wady called es-Sikakin, and descending into 

its bed, followed it for some time. It runs N. W. obvi¬ 

ously to join Wady el-Jeib ; and breaks through a 

range of gravel hills, one hundred to one hundred and 

fifty feet in height, extending from E. to W. across the 
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’Arabah. Having passed these hills, we left the Wady 
and kept along their northern base until 1J o’clock. 
The moon had now gone down ; we therefore stopped, 
and spreading our canvass and carpets on the sand, 
lay down to rest, and slept for three hours peacefully 
and sweetly. 

MOUNTAINS OF EDOM. 

We had thus left behind us the mountains of Edom, 
which we had seen in part; and we should have been 
glad, had time and circumstances permitted us to see 
more. The structure of the chain, where we saw it, 
has already been described; at the base low hills of 
limestone or argillaceous rock; then the lofty masses 
of porphyry constituting the body of the mountain; 
above these, sandstone broken up into irregular ridges 
and grotesque groups of cliffs; and again further back 
and higher than all, long elevated ridges of limestone 
without precipices. East of all these, stretches off in¬ 
definitely the high plateau of the great eastern desert. 
We estimated the height of the porphyry cliffs at about 
2000 feet above the ’Arabah; the elevation of Wady 
Musa above the same is perhaps 2000 or 2200 feet; 
while the limestone ridges further back probably do 
not fall short of 3000 feet. The whole breadth of the 
mountainous tract between the ’Arabah and the east¬ 
ern desert above, does not exceed fifteen or twenty 
geographical miles. 

The character of these mountains is quite different 
from those on the West of the ’Arabah. The latter, 
which seemed to be not more than two thirds as high, 
are wholly desert and sterile; while these on the East 
appear to enjoy a sufficiency of rain, and are covered 
with tufts of herbs and occasional trees. The Wadys 
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too are full of trees and shrubs and flowers; while the 

eastern and higher parts are extensively cultivated 

and yield good crops. The general appearance of the 

soil is not unlike that around Hebron ; though the face 

of the country is very different. It is indeed the re¬ 

gion of which Isaac said to his son Esau : “ Behold, 

thy dwelling shall he the fatness of the earth, and of 

the dew of heaven from above.” 1 

This tract of mountains, south of the district of Ke- 

rak (the ancient country of Moab), and separated from 

the latter by the Wady el-Ahsy, is at the present day 

spoken of as divided into two districts; though we did 

not learn that this arises from any regulation of the 

government. The northern bears the name of Jebal, 

“ Mountainsbeginning at Wady el-Ahsy and termi¬ 

nating towards the South, according to Burckhardt, 

at Wady el-Ghuweir.2 Yet the southern boundary 

would seem not to be very definitely assigned; for 

'esh-Shobek, although it lies south of that Wady, was 

sometimes spoken of to us, as belonging to Jebal. The 

largest place in Jebal is Tufileh. 

South of Wady el-Ghuweir follows the district esh- 

Sherah ; extending, so far as we could learn, indefin¬ 

itely towards ’Akabah on the South, and including 

properly Shobek, Wady Musa, Ma’an, el-Humeiyimeh, 

and other places.3 

1) Gen. xxvii. 39; comp. vs. 27, 
28. 

2) Travels p. 410.—This name 
corresponds to the ancient Hebrew 
Gebal and the Roman Geba- 
lene, which Eusebius and Jerome 
describe as a part of Idumea, and 
sometimes put for Idumea itself. 
Ps. lxxxiil. 8. Onomast. arts. Idu¬ 
mea, Alius, Gethaim, etc. Reland 
Palaest. p. 82-84. 

3) The form esh-Sherah has no 
relation to the Hebrew Seir 

the ancient name of this district. 
The Hebrew word means ‘hairy* 
and is written with ’Ain, which 
never falls away; while the Ara¬ 
bic name signifies ;a tract, region.’ 
Compare Gesenius, Notes on 
Burckhardt, p. 1067.—Both Edrisi 
and Abulfeda apply the name esh- 
Sherah to all the mountains south 
of Kerak as far as to Ailah; Edrisi 
par Jaubert I. pp. 337, 338. Abul- 
fed. Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler p. 13. 
Tab. Arab. ed. Hudson p. 20. 
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The region el-Hismeli, the country of the Ma’az 

mentioned above, was here also described as a sandy 

tract with mountains around it on the East of ’Akabah; 

but not itself a mountain nor a separate district, as 

reported by Burckhardt. Yet the Arabs would be 

very likely in pointing out the adjacent mountains to 

speak of them as Jebel Hismeh or Tur Hismeh; al¬ 

though all our guides, both of the ’Amran from ’Aka- 

bah and of the Haweitat from near Ma’an, uniformly 

denied the existence of any such name as applied to a 

mountain.1 

The chief tribe of Bedawin in the district of Jebal 

are the Hejaya. Besides these, there is also a branch 

of the Ka’abineh, who dwell in the region of Wady el- 

Ahsy, and sow near a well called el-Malih. They 

were now at enmity with the Jehalin; although their 

relatives west of the Dead Sea, are the allies of the 

latter tribe, and intermarry with them. 

In the district esh-Sherah, the Bedawin are all 

Haweitat, with a few allies. This is an extensive tribe, 

broken up into several subdivisions, and dwelling in 

various and distant parts of the country. Those found 

in these mountains are divided into the clans Abu Ba¬ 

sh id, el-Jazy, el-Bedun, and el-’Alawin. The last 

properly occupy the region towards 5Akabah; the 

Bedun, as we have seen, pasture around Wady Musa. 

The Sheikh Abu Jazy of Laborde,2 appears to have 

been the head of the division el-Jazy; we did not 

learn the limits where they pasture. 

The proper country of the Haweitat Abu Rashid, 

is around Shobek; but they were said to be now in 

the region of Kerak. The spirited Sheikh Muhammed 

Abu Rashid, to whose fidelity and perseverance Irby 

1) Burckhardt pp. 433, 440,444. 2) The Ebn Jarzce oflrby and 
Laborde Voyage p. 63. (218.) Mangles, p. 391. 
Comp, above, Vol. I. p. 256. 

Vql. II. 70 
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and Mangles and their companions were indebted for 

their visit to Wady Musa, was the head of this divi¬ 

sion.1 He is dead, and his clan were now governed by 

his sons.—Closelv allied with these are the ’Ammarin, 

who are not themselves Haweitat, but a respectable 

independent tribe; although they acknowledge the 

Sheikh of the Abu Rashid as their head. They live 

in the northern part of esh-Sherah, and to them be¬ 

longs ?Ain el-Buweirideh in the ’Arabah. 

The Haweitat live not only among these mountains, 

and along the adjacent eastern desert; but also 

around Muweilih and in Egypt; and some are found 

near Gaza. The head Sheikh over them all is Man¬ 

sur Ibn Shedid, who resides at Cairo, and has been 

already mentioned.2 Even the Haweitat who dwell 

here and at Muweilih, are registered among the Arabs 

of Egypt.—The Bedawin throughout these districts, 

and also further north, were said to be now in a state 

of subjection to the Egyptian government and pay an 

annual tribute. That of the Beni Sukhr, the preced¬ 

ing year, was one camel for every two tents. 

In both Jebal and esh-Sherah the Fellahin also are 

half Bedawin ; inhabiting the few villages, but dwell¬ 

ing likewise partly in tents, like the Ta’amirah near 

Bethlehem. Such are in esh-Sherah, the Refai’a liv¬ 

ing in and around Dibdiba ; the Liyathineh in and 

around Eijy; the Rawajifeh at a ruined place 

of the same name; and also the Hebahibeh and 

Beni Na’im dwelling wholly in tents. Besides these, 

Burckhardt mentions also the Sa’udiyeh and the Ja- 

’ilat.3 The Fellahin of the Sherah are in subjection 

to the government, pay tribute, and furnish supplies of 

grain.—In Jebal the Fellahin are in like manner di¬ 

vided into several tribes; but we did not succeed in 

1) Travels p. 383, seq. Legh 2) See the account of his being 
May 23d. Burckhardt writes the appealed to as a peace-maker, Vol. 
name incorrectly Ibn Rashid, p. 1. p. 207. 
417. So too Mr. Degh. 3) Travels, pp. 419, 434. 
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obtaining their names. Burckhardt mentions the Ja- 

wabireh as living in Tufileh, the Beni Hamideh in 

el-Busaireh, and the Melahin at Shobek.1 The Fel¬ 

lahs of Jebal were at this time still in rebellion against 

the government; and during the last year, Sheikh 

Sa'id of Gaza, with the Jehalin and Tiyahah, had 

spent two or three months in trying to subdue them. 

They easily got possession of the villages; but the 

inhabitants betook themselves to the fastnesses of the 

mountains, where they could not be approached.— 

It was for this reason that our Jehalin guides would 

not venture to take us to Shobek.2 

Such are the races who now hold in possession the 

ancient territory of Edom. This is not the occasion 

to dwell upon the course of events during the many 

intervening centuries; yet a few notices of the leading 

changes which have here taken place, will serve to 

throw light upon the history and character of that 

ancient city, whose remains now constitute the chief 

attraction for the traveller among these mountains. 

In the times of Scripture history, the mountains 

east of the Dead Sea were comprised in the territory 

of Moab ; the northern border of which, towards the 

Amorites, was ultimately the brook Arnon, now Wady 

el-Mojib.3 The southern border of Moab appears to 

have been the brook Zered; at least this is described 

as the limit of the wanderings of the children of Israel 

in the desert, and the point where they passed over 

into the territory of Moab, a kindxed people.4 The 

features of the country seem to show, that this was 

probably the Wady el-Ahsy, which now separates the 

district of Kerak from Jebal, and indeed forms a natu¬ 

ral division between the country on the North and on 

1) Burckhardt’s Travels in Sy- 3) Num. xxi. 13, 26. Judg. xi. 18. 
ria, etc. pp. 405, 407, 416. 4) Deut. ii. 13,14, 18. Num. 

2) See p. 504 above. xxi. 12. 
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the South. Taking its rise near the castle el-Ahsy on 

the route of the Syrian Haj, upon the high eastern 

desert,1 it breaks down through the whole chain of 

mountains to near the S. E. corner of the Dead Sea, 

forming for a part of the way a deep chasm. On the 

North, the mountains of Moab are high, and terminate 

here in a bluff near Khanzireh, which has several 

times been mentioned, as one of our landmarks. Fur¬ 

ther South the mountains are much lower, until they 

again become high beyond Wady el-Ghuweir.—The 

Israelites doubtless passed Wady el-Ahsy (Zered) near 

its upper end, where it would present no difficulty. 

On the South of Moab, Mount Seir, or the territory 

of Edom, extended to Elath on the Red Sea.2 To this 

region Esau retired from the face of his brother Jacob; 

and his descendants are said to have succeeded the 

Horites in Mount Seir, u when they had destroyed them 

and dwelt in their stead.”3 The rivalry of the patri¬ 

archs Esau and Jacob, was transmitted to their pos¬ 

terity. When the Israelites, after many years of 

wandering, arrived a second time at Kadesh, they 

asked leave of the Edomites to pass through their 

country by the “ King’s highway,” (probably Wady 

el-Ghuweir,) in order to reach Palestine from the East. 

Leave was refused ; and the Israelites were thus com¬ 

pelled to return through the ’Arabah to Elath (Ailah, 

’Akabah), and thence pass up through the mountains 

to the eastern desert, so as to make the circuit of the 

land of Edom.4 

In later times Saul made war upon the Edomites; 

David subdued the whole country; and Solomon 

made Ezion-geber a naval station, whence he des- 

1) Burckhardt pp. 400, 401. 3) Gen. xxxvi. 6-8. Deut. ii. 
2) Deut. ii. 1-8. The Israelites 12, 22. 

were compelled to proceed quite to 4) Num. xx. 14-21. xxi. 4. 
Elath, in order to pass around the Deut. ii. 1-8. 
land of Edom. 
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patched fleets to Ophir.1 After various struggles, this 

people succeeded in the time of king Joram in mak¬ 

ing themselves again independent of Judah ;2 for al¬ 

though Amaziah made war upon them and captured 

one of their chief cities, Sela (Rock, Petra), changing 

its name to Joktheel; and although IJzziah his suc¬ 

cessor “ built Elath and restored it to Judah ;3 yet 

these appear to have been only temporary conquests. 

Under Ahaz, the Edomites made inroads upon Judea 

and carried away captives ; and about the same time 

Rezin king of Syria “ drove the Jews from Elath,” of 

which the Edomites now took permanent possession.4 

All this time their metropolis appears to have been 

Bozrah.5 

From the prophetical books of the Old Testament 

we also know, that while the kingdom of Judah was 

fast verging to ruin, that of Edom became prosperous; 

and joining apparently the Chaldeans under Nebu¬ 

chadnezzar, aided in the overthrow of the Jewish 

state. In alike degree the national hatred of the Jews 

against Edom, became still more inflamed ; and the 

prophets uttered the strongest denunciations against 

that land.6 During the Jewish exile, as it would ap¬ 

pear, the Edomites pressed forward into the South of 

Palestine, of which they took possession as far as to 

Hebron; here, as we have already seen, they were 

subsequently attacked and subdued by the Maccabees, 

and compelled to adopt the laws and customs of the 

1) 1 Sam. xiv. 47.—2 Sam. viii. 
14. 1 Chr. xviii. 11-13. 1 Kings 
xi. 15.—1 Kings ix. 26. 2 Chron. 
viii. 17,18. 

2) 2 Kings viii. 20-22. 2 Chr. 
xxi. 8-10. 

3) 2 Kings xiv. 7. 2 Chr. xxv. 
11, 12, 14. 2 Chr. xxvi. 2. 

4) 2 Chr. xxviii. 17.—2 Kings 
xvi. 6 Keri. Here the Keri d^ETO 

Edomites is to be read instead of 
Syrians. The change doubtless 
arose out of the close resemblance 
of the Hebrew n and \ 

5) Is. xxxiv. 6. lxiii. 1. Jer. 
xlix. 13, 22. Am. i. 12. 

6) Ps. cxxxvii. 7. Obad. 1, seq. 
Jer. xlix. 7, seq. Ezek. xxv. 12-14. 
xxxii. 29. xxxv. 3-15. 
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Jews.1 Idumea, which name now included also the 

southern part of Judea, was henceforth governed by a 

succession of Jewish prefects. One of these, Antipater, 

an Xdumean by birth, by the favour of Caesar, was 

made procurator of all Judea ; and his son, Herod the 

Great, became king over the Jews, including Idumea.2 

Just before the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, bands of 

Idumeans threw themselves into the city, which they 

aided to fill with robbery and violence.3 From this 

time onward the Edomites, as a people, vanish from 

the pages of history ; and in the next century Ptolemy 

limits their territory to the region west of the Dead 

Sea.4 

But while the Edomites had thus been extending 

their limits in the Northwest, they had in turn been 

driven out from the southern portion of their own ter¬ 

ritory, and from their chief city itself, by the Naba- 

theans, an Arabian tribe, the descendants of Nabaioth 

the eldest son of Ishmael.5 This nomadic people had 

spread themselves over the whole of desert Arabia, 

from the Euphrates to the borders of Palestine, and 

finally to the Elanitic Gulf of the Red Sea.6 At what 

period they thus supplanted the Edomites, in their 

ancient possessions, is unknown; but so early as the 

time of Antigonus, one of Alexander’s successors, who 

died 301 B. C., that prince, after having seized upon 

Syria and Palestine, sent two expeditions against the 

Nabatheans in Petra ; the first commanded by Athe- 

1) See above, p. 424. 
2) Joseph. Ant. XIV. 1, 3. ibid. 

8. 5. XV. 7. 9. XVII. 11. 4.— 
Hence Roman writers often speak 
of the whole of Palestine under the 
name of Idumea; see Reland Pa- 
laest. pp. 48, 49. 

3) Jos. B. J. IV. 4.1, 5. VII. 8.1. 
4) Ptolem. V. 16, 'Idov/xala, 

*ixv; taxi ndaa dn'o diotox; xov 
’Jogduvov. Reland. Palaest. p. 462. 

5) Gen. xxv. 13. Isa. lx. 7. 
6) Joseph. Ant. I. 12. 4, Ovxot 

naldtq ’lo'fiat]Xov naaav xrjv dn Ei- 

(pQaxov y.a&fjy.ovoap ng'oq xvv ’Eqv- 
'■O-gav &dXaao<xv y.axoiy.ovai, IV ct ft a - 
x 7] v rj v x tjv /ojQav 6vnf (doavxe$. 

dal dh ovxou of xoiv ’yigdficov e O-voq 

x. x. X. Hieron. Q,uaest. in Gen. 
xxv. 13. Diod. Sic. XIX. 94. See 
more on the Nabatheans, in Re¬ 
land Pal. p. 90, seq. 
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naeus, and the second by his own son, Demetrius.1 At 

this time they were still essentially nomadic, and had 

apparently no king; hut they had already begun to 

engage in commerce, and seem gradually to have be¬ 

come more fixed in their habits. In this way, during 

the following centuries, they grew up into the king¬ 

dom of Arabia Petraea, occupying very nearly the 

same territory which was comprised within the limits 

of ancient Edom. It probably took this appellation 

from the name of its metropolis Petra. A king of this 

country, Aretas, is mentioned as contemporary with 

Antiochus Epiphanes, just before the time of the 

Maccabees, about 166 B. C.2 

From this time onward to the destruction of Jeru¬ 

salem, the sovereigns of Arabia Petraea, who usually 

bore the name of Aretas or Obodas, came into frequent 

contact with the Jews and Romans both in war and 

peace. The country and people are often mentioned 

by Josephus.3 Their sovereigns appear to have been 

in a measure dependent on the Roman emperors, 

though not directly subject to the Roman power. 

Obodas, six or eight years before the Christian era, 

was a man of indolent habits, and left the whole man¬ 

agement of affairs to a favourite named Syllaeus.4 

This latter demanded of Herod the Great the hand of 

his sister Salome ; but his suit not being successful, he 

appears to have become inimical towards Herod, and 

1) Diod. Sic. XIX. 94-98. 
2) 2 Macc. v. 8. 
3) Alexander Jannaeus was de¬ 

feated by an Obodas about 93 B. C. 
Antiq. XIII. 13. 5. B. J. I. 4. 4. 
Antiochus Dionysius of Syria was 
killed in a battle in Arabia, and 
Aretas (apparently the victor) be¬ 
came king in Damascus; Ant. XIII. 
15. 1, 2. B. J. I. 4. 7, 8. In the 
year 63 B. C. Scaurus, a general 
of Pompey, overran Arabia as far 
as to Petra, and then made peace 

with Aretas; Ant. XIV. 5. 1. Dio 
Cass. XXXVII. 15. Two years 
later, about 61 B. C. Antipater in¬ 
duced Hyrcanus, son of Alexander 
Jannaeus, to take refuge with Are¬ 
tas in Petra; Ant. XIV. 1. 4. B. 
J. I. 6. 2. In the early part of Her¬ 
od’s reign, the kingdom of Arabia 
was held by Malchus; Ant. XV. 
6. 2. 

4) Jos. Ant. XVI. ?. 6. Strabo 
XVI. 4. 23, 24. 
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accused him some years afterwards before Augustus 

at Rome of hostilities and murders in Arabia. Herod 

however was able to turn the scale in his own favour, 

and Syllaeus was condemned to fine and punishment.1 

Meantime Obodas w7as dead, and had been succeeded 

by JEneas, who took the name of Aretas, and was at 

length confirmed in his kingdom by Augustus; although 

the latter had at first intended to bestow Arabia on 

Herod.2 

It was during the reign of the same Obodas, three 

or four years before the Christian era, that the cele¬ 

brated expedition was sent by Augustus from Egypt 

into Arabia under Aelius Gallus, the friend of Strabo 

and then governor of Egypt. After various hindrances, 

Gallus arrived with his forces by water at Leuke 

Rome,3 the emporium of the Nabatheans. Here he 

wTas kindly received by order of king Obodas and his 

favourite Syllaeus, as allies of the Romans; and re¬ 

mained a summer and winter to refresh his troops, 

who were suffering from disease. He afterwards 

marched into the interior, but without visiting Petra; 

and after great delay and difficulty, arising from the 

bad faith and treachery of Syllaeus, he returned 

through Arabia Felix.4 

The next Arabian king of whom we have any 

notice, is the Aretas mentioned by Paul as lord of 

Damascus, which he then governed by an ethnarch, 

about A, D. 38 or 39.5 * Josephus gives of him the fur- 

1) Jos. Ant. XVI. 7. 6. ib. 9.2-4. 
ib. 10. 8, 9. B. J. I. 28.6. ib. 29. 3. 

2) Jos. Ant. XVI. 9.4. ib. 10. 9. 
XVII. 3. 2. 

3) Aev/Aj Albus Pagits, 
Strabo XVI. 4. 24. Arrian. Peri- 
plus Maris Erythr. ed. Hudson p. 
11. Probably at. or near Muwei- 
lih, near the mouth of the Gulf of 
’Akabah, on the eastern coast. This 
place was already known to the 

Romans in the fifth and sixth cen¬ 
turies as Mohaila; see Notit. Dig- 
nitat. ed. Panciroli p. 216. Reland 
Palaest. p. 230. See in general 
Vincent’s Commerce and Navig. 
of the Ancients, Vol. II. pp. 258, 
259, 295. Bond. 1807. 4. 

4) Strabo XVI. 4. 22-24. Dio 
Cass. LI1I. 29. 

5) 2 Cor. xi. 32. Comp. Acts 
ix. 24, 25. 
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ther account, that Herod Antipas having espoused his 

daughter, repudiated her in order to marry Herodias; 

a step for which he was reproved by John the Baptist.1 

Upon this, A ret as made war against Herod and totally 

destroyed his army; a judgment upon Herod, as many 

of the serious-minded Jews regarded it, for his murder 

of John. Vitellius, then proconsul of Syria, received 

orders to chastise Aretas; hut while he was preparing 

for this expedition, and had sent forward some of his 

troops, news came of the death of Tiberius ; upon 

which he recalled his troops, and placing them in 

winter quarters, left the province. It was probably 

at this period, under the weak reign of Caligula, that 

Aretas, taking advantage of this supineness, made an 

incursion and seized the city of Damascus, which he 

held for a time in the manner related by Paul. It 

could have been, however, only a temporary posses¬ 

sion ; and the fact is not mentioned by any other 

writer.2 

The nominal independence of the kingdom of Ara¬ 

bia, continued for some thirty years after the destruc¬ 

tion of Jerusalem. Under the reign of Trajan, about 

A. D. 105, it was overrun and conquered by Cornelius 

Palma, then governor of Syria, and formally annexed 

to the Roman empire.3 

The inhabitants of this region had early become 

extensively engaged in commerce, as the carriers of 

the rich products of the East between the Red Sea 

and the ports of the Phenicians. In the first expedi¬ 

tion sent by Antigonus, the men of Petra were absent 

at a mart, and Athenaeus found in Petra a large quan- 

1) Matt. xiv. 3, 4. Mark vi. 3) Dio Cass. LXVIII. 14, Kara 

17, 18. Luke iii. 19. rbv avx'ov xovxov xqovov (A.U. C. 
2) For a list of the sovereigns 858,) y.al IJdXfiaq xxjq 2vqCaq agxojv 

of Arabia Petraea, collected from tr]v ’AgafUav rrjv Ttgoq xft JJttgcf 

Josephus, see Vincent’s Commerce ixeiQ°',0'aro> ‘PcduuCmv vrtrjxoov 
and Navig. of the Ancients, Vol. inolt\aaxo. Amm. Marcell. XIV. 
II. p. 272, seq. 8. Eutropius VIII. 2, 9. 

Vol. II. 71 
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tity of frankincense and myrrh, and five hundred ta¬ 

lents of silver.1 Strabo relates, that the merchandise 

of India and Arabia was transported on camels from 

Leuke Kome to Petra, and thence to Rhinocolura (el- 

7Arish), and other places.2 Under the Romans, this 

trade appears to have become still more prosperous. 

The country was rendered more accessible, and the 

passage of merchants and caravans facilitated, by 

military ways, and by the establishment of military 

posts to keep in check the predatory hordes of the 

neighbouring deserts. One great road, of which traces 

still remain, had its direction northwards from Ail ah 

to Petra, and thence to Damascus; from Petra a branch 

went off on the West of the Dead Sea, to Jerusalem, 

Askelon, and other parts of the Mediterranean.3 A 

line of military stations was established along this road, 

which served to protect it against incursions from the 

eastern desert; and some of these became the sites of 

towns.4 

Early in the fourth century, the name of Palestine 

was occasionally extended so as to include this whole 

region ;5 and in the beginning of the fifth century, we 

find introduced a new division of Judea and the adja- 

. cent countries, into Palcestina Prima, Secunda, et Tertia. 

The first comprised Jerusalem and the whole of Judea 

1) Diod. Sic. XIX. 95. See 
above pp. 558, 559. 

2) Strabo XVI. 4. 18, 23, 24. 
3) See the Peutinger Tables; 

and compare RennelPs Compar. 
Geogr. of Western Asia I. p. 89, 
seq. Ritter Gesch. des Petr. Ara- 
biens, in Abhandl. der Berl. Acad. 
1824. Hist. phil. Kl. p. 204. Traces 
of this ancient road were found by 
Laborde south of Wady Musa; 
Voyage p. 62. (213.) North of 
Wady Musa its remains are in 
many places visible; see Burck- 
hardt pp. 374, 419. Irby and Man¬ 
gles pp. 371, 377, 460. The latter 

travellers saw several mile-stones 
of the time of Trajan, and one of 
Marcus Aurelius; p. 461. 

4) Thus in the “Notitiae Dig- 
nitatum” in the fifth or sixth cen¬ 
tury, we find u equites” stationed 
at Mohila, Aila, Hauana, Zodoca- 
tha, Arindela, Areopolis, etc. The 
Peutinger Tables have Hauara 
and Zadagatta on the great road 
between Aila and Petra. See No¬ 
titiae Dignitat. ed. Panciroli pp. 
215, 216,219, 220. Reland Palaest. 
pp. 230, 231. Ritter 1. c. 

5) Onomast. arts. Ailah, Arcem, 
Cades, etc. 
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on the South, and as far north as to Samaria ; the 

second included Scythopolis and the North of Pales¬ 

tine ; while the third comprehended the countries on 

the East and South of the Dead Sea, formerly belong¬ 

ing to Arabia Petraea, and extended also across the 

■ Arahah to the West, so as to take in Beersheba and 

Elusa.1 This appears to have been at the same time 

an ecclesiastical division ; the three Palestines had 

each a metropolitan see, at first Caesarea, Scythopolis 

and Petra; and when at the council of Chalcedon Je¬ 

rusalem was erected into a patriarchate, these three 

provinces were assigned as its territory.2 Long before 

this time, therefore, the Christian religion had extend¬ 

ed itself throughout the region; and it is indeed to the 

acts and records of councils in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 

centuries, and to the ecclesiastical JYolitiae of the same 

or a later age, that we are indebted for our chief 

knowledge of this country during those periods, and 

for the preservation of the names of many episcopal 

cities from the oblivion, in which they must otherwise 

have been ingulfed. 

How far Christianity had spread among the no¬ 

madic tribes of the eastern deserts, or whether like 

those around Sinai, they still retained the worship 

of the heavenly bodies, we have no means of ascer¬ 

taining. But before the middle of the seventh century, 

the religion of the false prophet began to be propa- 

1) This division is first found in 
a law promulgated in A. D. 409. 
Leg. III. Cod. Theodos. de erog. 
milit. Annon. ‘‘Limitanei milites 
et possessorum utilitate conspecta 
per primam, secundam, et tertiam 
Palestinam hujuscemodi norma 
processit.” Reland Palaest. p. 205, 
seq.—Palestina Tertia was some¬ 
times also ealled Salutaris; Reland 
ib. p. 206. 

2) See above, pp. 23, 24. This 
division of Palestine runs through 

all the ecclesiastical Notitiae; Re¬ 
land Pal. pp. 214-226. The name 
Arabia was applied, at this period, 
to the country north of the third 
Palestine, including Medaba, Hesh- 
bon, Rabbath-Ammon or Philadel¬ 
phia, Gerasa, Bostra, etc. Reland 
ib. pp. 217, 219, 223, 226. Yet the 
usage was not constant; and some 
writers speak of the cities of the 
third Palestine as still belonging 
to Arabia; so Sozomen Hist. Ecc. 
VII. 15. Reland ib. p. 613. 
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gated by the sword; and soon united all the Arab 

hordes, however distinct in other respects, into one 

great community of religious zealots.- In A. D. 630 

the prophet himself pressed forwards against the Ro¬ 

man border as far as to Tebiik; and this was the 

signal for several of the Christian communities of 

Arabia Petraea, to purchase from the conqueror the 

enjoyment of their privileges by the payment of tribute. 

Among these was Ailah.1 This example appears to 

have been generally followed; for four years later 

(A. D. 634), as the tide of conquest continued to roll 

on, the see of Rozrah in the North made peace in the 

same manner with Abu Bekr, after the battle of Yar- 

muk.2 In A. D. 636, as we have seen, Jerusalem itself 

submitted to the Muhammedan sway. 

With this conquest, the commercial importance 

and prosperity of the former Arabia Petraea fell into 

decay. Muhammedan empires arose and flourished in 

southern Arabia, Syria and Egypt. Lying between 

all these, this country retained no independent exist¬ 

ence ; the course of trade became diverted into other 

channels; the great roads of former communication 

were abandoned; and the whole region was at length 

given up to the nomadic hordes of the adjacent deserts, 

whose descendants still hold it in possession.3 From 

the Muhammedan conquest to the time of the crusades, 

not one ray of historical light falls upon this forgotten 

land!1 % 

1) Abulfed. Ann. Muslemit. ed. 
Adler, 1789. Tom. I. p. 171. See 
above, Yol. I. pp. 251, 252. Abul- 
feda mentions Ailah and two other 
places now unknown. There ex¬ 
its a pretended Diploma Securita- 
tis Ailensibus, professing to be a 
patent of Muhammed himself in 
favour of the Christians; see Gib¬ 
bon Chap. L. Note under A. D. 
630. 

2) Abulfedae Annal. ib. pp. 223, 
243, 245. Ritter Gesch. des. Petr. 
Arab. 1. c. p. 219. 

3) Ritter ibid. p. 209. 
4) Unless it be in the two Latin 

ecclesiastical Notitiae, which refer 
apparently to the centuries before 
the crusades, and in which the 
name of Petra, the former metro¬ 
politan see, is no longer found; Re- 
land Pal. pp. 223, 226. 
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The invasion of the crusaders let in, for the moment, 

a few faint gleams upon the otherwise total darkness. 

During the twelfth century they penetrated at differ¬ 

ent times into the regions east and south of the Dead 

Sea, and held portions of them for a season in posses¬ 

sion. At this time the whole land east of the Jordan 

was known to the crusaders as Arabia; the northern 

part around Bozrah they called Arabia Prima; the 

region around Kerak, Arabia Secunda ; and that fur¬ 

ther south, Arabia Tertia or Syria Sobal.1 

The first expedition took place under Baldwin I, 

in A. D. 1100.2 Marching from Hebron around the 

south end of the Dead Sea and by Segor (Zoar), the 

forces of the crusaders came in five days through 

the mountains with great difficulty to Wady Musa, to 

which they already gave the name “ Vallis Moysi.”3 

It does not argue highly for their skill in biblical geog¬ 

raphy, that they took the adjacent mountain with the 

tomb of Aaron for Mount Sinai; and the brook which 

flows down the valley, for the water which came forth 

when Moses smote the rock.4 From this valley, 

Albert of Aix relates, that they marched still one day 

further to a city called Susum; but as neither Fulcher 

of Chartres who was present, nor any other historian, 

mentions this further expedition, and the name of 

1) See Jac. de Vitr. c. 96. Also 
fo r Arabia Prima, ibid. c. 47; for 
Arabia Secunda, Will. Tyr.XI. 26. 
XV. 21; for Arabia Tertia and Sy¬ 
ria Sobal, Will. Tyr. XI. 26. XVI. 
6. Jac. de Vitr. 28. See gener¬ 
ally Marin. Sanut. p. 244. Wilken 
Gesch. der Kreuzz. II. p. 616. III. 
i. p. 210. 

2) See generally in the Gesta 
Dei: Alb. Aq. VII. 41, 42. Fulcher 
Carn. 23. p. 405. Guibert VII. 36. 
p. 555. Anon. p. 518. Will. Tyr. 
X.8. Wilken ib. II. p. 88, 89. 

3) Gesta Dei p. 581. ' Will. 
Tyr. XVI. 6. 

4) Guibert and Fulcher 1. c. 
Guibert however gives his own 
opinion, that the mountain is Mount 
Hor. Fulcher prides himself that 
at this brook “equos adaquavi 
meos.” The same error however 
goes back to the time of Eusebius 
and Jerome; see Onomast. art. Or. 
Being once adopted by the crusa¬ 
ders, it led them afterwards to take 
Ailah for Elim with the twelve 
fountains and seventy palm-trees 
(Will. Tyr. XI. 29) ; and also com¬ 
pelled them to look for and find the 
ancient Petra further towards the 
North, at Kerak. 
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such a city is elsewhere unknown, the testimony of 

this writer, who was not an eye-witness, seems to he 

of doubtful authority. Fulcher relates, that after 

three days spent at Wady Musa, they returned by way 

of Hebron to Jerusalem. 

In the second expedition, which took place under 

the same king in A. D. 1115, Baldwin appears to have 

crossed the Jordan and marched through the whole 

length of Arabia Secunda. He was accompanied only 

by two hundred knights and four hundred footmen; 

and with this small force he built up in Arabia Ter- 

tia, in eighteen days, a former strong castle upon a 

steep isolated hill, in the midst of a region fertile in 

corn, oil, and wine. To this fortress, the first erected 

by the Latins east of the Jordan, he gave the name of 

Mons Regalis (Mount Royal). Arabian writers speak 

of it as Shobek, which name it bears to the present 

day.1—In the very next year, A. D. 1116, king Bald¬ 

win revisited his fortress with two hundred followers ; 

and advanced afterwards as far as to Ailah on the 

Red Sea; of which place he appears to have taken 

possession. He would have proceeded to the convent 

of Mount Sinai; but was dissuaded at the entreaty of 

the monks.2 

For the space of twenty years, Shobek continued 

to be the chief, if not the only fortress of the Latins in 

this quarter. The lands east of the Dead Sea around 

Kerak, had been granted as a fief to the knight Ro- 

manus of Puy ; who was however again dipossessed 

1) Alb. Aq. XII. 21. Fulch. 
Cam. 42. p. 426. Gesta Dei p. 
611. "Will. Tyr. XI. 26. Jac. de 
Vitr. 28. Wilken ib. II. p. 402.— 
See too Bohaeddin Vit. Salad, pp. 
38, 54. Abulfed. Annal. Musi, ad 
A. H. 567. Abulf. Tab. Syr. ed. 
Kohler p. 88. Schultens Index in 
Vit. Salad, art. Sjaubachwn. 

2) Alb. Aq. XII. 21. Fulch. 
Carn. 43. p. 216. Gesta Dei p. 
611. Will. Tyr. XI. 29. Wilken 
ib. p. 403. See also above, Vol. I. 
pp. 187, 252.—Albert of Aix seems 
to confound these two expeditions 
of Baldwin; and makes him visit 
the Red Sea with only a company of 
sixty knights. 
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of them, as well as his son Rudolph ; in consequence 

of a supposed conspiracy against king Fulco about 

A. D. 1132.1 They were now bestowed upon Paga- 

nus (Payen), a nobleman who had been the king’s cup¬ 

bearer. Three or four years afterwards, he erected 

the strong fortress of Kerak, on the site of a former 

city which was held to be the ancient Petra.2 This 

castle and that of Shobek continued for many years 

greatly to harass the Saracens ; their possessors plun¬ 

dered the rich caravans which passed on the neigh¬ 

bouring route between Damascus and Egypt or Arabia; 

and were able to cut off all military communication 

through the region. They were therefore exposed to 

repeated assaults from the Saracen armies, both on 

the side of Syria and that of Egypt.3 

About A. D. 1144, in the first year of his reign, 

king Baldwin III, being yet a minor, made an expedi¬ 

tion by way of Hebron to Wady Musa, in order to 

recover a certain castle bearing the name of “ Vallis 

Moysi,” which had been seized by the Saracens with 

the aid of the inhabitants of the region. On the ap¬ 

proach of the king, the latter betook themselves into 

the castle, which was in a strong position. The 

Franks assailed it with stones and arrows for several 

days without success. They then began to destroy 

the numerous olive-trees, which constituted the chief 

produce of the region ; to save which the inhabitants 

immediately surrendered the fortress. I know not 

what castle this can have been, unless perhaps the one 

we saw upon the ledge of rocks northeast of Wady 

Musa.4 

1) Will. Tyr. XIV. 15,21. Wil- 
ken ib. II. pp. 608, 609, 616. 

2) Will. Tyr. XIV. 21. XXII. 
28. Wilken ib. p. 616. 

3) Bohaedd. Vit. Saladin pp. 58, 
59. One or both of these fortresses 

were fiercely assaulted in the years 
1172, 1182, 1183, 1184, etc. See 
generally Wilken ib. II. p. 616. IIL 
ii. pp. 150, 206, 236, 246, etc. 

4) Will. Tyr. XVI. 6. Wilken 
ib. III. i. 20S. See above p. 513. 
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In A. D. 1182, Rainald of Chatillon, then lord of 

Kerak, made his unsuccessful expedition against 

Ailah; and in both the following years, (1183, 1184,) 

sustained the terrific assaults of Saladin against Kerak 

itself.1 Yet that Sultan, the year after his recapture 

of Jerusalem, became also master (in 1188) both of 

Kerak and of Shobek, each after a long siege.2 Thus 

terminated the dominion of the Franks over this ter¬ 

ritory. The fortress of Kerak continued to be a strong¬ 

hold of the Saracens; and fifty years later, its Emir 

David was able to seize for a time upon Jerusalem.3 

From that time onward until the present century, 

thick darkness again rests upon the land of Edom. 

Volney seems first to have had his attention drawn 

towards it, by the reports of the Arabs around Gaza, 

that on the Southeast of the Dead Sea, within a space 

of three days7 journey, there were upwards of thirty 

ruined towns absolutely deserted; in some of which 

were large edifices with columns.4 In A. D. 1806, 

Seetzen penetrated from Damascus as far as to Kerak, 

and thence travelled around the south end of the Dead 

Sea to Jerusalem ; but he did not enter Edom.5 In 

March 1807 the same traveller went from Hebron on 

the road to Wady Musa as far as to the hill Madurah 

not far north of el-Weibeh ; and while here, an Arab 

from esh-Sherah described to him Wady Musa and its 

remains, and gave him an extensive list of the various 

towns and ruins in that region.6 But it was reserved 

1) See above, Vol. I. pp. 237, 
252.—Will. Tyr. XXII. 28-30. 
Bohaedd. pp. 58, 59. Abulf Ann. 
Musi, ad A. H. 580. Wilken ib. 
III. ii. pp. 236, 246. 

2) Gauf.VinisaufI. 15. Bohaedd. 
pp. 88, 90. Abulf. Annal. ad A. H. 
584. Wilken ibid. IV. pp. 244, 245, 
247. 

3) See above, Vol. I. p. 470. 
4) Volney Voyage en Syr. c. 

31. Tom. II. p. 317. Par. 1787. 

5) Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVIII. 
p. 433, seq. Seetzen heard at Ke¬ 
rak the name Beclra as of a place 
a day’s journey further south; ib. 
p. 434. But he admits, that this 
was told him only in reply to a di¬ 
rect inquiry on his part after Pe¬ 
tra ; and in the absence of all fur¬ 
ther testimony, no weight can be 
laid upon this information. See 
the remarks in Vol. I. p. 165. 

6) Ibid. XVII. pp. 133-139. 
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for Burckhardt, first to traverse the country in 1812 

from Kerak to the southern Wady Ghurundel, and to 

explore the wonders of Wady Musa. He was follow¬ 

ed in the same direction in 1818, by Messrs. Bankes, 

Legh, Irby and Mangles. Ten years later, Laborde 

and Linant first penetrated in 1828 from ’Akabali to 

Wady Musa; returning by a more easterly route 

through the mountains. 

A few words respecting the ancient towns whose 

sites have been found in this region, may not be out 

of place here, preparatory to a more particular notice 

of the metropolis Petra. 

South of Wady el-Mdjib, and six or eight miles N. 

of Kerak, are the now unimportant ruins called Rabba, 

about half an hour in circuit, exhibiting the re¬ 

mains of a temple and several Corinthian columns.1 

This unquestionably was the site of the Rabbath Moab 

of the early centuries, the Areopolis of the Greeks, an 

episcopal see of the Third Palestine; which after the 

destruction of Petra became the metropolitan city of 

that region. In still earlier times it was the Ar of 

Moab, mentioned in the Old Testament.2 

In Kerak itself we have the ancient Kir Moab of 

the Old Testament; which already in the Chaldee 

version and the Greek of the Apocrypha, appears in 

the form Kerakka Moab and Characa.3 Under this 

1) Seetzen ibid. XVIII. p. 433. 
Burckhardt p. 377. Irby and 
Mangles p. 456, seq.—According 
to Burckhardt, the distance from 
Kerak is three hours or more. 
Irby and Mangles give it at about 
two hours. 

2) Isa. xv. 1. Num. xxi. 28. 
Hieron. Comm. inJes. xv. 1, “Hu- 
jus metropolis civitas Ar, quae 
hodie ex Hebraeo et Graeco ser- 
mone composita Areopolis nuncu¬ 
pate,” etc. Onomast. art. Moab: 
“ Porro ipsa civitas (Areopolis), 

VOL. II. 

quasi proprium vocabulum possi- 
det Rabbath Moab, id est, grandis 
Moab.” So too Steph. Byzant. 
See Reland Palaest. pp. 577, 957. 
Gesenius Comm, zu Jesa. xv. 1.— 
For its episcopal character, see the 
ecclesiastical Notiiiae, Reland pp. 
215, 217, compared with pp. 223. 
226. Le Q,uien Oriens Christ. 111. 
p. 734. 

3) Isa. xv. 1, Heb. nxift 

Chald. 550827 both signifying 

wall or fortress.—2 Macc. xii. 17, 
Xanana. 
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latter name, more or less corrupted, it is mentioned by 

Ptolemy and other writers both ecclesiastical and pro¬ 

fane, down to the centuries before the crusades.1 The 

crusaders found the name extant, and erected the for¬ 

tress still known as Kerak. But their knowledge of 

ancient geography was here also at fault; and as in 

the West they found the site of Beersheba at Beit Ji- 

brin, so here they held Kerak to have been once the 

ancient capital of Arabia Petraea, and gave it there¬ 

fore the name of Petra Deserti.2 They established 

here in A. D. 1167, a Latin bishopric of Petra, which 

continued for some years ; and the name and title re¬ 

mains in the Greek church until the present day.3 

In Tufileh we may probably recognise the ancient 

Tophel, once mentioned in the Old Testament in con¬ 

nexion with the ’Arabah. The radical letters and the 

signification are the same both in Hebrew and Arabic.4 

The place el-Busaireh, two hours and three quar¬ 

ters south of Tufileh, seems to bear in its name deci¬ 

sive tokens of antiquity. It is now a village of about 

fifty houses situated on a hill, on the top of which is a 

small castle.5 The Arabic form Busaireh is a dimin¬ 

utive of Busrah, the present Arabic name of Bozrah 

in Hauran, the Bostra of 

which latter has been reg 

1) Ptol. IV. 17. Reland Pal. pp. 
463, 705. Gesenins Comm, zn Jes. 
xv. 1.—For the ecclesiastical No- 
titiae, see Reland pp. *215,217. Of 
the two later Latin Notitiae, one 
has Karach and the other Kara; 
ib. pp. 223, *226. Burckhardt mis¬ 
took this last, Kara, for a different 
name and a distinct place; which 
he then finds in el-Kerr, a site with 
ruins south of Wady el-Ahsy; 
Travels p. 401. 

2) Will. Tyr. XI. *26. XV. 21. 
Jac. de Vitr. c. 96. Comp, above, 
p. 565, Note 4. This form of the 
name the crusaders took from the 

the Greeks and Romans; 

arded as a city of the Edo- 

Vulgate, which in Isa. xvi. 1, reads 
“Petra deserti,” instead of Sela. 

3) Will. Tyr. XX. 3. Jac. de 
Vitr. c. 56. LeQuien Oriens Christ. 
III. p. 1305. Burckhardt’s Trav. p. 
387. See above p. 90. 

4) Deut. i. 1. The identity of 
Tophel and Tufileh affords an easy 
explanation of this very difficult 
passage, to which I shall again re¬ 
cur. I am indebted for the sug¬ 
gestion to Prof. Hengstenberg of 
Berlin. 

5) Burckhardt’s Travels p. 407. 
Irby and Mangles p. 443. 
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mites, though lying far beyond the limits of their ter¬ 

ritory.1 But the name el-Busaireh affords reason to 

suppose, that another Bozrah lay here within the pro¬ 

per limits of Edom; and was for a time the capital of 

the country. This hypothesis is strengthened by the 

fact, that in Scripture, Bozrah is so often coupled with 

the land of Edom itself; while the prophet Amos 

speaks of it expressly in connexion with the land of 

Teman or the South.2 Further, both Eusebius and 

Jerome mention a Bozrah as existing in their day in 

the mountains of Idumea, distinct from the northern 

Bozrah.3 In this way, as it seems to me, we are re¬ 

lieved from the incongruity, of supposing the chief city 

of the Edomites to have lain at the distance of several 

days7 journey away from their territories.4 

Proceeding further South, we find Ghurundel, the 

ancient Arindela, as already described.5—In Dhana, a 

village visited by Burckhardt, on the declivity of a 

mountain north of Wady el-Ghuweir, we probably 

have the site of the ancient Thana or Thoana, assigned 

by Ptolemy to Arabia Petraea, and marked also ap¬ 

parently on the Peutinger Tables.6—Shobek corres¬ 

ponds to no known ancient place; though we find in 

the Old Testament both Shobach and Shobek as the 

1) So Gesenius Comm, zu Jes. 
xxxiv. 6. Lex. Hebr. art. rvsa. 

t : t 

Rosenmiiller Bibl. Geogr. II. ii. p. 
23, seq. See Reland Pal. p. 665, 
seq. Burckhardt p 226. 

2) Isa. xxxiv. 6. lxiii. 1. Jer. 
xlix. 13, 22. Am. i. 12, “But I 
will send a fire upon Teman, which 
shall devour the palaces of Boz¬ 
rah.” 

3) Onomast. art. Bosov.—The 
conjecture of Burckhardt, that el- 
Busaireh is the ancient Psora, an 
episcopal see of the Third Pales¬ 
tine, rests on an error in one of the 
ecclesiastical Notitiae, which reads 
“Mamo, Psora,” in two words, 
where all the others read Marno- 

psora or Mamapson; Reland p. 
217, comp. p. 215, 223, 226. See 
Burckhardt p. 407. 

4) A Bozrah is once mentioned 
among the cities of Moab; Jer. 
xlviii. 24. This was not improba¬ 
bly the same; since the possession 
of particular cities often passed 
from one hand to another in the 
wars of adjacent tribes. See 2 Chr. 
xx. 23. Am. ii. 1. So too Sela, 
Isa. xvi. 1, comp. 2 K. xiv. 7. See 
Gese'nius 1. c. 

5) See p. 496 above. 
6) Ptol. V. 17. Reland p. 463. 

The Peutinger Tables have Thor- 
ma, probably a corruption. See 
Burckhardt p. 410. 
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names of persons.1—Ma’an, the well-known town on 

the route of the Syrian Haj, nearly east of Wady Mu¬ 

sa, is with good reason assumed as the probable seat 

of the Maonites mentioned in the Scriptures.2 Abul- 

feda describes Ma’an (from Ibn Haukal) as inhabited 

by the Ommiades and their vassals.3—About six hours 

South of Ma’an and Wady Musa, lies Usdakah, a fine 

fountain, near which is a hill with extensive ruins of 

an ancient town, consisting of heaps of hewn stones. 

Both the name and situation correspond to the Zodo- 

catha of the fifth century; which is also marked in the 

Peutinger Tables, under the form Zadagatta, at eigh¬ 

teen Roman miles south of Petra.4 

One other town in this region, el-Humeiyimeh, is 

described by Abulfeda (quoting from Ibn Sa’id) as the 

native place of the Abbassides. Its ruins still remain, 

and were visited by Laborde, on the plain east of the 

mountains, considerably south of the southern Wady 

Ghurundel, and north of the head of Wady el-Ithm. 

The ruins are very considerable ; but without any 

traces of architectural splendour. There was an aque¬ 

duct leading to it for a long distance from the North ; 

and the place itself was full of cisterns, now broken 

and abandoned in the midst of a desert.5 

1) Shobach 2) 2 Sam. x. 16, 

18. Shobek ppiuj Neh. x. 24.— 

Burckhardt suggests, that Shdbek 
may have been the castle Carcaria 
of Eusebius and Jerome, one day’s 
journey from Petra. But this no¬ 
tice is too indefinite to bear out the 
supposition. Onomast. art. Car- 
car. Burckhardt p. 416. 

2) Judg. x. 12 Maonites. 

1 Chr. iv. 41, and 2 Chr. xxvi. 7 
y-q Mehunims. They are spo¬ 

ken of in connexion with the Ama- 
lekites and Arabians. The form 
Ma’an has no relation to the name 
Teman. See Seetzen in Zach ib. 

XVIII. p. 381. Burckhardt’s Trav¬ 
els p. 437. Gesenius Lex. Heb. 
art. yiSE, and Notes on Burckh. p. 

1069. Rosenmliller’s Bibl. Geogr. 
III. p. 83. 

3) Abulfed. Tab. Syr. ed. Koh¬ 
ler p. 14. 

4) Notit. Dignitat. ed. Panciroli 
p. 216. Reland Pal. p. 230. See 
Burckhardt’s Travels p. 435. 

5) Abulfedae Tab. Syr. p. 14. 
Laborde writes the name Ameime; 
Voyage en Arab. Petr. p. 62.(217.) 
—TheMacbert el-Abid of Laborde 
is probably the Khurabet (ruins) 
el-’Abid of our lists: ibid. p. 03. 
(218.) 
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PETRA. 

We come now to the celebrated capital of this 

region in ancient times, called from its remarkable 

position, The Rock ; in Hebrew Sela, in Greek Pe¬ 

tra.1 In the Old Testament we find it recorded of 

king Amaziah, that “ he slew of Edom in the Valley 

of Salt, ten thousand, and took Sela by war, and called 

the name of it Joktheel unto this day.”2 The prophet 

Isaiah also exhorts Moab to “ send the lamb to the 

ruler of the land from Sela to (through) the wilderness 

unto the mount of the daughter of Zionalluding 

apparently to the tribute in sheep formerly paid to 

Israel.3 At this time, therefore, Sela would seem to 

have been in the possession of the Moabites ; or at 

least they pastured their flocks as far south as to that 

region, much in the manner of the adjacent tribes at 

the present day.4—These are the only certain notices 

of this city found in Scripture; and the last of them 

cannot be later than about 700 B. C.5 

About four centuries afterwards, as we have seen, 

the city was already known to the Greeks as Petra; 

it had passed into the hands of the Nabatheans, and 

had become a place of trade. The two expeditions 

sent against it by Antigonus before 301 B. C. have 

been already alluded to.6 In the first, Athenaeus took 

the city by surprise, while the men were absent at a 

neighbouring mart or fair ; and carried off a large 

booty of silver and merchandise. But the Nabathe¬ 

ans quickly pursued him, to the number of eight thou- 

4) So the Ma’az, see above, p. 
535. Compare also p. 571, Note 
4. 

5) Judg. ii. 36, and Isa. xlii. 11, 
though sometimes referred to the 
city of Petra, are too indefinite to 
be taken into the account. 

6) Pages 558, 559. 

1) Heb. Sela; Greek r\ 

JJetya Petra, and also in the plur. 
at ritxoou in the later ecclesiastical 
notices’; Reland pp. 215, 217, 533. 
Comp, the similar case of tltXXa 
and JleXXcu. 

2) 2 Kings xiv. 7. 
3) Isa. xvi. 1, and Gesenius 

Comm, in loc. Comp. 2 Kings iii. 4. 
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sand men; and falling upon his camp by night, de¬ 

stroyed the greater part of his army.1 Of the second 

expedition, under the command of Demetrius, the Na- 

batheans had previous intelligence; and prepared 

themselves for an attack, by driving their flocks into 

the deserts, and placing their wealth under the pro¬ 

tection of a strong garrison in Petra; to which, ac¬ 

cording to Diodorus, there was but a single approach, 

and that made by hand.2 In this way, they succeeded 

in baffling the whole design of Demetrius. 

Strabo, speaking of the Nabatheans during the 

reign of Augustus, describes the capital as follows : 

• “ The metropolis of the Nabatheans is Petra, so called; 

for it lies in a place in other respects plain and level, 

but shut in by rocks round about, precipitous indeed 

on the outside, but within having copious fountains for 

a supply of water and the irrigation of gardens. Be¬ 

yond the enclosure, the region is mostly a desert, and 

especially towards Judea.”3 At this time the city had 

become the great place of transit for the products of 

the East, and was often resorted to by foreigners.4 

The philosopher Athenadorus, Strabo’s friend, spent 

some time in Petra; and related with admiration, that 

he found many Romans and other strangers residing 

there ; that these often had lawsuits with one another 

and with the inhabitants; while the latter lived in 

peace among themselves, under excellent laws.5 

Similar, but more definite, is the testimony of Pliny 

in the first century : “ The Nabatheans inhabit the city 

called Petra, in a valley less than two (Roman) miles 

1) Diod. Sic. XIX. 59. y.giyuvov drcoxoyov, xd J’ ivxog nyyag 

2) Ibid XIX. 97, ovatjg f.uag dva- acpfrovovg f/ovxog d'g re vdgtlav y.al 

(Zciot(og /figononjxov. y.rjnfiav. o> xov nsgipoXov 

3) Strabo XVI. 4. 21, MrjxQono- X0)i>a iQiyiog // nlsiaxT], y.al ydXiaxa 
Xig di xijjv Naftaxatojv toxlv rj lltxQa i] 7i(jog Iovdatu. 

yaXovf.itvrj * y.slxai yao inl /o)olov 4) See above, pp. 561, 562. 
xdXXa o[.iaXov y.al inmiSov, y.vxXoj <57 5) Strabo ibid. 
7tfX(J(i cpQovgovixtvov, xa /utv iy.xog 
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in amplitude, surrounded by inaccessible mountains, 

with a stream flowing through it.”1 About the same 

period, Petra is often mentioned by Josephus as the 

capital of Arabia Petraea, in all his notices of that 

kingdom and its connection with Jewish affairs.2 With 

that kingdom, it passed under the immediate sway of 

the Romans, during the reign of Trajan. His succes¬ 

sor Adrian appears to have granted privileges to Petra, 

which led the inhabitants to give his name to the city 

upon coins. Several of these are still extant.3 In the 

fourth century, Petra is several times mentioned by 

Eusebius and Jerome ; and in the Greek ecclesiastical 

Notitiae of the fifth and sixth centuries, it appears as 

the metropolitan see of the Third Palestine.4 Of its 

bishops, Germanus was present at the council of Se- 

leucia in A. D. 359 ; and Theodorus at that of Jeru¬ 

salem in A. D. 536.5 

But from that time onwards, Petra suddenly van¬ 

ishes from the pages of history. In the two Latin No¬ 

titiae, referring in part to the centuries after the 

Muhammedan conquest and before the crusades, the 

name of Petra is no longer found, and the metropolitan 

see had been transferred to Rabbah.6 Whether Petra 

perished through the ruthless rage of the fanatic con¬ 

querors, or whether it had already been destroyed in 

some incursion of the hordes of the desert, is utterly 

1) Plin. H. N. VI. 28 seu 32, 
“ Deinde Nabathaei oppidum inco- 
lunt Petram nomine in convalie, 
paulo minus II mill, passuum am- 
plitudinis, circumdatum montibus 
inaccessis amne interfluente.” 

2) See the references to Jose¬ 
phus above, p. 559, and Note 3. 

3) Mionnet Descr. deMedailles 
Antiques, Tom. V. p. 587. Eckhel 
Doctr. Nuinmor. Vet. II. p. 503. 
No less than eight coins of Petra 
are described, viz. three in honour 
of Adrian; one of Marcus Aurelius 

and Verus; two of Septimius Se- 
verus; and two of Geta. Most of 
them bear on the reverse the in¬ 
scription: Adgtdvfj 11 ft get Mrjrgo- 
nnhq. For this custom on the 
coins of cities, see above, pp. 408, 
409, Note 3. 

4) Onomast. arts. Petra, Idu¬ 
maea, Theman, etc. Reland Pal. p. 
215, 217. See also in general the 
art. Petra in Reland p. 926, seq. 

5) Reland Pal. pp. 933, 533. 
Le Q,uien Oriens Chr. III. p. 725. 

6) Reland Pal. pp. 223, 226. 
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unknown. The silence of all Arabian writers as to 

the very existence of Petra, wTould seem to favour the 

latter supposition; for had the city still retained its 

importance, we could hardly expect that they should 

pass it over without some notice, in their accounts of 

the country and its conquest. As it is, this sudden and 

total disappearance of the very name and trace of a 

city so renowned, is one of the most singular circum¬ 

stances of its history.1 

The crusaders, as we have seen, found Petra at 

Kerak, just as they also found Beersheba at Beit Jib- 

rin; thus introducing a confusion as to Petra, which is 

not wholly removed even at the present day.2 It was 

not until the reports collected by Seetzen respecting 

the wonderful remains in Wady Musa, had been veri¬ 

fied by the personal discovery and examination of 

them by Burckhardt, that the latter traveller first 

ventured to assume their identity with the site of the 

ancient capital of Arabia Petraea.3 This identity is 

now, I believe, admitted by most scholars, who have 

paid due attention to the subject; though still the voice 

1) No Arabian writer mentions 
Petra; and the only ones who 
speak of Wady Musa, so far as yet 
known, are Kazwiny in the thir¬ 
teenth century, and Ibn Iyas (Ben 
Ayas) in the fifteenth. Both these 
authors merely relate a Muham- 
medan legend, according to which 
Moses died and was buried in this 
valley. See Kazwiny’s Geogr. 
Lexicon, Athdr el-Belad, Cod. Ms. 
Arab. Biblioth. Gotham No. 234. 
fol. 80. Ibn Iyas in his geogr. 
work, Neshek el-Ezhar, Cod. Go¬ 
tham No. 302. fol. 226. These 
notices from MSS. in the Library 
at Gotha, I owe to the kindness of 
Prof. Roediger of Halle.—For the 
forms Arce, Areceme, Recem, etc. 
assigned by Josephus and others 
as the earliest name of Petra; as 
also for the er-Rakim of Arabian 
writers, see Note XXXVI, at the 

end of the Volume.—In like man¬ 
ner, the place called by Arabian 
writers el-Hijr, (not el-Hajar c a 
stone’) has sometimes been mista¬ 
ken for Petra; see the same Note. 

2) See p. 570, above. Adricho- 
mius p. 129. Raumer’s Palaest. 
p. 424, seq. 

3) Burckhardt p. 431. The first 
published account of Burckhardt’s 
visit to Wady Musa, seems to have 
been contained in a letter from him 
dated Cairo, Sept. 12, 1812, pre¬ 
fixed to his Travels in Nubia, 
Lond. 1819. But before this ap¬ 
peared, Ritter had already sug¬ 
gested the identity of Wady Musa 
and Petra, on the strength of See- 
tzen’s reports in Zach’s Monatl. 
Corr. XVII. p. 139. See Ritter’s 
Erdkunde Th. II. p. 117. Berl. 
1818. 
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of doubt is occasionally heard, and the site of the same, 

or at least of a second Petra, is sometimes held to have 

been at Kerak.1—The arguments for the identity in 

question, are of a threefold nature, and all lie within 
a small compass. 

First, the character of the site, as given by Strabo 

and Pliny in the passages above quoted,—an area in 

a valley surrounded by precipitous rocks, with a stream 

running through it, and a single approach c made by 

hand,7 as mentioned by Diodorus,2—corresponds en¬ 

tirely to Wady Musa as already described. At the 

same time, this description is wholly inapplicable to 

Kerak, which is a fortress and city situated on the top 

of a high and steep hill. 

Again, the ancient specifications as to the distance 

of Petra from both the Dead Sea and the Elanitic 

Gulf, all point to Wady Musa. Passing over the 

merely casual and indefinite estimates of Strabo and 

Pliny,3 we find in Diodorus Siculus, that Demetrius, 

on his return from Petra, marched three hundred sta¬ 

dia, and encamped near the Dead Sea.4 This distance 

is equal to about fifteen hours with camels; and if 

reckoned northwards from Wady Musa along the an¬ 

cient road, extends to nearly opposite the south end of 

the sea. After all, this is doubtless also a mere esti¬ 

mate, and is if any thing too small; but at any rate, it 

could never apply to Kerak.—More exactly is the po¬ 

sition of Petra laid down in the Peutinger Tables. 

The distance is there marked from Ailah along the 

1) Raumer’s Palast. p. 424, 
seq. An article in the North 
American Review for Jan. 1839, 
denies the identity of Petra and 
Wady Musa, and places the former 
at Kerak. 

2) See pp. 574, 575. 
3) Strabo places it at three or 

four days’ march from Jericho, 

Voi.. II. 

XVI. 4. 21. Pliny at 600 Roman 
miles from Gaza, and 130 from the 
Persian Gulf; H. N. VI. 28 or 32. 
Here, as Cellarius suggests, the 
two numbers have probably been 
transposed; Cellar. Notit. Orb. II. 
p. 581. 

4) Diod. Sic. XIX. 98, nfo]aiov 
rtjq ^uioifuXrindoq Xffivrjq. 
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ancient road to Petra, by the stations Ad Dianam, Pre¬ 

sidium, Hauara,1 and Zadagatta, at ninety-nine Ro¬ 

man miles in all, equivalent to about seventy-eight 

and two thirds geographical miles.2 The actual direct 

distance between ’Akabah and Wady Musa, on a 

straight line, is about sixty-four geographical miles; 

and when we take into account the windings of the 

way and the steepness of the mountains, the compari¬ 

son is here sufficiently exact.3 On this route too, the 

name and site of Zadagatta (Zodocatha) still exist at 

tJsdakah, about six hours south of Wady Musa.4 Fur¬ 

ther, the same Tables, although somewhat confused 

on the North of Petra, yet give the distance between 

it and Rabbah as at least over seventy-two Roman 

miles; which corresponds well enough with Wady 

Musa, but is fatal to the idea of finding Petra in 

Kerak. 

Lastly, Josephus, and also Eusebius and Jerome, 

testify expressly, that Mount Hor, where Aaron died, 

was in the vicinity of Petra.5 And to this day the 

1) The Avdga of Ptolemy, and 
the Havana of the Notitia Digni- 
tatum. Ptol. V. 17. Reland Pal. 
pp. 463, 230. 

2) The following is the specifi¬ 
cation of the Tables: From Haila, 
XVI ad Dianam. XXI Praesidio. 
XXIIII Hauara. XX Zadagatta. 
XVIII Petris. Summa XCIX.— 
The station 1 ad Dianam’ is com¬ 
mon to both the routes from Ailah, 
to Jerusalem and to Petra. It must 
therefore have lain in the great 
valley ; and the distance of 16 Ro¬ 
man miles from ’Akabah would 
bring it about opposite the Wady 
and fountain el-Hendis. It is mark¬ 
ed as a small temple of Diana. 
This point must have been consid¬ 
erably north of the mouth of Wady 
el-Ithm. The Roman road to Pe¬ 
tra appears therefore to have as¬ 
cended the mountain north of that 
Wady ; and the station Praesidium 
is probably to be sought in those 
mountains. It would consequently 

seem, that el-Humeiyimeh did not 
lie upon the great Roman road; 
of which Laborde found traces fur¬ 
ther north upon the mountain. 

3) The geographical position of 
Petra is fixed on the accompanying 
map at 30° 25' N. Lat. and 35° 38' 
9" E. Long, from Greenwich. This 
Latitude is the mean between that 
resulting from our routes and La- 
borde’s. Moore and Beke give it 
at 30° 19', which appears to be 
even less correct than their obser¬ 
vations at Jerusalem and Hebron; 
see above p. 432, Note 2. Vol. I. p. 
3S1, Note 2. The Longitude is that 
found by a comparison of our routes 
with those of Laborde. See at the 
end of Vol. Ill, First Appendix, B. 
p. 37. 

4) See above, p. 572. 
5) Josephus Ant. IV. 4. 7. Eu- 

seb. et Hieron. Onomasticon : u Or, 
inona in quo mortuus est Aaron 
juxta civitatem Petram.” 
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mountain which both tradition and the circumstances 

of the case mark as the same, still rears its lonely head 

above the vale of Wady Musa. In all the district of 

Kerak, there is no single mountain which could in itself 

be regarded as Mount Hor; and even if there were, 

its position in that region would be wholly incompati¬ 

ble with the recorded journeyings of the Israelites. 

These considerations appear to me to demonstrate 

the identity of Petra with Wady Musa; and also to 

show as conclusively, that it could not have been 

situated at Kerak.1 

But how or when the name of Petra was dropped, 

or in what age that of Wady Musa was adopted, we 

have no means of ascertaining. The crusaders found 

the latter in current use, and speak here only of the 

“ Vallis Moysi.”2 They also speak of a building on 

the neighbouring mountain, consecrated to Aaron ; but 

they appear to have discovered nowhere any trace of 

a Christian population.3 

Then came other centuries of oblivion; and the 

name of Wady Musa was not again heard of, until the 

reports of Seetzen in A. D. 1807. During his excur¬ 

sion from Hebron to the hill Madurah, his Arab guide 

of the Haweitat described the place, exclaiming : “ Ah, 

how I weep, when I behold the ruins of Wady Musa!”4 

The subsequent visits of Burckhardt, Irby and Mangles, 

Laborde, and others, have put the world in possession 

of most of the details; yet I apprehend that the his¬ 

torical and antiquarian interest of the place is by no 

1) For the question whether 
there was probably more than one 
Petra, see in Note XXXVI, at the 
end of the Volume. 

2) See above pp. 565, 567. 
3) Guibert speaks of this build¬ 

ing as a church; VII. 36. p. 555. 
Another writer calls it an “ Orato- 
riumGesta Dei p. 581. Ful- 
c her incorrectly makes it a monas¬ 

tery dedicated to St. Aaron; c. 23, 
p. 405. Not improbably there may 
have been here originally a Chris¬ 
tian chapel, as on Jebel MQsa and 
Mount St. Catharine; but there is 
no historical trace of any monas¬ 
tery on the mountain. See Note 
XXXV 

4) Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVII. 
p. 136. See above p. 568. 
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means exhausted. The scholar who should go thither 

learned in the lore of Grecian and Egyptian arts and 

architecture, would he able, I doubt not, still to reap 

a rich harvest of new facts, illustrative of the taste, 

the antiquities, and the general history of this remark¬ 

able people. 

Saturday, June 2d. As morning dawned, we rose 

from our couch of sand in the middle of the ’Arabah; 

and at 4f o’clock were again upon our way to¬ 

wards the fountain el-Weibeh. Looking hack, we 

could see the Wady through which we had descended 

from the pass of Nemela, bearing S. 55° E. and mark¬ 

ing the course we had travelled during the darkness. 

We were now more than half-way across the ’Arabah; 

and continued to travel on nearly W. N. W. through 

a rolling gravelly desert, with rounded naked hills of 

considerable elevation. Our guides had usually in the 

’Arabah kept one man ahead as a scout; and now, as 

we approached el-Weibeh, they took double precau¬ 

tions against any enemy; since this and other foun¬ 

tains in the valley, are the usual rendezvous of wander¬ 

ing parties. 

We came out, at half past 6 o’clock, upon the high 

but not steep bank of Wady el-Jeib; which here sweeps 

round quite to the foot of the ascent on the west side 

of el-’Arabah. We descended into it from the gravel¬ 

ly hills, one hundred feet or more. It is here three 

quarters of an hour in breadth, and everywhere 

sprinkled with herbs and shrubs. Just on its western 

side, where the land slopes up very gradually into a 

tract of low limestone hills, lies ’Ain el-Weibeh, one 

of the most important watering-places in all the great 

valley. There are here indeed three fountains, issuing 
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from the chalky rock of which the slope is composed. 

Below them, on the border of the Jeib, is a jungle of 

coarse grass and canes, with a few palm-trees, pre¬ 

senting at a distance the appearance of fine verdure, 

but proving near at hand to be marshy and full of bogs. 

This slope continues towards the South, where it be¬ 

comes wider, and is also sprinkled with herbs ; being 

watered in winter by a Wady called el-Ghamr, with 

a small spring of bad water, an hour and a half or two 

hours south of el-Weibeh. As we approached this 

latter fountain, we could see the verdure around ’Ain 

el-Ghamr.1 

As our scouts had reported that there were no 

visitors at el-Weibeh, we proceeded directly thither; 

and reaching it at 7h 20', halted more than two hours 

for breakfast and rest. The three fountains are some 

rods apart, running out in small streams from the foot 

of a low rise of ground, at the edge of the hills. The 

water is not abundant; and in the two northernmost 

sources, has a sickly hue, like most desert fountains, 

with a taste of sulphuretted hydrogen. The tempera¬ 

ture of the water was 75° F. that of the air being 

about the same. But the southernmost source consists 

of three small rills of limpid and good water, flow¬ 

ing out at the bottom of a small excavation in the 

rock. The soft chalky stone has crumbled away, 

forming a semicircular ledge about six feet high 

around the spring, and now a few feet distant from it. 

The intermediate space is at present occupied by 

earth; but the rock apparently once extended out, so 

that the water actually issued from its base.—We 

could find here no trace of the remains of former 

dwellings. 

’Ain el-Weibeh is situated just on the exterior of a 

1) See Burckhardt p. 446. 
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great bend of Wady el-Jeib, which here comes down 

from the S. by W. and sweeps round almost towards 

the E. N. E. In it, at some distance below el-Weibeh, 

we could see the verdure around another place of 

water, called el-Hufeiry; the water is found by digging 

holes in the ground, is scanty, and fails in summer. 

From this point, (at el-Weibeh,) Mount Hor is seen 

to fine advantage, towering in lone majesty, and pro¬ 

minent above all the peaks which immediately skirt 

the ’Arabah; but itself lower than the high ridges 

further east. Indeed, as here seen, this peak, and the 

rocky groups around Wady Musa and next the ?Ara- 

bah, appear to belong to a chain further west and 

lower than the high main chain of esh-Sherah. The 

latter, beginning from Wady el-Ghuweir, and con¬ 

sisting of round summits and ridges without precipices, 

runs on continuously as far south as the eye can reach. 

The lower masses of porphyry, are all along marked 

by a dark and almost black appearance.1 

We were much struck while at el-Weibeh, with 

the entire adaptedness of its position to the scriptu¬ 

ral account of the proceedings of the Israelites, on their 

second arrival at Kadesh.2 There was at Kadesh a 

fountain, called also En-Mishpat ;3 this was then either 

partially dried up, or exhausted by the multitude; so 

that u there was no water for the congregation.” By 

a miracle, water was brought forth abundantly out of 

the rock. Moses now sent messengers to the king of 

Edom, informing him that they were “ in Kadesh, a 

city in the uttermost of his borderand asking leave 

to pass through his country, so as to continue their 

course around Moab and approach Palestine from the 

1) The several points seen from Wady el-Ghuweir S. 80° E. el- 
the fountain el-Weibeh, bore as fol- Hufeiry N. 65° E. 
lows: Mount Hor S. 25° E. Wady 2) Num. c. xx. 
from Pass of Nemela S. 60° E. 3) Gen. xiv. 7. 
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East. This Edom refused ; and the Israelites accord¬ 

ingly marched to Mount Hor, where Aaron died; and 

then along the ’Arabah to the Red Sea.1 

Here at el-Weibeh, all these scenes were before 

our eyes. Here was the fountain, even to this day 

the most frequented watering place in all the ’Arabah. 

On the N. W. is the mountain, by which the Israelites 

had formerly assayed to ascend to the land of Pales¬ 

tine, and were driven back.2 Overagainst us lay the 

land of Edom; we were in its uttermost border; and 

the great Wady el-Ghuweir, affording a direct and 

easy passage through the mountains to the table-land 

above, was directly before us; while further in the 

South, Mount Hor formed a prominent and striking ob¬ 

ject, at the distance of two good days journey for such 

a host. The small fountain et-Taiyibeh at the bottom 

of the pass er-Ruba;y, may then have been, either the 

wells of Bene-Jaakan, or the Moseroth, of the Israel¬ 

ites.3 The stations of Gudgodah and Jotbath further 

south, we may perhaps find at the mouth of Wady 

Ghuriindel, and in the marshy tract with palm-trees 

further towards ’Akabah, mentioned by Laborde and 

Schubert; where in winter at least we might look for 

“ a land of rivers of waters.”4 

In view of all these circumstances, we were dis¬ 

posed to regard el-Weibeh as the probable site of the 

ancient Kadesh; and felt that we were here treading 

on ground consecrated by many sacred associations. 

Some other circumstances corroborative of the same 

view, I shall have occasion to adduce further on.5 

1) Num. xx. 14-29. at the top of the mountain. Ono- 
2) Num. xiv. 40-45. Deut. i. mast. art. Beroth Filior. Jac. 

41_46. 4) Deut. x. 7; comp. Num. 
3) Num. xxxiii. 30, 31, 37. Deut. xxxiii. 32, 33. See Laborde’s Map 

x. 6. Eusebius and Jerome relate, and Voyage p. 53. (147.) Schu- 
that the place of the Beeroth Bene- bert’s Reise II. p. 399. 
Jaakan was still shown in their 5) See further on: Approach of 
day, ten Roman miles from Petra, the Israelites to Palestine. 
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Yet the surrounding desert has long since resumed its 

rights; and all traces of the city and of its very name, 

have disappeared. Indeed there is nothing which 

shows Kadesh to have ever been a place of any size, 

or of any importance, except in connection with the 

journeyings of the Israelites. 

As we were ascending the pass of Nemela, (May 

30th,) we were overtaken by a single Arab, who had 

come the same day from Win el-Weibeh. From him 

we learned, that during the preceding night, while we 

were travelling up Wady el-Jeib, a marauding party 

(Ghuzu) had encamped at el-Weibeh, composed of 

four hundred men on dromedaries from the Tiyahah, 

Terabin, Dhullam, and Wzazimeh, going against the 

Hawazim and Wnazeh of the.Syrian desert. Had we 

not travelled during the night, we might very proba¬ 

bly have fallen in with them. It is these marauding 

expeditions, which render the Wrabah and the Glior 

dangerous for travellers. They pass and repass fre¬ 

quently between the hostile tribes of the Arabs on the 

East and West; and there is always some risk of en¬ 

countering them. In the present instance, such an 

encounter would have brought us into no danger; as 

those tribes are all allies of the Jehalin, under wdiose 

protection we made this journey. 

From Win el-Weibeh a travelled path enters im¬ 

mediately among the limestone hills, and proceeding 

about N. N. W. doubtless ascends the mountain to the 

region above. Our Jehalin seemed not to be acquaint¬ 

ed with this road, being accustomed from el-Weibeh 

to skirt the Wrabah along the foot of the hills, as far 

north as to Wady el-Khurar, and then ascend by the 

pass of es-Siifah. But as the buffoon Muhammed, who 

had recently been here with Lord Frudhoe’s party, 

professed to have taken this direct road, and to have 

found it shorter, the guides concluded to follow it now. 
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We left the fountain at 9f o’clock, and at once entered 

among the hills, here low and consisting of chalky 

stone and conglomerate, without a particle of vegeta¬ 

tion. At 10h 20', we crossed a large Wady called el- 

Mirzaba, which gives name to a pass up the mountains 

on the left;1 and at 11 o’clock we came to another 

very large one called el-Muhelleh, from a place of that 

name in the country of the ’Azazimeh in the same 

mountains. These Wadys, like those which succeed¬ 

ed, find their way to Wady el-Jeib ; and have in them 

many Seiyal or Tulh-trees, some of which are very 
large. 

It now appeared, that our Arabs were afraid of 

having taken a wrong road. The path was evidently 

much travelled; but where it led to, no one seemed 

to know. We therefore turned to the right, on a 

course about N. N. E. without any track, in order to 

regain the path known to our guides, descending 

gradually and obliquely among the hills towards the 

’Arabah. In doing this we crossed several Wadys, 

of which our Arabs did not know the names. Indeed, 

they seemed to be quite lost, as if they were entire 

strangers to the region. We had found it at all times 

difficult to get information from them, owing partly 

to their ignorance, partly to carelessness, and some¬ 

what to unwillingness. But they had become less 

reserved and more and more communicative, the lon¬ 

ger we had been with them. All Arabs are usually 

ignorant of the localities two or three days distant 

from their own country ; but the general intelligence 

of our present guides, was the most limited we had 

yet met with, and we never found more difficulty in 

eliciting information. Nor could we put trust in that 

VOL. II. 

1) See above p. 508. 
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which they did communicate, without much cross- 

examination and other confirmatory evidence. 

At length, at 1 o’clock, we came down near the 

mouth of a Wady not far from the ’Arabah, where was 

a small cane-brake indicating water. Here we fell 

into the road of which our guides were in search. 

The spot is called ’Ain el-Mureidhah; hut the Arabs 

said the water was good for nothing, and consisted of 

little more than dampness of the earth. Following 

now the known path, we struck up again N. N. W. 

among the hills towards the mountains. We passed 

the Wady Abu Jeradeh at lh 55 ; and came at 2h 40' 

to the Kufafiyeh, a large Wady, which conducted us 

more into the mountains. Leaving this we crossed 

over to Wady el-Khurar, which we reached at 3h 20'. 

Between all these Wadys are only desert limestone 

hills, becoming gradually higher and more broken 

towards the West. 

At the mouth of Wady el-Khurar, where it issues 

upon the ’Arabah, an hour or more east of the point 

where we struck it, is the fountain called ’Ain el-Khu¬ 

rar, smaller than el-Weibeh, hut having tolerable wa¬ 

ter, which continues through the year. As we passed 

along and over the hills, we could see the verdure 

around this fountain ; and also that around the water 

of Hash in the plain beyond, somewhat further north.1 

The waters of the Khurar and all the Wadys we had 

passed, find their way to the Jeib, apparently south of 

Wady Hash; or in part, perhaps, through that Wady. 

Following up Wady el-Khurar for about half an 

hour, we left it, and ascended by a steep, hut not long 

pass, called the pass of Khurar. This brought us out 

at 4 o’clock, not exactly upon table-land, but upon a 

higher tract of country, forming the first of the several 

1) See above p. 499. 
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steps or offsets into which the ascent of the mountains 

in this part is divided. This is here perhaps four or 

five hundred feet higher than the tract we had left; and 

lay before us two and a half hours in breadth, quite to 

the base of the next ascent, in which is the main pass 

of es-Sufah. The tract runs up nearly from E. N. E. 

to W. S. W. from the hills around Usdum and the 

south end of the Dead Sea, to an indefinite extent on 

our left; rising very considerably all the way, and 

drained in its whole length by the Wady el-Fikreh, 

which enters the Ghor at the S. W. corner.1 The 

bed of this Wady lies beyond the middle of the tract, 

nearer the base of the next ascent. The surface is 

here broken, and in some parts mountainous, like that 

of the lower region behind us. At the distance of an 

hour or two further south, a ridge begins on the front 

or S. E. part of this higher tract, and runs off parallel 

to the next chain; the head of Wady el-Fikreh being 

far up between them in the S. W.—We soon struck 

upon a small Wady, called diminutively Wudey Sik; 

which after we had followed it for a wrhile, ran off on 

the right towards the ’Arabah. After this, all the 

smaller Wadys ran towards the Fikreh; and the 

country just here was less broken than towards the 

left. 
The mountain before us, forming the next step of 

the ascent, presented a formidable barrier,—a naked 

limestone ridge, not less than a thousand feet in height, 

and very steep. Three passes up this mountain were 

pointed out, viz. that of es-Sufah directly before us; 

on the right, not far oil', another, es-Sufey; and on the 

left at some distance the third, called el-Yemen, lead¬ 

ing up through a deep rent known as Wady el-Ye¬ 

men. This chasm cleaves the mountain to its base; 

and here the higher portion of the ridge may be said 

1) See above p. 494. 
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to terminate; for although it continues to run on far 

to the S. W. yet it is there lower and less steep. The 

Wady el-Yemen brings down apparently, in the rainy 

season, large quantities of water from the regions 

above into the Fikreh. At the top of this pass, water 

is found in pits, which is good and never fails. 

Fifteen minutes before we reached the Fikreh, a 

road fell into ours (at 5h 50 ) coming up directly from 

’Ain el-Khiirar. The spot was marked by an unusual 

number of heaps of stones. Immediately afterwards, 

a path apparently much travelled, went off towards 

the left, leading to the pass el-Yemen. A branch of 

it was said to take a course still more to the left, so as 

to keep along up the Fikreh for some time, and then 

ascend the mountain further in the S. W. wheredt is 

lower and less difficult. This circuitous road is called 

el-Haudeh, and is usually taken with loaded animals; 

since it escapes the steep ascent. The roads which 

lead up all these passes, fall into each other again in 

the country above, as we shall see. Yet a track 

would seem to proceed directly from the ascent of the 

Haudeh to Gaza; and on this, so far as we could 

learn, perhaps in the next chain of mountains, is pro¬ 

bably the pass called el-Gharib, of which we several 

times heard.1 

The road which immediately enters the hills from 

el-Weibeh, and which we had at first taken, seems to 

ascend more in the South to this higher tract, on which 

we now were. Lord Lindsay appears to have fol¬ 

lowed it with Sheikh Husein of the ’Alawin; and he 

relates, that at seven hours from el-Weibeh, a path 

went off on the left to Gaza, while he and his party 

kept on and ascended the pass es-Siifah. This Gaza 

road probably joined the Haudeh as above described. 

An hour north of the fork of the same roads, the party 

1) See Vol. I. p. 306. 
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had on their left the isolated chalky hill or mountain 

of Madurah; under which, their guides said, God once 
crushed a village for its vices.1 

This mountain, so remarkable in its appearance, 

we too had seen upon our left at the distance of about 

an hour, ever since we came out upon this higher tract, 

rising alone like a lofty citadel on the eastern bank of 

Wady el-Fikreh. Sheikh Hussan related of it, that 

a city once stood there; hut God was provoked at the 

inhabitants and slew them, and destroyed their city 

with stones from heaven. He could not say, however, 

whether there were now any ruins on or near it.2— 

This question, as I have since found, had been already 

determined by Seetzen thirty-one years before. Be¬ 

ing at Hebron in March, 1807, he was told of this 

mountain, and of the city Madurah which once stood 

upon it, but was now by the vengeance of God buried 

beneath it; there were also said to be round about it 

many human bodies turned to stone. Thinking to 

find here something which might illustrate the pillar 

of salt, Seetzen travelled hither with guides of the 

Haweitat from esh-Sherah; descending, it would 

seem, by tbe pass el-Yemen. He examined the moun¬ 

tain carefully; but no trace of ruins was to be found; 

and instead of petrified human bodies, there was 

nothing but a small plain covered with round, conical, 

cylindrical, and lens-shaped stones, about the size of 

a man’s head, composed of limestone mixed with sand. 

It was to make up for this disappointment, that his 

1) Lord Lindsay’s Letters, etc. 
II. p. 46.—Schubert also mentions 
Madurah, and appears to have as¬ 
cended by the pass es-Sufah; but 
by which route he travelled from 
el-Weibeh thither, I am not able to 
make out; Reise II. p. 441-443. 
Bertou followed our route, but as¬ 
cended the pass el-Yemen; Bull. 

de la Soc. de Geogr. Juin 1839, p. 
321-323. 

2) To this mountain Bertou 
gives the additional name of Ka~ 
dessa, and supposes it to be the site 
of Kadesh, but without the slight¬ 
est ground; Bulletin etc. 1. c. p. 
322. See more in Note XXXVII, 
end of the Volume. 
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guide now told him of Wady Musa and the other ru¬ 

ined places of his own country. But although Mount 

Hor was here directly before the traveller, and in full 

sight; and he was likwise told of the Wely Neby Ha- 

run upon a high rocky summit; yet his eye appears 

nevertheless not to have rested distinctly upon that 

mountain.1 

We came upon the Fikreh at five minutes past 6 

o’clock; it is here a large shallow Wady, with marks 

of much water, and evidently takes its rise at a long 

distance on the left. The mountain before us, we 

could now see, was composed of naked strata of lime¬ 

stone, lying obliquely and very irregularly, sometimes 

indeed rising up in convex curves, as if forming the 

external covering of an arch. These strata are occa¬ 

sionally cut through by short but deep chasms. This 

ascent is obviously the continuation, in this direction, 

of the step or offset which we had formerly descended 

adjacent'to the lower ez-Zuweirah ; though it is here 

much higher and more difficult than there.2—We kept 

on directly towards the middle pass, es-Sufah, which 

affords also the shortest route. Near the foot of the 

mountain we came at 6i o’clock upon the ruins of a 

small fort or castle of hewn stones, with a few other 

foundations round about. It was obviously designed 

to guard the pass; like the similar one at ez-Zuweirah.3 

We reached the bottom of the pass at 6h 40', and 

began immediately to ascend. The way leads up for 

a short time gradually, along the edge of a precipitous 

ravine on the right; and then comes all at once upon 

1) Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. the whole range, so far as we could 
Corr. XVII. p. 133-138. learn, does not bear either of these 

2) See p. 477, above.—The as a general name; as seems to be 
Arabs in speaking of this mountain, supposed by Schubert and Bertou. 
would be very likely to give to the 3) From this spot Madurah 
different parts of it the names of bore S. 50° W. Mount Hor S. 15° 
Jebel es-Sufah, Jebel el-Yemen, E. Mountain of Moab near Khan- 
etc. from the various passes. But zireh N. 80° E. 
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the naked surface of the rock, the strata of which lie 

here at an oblique angle, as steep as a man can read¬ 

ily climb. The path, if so it can be called, continues 

for the rest of the ascent along this bare rock, in a very 

winding course. The camels made their way with 

difficulty, being at every moment liable to slip. The 

rock indeed is in general porous and rough; but yet in 

many spots smooth and dangerous for animals. In 

such places a path has been hewn in the rock in for¬ 

mer days ; the slant of the rock being sometimes level¬ 

led, and sometimes overcome by steps cut in it. The 

vestiges of this road are more frequent near the top. 

The appearance is that of a very ancient pass. The 

whole mountain-side presents itself as a vast inclined 

plane of rock; in which, at intervals, narrow tracts of 

the strata run up at a steeper angle, and break out 

towards the upper part in low projections ; while in 

other places, they seem to have been thrown up in fan¬ 

tastic shapes by some convulsion of nature. 

We clambered up the pass on foot, taking a direct 

course over the surface of the rock, while the camels 

ascended more slowly by the winding route. A paral¬ 

lel and still more direct path for footmen, was taken 

by several of our Arabs; entering the chasm on our 

right from below, and then climbing up by a long nar¬ 

row point or ledge of the rock, which extends far down 

into it. Further to the right, beyond the chasm, the 

pass of the Sufey winds up over the rock in a similar 

manner. 
The name of this pass, es-Sufah (a rock), is in form 

identical with the Hebrew Zephath, called also Hor- 

mah ; which we know was the point where the Israel¬ 

ites attempted to ascend the mountain, so as to enter 

Palestine from Kadesh, but were driven back.1 A city 

stood there in ancient times, one of the “ uttermost 

1) Judg. i. 17. Num. xiv. 45. xxi. 3. Deut. i. 44. 
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cities of Judah towards the coast of Edom southwards/’ 

which was afterwards assigned to the tribe of Simeon.1 

There is therefore every reason to suppose, that in the 

name of es-Sufah, we have a reminiscence of the an¬ 

cient pass which must have existed here, and bore the 

name of the adjacent city Zephath. Of the name 

Hormah we could find no vestige. 

We reached the top of the steep ascent at 7f 

o’clock ; when the light of day was nearly gone, and 

the landscape behind us was dim. Below us, we could 

overlook the broad tract or step which we had just 

crossed, drained in its whole length by the Fikreh ; 

beyond wTere the lower hills, the ’Arabah, and the 

mountains of Edom. In the N. E. the Dead Sea was 

of course visible. We continued to ascend more gra¬ 

dually, through an exceedingly rocky and desert region. 

We wished much to encamp somewhere near the brow 

of the pass, in order to obtain a fuller view by day¬ 

light ; but there was here neither wood for a fire, nor 

pasture for the camels. We were therefore compelled 

to proceed, lighted only by the moon in her first quar¬ 

ter. This we much regretted ; for the region which 

we now traversed, seemed one of the wildest and most 

broken we had yet seen. After a little while, pursu¬ 

ing the same general course, about N. N. W. over a 

more level tract, we could distinguish deep ravines on 

each side of us, with precipitous mountains beyond, 

seemingly rent to their base. The road for some dis¬ 

tance lay along a narrow causeway of rock, between 

two such ravines, hardly wide enough for a dozen men 

to walk abreast, with a deep precipice on each side. 

From this we at length found a descent towards the 

right into a broader Wady, and following it up, en¬ 

camped near it at 9J o’clock, in a small plain surround¬ 

ed by hills. Here were many Tulh-trees and shrubs. 

1) Josh. xii. 14. xv. 30. xix, 4. 
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The Arabs had no name for the spot, and knew of no 

ruins in the vicinity; but we thought we had seen, 

not long before, a couple of small towers on the right 
of the road. 

We were excessively fatigued; having now been 

upon our camels since 11 o’clock of the preceding day, 

with only occasional stops of two or three hours. The 

camels too had eaten nothing for the last twenty-four 

hours,. that is, since our stop of the evening before ; 

yet they did not seem fatigued. Being now out of all 

danger, we rejoiced to encamp and give ourselves up 

to repose; and after the fatigues of the ’Arabah and 

the exciting scenes of Wady Musa, we looked forwTard 

with delight to a day of rest upon the morrow. While 

the tent was pitching, I threw myself upon my cloaks 

and fell immediately into a deep sleep; from which it 

was hard to be awaked to remove into the tent, and 

partake of our evening meal. But wre slept soundly 

through the whole night; and felt afterwards no fur¬ 

ther remains of the fatigue. 

Of the three passes, that of es-Sufah is the most 

direct; but that of el-Yemen, though the way is longer, 

is more used, on account of the water at the top. We 

did not learn, that there is any great difference be¬ 

tween them all, as to the length or difficulty of the 

ascent itself, which we estimated at about a thousand 

feet.1 The roads leading up the two adjacent passes, 

es-Sufah and es-Sufey, as we have seen, are similar. 

The third road enters the gorge of Wady el-Yemen ; 

and following it up for a time, then climbs the wall of 

rock by a steep and difficult path. Seetzen describes 

this Wady as a frightfully wild, deep, and desert val- 

1) The whole elevation from measurements at 1434 Paris feet; 
Wady el-Fikreh to a point near our Reise II. p. 448. 
encampment, is given by Schubert’s 

Vol. II. 75 
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ley, strewed with large rocks so thickly, that it is often 

difficult to find a wTay between them.1 
The high region which wre had now reached, is 

hounded, as we shall hereafter see, by another less 

elevated ridge in the N. W. and forms a second step 

or offset in the whole ascent to Palestine. It is indeed 

the continuation of the broad desert tract, which lies 

between the two passes of ez-Zuweirah, and runs up 

in this direction.2 

As we had now taken leave of the ’Arabah and of 

the region of the Dead Sea, probably for ever, it may 

be proper to pause for a few moments, and bring to¬ 

gether into one view what remains to be said upon 

these topics. I subjoin too, some remarks upon the 

Catastrophe of the Cities of the Plain, and on the 

Route of the Children of Israel in their approach to 

Palestine. 

WADY EL-?ARABAH. 

This great valley, lying here between the Dead 

Sea and the Gulf of ’Akabah, constitutes a very re¬ 

markable feature in the configuration of the whole 

region. With a partial interruption, or rather con¬ 

traction, between the Lakes of el-Hiileh and Tiberias, 

it may be said to extend from Banias, at the foot of 

Jebel esh-Sheikh, to the Red Sea. The northern half is 

watered by the Jordan, which during its course expands 

into the two fresh-water lakes just mentioned ; and is 

at length lost in the bitter waters of the Dead Sea; 

this latter occupying the middle-point of the great val- 

1) Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVII. 2) See this tract described, pp. 
pp. 134,135. SoBertouinBull.de 475, 477, above, 
fa Soc. de Geogr. Juin 1839, p. 323. 
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ley nearly equidistant from its two extremities. From 

the Lake of Tiberias to the line of cliffs some three 

hours south of the Dead Sea, the valley or great chasm 

bears among the Arabs the name el-Ghor; above and 

south of the offset of those cliffs, and so to ’Akabah, 

it is known only as Wady el-’Arabah. Its breadth at 

Jericho and at ’Ain Jidy has already been specified ;l 

where we had now crossed it, somewhat obliquely, 

from the pass of Nemela to ’Ain el-Weibeh, we had 

found the width to be not far from six hours with 

camels, or nearly the same as at Jericho ; while at 

’Akabah, as we have seen, it is contracted perhaps to 

less than half that distance.2 

The remarkable depression of the Dead Sea in the 

middle of this long valley, nearly six hundred Paris feet 

below the Mediterranean according to Schubert, has 

already been adverted to.3 To judge from the general 

configuration, and from the course and current of the 

Jordan, it follows almost of necessity, that the Lake 

of Tiberias, and most probably also the Huleh, must 

also be similarly depressed ; although the measure¬ 

ments are as yet so indefinite and inconsistent, that 

the actual degree of this depression can hardly be con¬ 

jectured.4 

On the South of the Dead Sea, the elevation of the 

water-shed, which according to our Arabs lies beyond 

the southern Wady Ghurundel, has not yet been de- 

1) See above pp. 289, 217. 
2) See Vol. I. p. 240. 
3) Page 222, above. 
4) Thus Schubert makes the 

depression of the Lake of Tiberias 
to be 535 Par. feet, only 65 feet less 
than that of the Dead Sea ; while 
the bridge, Jisr Benat Ya’khb, on 
the Jordan north of the former 
lake, he gives at 350 Par. feet 
above the Mediterranean,—a dif¬ 
ference of 880 feet in a distance of 
two hours. Reise 111. p. 231, 259. 

Bertou, who makes the depression 
of the Dead Sea to be 419.8 me¬ 
tres, or over 1300 feet, gives that 
of the Lake of Tiberias at 230.3 
metres, or about 700 feet, and that 
of the Huleh at 6 metres or over 
18 feet; Bulletin de la Soc. de 
Geogr. Oct. 1839, pp. 161, 146, 145. 
These different results are utterly 
irreconcilable with each other; 
and, as it seems to me, equally 
so with the nature of the re¬ 
gion. 
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termined. Schubert gives the depression of the bed 

of Wady el-Jeib, an hour and a half south of el-Wei- 

beh, at ninety-one Paris feet below the level of the 

Red Sea ; and that of Wady el-Fikreh, near the pass 

es-Sufah, at five feet below the same.1 These specifi¬ 

cations seem to me to correspond tolerably with his 

report of the depression of the Dead Sea. But apart 

from all barometrical measurements, which as yet are 

so uncertain, the very conformation of this part of the 

great valley, thus presenting a much longer and greater 

descent towards the North than towards the South, 

seems of itself to indicate, that the Dead Sea must lie 

considerably lower than the Gulf of ’Akabah. 

The Ghor, between the Lake of Tiberias and the 

Dead Sea, as we have seen, is in itself a desert; ex¬ 

cept so far as the Jordan and occasional fountains 

cover small portions of it with exuberant fertility.2 On 

the South of the Dead Sea, where instead of the Jor¬ 

dan we find only during the rainy season the torrents 

of el-Jeib, the surface of the ’Arabah is almost unin¬ 

terruptedly a still more frightful desert. In the Ghor 

indeed, around the southern end of the sea, the living 

streams from the Wadys Kerak, el-Kurahy, and el- 

Tufileh, impart fertility to the adjacent soil; while on 

the Southwest, and along the base of the transverse line 

of cliffs, the brackish fountains comprehended under 

the names el-Beida and el-’Arus, nourish extensive 

tracts of marshy verdure.3 But in el-’Arabah, although 

the fountains are numerous for a desert, yet they are 

1) Reisell. pp. 440,443.—From ’Arabah ; especially the latter one, 
’Akabah to Wady Abu Kusheibeh which seems to have been taken in 
leading up to Mount Hor, Schu- the eastern mountains. Ibid. pp. 
bert travelled along the east side 401, 411, 440; comp. p. 439. 
of the ’Arabah, where the ground 2) See above pp. 268, 286, 290, 
is higher than on the western side. seq. 
Of course the measurements of 3) See generally above pp. 
465, 954, and 2046 feet of elevation, 488-490; also pp. 493-496. 
do not mark the proper level of the 
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less copious, and seem to exert a less vivifying power 

than those of the northern Ghor. On the East, the 

stream which fertilizes Wady Ghuweir, in which 

the Fellahin of Dhaneli plough and sow, appears not 

to reach the great plain of the ’Arabah, at least not to 

any great extent. Then follow towards the South, 

?Ain el-BuwTeirideh already described; the small foun¬ 

tain et-Taiyibeh near the foot of the pass leading up 

to Mount Hor; and the waters within the mouth of the 

southern Wady Ghurundel.1 On the western side, we 

find first the water of Hasb in the plain of the ’Ara- 

bah ; then ’Ain el-Khurar at the mouth of the Wady 

of the same name ; ’Ain el-Mureidhah ; el-Hufeiry; 

el-Weibeh; ’Ain el-Ghamr; and then beyond the Je- 

rafeh also el-Melihy and el-Ghudhyan.2 

The main road, by which Ma’an and the adjacent 

country has communication with Hebron and Gaza, 

descends to the ’Arabah near Mount Hor, and crossing 

to el-Weibeh ascends again to the South of Palestine 

by some one of the passes above described,—the Hau- 

deh, el-Yemen, es-Sufah, or es-Sufey. A route also 

from ’Akabah to Hebron and Gaza leads along the 

’Arabah ; one branch goes up through Wady el-Be- 

yaneh to the western plain and so to Ruhaibeh ; while 

another, apparently little travelled, remains in the 

’Arabah, and falls into the Ma’an road at el-Weibeh.3 

1) For Wady el-Ghuweir, see 
p. 502 above; for ’Ain el-Buwei- 
rideh p. 503; for ’Ain et-Taiyibeh 
p. 529. For the springs near the 
mouth of Wady Ghurundel, see 
Burckhardt p. 441. Laborde Voy¬ 
age p. 53. (148.) 

2) See above for the Hasb, pp. 
499, 586 ; for ei-Khurar and ’Ain 
el-Mureidah, p. 586; for el-Hufei¬ 
ry, p. 582; for el-Weibeh, p. 580- 
584 ; for el-Ghamr p. 581; for el- 
Melihy, p. 508. For el-Ghudh¬ 
yan see Vol. I. pp. 251, 268. See 
also generally, Vol. I. p. 268; and 

Burckhardt p. 446. Schubert 
speaks of water found by digging 
holes in the bottom of the Jeib, an 
hour and a half south of el-Wei¬ 
beh ; where the water probably 
has some connexion with el-Ghamr. 
He also describes a fountain three 
or four hours north of el-Weibeh, in 
a valley which he calls Mirzaba; 
though the proper Wady of this 
name is only 35 minutes from el- 
Weibeh. The distance coincides 
well with that of ’Ain el-Murei- 
dhah. Reise II. p. 440-443. 

3) See above, Vol. I. p. 292. 
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An ancient route between Hebron and Ailah followed 

the same track; it is mentioned by Eusebius and Je¬ 

rome, and its traces still remain along the pass of 

es-Sufah.1 

Not the least remarkable circumstance in regard 

to this great valley between the two seas, is the sin¬ 

gular fact, that until the present century, its existence 

should have remained unknown to modern geographers. 

Among ancient writers, neither Strabo, nor Pliny, nor 

Ptolemy, nor Josephus, nor any other geographer or 

historian, makes the slightest allusion to it; although 

they often speak both of the Dead Sea and the Ela- 

nitic Gulf, and describe the adjacent regions.2 The 

historians of the middle ages preserve the same silence; 

although the crusaders must have been acquainted 

with the Arabah throughout its whole length. We 

read indeed of a valley in these parts, to which the 

crusaders gave the name of “ Vallis Illustris but this 

appears to refer merely to the Ghor just around the 

south end of the Dead Sea, the Valley of Salt of the 

Scriptures.3 

Arabian writers not unfrequently speak of the 

Ghor, applying this term solely to the valley of the 

Jordan.4 In Abulfeda alone we find it mentioned, 

1) See p. 591. Onomast. art. 
Hazazon-Thamar, compared with 
art. Arath. Reland Pal. pp. 410, 
8S5. 

2) Ritter cites a passage from 
the Periplus of Agatharcides, as re¬ 
ferring to this valley, or at least to 
the southern end of it near Ailah: 
“Beyond the Laeanitic (Elanitic) 
Gulf, around which the Arabs 
dwell, is the country of the Bythe- 
manei; a spacious plain, well wa¬ 
tered and low, with various grasses 
as high as a man’s head, and much 
fruit; full also of wild camels and 
deer, and multitudes of flocks and 
herds of cattle and mulesAga¬ 
tharcides Peripl. Rubri Marie, ed. 

Hudson, pp. 57, 58; in Hudson’s 
Geogr. Vet. Scriptores Minores 
Tom. I. There seems however 
nothing in this language, except 
the word low (pa&ela), that can 
well be applied to the ’Arabah ; all 
the rest, if meant to refer to that 
valley, is exaggerated and fabu¬ 
lous. This circumstance, and also 
the expression beyond (yard) the 
Gulf, seem rather to intimate, that 
the writer was speaking of some 
part of Arabia further east. See 
Ritter’s Erdkunde Th. II. p. 219. 
Berl. 1818. 

3) See above, p. 483. 
4) Edrisi par Jaubert p. 346. 

Bohaeddin Vit. Salad, pp. 221, 
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that the valley extends southwards to the Red Sea. 

He describes it as follows :l “ From the Dead Sea and 

Zoghar (Zoar) to Beisan and Tiberias, the tract is 

called el-Ghor, as lying between two mountains. 

One part of the Ghor is reckoned to the district of 

the Jordan, the other to Palestine. Ibn Haukal adds: 

The Ghor begins at the lake of Gennesareth, whence 

it extends to Beisan, and so to Zoghar and Jericho, 

even to the Dead Sea; and thence to Ailah.77 To this 

passage is subjoined, in a note, a Scholion, apparently 

of Abulfeda himself, from the Leyden manuscript, sup¬ 

posed to be an autograph :2 u el-Ghor is a deep valley 

shut in by mountains. This tract abounds in palm- 

trees, fountains, and streams; and snow sometimes 

falls in it. One part extends from the district of Jor¬ 

dan till you pass Beisan ; then comes Palestine. And 

if one proceeds continuously in this valley [south¬ 

wards], it will bring him to Ailah.77 These passages, 

which wTe now know to be literally correct, were long 

overlooked. Biisching, near the close of the last cen¬ 

tury, simply refers to them.3 

But if we turn to the Hebrew Scriptures, both the 

knowledge and the name of the 7 Arabah, are found to 

go back to a high antiquity. The Hebrew word 

7Arabah, signifyingin general “ a desert plain, Steppe,774 

is applied with the article (the 7 Arabah) directly as the 

proper name of the great valley in question in its whole 

length ; and has come down to us at the present day 

in the same form in Arabic, el-7Arabah. We find the 

Hebrew 7Arabah distinctlv connected with the Red 

Sea and Elath ; the Dead Sea itself is called the Sea 

222. Jakut Lex. Geogr. quoted by count of this manuscript in Koh- 
Schultens, Index in Vit. Salad, art. ler’s Prooemium. 
Algaurum. Reland Pal. p. 1041. 3) Erdbeschreibung Th. XI. i. 

1) Abnlfedae Tab. Syr. ed. pp. 379, 505. Hamb. 1792. 
Kohler, Lips. 1766, pp. 8, 9. 4) Isa. xxxiii. 9. Jer. 1. 12. 

2) Ibid. p. 9. n. 35. See theac- li. 43. 
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of the ’Arabah. It extended also towards the North to 

the lake of Tiberias; and the 5Arboth (plains) of Jeri¬ 

cho and Moab were parts of it.1 The ’Arabah of the 

Hebrews, therefore, like the Ghor of Abulfeda, was 

the great valley in its whole extent; and in our pre¬ 

sent state of knowledge respecting it, the Scriptures 

thus receive an important illustration.2 

Yet so utterly unsuspected was the general con¬ 

formation of the region at the beginning of the present 

century, that Seetzen, a keen observer and well pre¬ 

pared as a traveller, appears not to have noticed or 

inquired further after this great valley ; although, as 

he descended from the mountains of Kerak in A. D. 

1806, and again when he travelled in 1807 as far south 

as to the hill Madurah, it lay directly before him, 

stretching off towards the South as far as the eye could 

reach. That he should have failed to remark it, is 

most singular; or if he noticed it, then his silence is 

equally unaccountable.3 Burckhardt in 1812 was the 

first to visit and describe this valley as it exists ; but 

his discovery seems to have been first published to the 

1) Heb. ha- Arabah. in 
' T T T 

connexion with the Red Sea and 
Elath, Deut. i. 1. ii. 8. As ex¬ 
tending to the lake of Tiberias, Josh, 
xii. 3 in the Heb. vs. 1. 2 Sam. iv. 
7. 2 Kings xxv. 4. “ Sea of the 
’Arabah, the Salt Sea,” Josh. iii. 16. 
xii.3. Deut.iv. 49. “Plains(m‘272) 

of Jericho,” Josh. v. 10. 2 Kings 
xxv. 5. “Plains of Moab,” i. e. 
opposite Jericho, probably pastured 
by Moab though not within its pro¬ 
per territory, Deut. xxxiv. 1, 8. 
Num. xxii. 1. Comp. Gesenius Lex. 
Heb. art. 

t t ■; 

2) Besides this general illustra¬ 
tion, the difficult passage in Deut. 
i. 1, admits in this way an easy ex¬ 
planation. The Israelites were in 
the plains of Moab opposite Jeri¬ 
cho ; and are there described as “ in 

the ’Arabah overagainst the Red 
Sea,” i. e. in the part opposite to 
the Red Sea, or towards the other 
end. This ’Arabah is then said to 
lie between Paran (Kadesh) on 
the one side, and Tophel (Tufileh) 
on the other. The remaining names 
mentioned, are all on the West, viz. 
Laban, the Libnah of Num. xxxiii. 
20; Hazeroth, i. e. ’Ain el-Hudhe- 
rah; and Di-Zahab, probably Da- 
hab.—I owe the suggestion of this 
explanation to the kind communi¬ 
cation of Prof. Hengstenberg of 
Berlin. 

3) I speak here of course only 
with reference to his printed let¬ 
ters, in Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVII. 
pp. 133-140. XVIII. pp. 433-443. 
His silence as to Mount Hor has 
already been noticed; p. 590 above. 
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world in 1819, and his more full description in 1822.1 
Before this time however, the sagacity of Ritter, from 
the account of Albufeda alone, had already detected 
the true configuration of the region in question; and he 
had described it in language which, even now, there 
would be little occasion to alter.2 

The journey of Laborde in 1828, gave occasion for 
the earliest and only good map of the ’Arabah, south 
of Wady 'Musa. The first to pass through its whole 
length from one sea to the other, was M. de Bertou, 
who preceded us by a few weeks. In looking through 
the published account of his journey, I have only to 
regret the appearance of some things, which I must 
regard as erroneous; and which, adopted as they 
seem to have been by Letronne, can only lead to con¬ 
fusion in the geography of this region.3 

THE DEAD SEA AND CATASTROPHE OF THE PLAIN. 

With the conformation of the valley of the ’Arabah 
as above described, the history and character of the 
Dead Sea stand in close connexion. It has usually 
been assumed, that this sea has existed only since the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, as recorded in 
the book of Genesis ; and the favourite hypothesis of 
late years had been, that the Jordan before that time 
had flowed through the whole length of Wady el-’Ara- 
bah to the Gulf of’Akabah, leaving the present bed of 
the Dead Sea a fertile plain. But this, as we had 
now learned, could not have been the case; at least not 

1) See the letter dated Sept. ed out in Note XXXVII, end of 
12, 1812, prefixed to his Travels in the Volume.—See Bulletin de la 
Nubia, Lond. 1819. Also Travels Soc. de Geogr. Juin 1839, p. 274, 
in Syria etc. Lond. 1822, p. 441, seq. Oct. 1839, p. 113, seq. Le- 

2) Erdkunde Th. II. p. 218. 
Berl. 1818. 

seq. tronne in Journal des Savans, Aout 
1838. Nouvelles Annales des Voy- 
ages, 1839, Tom. III. p. 296, seq. 

3) These particulars are point- 

VOL. If 76 
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within the times to which history reaches hack. In¬ 

stead of the Jordan pursuing its course southwards to 

the Gulf, we had found the waters of the ’Arabah 

itself, and also those of the high western desert far 

south of ’Akabah, all flowing northwards into the 

Dead Sea.1 Every circumstance goes to show, that 

a lake must have existed in this place, into which the 

Jordan poured its waters, long before the catastrophe 

of Sodom. The great depression of the whole broad 

Jordan-valley and of the northern part of the 7Arabah, 

the direction of its lateral vallies, as well as the slope 

of the high western desert towards the North, all go 

to show that the configuration of this region, in its 

main features, is coeval with the present condition of 

the surface of the earth in general; and not the effect 

of any local catastrophe at a subsequent period. 

It seems also to be a necessary conclusion, that the 

Dead Sea anciently covered a less extent of surface 

than at present. The cities which were destroyed, 

must have been situated on the South of the lake as it 

then existed; for Lot fled to Zoar, which was near to 

Sodom; and Zoar, as we have seen, lay almost at the 

southern end of the present sea, probably in the mouth 

of Wady Kerak as it opens upon the isthmus of the 

peninsula.2 The fertile plain, therefore, which Lot 

chose for himself, where Sodom was situated, and 

which was well watered like the land of Egypt, lay 

also south of the lake, “ as thou comest unto Zoar.”3 

Even to the present day, more living streams flow into 

the Ghor at the south end of the sea, from Wadys of 

the eastern mountains, than are to be found so near 

together in all Palestine; and the tract, although now 

1) See Vol. I. pp. 265, 294. the site of Zoar, see above p. 480, 
Compare also above, p. 490, seq. and Note XXXIV. 

2) Gen. xix. 20, “ Behold now, 3) Gen. xiii. 10-12. 
this city is near to flee to.” For 
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mostly desert, is still better watered, through these 

streams and by the many fountains, than any other 

district throughout the whole country.1 

In the same plain were slime-pits; that is to say, 

wells of bitumen or asphaltum; the Hebrew word being 

the same, as that used in describing the building of the 

walls of Babylon, which we know were cemented with 

bitumen.2 These pits or fountains appear to have been 

of considerable extent. The valley in which they 

were situated, is indeed called Siddim; but it is said 

to have been adjacent to the salt sea, and it contained 

Sodom and Gomorrah.3 The streams that anciently 

watered the plain, remain to attest the accuracy of the 

sacred historian; but the pits of asphaltum are no 

longer to be seen. Bid they disappear in consequence 

of the catastrophe of the plain ? 

The remarkable configuration of the southern part 

of the Dead Sea, I have already described;—the long 

and singular peninsula connected with the eastern 

shore by a broad low neck; the bay extending up 

further south, in many parts very shallow; and the 

low flat shores beyond, over which the lake, when 

swollen by the rains of winter, sets up for several 

miles. Indeed the whole of this part of the sea, as I 

have said, as seen from the western mountains, resem¬ 

bles much the winding estuary of a large American 

river, when the tide is out, and the shoals left dry.4 I 

have also related the sudden appearance of masses of 

asphaltum floating in the sea; which seems to occur 

at the present day only rarely, and immediately after 

earthquakes; and also, so far as the Arabs knew, only 

in the southern part of the sea.5 The character of the 

1) See above p. 488, seq. 3) Gen. xiv. 2, 3, 10-12. 
2) Heb. ‘nsn Gen. xiv. 10; com¬ 

pared with xi. 3. 

4) See above, pp. 205-208, 230. 
5) See p. 228, seq. 
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shores, the long mountain of fossil salt, and the various 

mineral productions, have also been described.1 

In view of all these facts, viz. the necessary exist¬ 

ence of a lake before the catastrophe of Sodom; the 

well-watered plain towards the South, in which were 

the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and not far off the 

sources of bitumen; as also the peculiar character of this 

part of the Dead Sea, where alone asphaltum at the pre¬ 

sent day makes its appearance;—I say in view of all 

these facts, there is but a step to the obvious hypothe¬ 

sis, that the fertile plain is now in part occupied by the 

southern bay, or that portion of the sea lying south of 

the peninsula; and that by some convulsion or catas¬ 

trophe of nature, connected with the miraculous de¬ 

struction of the cities, either the surface of this plain 

was scooped out, or the bottom of the sea was heaved 

up, so as to cause the waters to overflow and cover 

permanently a larger tract than formerly. In either 

case, it would follow, that the sources of bitumen 

would in like manner be covered by the sea; and the 

slimy substance becoming hardened and fixed by con¬ 

tact with the waters, might be expected occasionally 

to rise and float upon the surface of this heavy flood. 

The ancients describe the masses of asphaltum as thus 

rising from the bottom of the sea, apparently in greater 

abundance than at the present day; although this 

circumstance perhaps may be accounted for, by sup¬ 

posing that the bitumen was not anciently, as now, 

eagerly gathered up and carried away.2 

The country we know is subject to earthquakes; 

and exhibits also frequent traces of volcanic action. 

In the whole region around the lake of Tiberias these 

traces are decided; and at a short distance N. W. of 

Safed, we afterwards came upon the crater of an ex- 

1) Page 218, seq. 482, seq. 2) See pp. 229, 230. 
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tinguished volcano. It would have been no uncommon 

effect of either of these causes, to heave up the bottom 

of the ancient lake, and thus produce the phenomenon 

in question. But the historical account of the destruc¬ 

tion of the cities, implies also the agency of fire : “ The 

Lord rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah brimstone and 

fire from the Lord out of heavenand Abraham too 

u beheld, and lo, the smoke of the country went up as 

the smoke of a furnace.5'1 Perhaps both causes were 

at work; for volcanic action and earthquakes go hand 

in hand; and the accompanying electric discharges 

usually cause lightnings to play and thunders to roll. 

In this way we have all the phenomena, which the 

most literal interpretation of the sacred records can 

demand. 

Further, if we may suppose, that before this catas¬ 

trophe, the bitumen had become accumulated around 

the sources, and had perhaps formed strata spreading 

for some distance upon the plain; that, possibly, these 

strata in some parts extended under the soil and might 

thus easily approach the vicinity of the cities;—if in¬ 

deed we might suppose all this, then the kindling of 

such a mass of combustible materials, through volca¬ 

nic action or by lightning from heaven, would cause 

a conflagration sufficient not only to ingulf the cities, 

but also to destroy the surface of the plain, so that 

“ the smoke of the country would go up as the smoke 

of a furnace ;5? and the sea rushing in, would convert 

it to a tract of waters. The supposition of such an 

accumulation of bitumen, may at first appear extrava¬ 

gant ; but the hypothesis requires nothing more, (and 

even less,) than nature herself actually presents to our 

view, in the wonderful lake or tract of bitumen found 

on the island of Trinidad.2—The subsequent barren- 

1) Gen. xix. 24, 28. Royal Geological Society, London 
2) See Transactions of the 1811, Vol. I. p. 63, seq. The ac- 
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ness of the remaining portion of the plain, is readily 

accounted for by the presence of such masses of fossil 

salt, which perhaps were brought to light only at the 

same time. 

The preceding views and suggestions are not the 

result of mere conjecture; but rest upon a basis of 

facts and analogies supplied by the researches of sci¬ 

ence. Nor do they depend simply upon my ow7n un¬ 

aided authority, which would be nothing in a matter 

of this kind. Through the kindness of the distin¬ 

guished geologist Leopold von Buch, whose researches 

have been particularly directed to the phenomena of 

volcanoes, I was permitted to lay before him an ab¬ 

stract of the facts which have been more fully detailed 

in this work; and the following letter in reply con¬ 

tains his commentary upon them. 

Berlin, April 20, 1839. 
Sir, 

It is rather in reply to your kind confidence, than 

in the hope of presenting any observation of import¬ 

ance, that I address to you these lines. 

The valley of the Jordan is a fissure (crevasse), 
which extends from Mount Lebanon to the Red Sea 

without interruption. Such it seems to me, is the re¬ 

sult of your researches, as well as of those of M. de 

Bertou and of M. Callier; who nevertheless find fault 

with Ritter for having said the same thing. These 

long fissures, especially frequent among limestone 

mountains, give the configuration to our continents. 

If they are very large and deep, they afford passage 

count of this extraordinary lake of of a portion of the ancient plain of 
pitch, illustrates so strikingly what Sodom, that I subjoin some extracts 
may well have been the character at the close of Note XXXVIII. 
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to the primitive mountains, which for that reason form 

chains, in the direction which the fissure prescribes. 

We might therefore expect a greater development of 

the volcanic agents at the bottom of this fissure, than 

upon the heights. 

According to the most recent researches, fossil salt 

is a product of volcanic or plutonic action along an 

opening of this nature. But, fountains of asphaltum 

or bitumen are so likewise; as is proved by the nu¬ 

merous sources of bitumen from the foot of the Zagros 

in the environs of Bassorah as far as to Mosul, and 

also at Bakou; as is proved further by the source of 

bitumen in the Gulf of Naples, or at Mellilli near to 

Syracuse; as is proved too by the sources of bitumen 

in the isle of Zante, and even by the bitumen of Seyss- 

el, of which they make side-walks in Paris. 

The asphaltum of the Dead Sea, is probably 

nothing more than bitumen consolidated at the bot¬ 

tom of the lake; which, not being able to flow off, 

forms by consequence a layer at the bottom, as in the 

island of Trinidad. It is quite probable, that this ac¬ 

cumulation may have taken place in remote times, as 

well as in our day; and if some volcanic action, an 

elevation of the soil, or shocks of earthquakes, have 

brought to light masses of asphaltum analogous to 

that which you describe, (a phenomenon of the highest 

importance, hitherto unknown,) we can very well con- 

. ceive of the conflagration of entire cities, by the in¬ 

flammation of materials so eminently combustible. 

Could some mass of basalt be discovered in the 

southern part, or towards the southern extremity of 

the Dead Sea, one might believe that a basaltic dyke 

had been heaved up at the time of the celebrated 

catastrophe ; just as this took place in 1820, near the 

isle of Banda, and at another time at the foot of the 
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volcano of Ternate.1 The movements which accom¬ 

pany the breaking out of such a dyke, are of a cha¬ 

racter to produce all the phenomena which have 

changed this interesting region, without exercising any 

very marked influence upon the form and configuration 

of the mountains round about. 

The fertility of the soil depends sometimes upon 

light accidents. It is not probable, that bitumen would 

be adapted to augment it. But it is very possible, that 

earthquakes may have brought out a larger mass of 

fossil salt; which being carried by the waters to the 

bottom of the valley, would suffice to take away its 

productive power. Lot would hardly have been so 

struck with the fossil salt, as to suppose his wife was 

changed into salt, had there been any knowledge of 

its existence between the layers of the mountain, be¬ 

fore the remarkable catastrophe. 

It is to be hoped, that the very active Geological 

Society of London, may one day send out one of its 

members, to illuminate with the torch of Geology the 

facts which interest all the world. But it would be 

necessary to examine the whole geological constitu¬ 

tion, both of Mount Lebanon and of all the valley of 

the Jordan, from Tiberias quite to ’Akabah. 

I conceive, Sir, that all this can hardly content you. 

But, I think it would be rash to build a theory upon 

facts, of which one has not himself at least observed 

the results. 
(Signed) Leopold von Buch.2 

1) Description des lies Cana- above presented, I am indebted to 
ries etc. par L. de Buch, Paris my friend and companion, Mr. 
1836, pp. 412, 433. Smith, whose attention was turned 

2) The original of this letter, as to the subject at an earlier period 
also my own previous letter to than my own. It was in conse- 
which it is a reply, are given in quence of these suggestions, that 
Note XXXVIII, end of the Vol- I was first led to lay the subject 
ume.—For some of the main sug- before the writer of the above let- 
gestions contained in the views ter. 
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APPROACH OF THE ISRAELITES TO PALESTINE. 

I have formerly endeavoured to trace the route of 

the Israelites to Sinai; and have pointed out also their 

probable course from Sinai northwards, passing by 

'Ain el-Hudhera, corresponding to the ancient Haze- 

roth.1 I have likewise already expressed my convic¬ 

tion, that whatever may have been the direction of 

their course after leaving that fountain,—-whether to 

the shore of the eastern gulf and so along the ’Arabah, 

or whether they crossed the Till and came out upon 

the high western desert north of that mountain,—they 

still could not have passed on the West of Jehel ’Araif, 

and the mountainous tract further north. Such a 

course would have brought them directly to Beersheba, 

and not to Kadesh in “ the uttermost border of Edom.”2 
The mountainous tract north of Jehel ’Araif and 

west of the ’Arabah, forming the country of the 

’Azazimeh, we had now seen on all sides. Beginning 

at the bluff el-Miikrah and the fountain ’Ain esh-Sha- 

hibiyeh, it extends northwards nearly or quite to the 

point where we now were, a desert limestone region 

full of precipitous ridges, through which no travelled 

road has ever passed.3 Our conviction was therefore 

strengthened, that even if the Israelites came out at 

first upon the great western plateau, they must neces¬ 

sarily have followed down the Jerafeh to its junction 

with the ’Arabah opposite Mount Hor; and then, in 

any case, have approached the border of Palestine 

along the latter valley. Most probably, however, they 

1) See at the end of Sect. II, tract and pass around it on their 
and the first part of Sect. III. For journics. M. Callier appears to 
el-Hudhera see Vol. I. pp. 222-224. have got among these mountains 

2) See Vol. I. p. 276. on his journey in this region; 
3) See Vol. I. p. 275. Not but Journ. des Savans, Jan. 1836. 

that it may be and is sometimes Nouv. Annal. des Voyages, 1839. 
traversed; for the ’Azazimeh live Tom. III. p. 272. 
in it; but other Arabs avoid the 

Vol. II. 77 
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passed by way of the Red Sea and the ’Arabah ; for 

the language of the sacred writer siems to imply, that 

their way led along Mount Seir.1 

We are led also to the same conclusion by all the 

scriptural notices of the site of Kadesh, to which they 

first came. It was “ in the uttermost border of Edom.”2 

The southern quarter of Judah too is described as 

being “ along by the coast of Edomand the line 

was drawn “ from the shore of the salt sea, from the 

bay that looked southward; and it went out to the 

south side to the ascent of Akrabbim, and passed along 

to Zin, and ascended up on the south side to Kadesh- 

barnea.”3 Further, from Kadesh the spies entered 

Palestine by ascending the mountain ; and the mur¬ 

muring Israelites attempting to do the same, were 

driven back by the Amalekites and Canaanites, and 

afterwards apparently by the king of Arad as far 

as to Hormah, then called Zephath.4 There was also 

at Kadesh a fountain, mentioned long before the ex¬ 

odus of the Israelites; and the miraculous supply of 

water took place only at their second visit; which 

implies, that at their first approach, there was no spe¬ 

cial lack of this necessary article.5 From Kadesh they 

turtied back to Mount Hor, and thence proceeded to 

the Red Sea. 

These circumstances all combine to fix the site of 

Kadesh at a fountain in the northern part of the great 

valley ; and I have already pointed out the remarka¬ 

ble coincidence of the position of the fountain el-Wei- 

beh, with all these particulars. There the Israelites 

would have Mount Hor in the S. S. E. towering directly 

before them ; across the ’Arabah is the Wady el-Ghu- 

1) Deut. i. 2. 4) Num. xiii. 17. xiv. 40-45. 
2) Num. xx. 16. xxi. 1-3. Deut. i. 41-44. Comp. 
3) Josh. xv. 1,2, 3 ;• comp. Num. Judg. i. 17. 

xxxiv. 3, 4. 5) Gen. xiv. 7. Num. xx. 1-11. 
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weir, affording an easy passage through the land of 

Edom; in the N. W, rises the mountain by which they 

attempted to ascend to Palestine, with the pass still 

called Sufah (Zephath); while further north we find 

also Tell ’Arad, marking the site of the ancient Arad. 

To all this comes then the vicinity of the southern bay 

of the Dead Sea ; the line of cliffs or offset separating 

the Ghor from the ’Arabah, answering to the ascent 

of Akrabbim j1 and the desert of Zin with the place of 

the same name between Akrabbim and Kadesh, not 

improbably at the water of Hasb in the Arabah.2—In 

this way all becomes easy and natural; and the scrip¬ 

tural account is entirely accordant with the character 

of the country. 

I have thus far assumed that the Israelites were 

twice at Kadesh; and this appears from a comparison 

of the various accounts. They broke up from Sinai 

on the twentieth day of the second month in the sec¬ 

ond year of their departure out of Egypt, correspond¬ 

ing to the early part of May ;3 they came into the 

desert of Paran, whence spies were sent up the moun¬ 

tain into Palestine, in “ the time of the first ripe 

grapes;” and these returned after forty days to the 

camp at Kadesh.4 As grapes begin to ripen on the 

mountains of Judah in July, the return of the spies is 

to be placed in August or September. The people 

now murmured at the report of the spies; and received 

the sentence from Jehovah, that their carcasses should 

fall in the wilderness, and their children wander in the 

desert forty years.5 They were ordered to turn back 

into the desert “ by the way of the Red Sea;” although 

it appears that they abode “ many days” in Kadesh.0 

1) See above p. 501. 4) Nnm. xii. 16. xiii. 2, 17,, 20, 
2) See pp. 499, 586. Com- 25, 26. 

pare Num. xx. 1. 5) Num. xiv. 29, 32, 33. 
3) Num. x. 11; comp. ix. 1. 6) Num. xiv. 25. Deut. i. 40,46. 
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The next notice of the Israelites is, that in the first 

month, they came into the desert of Zin and abode 

again at Kadesh ; here Miriam dies; Moses and Aaron 

bring water from the rock; a passage is demanded 

through the land of Edom, and refused; and they then 

journey from Kadesh to Mount Hor, where Aaron dies 

in the fortieth year of the departure from Egypt, in 

the first day of the fifth month, corresponding to a part 

of August and September.1 Here then, between Au¬ 

gust of the second year and August of the fortieth year, 

we have an interval of thirty-eight years of wandering 

in the desert. With this coincides another account. 

From Mount Hor they proceeded to Elath on the Red 

Sea, and so around the Land of Edom to the brook 

Zered on the border of Moab; and from the time of 

their departure from Kadesh, (meaning of course their 

first departure,) until they thus came to the brook 

Zered, there is said to have been an interval of thirty- 

eight years.2 

In this way, the scriptural account of the journey- 

ings of the Israelites, becomes perfectly harmonious 

and- intelligible. The eighteen stations mentioned 

only in the general list in the book of Numbers, as pre¬ 

ceding the arrival at Kadesh, are then apparently to 

be referred to this eight and thirty years of wandering, 

during which the people at last approached Ezion- 

geber, and afterwards returned northwards a second 

time to Kadesh, in the hope of passing directly through 

the land of Edom.3 Their wanderings extended 

doubtless over the western desert; although the sta¬ 

tions named are probably only those head-quarters 

where the tabernacle was pitched, and where Moses 

and the elders and priests encamped; while the main 

1) Num. xx. 1-29. xxxiii. 37, 38. 3) See the list of all these sta- 
2) Num. xxi. 4. Deut. ii. 8,13, tions, Num. xxxiii. 18-36. 

14, 18. 
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body of the people was scattered in various direc¬ 

tions.1 

How in these wide deserts, this host of more than 

two millions of souls, having no traffic nor intercourse 

with the surrounding hordes, could find supplies of food 

and water sufficient for their support, without a con¬ 

stant miracle, I for one am unable to divine. Yet 

among them we read only of occasional longings and 

complaints ; while the tribes that now roam over the 

same regions, although numbering scarcely as many 

thousands, are exposed to famine and privation of 

every kind; and, at the best, obtain only a meager and 

precarious subsistence.2 

Sunday, June 3d. After our fatigues of the pre¬ 

ceding two days, we slept soundly until 6J o’clock ; 

and rose congratulating ourselves upon the rest of the 

Christian Sabbath. But this rest to-day was not to 

be of long duration. After breakfast, one of the Arabs, 

Muhammed, went with the camels to the water at the 

head of the pass Yemen, nearly an hour distant from 

our tent in the S. W. There, as he said, he met an 

Arab who had come up the pass during the night, and 

who reported, that yesterday towards evening he had 

seen a party of men with horses and dromedaries 

encamp at the water of Hash in the ’Arabah, appa¬ 

rently coming this way on a marauding expedition. 

Our Arabs immediately concluded that they were of 

the Sulit or Hejaya, coming against the Tiyahah in 

retaliation for the inroads of the latter. Should they 

ascend by the Sufah, they would come directly upon 

us ; or if by the Yemen, their scouts would doubtless 

1) See above, Vol. I. p. 106. during the wanderings of the Is- 
Comp. ib. p. 75. raelites, exhibiting in one view the 

2) For a synoptical arrange- whole course of their journey, see 
ment of the several lists of stations Note XXXIX, end of the Volume. 
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discover our tent; and as they were at war with the 

Jehalin also, we should of course he exposed to he 

plundered, if to nothing worse. We had indeed strong 

suspicions, that this was a story got up hy Muhammed, 

the worthless buffoon, who alone had seen the stran¬ 

ger, in order to induce us to push forward. Yet it 

might after all he true; and we therefore thought it 

advisable under the circumstances to go on, and get 

out of the reach of any danger. This was, however, 

the only instance, in which we were compelled to vio¬ 

late our principle of not travelling upon the Christian 

Sabbath.—It was said, the party would not reach the 

top of the pass until the afternoon. A camel was now 

despatched with the water-skins to be filled at the 

water of Yemen. The Arabs seemed to be in no hurry 

whatever ; and it was not until after long delays, that 

we at length set off. Nor do we know unto the pre¬ 

sent day, whether the story of the hostile party was 

true or false. 

We at length started at lOf o’clock; the course 

continuing about N. N. W. We soon came out upon 

an open and tolerably level tract, called et-Titraibeh ; 

which, although chiefly covered with loose sand, had 

everywhere many herbs, affording pasture for camels. 

It belongs to the Arabs called Sa’idiyeh. Before us 

was another long mountain-ridge, running from E. N. 

E. to W. S. W. similar in its general appearance to 

that we had ascended last night; though not more 

than half as high. This tract, between the top of one 

ridge and the bottom of the other, constitutes the 

second step or offset of the whole ascent between the 

JArabah and Palestine ; and is, as we have seen, the 

continuation in this direction of the broad region of 

desert hills between the two passes of ez-Zuweirah ; 

the lower ridge being here much higher, and the upper 

one much lower, than on that road. Further north, 
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it is drained by Wady el-Fa’iya, a branch of the Mu- 

hauwat, which enters the Dead Sea at the north end 

of Usdum ]l but just in this part, the waters are car¬ 

ried off southwards by one of the main heads of Wady 

el-Yemen, which runs along the base of the next ridge. 

On this plain, the roads from the three passes Sufey, 

Sufah, and Yemen, all unite; and a branch was also 

said to come in from the Haudeh.2 

At 12h 25' we crossed the branch of Wady el-Ye- 

men, which commences not far to the right. Here we 

immediately began to ascend by a low gap in the 

ridge before us, called el-Muzeikah. The ascent is 

gradual and easy; at a quarter before one, we were 

at the top, and came out upon another higher tract of 

table-land, or rather a basin, §hut in on the S. E. by 

hills, forming the top of the ridge. They are here 

comparatively low; but further towards the W. S. W. 

the ridge becomes higher, and spreads out into a moun¬ 

tainous tract, through which our Arabs knew no road. 

Yet we were led to suppose, that the pass ei-Gharib, 

of which we had several times heard, is probably con¬ 

nected with this range of mountains.3 

We kept on N. N. W. across the basin, around which 

are gravel-hills, and which is bounded on the other 

side at the distance of about an hour by another low 

ridge or line of hills, parallel to that we had just as- 

1) See above, pp. 476, 480. 
2) In 1834, M. Callier travelled 

from Hebron to “ Dariye” (Dhohe- 
riyeli); thence S. S. W. to Wady 
“Kalassa” (Khulasah, Kurn, see 
Vol. I. p. 298) at the foot of the 
mountains, where he encamped on 
the third day. On the fourth day 
he followed up this Wady into 
the mountains, and then descended 
eastwards along another Wady 
called “ Traybe” (Turaibeh), which 
brought him near to the Gh6r. 
This°would seem to have some re* 

ference to the tract we were now 
crossing, which is about in the lat¬ 
itude of Wady Khulasah; and the 
traveller probably approached the 
pass of Yemen. But from Hebron 
to this point, his route by Dhoheri- 
yeh was singularly circuitous; oc¬ 
cupying four days instead of the 
two, which it took us. See Journ. 
des Savans Jan. 1836, p. 47. Nouv. 
Annal. de Voy. 1839, Tom. III. p. 
274. 

3) See Vol. I. p. 306; also p, 
588, above. 
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cended. On our right the surface had a gradual de¬ 

scent ; and here was the beginning of a Wady running 

down M. E. to Wady el-Fa’iya, and forming one of its 

heads. On the left we could perceive a shallow Wady 

called Abu Teraifeh, coming from the North and pass¬ 

ing down through the hills of the ridge we had ascend¬ 

ed, about half a mile further S. W. to Wady el-Yemen. 

Another road ascends along this Wady, which was 

taken by some of our Arabs. Just at the head of this 

latter pass, we could distinctly see the ruins of a town, 

called Kurnub, covering a low hill near the Wady; 

our guides said there was here living water in pits 

(Themail); and on that account they had been very 

desirous to reach this spot the evening before. With 

our telescopes we could distinguish two or three ruined 

walls, apparently of hewn stones, which seemed to be 

the remains of churches or other public buildings.1 

This place is marked on Seetzen’s map, and would 

seem most probably to have been the Thamara of 

Ptolemy and other writers, as well as the Thamar of 

the Old Testament.2 The grounds on which this sup¬ 

position rests, will be better understood in connection 

with the remarks respecting el-Milh further on. 

In passing over this open tract or basin, we saw 

traces of grass, now dried up. At lh 20' we crossed 

obliquely the bed of Wady Abu Teraifeh. Here a path 

1) Lord Lindsay appears to 
have ascended by the more south¬ 
ern pass, directly to Kurnub; he 
describes it as the extensive ruins 
of an ancient walled town, about 
three hours from the top of the 
pass es-Sufah, exhibiting fragments 
of columns, but no inscriptions; he 
saw a large vaulted subterranean 
chamber near a ruined building, 
and a strong dam in a ravine on the 
South of the town. Letters etc. II. 
p. 46. When Schubert passed this 
way, there was here an Arab en¬ 
campment ; Reise II. p. 449. 

2) Ezek. xlvii. 19. xlviii. 28. 
Reland Palaest. p. 1031.—The 
question suggests itself not unnat¬ 
urally : Whether these ruins may 
not mark the site of Hormah, the 
ancient Zephath ? But this place 
would more appropriately be 
sought further south, nearer to the 
pass Sufah (Zephath); if not indeed 
quite at the foot of the pass, around 
the small fort. It could hardly be 
expected, that any very distinct 
ruins should yet remain of a town 
last mentioned in 1 Sam. xxx. 30. 
See Reland Pal. p. 721. 
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branched off to the right, leading directly to the coun¬ 

try of the Jehalin ; while that which we still followed 

is the Hebron and Gaza road. At 2 o’clock we came 

out upon the top of the swell or low ridge above men¬ 

tioned, here called Kubbet el-Baul; and had before us 

a smaller basin forming the head of Wady’Ar’arah, 

which runs off to Wady es-Seba’, and so to the Medi¬ 

terranean. We now had a slight descent into this 

basin, and kept then along the broad Wady. Here 

was the first appearance of soil; and along this tract 

we found at 2h 3Cf traces of ancient walls, probably 

once dams or terraces connected with tillage. In¬ 

deed the vestiges of ancient cultivation began to be 

everywhere visible. Towards the western part, at 

3h 5', we passed the foundations of a former village of 

unhewn stones, now called el-Kuseir (little castle), 

from a small structure near the foot of the hill, which 

may have been a tower. This tract belongs to the 

Dhuliam. We found in it a stray female camel with 

her foal, which our Arabs at first were inclined to 

drive off with them. They caught her and examined 

her marks; and finding that she belonged to the 

’Azazimeh, let her go. Each tribe has a peculiar mark 

for its camels; and those of one tribe are in no danger 

)f being taken by any other in time of peace. 

At a quarter past 3 o’clock, another path went off 

towards the right, leading directly to el-Milh; tins is 

the direct Hebron road. We still kept the Gaza 

path, which passes to the left of el-Milh. The Wady 

soon sweeps off more towards the N. E. and afterwards 

N. W. We ascended the low ridge or swell on the 

left, and from the top at 3f o’clock, had a wide view 

over the broad, open, undulating region, extending in 

the Northeast to the neighbourhood of Tell ’Arad, and 

on the West towards Beersheba, with the mountains 

of Judah in the North. Indeed it was the south- 
Vol. II. 78 
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ern part of the same wide tract, which we had 

formerly beheld from the mountain south of Carmel 

and that same mountain-ridge was now directly before 

us, terminating towards the left in a low bluff; and 

forming, as it were, another step in the whole ascent. 

The high encampment of the Jehalin was visible 

bearing about N. N. E.—Descending very gradually 

towards the N. for an hour, we again struck Wady 

’Ar’arah at 4| o’clock, here running N. W. and then 

W. N. W. to join Wady es-Seba’, of which it is one of 

the main branches. 

Here in the broad Wady are many pits for water 

(Themail), which are called ’Ar’arah, and give name 

to the valley. The water is good; but most of the pits 

were now dry. In the valley and on the western hill 

are evident traces of an ancient village or town ; con¬ 

sisting only of foundations of unhewn stones now much 

scattered, but yet sufficiently in place to mark them 

as foundations. Small fragments of pottery are also 

everywhere visible. In this instance, the name leaves 

little room to question, that this is the site of the an¬ 

cient Aroer of the South of Judah; to which David 

sent presents after the recovery of the spoil of Ziklag.2 

—This water is frequented chiefly by the Dhullam. 

On the west side of the bed of the Wady is a burying- 

place belonging to the Sa’idiyeh; in which were 

several fresh graves. The dead are brought from a 

great distance to this cemetery. 

We had come thus far upon the Gaza road in order 

to visit the site of Aroer. After a stop of ten minutes, 

we now struck across the country N. E. towards Milh, 

without a path, in order to regain the Hebron road. 

The land was undulating, with gentle swells and broad 

vallies. Here we fell in with another stray camel, 

which joined company with ours, although the Arabs 

1) See p. 466, 467. 2) 1 Sam. xxx. 26, 28. 
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tried to drive it away. At 6 o’clock we encamped in 

a retired valley, hid from all view; and felt ourselves 

now out of the reach of all marauders, whether real 
or imaginary. 

Monday, June 4th. We rose early, and found our¬ 

selves enveloped in a thick fog, the first we had yet felt 

in Palestine ; once before, when at Beit Nettif, we had 

seen the mists in the vallies below. The strange 

camel was still with us ; while the dromedary of my 

companion had strayed away during the night, and 

was nowhere to be found. It was the property of 

Sheikh Hussan, who now went in search of it. As 

however we no longer needed to fill the water-skins, 

we were able to get on with four camels; and accord¬ 

ingly set off at 5 o’olock, leaving Hussan to overtake 

us. Our track was N. E. over a country still undu¬ 

lating ; and after an hour we reached the wells el-Milh 

at 6 o’clock. Here we stopped for breakfast, and to 

wait for Hussan ; but we saw no more of him to-day; 

and afterwards learned, that having sought long and 

in vain for his camel, he had despaired of overtaking 

us, and had gone directly to the encampment of his 

tribe. 
At Milh are two wells, measuring about forty feet 

in depth, and walled up round with good mason-work ; 

one of them is seven and a half, and the other, five 

feet in diameter. The water seemed not to be good, 

and the Arabs said it was acid ; but we had no rope 

or bucket to draw any. The Arabs of the Tiyahah 

water here ; they come hither early in autumn ; and 

after the rains commence, send their camels to the 

Ghor es-Safieh for the winter, and go themselves to 

sow in the Sheri’ah south of Gaza.1—The broad shal¬ 

low Wady close by which the wells are situated, 

1) In this connection it was told Beersheba; and that the Ter&bin 
us, that the Kudeir&t water at live chiefly in the F&ri’a. 
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Wady el-Milh, comes from the N. E. and continues on 

W. S. W. to unite with the ’Ar’arah, and so to Wady 

es-Seba’. It passes around the southwestern extrem¬ 

ity or bluff of the ridge before us, (that S. of Kurmul,) 

which was now not far distant in the same direction. 

Here and on our way, great numbers of the bird called 

Kuta by the Arabs, a large species of partridge, were 

flying about very low in all directions ; our Egyptian 

servants, being used only to water-fowl, mistook them 

for ducks, and fired among them repeatedly, though 

without success. This species of bird has often been 

supposed to be the quails, that came up and covered the 

camp of the Israelites ; but there seems to be no other 

ground for this opinion, than their present abundance 

in regions not very far remote from the route of that 

people.1 

On the plain adjacent to the wells on the South, 

the stones of a ruined town, or extensive village, are 

scattered over a space of nearly half a mile square, all 

unhewn. Just by the wells is a round hill like a 

high tumulus, upon which the foundations of a wall 

are visible, running in the form of a square around the 

whole top. On this hill is now an Arab cemetery, 

where the Dhullam bury.2 From this spot we saw Tell 

el-Kuseifeh, a hill about an hour distant, having upon 

it what appeared to be a considerable ruin. Tell 'Arad 

1) Ex. xvi. 13. Num. xi. 31, 32. 
Ps. cv. 40.—The Kuta is the Te- 
trao alchata of Linnaeus, Syst. 
Nat. Tom. I. P. .II. p. 745. No. 11. 
Hasselquist calls it u Tetrao Isra- 
elitarum,” and describes it fully, 
Reise pp. 331-333. But the He¬ 
brew name of the bird of the Isra¬ 
elites is Selav (nbb) quail; and the 

present Arabic name for the quail 
is Selwa. The ancient versions 
also understood here the quail; 
Sept. oyTvyo/K/rjToa, Vulg. coturnix. 
There would therefore seem to be 

no sufficient reason for laying aside 
this coincidence, and adopting an¬ 
other explanation on mere conjec¬ 
ture. See Gesenius’ Anmerk. zu 
Burcklmrdt p. 1067. Comp. Nie¬ 
buhr’s Beschr. von Arabien p. 176. 
Rosenmuller’s Bibl. Archaeol. IV. 
ii. p. 346, seq. 

2) From the summit of this 
Tell at Milh, we took the follow- 
ingbearings: Encampment of the 
Jehalin about N. 38° E. Tell el- 
Kuseifeh N. 54° E. Tell ’Arhd N. 
59° E. 
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lies somewhat more remote ; and, as we hare seen, 

probably marks the site of the ancient Arad.1 The 

Arabs said indeed, that no ruins exist there ; but they 

had said the same thing of ’Ar’arah and Milh. Two 

other places, Rukhama and ’Asluj were mentioned as 

lying 8. W. of Milh on the way to ;Abdeh. 

These wells and ruins at el-Milh, I am disposed to 

regard as marking the site of the ancient Moladah of 

the Old Testament, the Malatha of the Greeks and 

Romans. There is at first sight an apparent resem¬ 

blance in the names ; but I am able to make out no 

etymological affinity; and if there be a connection, it 

can be only because the Arabic, in the popular pro¬ 

nunciation, has corrupted the last letter, so as to obtain 

a usual and significant form.2 But the testimonies of 

ancient writers as to the position of Malatha are toler¬ 

ably definite. 

Moladah was situated in the extreme South of Ju¬ 

dah towards Edom ; it was afterwards assigned to 

Simeon ; and was again inhabited after the exile.3 

Josephus also mentions Malatha as in his day a castle 

of Idumea.4 Eusebius and Jerome speak of it several 

1) See above, p. 473. 
2) The form Milh has no ety¬ 

mological affinity with Moladah. 
nor Malatha (MdXa&a). 

There is no known instance of a 
change of ‘i or & into the Arabic 

Ha. If possibly it be a corruption 
from the Greek, (Milh for Maid-,) 
we must regard it as an instance of 
the usual tendency of popular pro¬ 
nunciation, to reduce foreign proper 
names to a significant form; as in 
German, Mailand (i. e. May-land) 
for Milan; and as in English the 
plant Asparagus is mostly known 
among the common people only 
as Sparrow-grass. At any rate, 
Milh (salt) and its derivatives fur¬ 
nish among the Arabs many names 
for places; thus besides Milh, we 
have in several instances, MMih, 

Malihah, Muweilih, and Mawalih. 
—But even to the supposition of 
such a corruption from the Greek, 
there is this objection. In all other 
cases where the present Arabic 
name of a place owes its origin to 
a Greek name, that Greek name 
was wholly different from the orig¬ 
inal Hebrew one; as in Nabulus 
and Sebustieh for the ancient She- 
chem and Samaria. But here the 
Greek form itself is a mere cor¬ 
ruption of the Hebrew; and the 
Arabic would more naturally follow 
the latter. 

3) Josh. xv. 26, comp. vs. 21. 
xix. 2. 1 Chr. iv. 28. Nehem. xi. 
26. See generally Reland Pa- 
laest. pp. 885, 886. 

4) Antiq. XVIII. 6. 2. 
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times, and place it four Roman miles from Arad, on 

the way from Hebron to Aila by Thamara; Arad itself 

being according to them twenty miles from Hebron.1 

Still later, Malatha is noticed as the station of a Ro¬ 

man cohort.2 To all these circumstances, as it seems 

to me, the situation of el-Milh very exactly corres¬ 

ponds. We have here the vestiges of an extensive 

town with important wells, on the great route from 

Hebron to the Red Sea through the ’Ai abah ; and in 

the N. E. by E. we still find Tell ’Arad, about an hour 

and a half from Milh, and some eight hours distant 

from Hebron on a different route.3 

According to Eusebius and Jerome, Thamara was 

a town and fortress one day’s journey from Malatha 

on the way from Hebron to Ailah, and in their day 

was held by a Roman garrison.4 It is likewise men¬ 

tioned in the same quarter by Ptolemy and in the 

Peutinger Tables ;5 and seems to have been the Tha- 

mar of the prophet Ezekiel, from which the southern 

border of the land was to be measured, on one side to 

Kadesh, and on the other to the western sea.6 If we 

assume, as above, that Malatha was situated at el- 

1) Onomast. arts. Arath (Aga/na), 
Hazazon-Thamar. See note 4, 
below. 

2) Notitia Dignitatum ed. Pan- 
ciroli pp. 217, 219. Reland Pal. 
p. 231.—The Notitia reads Molea- 
ha, and another manuscript has 
Moleathia. 

3) To judge merely from the 
name, el-Milh might well be the 
“City of Salt” (rtei men¬ 

tioned Josh. xv. 62. That city 
however lay, not in the South of 
Judah, but in the desert near the 
Dead Sea (comp. vs. 21, 61); and 
I have already spoken of it as pro¬ 
bably situated in or near the valley 
of bait, at the south end of that 
lake. See above, p. 483. 

4) Onomast. mt.Hazazon-Tha¬ 
mar. The text of both authors is 

here singularly corrupted in this 
proper name ; Eusebius has: At- 
.ytrcu <57 nq Oaftaoa y.o')ftrj dieorojoa 

[tohq (al. Mahq) ij/ufoaq odov am- 
ovto)v ano Xfftudv dq AD.dfi. Je¬ 
rome: “Est et aliud castellum 
Thamara unius diei itinere a Mem¬ 
phis oppido separatum pergentibus 
Ailam de Chebron.” But these 
corruptions fortunately aid in cor¬ 
recting each other; the Memphis 
of Jerome serves to showthatthere 
must have been here a proper 
name; while the jiofoq or MdXiq of 
Eusebius shows no less clearly, 
that this name was Malatha. 
Comp. Le Clerc in loc. Reland 
Palaest. p. 1031. 

5) Ptolem. IV. 16. Reland Pal. 
p. 462. 

6) Ezek. xlvii. 10. xlviii. 28. 
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Milli, then all the circumstances correspond to fix the 

position of Thamara at Kurnub, the site with ruins six 

hours south of Milh towards the pass es-Sufah. In 

that place we find the remains of a walled town, with 

water, on the great route from Hebron to ’Akabah by 

way of the ’Arabah, at the distance of an ordinary 
day’s journey fom el-Milh.1 

From all these considerations, it appears probable, 

that the ancient eastern road from Hebron to Ailah 

and also that to Petra, followed the same general route 

as that of the present day; passing by Malatha and 

Thamara, and so down the mountain to Kadesh; just 

as nowit touches el-Milh, Kurnub, and el-Weibeh, and 

thence branches off to ’Akabah and Wady Musa.2 
•/ 

After having waited for more than an hour and a 

half, and no Hussan appearing, we at length at 7h 40' 

set forward. The guides were very desirous to take 

us to the encampment of their tribe for the night; while 

our wish was to go by Semu’a and reach Hebron to¬ 

day; both because it would save us time, and because 

we should thus escape the annoyance of the Bedawin 

hospitality, manifested in the killing and eating of a 

sheep among themselves, for which we should then 

have to pay the full value in the shape of a present. 

Yet so bent were the Arabs upon their object, that 

at first they prevaricated, and said there was no way 

by Semu’a; though they could take us, they said, 

across the mountain west of their encampment, and 

so through Susieli and Yutta to Hebron. At last, 

however, they recollected that there was also a road 

to Semu’a, and we took it. Our course lay about N. 

N. E.^E. having the mountain at our left, and ap¬ 

proaching it gradually and very obliquely along a 

level plain. At 9\ o’clock we came to the foot of the 

1) See p. 616. 2) See p. 587. 
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ascent; and had on our right not far off the site of a 

former place, called Mak-lml, consisting of little more 

than a few caves in the side of the hill. Indeed, such 

caverns constitute the chief mark of several ancient 

sites in this region. The path goes up here along a 

gap or ravine, somewhat steep, but not long. We 

reached the top of the steep ascent at a quarter before 

ten; and stopped for a time to survey the country be¬ 

hind us, and take the hearings of several points.1 

This ascent did not, as we had expected, bring us 

out upon a ridge, like that we had crossed in travelling 

South from Carmel and Ma’in; but only among higher 

hills. After fifteen minutes we went on again; and 

continued gradually ascending along the Wady, shut 

in by the mountainous tract on every side, which cut 

off all prospect around us. Here all at once a jackal 

started up near our path, and ran at full speed up a 

hill on our left; when about half way to the top, much 

to our amusement, he stopped and looked round very 

sheepishly, to see if we were yet in sight; and perceiv¬ 

ing us, set ofi anew with still greater speed, without 

venturing to look again. At 10^ o’clock we were 

through the mountainous tract, and came out upon the 

hill country of Judah, resembling the region around 

Hebron in its hills and naked rocks; but apparently 

less fertile. We made here no descent from the chain 

of hills behind us; but had gained another step of 

the whole ascent between the Dead Sea and Hebron. 

On examining the list of the cities of Judah and 

Simeon, as given in the book of Joshua, it appears, that 

all the cities of the “ mountains,” so far as their posi¬ 

tion is known, were situated North of the point where 

we now were; while those of the uttermost South lay 

1) The bearings here taken ’Ar&d S. 70° E. South end of 
were as follows: Tell Milh S. 26° the mountain ofMoab S. 57° E. 
W. Tell Kuseifeh S. 2° E. Tell 
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either behind us or on our left, further in the South.1 2 

This leads to the probable conjecture, that this moun¬ 

tain-ridge, which commences not far from Carmel and 

runs YV. S. W. to the latitude of Beersheba, formed the 

natural boundary, on this side, of the higher tract or 

“ mountains” of Judah ; while the lower region further 

south, extending quite around to Beersheba, consti¬ 

tuted appropriately the uttermost border “ toward the 

coast of Edom southward.” 

At this season of drought, the country looked naked 

and desolate ; towards the North and West, the eye 

rested only on parched and rocky hills. Yet it was 

evidently a fine grazing region. Traces of ancient 

tillage were everywhere visible in the terraces built 

up along the hill-sides. Our course was now in gen¬ 

eral about N. 20° E. At llh 2(f we came upon the 

first appearance of recent tillage ; and near by were 

fields of millet, sown by the people of Semifa. At 

11h 4Cf we had in a valley on our right, eight or ten 

minutes distant, the ruins of a village called el-Ghu- 

wein f and at the same time the site of ’Attir was on 

our left, bearing about West at the distance of half an 

hour, marked by caves upon a hill.3 Here we fell in 

with several small swarms of young locusts, the first 

we had seen during our journey. They were quite 

green, with wings just sprouting; they entirely resem- 

1) Josh. xv. 21-32, 49-60. 
2) This name el-Ghuwein sug¬ 

gests the Ain of tjie South of Ju¬ 
dah, Josh. xv. 32. xix. 7. It is 
simply a diminutive form, corres¬ 
ponding to the Hebrew Ain is 

indeed mentioned among the cities 
of the South; which, as I have 
above suggested, lay perhaps pro¬ 
perly beyond the ridge we had just 
ascended. But in Josh. xxi. 16, 
Ain is enumerated as a city of the 
priests, along with Juttah, Jattir, 
Eshtemoa, and Debir, all of which 

Vol. II. 79 

lay north of this mountain; while 
none of the other cities of the South 
were given to the priests. Not 
improbably, therefore, Ain being 
situated near the natural border, 
may have been reckoned to the 
South, although not strictly be¬ 
longing to it; just as the Gibeah 
(Jeb’ah) of Judah was reckoned to 
the mountains, although it actually 
lay at their foot, in Wady el-Mu- 
surr. See above, p. 327. 

3) See above, p. 194. 
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bled grasshoppers, and hopped briskly away from our 

path. Our Arabs, when asked if they ate them, 

spurned at the idea ; but said the Ma’az do so, and also 

the Sherarat, a tribe in Wady Sirhan in the East. 

From an elevated point of the road at 12i o’clock, 

several places were visible, which we had formerly 

seen from Ma’in.1 Their names and sites were quite 

familiar to us ; and we felt that we wTere approaching 

Hebron, which we looked upon almost as the end of 

our journey. 

At half-past 12 o’clock, we passed a ruin on a hill 

at the left, called Rafat; and just by the way-side 

was a cistern of rain-water hewn in the rock, with a 

large circular hewn stone near by, intended probably 

as a curb-stone, but never linished. Ten minutes be¬ 

yond, we came to another place of ruins bearing the 

same name, Rafat, on the southern slope of a low hill 

close by the path. These ruins are somewhat exten¬ 

sive, with remains of wTalls and arches. A square 

building of large hewn stones is still standing ; the 

door-way has been walled up ; but over it is a round 

arch of good workmanship, separate from the wall, and 

as it were leaning against it. The building has the 

appearance of having been once a church. 

We reached Semu’a, the first inhabited place in 

approaching Hebron from this quarter, at 1 o’clock. 

It is a considerable village, situated on a low hill, with 

broad vallies round about, not susceptible of much 

tillage, but full of flocks and herds all in fine order. 

We halted among the olive-trees in the shallow south¬ 

ern valley; and were glad once more to obtain milk 

and fresh fruits for our noon-day meal. After dinner 

we walked through and around the village. In several 

1) These places bore as fol- W. Dhoheriyeh N. 57° W. Za’- 
lows JSemu'a N. 20° E. Mejd el- nfrtah N. 85° W. 
B&’a N. 4° E. Shuweikeh N. 51° 
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places there are remains of walls built of very large 

stones, bevelled, but left rough in the middle. We 

measured several of the stones, which were more than 

ten feet in length. These old foundations seem to 

mark this as the site of an extensive ancient town ; 

probably, as I have already shown, the Eshtemoa of 
the Old Testament.1 

The most conspicuous object at the present day, 

are the ruins of a castle; of which however only one 

square tower remains in any degree perfect. This 

and the other portions of the walls, are built of well- 

wrought masonry, with loop-holes ; but there are now 

no arches, except some small ones of modern construc¬ 

tion. The work does not look ancient; and might 

perhaps be referred to the crusaders, were there any 

evidence that they had outposts and fortresses further 

south than Hebron. It is most probably of Saracenic or 

Turkish origin.—We had some difficulty in getting to 

the top of the tower, as all the doors leading to it were 

closed ; and we could find no place by which to climb 

up on the outside. The men of whom we inquired, 

seemed too lazy to take the trouble of showing us the 

way. At length, however, one man volunteered to 

take us up; and led the way, clambering up the out¬ 

side of the wall, and passing over the flat roofs of sev¬ 

eral houses. He seemed well acquainted with the 

surrounding country, and proved an intelligent guide. 

The prospect from the tower is somewhat exten¬ 

sive ; and various places were in sight.2 At Susieh, 

we were told, here as well as at Mahn, is a large extent 

of ruins, with columns and other indications of an an¬ 

cient city.3 Our guide also said that at Ma’in and 

1) See above, p. 194, Note 4. 20° E. Mejd el-R&’a N. 5° W. 
2) Bearings at Semu’a: Ma’in Shuweikeh N. 75° VV. Dhoheri- 

N. 87° E. SOsieh N. 80° E. Beni yeh N. 77° W. 
Na’im N. 41° E. Yutta N. 30° 3) See pp. 194,195. 
E. Hebron, not visible, about N. 
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Tawaneh, there are wells of living water belonging to 

the Jehalin; and other similar ones at Deirat and Abu 

Shebban belonging to the Ka’abineh; while both tribes 

water at Kurmul in common. This however does not 

accord with the account given us by the Jehalin them¬ 

selves.1 

As we came down from the tower, an old man sat 

at the foot, playing on the Kemenjeh, a little musical 

instrument somewhat like a viol, common also in 

Egypt, and described by Mr. Lane.2 We left SennYa 

at 2\ o’clock, descending first gradually into a deep 

valley running S. W. apparently the great drain of the 

basin west of Carmel and Zif;3 and then ascending to 

the higher tract beyond. Here, after about three 

quarters of an hour, Ytitta lay on the right before us, 

having the appearance of a large modern Muhammedan 

town, on a low eminence, with trees around. Our guide 

at Semu’a told us, that there were here old foundations 

and walls like those in the former place. We have 

already seen that this is the ancient Juttah of the Old 

Testament, a city of the priests, which has been lost 

sight of since the days of Jerome. There seems, there¬ 

fore, little reason to question the correctness of Re¬ 

land’s suggestion, that this was probably the residence 

of Zacharias and Elisabeth, and the birth-place of 

John the Baptist.4 

We were here of course considerably higher than 

the plain of Carmel. After 3 o’clock we began to get 

among bushes, the verdure of which we had long seen 

from a distance as we approached. 

Descending into a cultivated valley at 3h 20', we 

1) See p. 46S, above. Comp. above, pp. 190, 195. Also Reland 
P- 201. Palaest. p. 870. Reland supposes 

2) Mann, and Cust. of the Mod. this to be the ndl iq 'loud a of Luke 
Egyptians, Vol. II. p. 63, seq. i. 39; being so written by a cor- 

3) See above, p. 192. ruption, or from a softer pronunci- 
4) Josh. xv. 55. xxi. 16. See ation, instead of nohq 'lovxa. 
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turned off from the road, first West and then W. S. W. 

to Um el-’Amad, u Mother of Columns,” a site of ruins 

thirty-five minutes distant. Here, on a low round hill, 

once stood apparently a town of no great size, with 

houses of hewn stone, the foundations of which still 

remain. The place takes its name from the ruins of a 

small church, which had originally four columns on 

each side of the middle aisle ; of those on the south 

side, three with the architrave are still standing; and 

one on the north side. They are all of common lime¬ 

stone, of coarse architecture, and of no order. Near 

by is an excavated tomb or magazine.—This spot is 

not far from the south side of the great Wady el- 

Khulil.1 

After a stop of ten minutes, we returned E. N. E. 

leaving the ruined village Beit ’Amreh on our left, to 

the Hebron road. This we reached at 4h 4(4, at a 

point some twenty minutes north of where we had left 

it; thus losing in all about an hour. We soon came 

to the great Wady el-Khulil, here running S. W. and 

quite deep ; we readied the bottom at 5 o’clock. On 

a hill at the right, on the south bank, are the ruins of 

a village, the name of which we did not learn. Cross¬ 

ing the valley, we entered Wady Kirkis, which comes 

in from the North ; on the left is a Tell with the ruins 

of a village called Kirkis, which we passed at 5J 

o’clock. Our way led up the Wady; which however 

soon turns more N. N. W. while our patli ascended 

obliquely along the eastern slope to the top of the 

ridge; where we came out at 6 o’clock. Here, close 

on our right, were the foundations of another ruined 

village. 

At this point begin the fields of grain and the cul- 

1) From Um el-’Amad we took the ruins of a large village on a 
bearings: Dhoheriyeh S. 74° W. hill near Wady el-Khulil, perhaps 
Mejd el-Ba’a S. 25° E. Beit twenty minutes distant from Um 
’Amreh N. 44° E. This last is el-’Amad. 
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tivation on this side of Hebron. We now kept along 

on high ground, around the heads of two cultivated 

Wadys running off S. E. and at 6h 20' reached the top 

of another rid^e, from which we descended into a broad 

fertile Wady full of fields of wheat, running down into 

the valley in which Hebron is situated. We fell in 

with many people returning from their work, some of 

them with donkeys carrying home loads of sheaves. 

This showed that the wheat harvest was here just be¬ 

ginning. We came now upon the olive-groves and 

vineyards ; and rounding the point of the hill between 

the two valleys, entered that in which Hebron stands. 

At length, at 7i o’clock, we encamped on our old spot 

on the green slope west of the city. 

Our friend Elias was already on the look-out, and 

soon visited us ; and we were glad to learn, in general, 

that all things remained as they wrere. The plague 

in Jerusalem, it was said, had not increased its ravages; 

although the city continued to be still shut up. 

Tuesday, June 5th. Our first care now was, to 

decide upon our further course from Hebron ; and as 

the journey from Wady Musa had occupied less time 

than we had anticipated, in consequence of our travel¬ 

ling uninterruptedly by night and day ; and as much 

of the week was still before us ; we concluded to 

go from Hebron to Ramleh, and thence to Yafa or 

Jerusalem, as the case might he. In Hebron, how¬ 

ever, no animals were to be had, except camels or 

asses ; and we therefore despatched Komeh at once on 

a donkey to Jerusalem, to bring us beasts, money, and 

our letters ; and return as soon as possible. We had 

occupation enough, and more than enough, for the day, 

in writing up our journals ; which during our late 

rapid travelling had fallen greatly behind. 

In the course of the forenoon, the Sheikhs of the 

Jehalin, Defa’ Allah and our guide Hussan, came in 
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to receive their money and to take leave. They and 

the men of Hebron, of whom many visited us, ex¬ 

pressed great indignation at the conduct of the Arabs 

of Wady Musa, and paid us many compliments for 

having extricated ourselves so successfully from their 

clutches. We distributed a bakshish to Sheikh Hus- 

san and his men, which appeared to satisfy them fully ; 

with the exception of the worthless Muhammed, whom 

we designedly passed over, and whose disappointment 

seemed to amuse the Sheikhs. We had also a hint 

from Elias, that besides all this, a present of ten or 

twelve dollars to the chief Sheikh would be very pro¬ 

per ; but as the suggestion lay very near, that if the 

said Sheikh deserved such a present, a similar one 

would be much more proper in the case of Elias him¬ 

self, we could not regard the hint as entirely disinter¬ 

ested, and took no further notice of it. Defa’ Allah 

himself put in no such claim. 

As to the price of the camels, we could not pay it 

until our money should arrive from Jerusalem the next 

day. Meanwhile, there arose a trial of skill between 

Elias the Christian and DefaJ Allah the Bedawy, in 

arranging to whom the money should be paid over. 

The Arabs wished to go home, leaving some one to 

receive the money ; and Elias felt entitled to be that 

receiver, because he said they owed him several thou¬ 

sand Piastres ; while, for this very reason, the Sheikh 

did not wish the money to go into his hands. But the 

policy of Elias towards us was so very crooked, that 

it gave the Sheikh the advantage over him, however 

little he might otherwise deserve it. We doubted in¬ 

deed for a time the story of the debt; though Elias after¬ 

wards showed us the written obligation. Our course 

was plain enough; we had made the bargain with 

Defa? Allah for his camels ; and our duty was to pay 

the money only to him or to his order. Accordinglv, 
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he brought to us a man with witnesses, who testified 

solemnly, that this person had advanced the money to ' 

the Sheikh; and now the Sheikh, in their presence, 

requested us to pay over the money to the same man, 

when it should arrive. Elias was very indignant on 

learning this transaction ; declaring that we ought at 

any rate to pay the money into his hands; because 

the bargain was made through him, as the agent of the 

Franks in Hebron. 

The man to whom we were to pay the money, was 

the owner of camels, to whom allusion has formerly 

been made.1 He had been a great traveller in his day, 

and now gave us particular information respecting 

’Abdeh in the southern desert, as to which we had 

hitherto had some doubts. He was quite desirous of 

furnishing us with camels for our further journey to 

Damascus and Beirut. But of this offer we had no 

wish to avail ourselves. 

We had now done with camels ; and I cannot 

say otherwise, than that I rejoiced at the circumstance. 

Admirably adapted to the desert regions which are 

their home, they yet constitute one of the evils which 

travelling in the desert brings with it. Their long, 

slow, rolling or rocking gait, although not at first very 

unpleasant, becomes exceedingly fatiguing ; so that I 

have often been more exhausted in riding five and 

tw7enty miles upon a camel, than in travelling fifty on 

horseback. Yet without them, how could such jour¬ 

neys be performed at all ? 

But their home is the desert; and they were made, 

in the wisdom of the Creator, to be the carriers of the 

desert. The coarse and prickly shrubs of the w7astes, 

are to them the most delicious food ; and even of these 

they eat but little. So fewT are the wants of their 

nature, that their power of going without food, as well 

1) See Note XXI, end of Vol. I. 
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as without water, is wonderful. They never appear 

to tire, hut commonly march as freshly at evening as 

in the morning. The only instance I remember to the 

contrary, was yesterday after our long march in re¬ 

turning to Hebron; when my young camel, on arriv¬ 

ing at the place of encampment, seemed weary, and 

lay down of its own accord in order to he relieved of 

its load. If they once begin to fail, they soon lie down 

and die. Thus two camels of our train died between 

Suez and ’Akabah, which a few hours before had been 

travelling with full loads. In all our recent journey 

to Wady Musa, the camels fed only upon shrubs, and 

never tasted grain of any kind; although once we had 

them loaded for thirty-six hours, during all which time 

they browsed only for one hour. 

Their well-known habit of lying down upon the 

breast to receive their burdens, is not, as is often sup¬ 

posed, merely the result of training; it is an admirable 

adaptation of their nature to their destiny as carriers. 

This is their natural position of repose ; as is shown 

too by the callosities upon the joints of the legs, and 

especially by that upon the breast, which serves as a pe¬ 

destal beneath the huge body. Hardly less wonderful, 

is the adaptation of their broad cushioned foot to the 

arid sands and gravelly soil, which it is their lot chief¬ 

ly to traverse. 
The camel in very many respects is not unlike the 

sheep. They are a silly timid animal, gregarious, and 

when alarmed, like sheep they run and huddle all to¬ 

gether. They are commonly represented as patient; 

but if so, it is the patience of stupidity. They are 

rather exceedingly impatient; and utter loud cries of 

indignation when receiving their loads, and not seldom 

on being made to kneel down. They are also obsti¬ 

nate and frequently vicious; and the attempt to urge 

them forward, is often very much like trying to drive 

Vol. II. 80 . 
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sheep the way they do not choose to go. The cry of 

the camel resembles in a degree the hollow bleating 

of the sheep; sometimes it is like the lowing of neat 

cattle, or the hoarse squeal of the swine. But the 

Arabs heed not their cries; nor does the poor animal 

find much mercy at their hands. Heavy and galling 

loads and meager fare are his appointed portion; and 

God has hardened him to them. The camels of the 

Fellahin appear to have an easier lot; they are mostly 

large, fat, and strong; while those of the Bedawin in 

the deserts are comparatively thin and slender. 

The singular power of the camel to go without 

water, seems also to he of the same nature as that of 

the sheep, at least in its manifestation; though in a far 

greater degree. The dew and the juice of grass and 

herbs, are sufficient for them in ordinary cases; though 

when the pasturage has become dry, the Arabs water 

their flocks every two days, and the camels every 

three. The longest trial to which we subjected our 

camels in respect to water, was from Cairo to Suez, 

four days; yet some of them did not drink even then, 

although they had only the driest fodder.1 But at all 

times the camel eats and drinks little, and secretes 

little; he is a cold-blooded, heavy, sullen animal, 

having little feeling and little susceptibility for pain. 

Thistles and briars and thorns he crops and chews 

with more avidity than the softest green fodder; nor 

does he seem to feel pain from blows or pricks, unless 

they are very violent. 

There is nothing graceful or sprightly in any camel, 

old or young ; all is misshapen, ungainly, and awk¬ 

ward. The young have nothing frisky or playful; but 

in all their movements are as staid and sober as their 

dams. In this respect, how unlike to the lamb ! 

t) See Vol. I. p. 66. 
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As the carriers of the East, the “ ships of the desert,” 

another important quality of the camel is their sure¬ 

footedness. I was surprised to find them travelling 

with so much ease and safety, up and down the most 

rugged mountain-passes. They do not choose their 

way with the like sagacity as the mule, or even as the 

horse; but they tread much more surely and safely, 

and never either slip or stumble. In all our long 

journeys with them, I do not recollect a single in¬ 

stance ; and yet no roads can be worse, than the passes 

in going and returning between Hebron and Wady 
Musa. 

The sounds by which the Arabs govern their camels, 

are very few and very guttural. The signal for kneel¬ 

ing is not unlike a gentle snore; and is made by throw¬ 

ing the breath strongly against the palate, but not 

through the nose. That for stopping, is a sort of gut¬ 

tural clucking, which I could never master. 

In accordance with an invitation from Elias, we 

went to dine with him at 6 o’clock P. M. The room 

in which he received us was a small one, in the third or 

main story of the house; it was his usual sitting-room. 

We found three other guests already present, common 

Muhammedans of the place. The females of the 

family did not make their appearance. Dinner was 

soon served. A large napkin was spread upon the 

carpet of the room; on this was placed a coarse 

wooden stool, supporting a large tray of tinned cop¬ 

per. Bread in thin sheets was laid for each person 

on the napkin below. On the tray were three dishes 

of pillaw without meat; three dishes of mutton stewed 

with onions; three dishes of a kind of sausage, stuffed 

with rice and chopped meat; and a large bowl of 

lebben or soured milk. The company sat around as 

we best could, six persons in all. There were no 

plates; but each had a wooden spoon and his fingers. 
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We, as strangers, had silver forks, and one silver 

spoon between us. Our companions seemed more 

dexterous with their fingers than with the spoon; the 

latter was used to lade a little of the lebben upon the 

rice in the dish, and then to take up a spoonful of the 

rice thus moistened. This constituted the dinner; and 

so soon as each had done eating, he drew hack from 

the table. A single cup of coffee followed, and we 

soon retired. As we passed down stairs, the younger 

females of the family were standing near the kitchen 

in the second story, and returned our salutations, wel¬ 

coming us hack. 

The threshing-floors near our tent, which during 

our former visit were full of barley and lentiles,1 were 

now just beginning to he covered with sheaves of 

wheat. The crops were apparently very good; and 

there was a prospect of a prosperous and busy season, 

during both wheat-harvest and the vintage. Indeed, 

the country in general round about Hebron, exhibited 

more of industrious cultivation and actual productive¬ 

ness, than any other equally extensive portion of the 

mountains of Judah, which we visited. 

Wednesday, June §th. Forenoon. While we were 

at breakfast early this morning, Komeh returned from 

Jerusalem, bringing with him horses, money, and also 

many letters from Europe and America. The break¬ 

fast was at once forgotten over the letters; and we 

rejoiced to hear of the health and welfare of distant 

friends, both in the old world and the new. With a 

burst of grateful emotion, we thanked God and took 

courage. 

Komeh of course had not entered Jerusalem, but 

had had communication with Mr. Whiting at the gate. 

The horses too he had found outside; the owners, on 

the shutting up of the city, having sent them out to 

1) See p. 445. 
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remain in the fields around the walls. We were not 

particularly delighted thus to get again one of our for¬ 

mer Mukarys; but were easily disposed to make the 

best of it. We learned too, that Mr. Lanneau and 

our fellow traveller were keeping a strict quarantine 

under a guard in their own house, in order to come out 

and join us in our tent on our return. 

In the course of the morning, Elias came again 

with the man who was to receive the money for the 

camels. It was agreed between them, that we should 

pay the money into the hands of Elias ; and he should 

immediately deliver it over to the man. This took 

place accordingly. The only reason for it seemed to 

be, that Elias might be able to say, the payment was 

made through him as the agent of the Franks. The 

man paid him back one hundred and fifty Piastres in 

our presence ; which we understood to be his commis¬ 

sion on the bargain we had made with the Arabs; 

being equal to thirty Piastres on each camel. It was 

probably partly in order tcrrender this pill less unpa¬ 

latable to Defa7 Allah, that Elias had yesterday given 

us the hint respecting an extra present to that Sheikh.1 

We finished writing up our journals, and made our 

purchases of provisions for the journey as far as to 

Nabulus; since we could now obtain nothing at Jerusa¬ 

lem. Just as we were preparing to set off, two English 

travellers came in from Beersheba. We had found 

their tent here yesterday, and learned that they had 

gone on this excursion. As travellers under such cir- 

1) I have since learned, that 
things went on prosperously with 
our friend Elias for the next two 
years; and he obtained the height 
of his ambition, in being made the 
agent of the British consul at Jeru¬ 
salem. But early in the last year 
(1840), he was seized and thrown 
into prison, on a charge of pecula¬ 
tion. Feeling perhaps that he had 

few friends in Hebron, he made ap¬ 
plication to the American mission¬ 
aries at Jerusalem, to intercede in 
his behalf, that his case might be 
transferred to the authorities of the 
Holy City. This they were able 
to effect, through the good-will of 
the Mufti; and Elias was still lying 
there in prison at midsummer. 
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cumstances do not stand upon etiquette, we called at 

their tent, and found the Rev. Dr. Mill and Col. Hezata, 

who in returning from India by way of Egypt, had 

thus taken the route through Palestine. Our present 

visit was a short one ; but we afterwards had the 

pleasure of meeting them again at Jerusalem and Bei¬ 

rut ; and also of making in company with them the 

voyage from Beirut to Alexandria and Smyrna. 



NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Note XXIX. Page 368. 

Summeil, St. Samuel. Our visit to Summeil enables me to 

correct an error of more than three centuries’ standing. Tucher 

of Niirnberg in A. D. 1479, on his journey from Bethlehem by 

way of Dhikhrin to Gaza (see Text p. 362), passed by this place ; 

and confounding the name Summeil with Samuel, calls it the Cas¬ 

tle of St. Samuel. He says it then paid a rent of two thousand 

ducats yearly to a hospital in St. Abraham or Hebron; from which 

twelve hundred loaves of bread and other articles of food, were 

daily distributed to the poor. See Reissb. p. 678. Tucher’s 

work was first published in Germany in A. D. 1482.—The next 

year, in A D. 1483, Breydenbach and Felix Fabri travelled from 

Hebron to Gaza, apparently by way of Beit Jibrin ; at least they 

lodged the first night at the village of Sukkariyeh not far distant, 

Fabri in describing St. Abraham (Hebron), speaks of the same 

hospital as situated near the great mosk; and tells the same story 

of the twelve hundred loaves of bread, and the two thousand ducats 

rent from a castle of St. Samuel; which he supposed to be not far 

off, though he did not see it. The very same account of a dis¬ 

tribution of bread from the great mosk, or an establishment con¬ 

nected with it, is given in Gumpenberg’s Journal A. D. 1449 

(Reissb. p. 445) ; and also in the Arabic History of Jerusalem and 

Hebron by Mejr ed-Din A. D. 1495 ; Fundgr, des On. II. p. 377. 

All this goes to confirm the statements of Tucher; and there 

is nothing improbable in the account, that the mosk or hospital 

at Hebron may have derived a part of its revenues from Summeil; 

just as the great mosk at Jerusalem still receives rents from the 

villages of Taiyibeh and Ram-Allah. This is also implied in the 

name Summeil el-Khulil, which it still bears. But now comes 

Breydenbach, who made this journey with Fabri, in which they 

certainly did not take the route by Summeil, and relates that on 
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their first day’s journey from Hebron, before they came to Suk- 

kariyeh, they passed by a Castle of St. Samuel, near which was a 

small town called St. Abraham’s Castle ; here was a hospital which 

distributed bread, etc. Reissb. p. 186. This implies, that there 

was a second castle of St. Abraham distinct from Hebron, and a 

second castle of St. Samuel between Hebron and Sukkariyeh. 

But Fabri, who was in the same party, says not a word of all this ; 

and the whole is obviously a mere figment, arising out of a gross 

misapprehension of Tucher’s language, which the writer copies in 

order to supply his own deficiencies. It furnishes one instance 

of the higher value of Fabri’s testimony in general, as compared 

with that of Breydenbach. Yet Breydenbach’s account has been 

copied and credited by Btisching and others 5 and in consequence, 

a Castle of St. Abraham and another of St. Samuel figure onBerg- 

haus’ Map, at some distance west of Hebron. See Busching’s 

Erdbeschr. Th. XI. i. p. 449. Bachiene Th. II. ii. p. 348. 

Note XXX. Page 380. 

The 11 Desert” near Gaza. In Acts viii. 26, Philip is directed 

to go from Samaria “ toward the South, unto the way that goeth 

down from Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is desert 5” im rijv odor 

rijv xarafiawovGav ano ' lEQOVGalrjii dg rd£av‘ avry ianv sqrjfjLog. 

Here clvik] may refer either to odov (way) or to Gaza. The 

facts in the history of Gaza given in the text, render it improbable 

that the city is here meant$ although there is a possibility, that 

Luke might have written just after the destruction of Gaza about 

A. D. 65 ; and thus have been led from the novelty of the event 

to mention it. On this hypothesis, the words must belong to 

Luke, and not to the angel, as a mere parenthetic remark. If 

attributed to the angel, and understood in this sense, it is difficult 

to see what bearing they could have upon his instructions to 

Philip; since the latter was not to go to Gaza, but only upon the 

road leading to it $ and this road was the same, whether Gaza was 

desolate or not. 

More probable therefore is it, that the term “ desert” is to be 

referred to the road on which Philip should find the eunuch; and 

was indeed meant as a description, to point out to him the parti¬ 

cular road, where he should fall in with the latter. This was 

the more necessary, because there were several ways leading 

from Jerusalem to Gaza. The most frequented at the present 

day, although the longest, is the way by Ramleh. Anciently there 

appear to have been two more direct roads ; one down the great 
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Wady es-Surar by Beth-shemesh, and then passing near Tell es- 

Safieh ; the other, through Wady el-Musurr to Betogabra or Eleu- 

theropolis, and thence to Gaza through a more southern tract. 

Both these roads exist at the present day ; and the latter now 

actually passes through the desert; that is, through a tract of 

country without villages, inhabited only by nomadic Arabs. 

This is more particularly described in the subsequent pages of 

the text. 

If we may suppose the case to have been the same, or nearly 

so, when the book of Acts was written, the explanation becomes 

easy; for the chief difficulty has ever been, to show how this 

region, in itself so fertile, could be called “ desert.” That the 

district was at that time in like manner deserted, is not improbable. 

In the days of the Maccabees, the Idumeans had taken possession 

of Judea as far North as to Hebron, Adora, and Marissa, cities 

lying on or near the mountains ; where they were subdued and 

compelled to embrace Judaism; I Macc. v. 65. Joseph.Antiq. 

XIII. 9. 1. XV. 7. 9. This serves to show, that the southern part 

of Judea was no longer occupied by the Jews themselves ; nor is 

there any mention of cities or villages in the plain between Gaza 

and the mountains, later than the time of Nehemiah. It seems 

therefore probable, that even then the migratory hordes of the 

southern desert had spread themselves further to the North ; and 

thus connected this tract,, as at the present day, with their own 

“ desert.” 

When Jerome says that in his time “The site of ancient Gaza 

presented only vestiges of foundations, and the city of that day 

stood in a different spot,” this seems only an hypothesis of his 

own, in order to make out the fulfilment of prophecy; Zeph. 

ii. 4. Amos i. 7. Eusebius has nothing of the kind ; and it is 

inconsistent with all other historical accounts. See Onomast. 

art. Gaza. 

When we were at Tell el-Hasy, and saw the water standing 

along the bottom of the adjacent Wady, we could not but remark 

the coincidence of several circumstances with the account of the 

eunuchrs baptism. This water is on the most direct route from Beit 

Jibrin to Gaza, on the most southern road from Jerusalem, and in the 

midst of the country now “desert,” i. e. without villages or fixed 

habitations. The thought struck us, that this might not improbably 

be the place of water described. There is at present no other 

similar water on this road ; and various circumstances—the way 

to Gaza, the chariot, and the subsequent finding of Philip atAzo- 

Vol. II. 81 
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tus,—all go to show that the transaction took place in or near the 

plain. 

Note XXXI. Page 396. 

Inscriptions at Beit Jibrin. The two following inscriptions 

in old Cufic, were copied by Mr. Smith in the cavern with a small 

fountain, N. E. of the ruined church of Santa Hanneh, near Beit 

Jibrin. Through the kindness of Professor Roediger of Halle, I 

am enabled to subjoin their probable form in modern Arabic, with 

a translation. It will be seen that they are the work of visitors, 

and afford no information respecting the caverns. 

I. 

4"7 olLiu) i L 
*....u LK L L& aJ L 

*JUf ^ *Jf if *•>( 
O God ! Ibn Suleiman testifies, 

that there is no god but God. 

II. 

l 

XjJ ^azJ 

H-Ut 

/** cH 

Qf] ,jjt 

O God! 

Forgive thou Yez- 

id ’bn ’Omar 

Ibn el-Kandy. 

Note XXXII. Page 407, seq. 

Eleutheropolis, Ceperaria. The Reviewer of Raumer’s Pal- 

astina in the “ Gelehrte Anzeigen” of Munich, 1836, No 242, 

col. 903, seq. advances the opinion, that the site of Eleutheropolis 

is to be fixed at Ceperaria, a place marked in the Peutinger Tables 

at eight Roman miles from Betogabra towards Jerusalem. This 

view he endeavours to support by an apparent coincidence of the 
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distances given in tlie Itinerarium Antonini; and also by the 

analogy of the name Eleutheropolis, to what he supposes may have 

been the more ancient name. By devoting here a few words to 

this hypothesis, I may be able to throw some further light upon 

the position I have taken in the text, as well as upon other points 

of ecclesiastical geography. 

Whatever may be true of Eleutheropolis, there can be no ques¬ 

tion, that the ancient Betogabra is found in the present Beit Jibrin ; 

and is consequently a known and fixed point. Ceperaria therefore 

being eight miles from it towards Jerusalem, (or possibly, accord¬ 

ing to Scheib’s edition, XIII miles instead of VIII,) must have been 

situated either in the region towards Wady el-Musurr; or else 

upon the more western road, somewhere south of the opening of 

Wady es-Surar. The latter appears to me more probable; for I 

find in our lists the site of a deserted village, called Kefr Urieh, 

lying in or near the plain, not far from Tibneh and the mouth of 

the Surar. There seems little reason to doubt, that this is the 

Arabic form of the ancient Ceperaria; and the position also cor¬ 

responds well enough with the specified distance from Beit Jibrin. 

Itfollows from this, that the Ceperaria of the Tables cannot 

have been identical with the Capharorsa (.KanaQOQaa:) of Ptolemy, 

as is assumed by Reland and the writer above cited. To say 

nothing of the discrepancy in the names, it is sufficient to remark, 

that Ptolemy mentions Betogabra among the towns of Judea; 

while he enumerates Capharorsa among those of western Idumea, 

in connection with Berzamma (Bersaba V) andElusa; and places 

it a quarter of a degree of Latitude south of Betogabra upon the 

same meridian. It lay therefore twice as far to the South of Be¬ 

togabra, as Ceperaria lay north of it. See Reland Palaest. p. 461, 

462, 684, 690.—The only mention of Ceperaria, therefore, is in 

the Peutinger Tables. 

It is further to be observed, that the road laid down in the 

same tables from Askelon to Jerusalem, is not a direct road. Be¬ 

togabra lay two hours or more south of the direct course ; and 

by going thither, the road was compelled to make an acute angle 

at Betogabra in order to reach Ceperaria. The latter place, in¬ 

deed, was probably not further from Askelon than was Betogabra. 

A direct route from Askelon to the Holy City would pass not very 

far from Tell es-Safieh. Near that point, the road probably 

divided; one branch leading up the Wadyses-Sumt and el-Musurr, 

(the same on which we travelled,) and the other passing among 

the hills near Jarmuth to Beth-shemesh and so up the Surar. The 

position of Ceperaria would seem to fall at or near the inter- 
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section of this latter road, by another from Betogabra to Nicopolis. 

Indeed it is not improbable, that Ceperaria was but an inconsider¬ 

able village ; and that the single mention of it upon the Tables, was 

occasioned by the mere circumstance of its position at the inter¬ 

section of these roads; where the way from Askelon by Betoga¬ 

bra to Jerusalem made of course another angle.—From Cepera¬ 

ria to Jerusalem the distance is marked at twenty-four Roman 

miles; which, judging from our route from Jerusalem to Beit 

Nett if, I apprehend to be very correct. This distance also seems 

to fix the position of Ceperaria to the plain, as above described. 

All this being premised, and adopting as a basis the unques¬ 

tioned specifications of Eusebius and Jerome, I may now affirm, 

that the fixing of Eleutheropolis at Ceperaria involves an histor¬ 

ical impossibility. Any position eight [or thirteen] Roman miles 

north or northeast of Beit Jibrin, falls necessarily within a dis¬ 

tance of three or four miles front Zorah, Beth-shemesh, Jarmuth, 

and Socoh, which those writers place at ten and nine miles from 

Eleutheropolis. It matters not whether this position be in the 

edge of the great plain, or in the direction of Wady el-Musurr. 

In the former case, further, such a position would be fourteen or 

fifteen miles from Jedna and Nezib, which the same writers place 

at six and seven miles from Eleutheropolis ; while in the latter 

case, Nezib would be eight or nine miles, and Jedna not less than 

eleven or twelve miles distant. 

The Itinerarium Antonini mentions neither Betogabra nor 

Ceperaria; but places Eleutheropolis between Askelon and Jeru¬ 

salem, twenty-four miles from the former and twenty from the 

latter. It is the coincidence of this distance from Askelon, with 

the twenty-four miles at which-Ceperaria is placed from the same 

city on the Tables, that the Reviewer mainly relies in support of 

the identity of Eleutheropolis with Ceperaria. But, as we have 

seen, this distance of Ceperaria on the Tables, is reckoned around 

an acute angle; while that place itself, on a direct line, cannot be 

less, according to the construction of the map, than 26 or 28 Ro¬ 

man miles from Askelon, or about the same distance as Betogabra ; 

and of course, measured by way of the latter place, must be at 

least from 34 to 40 Roman miles distant. But the distance so as¬ 

signed to Eleutheropolis, is apparently direct; and cannot there¬ 

fore be compared with that of Ceperaria as specified on the Tables. 

Still, even admitting for the moment the equality of the two 

distances, the specifications of the Itin. Antonini involve the 

same kind of impossibility as that pointed out above. The dis¬ 

tance of twenty Roman miles from Jerusalem in this direction, 
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falls somewhere not far from Beit Nettif. We were eight hours 

in reaching that place, making on the way two large detours, by 

which we lost at least an hour and a half of time. Hence, assum¬ 

ing the position of Eleutheropolis at this distance from Jerusalem, 

on either of the roads from Askelon, it would fall as before within 

three or four miles of the sites, which Eusebius and Jerome point 

out as being ten miles distant from it. And further, Jarmuth and 

Socoh, which those writers place nine or ten miles on the way 

from Eleutheropolis towards Jerusalem, would then actually come 

to lie west of the former city. 

After all this, it is hardly necessary to remark, that the speci¬ 

fications of distance in theltin. Antonini are not at all to be re¬ 

lied upon, so sar as they relate to Palestine. This appears from 

internal evidence ; but whether it arises from original inaccuracy, 

or from a corruption of the text, or both, I would not undertake 

to say. The following comparison of a twofold specification res¬ 

pecting the route from Caesarea to Diospolis (Lydda), will set the 

matter in a clear light. See Itin. Antonini ed. Wesseling, p. 150, 

199. Reland Palaest. p. 418, 420. 

Page 150. Page 199. 

From Caesarea 

to Betaro R. M. 18 31 31 

Diospolis 22 28 or 18 Reland p. 420. 

R. M. 40 59 or 49 

Here is a difference of nineteen miles in this short distance, 

by the same route and through the same intervening point. The 

actual distance is not far from thirty-five minutes of latitudejso 

that the first reading of forty Roman miles is probably the most 

correct. But the fact shows, that the unsupported specifications 

of this Itinerary, can be of no authority in determining a doubtful 

historical question. 

From the preceding considerations it is manifest, that any hy¬ 

pothetical comparison of the name Ceperaria with a supposed 

former appellation of Eleutheropolis, can only be nugatory. The 

Reviewer attempts it, after assuming the identity of the two places, 

by first rightly taking Ceper for Caphar, Arabic Kefr. Then, fol¬ 

lowing out the Rabbinic assertion, u Iiori that is, Eleuther¬ 

opolis,” he combines the two into *i&3 Caphar-hori ; or, as 

perhaps softened down on the lips of the Greeks and Romans, 

Ceperaria. But, in the first place, (leaving out of view the histor¬ 

ical impossibility of any such identity,) the present Arabic name 

Kefr Urieh, which begins with Alef, shows that it could never 
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have come from the Hebrew “’‘Tin ; the harsh guttural (tt) never 

passing over into the softer breathing. Farther, the phrase above 

mentioned, “ Hori, that is, Eleutheropolis,” occurs in the tract 

Aruch of Rabbi Nathan, cited professedly from the Talmudic 

tract Bereshith Rabba; where however the name Eleutheropolis 

is not now read, but simply “Metropolis.” See the passages 

quoted in full by Reland, Palaest. p. 750. 

All this would have little to do with our present subject, did 

not Jerome also apparently allude to the same circumstance. In 

speaking of the Edomites, who, as we know, during the time of 

the exile and afterwards, occupied the southern part of Judah as 

far as to Hebron and the vicinity, (see in Text p. 424,) this fa¬ 

ther represents them as also within the borders of Eleutheropolis ; 

in which formerly had dwelt the Horites, i. e. “ the free ;” whence 

the city afterwards took the same name. “In finibus est ’EXev- 

xbsQOTToXccog ubi ante habitaverant Hoi'raei, qui interpretantur 

liberi; unde ipsa urbs postea sortita vocabulum est j” Comm, in 

Obad. vers. 1. Reland p. 749. In another place, describing the 

journey of Paula from Jerusalem to Egypt, he makes her, by a 

rhetorical flourish, leave on one side “ the Horites and Gittites” 

(Chorreos et Gettheos), instead of naming the cities Eleutheropolis 

and Gath; Epist. 86, ad Eustoch. Opp. Tom. IV. ii. p. 677. ed. 

Mart. 

In regard to all this, Reland very justly remarks (p. 750), that 

Jerome probably derived it from his Jewish teacher. Indeed, the 

whole has very much the air of being nothing more nor less than 

a Rabbinic conceit, to make out a Hebrew etymology for the 

Greek name Eleutheropolis. The Horites or Edomites had for¬ 

merly dwelt here ; the name Horites (D^in) signifies also among 

other things, “ the free hence the place also was afterwards 

called 3EXtvd'EQOTtohg, “ the free city.” Jerome nowhere intimates 

that the city itself was called Hori ; but merely names the people 

rhetorically Horites (freemen), as being inhabitants of a city 

which bore the proud appellation of “the free.” The name, as 

Reland well observes, was probably imposed by the Romans in 

honour of Liberty ; just as Nicopolis, Diospolis, Caeshrea, and 

other cities, were so called in honour of Victory, Jupiter, the 

emperors, etc. 

Note XXXIII. Page 417. 

Vicus Betag-abaeorum. A village of this name is mentioned 

in the Life of St. Euthymius (ob. 473) by Cyrill of Scythopolis, as 

situated in the region of Gaza and Eleutheropolis; and Reland sup- 
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poses it to be the same with Betogabra; Palaest. p. 627. This 

biography is found in the Greek original in Cotelerii Monum. 

Ecclesiae Graecae, Tom. II. p. 200, seq. The Latin version of G. 

Hervetus is given by Surius under Jan. 20th, and also by Bolland 

in Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 298, seq. The passage in ques¬ 

tion, occurs in § 150 of the Life, Coteler. p. 328. Bolland p. 326. 

The writer, after enumerating several miracles of St. Euthy- 

mius, proceeds to recount another which took place in the village 

of the Betagabaeans (xara Berayafiaiwv xc6/u?/r, in vico Betaga- 

baeorum). There was in the monastery of St.Euthymius a pres¬ 

byter named Achthabius, who had practised there a life of obe¬ 

dience to Christ for forty-five years. This man had a brother, 

called Romanus, in the village of the Tagabaeans, (iv %y Taya- 

fiaimv, in vico Tagabaeorum,) twelve miles from Gaza, who was 

unlike him in every particular, living luxuriously and dissolutely. 

A certain person envying the latter his wealth, plotted to deprive 
him of it; but not at first succeeding, he went to Eleutheropolis, 

and engaged a magician (yotjg) to use his arts against him. In 

this way the sufferer was thrown into a stupor and dropsy; of 

which he was at length miraculously healed by St. Euthymius in 

a vision. 
On this passage it is to be remarked, that the village of the 

Betagabaeans and Tabagaeans is here obviously one and the same ; 

and the name should therefore be written alike in both places. 

It is indeed so written (Btizayafiaicov), probably by emendation, in 

the Greek of Cotelier ; but the version of Hervetus (collated by 

Bolland) has “ Tagabaeorum” in the second instance, showing 

that his Greek copy had the same reading.—Again, this village 

was not itself Eleutheropolis, but lay apparently between that city 

and Gaza; or at least lay from Gaza somewhere in the direction 

of Eleutheropolis.—Further and mainly, the village was not Beto¬ 

gabra ; for admitting the reading Betagabaei (Bijzaya^ai'cov) to be 

correct, the omission of the r would be a very unusual circum¬ 

stance ; this letter being (after ’Ain) the most tenacious of the 

whole alphabet, and being very rarely dropped, if in any other 

instance. Besides, the village in question lay twelve Roman miles 

from Gaza, while Beit Jibrin (Betogabra) is about eight hours or 

twenty-four Roman miles distant from that city. I hold therefore 

that “ vie us Tagabaeorum” (Tayafiatcov) is probably the true read¬ 

ing ; while the other form may be supposed to have crept in later, 

among monkish transcribers, by confounding it with Betogabra. 

This was the more natural; as the village was probably unknown 
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to them ; and the name of Beit Jibrin was again current in the 

centuries before the crusades. 

This conclusion is strengthened, by the actual existence at the 

present day, of what appears to have been the original name of 

the village in question. From Um Lakis, we saw and took the 

bearing of a deserted site called Tubukah or Tubakah, lying S. 

10° E. in the country of Hasy, between Huj and Tell el-Hasy, 

about four hours or twelve Roman miles from Gaza, half way to 

Beit Jibrin. (See page 388.) The position corresponds very 

exactly to that of the “ vicus Tagabaeorum.” This name too, on 

Greek lips, could hardly be expected to escape with less perver¬ 

sion ; especially when monkish transcribers probably held it to 

be the same as Betogabra, and assimilated it to that form. 

Note XXXIV. Page 481. 

Zoar. In the text I have brought forward the reasons which 

show conclusively, that the modern ez-Zuweirah has no relation 

to the ancient Zoar. The object of this note is, to present the 

testimonies on which those arguments rest, and to collect some 

further historical notices of the ancient Zoar. 

Abulfeda repeatedly speaks of Zoghar (Zoar) as a place adja¬ 

cent to the Dead Sea and Ghor. Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler p. 8 bis, 

9, 11, 148. Ibn el-Wardi ib. p. 178. Abulfeda also calls the 

Dead Sea itself “Lake of Zoghar;” ibid. p. 12, 148, 156. Edrisi, 

in the manuscript used by Jaubert, has Zo’ara; though the Latin 

version everywhere reads Zoghar ; p. 338. 

That Zoar lay near and in sight of Sodom, and also in or ad¬ 

jacent to the plain, so as to be exposed to the same destruction as 

the other cities, is apparent from Gen. xix. 19—21 ; where the 

angel exempts Zoar from overthrow at the entreaty of Lot. 

That the ancient Zoar lay on the east side of the Dead Sea, 

appears from severat considerations, which seem to be decisive. 

Lot ascended from it into the mountain, where his daughters bore 

each a son ; and these became the ancestors of the Moabites and 

Ammonites ; Gen. xix. 30, 37, 38. Now the Moabites and Am¬ 

monites both dwelt in the eastern mountains ; and the purpose of 

the sacred writer, is here obviously to recount in what way these 

mountains became peopled, viz. by an event which took place on 

the spot. Further, Josephus in speaking of this city, calls it 

“ Zoar of Arabia,” ZoaQcov r^g ^Qafii'ag, B. J. IV. 8. 4. But 

the Arabia of Josephus was on the East of the Dead Sea ; and the 
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name is never applied to the mountains west of the sea, which 

belonged to Judea. Bell. Jud. IV. 8. 4. 

To the same effect are various testimonies of Eusebius and 

Jerome, chiefly in the Onomasticon. Thus in the article Luith, 

they say this was a village situated between Areopolis and Zoar. 

But Areopolis was Ar of Moab, called also Rabbath Moab, and lay 

on the eastern mountains some hours north of Kerak ; where its 

name and remains exist at the present day. See Reland Palaest. 

pp. 577, 957. Seetzen in Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVIII. p. 433. 

Burckhardt p. 377. Irby and Mangles p. 456, seq.—Again in the 

art. Nemrim, they speak of a village Benamerium (Beth Nimrin) 

as lying north of Zoar; and Nimrin, as we have seen, lay east 

of the Jordan overagainst Jericho. See Text above, p. 279.—Fur¬ 

ther, Phaenon is said by them to be situated between Petra and 

Zoar; art.Fenon, (I*iv6jv.—Last of all, Jerome expressly affirms, that 

Zoar was in the borders of Moab : “ Segor in finibusMoabitarum 

sita est, dividensab iis terram Philistiim ;” Comm, in Esa. xv. 5. 

He is here speaking of Zoar as being the key (vectes, bars) of 

Moab towards the West. 

In like manner, the crusaders in the expedition of king Bald¬ 

win I. to the country S. E. of the Dead Sea in A. D. 1100, after 

marching from Hebron and descending into the Ghor, proceeded 

around the south end of the lake, (girato autem lacu a parte aus- 

trali,) and came at length to the place called Segor, doubtless the 

Zoghar of Abulfeda. From this point they began to enter the 

eastern mountains. Fulcher Carn. 23. p. 405, Will. Tyr. X. 8. 

All these circumstances seem to me decisive as to the position 

of Zoar on the eastern side of the Dead Sea, at the foot of the 

mountains near its southern end. Josephus and Eusebius indeed 

expressly describe the sea, the one as extending to Zoar, and the 

other as lying between Jericho and that place ; Joseph. B. J. IV. 

8.4. Onomast. art. Mare Salinarum. This would still be true in 

a general sense, supposing Zoar to have stood, as I have assumed 

in the text, in the mouth of Wady Kerak, where it issues upon 

the isthmus of the peninsula. This point is in fact the southern 

end of the broad part of the sea ; the water which extends further 

south forming rather a bay; while the site in question is hardly 

more distant from the southern extremity even of this bay, than 

Jericho is from the north end of the sea. Further, this position 

of Zoar seems to me to be strongly implied in the notice ofEusebius 

above quoted, which places Luith between Areopolis and Zoar ; 

for had Zoar lain further south, for instance at the mouth of 

Wady el-Ahsy, (the present Safleh,) it would have been far more 

Vol. II. 82 ' 
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natural to say, that Luith lay between Charac-Moab (Kerak) and 

Zoar. So too Jerome’s account of Zoar as the vectes of Moab 

against Palestine, points to the same conclusion ; for Wady Kerak 

was (and is to the present day) the great road between southern 

Judea and the country of Moab. 

The account given of the lower part of Wady Kerak by Irby 

and Mangles, is as follows : “ All this tract might be, and probably 

has been irrigated ; for it would be easy to dam up the brook and 

conduct it in almost every direction. The form of fi 'ids, and 

even the marks of furrows, are to he seen; and some ruins like 

those of cottages, or of a small hamlet. Lower down there is 

very clearly an ancient site ; stones that have been used in build¬ 

ing, though for the most part unhewn, are strewed over a great 

surface of uneven ground, and mixed both with bricks and pottery. 

This appearance continues without interruption, during the space 

of at least half a mile, quite down to the plain ; so that it would 

seem to have been a place of considerable extent. We noticed 

one column, and we found a pretty specimen of antique variegated 

glass; it may possibly be the site of the ancient Zoar. Near 

these remains, the Wady opens from its glen into the plain to the 

northward by a nook, where there is a wall of rude brick, with 

an arched doorway.” Travels p. 447, seq. 

The preceding considerations seem to me sufficiently to bear 

out all the positions taken in the text relative to the ancient Zoar. 

A few other historical notices may properly find their place here. 

The earliest name of Zoar was Bela, Gen. xiv. 2. In the Sep- 

tuagint the name Zoar is written ^rjjcoQ, Segor ; Josephus gives 

it by ZcoaQct, Zoara; while Eusebius and Jerome use both forms. 

After the destruction of the cities of the plain, Zoar continued to 

exist as a city of Moab ; Deut. xxxiv. 3. Isa. xv. 5. Jer. xlviii. 

34. It is never mentioned as belonging to Judea ; except where 

Josephus speaks of it as having been wrested from the Arabians 

by Alexander Jannaeus, Antiq. XIV, 1. 4. Ptolemy also assigns 

it to Arabia Petraea ; see Reland Palaest. p. 463. Eusebius and 

Jerome describe it in their day as having many inhabitants and a 

Roman garrison; Onomast. art. Bala. Stephen of Byzantium 

calls it a large village and a fortress ; Reland Palaest. p. 1065. 

In the ecclesiastical JVotitiae it is mentioned as the seat of a bishop 

in the Third Palestine,down to the centuries preceding the crusades; 

Reland p. 217, 223, 226 ; comp. p. 230. The crusaders appear 

to have found the name Segor (Zoghar) still extant; and describe 

the place as pleasantly situated with many palm-trees; Fulcher 

Carnot. 23. p. 405. Will. Tyr. X. 8. Hence they also call it 
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Villa Palmarum., and likewise Paumier or Palmer ; Albert. Aq.VII. 

41,42. Jac. de Vitr. 53. p. 1076. Will. Tyr. XXII. 30. But, as 

in the case of Jericho and ’Ain Jidy, the palm-trees have here 

also disappeared; and although the name of Zoghar appears to 

have existed in Abulfeda’s time, yet we have no further notices of 
the city itself. 

Note XXXV. Pages 548, 549, 579. 

Tomb of Aaron. The following account is given by Irby and 

Mangles of their ascent of Mount Hor in 1818, and of the Muham- 

medan Wely dedicated to Neby Harun on the summit. Travels 
p. 434, seq. 

“ We engaged an Arab shepherd as our guide, and leaving 

Abu Rashid with our servants and horses, where the steepness of 

the ascent commences, we began to mount the track, which is ex¬ 

tremely steep and toilsome, and affords but an indifferent footing. 

In most parts the pilgrim must pick his way as he can, and fre¬ 

quently on his hands and knees. Where by nature it would have 

been impassable, there are flights of rude steps, or inclined planes, 

constructed of stones laid together ; and here and there are niches 

to receive the footsteps cut in the live rock. The impressions of 

pilgrims’ feet are scratched in the rock in many places ; but with¬ 

out inscriptions. Much juniper grows on the mountain, almost 

to the very summit, and many flowering plants which we had not 

observed elsewhere ; some of these are very beautiful; most of 

them are thorny. On the top there is an overhanging shelf in 

the rock, which forms a sort of cavern ; here we found a skin of 

extremely bad water, suspended for drinking, and a pallet of straw, 

with the pitcher and other poor utensils of the Sheikh who re¬ 

sides here. He is a decrepit old man, who has lived here during 

the space of forty years, and occasionally endured the fatigue of 

descending and reascending the mountain. 

“ The tomb itself is enclosed in a small building, differing not 

at all in external form and appearance from those of Muhamme- 

dan saints, common throughout every province of Turkey. It 

has probably been rebuilt at no remote period : some small columns 

are bedded in the walls, and some fragments of granite, and slabs 

of white marble are lying about. The door is near the S. W. 

anode; within which a constructed tomb, with a pall thrown over 

it, presents itself immediately on entering ; it is patched together 

out of fragments of stone and marble, that have made part of other 

fabrics. Upon one of these are several short lines in the Hebrew 

character, cut in a slovenly manner ; we had them interpreted at 
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Acre, and they proved to be merely the names of a Jew and his 

family who had scratched this record. . . There are rags and 

shreds of yarn with glass beads and paras, left as votive offerings 

by the Arabs. 

“ Not far from the N. W. angle is a passage, descending by 

steps to a vault or grotto beneath, for we were uncertain which 

to call it, being covered with so thick a coat of whitewash, that 

it is difficult to distinguish whether it is built or hollowed out. 

It appeared, in great part at least, a grotto ; the roof is covered, 

but the whole is rude, ill-fashioned, and quite dark. The Sheikh, 

who was not informed that we were Christians, furnished us with 

a lamp of butter. Towards the further end of this dark vault lie 

the two corresponding leaves of an iron grating, which formerly 

prevented all nearer approach to the tomb of the prophet; they 

have, however, been thrown down, and we advanced so as to 

touch it; it was covered by a ragged pall. We were obliged to 

descend barefooted ; and were not without some apprehension of 

treading on scorpions or other reptiles in such a place. 

“The view from the summit of the edifice is extremely exten¬ 

sive in every direction ; but the eye rests on few objects, which 

it can clearly distinguish and give a name to ; though an excellent 

idea is obtained of the general face and features of the country. 

. . An artist who would study rock-scenery in all its wildest 

and most extravagant forms, and in colours which, to one who 

has not seen them, would scarcely appear to be in nature, would 

find himself rewarded, should he resort to Mount Hor for that 

sole purpose. 

“We had employed just an hour in the ascent; and found that 

our return to the place where we had left our horses, occupied the 

same time.” 

Mr. Legh who accompanied Irby and Mangles, says : “Against 

the walls of the upper apartment were suspended beads, bits of 

cloth and leather, votive offerings left by the devotees; on one 

side, let into the wall, we were shown a dark-looking stone, that 

was reputed to possess considerable virtues in the cure of diseases, 

and to have formerly served as a seat to the prophet.” Accord¬ 

ing to Mr. Stephens, ostrich eggs have since been added to the 

other offerings here suspended; Incidents, etc. II. p. 95. Schubert 

found, near the top of the mountain, many fragments of pottery 

and bits of coloured glass ; but the convent which he speaks of as 

having once stood here, seems to have no sufficient historical 

foundation; Reise II. p. 420, 421. 

The irregular form of the summit of Mount Hor, has already 
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been alluded to ; Text p. 508. The date of the tomb of Aaron 

goes back beyond the time of the crusaders, who already found 

here an oratory or Wely; Gesta Dei p. 5S1. Fulch. Carnot, ib. p. 

405.—The old Sheikh who formerly resided on the mountain has 

long been dead; his place as keeper of the Wely is now occupied by 

an inhabitant of Eljy, who occasionally visits the spot. He was 

present during our affair at Wady Musa, and strongly took our 

part; probably not being willing to forego the benefit which might 

be expectedto accrue to himself, should we ascend the mountain. 

Note XXXVI. Pages 576, 579. 

Petra. Two or three questions respecting the various names 

applied to Petra, and also respecting the application of this name 

to other places, remain to be investigated. 

Josephus relates, that the most ancient name of Petra was Arke 

or Arekeme^A()xri^AQ£>i8fi7i),diX]d that it was so called from its foun¬ 

der Rekem (EpH), one of the Midianitish kings slain by the Israel¬ 

ites ; Num. xxxi. 8. Joseph. Antiq. IV. 4. 7. ib. 7. 1. But this 

seems to be somewhat doubtful; for the Targums of Onkelos and 

Pseudo-Jonathan apply the name Rekem (Dp'i) not to Petra, but 

to Kadesh ; Gen. xvi. 14. xx. 1. Eusebius and Jerome, indeed, 

speak of Rekem as the Syrian name for Petra ; but as in another 

place they cite Josephus as their authority for this assertion, it 

would seem that they in no case speak from their own knowledge; 

Onomast. arts. Petra, Recem, comp. art. Arcem. 

There seems to be no further very definite ancient notice of 

this name ; but in the beginning of the fourteenth century, Abul- 

feda describes a place called er-Rakim, which in its character 

would well correspond to Wady Musa : “ Among the noted towns 

of Syria is er-Rakim, a small place near the Belka, the houses of 

which are all cut in the live rock, as if of one stone Tab. Syr. 

p. 11. This is accordingly assumed by Schultens and others, as 

the Arekem of Josephus and the Petra of the Greeks ; Vita Salad. 

Index art. Errakimum. Biisching Th. XI. i. p. 508. But the 

position near the Belka is inconsistent with such an hypothesis ; 

and the matter is set at rest by another passage in the same au¬ 

thor. In his Annals, Abulfeda speaks of the same place as near 

to Kerak ; and relates that Nureddin, marching from Damascus to 

Kerak, advanced as far as to er-Rakim and there turned back. It 

lay therefore north of Kerak. Abulf. Annal. Musi, ad A. H. 568. 

Schult. Excerpt, in Vit. Sal. p. 15. See Gesenius Comm, zu Jes. 

xvi. 1. p. 537. The excavated dwellings found by Seetzen, which 
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Gesenius refers to this place, were situated far to the North both 

of the Belka and of Jebel ’Ajlun; Zach’s Monatl. Corr. XVIII. 

pp. 355, 356. 

Equally untenable is the hypothesis first suggested by Bochart, 

which identifies Petra or Wady Musa with the place called by 

Arabian writers el-Hijr, where are excavated caverns. Bochart 

was probably led to it by the Chaldee form Gen. xvi. 14. 

xx. 1; which the Targum of Onkelos there reads instead of Bered 

and Shur. He and others also read the Arabic name as el-Hajr 

(a stone), and held it therefore to be synonymous with the name 

Petra; although it is properly written with Kesrah, el-Hijr, and 

has no such meaning. See Freytag’s Lex. Arab. I. pp, 345, 346. 

Bochart Geogr. Sacr. p. 688. Bernard on Joseph. Ant. IV. 4. 7. ed. 

Haverc. Reland. Pal. p. 933. 

But apart from all this, the place called el-Hijr lay at least 

eight days’ journey south from Wady Musa, and therefore can¬ 

not be brought into any connection with Petra. Edrisi says that 

Tebuk lies between el-Hijr and the border of Syria, four days’ 

journey from the latter ; and on the present route of the Syrian 

Haj, Tebuk is also four days south of Ma’an; Edrisi par Jau- 

bert p. 333. Burckhardt’s Travels App. pp. 658, 659. Further, 

Edrisi, in describing the same Syrian route, places el-Hijr at 

four days from Tebuk towards Medina; ib. pp. 359, 360. Burck¬ 

hardt’s notices do not mention el-Hijr; probably because the 

Haj at the present day, south of Tebuk, takes a more western 

route ; ib. p. 659. Beyond el-Hijr, Edrisi makes only one day’s 

journey to the place called Wady el-Kura; though Abulfeda gives 

it as a distance of five days ; Edr. ib. pp. 334, 360. Abulf. Tab. 

Arab. ed. Hudson, pp. 27, 43. Id. Comm. Rommel, p. 76. Schultens 

Ind. in Vit. Salad, art. Errakimum.—The supposed identity of el- 

Hijr with Petra is properly denied by Bernard and Schultens, as 

above quoted; and also by Genesius, Comm, zu Jes. xvi. 1. p. 

537. The latter however refers by oversight to Rommel’s Abul¬ 

feda p. 84 ; where the writer is speaking of another el-Hijr, situated 

in the interior province Yemameh. See Abulf. Tab. Arab. ed. 

Hudson, pp. 37, 60. Edrisi ib. pp. 154, 155. 

Thus far of Arabian writers. We turn now to another ques¬ 

tion: Whether, as has been assumed, there existed anciently 

more than one city of the name of Petra 1 It may first be proper 

to remark, that as early as the beginning of the fourth century, 

the general name of Palestine had been so extended as to include 

the whole of Arabia Petraea, quite to Ailah. Thus at the coun¬ 

cil of Nicea A. D. 325, among the bishops of Palestine whose 
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subscriptions are there preserved, is the name of Peter, bishop of 

Ailah ; and Jerome, paraphrasing Eusebius, places Ailah in the 

extreme borders of Palestine on the Red Sea j Onomast. art. 

Ailath. Labbe Concil. Tom. II. c. 51. Le Quien OriensChr. III.p. 

759. Hence Eusebius, writing about A. D. 330, could with pro¬ 

priety speak of Petra, sometimes as a city of Arabia and some¬ 

times as belonging to Palestine. Thus Onomast. art. Petra : “Petra 

civitas Arabiae in terra Edombut under the arts. Arcem and 

Cades: “ Petra civitas nobilis Palaestinae.” When therefore 

in other writers, we find Petra assigned sometimes to Palestine 

and sometimes to Arabia, this does not in itself imply more than 

one Petra. Reland Pal. p. 926.—Early in the fifth century, as we 

have seen, this region took the specific name of the Third Pales¬ 

tine. See Text p. 562. 

Cellarius assumes a Petra of the Amalekites, distinct from that 

of Arabia, on the strength of Judg. i. 36, and 2 Kings xiv. 7 j where 

a Petra (Heb. Sela) is spoken of in connection with the ascent 

of Akrabbim and with the Valley of Salt \ Notit. Orbis II. p. 580. 

The considerations advanced in the text, show this conjecture to 

be without solid foundation ; see Text p. 573, seq. 

At a still earlier period, a Petra of Palestine had been assumed, 

also as distinct from Petra of Arabia, on the strength of a passage 

in the works of St. Athanasius ; see Geogr. Sacr. Caroli a St. 

Paulo, Amst. 1711, p. 306. Reland p. 927. The passage is usually 

referred to as contained in the “ Epist. ad solitariam Vitam 

agentes;” though in the Benedictine edition at least, it is found, 

not in that epistle, but in the Historia Arianor. § 18, Opera Tom. 

I. p. b354. Paris 1698: xal Aqeiov per xal Agteqiov tov ydv 

drib ^Iltrodjv tijq rialaiortvrjg tov de ano Tijg A q aft lag IniGv.onovg, 

“Et Arium quidem et Asterium, ilium Petrarum Palaestinae, 

hunc ex Arabia, episcopos.” In another place Athanasius speaks 

of Asterius alone as bishop of Petra in Arabia : Aat&Qiog IJetqojv 

xi]g AQCifiutg, Tomus ad Antioch. §10. Opera Tom. I. ii. p. 776. 

Now, as Reland justly remarks, if there was actually a city 

called Petra, an episcopal see in Palestine, distinct from that of 

Arabia, it is certainly very singular, that there should nowhere 

exist the slightest allusion to it in all the subscriptions of councils, 

in the various ecclesiastical Notitiae, and in the numerous writ¬ 

ings of Eusebius and Jerome, who were cotemporary with Atha¬ 

nasius, and lived in and wrote expressly upon Palestine. This re¬ 

mark affords strong ground to suspect a corruption of the text in 

the passage of Athanasius,* which, as Reland has acutely shown, 

might very easily take place. Either the word IJerQdjv has been 
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transposed from its proper place, so that we ought to read: rov 

filv a.7ib Tijg naluLGTivrjg, rov ds onb IIstqojv trjg ’^Qaftiag,—or, as is 

more probable, the word IIsTQobv was at first a gloss in the margin, 

afterwards inserted in the text in the wrong place. On the latter 

supposition, no city was originally mentioned, but the text stood 

thus : rov (jlIv onb Tloloiaxlvrig, rov ds ono ’Aqofilog. That this 

is the true reading is rendered the more probable from the fact, 

that Athanasius himself in another place uses the very same for¬ 

mula : Moxooi'ov ono IIoloiGTivrjg xol AareQiov dno Atjofiiog, 

Apol. contra Arianos § 48. Opp. Tom. I. p. 166. (Here we have 

obviously the corruption Maxagiov (ovAqslov.) The same read¬ 

ing is also supported by two like passages in the historical frag¬ 

ment of Hilarius, where he speaks of the same bishops, p. 188 : 

“ Arium ex Palaestina et Stephanum (Asterium) de Arabia and 

p. 1293: “ Arius a Palaestina, Asturus (Asterius) ab Arabia.” 

See Reland Palaest. p. 928.—The preceding considerations seem 

to me, completely to do away the authority of this isolated and 

unsupported passage of Athanasius. 

One other point of confusion remains to he noticed. We have 

seen in the text, that the crusaders thought they found Petra in 

Kerak ; to which they accordingly gave the name of “ Petra de¬ 

serti,” and established there a Latin bishopric ; see Text p. 

570. There can be no question that their “ Petra deserti” was 

Kerak ; for besides the passages cited in the text, William of 

Tyre writes expressly, XX. 28 : “ Secundae Arabiae metropolim 

Petram, quae alio nomine Crac appellatur ;” and again, XXII. 28 : 

“Urbem cui nomen pristinum Petra deserti, modernum vero 

Crach.” So too Jacob de Vitry c. 56, p. 1077: “Est autem Petra 

civitas munitissima, quae vulgari nomine hodie dicitur Crac et 

Petra deserti;” and he goes on to say correctly: “Est autem 

juxta urbem antiquissimam, quae dicitur Rabbath ;” meaning the 

ruins of Rabba still found two or three hours north of Kerak.—I 

have also already alluded to the fact, that after the destruction of 

the ancient Petra, the metropolitan see of the Third Palestine was 

transferred to Rabbah ; as appears from the two later Latin Noti- 

tiae, in which the name of Petra is not found, but Rabbah stands 

as the metropolis ; Reland Pal. pp. 223, 226. See Text, p. 569. 

But now, as if for the very purpose of confusion, the first of 

these Notitiae is inscribed:'“Sedes tertia Arraba Moabitis, id 

est, Petra deserti.” In another passage of William of Tyre also, 

we read, XV. 21: “ Castrum aediftcavit cui nomen Crahc,—juxta 

urbem antiquissimam ejusdem Arabiae metropolim, prius dictam 

Raba,—postea vero dicta est Petra deserti.” From these two 
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declarations, Raumer draws the conclusion, first, that besides the 

Petra of Arabia at Wady Musa, there was also a Petra of Moah, 

identical with Ar, Areopolis, or Rabbah Moab, which after the 

destruction of the Arabian Petra, became the metropolis of Pales- 

tina Tertia; and secondly, that when Kerak was built up and 

became the capital of the region, the name and episcopal rank of 

this Petra of Moab passed over to it. Raumer’s Palastina, Ed. 2, 
p. 424—427. 

But this conclusion appears to me not to rest upon solid 

ground. There is nothing clearer, than that before the days of 

the crusaders, the ancient episcopal sites of Rabbah or Areopolis, 

and Charac Moab (Karach, Kerak), were known only by those 

names. They appear already to have been deserted, and the 

Christian population rooted out; for the historians of the crusades 

everywhere speak of them as ruins; and the Latin metropolitan 

bishop of Petra had under him, besides Kerak itself, only the 

Greek bishop cf Mount Sinai. (Jac. de Vitr. c. 56. p. 1077.) The 

inscription of the Latin Notitia above cited : “ Sedes tertia Ar- 

raba Moabitis, id est, Petra deserti,” seems to me not to militate 

against this view. The very expression “ Petra deserti,” borrowed 

from the Latin Vulgate, Is. xvi. 1, was of course unknown to the 

Greeks, and shows that this copy of the Notitia in question, can¬ 

not have been made earlier than the time of the Latin bishopric of 

Petra. Indeed, the previous mention in it of Mons Regalis shows 

the same. (Rel. p. 222.) Yet the contents manifestly refer to the 

centuries before the crusades, when Rabbah was still a metropolis 

with its twelve or thirteen minor dioceses. It seems therefore 

most probable, that the Latin transcriber and compiler of this 

Notitia as it stands, found this section inscribed, (like that of the 

other Latin Notitia, Reland p. 226,) simply : “Sedes tertia Arraba 

Moabitis and himself added by way of gloss or explanation : 

“ id est, Petra deserti $” implying only that the former diocese or 

metropolitan district of Rabbah, was now known as that of Petra 

deserti; or at least, that he supposed such to be the case. 

In respect to the passage of William of Tyre above quoted 

(XV. 21), where he describes the fortress of Crahc (Kerak) as hav¬ 

ing been built “ near the ancient Rabbah, afterwards called Petra 

deserti,n it is to be remarked, that it stands in direct contradic¬ 

tion both with himself and the other historians of the crusades. 

His words in this passage are : “ Juxta antiquissimam urbem prius 

dictam Raba,—postea vero dicta est Petra deserti.” But again 

he says in XXII. 28 : “ Urbem cui nomen pristinum Petra deserti, 

modernum vero Crach.” See too the other references above, p. 

Vol. II. 83 
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656, and Text pp. 565, 567, 569, 570. If the text of the passage 

in question (XV. 21) has not been corrupted, I can here solve 

the difficulty only by supposing, (what indeed lies upon the sur¬ 

face of the language,) that William of Tyre held Rabbah, Petra 

deserti, and Kerak to be all identical; confounding the ruins of 

Rabbah, which are near (juxta) Kerak, with those of the ancient 

Charac on which the fortress was erected. In the then state of 

geographical knowledge, and the absence of personal observation, 

this supposition is not improbable ; especially as the writer seems 

to regard Crach (Charac, Kerak) merely as a modern name. 

A century after William of Tyre, the confusion had naturally 

become still greater; for the country had now long been inacces¬ 

sible to the Franks. Brocardus, in speaking of the Dead Sea, 

relates, that on its eastern side is pointed out a “ castrum Mozera, 

quod olim Petra deserti vocabatur, nunc vero Crack dicitur;” this 

fortress, he says, was built up by king Baldwin of Jerusalem, but 

was now held by the Sultan. He then proceeds : u A Crack duae 

numerantur leucae (secundum aliud exemplar, duaediaetae)adAre- 

opolim, eundo versus Vulturnum, quae nunc Petra dicitur, et est 

metropolis totius Arabiae secundae.” Brocardus c. VII. pp. 178, 

179. That is to say, Petra is for the first time distinguished 

from Petra deserti; and Areopolis (Rabbah) lay two leagues or 

two days southeast of Kerak ! No wonder that Marinus Sanutus 

thirty years later should make an advance even on all this; he 

in like manner distinguishes two Petras, and identifies Petra de¬ 

serti with Mons Regalis or Shobek. Describing his own map, 

he says, p. 246 : “ In quadro 53 est Ar, nunc Areopolis vel Petra. 

In 76 est Petra deserti, sive Mons Regalis.” Comp. ib. p. 166.—It is 

hardly necessary to remark, that the assertions here quoted from 

both these writers, are totally devoid of all historical foundation. 

But Raumer endeavours further to support his position, and 

carry back the name Petra as applied to Rabbah to a high 

antiquity, by adducing the doubtful passage of St. Athanasius 

which we have already considered (pp. 655, 656) ; and further, 

by appealing to the Onomasticon of Eusebius and Jerome, where 

he supposes these writers to have placed Ije-Abarim, a station 

of the Israelites, Num. xxi. 11. xxxiii. 44, 45, at one time near 

Petra and at another time near Areopolis; whence he infers the 

identity of these two. See the Onomast. arts. Gai and Jlhie. 

Raumer’s Palast. p. 426. But on looking at these articles of the 

Onomasticon, it is obvious, that the writers either supposed them¬ 

selves to be treating of two distinct places, or at least in the one 

case were speaking generally and indefinitely. Under Gai 
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(/"at,) they say it was a station of the Israelites in the desert, and 

in their day there was still a city called Gaia near to Petra. In 

the article Jlhie {All]), called also Achelgai, they say nothing of 

its having been a station of the Israelites ; but merely affirm in¬ 

definitely, that it was said to be (avztj Ityeiai elvcu) overagainst 

Moab, now Areopolis, towards the East. Indeed, there would be 

no evidence that the two names are at all to be regarded as refer¬ 

ring to the same place, did not the form Achelgai (AyeXyai) stand 

in the Sept. Num. xxi. 11. At any rate, the ground is quite too 

slight to build upon it a second ancient city of Petra. 

The general result then of the inquiries in the present note, 

is the following, viz. That there was in ancient times only a sin¬ 

gle city called Petra, which is spoken of successively and some¬ 

times indiscriminately as belonging to Edom, Arabia, and Pales¬ 

tine, and whose remains are still seen in Wady Musa ; that to 

this city, whether as existing or in ruins, as Petra or as Wady 

Musa, Arabian writers, so far as yet known, make no allusion 

earlier than the 13th and 15th centuries; and that the cru¬ 

saders transferred the name of Petra (Petra deserti) to Kerak, 

and to that place alone.—The later confused and erroneous notices 

of Brocardus and Marinus Sanutus, are of course not here taken 

into the account. 

Note XXXVII. Pages 589, 601. 

M. de Bertou. Bulletin de la Soc. de Geogr. Juin 1839, p. 

274, seq. Oct. 1839, p. 113, seq. Abridged in the London Geogr. 

Journal, 1839, Vol. IX. p. 277, seq. 

The statements of this traveller have been adopted, apparently 

without question, by Letronne j and have therefore acquired an 

authority, to which perhaps they would not otherwise have been 

entitled. For this reason, and for the sake of truth and science, 

I feel bound to point out several things in his account of the 

region of the ’Arabah, which I conceive to be erroneous ; and to 

bring forward the grounds on which my objections rest. 

We had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with M. de 

Bertou, who spent an evening at our quarters in Jerusalem, 

immediately after his return from ’Akabah and Wady Musa. 

The journey to these places he had made through the ’Arabah, 

in company with M. Montfort, a draughtsman, and with camels 

and guides from the Jehalin. He complained bitterly of his 

guides,—of their obstinacy, rapacity, and disobliging conduct. 

Three weeks afterwards, we made the same journey with camels 

and guides from the same tribe; indeed, with some of the very 
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same men ; and found that they complained of the traveller in 

equally bitter terms. I mention this circumstance only to show, 

that there existed no mutual good understanding nor good-will 

between M. de Bertou and his guides. Whoever knows any¬ 

thing of the Bedawin, must be well aware, that under such 

circumstances, no trustworthy information is to be elicited from 

them. Their obstinacy manifests itself sometimes in reserve or 

evasion, and sometimes in a disposition to mislead. This single 

consideration destroys the credibility of the chief sources of oral 

information, to which M. de Bertou had access. 

To this was added, in his case, the want of an adequate 

knowledge of the Arabic language. We understood that he 

travelled with an ordinary, illiterate interpreter ; a sure source 

of mistake and confusion in respect to any scientific inquiry. 

At any rate, he was not in a situation to converse freely with his 

guides, so as to draw them out, and win their confidence ; and 

least of all, could he duly cross-examine them, so as to compare 

the evidence of different persons, or of the same person given at 

different times. All this is absolutely essential, in order to 

extract the truth from these dark minds, especially when (as in 

this case) they are perverted by ill-feeling. In this respect, I 

was most fortunate in my companion, the Rev. Mr. Smith, whose 

long and familiar acquaintance with the language, and whose tact 

in conversing with, and managing the Arabs, I could never too 

highly appreciate. 

The evidences of this deficiency on the part of M. de Bertou, 

are manifest on every page, and especially in the proper names. 

Thus, for example, we have Tell-El-Hard instead of Tell ’Arad, 

the ancient Arad 5 and also Mask Essdid as the name of a ruin, 

made up probably by confounding the two sites of ruins el-Museik 

and Sudeid. Esdoum (Usdum, a reminiscence of Sodom) he 

represents as the name which the Bedawin give to common salt ; 

it being (he says) synonymous with Milh ! Bull. Juin, pp. 276, 

277, 278. The name of Wady Hash, he writes once Keseb, and 

again Caseib ; Bull. Juin, p. 286. Oct. p. 127. Our acquaintance 

Defa’ Allah, chief Sheikh of the Jehalin, he exalts into “ le grand 

cheikh Moussa Abou Daouk, cheikh de tous les Bedouins des 

montagnes d’Abraham ; et son peuple divise en trois camps, vit 

heureux sous ses lois!” Bull. ib. p. 276.—These are mere 

specimens out of a multitude ; others will appear in the sequel. 

Some other circumstances seem also to cast a doubt upon the 

accuracy, with which the traveller has recorded facts within the 

range of his own personal knowledge ; as well as upon the extent 
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of his scientific preparation. To say nothing of his appeal to 

the Telemachus of Fenelon, as furnishing historical testimony 

respecting Tyre, (Lond. Geogr. Journal, Vol. IX. 1839, p. 290,) 

M. de Bertou, in describing at Wady Mftsa the architecture 

of the Khuzneh, has the following note; Bull. ib. p. 305, “ Je 

n’avais pas avec moi le grand ouvrage de M. de Laborde, mais 

seulement une copie anglaise in -12, pour laquelle les planches 

out ete reduites.” The English copy is a stout octavo; and no 

reader of this note, would hesitate to understand the writer as 

affirming, that he had this book with him at Wady Musa. 

Perhaps, however, he did not mean exactly to assert this ; for 

the truth in the case is, that he first saw the book in our hands, 

at Jerusalem, after his return from Wady Musa. He had gone 

thither in 1838, as a scientific traveller, to explore and take 

drawings of the remains, without ever having looked at the great 

work of his own countryman. He spoke to us of several dis¬ 

coveries he had made there ; but, on turning over the leaves 

of our English copy of Laborde, he seemed disappointed to find 

that the same objects had been described by that traveller, ten 

years before. 

Vrith a similar neglect of accuracy, M. de Bertou appears 

sometimes to have assigned Arabic names, where he could not 

well have heard them from the Arabs themselves. Thus, the 

name of the fountain el-Weibeh he writes el-Loubie ; although 

he admits in the next line, .that the Arabs pronounce it el-Whebe ; 

Bull. ib. p. 320. Occasionally, too, he seems to me to bring 

forward as matters of fact, circumstances which he had observed 

only through the medium of a doubtful hypothesis. 

I have adduced the preceding considerations, in order to 

show cl priori, that under the circumstances in which M. de 

Bertou visited the great valley, it might easily happen, that some 

of his results should turn out not to be correct. I now proceed 

to specify a few things in his report, which seem to me to be 

thus erroneous ; confining myself to such as, if not corrected, 

would tend to produce confusion in the geography of this remark¬ 

able region. 

1. Ez-Zuweirah, on the west side of the Dead Sea, M. de 

Bertou holds to be the Zoar of Scripture, writing the name for 

that purpose ‘ Zoara.’ Bull. 1. c. Oct. pp. 123, 131. Indeed, he 

rather pertinaciously insists upon this orthography, in opposition 

to the editor of the London Geographical Journal, (Vol. IX. 

p. 277,) who had given it the somewhat more correct form 

of 1 Zoweirah.’ Irby and Mangles write it el-Zowar; Travels, 
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p. 351. I have elsewhere had occasion to remark, that this name 

has no affinity to the Hebrew Zoar which contains the 

most tenacious of all letters, ’Ain ; and re-appears in Abulfeda 

and other Arabian writers under the form of Zoghar, with Ghain. 

Besides, as I have elsewhere shown, there is decisive historical 

evidence, that the Zoar of antiquity and of the middle ages, lay 

upon the east side of the Dead Sea; probably in the mouth 

of Wady Kerak, where the latter opens upon the isthmus of the 

peninsula. See Text p. 480, and Note XXXIV. 

2. Of the Wady el-Jeib, the great drain of the ’Arabah towards 

the Dead Sea, a Wady within a Wady, M. de Bertou speaks only 

under the name of “Wady el Araba.” Ibid. Juin, pp. 282, 285. 

Oct. pp. 126, 127. He appears not to have heard, or at least not 

to have understood, the name el-Jeib as applied to this Wady. 

Yet our guides were of the same tribe as his ; and we had, 

besides, five Haweitat from near Ma’an ; and they all spoke of it 

day after day, both in travelling along its bed and in crossing it 

on our return, only as Wady el-Jeib. The same name, too, 

appears on Laborde’s Map, and in his work ; though he gives to 

the valley a wrong direction. Voyage p. 61. (211.) 

3. To the remarkable hill or Tell of Madurah, north of ’Ain 

el-Weibeh, M. de Bertou gives the additional name of “ Kadessa,” 

and holds it to be the Kadesh of the South of Judah. Bull. 

Juin, p. 322. Not to dwell upon the fact that there is here no 

water, and therefore no probable site for a city, I must express 

my conviction, that this name “ Kadessa” either rests on a mis¬ 

take, or is here an invention of the writer; like his el-Loubie for 

el-Weibeh, as mentioned above. Seetzen, in 1807, when in 

Hebron, heard much of this Tell, and of the city said to have 

been buried under it, and of petrified human bodies; he also 

travelled thither in order to examine it; but neither at Hebron, 

nor on the spot, did he hear any other name for it than Madurah; 

Zach’s Monatl. Corresp. XVII. p. 133, seq. Lord Lindsay, also, 

in 1836, and Schubert in 1837, passed this way, and heard only 

of Madurah. See Letters on Egypt, Edom, and the Holy Land, 

Vol. II. p. 46. Schubert’s Reise II. p. 443. But further; M. de 

Bertou himself told us at Jerusalem, that he had found Kadesh, 

and that it still bore the ancient name ; and as this was to us a 

matter of no little interest, we of course made every inquiry, in 

order to ascertain the facts in the case. While encamped for a 

day near the Jehalin, we questioned the chief Sheikh, and many 

others, on this point; hut no one had ever heard of such a name. 

The Sheikh who had accompanied M. de Bertou, also came to 
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us ; and him we asked as to the name and place “ Kadessa but 

he too knew nothing of it. At length, he and the chief Sheikh, 

who was present, suggested, that perhaps the traveller had been 

misled by the name Tell el-Kuseifeh, a hill N. E. of Milh, which 

we afterwards saw, more than a day’s journey north of Madurah. 

This indeed is possible ; or it is also possible, that he might have 

asked his guides, if Madurah were not called ‘Kadessa,’ and have 

mistaken their grunt of indifference for an affirmative reply. I 

have elsewhere assigned the reasons, which lead me to fix upon 

’Ain el-Weibeh as the probable site of Kadesh. See Text, 

pp. 582, 610. 

4. Of the great Wady el-Jerafeh, the main drain of the 

western desert along the ’Arabah, as it enters that valley and 

joins the Jeib, nearly opposite to Mount Hor, M. de Bertou 

appears to have had no knowledge, and not even to have seen it. 

He speaks in this quarter only of a Wady “ Talha Bull. Juin, 

p. 292. Oct. p. 128. Following the construction of his own 

map, as appended to his articles both in the English and French 

journals, I was led to suppose that by the ‘ Talha’ he actually 

meant the Jerafeh ; since the position of the two, according to 

that map, would be very nearly identical. In accordance with 

this supposition the present note was first written, and the 

substance of it published in the Monatsbericht der Berliner 

Gesellsck. f ur Erdkunde, Bd. I. S. 196. But on a reconstruction 

of Bertou’s Itinerary by Kiepert, it turns out, that his Wady 

‘ Talha’ must be situated some two hours south of the mouth 

of the Jerafeh, and has no connection whatever with the latter. 

It would seem, therefore, to be no other than the Wady Abu 

Tulhha of Burckhardt; who relates, that in the western desert, 

more than an hour from Jebel Beyaneh on the border of the 

’Arabah, he passed two broad Wadys of this name, so called from 

the great number of Tulh-trees growing in them ; Travels p. 445. 

These two appear to unite and run down into the ’Arabah, form¬ 

ing the Wady ‘ Talha’ of Bertou.—In this connection the traveller 

exhibits still another instance of inaccuracy. He affirms, that 

Burckhardt, in 1812, as he crossed the ’Arabah from Wady 

Ghurundel, issued from it by the ‘Talha,’ which is the road to 

Egypt; Bull. Juin, p. 292. Oct. p. 128. But Burckhardt him¬ 

self says, that from the mouth of Wady Ghurundel he crossed the 

’Arabah in a direction West by North to the western hills, there 

called Jebel Beyaneh, and after reaching the summit of them by 

a gentle ascent of an hour and a half, he descended again by a 

short and very gradual declivity, into the western plain ; here he 
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encamped an hour from Jebel Beyaneh, and the next morning 

crossed the two Wadys Abu Tulhha. Travels p. 444, seq. 

5. To the southern half of the great valley between the Dead 

Sea and ’Akabah, which has usually through its whole length 

been called el-’Arabah, M. de Bertou assigns the name of Wady 

’Akabah. Bull. Juin, p. 292, seq. Oct. p. 128, seq. He says the 

Arabs give it this name for the whole distance south of his Wady 

‘ Talha.’ Now there is hardly a fact which rests on better testi¬ 

mony, than that this valley, from the Ghor near the Dead Sea 

quite to the Gulf of ’Akabah, bears among the Arabs only the 

name of Wady el-’Arabah. Burckhardt, in crossing it from 

Wady Ghurundel in 1812, says, that from the Ghor and south 

of the latitude of el-Busaireh, as the Arabs informed him, “it 

takes the name of ’Arabah, which it retains till its termination 

near the Red Sea.” Again, in approaching ’Akabah from Mount 

Sinai in 1816, he speaks of Wady el-’Arabah as issuing upon the 

plain around ’Akabah. Travels pp. 442, 509. (In this last 

passage, the German version has ’Akabah, by a typographical 

error.) In 1822, Riippell was at ’Akabah; and heard only of 

Wady el-’Arabah ; Reisen in Nubien, etc. p. 247. Laborde 

traversed the southern half of the valley in 1828, and constructed 

his large map of the region ; but neither on that, nor in his work, 

do we find any other name for it than el-’Arabah ; Voyage 

pp. 53, 79. (143, seq.) Of other later travellers, none have heard 

a different name ; see Lord Lindsay’s Letters, etc. Schubert’s 

Rei se ii. pp. 397, 404, 405. To all this testimony I hardly need 

to add our own. Yet at ’Akabah, the people of the castle and all 

our guides, both of the Tawarah and ’Amran, spoke of the valley 

only as el-’Arabah ; and from the summit of the pass of Nemela, 

where we could overlook it for a great distance south of Mount 

Hor, our Arabs of the Haweitat and of the Jehalin (Bertou’s own 

guides), gave it still no other name. Yet it is possible, that this 

traveller may have heard his Arabs speaking of the Wady by or 

at ’Akabah ; and thus have mistaken this expression for its proper 

name. 

6. The water-shed in the great valley, M. de Bertou places 

immediately south of the entrance of Wady Abu Tulhha into the 

’Arabah : “ Le Wady Talha marque done le point de partage des 

eaux.” Bull. Juin, p. 292. Oct. p. 128. This was as he passed 

along the western side, towards ’Akabah. On his return from 

’Akabah to Wady Musa, he finds the water-shed on the eastern 

side, about half an hour south of Wady Abu Kusheibeh, through 

which the road turns up the mountain. Ib. Juin, pp. 300, 301. 
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Hitherto I have felt myself able to speak with confidence; 

and to rest the contradiction of M. de Bertou’s statements, either 

on our own personal observation, or upon testimony the same, or 

better than that, to which he had access. In the present case, 

I cannot speak writh equal certainty; and can only bring forward 

various topics of evidence, which render it probable, that this 

water-shed is situated some hours further south than the point 

specified by M. de Bertou. This evidence is of three kinds. 

First: The express testimony of all our Arabs. Our five 

Haweitat, from near Ma’an, -were born and bred in the vicinity 

of the great valley, which they had often visited. In answer to 

our inquiries respecting Wady el-Jeib, the great drain of the 

’Arabah towards the North, both while travelling alonaf its bed 

and afterwards, they stated repeatedly, that it has its beginning 

in the great valley south of Wady Ghurundel ; and that the 

waters of this latter Wady, in the rainy season, flow towards the 

North, to the Dead Sea. From the summit of the pass of Nemela, 

nearly or quite four hours (with camels) north of Mount Hor, 

we could distinctly see the entrance of the Jerafeh, bearing S. 

80° W. the variation of the compass being nearest 10° W. Far 

to the South of Mount Hor, we could likewise distinctly perceive, 

what seemed to be the upward continuation of Wady el-Jeib, 

winding along the middle of the ’Arabah, from South to North, 

and then sweeping off Northwest, as if to meet and receive the 

Jerafeh. Here the Haweitat were still with us, and pointed out 

this winding water-bed as the Jeib, and repeated their former 

account, that its beginning was in the South of Wady Ghurundel. 

There was no reason to distrust the accuracy of their informa¬ 

tion ; and the whole appearance of the valley tended to con¬ 

firm it. 

Second: The configuration of the lateral vallies of the 

’Arabah, as they descend to it from the eastern mountains. It 

was the direction of these Wadys towards the Northwest, as 

laid down upon Laborde’s map, that first suggested to the acute 

mind of Letronne, those doubts respecting the former theory 

of the Jordan’s having once flowed through the great valley, 

which are now confirmed. Journ. des Savans, Oct. 1S35, p. 596, 

seq. Nouv. Ann. des Voy. 1839, Tom. III. pp. 268, 269. Judging 

from the map alone, Letronne himself fixes the probable line 

of division of the waters at about fifteen hours (lieues) from the 

Red Sea, which is more than two hours south of the opening 

of Wady Ghurundel. That the lateral Wadys in this quarter do 

thus run Northwest, appears also from the testimony of Burck- 

Vol. II. 84 
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hardt. In travelling westerly from Usdakah to the ’Arabah, he 

struck upon Wady Dalegheh; having descended along it for 

some time, he left it running off in a more northern direction, 

and crossed over a high mountain ridge to Wady Ghurundel, 

which he followed to the ’Arabah. Travels p. 440. Schubert 

remarks also, on the second day, or rather after a few hours 

from ’Akabah along the valley, that even here “ the vallies which 

intersect the eastern mountains run up from the plain towards 

the summit in the direction from N. N. W. towards S. S. E.” 

Reise II. p. 398. Thus it appears, that the very circumstance 

which led Letronne to doubt at all, exists in its full force to 

show, that the water-shed must naturally be sought for on the 

South of Wady Ghurundel. 

Third: The testimony of M. de Bertou himself; not indeed 

where he is directly giving an opinion, but in several incidental 

facts and circumstances which occur in his journal. It will be 

remembered, that his Wady el-’Arabah is everywhere the Wrady 

el-Jeib. In passing the mouth of Wady Abu Tulhha, on his way 

south, he remarks : “ Depuis la jonction du Talha avec 1’Araba, 

les Arabes donnent a ce dernier le nom de Ouadi-Akaba Bull. 

Juin, p. 292. There is then here still a Wady, further south 

than the Abu Tulhha, with which the latter unites. This Wady 

they continue to follow: “Le Ouadi serpente au milieu de plaines 

couvertes de petits silex noirs 5” they approach in it by degrees 

nearer to the eastern mountains 5 at 3J hours from the mouth 

of the Abu Tulhha, they halt at the place where Wady Ghurundel 

unites with this Wady, and the Arabs go for water to the springs 

of Ghurundel, still If- hours distant. Ib. p.293. These springs, 

as we know from Burckhardt and Laborde, are ten minutes 

within the mouth of Vrady Ghurundel, as it issues from the 

mountains. Burckhardt p. 441. Laborde’s Voyage p. 79. 

This spot, therefore, where the traveller halted, the junction 

of the two Wadys or water-beds, was still at some distance 

from the eastern mountain, in the great plain. 

Further, to this winding Wady, south of the Abu Tulhha, 

M. de Bertou says, indeed, that the Arabs give the name of Wady 

’Akabah, and he himself usually calls it so ; yet in one or two 

instances he still mentions it as the ’Arabah, i. e. el-Jeib. Thus 

he says, (wrongly indeed,) that Burckhardt came from the 

Ghurundel into the ’Arabah (Jeib), followed it for an hour and a 

half, and then left it by the Talha. Ib. p. 292. Again, in his 

article in the London Geogr. Journal, printed from his manu¬ 

script, (Vol. IX. 1839, p. 282,) this halt in the plain is said to 
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have taken place at the junction of Wady Ghurundel with el- 

’Arabah ; the latter name being marked by a note of doubt, which 

shows at least that it is not a typographical error. All this leads 

to the suspicion, that this name of Wady ’Akabah, and this whole 

matter of a water-shed adjacent to Wady Abu Tulhha, is an after¬ 

thought, got up in consequence of a subsequent hypothesis. 

M. de Bertou, indeed, affirms, that it is impossible to mistake, 

at this point, the two slopes (pentes), one towards the North and 

the other towards the South. But how does he distinguish this 

southern slope I Does he examine the bed of the winding Wady, 

to see in which direction the twigs and leaves have been carried, 

or the little holes and channels scooped out by the water % No 

such thing. He merely says that the Arabs call it Wady 'Akabah, 

and adds: “ II est impossible de meconnaitre les deux pentes, 

l’une vers le N. l’autre vers le S. La pente vers la mer Rouge 

doit etre rapide, car notre horizon est tres borne, et coupe le cap 

au pied duquel les Arabes nous disent que se trouve Akaba.” 

Bull. Juin, p. 292. That is to say, the fact that the horizon is 

limited, is a proof that the land descends rapidly in that direc¬ 

tion ! To common eyes, there would seem to be in this circum¬ 

stance only another proof, that there was still a gradual ascent 

towards the South, and that the water-shed was yet some hours 

distant in that direction. 

Thus far of the western side of the great valley, which is 

well known to be in general lower than the eastern. In passing 

from ’Akabah to Wady Musa, there occurs north of Wady 

Ghurundel, a low line of sand-stone hills upon the left, running 

parallel to the eastern mountain, and here dividing the great 

valley, as it were, into two parallel parts. These rocks are 

mentioned both by Laborde and Schubert 5 (Voyage p. 79. Reise 

II. p. 44 ;) and appear to be quite similar to the range Humra 

Fedan, which I have elsewhere described as lying in like manner 

in the plain further north, in front of the opening of Wady el-. 

Ghuweir. See Text, p. 502. Before coming to the Wady Abu 

Kusheibeh, through which the road ascends the mountain, 

M. de Bertou says, that this parallel line of hills is connected 

with the eastern mountain by its last offsets or spurs (par ses 

derniers contre-forts); and that here is the water-slied in this 

part of the valley. Bull. Juin, p. 300. Neither Laborde nor 

Schubert mentions any such connection with the eastern moun¬ 

tain; but on the contrary, the line of hills is laid down on 

Laborde’s map, as if wholly disconnected, and terminating further 

north in the plain. 
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The language of Laborde, in his Itinerary, may here, perhaps, 

afford an explanation. Voyage p. 79. Half an hour south of the 

point where the road turns east, he says, “a notre droite lps 

montagnes, qui ne forment plus que de legeres collines, s’ouvrept 

en plusieurs ravines, qui sernblent recevoir l’ecoulement de ce 

grand amas de rochers. Les graviers et le sable qu’ils ont 

entraines forment cette pente sur laquelle nous marchions. Ici, 

c’est son point culminant; car la pente se manifeste egalement 

de l’autre cote.” Just at the same point, a Wady (which Laborde 

writes Haouer) comes down from the Southeast. Now all this 

seems to imply nothing more, than one of those immense gravel 

slopes, which so frequently lie before the mouths of the Wadys, 

as they issue from these mountains ; and which are found in like 

manner before the Wadys all along on the western coast of the 

gulf of ’Akabah. The travelled path along the front of the 

mountain, both here and on the gulf, ascends and descends these 

slopes, which are often an hour or more in breadth. Such a 

slope would here present the appearance of a water-shed ; and 

if it continued out quite to the parallel line of low hills in front, 

would actually cause a division of the waters in this part; which, 

however, would obviously not affect the great valley lying west 

of the same hills. 

Such is the tenor of the evidence, which seems to me to throw 

doubt upon the correctness of M. de Bertou’s assertion, that the 

dividing line of the waters in the great valley, is adjacent to the 

mouth of Wady Abu Ttdhha. I would not be understood to 

affirm positively, that the fact is not as he represents it; but the 

evidence of the contrary seems to me sufficiently strong to 

warrant doubts, until the region shall have again been explored 

by some competent person, whose attention may be specially 

directed to this point. When this shall have taken place, it will 

not surprise me, should the beginning of Wady el-Jeib be found 

at some distance south of Wady Ghurundel, as reported by our 

Arabs. 

7. The point near the eastern mountain, just south of Wady 

Abu Kusheibeh, which M. de Bertou thus assumes as the water¬ 

shed in that part, is called (he says) by the Arabs, “El-Sate,” 

signifying ale toit, l’endroit qui a deux pentes.” Here, again, 

I cannot positively deny that the spot bears this name ; bat it 

seems not very probable. The Arabic word es-Sutah, plur. 

Sutuh, signifies properly a level spot, a plain, terrace, or the like ; 

and is thus applied to the flat roof of an oriental house ; but 

there is in it not the slightest idea of ‘pente.’ We found the 
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same word in these very mountains, as the name of the plain 

north of Wady Musa, called Sutuh Beida, ‘White Plains.’ The 

high plain, also, south of Wady Musa, extending round to the 

foot of Mount Hor, is called Sutuh Harun, ‘ Plains or Terrace 

of Aaron.’ Burckhardt, p. 429. It is therefore not improbable, 

that M. de Bertou has by mistake transferred this name from the 

base of Mount Hor to the bottom of the great valley. Or, his 

Arabs may indeed have spoken of the place as a level spot, and 

thus have called it es-Sutah. At any rate, even if it actually 

exists there as a proper name, it can have no reference whatever 

to a ‘ pente,’ or dividing line of waters. 

These are the main points in the report of M. de Bertou, 

■which, as it seems to me, require either confirmation or- correc¬ 

tion. I might go on and extend the list much further, and point 

out also many other inaccuracies of his map 5 but this seems less 

important. In the mean time, I cannot but hope, that travellers 

in that region may bear these topics in mind, in order that the 

public may soon learn the exact truth. 

Note XXXVIIL Pages 606, 608. 

Catastrophe of Sodom. In order to present a connected 

view of those facts respecting the region of the Dead Sea, which 

seem to have a bearing upon this memorable event, I venture 

to insert here, although at the risk of considerable repetition, 

my own letter to the distinguished geologist mentioned in the 

text. His reply is subjoined in the original French. Then fol¬ 

lows a notice of the remarkable Lake of Pitch, on the island 

of Trinidad. 

1. E. Robinson to L. von Buck. 

Berlin, April llth, 1839. 
Sir, 

In accordance with your kind permission, I venture to throw 

together a few hints and notices respecting the region around 

the Dead Sea, and its phenomena, in the hope of being able, 

through your suggestions, to arrive, perhaps, at some explana¬ 

tion, founded on scientific principles, of the historical notices 

of this district contained in the Scriptures. 

Our journeyings led us twice to the borders of the Dead Sea. 

Once, passing down from near Hebron (el-Khulil), we struck it 

at ’Ain Jidy ; and proceeded along its western side to Jericho. 

The second time, we went from Hebron to near the ford marked 

on most modern maps ; thence to the southern extremity; and 
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so through the Ghdr and Wady el-’Arabah to Wady Musa. We 

found the sea here occupying the whole breadth of the great 

valley, which extends from Jebel esh-Sheikh and Banias to the 

Red Sea at ’Akabah; but the mountains do not open out into a 

circle or oval around it, as is usually represented. At both the 

northern and southern ends of the sea, that and the valley are 

somewhat contracted, by promontories running out obliquely 

from the western mountain. 

The promontory at the southern extremity, called Usdum, is 

a lonof even ridg-e unconnected with the western mountains, and 

lying in front of them, running along the shore S. S. E. from near 

the said ford to the end of the sea. It then bends to the South¬ 

west for nearly the same distance, where it terminates. The 

height of this ridge is 150 to 200 feet $ and the mass of it is fossil 

salt, thinly covered with strata of limestone and marl. South 

of this ridge the Ghor is again wider. But about eight or ten 

geographical miles (60 to a degree) distant from the sea, in the 

same direction, is a line of cliffs stretching across the whole 

Ghor, as if cutting off all further progress southward. At the 

foot of these are many brackish springs, which at present form 

a marsh along their base. These cliffs, however, proved to be 

nothing more than an offset, or step, between the Ghor below, 

and the higher level of the valley further south ; which from that 

point takes the name of Wady el-’Arabah. 

Through these cliffs, or this offset, consisting of marl, the deep 

water-course of the great valley breaks its way down to the level 

of the Ghor, between banks 150 to 200 feet high. It is called 

Wady el-Jeib, a Wady within a Wady. This water-course was 

dry when we saw it in June; but in the rainy season it drains off 

the waters of el-’Arabah and of the adjacent mountains and high 

deserts on either side, and carries them northwards to the Dead 

Sea. Its bed has a rapid descent; and bears marks of a large 

and powerful volume of water. It begins, as we learned from 

Arabs of that region, beyond Wady Ghurundel, or nearly three 

quarters of the distance towards ’Akabah; the water-shed 

being so indistinct, as not to have been remarked by travellers 

who have passed over it. The waters of Wady Ghurundel itself 

flow off northwards. The waters of the great western plateau, 

or the desert et-Tih, as far south at least as to the point opposite 

’Akabah, and probably much further, also flow northwards along 

the plateau ; being drained off by the Wady el-Jerafeh, which runs 

north and enters el-’Arabah nearly opposite to Wady Musa. 

The great valley, as seen from ’Akabah, looking northwards, 
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appears to have only a very slight acclivity, and exhibits scarcely 

a trace of a water-course. The whole conformation of this val¬ 

ley, thus presenting a much longer and greater descent towards 

the North than towards the South, seems of itself to indicate, that 

the Dead Sea must lie considerably lower than the Gulf of 

'Akabahi 

It has been generally assumed, that the Dead Sea has existed 

only since the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, recorded in 

the book of Genesis; and the favourite hypothesis of late years 

lias been, that the Jordan before that time flowed through Wady 

el-’Arabah to the Gulf of ’Akabah, leaving the present bed of the 

Dead Sea a fertile plain. But this, as is now known, cannot have 

been the case; at least not within the times to which history 

reaches back. Every circumstance goes to show, that a lake 

must have existed in this place, into which the Jordan poured its 

waters, before the catastrophe of Sodom. 

It seems also a necessary conclusion, that these cities lay to 

the southward of the lake ; for Lot fled to Zoar which was near to 

Sodom 5 and Zoar lay almost at the southern end of the present sea, 

(the name having still existed in the time of Abulfeda in the 14th 

century,) apparently at the mouth of a Wady coming down from 

Kerak in the eastern mountains. The fertile plain,therefore, which 

Lot chose for himself, and which was well-watered like the land 

of Egypt, lay also S. of the lake and near to Zoar. (Gen. xiii. 10- 

12.) And to the present day more living streams (not less than 

three or four) flow into the Ghor at the south end of the sea from 

the eastern mountains, than are to be found so near together in all 

Palestine ; and the tract is better watered still, than any other dis¬ 

trict throughout the whole country. 

In that plain, too, were wells or pits of asphaltum (Ton), the 

same word used in describing Babylon, and indicating the same 

substance as that with which the walls of that city were cemented. 

(Gen. xiv. 10, compared with Gen. xi. 3.) The valley indeed 

in which these pits were, is called Siddim; but it is said to have 

been near the salt sea, and contained Sodom and Gomorrah. (Gen. 

xiv. 2, 3, 10-12.) The streams that watered the plain remain to 

attest the accuracy of the historian $ but the pits of asphaltum are 

no longer to be seen. Did they disappear in consequence of the’ 

catastrophe of the plain 1 

The southern part of the Dead Sea has a singular configura¬ 

tion. About three hours north of the southern extremity, the 

broad low neck of a peninsula runs out from the eastern shore,> 

terminated by a long bank at right angles to the neck, like a long 
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narrow island or sand-bank, running from N. to S. This bank is 

nearer to the western than to the eastern shore ; and the peninsula 

may be said almost to divide the sea. (There is a trace of this 

peninsula on the maps of Berghaus and others ; though it is 

always too small, and has not by any means the true form.) At 

the southern point of this long bank, the sea, which is here hardly 

wider than a very large river, sweeps round to the E. and S. E. 

and forms a bay; which constitutes the southern part or end of 

the sea, and is in general very shallow. The adjacent shore on 

the South, is low and flat; and when the lake is swollen by the 

winter rains, the water sets up over it two or three miles further 

south than when we saw it. The limit of this overflowing was 

very distinct; being marked by trunks of palm-trees and other 

drift-wood. Indeed the whole southern part of the sea, as seen 

from the western mountains, resembled much a long winding bay, 

or the estuary of a large river, when the tide is out and the shoals 

left dry. 

We travelled with Arabs of different tribes, inhabiting both 

the northern and southern parts of the western coast; and our 

guides were among the most intelligent Sheikhs of those tribes. 

We inquired often and particularly respecting the phenomena of 

asphaltum in this sea; and received a uniform answer from all. 

They had never known of its being found except in the sea; nor 

there, except after earthquakes. After the earthquake of 1834, a 

considerable quantity was found floating in small pieces; which 

were driven ashore and gathered. After the great earthquake of 

Jan. 1, 1837, (in which Safed was destroyed,) a large mass of 

asphaltum was found floating in the water,—one said like a house, 

another like an island,—to which the Arabs swam off, and cut it 

tip with axes, and gathered enough to sell for two or three thou¬ 

sand Spanish dollars. In both cases, the asphaltum was found in 

the southern part of the sea. One Sheikh, a man fifty years old, 

who had spent his life here, said he had never seen asphaltum, or 

known of its being found, at any other time.—The Arabs all sup- 

posed, that it collects upon the rocks of the eastern shore; and 

being broken off, falls into the sea; but they did not agree as to 

the place where this was supposed to occur. 

In view of these facts, which were observed or collected by 

ourselves upon the spot, I would respectfully suggest the follow¬ 

ing inquiries. 

1. May we perhaps regard the lake as having anciently ex¬ 

tended no further south than the peninsula; near which then 

were the asphaltum-pits, and further south the fertile well-watered 

plain 1 
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2. Is it allowable to suppose, that either by a conflagration of 

the asphaltum in the pits, or by some volcanic action, the soil of 

this plain (with the cities) might be destroyed, and its level low¬ 

ered ; so that the waters of the lake would rush in, and thus form 

the present southern bay I Might perhaps the asphaltum have 

previously collected into a mass or stratum round about the pits, 

and have become covered or mixed with soil, so as to form a fer¬ 

tile tract; which was then destroyed by conflagration I Or further, 

might we perhaps conceive, that in combination with some such 

cause, the bottom of the sea might be heaved up by volcanic 

action, so as to raise the level of the waters, and cause them to 

overflow a larger tract I 

3. Is there perhaps good reason for supposing, that these pits 

or fountains of asphaltum may still exist under the waters of 

the lake ; and that the asphaltum becoming hard through the 

action or contact of the water, remains fixed around the orifices of 

the fountains, until dislodged by some shock like that of an earth¬ 

quake I—If, as is reported, asphaltum were anciently more abun¬ 

dant in the lake than at present, this might perhaps be accounted 

for, by supposing it not to have been usually gathered and carried 

away. 

I might go on and suggest many other inquiries; but these 

perhaps are sufficient for the purpose in view. For any sugges¬ 

tions which you may make relative to these or other kindred 

topics, I shall feel myself tinder the most grateful obligations. 

With high consideration, 

Yours, etc. 

E. Robinson. 

P. S. I forgot to say, that small lumps of sulphur are found in 

many places along the shores of the sea. 

2. L. von Buch to E. Robinson. 

Berlin, 20 Avril, 1839. 
Monsieur, 

C’est plutot pour repondre a l’honorable confiance que vous 

voulez avoir en moi, que dans Fesperance de pouvoir vous faire 

une observation digne de vous etre presentee, que je vous addresse 

ces lignes. 
La vallee du Jourdain est une crevasse, qui s’etend depuis le 

Liban jusqu’ a la mer Rouge sans interruption. Voila, ace qui 

me semble, le resultat de vos recherches, comme de celles de Mr. 

de Bertou et Mr. Callier, qui malgre ce fait en veulent a Mr. Rit- 

VOL. II. 85 
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ter pour avoir dit la meme chose. Ces longues crevasses, fre- 

quentes surtout dans les montagnes calcaires, donnent la config¬ 

uration a nos continents. Si elles sont tres larges et profondes, 

elles donnent passage aux montagnes primitives, qui par cette 

raison forment des chaines, dans une direction, que la crevasse 

leur a prescrite. On peut done s’attendre a un plus grand de- 

veloppement des agens volcaniques au fond de cette crevasse, 

que sur les hauteurs. 

Le sel gemme est, d’apres les recherches les plus recentes, un 

produit d’une action volcanique ou plutonique le long d’une ouver- 

ture de cette nature. Mais, les sources d’asphalte ou de bitume 

le sont aussi; comme le prouvent la quantite de sources de bitume 

depuis le pied du Zagros aux environs de Bassorah jusqu’ a Mo¬ 

sul, et aussi a Bakou; comme le prouvent encore la source de 

bitume dans le golfe de Naples, et a Mellilli pres de Siracuse; 

comme le prouvent les sources de bitume sur File de Zante, et 

meme le bitume de Seyssel dont on fait les trottoirs a Paris. 

L’Asphalte de la merMorte n’est vraisemblement que le bitume 

consolide au fond du lac, qui ne peut pas s’ecouler, et forme par 

consequent une couche sur le fond, comme a File de Trinidad. 

II est assez vraisemblable, que cette accumulation se soitfaite dans 

les temps recules, comme de nos jours ; et si des actions volcan¬ 

iques, une elevation du terrain, et des tremblements de terre ont 

mis au jour des masses d’asphalte analogues a celle que vous avez 

decrite, (phenomene de la plus haute importance, inconnu jus- 

qu’ici,)onpeut tresbien concevoir la conflagration de cites entieres 

par Finflammation de matieres si eminemment combustibles. 

Si on pouvait decouvrir quelque masse basaltique dans la partie 

meridionale ou vers l’extremite sud de la mer Morte, on pouvait 

croire, qu’un “ dyke” basaltique se soit fait jour lors de la celebre 

catastrophe, comme cela est arrive en 1820 pres de File de Banda, 

et dans un autre terns au pied du volcan de Ternate. (Descript, 

pbys. des lies Canaries, p. 412, 433.) Les mouvements qui ac- 

compagnent la sortie d’un tel “ dyke” sont bien en etat de produire 

tous les phenomenes, qui ont changes cette contree interessante, 

sans exercer une influence tres marquee sur la forme et la config¬ 

uration des montagnes a l’entour. 

La fertilite du sol depend quelquefois de tres legers accidents. 

II n’est pas probable, que le bitume soit propre pour l’augmenter. 

Mais il est bien possible, que les mouvements du terrain ont pu 

mettre au jour une plus grande masse de sel gemme, qui entrain^ 

par les eaux vers le fond de la vallee, suffirait pour lui dter sa 

productibilite. Le sel gemme n’aurait pas tant frappe Lot; pour 
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s’imaginer que sa femme eut ete changee en sel, si on avait eu 

connaissance de son existence entre les couches de la montagne, 

avant la catastrophe memorable. 

II faut esperer, que la Societe geologique de Londres, si ac¬ 

tive, voudrabien un jour envoyer un de ses membres, pour eclairer 

avec la flambeau de la Geologie des faits qui interessent tout 1@ 

monde. Mais, il faudrait rechercher toute la constitution geolo- 

gique et du Liban et de toute la vallee du Jourdain, depuisTiberias 

jusqu’ a Akaba. 

Je concois, Monsieur, que toute ceci doit peu vous contenter. 

Mais, je pense qu’il est temeraire de se faire une theorie sur des 

faits, dont on n’a pas du moins observe soi-meme les resultats. 

J’ai l’bonneur d’etre avec la plus haute consideration, 

Monsieur, 

Votre tres-humble et obeissant, 

Leopold de Bitch. 

3. Extract from a Paper on “ the Pitch Lake of the Island of 

Trinidad,” by N. Nugent, M.D. Transactions of the Royal Geo¬ 

logical Society, London 1811. Vol. I. p. 63, seq. 

“We soon after had a view of the lake, which at first sight 

appeared to be an expanse of still water, frequently interrupted by 

clumps of dwarf trees or islets of rushes and shrubs; but on a 

nearer approach, we found it to be in reality an extensive plain of 

mineral pitch, with frequent crevices and chasms filled with water. 

The singularity of the scene was altogether so great, that it was 

sometime, before I could recover from my surprise, so as to inves¬ 

tigate it minutely. The surface of the lake is of the colour of 

ashes, and at this season was not polished or smooth so as to be 

slippery; the hardness or consistence was such as to bear any 

weight; and it was not adhesive, though it partially received 

the impression of the foot ; it bore us without any tremulous 

motion whatever, and several head of cattle were browsing on it 

in perfect security. In the dry season, however, the surface is 

much more yielding, and must be in a state approaching to fluidity; 

as is shown by pieces of recent wood and other substances being 

enveloped in it. Even large branches of trees which were a foot 

above the level, had in some way become enveloped in the bitu¬ 

minous matter. 

“ The interstices or chasms are very numerous, ramifyingand 

joining in every direction ; and, in the wet season being filled with 

water, present the only obstacle to walking over the surface. 

These cavities are generally deep in proportion to their width, 
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some being only a few inches in depth, others several feet, and 

many almost unfathomable. The water in them is good and un¬ 

contaminated by the pitch ; the people of the neighbourhood 

derive their supply from this source, and refresh themselves by 

bathing in it; fish are caught in it, and particularly a very good 

species of mullet. The arrangement of the chasms is very singu¬ 

lar ; the sides, which of course are formed of the pitch, are inva¬ 

riably shelving from the surface, so as nearly to meet atthebottom, 

but then they bulge out towards each other, with a considerable 

degree of convexity. This may be supposed to arise from the 

tendency in the pitch slowly to coalesce, whenever softened by 

the intensity of the sun’s rays. These crevices are known occa¬ 

sionally to close up entirely, and we sawr many marks or seams 

from this cause. How these crevices originate, it may not be so 

easy to explain. One of our party suggested, that the whole mass 

of pitch might be supported by the wrater, which made its way 

through accidental rents ; but in the solid state it is of greater 

specific gravity than [fresh] water, for several bits thrown into 

one of the pools immediately sunk.1 

“The lake (I call it so, because I think the common name ap¬ 

propriate enough) contains many islets covered with long grass 

and shrubs, which are the haunts of birds of the most exquisite 

plumage; as the pools are, of snipe and plover. Alligators are 

also said to abound here, but it wras not our lot to encounter any 

of these animals. It is not easy to state precisely the extent of 

this great collection of pitch; the line between it and the neigh¬ 

bouring soil is not always well defined ; and indeed it appears to 

form the substratum of the surrounding tract of land. We may 

say, however, that it is bounded on the north and wrest sides by 

the sea, on the south by a rocky eminence of porcelain jasper, 

and on the east by the usual argillaceous soil of the country; the 

main body may perhaps be estimated at three miles in circum¬ 

ference. The depth cannot be ascertained, and no subjacent rock 

or soil can be discovered. Where the bitumen is slightly covered 

by soil, there are plantations of cassava, plantains, and pine-apples, 

the last of which grovr with luxuriance and attain to great perfec¬ 

tion. There are three or four French and one English sugar 

estates in the immediate neighbourhood. 

“It is worthy of remark, that the main body of the pitch, 

which may properly be called the lake, is situated higher than 

1) Pieces of asphaltum are fre- probably from the extraordinary 
quciitly found floating on the Dead specific gravity of the wraters of 
iSea in Palestine ; but this arises that lake. 
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the adjoining land ; and that you descend by a gentle slope to the 

sea, where the pitch is much contaminated by the sand of the 

beach. During the dry season, as I have before remarked, this 

pitch is much softened, so that different bodies have been known 

slowly to sink into it ; if a quantity be cut out, the cavity left will 

be shortly filled up; and I have heard it related, that when the 

Spaniards undertook formerly to prepare the pitch for economical 

purposes, and had imprudently erected their caldrons on the 

very lake, they completely sunk in the course of a night, so as to 

defeat their intentions. Numberless proofs are given of its being 

at times in this softened state ; the negro houses of the vicinage, 

for instance, built by driving posts in the earth, frequently are 

twisted or sunk on one side. In many places it seems to have 

actually overflown like lava, and presents the wrinkled appearance, 

which a sluggish substance would exhibit in motion. 

“This substance is generally thought to be the asphaltum of 

naturalists; in different spots, however, it presents different ap¬ 

pearances. In some parts it is black, with a splintery conchoidal 

fracture, of considerable specific gravity, with little or no lustre, 

resembling particular kinds of coal, and so hard as to require a 

severe blow of the hammer to detach or break it. In other parts, 

it is so much softer as to allow one to cut out a piece in any form 

with a spade or hatchet, and in the interior is vesicular and oily; 

this is the character of by far the greater portion of the whole 

mass. In one place, it bubbles up in a perfectly fluid state, so 

that you may take it up in a cup; and I am informed, that in one 

of the neighbouring plantations, there is a spot where it is of a 

bright colour, shining, transparent, and brittle, like bottle-glass 

or resin. The odour in all these instances is strong, and like that 

of a combination of pitch and sulphur. A bit of the pitch held 

in the candle, melts like sealing-wax and burns with a light flame ; 

which is extinguished whenever it is removed, and on cooling 

the bitumen hardens again. 
^ # * # # # # 

“I have been informed by several persons, that the sea in the 

neighbourhood is occasionally covered with a fluid bitumen, and 

in the southeastern part of the island there is certainly a similar 

collection of this bitumen, though of less extent; and many small 

detached spots of it are to be met with in the woods. It is even 

said, that an evident line of communication may thus be traced 

between the two great receptacles. There is every probability, 

that in all these cases, the pitch was originally fluid, and has since 

become inspissated by exposure to the air, as happens in the Dead 

Sea and other parts of the East.” 
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Note XXXIX. Page 613. 
Stations of the Israelites. The following Table, arranged in 

accordance with the suggestions advanced in the Text, presents 

a synoptical view of all the stations of the Israelites, enumerated, 

from their departure .out of Egypt until their arrival overagainst 

Jericho. 

1. From Egypt to Sinai. 

Exodus xii—xix. 
From Rameses, xii. 37. 

1. Succoth, xii. 37. 

2. Etham, xiii. 20. 
3. Pi-haheroth, xiv. 2. 
4. Passage through the Red 

Sea, xiv. 22; and three days’ 
march into the desert of 
Shur, xv. 22. 

5. Marah, xv. 23. 

6. Elim, xv. 27. 
7. 

8. Desert of Sin, xvi. 1. 
9. 

10. 
11. Rephidim, xvii. 1. 
12. Desert of Sinai, xix. 1. 

Numbers xxxiii. 
From Rameses, verse 3. 

Succoth, vs. 5. 
Etham, vs. 6. 

Pi-haheroth, vs. 7. 
Passage through the Red Sea, 

and three days’ march in the 
desert of Etham, vs. 8. 

Marah, vs. 8. 
Elim, vs. 9. 
Encampment by the Red Sea, 

vs. 10. 
Desert of Sin, vs. 11. 
Dophka, vs. 12. 
Alush, vs. 13. 
Rephidim, vs. 14. 
Desert of Sinai, vs. 15. 

2. From Sinai to Kadesh the second time. 

Numbers x—xx. 

From the Desert of Sinai, x. 12. 
13. Taberah, xi. 3; Deut. ix. 22. 

14. Kibroth-hattaavah, xi. 34. 
15. Hazeroth, xi. 35. 

16. Kadesh, in the desert of Pa- 
ran, xii. 16. xiii. 26 ; Deut. 

i. 2, 19. Hence they turn 
back and wander for thirty- 

eight years ; Num. xiv. 25, 
seq. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 

Numbers xxxiii. 

From the Desert of Sinai, vs. 16. 

Kibroth-hattaavah, vs. 16. 
Hazeroth, vs. 17. 

Rithma, vs. 18. 
Rimmon-parez, vs. 19. 
Libnah, vs. 20. 
Rissah, vs. 21. 
Kehelathah, vs. 22. 

Mount Shapher, vs. 23. 
Haradah, vs. 24. 

Makheloth, vs. 25. 
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25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. Return to Kadesh, 

xx. 1. 

Tahath, vs. 26. 
Tarah, vs. 27. 
Mithcah, vs. 28. 
Hashmonah, vs. 29. 
Moseroth, vs. 30. 
Bene-jaakan, vs. 31. 
Hor-hagidgad, vs. 32. 
Jotbathah, vs. 33. 
Ebronah, vs. 34. 
Ezion-gaber, vs. 35. 

Num. Kadesh, vs. 36. 

3. From Kadesh to the Jordan. 

Num. xx, xxi. Deut. i, ii, x. 
From Kadesh, Num. xx. 22. 

36. Beeroth Bene-jaakan, Deut. 
x. 6. 

37. Mount Hor, Num. xx. 22 ; 
or Mosera, Deut. x. 6 ; 
where Aaron died. 

38. Gudgodah, Deut. x. 7. 
39. Jotbath, Deut. x. 7. 
40. Way of the Red Sea, Num. 

xxi. 4 ; by Elath and Ezion- 
gaber, Deut. ii. 8. 

41. 
42. 
43. Oboth, Num. xxi. 10. 
44. Ije-abarim, Num. xxi. 11. 
45. The brook Zered, Num. xxi. 

12. Deut. ii. 13, 14. 
46. The brook Arnon, Num. 

xxi. 13. Deut. ii. 24. 
47. 
48. 
49. Beer (well) in the desert, 

Num. xxi. 16, 18. 
50. Mattanah, xxi. 18. 
51. Nahaliel, xxi. 19. 
52. Bamoth, xxi. 19. 
53. Pisgah, put for the range of 

Abarim, of which Pisgah 
was part; xxi. 20. 

54. By the way of Bashan to 
the plains of Moab by Jor¬ 
dan, near Jericho ; Num. 
xxi. 33. xxii. 1. 

Numbers, xxxiii. 
From Kadesh, vs. 37. 

Mount Hor, vs. 37. 

Zalmonah, vs. 41. 
Punon, vs. 42. 
Oboth, vs. 43. 
Ije-abarim, or Iim, vs. 44, 45. 

Dibon-gad, vs. 45; now Dhiban- 
Almon-diblathaim, vs. 46. 

Mountains of Abarim, near to 
Nebo, vs. 47. 

Plains of Moab by Jordan, near 
Jericho, vs. 48. 
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